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STJMMHT
This- study is concerned with the problem of polarisation. This 

problem is approached frctim a. perspective developed from, a detailed 
study of the writings of G*C„ Berkouwer, Following an introductory 
preface which provides an overview of the entire study, Chapter One 
sets the problem! of polarization in the context- of Berkouwer* s 
historical background — (l) the Reformation em(Calvin and Arminius)| 
and (2:) the post-Reformation developmeni(pietism and scholasticism) • 
Special emphasis; is placed on Berkouwer* s concern to avoid the twin 
pitfalls of objectivism} and subjectivism, This emphasis- is developed 
further in Chapter Two- where the problem of polarization is viewed in 
relation to four of Berkouwer* s central concerns — (l) the subject- 
objecb dichotomy; (2) the nature of language; (3) the heteronomy- 
autonomy dilemma; and (4) anthropology.

Chapters Three to Five approach the problem of polarisation from 
a; perspective, developed in Chapter Three, which emphasizes the 
integral unity of the doctrine of revelation in its creational, 
incs,motional, biblical, proolamatory and pneumatological aspects. 
Chapter Four contains a critical analysis of three theological 
tendencies which, in the author* s view, tend to increase polarization 
because of a common tendency towards- theological rationalism - 
(l) deism-; (2) biblicism; (3) christomonism, Chapter Five contains a 
constructive: approach to three intellectual disciplines in which the 
effects of polarization are often felt — (l) philosophy; (2) biblical 
criticism:; and (3) science,

Guided by the statement — The message of God*s. grace is to be 
communicated by the church of Jesus Christ to the whole man 
Chapters Six to Eight discuss the problem, of polarization in relation 
to Christian coimiruriication. Chapter Six is concerned with the doctrine 
of grace, seeking to understand the concept of predestination in its 
*pre* and ♦destination* aspects with particular emphasis on the 
significance: of the present proclamation, Chapter Seven is concerned 
with the doctrine of the church, focusing special attention on 
Berkouwer*s approach to tensions'- within a single denomination, within 
Protestantism, between Protestantism and: non-Reformed churches and 
between the church and the world. Chapter Eight is concerned with the 
doctrine of the whole man, drawing attention to the significance of 
apologetics and social concern' within, the full context of the church*s 
calling to communicate the gospel of grace to the whole man.
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Introductory Preface
Following' a favourable citation, of Karl Earth's repudiation of 

”(t)he construct,, ”God is everything, raan is nothing,” as a 
description of grace”, G. C. Berkouwer writes,

"Dilemmas always are a source of polarization. We quickly go 
over to simplistic either-dr,s..in which the fulness of truth 
is torn' apart. And in the atmosphere of false polarities, we 
often stop listening to each other and, lose our ability to 
understand each "other's words. With this, irritation and pique 
poison the theological discussion. But it is striking and, at 
the same time, reassuring that the clear intent of the gospel 
comes through even in the midst of theological polarization, 
especially when all the parties intend, to be faithful to the 
gospel”.

This entire study may be regarded as a development of the perspective 
provided by these words of Berkouwer concerning the; problem: of 
theological polarization'.

The immediate context of the words — an. attempt to; understand 
how God and man' are related to each other in the gospel —  is 
precisely the context in which this entire study is set. The 
particular content of the words - a constructive approach to the 
problem of theological polarization — sets out the aim of this entire 
study. The author of the words — G. C. Berkouwer — provides a focal— 
point for the discussion of the wide ranging problem of theological 
polarization and its relation. to> the interpretation of the 
relationship between. God in his revealing and reconciling activity 
and man towards whom: this revealing- and reconciling activity is 
directed.

With the writings- of G. C. Berkouwer providing Its focal-point, 
this study is essentially a study in contemporary theology. The wide- 
ranging character of the problem; of theological polarization and Its 
relation to the gospel carries it beyond the immediate confines of 
contemporary theology.
- This study does not have; as Its specific aim the close examination 

of particular biblical passages. It is not, therefore, primarily a 
study in biblical theology. Since, however, Berkouwer Is an avowedly 
biblical theologian, a constant effort Is made to relate the discuss
ion to the interpretation of the biblical writings. From: this 
perspective, this study promises to> contribute to an increased 
understanding of biblical theology.
— This study does not have as its specific aim the detailed



Interpretation of particular episodes In the history of doctrinal 
understanding* It is not, therefore, primarily a study in historical 
theology. Since, however, Berkouxfer pays close attention to the 
history of doctrine in the development of his own. theology, an 
attempt is made to set this entire study against the background of 
the history of doctrine (Chapter One) • From; this perspective, this 
study promises to provide an illuminating- analysis of historical 
theology.
Contemporary theology has a great deal to learn from a theological 
perspective which, though It seeks; to: be contemporary, resolutely 
refuses to lose significant contact with biblical and historical 
theology.

With the writings of G* C. Berkouwer providing its focal-point, 
this study may be regarded as a study in systematic theology. The 
context In which the problem of theological polarization, and its 
relation to the gospel is discussed is one in which attention is 
drawn to both the use, and abuse of systematic thinking in theological 
reflection. This study seeks to understand the relationships between 
different aspects of Christian truth. Care is taken to avoid imposing 
a 'system* on Christian truth which does not permit the gospel to- be 
understood and proclaimed In the fulness of its biblical perspectives.
— Attention is drawn; in Chapter Two.) to: general philosophical Issues 

Involved In the discussion of the problem; of theological polarization 
and its; relation to- the gospel.. This study does not, however, purport 
to; he a detailed study of philosophical Issues viewed in Isolation 
from; the; total context of Christian theology. This study is not, 
therefore,, primarily a study in.philosophical theology. Since, 
however, Berkouwer shows an awareness of the philosophical issues 
involved in theological discussion-, It might be expected that this 
study- should provide a perspective which offers a clearer 
understanding- of the Issues involved In philosophical theology.
- Following: a general discussion of the relationship between 

philosophical Investigation and theological affirmation, Chapter 
Three takes the discussion Into; the field of doctrinal theology. In 
this discussion of the doctrine of revelation, the concern1 Is to 
emphasize the integral, unity of divine revelation, carefully guarding 
against the danger of a one-sidedness which leads to; a distorted view 
of divine revelation.
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— There Is, in Chapter Four, a study in- what might he described as
comparative- theology. Three types of theological system- are placed
under the careful scrutiny of the theological perspective outlined In
Chapter Three. These three systems are discussed in a single chapter
rather than in three separate chapters so that the comparative element.
might be emphasized. The terms used in this analysis — deism,
biblicism and christomonlsm - are not intended as precise descriptions
of the views of the theologians who figure prominently in the
discussion. In this study, these terms bear the character of
hypothetical constructs which serve to clearly distinguish particular
directions in which a one-sided doctrine of revelation might move.
The aim; of this discussion is to emphasize the comprehensiveness of
divine revelation over against interpretations which have a rather

2one—sided character.
WThe discussion in Chapter Five is concerned with an analysis of

what might be described as Investigative theology. It is emphasized
that the intellectual disciplines of philosophy, biblical criticism
and science may he properly used by theology in Its Investigation, of
the meaning of divine revelation* This use of these investigative
disciplines is carefully dissociated from; their Illegitimate use as
the;, basis of a value-judgment by which it is claimed that the:

3reality of divine revelation is either proved or disproved.
Throughout the discussions contained ini Chapters Two to Five, the 
relationship between Christian experience and systematic theological 
reflection is prominent. It is emphasized that theological system- 
building may not he dissociated from; Ghrlstlan experience without 
leading to a distortion in the understanding: of the gospel which It 
seeks to* interpret.

With the writings of G. C. Berkouwer providing Its focal-point, 
this study could he regarded as a study in experiential theology.
There Is, throughout this study, a concern with the relationship 
between. Christian experience and Christian doctrine. There is a 
concern to; speak: of both "the Christian faith11 and "Christian faith" 
without the definite article.^ The aim; Is to; draw attention to> both 
the uniqueness of the revealing’ and reconciling activity of God in 
Jesus Christ and the necessity for faith to he "a life response of tie 
total person, at the depths of his being, to the summons and 
opportunity of the Gospel*1.̂  The precise manner In which this



expression "experiential theology" is being used here 1360011163 clearer 
in Chapters Six to Eight.
— The discussion of the doctrine of grace in Chapter Six is.

concerned with the development of an evangelistic theology. The
central concern Is to; emphasize the unbreakable relationship between
theology and evangelism’. A theology which does not lead to evangelism
remains- remote from; both the gospel, of Cod and the need of men. An
evangelism; which shows little Interest in theological reflection
tends to become rather superficial and stereotyped, lacking the depth

6and range of what might be described as teaching evangelism.
— The discussion in Chapter Seven is concerned with church theology. 

It Is emphasized that Christian experience is-, not a form of religious 
individualism which is dissociated from the life of fellowship and 
that Christian doctrine is to; be worked out not in individualistic 
Isolation but: in the service of the church’s witness to the gospel.
— The discussion in Chapter Eight focuses attention on the role of

apologetics and' social concern within the total context: of Christian
witness. Since the aim: is to emphasize this total context, these
aspects of Christian witness are included in a single chapter rather
than two; separate chapters. The gospel’s own intrinsic apologetic
significance Is emphasized with a view to developing an apologetic
theology which- carefully avoids "the polarities of a mindless fldeism7and. a faithless rationalism?1. The gospel’s own intrinsic social 
significance: is emphasized with a view to developing a liberation 
theology which Is entirely bound up with a faith in Jesus Christ as 
the Liberator, a faith which finds its practical expression hot in 
a ’ service of Cod’' which exists In a ’spiritual* vacuum; apart from 
the service of men but in the service of others for Jesus’ sake.^

The goal of this study is to- present a contemporary theology 
which Is: both systematic and experiential. The basic theological 
methodology used may be summarized thus :

"The truth of the Gospel..is known and understood only within 
the total context of both revelation and, the obedience of 
faith. Theology, whose task is to restate that truth, is 
determined in its methods and limited In its conclusions by 
the nature of the Gospel as it is heard, end obeyed In faith".

This: approach promises to> be most valuable in the contemporary
situation. It Is emphasized that theology must seek" to understand the
relationships* between, different aspects: of th£ truth of the gospel
without distorting that truth by Imposing: an alien system: upon1 it.



An alien system is imposed on the gospel whenever revelation is 
understood In a way that tends to devalue human experience as well 
as when human experience is permitted to; take on a normative 
character such that it 'becomes the ultimate criterion by which- 
divine revelation is judged.

The- experiential character of theological reflection requires to 
be related to both the normativity of divine revelation and the 
totality of man*s experience.. Divine revelation reaches man in his 
experience but is not derived from man’s experience. A proper emphasis 
on the experiential character of man’s knowledge of God requires to 
he carefully distinguished from the tendency to make human experience 
the norm by which divine revelation is toe- be judged. Theology must 
pay close attention to the significance of human experience In the 
light of divine revelation. It must, however, resist the temptation 
of demanding- that the gospel’s message a particular interpretation 
of human experience. The’ accommodation of the gospel’s voice to a 
particular understanding of man’s- experience can only result In an 
impoverished understanding- of the gospel In which those aspects of the 
gospel which do not appear to fit are tacitly Ignored. This procedure 
restricts the gospel’s relevance to; those areas of life where It Is 
adjudged to have particular significance. The knowledge of God which 
the gospel brings is, however, related not to a part of man’s 
experience but to> its totality.

If theology is to speak adequately- of the gospel of Jesus Christ, 
it must be thoroughly committed to hearing

"the powerful witness: of the "tremendous" Word that always 
speaks against us so that we can learn to stop speaking 
against It".-^

In view of the comprehensiveness- of the gospel, theology may not 
settle for inadequate ways of thinking about the gospel. The gospel 
does not merely Inform; man’s Intellect, giving him information to 
which Intellectual assent must be given and from; which a perfect 
theological system may he built..The- gospel does not merely affect 
man’s emotions apart from- his understanding. The gospel is not 
directed towards a specifically ’religious’ or ’personal* sphere 
which is Isolated from the totality of life. A proper recognition of 
the comprehensiveness of the gospel carries with it an awareness of 
both the privilege and the responsibility of theological reflection. 
Recognizing’the inadequacy of both Its understanding of divine



revelation; and its response to that revelation, theology-must 
seek: to fulfill its privileged responsibility with a humble gratitude 
to God and a responsible commitment to; hearing the gospel in' obedient 
faith.

This study of theological polarization* fallows Berkouwer In* his
dual concern with faithfulness to the gospel and listening to and

t- 11understanding the words of others. Berkouwer* s approach to
theological discussion is a most valuable approach from: which much
can he learned, whether or not one is in agreement with every detail
in Berkouwer*s theology. L. B. Smedes draws attention to- the value of
Berkouwer*s approach to; theological1 discussion-. k

"Perhaps one of the most important immediate contributions 
that Berkouwer has made to; evangelical theology is the 
example he has given of Christian and responsible polemic 
confrontation. Berkouwer*;s polemics are meant to* be servants 
of grace, for the theology he is criticizingf for the preachers * 
of the Church. There is a style of polemics that is revealed in 
the motives of the man engaging in it* A loveless polemics Is 
possible, a polemics with a design to refute without a desire
wto serve. An irresponsible polemics Is possible, and 
evangelical theology is no; stranger to it, a polemics that is 
eager- only to find the- weak; spot in the armor of one’s 
opponent, eager, that is, for victory and not for truth. After 
BerRouwer, evangelical theology ought have no; excuse to* revert 
too the uncreative and lovelygs’ style of polemics of which It 
has too? often been guilty".

This study has am ’after Berkouwer * character in that it seeks to;
incorporate Into its: approach to; theological, polarization the
lessons which have: been learned from* a detailed study of Berkouwer* s
writings.

Xn his evaluation of Berkouwer* s theological significance,
Smedes writes^

"One: could wish for Berkouwer to dc many things he does not 
do;. One could wish that he would, now and then, develop a 
line of thought more concisely, more pointedly than he does.
An Anglo^axon may* be forgiven for wanting at times less 
circumlocution and more succinctness than he finds in 
European theologians". ^

The sheer bulk; of Berkouwer* s "Studies in Dogmatics" makes the
serious reading of his works a most formidable task. The present'1
study seeks to- draw together certain key aspects of Berkouwer*s
thought and relate them to; particular problem; areas in contemporary
theology in; a way that emphasises the significance of his theology.



CHAPfER OBI
IPhe Problem of Pelarfzations Berkouwer %  Relation to M s  Background.

BeiHtooirwer*® historical Mekground is of particular importance 
for this study* there are contrasting theological emphases in M s  
Background* these emphases tend to> movie in- opposite directions —- 
the directions of objectivism and subjectivism. He is aware of 
the dangers inherent in. loth tendencies. Ee seeks, therefore, to 
construct a theology which does full justice to loth the true 
objectivity of the Christian faith and the necessity for that faith 
to: le a subjectively experienced faith.

In terms of Berkouwer*^ Background, these contrasting tendencies 
in theology may le seen in two Broad historical subdivisions, 
these are (l) the Reformation eraj (2) the: post-Ref©rotation 
development* Since Berkouwer fully intends: to stand in the line 
of the Reformation, it hardly needs to le said that the influence 
of John Calvin looms large in his Background* Since, however, he 
Belongs —  in particular — to the Butch strand of the Reformation, 
the significance of the controversial Butch Reformer, James Arminius, 
must also) le taken into account. fhe post-Eef©rotation development 
of the Butch Reformed tradition is no less amlivalent than the 
initial. Butch experience of the Reformation* If has produced two 
contrasting theological developments — the pietism of the 
experiential theology movement and the scholasticism of the system— 
Builders.

In relation to this inherited tradition, Berkouwer is always 
careful not to Be forced into choosing: Between alternatives which 
are not mutually exclusive* Ee shows immense: appreciation for 
Calvin, while never allowing himself to Become completely uncritical 
of' the great Reformer* Indeed, Berkouwer- is at pains — through 
creative interpretation rather than scathing criticism —  to move 
Beyond the fatalistic caricature of Calvin. Berkouwer,s relation to 
Arminius is equally amli valent* While he does not claim to stand 
in the line of Arminius, he is: appreciative of his chief concerns 
and adopts; a number of positions which are remarkably similar to 
those of Arminius*

Berkouwerfrs theological position clearly stands in the line of 
the keynote of the experiential theology movement — that Christian



faith mast Be an experienced faith and not simply a faith to which 
one gives mere intellectual assent* By reiterating this strongly 
experiential emphasis, he does not advocate sheer mysticism* While 
sharply critical of scholasticism: with its closed systems, he is 
acutely aware of the need for Christian experience to find verbal 
articulation in a manner that corresponds to the nature of that 
experience*

Shits explains Berkouwerfs concern with the exposition of Christian 
doctrine rather than, so-called •’devotional** literature* This 
exposition is carried out within the perspective of the open 
categories of Christian experience as if moves forward in faith, 
worship, witness and serviced the imposition of any alien system 
upon such Christian experience can only lead to a severely distorted 
and painfully inadequate understanding of Christian doctrine*

As one who stands squarely in the Dutch Reformed Church 
tradition, then, Bterkouwer —  born into) ”a devoutly Reformed home 
and a devoutly Reformed church** in 1903 and, from: early childhood, 
nurtured, in the Scriptures and the confessional and catechetical 
instruction of the Dutch Reformed Church — must be understood fro^ 
within that general context* Be must not, however, be understood as 
one who merely "parrotsw any single theological tradition* Rather, 
he weaves his; way through the various strands of that tradition — 
Calvinismi, Arminianism, pietism and scholasticism — and produces a 
theology which integrates the strengths of each strand without 
falling prey to its weaknesses* The theology which he: has presented, 
is, therefore, by virtue of its capacity for the avoidance of polar
ized theological positions, a theology of great importance for 
contemporary theological debate*

Berkouwer*s historical background is not being analysed for 
its historical interest, considerable though that may be* It is 
included for its value in strengthening the argument for Berkouwer’s 
importance for theology in its present state of confusion* M s  
perceptive treatment of the controversies of his torical theology 
suggests that he has a valuable contribution to make towards the 
achievement of' a viable solution to the contemporary problem: of 
polarisation in theology*

This excursus into historical theology in the Dutch Reformed 
tradition aims to help present-day theologians to develop a keener



appreciation! ©£ the deep, underlying: themes; inherent in positions 
from which they ham previously Been polarised# Theology would, 
then, he better equipped for sensitively evaluating the merits of 
contrasting: theologies without; falling into unnecessary pitfalls 
which are present at every point on the theological spectrum# Such 
sensitive evaluation of different views will, when theologically 
grounded, prove; far superior t©> the kind of vacillation which avoids 
polarisation at the expense of the kind of conviction which is 
absolutely indispensable if ' the life and work of the Christian 
Church is to> be invigorated*

(1) The: Reformation Era
The influence of the Reformation lies at the very foundation

of' Bterkouwer̂ s thought# ®e sees himself as a Reformed theologian*
Be stands in the line of the Reformation, always insisting that
theology is continually being reformed iin the light of the - 2Scriptures# Be is constantly seeking to interpret the Reformers, 
especially Calvin, and the Reformed Confessions, especially the 
Belgie Confession, the Heidelberg Catechism and the Canons of 
Borit# His relation to the Reformed tradition is not, however, a 
simple one# There is sufficient ambiguity about his relation to 
the Reformed tradition for it to require some clarification#

This element of ambiguity centres on the interpretation of 
the doctrine: of election# Berkouwer rejects the causal categories 
by which traditional orthodoxy has understood! this doctrine# He 
is constantly seeking to offer creative interpretations of Calvin 
and the Reformed Confessions, even the problematic Canons of Dordt# 
With respect to Bordt, he distinguishes between unchangeable 
affirmation and changeable representation, recognising the 
historically conditioned character of the Church*© Confessions# 

Berkouwer*s seemingly ambiguous stance with respect to- Dordt 
provides an interesting introduction to his relation to Calvin and 
Arminius# It is not, however, a matter of purely historical in
terest since the most controversial sections of the Canons of 
Dordtfl,6,S,lb) have figured prominently in twentieth-century 
theological debate in the Netherlands# Berkouwer states clearly
his own position in regard to such debate when he cites favourablyCl--' . 3two recent episodes in Dutch church life.

(*) In 1961, Eederlandse Hervormde Kerk (Netherlands Reformed 
Church), the major Protestant denomination, formulated guidelines



for dealing with the doctrine of election* These guidelines 
dealt critically with the; Canons * use of' Scripture and with 
abstract theories of divine sovereignty* The guidelines, which 
focused on Christ as the mirror of election, led to further 
discussions of the deepest intentions of the Arminians; of the 
seventeenth century — fear of determinism and of Cod being the; 
author of sinv

(ii) The synod ©>f Be Gereformeer&e Kerkem in Nederland (The 
Reformed’ Churches in the Netherlands), Berkouwer*© own denomination, 
stated that certain parts of the Canons (1*6,8,15) did not rest om. 
the cited Scriptural, passages but on the? philoscphical—theological 
concept of the: all-causative: Cod* The synsd acknowledged the real 
intent, of the: Canons —  to affinm the sovereignty of Cod*© grace 
towards lost mankind —  but. it then added that the disputed passages

Ado> "not speak in a correct way of the Lord God*"
In. referring: to> Berkouwer*s favourable citation of these recent 

episodes as indicative @f the ambiguity of M s  relation to> the 
Reformation, there is no suggestion given of any lack of clarity in 
Berkouwer*© own interpretation of elections This ambiguity arises 
from the fact that the ferrni "Reformed" is not understood in any 
uni vocal manner* If the term "Reformed" is taken to mean, am 
uncritical adoption of the Reformed Confessions without creative 
interpretation, their it cannot: he applied to Berkouwer without 
qualification* If, however, the term "Reformed" is taken to imply 
the present-day conviction that"the Reformation continues", them 
Bterkouwer is a fine example ©f a Reformed theologian — always 
respectful ©f his roots in the sixteenth century Reformation yet 
constantly seeking: to reform in accordance with
the Scriptures which provide the theological normi for both- sixteenth 
and twentieth centuries*

The above general remarks concerning1 the modem discussions of 
the Canons of Borit offer general guidelines concerning Berkouwer1 s 
criticisms of Calvin and his affinities with Arminius* Ee criticizes 
Calvin, as one wh.03 wishes t© stand in Calvin’s line as am interpreter 
mther than am uncritical follower* His affinities with Arminius 
find expression not as part of a theology that claims to stand in 
the Arminiam line* Rather, they are found in a theology which 
carefully seeks to overcome the polarisation caused by the Calvinist— 
ArminiBni controversy*



|r>y Berkouwer*© Relation to Calvin
It is quite clear froim the number of references to Calvin in 

Berkouwer*© writings that Calvin has had! a most significant influence 
on his thinking# Calvin is, for Berkouwer, of such great importance 
for Reformed, theology that nm theology, claiming: to be Reformed, 
can proceed adequately without considerable exposition, interpretation 
and discussion of the writings; of' Calvin* Gn the whole, Berkouwer 
shows considerable agreement with Calvin* Where: there is dis
agreement, this tends to be minimised through sympathetic 
interpretation which accentuates their agreement* Whenever dis
agreement is inevitable, it is always respectful disagreement* 
Berkouwer*© criticisms of Calvin are never offered without the 
greatest, respect for the great Reformer*

While Berkouwer offers much sympathetic exposition and 
interpretation of Galvin, it is clearly not his intention "to defend 
every one of Calvin*s utterances regarding the doctrine of election#11
In particular, Berkouwer is critical of the "imbalance in the

 7causa—concept which we observe in Calvin?1* Even here, however, 
Berkouwer* s criticism is sympathetic rather than scathing* He 
refers to an "imbalance" which requires correction rather than 
presenting an equally unbalanced and categorical re jection of 
Calvin*© valuable insight into the central importance of the doctrine 
of election*

Calvin displayed significant pastoral sensitivity when* inu.
his idea of Christ as the "mirror of election", he emphasised the
close relation between election and pastoral concern, between
election and the certainty of salvation* Calvin may not have,
"on the basis of this conception,*• in all respects drawn the proper

8conclusions and formed them into a harmonious "system?**" The 
validity of some of his exegesis; (e*.g* Romans 9 — 11) may be 
questionable* Nonetheless, Calvin’s basic insight concerning 
Christ the mirror of election demands that he be given a much more 
sympathetic: interpretation than he las frequent been given*

Such a constructive approach — with its emphasis on sympathetic 
criticism and creative reinterpreiatiom — may well prove to be 
more valuable in present-day discussions of divine; sovereignty 
and human freedom than the approach which categorically rejects 
Calvin*© contribution* Such categorical rejections are generally 
based on a rather gross caricature of Calvin* The loss of Calvin*s



voice in present-day theology is a loss that is ill—afforded for
it is the loss of a seminal thinker whose significance goes far
beyond his own generation.

While Berkouwer*s treatment is quite different from; those who
categorically reject Calvin’s doctrine of election, it does not
meet with the approval of those who would not feel so free to?
criticize Calvin* A.L* Baker critically remarks that Berkouwer
normally cites Calvin only where' Calvin is in agreement with
Berkouwer’© own view* While there is undoubtedly truth in Bhker’s
charge, it should be appreciated that Berkouwer does not feel
bound to absolute agreement with Calvin* Baker sees Berkouwer more
as an heir of Blaise Pascal than of John Calvin — "In many ways,
he follows Blaise Pascal more closely-than Calvin, im his approachqof arguing; fOr what is religious*" Supporting this suggestion,
Baker cites J*J* Arnold who writes, "In his total epistemology- 10)he drinks deeply of Blaise Pascal*"

While it may not be accurate to set Pascal over against Calvin,
ft is fairly accurate to observe strong affinities between Pascal
and Berkouwer* Pascal, whose Cod "was not the God of rationalist
argumentsmaintained that "It is the heart which experiences

12God and not reason*" Pascal was not interested in debating with 
sinful men but in witnessing to them* In; these essential features 
of his theological method, Pascal is close to Berkouwer* It is not 
surprising, then, that Berkouwer has written appreciatively on 
"The Significance of Pascal (1662-1962)"• ̂

Berkouwer’© greatest difficulty with Calvin’s theology concerns 
the question of the meaningfulness of man’s subjective experience 
in view of the reality of a. sovereign God* This emphasis on 
subjectivity - which Arnold and Baker have rightly detected in 
both Pascal and Berkouwer — is precisely the point at which 
Berkouwer* s strongest affinities with Arminius are found.

(b) Berkouwer’© Relation to? Arminius
Berkouwer’© understanding of divine election is best understood 

not merely in terms of the Reformation in general but in terms of 
the Butch Reformation in particular. There, one finds a similar 
struggle, to avoid determinism and thus emphasize the sincerity of 
the gospel offer* These motifs are found especially in the writings 
of the Butch Reformer, James Arminius. The strong similarities



"between Berkouwer and Arminius should not "be; taken too mean that 
Berkouwer regards himself* as standing: in the line of Arminius*

While re jesting: the equal ultimaey of election and rejection, 
Berkouwer insists that his own_position need not involve the

A; *.

acceptance of an Armi'nian position* In his exposition of 
Faith and Justification* he explains how him own position differs 
from "Arminianism"* This opposition tcalmest .dangerous Moveri
est imation of faith as a spiritual achievement?1"^ in Arminianismi 
must,, however, he set alongside Berkouwer *s favourable attitude 
towards current criticism of the very document which opposed 
Arminianism (the: Canons of Dordt)* Ee sees in such criticism
of the Canons of Dordt the deepest intentions: of the Armimans of16the seventeenth century* Int view of this somewhat ambivalent 
situation, it would hardly he surprising: for a study of Arminius - 
in terms of his deepest intentions — to; show strong affinities 
between Berkouwer and Arminius*

17In his hook, Arminius $ A Study in the Dutch Reformation*
Carl Bangs has made a number of observations about Arminius which
suggest a striking similarity to Berkouwer*
Ci) The historical situation in Eolland was not a simple one of

Calviinismi coming- in, Arminius nearly ruining it and the
Synod of Dordt restoring: it*

"The earliest Dutch Reformed leaders donH- seemi to be Calvinists 
at all* They rise out of the soil, here and there, nurtured 
by the old Dutch, biblical piety, not seized by dogmatic 
insights but steadily pressing toward a purified life of faith 
according to Scripture***

This emphasis is similar to Berkouwer* s insistence that election
is not a special gnosis for the theological elite. Rather, it is
a confession of faith, arising: from the hearts of those who have

19come to know the grace of Cod*
(if) Arminius* theological method is "practical and through 

faith1*.
**For idie Theology which belongs to this world, is practical and 
through faith: Theoretical Theology belongs to the other world,
and consists of pure: and unclouded vision** For this reason 
we must clothe the object of our Theology in such a manner as 
may enable us to worship God, and fully to> persuade and win 
us over to that practice ***2

This understanding of theology bears an amazing: similarity to
Berkouwer*s doxological approach which sets the doctrine of election

21am a context of praise and thanksgiving-.



— - r a g e  w  — ■

(ill) In Raman© 9* Arminius finds the message of justification, 
file message of the- freedom’ of* God*s mercy, by which he 
determines that ii-fe*. will he the believer who will be saved. 
This Is an affirmation of predestination* God has predest
ined to salvation, all who; believe In Christa It has been 
argued that Arminius stands In the Reformed tradition, since 
He insists that salvation Is by grace alone and that human 
merit must be excluded as a cause of salvationw Only faith 
In Christ places the sinner in the company of the elect*
Arminius* understanding" of Roman® 9 t© remarkably similar

22J to the view expounded by Berkouwer as Reformed*
5l0v} Against synergism, Arminius affirms that grace is essential

for the beginning* continuation and consummation of faith*
He does, however, reject the distinction between a,
universal call which must be resisted and a special call
which must be heeded*
"Whomsoever God calls, he calls therm seriously* with a will 
desirous; of their repentance and salvation."
"The whole controversy reduces itself t©> this question,
*18 the grace of God a certain' irresistible force?*..
I believe that many persons resist the Holy Spirit and 
reject the grace that is offered."

Arminius* point is that grace is not a force. Grace Is a
Person, the Holly Spirit, and in personal1 relationships
there cannot he sheer overpowering. This is precisely what
Berkouwer Is concerned to> maintain in his protest against2«5the *potestas absoluta*. It Is precisely what Berkouwer
mean® by his idea of the divine sovereignty as "the personal
superiority of love and grace".

(v) Regarding the enigmatic character of Arminius, Bangs writes,
"Some Calvinists, finding that his writings do not produce 
the heresies they expected, have charged him with teach
ing secret heresy unpublished* Many Arminlans, finding; 
him too CalvinistIc, have written him off as a transitional
thinker, a *fcrreruimer,.*"27

Berkouwer stands In the line of this element of the Dutch 
Reformation’. fo> those who like to classify theologians as 
^Calvinists* or •Armenians*, he; is an enigma* He does not 
seems to* fit. Perhaps, this is because he recognises that 
the gospel itself does; not fit neatly Into our systems.



(vi) Arminius was committed to the Reformed Confessions and their-
creative interpretation* Be was concerned to teach nothing:
other than the teaching of the Butch Confession of Faith and
the Heidelberg Catechismv^ Be sought to> present his teaching
on predestination as true to the hhs-toric teaching of the Church,
by which he meant Idle Belgic Confession and the Heidelberg
Catechism* nonetheless, there was a curious duality ahout
his relationship to the Confession and the Catechism'* He
believed his mews to he consonant with them yet he wanted
them revised, reduced! to> the; essentials, to remove the ambiguities

31that allowed for the views of his opponents*
If Arminius is understood according to his deepest intentions 

and not according to a Pelagian distortion of his meaning, he 
can he regarded as a Reformed theologian, committed to the 
Confession and the Catechism, while maintaining an element of 
amhiguity? with respect ton themw It has already been noted that 
this is essentially Berkouwer*s position* He seeks to interpret 
the Reformed standards, being careful to state which interpret
ation he favours and which he avoids* His favourable citation 
of recent developments in the confessional life of the Butch 
church has been noted1, with the observation that his concern 
in such discussions has been for interpretation lather than 
categorical rejection of Bordt*

Berkouwer*s relation to the Reformation era may be summed 
up thus*

—  Be is a child of the Reformation, always seekingto interpret,
rather than categorically reject, the Reformers and the Reforms!
Confessions*

—  Be bears a marked affinity to the Butch Reformation, “nurtured
by the old Butch biblical piety** steadily pressing toward a

32purified life of faith according to Scripture**1
(2) fhe Post-Reformation Bevelooment

fhe concern here is not with Berkouwer*s relation to two> 
key figures in the history of the Butch Reformation, but with 
his relationship to two continuing tendencies in theology - 
tendencies which contrast with each other and which have 
frequently led to polarization* Bis significance lies in His 
judicious treatment of these contrasting and potentially 
divisive strands- in theology* He has taken the important



elements of each strand and, with remarkable alertness to the 
dangers inherent in both tendencies, has forged a theology 
carefully designed to overcome the twin errors of objectivism 
and suhj e etivi smw
, Berkouwer*s Relation to the Experiential- theology of Early 
Dutch Calvinism

The; ♦experiential theology of early Butch Calvinism* 
finds its; clearest expression in the writings of a number of 
seventeenth century writers, such as William Ames, T.,1* 
Frelinghuysen and Williami a Brdkel. This school of theology 
was noted for its distinctive: understanding of Christian doctrine# 
Doctrine was not meant merely for the mind to> refkect upon* 
Doctrine was seem as arising out of the Christian experience 
in which the whole man had encountered God ini Jesus Christ* 
Doctrine was seen as speaking to the whole man in the totality 
of his existence*

♦Experiential theology* tended to> emphasise such teachings
as the new Mrth, conversion, sanctification with a view to
the believer*® growth in an experiential knowledge; of God*s
saving grace* The mood of this movement was that of zeal -
zeal for spiritual growth* Its method was that of existential
personalism, insisting that the whole mam in the totality of
M s  existence must he affected by religious experience which
makes him aware of the centrality of his relation to God*’ This
method involved ‘experiential theology* in a reaction against
scholasticism which was inclined to revel in logic and
speculation* The ‘experiential, theology* was

“an attempt to? strike the same note found in Calvin and the 
Heidelberg Catechism, and grounded in Scripture, that man 
is called to live to the glory of God* There; was nothing 
new in the teaching^ much of it already appeared in medieval 
Dutch mysticism*. It is a striking: example of profound 
spirituality* •“ 34
Both the emphases and the roots of •experiential theology 

are strikingly similar to those of Berkouwer. This explains the 
inclusion of this movement for consideration rather than any 
explicit citation by Berkouwer caf the writers characteristic 
of this movement. The: emphases of ‘experiential theology*
are remarkably similar to those of Berkouwer — the emphases

35 36on the: whole man,  ̂the centrality of man*s relation to God,



37the zeal for spiritual growth* the reiteration of personal
38’ 39motifs* and1 the critical attitude towards scholasticisms

The roots of ^experiential theology* in Calvin.• the Heidelberg
Catechism* .Scripture* .medieval Dutch, mysticistiu^are similar to
those of Berkouwer*

Berkouwer^s creative interpretation of Calvin and the Reformed
confessions must Be understood in relation to> his close affinities

  /iiwith ”the old Dutch Biblical piety*” In his treatment of Calvin,
he is concerned to> mow away from the more speculative developments

42of' later Calvinism to the warm Biblical piety of Calvin himself*
Imhis treatment of the Reformed Confessions* he is concerned to
interpret them according to their intentions, Being careful to
distinguish Between the changeable form and the unchangeable

43content of the historically-conditioned confessions* The 
Reformed Confessions, which Berkouwer seeks faithfully to interpret* 
haw Been formative in his religious thinking- from early childhood 
when he was: steeped in the: confessional and catechetical instruction 
of the Dutch Reformed Church* This element in Berkouwer* s Back
ground is1 surely closely related to the profound respect with 
which Berkouwer treats the Reformed Confessions, even when he 
ventures to Be critical of their historically-conditioned, and 
therefore changeable, form*

Of all the Reformed standards, the Heidelberg Catechism comes 
closest to Berkouwerown style of theologizing*

”**the Heidelberger was the great ”existential” catechism — if 
one can accept that word in a sixteenth-centuiy context* It 
was anthropologically oriented, emphasizing not only the first 
person But even the more personal first person singular** 
Essentially* the Catechism was related to>the spiritual life 
of man* not wrestling: with theological abstract ions* * It 
propounded no subtle theological niceties But rather was a 
catechism characterized By such phrases as ”HOw are you reminded 
and assured#.” and ”What Benefit do you receive*.11..True 
Christian spirituality was* not defined in terms of right doctrines, 
for ”e^em the devils Believe and tremble,” But in terms: of 
right actions*”

This type of spirituality, found in the Heidelberg Catechism:, formed 
an important source of inspiration for the ♦experiential theology* 
movement* It is also> highly characteristic of the spirituality of 
Berkouwer: who) is constantly searching for the ”existeniial direction



of Scripture1*,^ continually seeking to relate Christian truth toM £
man in his primary relation to; Cod, He repeatedly reminds his
readers that the heart of Christian faith is to he in a saving/trrrelationship to God.

The •experiential theology* of early Dutch Calvinism, then,
provides an important key for understanding the historical context
out of which Berkouwer has come* Its importance fbr this study
arises not from any special interest in seventeenth-century theology
or particular theologians from that period* Rather, it is because
this particular movement gives clear expression to a continuing
tendency in theology which persists to the present-day*

Berkouwer may he regarded as a twentieth-century heir of such
•"experiential theology** The best representatives of this movement —

A8such as William Ames- — were careful in their emphasis on
subjectivity not to lapse into subjectivism!* This has been a
major concern of Berkouwer*s* He has placed a strong: emphasis on
subjective experience without making; that experience the norm fbr
theology* He has emphasized that Christian theology gives
expression to truth which can only he known by faith yet is not

A9itself produced1 by faith* The divine reality can only be known
50through being in a relation of faith toward that reality*

(b) Berkouwer*s Relation to Scholasticism! in Put chi Calvinism
Scholasticism — like experiential theology — is not directly

identifiable with one particular period in theology. Rather, it
i;s a continuing: tendency which finds expression in different
historical eras* Scholasticism! - like experiential theology — is
not se easily defined that it can he observed perfectly in certain
writers and not at all in others* The tendency towards scholasticism,
> like the mood of experiential theology^ can he found in various
writers in differing- degrees and with different- points of emphasis*

Scholasticism is a tendency
11tO' do theology by deducing propositions from objective truths 
given by revelation* The difference between theological truths 
and*.mathematical truths lay in their sources the former were 
derived from divine revelation and the latter from natural 
reason!* Faith entered, only at the beginning of the enterprise, 
as an assent to> the truthfulness of the statements. Thus, 
theology (does) not do all Of its wdrk: guided* limited, and 
determined constantly by the obedience of faith.
This type of theological method is, according; to Berkouwer,

quite inappropriate* Throughout his writings, one finds wa



52consistent apologetic intention* .directed at scholasticism.n 
Berkouwer hae insisted that

"theology, each step of the way, he in dynamic and determinative 
relationship to faith*•.that theology he shaped and formed hy 
the nature of the thing it talks about — the Gospel of Jesus 
Christ, The Gospel comes to man as an urgent summons and 
merciful invitation* .not. .as a matter-of-fact disclosure of a 
set of objective* abstract truths*• The truth of the Gospel., 
is known and understood only withiin the total1 context of both 
revelation and the obedience of faith.M53
Berkouwer’'s: relationship with scholasticism! is, then, one in 

which he is constantly seeking to break the stranglehold of 
scholasticism on Reformed theology. The extent to: which Reformed 
theology remains under the influence of scholasticism is the 
extent to which it fails to do justice to the central motifs of 
the Reformation — the free grace of Gody operative through the 
Word and by the Spirit, calling: men to faith in Christ. For 
theology to he truly Reformed — in terms of these great Gospel 
motifs — it must proceed by a living faith in the living: God.

Berkouwer*s confrontation with scholasticism has been 
immediate* The Free University of Amsterdam, at which he taught, 
as Professor of Systematic Theology, from 1945 until his retire
ment in 1973, provides an interesting study of the influence of 
scholasticism in Butch Reformed theology. The Professors of 
Systematic Theology in the Free University of Amsterdam have been - 
to) date — A. Kuyper,. H. Bavinek, V. Hepp, Berkouwer, and the present 
occupant of the chair, J. Feenhof. The contrasting way in which 
Berkouwer has treated the views of his predecessors — Kuyper, 
Bavinck: and Hepp, — provides a useful illustration of his own 
relationship to scholasticism. It should be noted that Kuyper, 
Bavinck and Hepp are not equally scholastic in their theological 
method* Berkouwerrs evaluation of the theological significance 
of each of his predecessors varies rather directly with the extent 
to which each of them were able to free themselves of scholastic 
influence.
(i) Berkouwerts Relation to A* Kuyper and H. Bavinck.

Berkouwer frequently cites both Kuyper and Bavinck* Citations 
of Bavinck are,, however, generally more frequent than citations of 
Kuyper* In most discussions of any given theme, he introduces the 
opinions of Kuyper and I&vinck* He is generally more critical of 
Kuyper than he is of Bavinck* He rarely criticises Bavinck. Hot 
only does he favourably cite Bavinck with great frequency, but he



constantly seeks to interpret Bavinck in a way that will minimise
any disagreement * A significant reason for Berkouwer*® attempt
to interpret Bavinck favourably:, if he possibly can, will be noted
when Berkouwer*s relation to his own predecessor and teacher,
V* Hepp, is considered*

Any comparison of Kuyper, Bavinck: and Berkouwer must focus
its chief attention on the theological trend away fromi scholasticism*
Generally speaking, Kuyper inclines toward scholasticism more than
Bavinckv Berkouwer, in turn, seeks to rid his theology of
scholasticism, even more consistently than Bavinck*

Contrasting: Kuyper and Bavinck, J. Timmer writes,
"Bavinck was a man with a deep- concern for evangelism. If 
Kuyper placed the emphasis on the anti-thesis (i*e* the negative 
st'qnce. vis-a-vis the world), I&vinck was more likely to place 
it on the thesis* Bavinck*s theology is more open-ended* The 
divine mysteries play a much more significant role in his thought* 
Although Kuyper did recognize the element of mystery, he had 
the tendency ter have the system prevail over the evidence*
Bis theology inclines toward the scholastic*”-^
This contrast between Kuyper and Bavinck can also be applied

to the relation between Bavinck and Berkouwer* Although Bavinck
begins his book, The Doctrine of God with the words, "Mystery is
the vital element of dogmatics", ^ M s  style of writing: is qhite
different from that of Berkouwer. The format of the book is quite
different from any of Berkouwer*s: writings* There is more of an
orientation towards scholasticism: in Bavinck than there is in
Berkouwer* Im Berkouwer, there is a more consistent attempt to:
rid his thought of scholastic influences.

This contrast between) Bavinck and Berkouwer has been noted
and discussed by S. Mei jerfciiiD M s  Objectiviteit em Kxistentialet,
(Objectivity and Existentiality) Heijer examines the theologies
©f Bavinck and Berkouwer (as well as those of H*3f* Kuitert and
A.A* van Ruler), asking the question to what extent each theologian
allow© one concept to* stand over against the other — "either the
objectivity of revelation —  I&vinck -, or the exdstensiality of
knowledge emanating from faith — Berkouwer" (and Kuitert and
Van Ruler)MeijerS©hows that "Bavinck puts great emphasis on
the objective nature of’ scriptural testimony and makes existensiality

58take root in this objectivity."
In emphasizing: both objectivity and existensiality, Bavinck 

intends to reject both the dualistic starting-point of the 
ethisch-gereformeerden (‘’ethical, theology", prominent



im 1920), "was not easy to define precisely* •But generally* • was 
characterized by the slogan? "not dead doctrine, but the living: 
Lord*"*.an anti-dogma slogan.•" implying: a "false antithesis")^ 
on the one hand and scholasticism on the other* When, however, 
Bavinck attempts to make his own starting-point comprehensible, he 
lapses into objectivism, calling in the help of scholasticism.

In his analysis of Berkouwer, Meijeis stresses that Berkouwer 
follows Bavinck in putting "full stress on the nature of objectivity"* 
Berkouwer understands the relation between objectivity and exist
ent iality differently from Bavinck*
"Bavinck approaches existentiality via objectivity, Berkouwer

6ifollows the reverse route*" ffeijersacknowledges a "congeniality62of intention between Bavinck and Berkouwer"* Both wish to' oppose 
anti-dogma subjectivism and scholastic objectivism. There is, 
however, some distance between Bavinck and Berkouwer when one comes 
to) the material content of their respective theologies*

Berkouwer has responded to: Mei jer$s thesis with two? comments: 
First, he emphasizes the accuracy of Meijer$\ emphasis: on his 

"consistent apologetic intention*•directed at scholasticism"*
He sees himself as following through - with greater consistency - 
the protest against scholasticism which had been characteristic of 
I&vinck before him*

Second, he claims a greater affinity with Bavinck than Meijers 
gives him credit for* Meijersacknowledges their similar intention 
and sees the difference between them residing more in specific
aspects of their respective theologies* While Meijerr,,calls atten-

64- *tion to: the distance separating them", Berkouwer — a theologian
for whomr’intention* is: absolutely crucial in his theological 65 -analysis — would rather underline his affinity to Bavinck rather 
than his distance from him*

One may view Berkouwer in terms of his affinity with Bavinck — 
continuing, in Bavinck*s line, to rid theology of scholasticism - 
or his differences from Bavinck — less scholastic on specific 
details of theology* Either way, it cannot be denied that the 
movement from Bavinck to> Berkouwer is a movement further away: 
from the influence of scholasticism in theology.

The movement from Bavinck to Berkouwer is a movement from a 
theologian who has written on the doctrine of God as a topic in



itself to a theologian who / —  perhaps because of a fear of
lapsing into scholasticism - has not written on the doctrine of
Gbd as such* Berkouwer believes that God is* He also believes,
however, that he can only be known by faith* This, faith dimension
is taken so seriously that he has written of God only in his relation

66to) man, e*g* General Revelation — Gbd revealing himself to man?. ' f*rDivine Election — God graciously saving man: The Providence of 
68God — God caring for and providing for man*
Berkouwer*©'. relation to the scholastic tendency in theology 

has a most specific historical and geographical context* The 
geographical context is the Free University of Amsterdam and the 
men with whom Berkouwer interacts most frequently are his 
predecessors, Kuyper and Bavinck* Berkouwer*© immediate predecessor - 
¥* Hepp — has not been included in the above analysis because he 
does not fit into this spectrum; of a movement away (from 
scholasticism* Berkouwer*©: relation *to Hepp is quite different 
from; his relation to Kuyper and Bavinck. There are, in addition, 
specific historical circumstances which explain ily Berkouwer 
virtually ignores Hepp in his theological discussions and accords 
Bavinck: a great deal of space; {and respect) throughout his writings. 
Attention will now be focused on Berkouwer*© relation to Hepp.

(ii) Berkouwer*© Relation to V* Hepp
Berkouwer*© relation to Hepp is quite different from: his 

relation too Kuyper and Bavinck. While Berkouwer has sought to rid 
his thought of scholasticism more; consistently than Kuyper and 
Bavinck before him, it can still be said that Kuyper and Bavinck 
have been major influences in his historical background and that 
he seeks to stand in their line, generally speaking* Hepp, on the 
other hand,, cannot he regarded as a significant influence on Ber
kouwer in any positive direction.

Historically, Hepp belongs to the Kuyper — Bavinck; —  Hepp — 
Berkouwer line* Theologically, however, — if the line is understood 
as a progression away from scholasticism, he does not. Hepp was 
a scholastic* Concerning Berkouwer*© relation to Hepp, L.B* Smedes 
writes,

"Host of his theological education at the Free University was 
received! under the tutelage of Valentinius Hepp, a genuine 
Reformed scholastic, whose theological method left no imprint



on Berkouwer, but. who, as it turned out had to accept Berkouwer 
as his own successor in the chair of.' d o g m a t i c s * " ^
nonetheless,. the; fact that Hepp occupied the Chair of 

Systematic Theology at the Free University of Amsterdam between 
Bavinck and Berkouwer has influenced Berkouwer*s manner of 
writing* This influence is: essentially one of producing a negative 
reaciiQui* This negative reaction can be seen in two* respects*

First, Hepp*s scholastic method, under which Berkouwer received 
much of his theological education, has intesified Berkouwer*s 
reaction against scholasticism* Berkouwer*s own subjection to so- 
much scholasticism has increased his determination to rid his; own 
thinking: of if© influence and to> oppose its theological method:*

Second, Berkouwer*s continual references to Kuyper and, more 
particularly, Bavinck might he seen as an implicit dissociation', of 
himself froim Hepp* By simply ignoring- Hepp*^ (rather than explicit
ly rejecting him) and going back beyond him to Bavinck, Berkouwer 
continutes a task pioneered by Bavinck: — the task of developing 
a more existential and less scholastic theology* By seeking to> 
show his affinity with Bavinck, Berkouwer implicitly suggests that 
Hepp was on the wrong track when he opposed the trend away from 
schodLasti ci sm •

While it must be insisted that the major influence of Hepp on 
Berkouwer m s  that of producing a negative reaction, it: might he 
asked whether there , are not traces; of Hepp*s scholasticism in 
Berkouwer*© thought* In particular,, it needs to> be asked whether 
Hepp,!s scholasticism! ever had a greater hold on the earlier Berkouwer* 
It may/ be that there is evidence in Berkouwer*© writings that he 
has only freed himself from Hepp,!s scholastic influence through a 
struggle.

An examination of Berkouwer*'© complete theological career 
confirms- the possibility of a greater influence of Hepp on the 
early Berkouwer* There are several factors which suggest that 
the earlier influence of Hepp was more significant and that this 
influence has waned with the passing of the years*

First, H. Berkhof distinguishes between three phases in
Berkouwer*s thought — the absolute authority of Scripture? the
salvation content of Scripture and the existential-direction of 

71Scripture*
Second, Berkouwer developed a greater openness to- Barth and



72Home ini his later writings than he showed in his earlier writings*
Third, Berkouwer expresses' his own dissatisfaction with the

pastoral impotence of his- own earlier understanding of the doctrine 
73of election.

To) say that Berkouwer has, in hie earlier days', ’been; influenced 
By Hepp,rs scholasticism is not to suggest that the scholastic 
outlook ever had a complete hold on himv There are, in Berkouwer*s

*Tf\earliest writings, the seeds of his later dissociation of himself
from’ Hepp’ s scholasticism*

Berkouwer,fs opposition to Hepp — through simply ignoring; him
rather than entering into direct confrontation with him — seems, to
have taken this particular form as: a result of Berkouwer’s
realization that there was a Broader issue at stake than the
dissociation of himself fromi one individual. The Christian faith
had to Be expounded positively. BerkouwerT s appreciation of the
positive nature of this task enabled him to grow from his earlier
days when he was more involved in confrontation to the positive,

75open-minded, mature theologian he has Become. ^
Berkouwerrs policy of sidestepping Hepp to show his affinity

with Bavinck also has a Broader issue in view, other than simply
associating himself with Bavinck. It is a situation in his own
denomination, Be Gerefbrmeerde Kerken in Nederland (The Refamed
Churches in the Netherlands). Im 1926, the synod of Assen officially
lent its support to a literalist understanding of Genesis 2—3,
fallowing: a controversy over a minister who allowed' for an
alternative interpretation.

In 1967, the Committee fbr Advice Concerning the Boctinal.
Statement of the Synod of Assen, 1926 reported to the General
Synod of the Reformed Churches in the Netherlands, meeting in
Amsterdam, calling for the repeal of the Beclaration of Assen 

771926* This: report, was the main factor in the repeal of Assenw
78Berkouwer was one of the hading figures on this committee.

Early in this report, significant quotations from Bavinck are 
made. The report shows that, prior to Assen, Bhvinck was stressing 
the human character of' Scripture*

In view of this significant reference to> Bavinck *s adoption of 
a more open method prior to Assen, it would Be reasonable tô  assume 
that Berkouwer*s frequent references to Bavinck in his Holy Scripture



have implicit reference to Assen* He is-, seeking to show that there 
is- a "better way for "biblical interpretation than the way of Assen 
and! Hepp* That way is the way taken "by Bavinck prior to> Assen 
and Hepp•
Conclusion

In- general terms, the1 context out of' which Berkouwer writes 
is twofold —  pietism and scholasticism* These two> tendencies have 
been) noted in Berkouwerf!s historical "background. These tendencies 
have "heeni noted in "both the Reformation era and the post-Reformation 
development*

In the sectiom entitled nihe Reformation Era*1, Arminius, 
though not' quite: a contemporary of Calvings — was considered along
side the great French Reformer. It was noted that Berkouwer is 
more appreciative of the warm piety of Calvin than the: more 
speculative theology of later Calvinism. He has, however, 
suggested that Calvin has not always avoided the influence of 
scholasticism,, thus, inadvertently giving: encouragement to: later 
more speculative theology* It was noted that Berkouwer, in his 
theological method, shows considerable affinity with Arminius.
He is-, however, adamant that the later development of AminiandLsmi, 
which was opposed By the Synod of Dordt, presents a truncation 
of the gospel of sovereign grace. Berkouwer*s prime concern, in 
his understanding of the Calvinist-Arminian controversy^ is to- 
transcend the dilemma with a sympathetic reinterpretation (rather 
than a * wooden* repetition) of Calvin and Bordt, coupled with a 
profound appreciation of the deepest intentions of Arminius.

In the section entitled nThe Pô st—Reformation Development”, 
the experiential theology of early Dutch Calvinism — though not
so distant in time from Arminius —, and the scholastic tendency inCalvinismDutci^were considered as factors wnieh have continued to shape 
twentieth-century theology, and, in particular, the context out 
of which BOrkouwer arose* It was- noted that the emphases of 
experiential theology are remarkably similar too Berkouwer *s key 
motifs., It was also noted that Berkouwer is a product of a 
tradition with a great concern for the: formulation of Christian 
doctrine* Blending’ together these two elements in his Back
ground, Berkouwer has- produced most valuable studies in Christian 
doctrine, written from a perspective in which Christian truth 
neî er ceases to Be existentia 1 ly challenging to> his readers. In



fallowing' this theological method, he has Been concerned to avoid 
the twin pitfalls of objectivism and subjectivism.

Christian theology has not always successfully avoided these 
pitfalls* At this point, Berkouwer*s contribution to twentieth- 
century theology promises to Be most valuable. From this 
perspective, he offers a most constructive approach to the areas 
of theology where the harmful effects of polarization} have Been 
most felt, notably the: doctrines of grace and revelation.



CHAPTER TWO
The Problem: of Polarizations Its Relation tc Berkouwer*s Central 
Concerns*

The problem of polarization in theology has Been an
extremely difficult problem to solve* Time and again, doctrinal
controversies have led to polarization* The importance, for the
life and work of the whole church, of overcoming this problem of 
polarization, requires much emphasis* The writings of G*C*
Berkouwer, and, in particular, his treatment of the crucial issue
of subjeet-object relations, point in a direction which may prove:
helpful to theology as it wrestles with the problem of polarization*

Berkouwerrs response to his own historical background is most 
instructive* He has taken particular note of the tendencies 
towards both objectivism and subjectivism in his own Butch 
Reformed tradition and has constructed his own theology in a way 
that avoids these twin errors* The careful balance with which he 
has constructed his theology is much needed in the modem 
theological scene which has frequently been characterized by 
extremes rather than balance* The balance: with which he has present
ed his theology is most important because it is not motivated 
primarily by pragmatic considerations* It is grounded theologically 
in his profound understanding of key theological motifs.

Berkouwer*s contribution towards a solution to the problem of 
polarization in theology may be seen in his approach to particular 
doctrinal controversies. To understand this contribution, however, 
it is necessary to note four general concerns which are central 
to Berkouwer*s treatment of specific doctrinal controversies.

The general concerns, chosen for special attention here, are:
(1) The concern to overcome the subject-abject dichotomy;
(2) The- concern to understand the nature of language;
(3) The concern to overcome the heteronomy-autonomy dilemma;
(4) The concern with anthropology*

Thes first of these concerns is Berkouwerrs basic- concern and the 
other concerns should be seen in relation to it.

To state these concerns in such general terms does not indicate 
the profundity of Berkouwer*'s theological reflection.; on these 
matters* It does, however, indicate that Berkouwer* s approach to 
the various doctrinal controversies; of the twentieth-century



is not a collection of disconnected and unfounded attempts to 
avoid extremism* Rather, his treatment of the various 
controversies represents the fruit of considerable reflection on 
some of the major issues in philosophical discussion.

A theology which has paid close attention to such important 
philosophical questions as subject-object relations, the nature 
of language, the problem of heteronomy and autonomy and the nature 
of man is a theology that deserved to be heard. The importance of 
list ending- ter such a theology resides in the fact that it is 
precisely theology*® understanding: of these important philosophical 
questions that will determine theology*® capacity for coping with 
the problem of polarization.
(l) The Subject-Objecf Dichotomy

The importance of the subject-object question can hardly be
over-emphasized'* This question has not only concerned philosophers.

1It has been a major concern o f e j n ^ ^ e o l o g y . Contrasting
tendencies ini modem theology ̂ related to contrasting ways of
understanding the subject-object question.

The importance of this question is underlined by the number
of volumes which have been devoted to its discussion. Such works

2as T.F.. Torrance*s Theological Science , JT. Brown*’® Subject and
3 iObject in Modern Theology and C. Stephen Bvanf Subjectivity and

Religious Belief ^ have provided useful contributions to theology*s 
understanding of this important question. Berkouwer*s approach is 
not, however, to treat this question in its own right. Rather, he 
proceeds with his discussion and exposition of Christian doctrine, 
alio id. ng his view of subject-abject relations to appear indirectly 
in the course of such exposition. His concern is less with the 
ontological question of objectivity and subjectivity within the 
being of God as with the epistemological question of objectivity 
and subjectivity within man*fs knowledge of God.

5Berkouwer**s understanding of Divine Election and M s  analysis’ ’" " ’ gof The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl BUrth are most 
closely related to his understanding- of subject-object relations.
It isj however, at the outset of his Holy Scripture that he offers 
M s  most general remarks concerning the proper subject-object schema 
for theology. He criticizes ”an incorrect conception of theology



3 conception which considers, it possible to discuss Holy Scripture 
apart from a personal relationship of belief in if, as though that 
alone would constitute true "objectivity”.”7
Be; holds that those who view Scripture in this way "wrongly.. seeginvolvement and correlation as subjectivism." Such a misdirected
fear of subjectivism lapses into a faulty objectivism with its?
suggestion that Christian truth can be considered without direct
reference to the believer’s personal involvement with that truth*

According'to Berkouwer, there must: be a proper understanding
of the correlation between faith and its object. This correlation
should he understood along the following lines?
"fhith is decisively determined by the object of faith, namely,
God and his Word”,, yet this "does not..imply that Scripture., 
derives: its authority from the believer’s faith? this idea is 
already rendered untenable by the very nature of faith, which 
rests* on and trusts in the Word of God.”9

This understanding of the correlation between faith and its object
1Gis carefully distinguished from "philosophical relativism”.

Berkouwerrs idea of "relativity*.refers simply to the relation of
11a thing to something other than itself.” He; does not intend to 

call! in question the authority of Scripture for theological 
reflection. Ratherr he attempts to understand the true nature of 
that authority.

To build a doctrine of the authority of Scripture on a faulty 
notion of "objectivity" is to lapse into subjectivism in several 
areas.

(a) Such a theory of biblical authority is "based on a rationally 
developed infallibility of Scripture that was supposed to 
preclude all doubts.”-̂

(b) Such a theory of biblical authority "greatly obscures the 
contexts in which God himself gave us Scripture.",  ̂blocking 
"the road to a correct understanding of Scripture..by ignoring 
and neglecting its human aspect."2-4

(c) Such a theory of biblical authority, because if can be "believed 
without "the obedience of faith"r tends "to relativize concreteobedience."̂ 5

Thus,, a fblsely' objectivized doctrine of Scripture turns out to be 
thoroughly suhjectdvistic• It is motivated by man-centred 
considerations. It opens the door to subjectivistic interpretation 
of Scripture. It tends to lessen the seriousness of Christian 
obedience.



The doctrine of Scripture provides: a useful illustration of 
Berkouwer*© insistence that theology must, while not surrendering 
the objective foundation of Christian faith, do: full justice; t© 
mantrs subjectivity. To> fail to do justice to that subjectivity 
would be to set up a false objectivism, which is, in effect, a 
lapse into subjectivism. This concern to understand objectivity 
in a way that takes full account of subjectivity can be seen through
out Bterkouwer's writings. The doctrine of Scripture is, however, 
a particularly apt example of Berkouwerrs conception of subject- 
object relations* since1 it lies at the heart- of the matter
concerning' the authority off Cod and man*s relation to that authority.

16For theology to be "relative to> the Word of Cod" means that
theology must he "occupied in. continuous and obedient listening to>

17the Word? A proper recognition of the authority of God is not
18adherence to> some formal theory of biblical, authority. Rather,

it is a matter of walking- in the way of Christ, which way is lit
19up, by the lamp; and light of God*s Word. Without anticipating 

further discussion of Berkouwer*s approach to Scripture, the question 
must be; raised whether Berkouwer himself has not lapsed into 
sub j ecti vi era .

Berkouwer*© approach’ to subjectivity and objectivity has been
critised by B. BerMtof, who has suggested that Berkouwer has imposed

20his own *systerrr? on Christian truth?. A.L. Siker has remarked 
critically that

"Berkouwer feels that Scripture cannot he interpreted to teach 
anything: that is. contrary to the existential emphasis* Berkouwer 
thus approaches Scripture: subjectively, with his mind already 
made up: as to what it must teach."

Any evaluation of Berkouwer*© contribution towards a helpful
solution to the problem of polarization in theology must take
seriously such criticisms.

Whenever the question of subjectivism in Berkouwer*© thought 
is raised, it must be acknowledged that he has consistently 
emphasized both objectivity and subjectivity. He has stressed that 
faith *s subjectivity and certainty is rooted in the truth of the 
gospel.



"Faith involves a certain subjectivity,».a subjectivity which; 
has meaning onlyr as it is bound tor- the gospel."22
"..the church * s.. certainty- is bound to certain norms and..a 
feeling- of sub jective certainty does not guarantee irrefutable 
certainty* • it is not the certainty, but the1 truth in the: 
certainty that makes us free..there is a way of understanding: 
Holy Scripture that does not estrange us from the; gospel."23

He has also stressed that the truth of the gospel is not to he;
identified with theology* s capacity to give adequate expression
to that truth.

"the hesitations and doubts that are present at' many points 
(in twentieth-century theology) do not in themselves indicate 
a deep- and final uncertainty..an alienation from the; gospel."24
"The confession of the testimony of the Spirit was not intended 
to give a rational and theoretical solution or explanation 
to the relationship between Word and Spirit*.the mystery of 
Word and Spirit remains unfathomable:. .Every attempt to somehow 
clarify the mystery remains revealingly unsatisfactory. .The 
mystery cuts across every exclusive) formulation."25
This dual, emphasis on both objectivity and subjectivity

alms to avoid the twin pitfalls of both objectivism and subjectivism.
"..the authority of God*s Word is not..an arbitrary, external, 
authority., (but) a wooing and conquering; authority..Scripture*s 
authority does not demand blind obedience. • rather a subjection 
that spells redemption*..a subjection to Christ whereby he is 
never out of view*.in which acceptance occurs with joy andwillingness*"26
Berkouwer*© own words indicate that he cannot be classified

according to a system of. classification which accepts the categories
provided by polarization. He is a biblical theologian who accepts
the authority and normativity of Scripture; fbr theolo^i He is
also a modern theologian who accepts the testing of the church*s
certainty; and the hesitations and doubts produced by such testing.
These two? elements of Berkouwer’s thought should not be set over
against each other nor should one be; emphasised to the virtual
exclusion of the other.

As a biblical theologian, Berkouwer is aware of "the; dangers of
27an experienee-theology". As a modem theologian, he is critical.

of the suggestion that "all scriptural questions could possibly
28he solved by excluding: therm on the basis of a childlike faith".



In the face of such dangers,, he has sought to understand the
authority of Scripture in a way which fully acknowledges hoth the
objectivity of biblical authority and the subjectivity of the
believer’s: experience of that authority* He emphasises that his
view is- ”not**a sub.i e ct i f i cat ion of authority* which might only29become reality through acknowledgment”* Rather, it points to 
”the unique authority (which) can only he acknowledged and 
experienced on the way”*

While it would be arrogance to completely reject the possibility 
of the dominance of a ’system11 or the presence of subjectivism in 
Berkouwer’s thought,, it should be recognized that the presence of 
such elements should be regarded as incidental rather than intention
al* Berkouwer rejects both the idea of ”a special method or a
hermeneutical technique whereby all scriptural questions could

31possibly be solved” and the notion of ”a subjectification of
32authority”*

While precise evaluations of Berkouwer’a consistent endeavour' 
to-avoid the twin dangers of objectivism and subjectivism! will, 
differ,, it must be acknowledged that his contribution towards a 
solution to the problem of polarization in theology cannot bee 
ignored* Berkouwer is acutely aware of theology's tendency either 
to exaggerate its own capacity to systematize divine revelation 
(objectivism) or to forget that if must always remain under the 
authority of divine revelation (subjectivism)*

The dangers of objectivismi and subjectivism are distinguishable 
yet they are closely related since both stem from a failure to 
recognize the limitations of theology* Theology is limited by 
Scripture* Theology is- not permitted to systematize where Scripture 
does- not* Theology is not permitted to speculate where Scripture 
does- not* A proper avoidance of the dangers of objectivism and 
subjectivism is to be achieved by the development of a more adequate 
view of objectivity and subjectivity rather than through a primarily 
pragmatic analysis of the effects of polarization in theology.

Bterkouwer’'s: concern to avoid both objectivism and subjectivism 
emerges clearly in every volume of his Studies: in Dogmatics*
Particular attention is drawn, in this chapter, to the approach

33' 3A 35takem in Holy Scripture* The Return of Christ* Divine Election*



36>and! Mam.jthe Image of God* Brief* note: should' be taken, however, 
of the! concem with the: obj ectivi ty-subjectivity question which
runs through the whole of his Studies, in Dogmatics*

Speaking of man*© problem in relation to God, Berkouwer writes, 
in the volume: entitled Sin,

'em have tried to construct abstract and causal answers to 
this question of sin*'© origin and* .have: violated the very 
limits of objectivity* .Whoever reflects on the origin of sin 
cannot engage himself in a merely theoretical dispute? rather 
he is engaged*, intimately and personally, in**the problem! of
sih’!s guilt *>”37
Commenting: on the "Nature Psalms" in General Revelation* 

he writes:,,
"This understanding^ and seeing, and hearing, is possible only* 
in the enlightening of the eyes by the? salvation of God*.But 
this seeing: and hearing is not a projection of the believing 
subject,, but an actual finding-* and seeing* and hearing I 
Sere: nothing is "read IntoF, but It; is only am understanding: 
©f the reality of revelation*"^

Ihi The Providence of God* he relates providence to> both the grace
of God as the object of the believer’s faith and the believerrs
faith by which providence is subjectively experienced.

>m the: doctrine of Providence we have: a specific Christiani 
confessions exclusively possible through a true faith in Jesus 
Christ*.this faith is no general, vague notion of Providence* 
It has a concrete focuss "If God is fbr us, who is against us? 
He that spared5 not his ora Son, but delivered him up for us 
all,, how shall he not also with him freely give us all things?" 
(Roms*Ss31,32)**the: love of God In Christ Jesus our Lord* There 
is mxr purer expression than this of the depth of man*s faith 
iim God’;s Providence* "391
Im The Person of Christ* he relates 0hristoTogy*s content 

and method thusr
"(T)heology is not practised, apart from faith, prayer, and 
adoration* • The whole subject matter of Christo logy is most 
intimately related to the secret of revelation* * the enlighten
ment of* the eyes."4®

Ibi The Work of Christ*he describes the purpose of christology thus:
»(®)h e object is not a purely theoretical knowledge but a 
profitable, wholesome knowledge of the salvation of God in 
Jesus Christ*"^



Derkouwex*© work on Faith and Justification is under girded
byr this foundation-principle:

"The character of' faith resolve© all tension between objectivity 
and subjectivity* For faith has significance only in its 
orientation to its: object — the' grace of God."42

His work on Faith and' Sanctification is undergirded by the: same
principle*

"The sanctification* .demanded is always an implicate of the 
sanctification! that originates imGbd’s mercy* Hence the 
sanctification of believers is. never an independent area of 
human activity* • (w) e cam speak truly of sanctification only 
when we have understood the exceptionally great significance: 
of the bond between Sola-fide and sanctification**(T)he 
Scla-fide*•a confession of "By grace alone are we saved"**is 
the only sound foundation for sanctification*"43

His work on Faith and Perseverance is grounded in this same
foundation*

"The perseverance of the saints is not primarily a theoretical 
problem but a confession of faith**a song of praise to Godrs 
faithfulness and grace *"44

Berkouwerrs principle for understanding justification, sanctification
and perseverance may be summed up thus:

"Sola fide (faith alone) and' sola gratia (grace alone) ••meanx 
the same thing* "45!

Concerning the: confession "Credo Ecclesiam?1 (X believe in the 
church), Berkouwer, writing in the volume entitled The: Church* 
insists that the church,!s objectivity is not subjectivized by the 
affirmation that

"(T)he only framework in which the Church can be. and can remain 
the Church of the Lord (is) the framework of faith, prayer, 
obedience and subjection*"46

Discussing reality and symbolism in The Sacraments* he writes,
ST®: e-ct false_djlemmas'.**it .will, be^gogsible_to_delvedeeper, to discerm the sovereign manner m  which God stoops 

down to us, taking up simple earthly elements and1 using them: 
for the affirmation and strengthening of our faith*"47f
From: the entirety of Berkouwerrs Studies in Dogmatics* ,it 

can be demonstrated clearly that a primary concemi in Berkouwerrs 
writings has* beem the development of a satisfactory understanding 
of the relation between objectivity and subjectivity* While this



question is not discussed as am independent theme in the Studies 
in: Dogmatics, it must not he inferred that it is incidental to 
Berkouwerrs maim purpose* Rather, it is intrinsic to his work, 
as is; demonstrated by its recurrence in every volume* The 
recognition of this primary concern is not intended to detract 
from the’ vast range of his writings* A careful study of Berkouwerrs 
works: is am education in biblical exegesis, systematic theology, 
practical theology, historical theology and contemporary theology — 
"a kind of post-gradhate study in theology". The identification 
of a key motif in Berkouwer* s thought is intended to set his many 
and varied contributions to: biblical and theological study in a 
more) general context, which emphasizes the unity of the single 
theology rather than the diversity of the many discussions*

Berkouwer may be regarded a© am excellent exegete and a
49pastorally sensitive theologian’* Bis essential contribution 

towards a solution to the problem of polarization in theology is 
not, however, merely the accumulative effect of a whole host of 
helpful exegetical suggestions and pastorally sensitive insights* 
Rather, it is based < on his whole approach to subject-object 
relations* A profound analysis of Berkouwer*© thought must go 
beyond the level of a discussion of a variety of pieces of exegesis 
and pastoral advice* The centrality of his concern: with the dev
elopment of an adequate view of objectivity and subjectivity must 
be acknowledged* The strength of Berkouwer1© theology cannot he 
properly/understood without an adequate appreciation of this central 
concern* Its strength may be demonstrated, by comparison with
other less adequate and consequently more polarizing approaches, with

50particular reference to the doctrines of revelation and grace*
The pragmatic value of his theology may then he seen not as sheer
pragmatism but as the direct implication of a viable understanding

■ - z :.; - 5 1of faith and its relation to its" object*
(2) The Nature of Language

Berkouwer seeks, with his approach to;- subject-object relations, 
to: avoid the twin pitfalls of both objectivism and subjectivism.
His understanding of the nature of language is rooted in his view 
of objectivity and subjectivity* He dissociates himself from two;- 
contrasting theories: of language: which he regards as equally erron
eous - the approach which tends to take language at its face—value



without recognizing: any depth-dimenslon in its use; and the approach 
which tends to understand religious language in such a symbolic 
fashiom that the words seem strangely distant from the; concepts 
underlying them* The first approach is exemplified in the move
ment known as Scottish Common Sense Realism^ while the second is

52typified by- Bhltmannrs demythologization programme*
The Scottish Common Sense Realism movement has, through its 

"clean subject-object distinction" and its view of the; transparency 
of language, been a major influence on the development; of the 
combination of fundamentalism and scholastic Calvinism; found in5Athe Old Princeton and Westminster theology*

This school of theology has been traced back to the influence
of Scottish Common Sense Realism by J.C., Vander Stelt in his
Philosophy and Scripture? A Study in: Old Princeton and Westminster 

55Theology* This study, originally a doctoral dissertation for the 
Free University of Amsterdam and initially directed by Berkouwer, 
argues/ strongly for the kind of approach to Scripture adopted by 
Berkouwer himself* Vander Stelt contends that Berkouwer*s emphasis 
on: letting Scripture speak on its own terms represents a significant 
advance on the Old Princeton and Westminster theology which reflects 
a latent dependence on philosophy*

While; no theology, Berkouwer*© included, can be totally 
detached from philosophical influences, theology must take great 
care; to avoid becoming: dependent on a particular philosophy* 
Philosophy as; a tool, used by/ faith as it seeks understanding, 
requires to> be clearly distinguished from the use of a particular 
philosophy as a controlling: factor in the interpretation of the 
Christian faith* Rational thought concerning: the Christian gospel 
is; quite different from tacit adherence to a form of rationalism 
which actually distorts theology*© understanding of the gospel* 
Theology is called upon to think according to the gospel’s own 
intrinsic rationale without becoming imprisoned by a form of 
rationalism which is alien to the gospel.

The particular question concerning the influence of rational
istic; philosophy on modem bihlicism and the general question of 
theology*©, relation to philosophy are discussed further in this 
thesis in chapters four and five respectively. At this point, it 
is: sufficient to note/ that no theory concerning: religious language 
can he adequately analysed without reference to its view of subject-



abject relations and it's relationship to philosophical influences*
Bul'tmann*© call for. the demythoXogization of religious

language requires to be viewed from this perspective* Prior to;
considering Berkouwer*© main criticism, of Bultmann*© position,
several representative criticisms might be noted*

T.F., Torrance criticizes Bultmann’s view of' the Christ-evenf
for its; implicit, assumption that there was not a "profound5 conflict

56between the Gospel and the prevailing world-view J ** Torrance
maintains that Bultmann*s theology is determined by his "own world-

57view,, with its dualist, obsolete, scientific preconceptions*"
K.K., Kuitert, while appreciative of Bultmann*s apologetic intention,
suggests that Bultmann*'s existeutialist theology, influenced -by
Heidegger*’© philosophy of existence, has reduced religious truth
to; "what is personally real to> me"* thus; exLl(ing) itself from a
necessary area of theological truth by restricting truth to

5Spersonal experience*
R.T. Roberts, in his study entitled Rudolf Bultmann*s Theology:

A Critical Interpretation correctly understands Bultmann*© theology
59in direct connection with his view of subject-object relations*

W* Pannenberg suggests that Bultmann*© conception of the
"nonobjectivity" of God is hardly distinguishable from "general 

60;indefiniteness". R*H*G* Robinson1 exposes the weakness of
Bultmann*© understanding of God with respect to divine redemption
and the call for human response;

"(l)f Bultmann is taken seriously.*the act of God becomes*»a 
sheer event, lacking; all colour, character and content*.© 
sheer irrelevance*" 61

"(T)̂ pis dominant trend (anti-metaphysical tendency) in Bultmann*s 
thought*.inevitably carries with it the implication that over 
against man there is no thing*, but a bar© Beyond. Such a focus 
of faith and decision, however, seems much too: meagre to attract 
anything that can conceivably be described as obedience* Whether 
we spell the word *beyond* with a capital or not, we cannot 
obey- a fbeyond**"62
While Ehltmann*© critics appreciate and share his concern for 

the; communication of the Christian message in a world where its 
truth can no longer be taken for granted, they have not hesitated 
to use their critical, acumen to demonstrate the- inadequacy of his 
theology. The; essential weakness of Bultmann*©' theology arises from 
a fear of objectivism which has led hinn to adopt a theory of religious



language which tends towards pure subjectivism*
It is with this weakness iin view that Berkouwer*© criticism

of Bultmann is: considered. Berkouwer shares Bultmann*© concerns
to carefully avoid objectivism* He is concerned to do so not by
any "synthesis' of objectivism and subjectivism, but the1 rejection 

63of both* He is more acutely aware of the danger of subjectivism 
than Bultmann* Bultmann endeavours to avoid the; danger of ohjiectivds tic 
rationalismiwith the: result that his own theology tends towards 
subjectivistic irrationalism* Berkouwer, however, insists that 
"irrationalism is not less dangerous than rationalism for the/'yiChristian faith, and that the: Christian faith is not obliged

65"to; choose between rationalism and irrationalism*"
Despite: their overt differences, scholastic fundamentalist 

Calvinism' and Bultmann*© demythoXogization. programme display a 
clear.' resemblance to each other* This resemblance: may be 
demonstrated,, with reference to their relation to> rationalism and 
irrationali sm*

From; one point of view, both are exceptionally rationalistic 
since both have allowed theology to be dominated by philosophy* 
Fundamentalism is dominated by the Scottish Common Sense philosophy 
while Bultmann*© thought is dominated by a closed world-view, 
masquerading as scientific philosophy*^of view*From another pointy both are extremely irrationalistic*
Fundamentalism, despite the ever-increasing appreciation of the
human character of Scripture by biblical research, insists on
holding to a doctrinal formulation which has been; almost completely
"guided by the "wholly divine or wholly human" dilemma*" Such
a refusal to; consider a reinterpretation of its understanding of
the authority of Scripture involves fundamentalism in a somewhat
irrational leap of faith that runs counter to "the manner in which

68Scripture came to us as a human witness." Bultmann*© theology,
with its close affinity to the existentialist philosophy of Heidegger,
displays* a strongly irrational character in that Christian faith

69appears to>be pure decision with no objective foundation.
With respect to Berkouwer*® relation to the rationalistic and

irrationalistic tendencies in theology, B’* Deraarest writes
"Berkouwer skilfully threads his way between a mindless fideismi 
and g- faithless rationalism*" 70
In the present discussion, one might equally well speak of



Berkouwerf's threading- liis way 'between' fideistic rationalism and 
critical irrationalism* However these seemingly contrasting: 
movements in theology are: ter he described* Berkouwer*s difference 
from: hoth schools must he seen in close relation to: his understand
ing of religious language*

Berkouwer understands; theological language in terms of believing71confession rather than speculative sustem—Buildingi He sees
72a ̂ depth-aspect in the theological, use; of language* This

conception distances Berkouwer from wooden literalism* which shows
little appreciation for "the deepest intents underlying theological
language* His concept of the "depth-aspect" ist however* quite
different from Bultmannfs call for the demythologization of
religious language*
Berkouwer poses a penetrating question for both Bultmann and

fundamental!smw It is the question of whether Bultmann*s concept
of myth and the fundamentalist notion of error are conceptions
imposed on Scripture rather than derived from Scripture* For
Berkouwer, the question of how a theology defines its terms and
how it obtains its definitions is most important* Since the
fundamentalist notion of error is discussed further in chapter
four, it is sufficient here to note that his criticism of that
notion*is essentially the same as his criticism of Bultmann*s
concept of myth* If is imposed on rather than derived from Scripture.

Berkouwerrs basic criticism of Bultmann*s concept of myth is that
i'®/: different from the Few Testament conception of myth*
In the Few Testament, Berkouwer maintains that

"myth stands over against the truth (aletheia) of the history 
of leeus Christ.*the decisive die has..been already cast in 
the Few Testament opposition to myth.**^

The concept of myth, in the Few Testament, is not simply a harmless
feature of a primitive world-view, requiring only to be reinterpretea
for the; sake of modern man* Bather* it is that which "diminishes

7*5the truth of salvation"m It is, therefore, warned against because
of its destructive influence, leading men away from the: truth and the
God of truth*76

Berkouwer*s application of his idea of the depth-aspect is
77most notable in his Divine Election* where he uses it to> oppose the 

scholastiĉ  Calvinist tendency towards a determinism which undermines 
the trustworthiness of God* It also proves useful in The Return



of Christ where he opposes Bultmann’s de.-eschatologigoing;.
I'm his eschatological discussion, Berkouwer does not use the

phrase ’’depth-aspect”* He distinguishes between reduction (or
de-eschatologizing) and concentration, the: aim of which is

’’not to weaken the eschatologica1 expectation! But to get at the 
meaning: of the eschatological promise, which has come to us 
couched in images and concepts whose understanding requires a 
patient effort,**7®

Berkouwer uses this distinction 'between reduction and concentration
79to! emphasize the ’’perpetual contemporaneity” without ’’transferring

80;its relevance to some unknown, future date*.a remote end-time”*
This understanding of eschatological language maintains Bultmann*s
valid emphasis on the existential challenge of the Christian 

Simessage without lapsing: into Bultmann*s a-historical understanding
82of the Christ-event and its eschatological significance.

Berkouwer*s use of religious language will he seen in greater 
detail as various aspects of his theology are discussed in this 
thesis* It is sufficient at this stage to note that his 
understanding of religious language: complements his understanding 
of suhject-object relations* His opposition to hoth scholastic 
fundamentalist Calvinism and Bultmannian demythologization — in 
their approach to religious language — must he seen as a direct 
result of his concern to emphasize fully' the existential character 
of' the Christian message without surrendering the objective 
foundation of that message*
(3) The Heteronomy-Autonomiy Dilemma*

This problem can he viewed fro mi various angles* It can be 
considered with regard to its philosophical, ethical and theological 
dimensions* Christian theologians have written on the problem with 
respect to each of these dimensions. It would be: inaccurate to 
separate these dimensions from each other and to classify certain 
writings in a uni-dimensional way* Certain Christian theologians 
have concerned themselves primarily with one dimension, though not 
to the complete exclusion of the others. 0*3Wolfhart Pannenbergr in his Hie Idea of God and Human Freedom* 
has concerned himself primarily with Christian faith’s relationship 
to> philosophical developments since the Enlightenment. The primary



84concern of R..H.G. Robinson’s The Groundwork of Christian Ethics, 
is, as the title suggests,; with the ethical dimension of the Christian 
faith, which transcends the dilemma of sheer heteronomy and sheer 
autonomy* Berkouwer ,!s own chief concern is theological.
Throughout his writings, and especially in his Divine Election! and 
Mantthe Image of God, he has sought to* understand and explicate 
the central themes of Reformed theology in a way that shows the 
falsity of the dilemma between sheer heteronomy and sheer autonomy.

The basic issue can be described in different ways* The diff
erent terminology is not completely uni-dimensional in that it can 
only appear in one of the afore-mentioned dimensions of the problem. 
Broadly speaking, however, the heteronomy-autonoray terminology is 
primarily the language of ethicsf the deterrainisra-fndeterminism 
terminology is primarily the language of philosophy^ and the 
(divine) sovereignty—(human) freedom terminology is primarily the 
language: of theology.

However the issue is described, and In whichever sphere it is 
discussed, this question cannot he discussed in isolation from other 
philosophical, ethical and theological problems;. Berkouwer*s 
concern with subject-object relations and the nature of language 
has already been noted* These problems do not belong to entirely 
different spheres with the heteronomy-autonomy dilemma belonging 
to a third' sphere* The problem of subject-object relations Is not 
entirely a matter of epistemology. The nature of language does 
not belong: solely to the sphere of linguistic philosophy. The 
heteronomy-autonomy dilemma may not be placed within the sole 
domain of ontology* Such a complete separation of these questions 
from each other by a rigid system of classification is largely 
artificial, obscuring the basic unity of human experience in its 
various complementary dimensions: thought, language, and experience 
of the transcendent.

Berkouwer has sought to hold together the various dimensions 
in human and Christian experience, as he seeks to articulate that 
experience in terms of Christian doctrine. The difficulty In 
defining Berkouwer as an uni-dimensional thinker can be seen byr 
referring to two criticisms levelled against him*

(a) Timmer has classified Berkouwer as a functional rather
O r

than ontological thinker. Timmer*s description of Berkouwer as
a functional thinker is quite understandable in the context of the



Berkouwer-Arntzen discussion, following Arntsen*s criticism of
B€Berkouwer in his article, “Will all people he safed?" It is, 

however, quite misleading* Berkouwer has expressly denied that 
subjectivity can he considered without reference to its objective 
foundation. The epistemological question of man,rs subjective 
knowledge of God cannot he considered without reference to God, the

0*7ontological reality that is known in such knowledge* Tfmroer
develops; his classification of Berkouwer as a functional thinker
in the following; way*

“Berkouwer seeks to answer the questions that concern modern 
man and the modern Christian* This makes of him a poor 
systematic theologian#

This statement is misleading in two respects*
(i) It tends to imply that Berkouwer sacrifices truth for

89relevance* Berkouwer places: a strong emphasis on relevance.
90There is not, however, a sacrifice of truth for relevance.

(ii)lt appears toj imply'a certain concept of * system* - a rather
91closed view which Berkouwer rightly rejects* Berkouwer*s

rejection of a certain concept, of: *system* does not, however, mean
that he is a poor systematic theologian* Berkouwer*s criticisms
of other positions, as he formulates his own, reveal a highly 

92systematic; mind. When the nature of Berkouifer’s more open
*system* has been recognised, he may actually he charged x*ith being

93over-systematic in the development of his own *systera*.
(h) Baker, in his G«C» Berkouwer* s Doctrine of Election;.......................

Balance or Imbalance? 7 writing: from the perspective of Reformed 95scholasticism,  ̂criticizes Berkouwer for continually failing- to’
expound the full teaching of Scripture concerning: the “before11

9 6element of divine election# According too Baker, “Berkouwer
97actually surpasses the; great Barth in exegetical ability*

Baker, however, ventures to? correct Berkouwer*s exegesis. Be 
argues that Berkouwer has, by- his linguistic interpretation of 
certain passages — notably Ephesians 1:4 (“chosen! before the 
foundation of the world.*“) —, undermined the ontological foundation 
of divine election*'This is' anJ'w unjust accusation. It suggests 
that Baker has not stepped outside of his own particular linguistic 
philosophy in order to understand more sympathetically and 
accurately Berkouwer*s- understanding of the Bible*s predestiinariani 
language. 98



Berkouwer*s approach to the heteronomy-automomy problem is not,
then, uni'-diraensional* It is not simply am ontological question,
while the question of' sub ject*»object relations is epistemological
and the question of the nature of' language is purely a matter of
linguistic philosophy* Ontology, epistemology, and linguistic
philosophy are not, in Berkouwer’s theology, isolated areas of
study* Rather, they interact within the whole context of
theological study*

Berkouwer’s understanding of the authority of God is perhaps
99best described as "theonomy". This "theonomy", in which revelation 

is normative for faith, can, however, be thought of in different 
ways* It can be thought of in a way that appears to identify 
theonomy with sheer heteronomy which results in an oppressive 
objectivism that threatens; to deprive man’s subjective experience 
of m e a n i n g . I t  can be thought of in ways that seek to take full 
account of man’s subjectivity*

Ihis attempt to take account of man’s subjective experience
101within a context of iheonomous thought has taken different forms*

It is, therefore, of great importance to understand how the precise
nature of divine authority and its implications for theology are
understood by Berkouwer* He writes,

"Authority..cannot be a darksome power that compels us to 
subject ourselves without; reason.”1^2

Rather,, the authority of God, unlike what is usually meant byr
"i/vy ""t/v a"external authority”, brings "perspective:, joy and hope."

Berkouwer emphasizes the need for a correct understanding of
the true nature of authority. He warns against getting "caught up
in an emotional react lorn against such phrases as "believing on
authority^ insisting that everything depends on the: character of

105the; authority and the character of believing. J fhe authority' of
God, as understood by Berkouwer, is "#3*hot*.an arbitrary, external

106 107authority" demanding'"blind obedience". Rather, it is "a
wooing and conquering authority, the acceptance iof which "occurs

109;with joy and willingness" in the context of Christ’s redemption*
Such an understanding of the authority of God in the context

of Christ’s redemption and the wooing and conquering way of the
Spirit leads, according to Berkouwer, to a proper understanding 

110of human freedom. His understanding of human freedom is quite 
different from the idea of man as autonomous. He points out that



generally **the controversy “between determinism and indeterminism, 
takes place against a background of religiously neutral anthro>~ 
pological analysis”r maintaining that-the assumption of “a 
purely formal concept- of freedom*•leaves the real and central 
problem': untouched

Berkouwer insists that a theological understanding of human 
freedoms is concerned with “a much deeper question than**the usualIs t jcontroversy between determinism and indeterminism“• Its concern!
is with Mthe freedom of the man of God*“ Human freedom; is,

115according to> Berkouwer, “freedom in and through Christ*11 Such 
a “relational” concept of freedoms is in direct contrast- to:> ”anjjjgabstract concept of freedom*11 Since freedom is 11 not a formal
possibility**but rather an actuality, the actuality of being free.” 

Fromt this understanding of human freedom, Berkouwer is able
to distance himself from: na secularised and autonomous concept of

113 1freedom*” Such a concept of freedom! places “divine power and
119human freedom in a relation of opposition”* Be points out that

the: “freedom” of autonomous man, which man seeks to defend against
120Cod “is not honored with that name ih the Hew Testament*”

Such “freedom”, through attempted autonomy, can, according to the .
12Ifew Testament, be better described in terras of the “enslaved will”*

The Hew Testament “definition” of freedom is rather thisr “where
the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty*” (ll Gar* 3: If).
Tod turn away from freedom in and through Christ is not an act of

123freedom* Kather it is an act that “endangers: freedom*” Thus, 
Berkouwer maintains that “freedom in Christ is the true freedom of 
man*s humanness

With this understanding of divine authority and human freedom,
Berkouwer is able to understand divine sovereignty and. human

12*5freedom as complementary rather than competitive. y The 
sovereigni Cod never enforces his authority in any other way than 
through man,!s willing and glad submission* Man*s true freedom! lies 
precisely in such willing and glad submission to the sovereign 
Cod of salvation*
(4) Anthropology

In the discussion of Berkouwer*s understanding of subject- 
ohject relations, the importance of a proper understanding of the 
relation between faith and its object was stressed* Correlation is 
described by Smedes as “the single most inf luential principle in



Berkouwer’s theology*"^^
For Berkouwer, the concept of correlation means that 

(a) "Theology iis a work of faith"
128(b>) Theological, truth <iis not created by faithj

(c) "truth is Christian truth only within the framework of 
faith>*.l29

Different theologians, such as Berkouwer, Barth and Tillich**^ 
have given "a very diverse content" to the concept of correlation 
which is, according- to Kuitert, directly related to "a

131difference in the concepts of man that are employed in it."
Berkouwerrs understanding of suhje ct-©bject relations via his

own understanding of the concept of correlation has significantly
influenced his interpretation of the use of theological language*
Religious language must not he used in a way that suggests that
the subjective is "a competitive factor that subverts objective;

132revelation"* Ratherf? it should be used to demonstrate "man’s
133involvement" ini that objective revelation*

The understanding of man’s- subjective involvement with divine
revelation lies at the centre of Berkouwer’s understanding of the
heteronomy-autonomy question* The significance of man must not
be swallowed up byr divine sovereignty,^^ nor must the significance
of man be exaggerated such that man is given a creative function'

23*5with respect to truth* The heteronomy-autonomy question is to
be understood in terms of neither sheer heteronomy nor sheer
autonomy* Man’s true freedom must be understood in connection with
his-, true nature, which lies in his relatedness to God* Thus,
man’s true freedom only finds expression when his relatedness to
God finds its fulfillment through faith*

The importance of "theological anthropology" —
"what man is:, through his relation to Godj or, better, through 
God’s self-relation toman" —

must, therefore, be- recognized as fundamental, to BerkouwerJrS 
contribution towards: theological understanding* His understanding 
of man is, then, most important for any evaluation of his 
contribution towards a solution to the problem of polarization in 
theology. He emphasises that the divine and human are not to he 
thought of as competitors. & correct understanding of man and his 
relationship to> God is of crucial significance for the development 
of a constructive approach towards the problem of theological



It is, therefore, most important to elaborate further on
Berkouwer’s understanding of "theological anthropology"* He cites
favourably Gbgarten*’s description of theological anthropology:

"When it discusses man, it does not speak: of man alone, man in 
and by himself; it always: speaks equally of God."^40

Commenting on this: description,; Berkouwer writes:
"This does not mean that man and God are*.reciprocally dependent 
on each others it means- that when the Bible speaks about man 
ft**Is speaking about the real actual nature of man, "whoj can 
simply not he thought of without: God." And that is what the 
theological approach demands-; it asks for the opposite of 
an abstract view of man as an isolated and self-enclosed unity 
which can exist and which can be understood by itself..Theology** 
does pay special attention to man*.in his religious relationship 
to God.*the one central and essential dimension of man.."Ml
Berkouwer*s heavy emphasis on man’s relation to God is set

over against all attempts to see man’s essential nature in some
element within himself.

Existentialism is- criticized for its emphasis on man’s "self- 
142produced salvation" which emerges out of "the hidden center of

raanwiin his freedom, as self-choosing subject."'^ Existentialist
thought of the kind espoused by Sartre^^ and He Meggercannot
be thought of as exhibiting "a close formal and structural
relationship with the Biblical witness..",since

"the essential religious aspect of man’s being- is lost in a 
horizontal, type of ’ analysis, .and the way to self-knowledge 
Is Impossible to traverse with this kind of horizontal analysis, 
since the decisive dimension of man’s nature, his relation to>
God, remains outside the analysis."*̂ 4̂
When man Is classified

"as a rational animal, .a being endowed with reason in distinction 
from the beasts, "as if' he had no special relation to God..", 
there is- a failure to "realize that "the relation to God is 
essential to man’s- very being."^48;
Even: when

"mam is defined in a more complex fashion — as a person, for 
example — there stilll remains the objection that man is 
defined apart from his relation to God, and hence the definition 
still misses man’s essence.**149
Berkouwer’s apposition to every theory which sees man’s

essence in something other than his relation to God, -e.gi his 
freedom, his rationality or his pereonhood — is clearly expressed 
thus:



"If man’s relation to: God is not merely something added to'man’s 
nature, then it is clear enough that any view which abstracts 
mam ftecwm this relation can never penetrate the mystery of mam."*5Q

With this understanding of1 man,
"theology can hardly say it treats a special aspect of man, the 
"religious" aspect, which is added to: other aspects»"^5^
It might he? argued that this coneehtratloni on man’s relation

to: God Is no more than the adoption of a particular religious
theory of man, rather than dealing with real man, actual, man*
Berkouwer, however, Insists that, from the standpoint of Christian
faith, the situation is: quite the reverse* He insists that "we

.,152are not dealing with an abstract idea of man, hut with actual man*11
Rather, from the standpoint of faith, it is the view of man in
relation to God, and not the views of man as rational, free or
personal, which deals with the actual man, who- stands outlined In

153the searching light of the revelation of God." '
With any of the other theories — man as rational, free or

personal -, it would be possible to gain "knowledge" of man without
growing- In self-knowledge. To; Illustrate his understanding of
"the indissoluble Biblical relation between knowledge of man and

154knowledge of self*", Berkouwer uses the following exceptionally 
perceptive examples:
—  "The Jew did not have a better understanding because he was

able to judge the heathen* In the sphere of abstract morality 
this could possibly be said, but this is not Biblical morality —
0 man, who judgest others ! "155

— "We cam hardly say that the Pharisee had an accurate "knowledge"
©f man when they pointed to the sins (the real sins) of 
publicans, and1 sinners* This: judgment, which separated knowledge 
of man from self-knowledge, was- as nothing in God’s e y e s *

Such knowledge: of man that is Indissolubly related to know
ledge of self, comes through knowledge of God, as Berkouwer notes 
in this favourable citation of Calvin:

"man never attains to a true self-knowledge until he has 
previously contemplated the face of God and come down from such 
contemplation to look into himself*"̂ 57
Thus, it becomes clear why Berkouwer’s particular stance with 

regard to theological anthropology is of such importance for his 
whole theological method. If theology is to be a work of faith, 
arising as a confession from the faith-experience, it cannot be 
burdened with an anthropology based on a horizontal analysis of 
man* This would mean that while faith might be desirable for



doing theology, it would not he essential.
Knowledge of man - his rationality, freedom- and personhood - 

could he aquired without regard to knowledge of God. It would, their, 
be the proper* task of theology to build on this anthropology. Bather, 
it would he am inappropriate alliance between theology and mam- 
centred anthropology.

This would mean the re-opening of the doom to scholasticism, for 
If would, In effect, be; saying that theoiogy(or, at least, that part 
of if concerned with man) can be done without direct regard to faith. 
Such theology would be a form of natural theology. It does reflect a 
tendency towards a reversal of the principle, "By faith we understand" 
The principle, "By faith we understand", does not involve a total 
disregard for all that Is meant by the term ’apologetics *. It does 
mean, however, that theology’s use of the term •apologetics* should 
be defined not to terms of an anthropological analysis which operates 
independently of faith and which faces the perennial temptation of 
demanding that the gospel conform to Its conclusion. If theological 
anthropology is not to he, to principle, a re tot ivization of the way* 
Ini which believing man finds M s  true hu®Wl freedom*. It must let the 
gospel form the foundation for all its tMnking. Fromi this perspective 
theological anthropology would involve neither a natural theology nor 
an independent apologetics. It would he a believing investigation of 
the gospel’s own intrinsic rationality and! apologetic significance. 
This investigation would not permit ’man* to become an independent 
theme wMch can be dissociated (even for. the purposes: of theological 
study) from the actual man who,? is confronted to M s  entire 
existence by the reality of the living God.
Conclusion

This discussion of the general concerns; wMch are central to 
Berkouwer*s theology has demonstrated the importance of his constant 
attempt to tinder stand' divine-human relations in a manner that does 
full justice to the true nature of both God and- man. Clarity of 
theological understanding on tMs matter is of major significance for 
the discussion of polarization, which is essentially the problem of 
theology’s inability to properly tarn derst and the true nature of divine- 
human relations.



CHAPTER THREE
The Problem; of Polarization? Its Relation to the ffootrine of' Revelation.

Ho> area of Christian doctrine is free from the threat of 
polarization. The far-reaching effects of polarization may he 
observed in numerous doctrinal discussions. The aim of this study 
is not, however, to trace the effects of polarization in different 
spheres of theological debate. Rather, it aims to see polarization, 
a single problem with many ramifications, as a problem of 
theological method, a question of, hoxf theological study is approached. 
When polarization is viewed thus ' it becomes possible to recognize 
the essential unity of theological study within the diversity of the 
many theological discussions.

Since polarization is viewed as a single problem with many 
ramifications rather than a collection of disconnected problems 
located in entirely disparate sectors of theology, this study 
requires to have a focal-point. Such a focal-point, as was suggested 
in the previous chapter, may be found in the relation of objectivity 
to subjectivity. This question may be discussed as a philosophical 
problem. Since, however, the purpose of this study is avowedly 
theological, the focus of attention is placed on the theological 
dimension of this question - the relationship between God and man!.

It is not suggested that the philosophical problem should be 
simply dismissed, as though there were no dialogue possible between 
theology and philosophy. Rather, it is to specify the precise 
matter upon which theology is called to speak — the relationship 
between God and man . It is in this context that theology seeks to 
understand and explicate the relation of objectivity to> subjectivity.
The question of theology’s relation to philosophy is discussed 
further in chapter five. The related question of theology’s relation 
to apologetics is discussed in chapter eight. It is, however, in 
order, at this point, to briefly specify the basic position taken 
in this study with respect to theology’s: relation to philosophy 
and theology’s dialogue with philosophy.
Theological and Philosophical. Presuppositions

First, theology and philosophy should not be understood such 
that philosophy is concerned with the world of objective reality 
while theology is restricted to the world of subjective feelings.
The *&■ priori* exclusion of theology from the world of objective 
reality is itself a subjective decision since there is no logical



basis for the assumption thqt the only kind of reality is the 
empirically verifiable kind. The ’a priori’ denial of a divine 
being: Is no less a statement of belief , reflecting a subjective 
attitude, than the believing confession of faith in a transcendent 
God. The ’a priori’ rejection of the possibility of divine 
revelation is no more empirically verifiable than the believing 
confession of faith in divine revelation. Theology and philosophy 
should not, then, be viewed as polar opposites, as though philosophic
al reflection necessarily deprives theological language of any 
reference to objective reality. True dialogue is possible only 
where philosophical reflection is clearly distinguished, from? 
adherence to a particular philosophy which makes an ’ a priori’ 
negative judgment regarding the content of theological statements.

Second, both theology and philosophy should be aware of their 
own limitations. Theology is limited by its confession of faith.
In its elucidation of the doctrine of revelation, theology is 
called upon to understand but not to compromise its basic confession. 
Theology Is required to interpret its faith in divine revelation.
It is not, however, permitted to deny the reality of that revelation 
without contradicting: its own foundation. Philosophy is limited 
by its own rules of logic. Philosophy may be of assistance in 
clarifying the issues Involved in religious belief. It is not, 
however, permitted to make a negative judgment concerning religious: 
belief without stepping beyond its own boundaries into the sphere 
of value-judgment. As person, the philosopher may decide against 
religious belief. To make this decision, he must, however, step 
outside of his role as philosopher since philosophical reflection 
does" not, by itself, entail the rejection of religious belief.
Theology and philosophy are not to be regarded as polar opposites, 
as though philosophy were, of necessity, the avowed opponent of 
religious belief. True dialogue is possible; where both disciplines 
are seen in relation to the interpretation of religious belief. 
Theology interprets; religious belief from the perspective of faith 
while philosophy approaches religious belief from the standpoint 
of enquiry.

Third, both theology and philosophy are to be studied in a 
self-critical attitude. Both are required to question their own 
questions. The theologian is required by his confession of faith 
to question M ®  own questions. ? ' : .f '"y-i-



I'm view of his confession of faith, the theologian can regard even 
his most searching- questions as a quest for understanding rather 
than a threat to the foundation of his faith. The philosopher is 
required by the exploratory character of philosophical reflection 
to question his own questions. Philosophy may not, of itself, de
termine how one should decide on the matter of religious belief .
It is, however, entirely unwarranted to assume that philosophy as 
a form* of question-asking may he used as an evasion of decision
making. Intellectual comprehensiveness demands that the philosopher 
as philosopher concerns himself with the questions of existence no 
less than with rules of logic, grammar and ethics. Moral 
seriousness demands that the philosopher as person faces the 
fundamental decision concerning religious belief. The enormity of 
the question of Godfs existence and its significance for the meaning 
of human life is such that it cannot simply be dismissed arrogantly 
by* atheistic authoritarianism. Theology and philosophy may not be 
seen as polar opposites, the one concerned with affirmation and the 
other with denial, since both are concerned with the question of 
God. Theology’s questions are asked with a view to understanding 
the faith it confesses* Philosophy’s questioning forms part of Its 
rational investigation of reality which necessarily entails 
concentration on the question of God. This understanding of 
theological and philosophical questioning opens up a m y  for true 
dialogue.

Fourth, theology and philosophy should be open to each other. 
Theology may not proceed without reference to philosophical 
reflection since theology is required to elucidate the; philosophy 
Inherent in the gospel itself. The use of philosophical reflection 
In theological study should, however, be distinguished from the 
restriction of theology’s scope by the dominance of a particular 
philosophy which is alien to the gospel. Openness to; philosophy 
need not involve domination by humanistic philosophy* In one sense, 
theology must be ’philosophical theology’ since it is required to 
offer a rational analysis of the gospel’s own philosophical 
foundations* In another sense, however, theology must not become 
’philosophical theology* since it is not permitted to make 
unwarranted concessions1 to rationalistic philosophy without contradict
ing the essence of it's own |?elieving affirmation of divine revelation. 
Philosophy may not proceed without reference to theology since the 
comprehensiveness of the philosophical discipline demands that



attention! he paid to; the theological affirmation of divine 
revelatfonw This openness to theology-does not entail an 
uncritical acceptance of theological statements. It does, 
however, demand that serious consideration be given to them.
In one sense, philosophy must be ’theological philosophy’ since 
philosophical reflection necessarily raises the question of 
divine revelation. In another sense, however, philosophy must 
not become 'theological philosophy’, as though the necessary 
outcome of philosophical reflection was religious belief.
Theology and philosophy may not be presented as polar opposites, 
since reflection and revelation are not polar opposites.
Reflection may not lead directly to an acknowledgement of 
revelation, but it does raise the question of revelation. 
Revelation may not have its foundation In reflection, but It; 
does call for reflection concerning its meaning and significance. 
Such a perspective on divine revelation and human reflection 
makes tame dialogue possible between theology and philosophy* 
General Overview of the Content and Context of this Discussion.

The preceding discussion of theology's relation tc and 
dialogue with philosophy indicates that the following discussion 
of the doctrine of revelation should not be understood as an 
expression of theological arrogance by which philosophical 
reflection is simply dismissed. The theological affirmation of 
the doctrine of revelation does not involve a disregard for 
philosophical reflection as such. Rather, it specifies the 
character, criterion and context of the philosophical reflection 
implicit in theological study. The character of theology's 
philosophical reflection is determined by a non-negotiable factor 
in theology’s dialogue with philosophy — the affirmation of 
divine revelation. The criterion of theology’s philosophical 
reflection is the; normativety of divine revelation. The context 
of theology’s philosophical reflection is determined by the 
understanding that theology’s use of its critical faculties is 
oriented towards gaining a deeper insight into the nature of 
divine revelation* The character, criterion and context of 
theology’s philosophical reflection give to it an entirely differ
ent complexion from general philosophical reflection. Theology 
affirms the normativity of divine revelation and seeks to Inter
pret this affirmation, explicating its meaning and significance.



The precise specification of the nature of theological study 
does not mean that theology can dispense with the need for 
serious: critical reflection concerning the content of its 
confession* It does mean, however, that theology may not, as 
a result of its critical reflection, dispense with the content 
of its confession without" sacrificing its right to speak: as 
theology*

In this chapter, an attempt is made to understand and inter
pret the doctrine of revelation in a manner that neither compro
mises nor denies the reality of revelation* Special attention is 
paid to the problem of polarization which is closely related to 
the interpretation of objectivity and subjectivity. This problem 
is brought into clearer focus in chapter four, where the 
theological tendencies of deism, biblicism and christomonism are 
analysed from the perspective developed In the present chapter.
The reasons for the selection of these theological tendencies 
for particular analysis, while implicit in the present discussion, 
are stated clearly In the introduction to chapter four. The 
concern of the present chapter is to set out a particular 
understanding; of the doctrine of revelation which is then used 
in the subsequent; discussion of theological polarization.

This chapter may be viewed at two different levels which
reflect the dual character of this entire study. This study is
Intended as a positive contribution to both theology’s treatment
of the problem of polarization and the interpretation of Berkouwer’
writings. Fo attempt is made to discuss every aspect of either
polarization or Berkouwer’s theology. The interest of this
study is in the relationship between the problem of polarisation
and Berkouwer’s: contribution towards its solution* The dual
character of this study is reflected ilfiNbhree subdivisions ofAthis chapter. The opening and closing sections are concerned 
with the general question of revelation, with Berkouwer’s writings 
being’referred to only in the notes. The central section is 
essentially an appreciative interpretation of Berkouwer’s 
understanding erf revelation, with particular reference to its 
relationship to reconciliation. While this chapter may be 
viewed at too different levels, it is essentially a unity since 
the central section provides an important link between the
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general introduction and conclusions*

A certain selectivity is inevitable in this study* The 
concepts of revelation and grace have been chosen; as guiding 
concepts because of both their Importance in the work of 
Berkouwer and their significance for the discussion of 
polarization* These concepts are closely related since God’s 
revelation is held to be a gracious revelation* Grace under
girds revelation and revelation proclaims grace* The concepts 
of revelation and grace can, however, be distinguished from 
each other* Grace is regarded as the content of revelation 
while revelation is viewed as the means by which grace reaches 
man* A proper understanding of both concepts is essential to a 
constructive analysis of the problem of polarization* Chapter 
six concentrates its attention on the doctrine of grace while 
the present chapter focuses on the doctrine of revelation*
(l) Introduction to the Doctrine of Revelation

When the doctrine of revelation is discussed, the question
of the Bible and its role in theology is brought to the fore.
In modern theology, the Bible has become a controversial subject.
The role of the Bible has occasioned a major crisis'*' In the church.
There has been concern over the strange silence of the Bible in 

2the church. This strange silence can be seen as a crisis of 
faith. It is, however, also a crisis of understanding. A 
variety of different approaches to Scripture have been used by 
modern theologians.^ This has produced a rather confused 
•theological climate.

This confusion has tended to silence the Bible in the church, 
creating an atmosphere in which there is a lack: of clarity 
concerning the proper role of the Bible in modern theological 
thinking. In this rather confused situation, it is insufficient 
to speak of a crisis of faith. The place of the Bible in 
theology must be seen as a problem of understanding. The "strange 
silence" will not be overcome by a bare assertion of biblical 
authority. The problem requires to be discussed carefully if 
numerous misunderstandings are to be properly dealt with. A 
careful discussion of the problem is essential if the ever- 
present tendency towards polarization is to be overcome.

The question of the place of the Bible in theology cannot 
be considered apart from broader theological considerations. In



Christian theology, the Bible forms part of a wider process, - 
revelation im which God makes himself known to men* The 
biblical writings are not to be identified directly with this 
process of revelation, since the Bible itself does not constitute 
the sum-total of this process* This process of revelation is not, 
however, so completely removed from the biblical writings that 
the Christian Church can proceed without taking the Bible 
seriously.

An adequate approach to the Scriptures requires a clear 
understanding of the whole process of revelation, of which the 
Scriptures form a part but not the whole. This perspective of 
the whole process of revelation prevents the doctrine of Scripture 
from being lost in the tangled web of different theologies.

The basic prerequisite for understanding revelation is the 
acknowledgment that it is God’s revelation. The doctrine of 
revelation is, therefore, integrally related to the doctrine of 
God. However the precise meaning of the concept of revelation 
is spelt out, it is of prime importance that the initiative of 
GOd comes to the fore.^ This initiative of God, implicit in the 
concept of divine revelation, is active rather than passive. Im 
Christian theology, revelation is not a process Initiated by man, 
in which he, by various means, e.g. meditation, ethical conduct , 
discovers something which he then calls "God." Such a process 
of discovery cannot be called "revelation", since revelation is 
concerned with the activity of the living God. A proper 
understanding of this process demands an adequate doctrine of 
the Spirit of God. Any concept of revelation treating the 
activity of God’s Spirit as a mere appendix to an already 
formulated system is inadequate.

A second prerequisite is that Godfs revelation comes to man. 
Am adequate understanding of man and his relation to* God’s 
revelation is, therefore, essential to the proper — though always 
Imperfect — articulation of the theological concept of 
revelation* Man’s place: In the process of revelation cannot be 
such that "God" becomes: no more than a projection of man’s 
religious: ideals. Such a process, whatever it may be called, 
could hardly he called revelation. Man’s place in the process 
of revelation cannot, however, be conceived in a way that 
threatens to make him Insignificant, the meaning of his whole;



existence Being- swallowed up By- a faulty conception of the
Ginitiative- of the sovereign God.

Kanfs rode in revelation may Be descriBed as receptive 
7rather than creative. Han does not Mcreate”' revelation By

virtue of his faith* Rather, he receives Gbdrs revelation.'
8’through that faith. Manrs reception of revelation is, however,

active- rather than passive. Han*s reception of revelation is an
act, not of some special part of man — e.g. his religious intuition1,
his reason, his emotions, or his will — But of the whole man in

9response to God. •
The context in which man finds himself placed By- the 

revelation of God is, therefore, thoroughly existential. Han is 
involved in the totality of his; existence. Through the continuing
activity of the ever-present and ever-active Spirit of revelation,
man is called upon to respond to the God of revelation.

This emphasis on the activity of the Spirit of revelation, 
constantly' placing; man in a thoroughly existential context In which 
he is; Being challenged to respond in faith to the God of revelation, 
raises an important question* How does this process of revelation 
take place?

The contexts of the activity of GOd,;s Spirit and the
thoroughly existential decision to? which that Spirit calls man
demand that the concept of revelation is not; defined in a way
which, Because of its emphasis on the past dimensions of revelation,
loses this vital present revealing activity of the God of revelation.
The emergence of faith is a result of the revealing activity of God;
The relation of this continuing- revelatory activity of God to man*s
faith has Been descriBed thus;

”Faith comes By hearing, and hearing-By the Word of God.”
(Romans 10: IT, A.,V. )

”Faith comes from what is heard, and what is heard comes By
the preaching of Christ.” (Romans 10:17’, R.S.T.,)
GOd̂ 's revelatory activity did not end at some fixed point in the
past. He continues to reveal himself to men as he Brings them1 to
faith. This present- character of God*s revelation is seen in the
genesis of faith through response to ”the Word of Godi” in- ”the
preaching of Christ”.

While it would Be misleading to focus much attention on the
word' ”preaching” in its narrow sense, close attention must Be paid



to?.' the terms ’’Christ” and ’’Word of God”. A proper understanding of 
these terms and their relation to the whole: process of revelation 
is: imperative for any useful contribution to he made towards 
overcoming' polarization with respect to the doctrine of Scripture.

A proper understanding of the terms ’’Christ” and ”Word of God” 
presences a genuinely historical approach to the question of 
revelation. TO make the continuing activity of the ever-present 
Spirit of revelation the sura-total of the concept of revelation 
is to have a completely a-historical concept of revelation,*^ 
which operates with an inadequate understanding of Both ’’Christ” 
and ’’the Word of God”.

Revelation forms a whole process of which the Bible forms 
only a part and not the whole. Meither is the whole process of 
revelation exhausted by what takes place in the process of 
proclamation. God, in his freedom, has willed that the proclamation 
of the Christian message, with the attendant activity of the Spirit 
of revelation, be indispensable for the process of revelation too 
take its full course (cf. 1 Corinthians 1:21; Romans 10:14)• 
Proclamation does not, however, constitute the whole process.
(2) Revelation and Reconciliation

Prior to developing further the concept of revelation, it
must he asked whether the concept of revelation should he given a
central place in theology. C.E.* Braaten raises this question*

”• .Serious reservations... rausif he voiced' against the dominant 
position of the idea of revelation in theology, with its 
corollary that man’s essential predicament is his lack of 
knowledge.•• if the ignorance of man stands in the center, then 
the fact of revelation relieves that plight; hut if man’s guilt 
is the problem, then not revelation hut; reconciliation must 
become the theological centrum.”^

Any worthy theology of revelation will take full account of the
substance of Braaten*s comment. Man’s basic need does not lie
in his finitude hut in his sinfulness. That need is met not by
mere knowledge about God hut by reconciliation to God.

In his thinking about revelation, Berkouwer seeks to take 
full account of human sin and divine reconciliation. This is 
especially clear in his treatment of the doctrines of Christ and 
Scripture.

On christology, Berkouwer has written two volumes, The Person 
cf Christ and The Work of Christ. This persam —  work, distinction 5s , 
for Berkouwer, largely artificial, being occasioned by the mass cf



material requiring to> he covered* In both volumes,, the unity of
Christ’s person and work is emphatically affirmed:

” * *• it is impossible to separate his person from his work.
There is such an inseparable connection between his person 
and work that any separation causes us to go astray with 
respect; to both his person and his work.”12
”In the: Bible we continually encounter the irrefragable unity 
of Christ ’s person and work ••* Tie starting'point of 
Christology will1 have to be the entire witness of Holy Scripture 
concerning Christ’s person and his w o r k .” 3̂
In his christology, Berkouwer is acutely aware of the twin 

dangers of a ’’depersonalization of redemption”-^ (treatment of 
Christ’s work with ”a certain independence ... somewhat absolved 
from': the person”15) and a ”speculative Christology”1^ (”a warped 
’’ontological” interest in the being of Christ” isolated frorm a 
deep- concerm for ’’the message of salvation and the quality of 
his work”).

In stating his aim in The Person of Christ. Berkouwer affirms
the essential unity of Christ’s person and work.

”Im concerning' ourselves, in this book, with the confession 
touching the person of Christ we are convinced this work can 
be faithfully carried out only if we continually remember 
that the aim is not to gain abstract data about the pjerson 
of Christ but rather to gain an insight into what the 
Scriptures tell us about the person of him whose name is 
Jesus and who, as the Christ, exercised his office in the 
completion of the work God the Father had assigned to him*”^
Im Berkouwer’s christology, there is clearly no false dichotomy 

between revelation and reconciliation.
In his doctrine of Scripture, Berkouwer places the doctrine

of reconciliation at the centre. Revelation is not merely an
antidote for ignorance. Revelation centres itself on Christ
by whom men are reconciled to God* Scripture must be understood

19with respect to its specific intention, which is ’’most closely
20related1 to salvation*”

A proper understanding of the doctrine of Scripture demands a
proper understanding of the function of Scripture as a pointer tor:

21Christ through whom believing man receives eternal life. The
revelation that comes to man through the Scriptures Is precisely
’’The powerful operation of the Spirit?’ which ’’centers In the

22salvation that has appeared In Christ.” Thus, the Spirit of 
revelation points to God’s agent of reconciliation, whose 
salvation is the antidote not simply for man’s ignorance but his



guilt* This work of ' the Spirit, pointing to a salvation that
calls for the response of faith, is central in Berkouwer’s
understanding of the doctrine of Scripture.

’’Believing Scripture does not mean staring at a holy and 
mysterious book, but hearing the witness: concerning Christ.
The respect for the concrete words is related precisely to 
this, and the ’is*’ of the confession (Scripture Is the Word of 
God) points to the mystery of the Spirit, who wants to bind 
men to Christ through these words, through this witness.”2**
”It Is possible! to live- with Scripture only when the message 
of Scripture is understood and is not considered fa metaphysical 
document’, but a living' instrument serving God for the proclamation 
of salvation.”24
The relation of God’s: Spirit to Scripture is essentially

connected with the concepts of guilt and reconciliation rather
than the ’’revelation” of knowledge that is primarily cognitive.
Assurance concerning the authority of Scripture Is directly related
to Christian experience* Such assurance is an expression of the
faith which trusts Christ and finds; him trustworthy.

The assurance that God’s Spirit: continues to speak through
Scripture concerning Christ is quite different from the kind of
rationalism which turns the ’is’ of the confession — Scripture
is the Word1 of God — into ”a rationally developed Infallibility of

2 GScripture that was- supposed ton- preclude all doubts.” Such am
approach to Scripture operates primarily on a cognitive level, with

27its concern for Infallible and inerrant Information. This 
formalised notion of' Infallible and Inerrant truth threatens to 
undermine the true meaning of faith.

Faith is not simply an addendum to cognitive knowledge con
cerning Infallible and inerrant truth. It is misleading to place 
cognitive assent to a certain theory of the Infallibility and 
inerrancy of Scripture prior to believing trust in Jesus Christ.
Such a separation of form and content - am infallible Scripture is2gmade the prerequisite for reliable knowledge of Jesus Christ — 
leads to the idea that one believes the Bible with a different 
’faith’ from the faith with which one trusts Christ. Such a notion 
Involves concepts of faith, truth and knowledge that are primarily 
Intellectual In nature.

29Faith is thought of as assent to an ’’external authority”.
There is little understanding of faith’s relation to truth In terms 
of doing the truth (John 3s21), walking in the truth (2 John 4;



* ’feeing; set free by the truth (John 8*32), and being 
sanctified through the truth (John 17*19)* Truth is conceived

30of rather statically, thus obscuring the dynamic aspect of truth.
The concept of knowledge is so generalized that it fails to
appreciate the truly religious na.ture of knowledge of God.

“For the purpose of the God-breathed Scripture is not at all to 
providê  a scientific gnosis In order to convey and increase 
human knowledge and wisdom, but to witness of the salvation of 
God unto faith. This approach does not mean to separate faith 
and knowledge. But - the knowledge that is the unmistakable aim 
of Scripture is1 the knowledge of faith.”31
Berkouwer*s- perspective on Scripture is not concerned with

32infallible information secured by inspiration. Rather, he
insists that ”...the nature of the God-breathed character of
Scripture cannot be deduced by means of various analogies to the 

33Inspiration.” and that “Scripture is the Word of God because the 
Holy Spirit witnesses In it of Christ.”^

Developing this idea of witness In connection with the Few 
Testament witness- to Christ, Berkouwer, citing H.F. RIdderbos, 
writes,

"it. Is the product of a perception that was not Infinite. It 
Is subject; top human limitations, its record does not exceed 
the limits of human memory.”35

There is, however, a "deep dimension of the human id.tness” for 
"This witness does not well up from the human heart but from the 
witness of God, In which it finds its foundation and empowering as 
a human witness.

This conception of "Scripture” as "human witness empowered
by the Spirit’37transcends the "wholly divine or wholly human”

33 xiqdilemma by which fundamentalism has allowed itself to be guided**”
Rather, it is made clear that "the Word of God does not draw us
away from the human but involves us with the human".^

41Berkouwer’s appreciation of the human aspect of Scripture,
42his Insight into the relation between the Spirit and Scripture,

and! his distinction between the nature of the knowledge of God
and other types of knowledge^ each constitute Important elements
In an adequate doctrine of Scripture. Conserving the basic thrust
of the Reformation — "Sola Scriptura”,^ Berkouwer has been able45to avoid the "unfruitful old orientations"  ̂of fundamentalism and 
offer "a genuinely evangelical middle way."^

Berkouwer’s doctrine of Scripture is free from the fearful^



motIvatIon and equally fearful.results of fundamentalist polemics
for the authority of the Bible* This freedom from fear Is the
result of a proper understanding of Christian truth. Thus,
Berkouwer’s approach to; Scripture promises to be a way of trans-

48cendlng: "the extremes of both conservatism and liberalism*” '
49Fundamentalism, with its "all or nothing" character, may, in

50fact, cause some to adopt the position of "extreme liberalism".
This contrast between Berkouwer and fundamentalism Is most
Instructive for the general discussion of polarization in theology.

In terms of the question of the relation between revelation
and reconciliation, Berkouwer does not think of "revelation?1 as
merely air antidote for finite man’s Ignorance. Rather, In his
treatment of ©hristology and Scripture, the focus of attention
Is on reconciliation, the divine antidote for sinful man’s guilt*
He is, then, In basic agreement with Braaten’s remark that the
concept of reconciliation as an antidote to man’s guilt should
be more central than the concept of revelation as an antidote

51for man’s ignorance.^
It should not, however, be assumed that Berkouwer is ready 

to dispense with the concept of revelation and replace it 
directly with the concept of reconciliation. Hesitation at this 
point is necessitated by the simple fact that Berkouwer has 
written a volume entitled General Revelation. This simple fact 
raises two> questions for discussion*

— What does Berkouwer mean by general revelation?
—  Can his concept of general revelation he described In terms 
of reconciliation?
Berkouwer’s understanding of general revelation is essentially 

fourfold.
a) There Is a real revelation of God in creation. Thus when

believing'man observes this "revelation",
"this seeing and hearing Is not a projection of the believing 
subject, but an actual finding, and seeing, and hearing 1” 
for "Here nothing is "read Into” but it is only an 
understanding of the reality of revelation." 52

h) This revelation of God in creation does not compete with God’s
revelation In Christ. Hence,
"everyone who believes In general revelation must prove; 
that he does absolutely no: injustice tc the revelation in 
Christ." for "There may he no competition between God’s 
general revelation and special revelation, and every



conceptian- of' general revelation which is the result of 
doubt as to the absoluteness of the revelation in> Christ 
is to he condemne&."53

Anyr friction between creation and salvation must he recognised
,,54as unbibiical fiction."

c) The confession of general revelation (or God’s revelation of 
himself in creation) is not indissolubly hound up with natural 
theology. 'Js-~

Berkouwer’e position on this heated subject is brought out
clearly in his discussion of "Karl Barthes Offensive Against 

55Natural Theology"^ where he writes
"Barth: has centred his attack: more and more upon natural 
theology as the great enemy of faith, and general revelation 
was always involved in his attack: as well."56

57Discussing- Barthes "Ghristomonistic: conception of revelation", —
the basis- for his attack on both natural theology and general
revelation Berkouwer asks the "pivotal question":

"whether we have the right to simply conclude from the 
exclusive salvation in Christ to the exclusive; revelation in 
Christ." 58
Answering this question negatively, Berkouwer affirms that 

"the spectacles of special revelation ... are needed in order 
to read the revelation in creation!*. 59 There is "an objective 
revelation of God in his works which man •• can no* longer read 
because of the darkening of his understanding."^ This dual 
emphasis on an objective revelation and man’s inability, because 
of sin, to understand that revelation constitutes precisely 
Berkouwer’s affirmation of general revelation and his denial of 
natural theology*
d) General, revelation can only he truly understood through

grace. The man who has come to experience the grace of God
in salvation is alone able to understand the revelation of

61God in creation* Writing on "The Nature Psalms", Berkouwer
states this succinctly*
"nature is not seen isolated from the salvation of the God 
of Israel **. man am and by; the salvation of God is 
delivered fromi the tenacity of the egocentric and commences 
to sing of the glory of God* It is this salvation that 
opens doors and windows toward God’s handiwork. ••• This 
understanding, and seeing, and hearing, is possible only 
in the communion with him, in the enlightnment of the 
eyes by the salvation of God. "62
Thusr Berkouwer affirms that while there is an objective



revelation of God in creation', man can only understand that 
revelation properly when he has come to experience reconciliation 
to God through Jesus Christ. It is clear, then, that reconciliation 
is a central concept in Berkouwer’s thought. It should not, 
however,- he assumed that God’s act of reconciliation through 
Jesus Christ constitutes the entirety of revelation. God revealed 
himself first in creation prior to; man’s sin and, therefore, 
prior to the need for reconciliation. Since man has sinned, he 
is no longer able to> rightly understand this revelation. Man’s
sin, therefore, occasioned the need for "the revelation of

6^reconciliation."
This redemptive revelation should not, however, he thought 

of as replacing creational revelation. God has revealed himself 
redemptively because of the failure and sin of man and not because 
of the failure of creational revelation* The purpose of 
creational revelation was; not redemptive, for, prior to his sin, 
man did not require to be redeemed. The relationship might 
better be described as restorative. Man’s original relationship 
with God, spoiled by man’s sin, is restored through the revelation 
of reconciliation.
(3) Conclusions' concerning the Doctrine of Revelation.

The full process of the revelation of reconciliation, under
stood in its full context includes five elements:
a) The creational revelation through which God gave himself to 

mam in a relationship not yet marred by sin. That revelation 
remains revelation after man’s sin, though it is not understood 
properly until man’s sinful blindness is removed through God’s 
redemption.

b) The incarnation in which God himself became man with the
""""purpose of delivering man from sin and death, 

e) The Scriptures which serve as "a living instrument serving 
God for the proclamation of the message of salvation.",^
with each Testament pointing to- Christ from’ a different

. . .  66 perspective.
d) Proclamation which calls for the church to be joyful and

faithful servants of the Redeemer and his message of
redemption. Through his church’s very human witness, Christ

67speaks his divine Word to the world.
e) The Spirit of God whose activity is indispensable if there



5Ls to> be reconciliation. Without the Spirit’s presence, 
Christ’s incarnation would remain a matter of past history', 
the Scriptureŝ  would he no more than a record of Jewish 
religion and the proclamation of the church would be empty 
religious tradition. Whatever there might be of past and 
present tradition, there would be no reconciliation, for it 
is the Spirit who enables the message of Christ in the 
Scriptures^ and the proclamation of the church^ to: be a 
message of reconciliation which actually brings men into: a 
new existential relationship with GOd.
in this chapter, a basic perspective has been offered on the 

doctrine: of revelation. The Integra,! unity of the whole process 
of revelation has been emphasized. A direct Saplication of this 
integral unity is that no part can be ignored without affecting 
the whole. This far-reaOhihg; implication may be developed in. 
five directions.
(i) The loss of the perspective of creational revelation results

in the l’oss of an adequate perspective on man’s sin and
guilt, for man’s sin "is unmasked in its guilty character

70precisely because there is and remains revele/fcion."
(ii) Without Christ, there can be no: Christian faith, for without

71Christ man has no Saviour.
(i5i) Without the Scriptures, man would not have the message of

72Christ available to hiim*
(iv) Without the- church’s proclamation of the message of

reconciliation, that message would remain in the Bible
73without reaching those for whom it is intended.

(v) To) lose the perspective of the Spirit is to open the door7 Ato the kind of barren rationalism which kills rather than 
giving life (cf. 2 Corinthians 3s6).
Prom the perspective of the integral unity of "the undivided 

revelation of the Creator-Redeemer",^ other less adequate 
theological approaches may be analysed and general tendencies- in 
modem theological study which threaten to cause polarization 
may be discussed. Suck analysis and discussion is developed in 
Chapters 4 and 5* The basic perspective from which such analysis

17/Tand discussion proceeds is that the Logos,' the Christ, and the 
Bible belong together in the whole process of God’s revelation, ard 
that the believing man is able, by the Spirit of God alone, to



77truly understand the religious meaning; of this process and the 
relationships that inhere in it©



CHAPTER FOUR
The Problem of Polarizations Its Relation to Theological Rationalism.

Theological polarization is clbsely related to theological 
rationalism, When the doctrine of revelation is interpreted by 
means of rationalistic conceptions, it tends to be distorted by
an undue emphasis on one aspect at the expense of other constituent
elements of divine revelation. The effect of theological rational
ism is to produce polarization between contrasting views of revel
ation.

The deistic, biblicdstic, and christomonistic tendencies in 
theology, while representing different approaches to the doctrine 
of revelation, share a common tendency towards theological 
rationalism*. Each of these types of theology is analysed with 
respect to the following features:

(a) its; understanding of God;
(b) its understanding of man;
(c) its understanding of the nature of reality;
(d) its understanding of the nature of truth;
(e) its understanding of the character of certainty.

Special attention is paid to both the intended effects and the 
unintended or unrecognized effects of each theological system.
(l) Deism

The chief interest is in residual deism in modern̂  theology 
rather than deism in its original form. Residual deism is detected 
in the thought of Paul Tillich,, a major opponent of deism. The 
basic1 contention is that there is a radical contrast between the 
intended effects of Tillich’s theology and its unintended effects. 
Tillich opposes the natural theology of deism and the deistic 
conception of history. His own development of the idea of God as 
Being'and his consequent a-historical interpretation of the Christian, 
message do, however, display a demonstrable affinity to deistic 
thought. If this charge is recognized as valid, Tillich’s theology 
may not be regarded as a tenable solution to the problem of 
polarization between: faith and reason since it is based on a 
misrepresentation of divine revelation.
(a) Its Understanding of God

The God of deism is: ’’’the Intelligent Author of Nature’ and 
’the Moral Gbvernor of the World’”,̂  a God who can be discovered 
by reason). Hence, there: is ”no need of divine revelation”.2



Reacting- adversely to the Bible’s crudities', deism seeks: ”t©
3relieve God of all traces of anthropomorphismt* and thus present

4an understanding of God with superior content, clarity and style.
■The deist view of God comes into ’’headlong opposition to the

5traditional idea of God”, lacking the Bible’s strong historical
consciousness and emphatic affirmation of historical revelation.^
The deist ’’attempt to disanthropornrorphize God” produces ’’the
thin God-concept of natural theology...— empty, without content,7/glory or comfort”.

Deism1, does not proclaim a God who - out of love for man — 
has revealed himself in a salvation that enables man to share his 
divine glory. The loss of the divine glory and the divine love 
constitutes a significant loss. The deist attempt to disanthro*- 
pormorphize God results in the humanizing of God, who is no longer 
seen as: the living God whose glory is expressed in revelation and 
reconciliation. The God of deism is an expression of ’’sterileghuman intellect” and ’’barren intellectualism”. The loss of the
divine glory, expressed in revelation and reconciliation represents
a severe threat to a proper understanding of the divine love.

’’Disbelief in a God who sc loves mankind that he has actually 
revealed himself to men must inevitably lead to the denial of’ 
the existence of a God of love”.9
The loss of a proper perspective on the divine glory and the 

divine love led to the death of deism in its original form with 
many of its adherents passing over into pantheism or sheer atheism.^ 
The challenge of deism, however, continually confronts theology in 
different forms., The theology of Tillich, despite its overt: 
opposition to deism, represents a subtle deistic influence in modern 
theology. Tillich emphasizes that God as ’’being—itself, not a being” 
is ’’the creative ground” of being by whose ’’sustaining creativity”**' 
everything' is brought into being and maintained in being. Thus, 
Tillich opposes the remoteness of the God of deismw The precise 
content of his concepts of God as Being and GOd’s sustaining creat
ivity does, however, reflect a residual deism in Tillich’s thought. 

Despite his opposition to the natural theology of deism,
Tillich,!s own doctrine of God displays a similar independence cf

13incamational and biblical revelation. Despite his opposition t© 
the remoteness of the God of deism, Tillich’s own concept of 
sustaining creativitŷ  as ’’the continuity of the structure of reality 
as the basis of being and acting” • amounts to an exclusion of



direct divine activity in historyAn examination of* Tillich’s 
theological systemi demonstrates that hi& dissociation of himself

I5 'jncchv'inuttCjfrom deistic rationalism sinceA
"In practice • » the doctrine of God is limited to the terms of 
his ontology. Biblical statements..about God., must he trimmed 
to allow them to fit within Tillich’s world view.” 3-5
Tillich’s theology has been rightly equated with natural

theology by Berkouwer., Commenting on Goit schick’s aphorism*
11 Without Christ I would be an atheist”, he writes,

”A Christocentricr view like this has no place for the abstraction; 
of natural theology, for a knowledge of God as ”the unconditional” 
$?illick) or: the ”first cause" or "absolute being”

Bterkouwer rightly insists that a Christian theology must have its
origin in Christ* Tillich’s theology tends to reduce Christian
theology’s ultimate norm - Jesus Christ — t© a secondary status
since

"Jesus Christ and the biblical revelation have been fitted inte 
a structure already complete without them”.17

The ’God.1' of' Tillich’s theological system is determined by Tillich’s
own ontological analysis which produces a theology concerned with

18timeless truth which is merely illustrated in history. Thus,
TilHch’S doctrine of God, despite his- anti-deistie intentions,
bears a distinctly deistic character.
(h) Its Understanding of Man

The anthropological presupposition of deism is predominantly
intellectual. The propriety- of belief in the God of deism is

19regarded as demonstrable by means of "reason itself". This claim; 
takes no account of the effect of man’s sin; on his reason. Christian 
theology recognizes' a revelation of God in creation without 
assuming that man, through rea-son alone, can rightly understand

20this revelation and thus come to faith in the God of revelation.
When the revelation of God confronts man,: it finds not a positive

21attitude but "a negative one, which must be overcome”. The
overcoming of man’s negative attitude towards God is accomplished
through God’s salvation, by which; man comes to: faith not through

22his own reason but by the grace of? God.
Christian theology’s response to this intellectualistic 

anthropology requires to be' grounded in an adequate understanding 
of the whole man. Intelleetualism may not be replaced by
emotionalism since neither offers a proper perspective on the whole 
man. Man’s intellect may seek a dis-anthropomorphized God. Man’s



emotions may yearn far a God whose nature of l!ove embodies a
sentimentalism which always expresses uncritical approval of man.
Both intellectualism and emotionalism humanize God. Intellectualism
creates God in the image of its own intellect. Emotionalism

23creates God ” ini the image of' human love”. The God-concepts of
intellectualism and emotionalism are unable to bring meaning to
the' totality of life. The God of intellectualism does not encourage
confidence in his love for persons. The God of emotionalism does2 Anot inspire confidence in times of crisis.

Prom the perspective of the whole man, there is deeper
intellectual integrity in the idea of a personal God who has
entered into personal relations with men than in the notion of God

25who remains remote from his creatures'. &Z proper perspective on 
the whole man does not involve a retreat into emotionalism. Rather, 
it offers a deeper understanding of human emotion in which mature 
emotional development is clearly distinguished from an obsessive 
and rather childish yearning for approval* Mature human emotion, 
involves love in taking its recipients seriously. Love which 
does not take seriously the actions of the loved one is mere 
sentimentalism. Love involves responsibility towards the loved one. 
God1 S' love is expressed,, in part, by his taking man seriously as 
a moral, being.

Man’s reason must not be elevated, as in deism, to the extent
that man effectively determines what God is like. Theology’s
response to intellectualism must not be the creation of a God who
merely reflects man’s preoccupation with approve1. The God of
grace and glory must be allowed full expression in and through
man, who is loved by God and given dignity, the dignity of moral1
responsibility.^

Tillich rejects both ’’rationalistic deism” which transformŝ
27revelation into information” and mystical theology which tends to

28make experience a source of revelation. His ontological emphasis 
is. directed against subjectivism. His existential emphasis is 
directed against rationalism. His protest against both positions is, 
however, weakened by his refusal to make Jesus Christ absolutely 
central to his theological system.

His doctrine of God as Being is developed independently of 
Jesus- Christ and can be regarded as a kind of ontological-

29’argument* designed to provide ”an ontologically guaranteed deity”. 
Tillich’s- interpretation of biblical statements concerning Jesus



Christ is determined by his insistence that
”God is being-itself is a nonsymbolic statement • • nothing 
else can he said about God as God which is not symbolic”*30

The proMerm with this type of theology is that ultimately the concept
of Being tends to> receive its precise content from the theologian’s
own experience*

Tillich has attempted to avoid the trends towards
intellectualism and emotionalism by opposing the idea of God as a
human projection developed from unconvincing- arguments for his
existence and insisting on the ontological foundation of man’s
existential experience of Being. This attempt to avoid these trends
must, however,, be regarded as quite unsatisfactory. Tillich states
that his method of interpretation ”is derived from a prior

31knowledge of the system' too he built by the method.” This.: prior
knowledge of the system- comes from Tillich’s ontological analysis
of being' which permits him to interpret the Christian message-
according to his own existential experience. Thus, the danger
of emotionalism in Tillich’s theology arises from the
predominantly intellectualistic structure of his theology. Tillich’s
ontelegical analysis of being, which guides1 his interpretation of
the Christian faith, provides neither a convincing reason fahy

32’being-itself’ should be called ’God’ nor any guarantee that the
saving Word of God in Christ is allowed to speak for itself” in-
all its objectivity and truth as a reality which must in no case:

33be adjusted to our experience”*
Christian theology must respond cautiously to the tendency 

towards the overestimation of man’s; reason* An over-simplistic 
rejection is no» substitute for a careful attempt at precise
understanding* Rejection without understanding is sheer

34 35authoritarianism. This can hardly be the way forward for theology ̂
In its assessment of deism, there must be a recognition that

”(t)he interpretation of the classical arguments is artificial 
and inadequate (yet) (t)here is a sense in which., if they are 
used cautiously they can both express religious awareness and evoke it”*36

Such a cautious interpretation of the ’proofs’ for God’s existence
acknowledges the reality of creational revelation while remaining
acutely aware of the danger of drifting back into what Berkouwer
describes as ”the old rationalism and the vague categories of

37the old natural theology”. The evaluation of the modern over- 
estimation of man’s reason must be assessed not overhastily but



fairly in the light of the gospel which, Berkouwer insistsr is ”not
according to men (Gal1* l:ll), not even religious men, and • • is,

38after all, a scandal to natural thought. **
(c) Its Understanding- of" the Fature of Reality.

The deist understanding of the nature of reality corresponds:
directly to its understanding of God. Its difference from the
Christian understanding of reality corresponds to its different
understanding of God. L* Berkhof contrasts the deist and Christian
views by means of an analogy drawn from rraodern technology* The
deist view of the world is comparable to ”a machine** which requires
'only to be 11 put in motion”, while the Christian view sees the
world as ” a vessel which He (God) pilots from day to> day”.*^ A
closed view of reality, in which even the Creator is restricted ini
his fheedomi to be active within his creation, is contrasted with an.
open view in which the Creator ,fs freedom! is affirmed. ,

The essential question raised by deism: may be formulated thus:
Is the creation to! be made the ”Iord” of the Creator or is
the Creator to> be' seen as the Lord over creation?

Berkouwer raises this issue sharply when he discusses ,impossibility, •
”the critics of miracles say that miraculous activity is im
possible, Scripture says that it; is impossible' that death could 
holdv^^. (Acts 2:24)* Thus defined by redemption*. ”imposs
ibility” receives a totally meaning”.4®A

The definition of terms is important. If they are defined In
terms of a closed view of reality, then revelation and redemption
are excluded. What remains is; not even an adequate understanding
of' creational revelation as the continuous revelation of the living-
God* Contrasting' definitions reflect contrasting world-views,
as; Berkouwer has observed:

”UnheIief absolutizes the world, making it autonomous and cut 
off from its origin. In faith man again sees the world as in 
the hand of God”.41
Tillich criticises ”theological biblicists” for their casual

use of ”a term like ”history” when speaking •• of God as ”the Lord 
42of’ history”. His own dismissal of Interpretations which do not 

fit into his system-; is, however, rather casual* His concept of 
God as; Being Itself is rightly used to oppose the deistic separation 
of the Creator from the created world. It is, however, questionable 
whether his: interpretation of historical revelation necessarily 
fbllows from his understanding of God as the Ground of Beingw His 
understanding of history appears to be based on the naturalistic



philosophy which underlies the deistic exclusion of God froim
history* Tillich’s- vew of miracles,^ based on ’’the continuity
of the structure of reality”,^ involves: the removal of miracles
from the realm of historical reality to that of ontological-
existential reality. Tillich’s theology contains a basic conflict
between ontological impossibility?iand historical impossibility.
While he insists that

’’nothing can happen in history which would make the work of 
the Hew Being- impossible”,45

M s  interpretation of ’the Resurrection of the Christ1 is based on
the impossibility of Jesus’ resurrection as a literal, historical
fact. Tillich*:s theology appears to be based on a theological
variation! of the principle of an absolutized natural law.

47Berkouwer,!s conception of ̂ impossibility ”deflned by redemption” 
is grounded In a deeper harmony between ontology and history and 
contains a more radical critique of natural law. Berkouwer, like/■QTillich, rejects ”a dangerous concept of supernaturalism” in
which miracles; are regarded as an occasional supernatural. Invasion
of an absolutized natural order. He emphasizes that this kind of

49supernaturalism: ’’devalues the ’’ordinary” work of God” and that
its alternative is not- a devaluation of the historical reality by
means; of an ontological-existential theory. Berkouwer, like
Tillich, does not view miracles ’’from the standpoint of the antithesis «50God-natural. law”. He? does not, however, evade any possible con
flict between God and natural law by means of a concept of God’s
sustaining creativity understood in terms of the continuity of

51the structure of reality. Rather he insists that
”the Bivine act in miracles- does not break any natural laws, 
as though they were absolute”.52

Thus, the antithesis God-natural law is overcome not by means 
of an ontological-existential theory which interprets miracles 
a-historically but through a recognition of the sovereignty of 
Gbd in his redemption which is: characterized by the unity of its 
ontologiiSal, historical and existential dimensions. Prom this 
perspective, the redemptive significance of miracles^ can. be 
understood in terms of their Mstorical character as ”reality and 
revelat 10n” by which ’’the sign is rooted in the reality”.

Christian theology,, in its evaluation of m o d e r n ; p f  
the deistic understanding of history, must carefully avoid any 
polarization between history and faith. Tillich’s: theology, with its



concern. to: overcome the polarization between theology and philosophy^
57has increased the' polarization between; history and faith. His
58concern ”txx> synthesize rational and existential thinking” requires 

to be> related1 more closely to the biblical understanding’ of historical 
revelation* Tillich’s notion that biblical statements should J:. 
be understood as symbolic of the way in which the rational 
(Being-itself) pervades the existential (man’s experience) contains 
the implicit assumption that a literal acceptance of biblical 
statement's concerning direct divine activity in history is a 
retreat into irrationalism* The acceptance' of this assumption leads 
to a thorough misrepresentation of divine revelation which must he 
allowed to spealc for itself without being required t'o> conform to 
the dictates of theological rationalism concerning the nature of 
reality.
(d) Its Understanding of the Bature of Truth

Christian truth contains two? inseparable aspects — the object
ive and the subjective. The objective aspect refers to* the truth 
of the gospel, which has' its origin not in man’s experience but in 
God’s redemption* The subjective aspect refers to man’s reception 
of the gospel* The evaluation of any theological system must pay 
close attention to its conception of truth and its capacity to do 
justice to both the objective and the subjective aspects of truth.

Deistic rationalism, with its exclusion of divine redemption 
and its overestimation of man’s reason, misrepresents both aspects 
of truth. By means of his symbolic theology, Tillich appears to he 
able to overcome deistic reductionism and rationalism. His 
symbolic theology enables him to develop a christology and a 
pneumatology, both of which are absent from deism. Tillich’s 
symbolic theology is developed by means of the method of self- 
transcending naturalism. This method enables Tillich to 
intuitively discern the Unconditional in the symbols of the conditicn- 
ed without having to depart from a basically naturalistic world
view. Thus* Tillich’s theological method may be regarded as a 
theological variation of the naturalistic-world-view.

By emphasizing that 
“revelation is ’’spoken” to manr not by man to himself”

Tillich insists that his method represents a rejection of the 
’’naturalistic” method. Tillich insists that his doctrine of 
revelation is rooted ontologically in God and that its source is



not to bo traced to man's existential experience. The
naturalistic character of Tillich's thought is, however,
observable in the way he relates faith's existential experience to?
its ontological, foundation. His theology of revelation is based.
on a rather direct movement from ontological truth to existential
truth which involves no significant departure from a naturalistic
understanding of historical revelation.

Tillich's- theology requires to he analysed with respect to
its capacity to do justice to each of the ontological, historical
and existential dimensions of Christian truth. This question
revolves- round his concept of historical revelation.

"Historical revelation is not revelation ill history but 
through history.. Since man is essentially historical, every 
revelation occurs In history. But 'history itself is revelatory 
only if a special event or a series of events is experienced 
ecstatically as- miracle".6̂

For Tillich, the historical character of revelation is derived
from the historicity of man and his believing response to history.

With this understanding of historical revelation, he seeks
to understand "the Resurrection of the Christ as event and symbol",
Tillich's interpretation of the revelatory event is governed by
his: view of symbolism.

"Every religious symbol negates itself in its literal, meaning, 
but it affirms itself in its- self-transc’ending: meaning"

Thus-, Jesus'5 resurrection is regarded not as a literal, historical
fact but as a symbol which expresses the faith that

"God is being-itself, in the sense of the power of being or 
the power to conquer non-being". 64

The symbol "The Resurrection of the Christ" is regarded as event
since, as- an expression of faith in God as the power to conquer
non-being’, it participates in the reality of God as being-itself.

Tillich *'s understanding of this * event'1 is acquired through
his method of self-transcending naturalism which takes the form
of a "Begelian-style dialectic of thesis, antithesis and synthesis,

Thesis; "his disappearance from present experience and his
consequent transition into the past except for the 
limits- of memory. "66

Antithesis; "the power of his being had impressed itself
indelibly upon the disciples as the power of the 
New Being. "67’

Synthesis: "In this tension something unique happened.
In am ecstatic experience the concrete picture of 
Jesus of Nazareth became indissolubly united with 
the reality of the New Being."^8



Thus Tillich* by way- of' intuition, affirms the ontological
priority of being over non-being while fully accepting the
naturalistl© premises concerning the finality of death#

69The words 11 something unique happened"* used in Tillich*s 
restitution theory* provile ; the interpretative context for under
standing his general statement that* in the resurrection,

70"something happened within existence"# Tillich regards the
resurrection as- historical, revelation he cause it happens within:

71the experience of man who is- "essentially historical"• It is
72historical revelation because it is "experienced ecstatically"

by man# Existential, truth is, for Tillich, directly related to
ontological truth without heing dependent on historical- truth#
Identifying the revelatory event with the disciples* ecstatic
experience* Tillich dismisses the question of the resurrection- of
Jesus as a once-for-all, unrepeatable event which is
distinguishable from the revelation of the risen Jesus to the
disciples# Tillich maintains that "the symbol "Resurrection"
which was readily available in the thought forms of that day" is
used to: interpret "the event" of experiencing "his living presence, 

73here and now"# The reality of the Few Being and *the event*
in which man experiences the New Being is, according to Tillich,

"not dependent on the special symbols in which it is expressed#
If has the power to be free from every form in which it appears"#
While Tillich acknowledges that

"The Few Testament lays significance on the objective side of 
the Resurrection"*75

it is questionable whether his conception of objectivity corresponds
to: that of the New Testament# Berkouwer insists that

"It is Impossible to separate the fact from the significance 
of the resurrection, as though the main thing were the idga 
rather than the historical realitylof the resurrection"#'

He: further contrasts the words of 2 Timothy 2r8* "Remember Jesus
Christ* risen fromnfche dead" with "timeless idealism which does

77not need remembrance".1 An adequate understanding of the 
resurrection of Jesus Christ as the objective foundation of 
Christian truth must carefully avoid any rationalistic conception 
which "shifts the centre of revelation from history to a non
hist ori call realm!* by- a "complete separation of fact . ♦ and

78Interpretative faith"* thus relativising'the absolute significance 
of Jesus Christ byrreducing the fact of his resurrection to; "an



79idea with •transforming power11*
When the abjective truth of the gospel is misrepresented, 

subjective truth or man’s experience of the gospel becomes 
entirely distorted* While faith, as an act of the whole man, is 
more than intellectual assent to the fact of Jesus’ resurrection, 
it may not be understood as less than such intellectual, assent*
The historical fact of Jesus’ resurrection is to be remembered in 
personal faith, which involves the mind in V^lieving that he 
rose from the dead, the emotions in receiving the assurance brought 
by the truth of the resurrection and the will through which the 
life is brought into conformity with faith in the risen Christ*
Thus, faith may not, for the sake of intellectual acceptance in 
the modern world, be directed too Being-itself , in a way that 
distracts attention from the risen Jesus Christ as the object of
faith* Faith’s implications, such as a ’feeling of absolute

80" 81 dependence’5 or ’commitment’, must not be made the entire content
of faith* Rather, these elements should be regarded as the
subjective dimensions of faith which has its objective foundation
in the resurrection of Jesus Christ* When ontological speculation
and existential experience are cut off from this historical.
foundation, they are no longer grounded in the objectivity-subject-
ivityrpattern of the gospel itself and thus become dangerous forms
of objectivism and subjectivism^
(e:) Its Understanding of the Character of Certainty

The deistic understanding of certainty is related to its 
alleged rational demonetrabilityr of God’s existence* Deism1, displays 
a high degree of certainty concerning both its own view of God and 
its rejection of the biblical doctrines: of providence.: and 
redemption* This view of certainty,, characterized by 
anthropocentic arrogance, led to deism becoming “increasingly

O phostile to the Christian faith11* The deistic notion, that “God 
always behaves accordingly to strictly human rationality'1 distorts 
both the content and the character of faith. Faith’s content is 
restricted to belief in the God of the proofs. Its character 
becomes primarily that of intellectual assent’ to the validity of 
the proofs* A more adequate? understanding of faith’s content and 
character is required if’ Christian certainty is to be properlŷ



grounded, in the richness of the Christian gospel rather than
the shallowness of natural theology. The biblical accents on
both the redemptive work of God in history and the response of the
whole man — mind, emotions and will —  to that redemption' areo/;integral to a Christian understanding-of certainty*

Tillich opposes the deistic view of certainty, insisting
that the certainty of faith cannot be based on unconvincing
theological arguments. He: intends to lift the1 doctrine of God
above the uncertainty inherent in such arguments. He
distinguishes his own ontological analysis fro mi such arguments,
insisting that he “does not mean that a doctrine of Gbd can be?

8b’derived from? an ontological system”* He? seeks to move beyond
the theological abstractions of deism, emphasizing that his theology

8Sis concerned with the “existential knowledge of revelation*1.
He seeks to avoid1 the natural theology of deism, maintaining that.
“(t)he character of the divine life1 is ma.de manifest in reve—

87lation*,:. His concept of Gbd as the Ground of Being: is used to
oppose the anthropocentrism implicit i3h the “absent landlord view

88of Gbd**. Through his concept of sustaining creativity and his
use of Christian symbols,, he aims to? overcome? the a-historical 
defects of the deistic notion of a God who is? remote from both 
creation? and history*

Tillich’s own view of certainty does, however, retain a 
clear affinity to deism in certain important respects*
(i) He aims to provide a certainty which is beyond question*

When God is defined as Being-itself, the concept of Being
may be accepted even when the word ’God* is- not used1. Thus, the
possibility of uncertainty is virtually excluded by means of a

Qqrather tautologous concept of ontological truth* When man can be 
certaim of Being without reference to either the word rGodr or the90Christian symbols1, the existential element in certainty becomes 
rather tautologous since the concept? of participation in Being 
involves? the identification of the knowledge of God with having 
being*
(ii) His mewoof certainty is directly- related to his view of 
God’s relation to creation*

Tillich views creation as a movement from essential being to- 
existential being. Through his creation man “falls into the state



of existential- estrangement” in which ”{m:)an is estranged' from the
91ground of his- being”*. The concept of estrangement' should not be 

confused with the concept of sin. Tillich relates estrangement 
to:- finitude - ”man is finite, excluded! from the infinity to which 
he belongs” Hê  insists that ”{c)reatiom is good in its'

93essential character” and that sin is not ”a rational necessity”.
94Sin is not ”a necessary consequence of ma,nrs essential nature”.

Sin is man*s rebellion against his finitude by which he “affirms
the: state of estrangement in acts of freedom: which imply

95responsibility and guilt”.
Tillichrs: concept of estrangement governs bis understanding-

96;of the human predicament. This- leads him- to* present God as
i» 97/”the answer to the question implied in man*s finitude. His:

view of certainty is oriented towards an awareness of Being98 . ,rather than an assurance of forgiveness. The form of certi.in.ty
offered to the sceptic by Tillichrs concept of God as Being 
requires to:, be- distinguished from Christian assurance concerning 
the forgiveness^ of sins.

9Sin: is regarded by Tillich as an affirmation of’ estrangement,1which is* according to Tillich:, a characteristic of created Boeing.
This mew of sin*s relation to the divine: creation of man as
existential being makes it difficult to understand either ”The
Biblical A Priori” (God is not the Author of S i n ) o r  the
gravity of sin. Sin,, according to: Tillich, is “an expression of
man,!s estrangementf*rather than the cause of his estrangement.
The confession of the forgiveness of sins is, according to Tillich,
”a religious*-symbol expression”^ ^  by which an awareness of Being
is expressed by finite man.^^

Han*s most serious problem is described by Berkouwer as ”the
105problem of sint1s guilt”. The primary, obstacle to Christian

assurance: is not man’s finitude but his sin. The way to. Christian
assurance is the way of confession and forgiveness of sin.
Insisting that

”the: riddle of sin is not resolved but is only known and 
confessed. The mystery of our sin is the mystery of that 
dark: evil which can only be forgiven and eternally blotted 
out, ”106:

Berkouwer emphasises that sin cannot be regarded as an expression 
of man,fs created being: and that forgiveness, of sin may not be



identified with an awareness' of Being* Thus, Berkouwer emphasises
as ’’the central message: of the Gospel: the real forgiveness of our 

1071sins”. ’’which (t')he believer receives*.in the way of penitent
faith..which., in its very nature, can know nothing but God’s 

108‘mercy11 as the foundation of Christian assurance.
(iii) Bis- view of certainty is: directly related to: his view of 
God’s relation to history.

Tillich ,Js theology is determined by his philosophical
109presupposition concerning’ the transition from: essence: ten existence.

This gives- his theology a distinctly a-*historieaI character.
According to Tillich,

’’The notion of a moment: in̂  time in which man and nature were 
changed from good to evil is absurd.” 110;

He.: re jecj|^the idea that ”the fall of man changed the structures
of nature” because it conflicts with his view of the transition
from essence to existence. Similarly, Tillich rejects the
literalistic interpretation of the Incarnation by which, in his1

1X2view: ”a true and powerful symbol becomes an absurd story”.
This allegation of absurdity arises; directive from his separation
of essence from existence!in a way that does: not permit him to hold

■113"that, essence ever became-: existence”. Furthermore, Tillich
rejects the * physical* theory of Jesus* resurrection as Ma

114rationalisation of the event” which raises ”the absurd question. •
as to what happened to the molecules which comprise the corpse of

115Jesus of Fazareth”. The- alleged absurdity of this question
is a direct consequence of Tillichs philosophical presuppositions
which demand that Jesus is not placed beyond the split between
essence and existence*

It is questionable whether Tillich’s understanding: of the
Christian message can be regarded as a direct result, of biblical
exegesis. Tillich draws a radical contrast between ’’the historical

lidJesus” and ’’the biblical picture of Christ”. This contract lias
been questioned by Berkouwer. who emphasizes that

’’the gospels..were consciously written to summon people to faith 
in Jesus Christ. tout of the conviction that the historical. Christ 
is the Son of God”. 11?'

118In view- of the biblical emphasis on eyewitnesses, it would appear 
quite illegitimate to contrast ’’the biblical picture of Christ” with



1 1 9”toe historical Jesus” in the way that Tillich has done*
Tillich*?s understanding: of the Christian message is grounded 

in his understanding of essence and existence: which demands that 
Biblical statements are interpreted symbolically rather than 
literally* Tillich* s theology reflects; his philosophical pre
suppositions concerning what God can do and what God cannot do*
Thus, his apposition to the deistic notion of a Gbd who remains 
remote from his creation is seriously relativized by his refusal to
acknowledge the Incarnation as ”a divine fact with all the weight

120of historical reality”*
Tillich relates certainty to an ultimately a-historical ontol

ogy* He tends to- make certainty concerning Being the prerequisite 
for interpreting Christian symbols: in the light of this 
certainty* The Few Testament emphasizes that faith in Jesus Christ 
is the prerequisite of the assurance of faith* For Tillich,

”the man Jesus as a transient medium for an eternal principle 
called the Christ which only points beyond itself to.* the 
ground of being”.-^1

122The Few Testament proclaims that ”This Jesus hath God raised up”, 
emphasizing' that Christian assurance is directly- related to the 
resurrection of Jesus as a historical event, ”(t)he event character1 p“rof (which) is unaffected by faith or unbelief”*
Tillich’s Conception of Certainty and the Resurrection of Jesus*

All. man’-e knowledge of factual reality is of a probable nature* 
The absolute logical certainty which pertains to tautologous state
ments which say the same thing twice is not possible with respect
to historical events which are contingent and could have been 

124otherwise*, It follows, therefore, that historical investigation
can never lead to a necessary conclusion of faith since historical
research always involves; estimating a probability factor* The
distinction between certainty and probability has been correctly
emphasized by Tillichr

”faith*. cannot make the historically probable or improbable 
certain* The certitude of faith does not imply certainty 
about questions of historical research”. *^5
These observations; concerning the contingency of all historical

events- and the limitations of historical research do not lead to toe
necessary conclusion that the resurrection of Jesus either did not
or could not take place as a historical event which ’’stands ..in

126absolute priority to faith”. There is no direct logical



connection! "Between the acknowledgement that irrefutable certainty
concerning Jesus* resurrection is unattainable and the statement
that the resurrection of Jesus ”is impossible to prove: simply

127because it did not happen iin history11*
The recognition of the limitations of historical research is

a direct implication of the recognition that ”Fo? event is absolutely
128certifiable”* The assertion of the impossibility of Jesus* 

resurrection taking place in history involves a denial of the free
dom of God to act in ways which, though beyond human comprehension,
lie within the scope of his redemptive power* The movement from a
recognition of the limitation of man’s knowledge to a restriction of 
God’s redemptive activity is accomplished, in Tillich’s thought,
by means of his notion of ”the continuity of the structure of 

129reality” which would be: destroyed if miracles were "interpreted
130in terms of a supranatural interference in natural processes”*

Tillich emphasizes both  ̂man * S' need for certainty and the 
limitations of historical research* Interpreting Jesus* resurrection 
by means of the notion of the continuity of the structure of reality, 
he adapts the biblical witness to> meet the requirements of his own 
idea of certainty* A recognition of the limitations of historical 
research,, combined with a readiness' to allow the biblical witness "to ŝ eak 
concerning the truth of the gospel and the kind of certainty it 
provides, might have led Tillich to emphasize the unchangeable 
character of faith’s God—given foundation while acknowledging the 
changeability of man’s: experience of certainty* When the emphasis 
is placed on faith’s: confession of the action of God rather than 
faith’s confidence in historical research, it will be recognized that 
the most important aspect for faith is "not the certainty but the 
truth dm the certainty” **^

Tillich’s concern with the provision of a subjective certainty 
which may be dissociated from believing in the historically contingent 
event of the resurrection of Jesus should be understood in relation 
to his intention to provide an ’answering theology’ addressed to:' 
questioning man. In this respect M s  theology serves a similar 
function to?that of the deistic arguments for God’s existence which 
were originally used to provide subjective certainty for rational
istic man who had lost faith in the God of revelation and redemption*
The success of Tillich’s theology as an ’answering theology1 is not, 
however* the sole criterion by which his theology should be judged.



Tillich himself stresses that his theology is "based on the Kerygma"
He seeks,, in his adaptation of the Christian message to the modern

133mind, to retain "its essential and unique character”• The
question remains, however, whether Tillich has not replaced the
truth which God has: provided with a certainty which man demands.

The Hew Testament witness concerning the truth of the gospel
is not that the gospel, like the concept of Being, is omtologically
true but that the event of Jesus* resurrection had to happen for the

134-gospel to be true* The Hew Testament witness concerning the 
relation of Jesus’ resurrection to faith is that n(t)he resurrectionT! ̂is** net an experience which creates a "happening; 15 but an event

136which ”(f)aith embraces but does not create”• his emphasis
on the objectivity of Being, Tillich insists that faith, does not
create its object and that man’s subjective certainty is grounded

137in the objective reality of Beings In his a-historical 
interpretation of the Christ-event* the truth of the gospel is 
adapted to man’s need for certainty rather than that need for 
certainty being oriented to the truth*

If Tillich had presented Jesus’ resurrection as the unchange
able truth which forms the foundation for man’s changeable subject
ive certainty, he might have avoided giving the impression that 
Christian faith has;, in his theology, been accomodated to modem 
uncertainty in order to give modern man an unassailable certainty* 
Tillich’s; search for this kind of certainty is rooted in the fear 
that a faith based on historically contingent events might prove1 
destructive of certainty. Having defined the character of certainty 
without reference to the historical character of divine redemption, 
Tillich proceeds to reinterpret'; divine redemption according to the 
requirements of his conception of certainty. Tillich’s view of the 
certainty of faith is rightly rejected by Berkouwer who contends 
that

"Christians need not fear facts when they really believe in the 
living Creator of heaven and earth",138

insisting that
"The message of the Gospel of Jesus Christ can bring certainty 
inn human hearts as a light in human darkness”*139
The priority of the truth of the gospel over man’s subjective

experience of certainty represents an order of priorities which
may not be reversed. Tillich recognizes the priority of truth
over certainty when he emphasizes that existential experience is
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grounded in ontological truth* His interpretation of historical 
truth tends, however* to? place Jesus’ resurrection in the shadows 
of’ uncertainty rather than leading men out of those shadows through 
the proclamation of the resurrection* Tillich’s theology appears 
to offer modern man religious certainty* As Christian certainty, 
this certainty turns out to> he illusory since it. is based on both 
a dissociation of Christian certainty from its foundation and a 
misunderstanding of Christian certainty which is not an absolute; 
certainty inferred from the concept of Being on purely logical 
grounds. Christian certainty is known only by faith which is 
centred on the fact and meaning of Jesus’ resurrection. The 
evidence for the content of this faith is person-relative rather 
than compelling to all irrespective of presuppositions regarding 
history and meaning. When this faith is received, it produces not 
a perfectly calm and tensionless certainty but a certainty which 
grows as a personal assurance of God’s love and faithfulness in 
Jesus Christ. This growth in personal assurance comes as the fact, 
and meaning of God’s salvation increasingly sheds its light on the 
believer’s life*
Conclusion

The earlier deistic theology came into disrepute because of 
its refusal to take seriously the biblical1 and christological as
pects of Christian faith. The theology of Tillich has, with strong 
opposition to certain aspects of deism, reinstated those biblical 
and christological aspects into his interpretation of the Christian 
message within a framework which bears a distinct affinity to deism* 
Both the deists and Tillich have been concerned* in their, different 
ways* with the problem oof polarization between reason and faith.
Their approach has* however* increased the polarization between 
faith and history*' The call for Christian theology to present a 
reasonable faith in the modern world must not lead to' the 
reduction of Christian faith to faith in either the ’God1 of deism; 
or Tillich’s concept of Being* In its communication of the Christian 
message* theology must: retain the Christian character of its 
proclamation by insisting on the absolute indispensability of 
Jesus Christ as the Saviour of men. The absolute centrality of 
christology in Christian theology is rooted not in man’s reason but 
in the biblical witness to: Christ. The integral relation of Christian 
faith’s: biblical and christological! aspects is emphasized by



Berkouwer who writes,
"If holy Scripture becomes a problem in the Church of Christ, 
then Christ inevitably becomes a problem too* "MO

Christian faith may not attempt to: overcome the polarization between
reason and faith by means of a devaluation of the biblical testimony
to the unbreakable connection Isetween faith and Jesus Christ as
its object* Any proposed ’solution1,, offered by Christian theology,
to the problem of the relation between reason and faith must be
based on a concept of faith which is directly identifiable with
Christian faith rather than a concept of ’faith* which is already
complete without Jesus Christ.
(2) Biblicism:

Biblicism and deism may be radically contrasted as the affirm
ation and the denial of revelation. Both can, however, be viewed 
as forms of theological rationalism with the one being the reverse 
side of the other. While deism defines how God must not act, 
biblicism tends to define how Gbd must act. Using the manifest 
function-latent function paradigm', it may he argued that biblicism, 
despite its intention to do justice to the various components in 
a comprehensive doctrine of revelation, has restricted the range 
and the depth of the doctrine of revelation*"^"

The first type — fundamentalism — is characterized by definite 
142doceti'c tendencies* The emphasis on "Scripture’s divine aspect

143"fends to l£3d to> an "ignoring and neglecting its human aspect. ” 
While the idea of mechanical inspiration or the dictation theory is

T a adisavowed, it is doubtful, whether fundamentalism succeeds in
its attempt "to do full justice to: what the Bible has to: say about 

145its human side".  ̂ Fundamentalism*s complex harmonization proced
ure is necessarily involved by its own particular construction of the*T / /Cdoctrine of biblical inspiration. Any' analysis of the fundament
alist construction of biblical authority must remember that

"mere recognition of a human element does not necessarily 
guarantee that full justice is done to many aspects of this 
human element." M7
The second kind of biblicism attempts to move directly from

the Bible to the twentieth-century without reference to the
t /.QIntervening centuries. Disavowing himself of this approach,

Berkouwer writesr
"we do: not intend to be biblicistic, to- neglect or belittle 
the light which the Church has accumulated In her history*, no



one any longer approaches Scripture as if it- were a "blank- sheet 
of paper* The confessions and hymns of the Church, and especially 
her preaching* are indeed relevant* The ties of faith will not 
create an obstacle if only we maintain obedience to the 
normative Word of God*” 149

Modern theology must relate itself constructively to the tradition
150of faith in which it stands*  ̂ While this tradition is not to be

devalued* its purpose must be clearly understoodt
”the confession is not intended to replace the riches and 
fullness of the Scriptures* It is precisely the purpose of the 
confession to point out that fullness and those riches*”!!?!

Historical theology must be used responsibly with JJigrongb analysis
and fair judgment*Loose and selective citation in support of
a hotly disputed"^" interpretation of historical theology cannot
be allowed* A thorough and fair estimation of historical theology
is required if an a-historical belittling of the tradition of faith
is to be avoided.

These two types of biblicism, though closely related and
frequently overlapping, are distinguishable. Those who tend to
minimize the human element in Scripture (by implication if not by-
explicit intention) often tend to pay little attention to> historical
theology apart from its use in support of their own position*
While these elements' are often found together they Ida not always
or necessarily belong together* This* discussion concentrates
chieflŷ  on the first type of biblicism*
(a) Its Understanding of Gbd

Berkouwer shares the biblicist concern to be biblical in his
doctrine of Scripture* ^  He does, however, contend that biblicism,
through imposing its 01m  theory of inspiration upon the Bible,
has formulated an unbiblical concept of terro:rr which does not
sufficiently recognize the human aspect of Scripture. Berkouwer
insists that when

”the concept of error in the sense of incorrectness is** used 
on the same level as the concept of erring in the sense of sin 
and deception •• we are quite far removed from the serious manner 
with which erring is dealt in Scripture .* (as) a swerving- from 
the truth and upsetting the faith (if Tim1*2:18)”*156

Acknowledging- the ’’serious motivation” of those who tend to identify
157inerrancy with correctness, Berkouwer maintains that

”In the end it (this notion of inerrancy) will damage reverence 
for Scripture more than it will, further it”*158

His- criticism of biblicism is part of a const motive attempt to
understand Scripture more clearly.



Berkouwer seeks to Be Biblical! without Being- BiBIicistic.
He denies- the BiBlieist assertion that it's doctrine is Mthe

159time-hoBDured Biblical view oaf inspiration", arguing: that
’’Fundamentalist®' allowed themselves. * to Be guided By the 
"wholly divine or wholly human?1 dilemma, and thus they allowed 
the camp they opposed to force a problem; on them11..160

theological polarization concerning the doctrine of Scripture is,
in Berkouwer*® view, largely due to the BiBlieist tendency t© view
divine-human relations in terms of Competition and reciprocal 

l6llimitation"r thus tending to overemphasize the divine at the 
expense of the human* A BiBlical doctrine of Scripture must seek 
to do full! justice to the divine-human character of Scripture.

Berkouwer contends that the BiBlieist view of Scripture tends 
to operate from "a theoretical concept of inspiration or infallibil
ity” and what that concept would ’demand* it (the infallibility of

162Scripture) to* Be11. BiBlicism makes certain assumptions about
what the Bible must Be if it is to Be God’s Word* It is argued
that one’s doctrine of Scripture is derived, from either experience
or Scripture, either natural man-or supernatural Godt 0

"Without Hiim (God.) there could have Been no Bible.
Without man there could have Been*"1^4
"What lies Befoe the Church at the present time is the old issue 
of supernatural versus man-made religion".I65

BiBiicism: criticizes
"Modern theories (*jhich) wish more and more to give a larger 
place to the activity of man and a lesser place to the 
activity of God".^66

The' BiBlieist criticism of modern theories is Based on its doctrine
of Godj

"What kind of a God is He who cannot reveal to the world a
message that is free from: error?"167
"fcD maintain that there are errors in it (the Bible) is the same 
as declaring-that there are flaws or errors in God Himself*"168
BiBiicism insists that "the Scriptures in matters of historical/Toand geographical detail are infallible". A limitation of

BiBlical authority to the realm of faith and practice is rejected
as an untenable dualism Between faith and other types of

170knowledge* Berkouwer rejects this position, insisting that
theology must carefully avoid the "various dangerous conclusions"
reached "with a ffeupratemporal" conception of Scripture that honored

171its vertical dimension But not its horizontal dimension?1.
Berkouwer insists that full account must Be taken of Scripture’s



timê relatedttess and its purpose. - Recognising that *Hhe impression
2T2of a dualism.. cannot he avoided", he emphasises that "Scripture*

173is time—related and has universal authority. He insists that
"The' reference to Background, goal and intent' does not • • imply 
a method of subtraction. It desires to understand the Word of 
God in its "absolute significance11.nl-T4
Though aware of' "all the dangers of using; the form-content

scheme in a destructive manner*1'* Berkouwer insists that "no one]!7«5can avoid this time^Bmn&edhess". Berkouwercancer®, is not 
simply to Be modem. Modernity of outlook is, By itself, irrelevant 
The question of how divine revelation relates to the modern world 
iis secondary to his primary concern with the proper understanding 
of divine revelation. His entire; theology is Based on the 
principles

"we; may not Be silent where God speaks *. we may not speculate 
Beyond the Boundaries Iwhich God in His: wisdom; has set us”.̂ t°

He speaks of "the problem of the Boundary of our speaking in. themlight of the entire BiBlical message", thus acknowledging the
difficulty of determining the precise Boundaries of Godrs speech
and his silence. He points out that

"Scripture itself in. a very explicit way speaks about its 
intention".ITS

He emphasises that his approach is not an "arbitrary approach to 
179Holy Scripture" Based on. a modem outlook which places a

restriction on BiBlical authority. Rather, it is an approach,
Based on Scripture itself, which seeks to understand the proper
nature of Scripturers absolute authority.

Commenting’ on 2 Timothy 3s 16, Berkouwer writes:
"Paul does not give; a more accurate description of the: word 
theopneustos (God-Breathed), But he does underscore the great 
significance of the graphe (scripture). The functional character 
of Scripture is most closely related to salvation".18®

He emphasises that the God-Breathed character and functional
character of Scripture may not Be set against each other*Tj 0*1;Scripture is "holy and thus "functional”.” He stresses that 
the meaning of the word theopneustos is passive (God—Breathed)T Qqrather than active: (God—Breathing or Breathing out God), thus•*
emphasising ”a deep relationship between origin and authority".
Thus* he emphasizes that

"Scripture .. does not derive its authority from the fact that 
we use it,, not even when we use Scripture in faith”. 184-

While rejecting "all subjectivism regarding Scripture”, h e



Insists that Scripture’s' functional character is ’’not the opposite 
of the God-breathed character of Scripture •• (but) is a part of 
rt” ana that

’’Scripture: can be known only together with its purpose-implying 
both its use and application”.
Berkouwer,,s perspective: has its source in neither a preference

for functionalism nor. a tendency towards the subjectification of
authority. It. is grounded in his determination not to go beyond
the boundaries of God’s: speech* This perspective enables him too
describe as ’’completely fruitless” and offering ”no true perspective

l88on the Go&breathed Scripture” the debate concerning
’’whether Scripture was also truly God’s Word ’’before and apart 
from its use” or whether it became God’s Word onlftr ”by its use”.”

From? this perspective, any reduction? of the scope or intent of
Scripture to the level of culture-boundedness may be regarded as
a contravention of the Scripture principle by which Scripture is
regarded as both God—breathed and functional.Similarly, an.
inference in the direction of the biblicist concept of inerrancy
represents a transgression of the boundaries of God’s speech since
it tends to move beyond the biblical emphasis on the integral
relation between the God-breathed character and the functional
character of Scripture.

Biblical warrant has been proposed for the biblicist concept 
191of inerrancy. It is, however, far from self-evident that the

passages proposed can bear the full weight of the biblicist
exegesis. Tiewed in terms of the stated purpose of Scripture.
these passages need not be interpreted according to biblicist
presuppositions. The biblicist argument is based on inferential
thinking by which the biblicist concept of inerrancy is inferred
from the absolute perfection of God. The idea that the Bible must
be Inerrant in Lthe biblicist sense contains certain questionable
implications. It is not immediately apparent that the refusal to
accept the biblicist concept of Inerrancy must be based on the
idea that God is incapable of providing man with an inerrant Bibler
It Is not self-evident that the refusal to accept the biblicist
notion of inerrancy should be identified with the declaration that

193’’There are flaws or errors in God Himself”. The idea that the 
presence of purely formal error In Scripture is Incompatible with 
the moral perfection of God is questionable because it tends to 
define ’’perfection” apart from the purpose of Scripture.



Berkouwer *S: criticism of hihiicist inferential thinking is 
not based! on a limitation of Gbdrs power to reveal himself in 
whatever way he chooses* Such an approach would reflect an 
Independent standard by which divine revelation is judged and 
would seriously relativtze his critique of deism since his 
theological method would share the deistic tendency tcp demand that 
divine revelation must conform to the demands: of human rationality* 
Ms- criticism of biblicist inferential thinking is not based on 
a rather empty conception of the freedom? of God which he uses to 
avoid drawing necessary conclusions concerning; the authority of 
Scripture'* Rather,, it is based on the recognition of God’s purpose 
Eh Scripture* HbMIng: that the Bible: is all. that God wants It t© 
be in accordance with his precise purpose* Berkouwer insists that 
it is unnecessary to posit a perfection which extends beyond the 
confines' of the specific purpose of Scripture* From this perspective, 
Berkouwer is able to challenge both biblicistic and deistic tendencies 
to be more biblical In their thinking about God rather than think
ing in terms of how Gbd must or must not act*
(b) Its Understanding of Man

The competition-motif affects the biblicist doctrine of man 
no less than its doctrine of God* Biblicism tends to give the 
Impression that God is a kind of Divine Scholastic, obsessed with 
the avoidance of purely formal error* Its understanding of man Is 
no less Intellectualistic* Biblicism’s ’all-or-nothing* argument
is based on the assumption of the need for a rationalised certainty

194by which all doubts can be precluded. The Implicit anthropology
is that of the rational being requiring precisely accurate knowledge
of the divine* The manifest function of the biblicist doctrine of
Scripture is to emphasize that

”the Scripture possesses an indefectible authority*.
All! that it teaches is of unimpeachable, absolute authority, 
and cannot be contravened,, contradicted or gainsaid”•̂ 95

The latent function of its preoccupation with a theory of theoret
ical, mathematical, historical and geographical accuracy may, 
however, be to direct attention away from man the sinner In need of 
salvation to man the finite creature In search of the Infinite 
within the realm of the finite.

The highly Intellectualistic character of the biblicist anthro
pology is evident In its concept of Inerrancy* According t© 
biblicism,. Scripture has to> be Inerrant if it is to be God’-s Word.



It cannot he otherwise* A perfect 'product of divine inspiration1

Is alone capable of providing man: with an utterly reliable®h£sfoundation for religious certainty^heed not, however, lead directly
to) the biblicist concept of inerrancX* If Scripture is understood
In terms of its purpose, the reliability of God may be demonstrated
In his; provision of the Scriptures which are sufficient for their
God-given, purpose* The sufficiency of Scripture may be understood

196as ’’sufficiency for the Christian life”* Thus;, the discussion 
of reliability takes on an entirely different meaning from the 
biblicist discussion which tends to:' reflect a rather intellectual
istic anthropology with a split view of faith as Intellectual assent 
to> Scripture’s form and trust related to its content.

Advocates of biblicism contend that their doctrine of Scripture 
aims to hold Scripture’ s form; and content together, arguing that
ft is the critics of biblicism who draw an untenable ’’distinction

197between essential content and time-related form”. Such a
distinction is rejected by biblicists as entirely arbitrary. It
can* however, be: argued that this distinction need not entail an
Inevitable arbitrariness since it Is a direct consequence of a
determination to see Scripture- in the light of its purpose. This
determination ean hardly he regarded as arbitrary since its goal
is to hold together Scripture’s authority and its purpose*

Interpreting Scripture’s reliability in terms of its purpose,
Berkouwer writes-,.

’’Scripture itself shows us. clearly that a yardstick: of 
reliability may not- be applied which Is not in agreement with 
Its purpose” 198

He emphasises that the alternative ta> the biblicist view of
Scripture’s reliability is not the notion of Scripture’s 

199unreliability-.  ̂ Rather, It Is the confession of the reliability 
of the God-given Scriptures, in accordance with, their God-given 
purpose* This confession of faith is rooted in the prior confession 
concerning the reliability of GOd* The believer can only confess 
M s  faith in the reliability of Scripture because of his prior 
conviction: concerning the reliability of God.

This confession of faith in the reliability of both God and 
Scripture need not1 entail the biblicist concept? of inerrancy* The 
positive meaning of this confession is described thus by Berkouwer:

’’The church: expresses with this confession that It honors the 
Holy Spirit, who In his witness to the truth does not lead us



Into error but Into pathways of truth (IX Jn* 4)* The Spirit, 
with this special1 tconcerny has not failed and will not fail in 
this mystery of God-breathed Scripture” * 201
Emphasizing- the anthropological aspect of the confession of

faith concerning' the reliability of Scripture,, Berkouwer writes,
”To> this reliability of the hihlical witness corresponds an 
unlimited trust that iin our interaction with Scripture by faith, 
we shall not he put to shame hut confirmed, 11202

Berkouwer *'s understanding of the reliability of Scripture emphasizes
that faith is an act of the whole man as he places his unlimited
trust in the God of Scripture who meets him in the words of
Scripture*

A characteristically biblicist criticism of this approach to
biblical authority is that the denial of the biblicist concept of
inerrancy leads to an undermining of; the reliability of Scripture
and the consequent erosion of the Christian faith*: This biblicist
approach! emphasizes that faith as an act of the whole man Involves
Intellectual assent to the biblicist concept of Infallibility*
The denial of this concept leads to the acceptance of a concept of
’faith* which Is empty of content* Thus, the biblicist argument
Is that the denial of the biblicist concept of Inerrancy constitutes

203am escape from reason by which refuge is taken in the Irrational.T'>:,The strength’ of this biblicist argument depends entirely on the
validity of Its Interpretation of Scripture* The biblicist must
demonstrate that his view represents a theological, rationality
which is grounded; in Scripture rather than a theological rationalism;
which is imposed on Scripture,

Biblicism; Inclines towards an Int.e 1 lectualistic anthropology.
This-. does not, however,- mean that Intellectual assent to the
biblicist doctrine of Inerrancy Is regarded as either a
prerequisite' or a necessary accompaniment of Christian faith* It
Is- not: held that ’’the internal testimony of the Spirit . * a witness-
bearing to the soul that the Bible is the Word of God” implies
that a ’’well-formulated doctrine- of Scripture is thus given to> the 

203believer”* Rather, it Is held that
”A well—formulated doctrine of Scripture can come only upon 
the basis of a careful study of Scripture itself”.206

The biblicist emphasis on the Importance of its concept of Inerrancy
does not Imply- that the biblicist holds that a man cannot be a
Christian unless his careful study of Scripture results In
biblicist conclusions.-



The distinction between: the internal testimony- of the Spirit 
and the subsequent study of Scripture demonstrates that the 
biblicist concept of inerrancy is properly regarded as an 
expression of faith *s self—understanding rather than as a 
prerequisite to faith* To make the acceptance of the biblicist 
concept of inerrancy a prerequisite to faith might lead to an 
escape from faith In which the call to faith is obscured by Its 
preoccupation with the precise formulation of the doctrine of 
Scripture* There appears to be a tension between the assurance 
of faith produced by the Internal testimony of the Spirit and the 
intellectual assent given to the concept of historical, 
geographical and scientific Inerrancy on the basis of the careful 
study of Scripture* The careful study of Scripture demonstrates 
the difficulty of reaching the conclusion that the Bible is 
inerrant without the prior assumption that the Bible must be 
Inerrahtv The movement from the conviction that the Bible is the 
Word of God to the acceptance of the biblicist concept of inerrancy- 
seems to be largely a mad ter of Inference based on what the Bible 
must be if man is: to have religious certainty* Without this? prior2QQ;assumption, attention can be: focused'; more oar what the Bible is*
(c) Its Understanding of the Nature of Reality

The Christian faith points to the comprehensiveness of revealed 
reality in its creational and redemptive aspects* Biblicism: seeks 
to- do justice to God’s revelation in creation, Christ and the Bible. 
Its concentration on the formalized doctrine of an Inerrant Scrip
ture tends, however, to direct attention away from creation and 
Christ* The Impression is frequently given that revelation begins
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The continuity between creational and redemptive revelation, 
while recognized, is not sufficiently emphasized* The dagger of 
thinking of creational revelation as ’natural* and the Bible as 
’supernatural* Is always present in biblicism. This gives the 
Impression of' a silent God who: suddenly began to"' speak only to 
retreat again into silence after he had spoken.

The reality of divine revelation is instructively discussed 
by A.W* Tower who emphasizes

209wWot God spoke, but God Is sneaking*”
Tozer observes that

”Hls speaking’ Voice#tantedates the Bible by uncounted centuries • •



(since)that Voice • * has not been silent since the dawn of 
creation.” ^10

Tbser offers a perceptive analysis of' the tendency to> separate
biblical. revelation from creational revelation* He emphasizes
the integral, relation between faith in creational revelation and
faith in Mhiical revelation:

“The Bihle will, never he a living Book to> us until we are 
convinced that Sod is articulate in His universe.” 211

He maintains that the separation of creational and Mhiical
revelation is destructive of faith in the reality of divine
revelation*

”To) jump from a dead* impersonal world to a dogmatic Bihle is 
too; much for most people* They may admit that they should 
accept the Bihle as the Word of God, and they may try to think 
of it as sudli, hut they find it impossible tobelieve that the 
words there on the page are actually for them. ”212

This effect is, according to- Toser, the result of ”a divided
' psychology” which ’’tries t'CD think of God. as mute everywhere else

213and vocal only in a hock*” He insists that
’’much of our religious unbelief is due to' a wrong conception of 
and a wrong feeling for the Scriptures of Truth* A silent God 
suddenly began to speak in a hook and when the hook was finished 
lapsed hack into silence forever* How we read the book as the 

record of what God said when He was for a brief time in a speaking 
mood* With notions like that in our heads how can we b e l i e v e ? ” 2 ^

By grounding the unity of creational and biblical revelation in the
215belief that God is ”by His nature continuously articulate”,

To:ser intends to- emphasise that the Bible is
’’not only a hook which was once spoken, hut a hook, which is 
now speaking*” 216

He emphasizes that
2 IT”a word of God once spoken continues to he spoken.”

laser’s analysis of the doctrine of revelation is neither
necessarily nor entirely incompatible with the biblicist concept of
inerrancy* It does,, however, suggest that the accent on biblical
revelation should he understood such that the present significance
of redemptive revelation is not distorted because of a failure to
properly emphasise the reality of creational revelation. Toser’s
concern with the continuous speaking of God and the thoroughly
existential challenge of the biblical revelation reflects an
important aspect of biblical authority which has been consistently

218emphasised by Berkouwer.
Discussing the authority of Holy Scripture in the modern world,



Berkouwer writes,
’’The confession of the authority of the Word of God can never 
he- isolated from the saving content of the Word of God.”219

Im confessing that the Bihle '135 the Word of God, the believer
confesses that God is sneaking to hirni through the Bible concerning
salvation.

Berkouwer insists that
’’Ghristianity is a book-religion, but not a book-religion in 
the formal1 sense of the w o r d .”22°

The confession, ’’The Bible is the Word of God”, emphasizes the
importance of the Bible for Christianity. The rejection of the
formal conception of Christianity as a book-religion is intended
to' emphasize the present activity of the Spirit in pointing men to>
Christ through the words of the Bible. Berkouwer emphasizes that

’’Scripture is the Word of God because the Holy Spirit 
witnesses in it of Christ,”221

insisting that this understanding of the relation between the Spirit
and Scripture opens up

222”a perspective that is not locked inlthe past.”
Berkouwer insists that the authority of Scripture is never

223established ”byr means; of a rationalistic apologetic” but rather
224through ”the testimony of the Holy Spirit.” Thus, he presents

the doctrine of biblical authority- as
’’not a conservative: testimony in fear of facts, but .♦ a 
conviction of faith. ”225

Emphasizing that
’’the authority of God’s Word .. is (knorn) in the way of the 
Spirit, which leads man to obedience and draws him: in his full, 
existence to the gospel”,226

he seeks t© avoid the divided psychology' of ”a Bible-only
mentality (which) virtually equates spiritual reality with the

227text of Scripture itself.”
A careful, distinction requires to be drawn between the idea

that the spiritual significance of creational revelation is
properly understood through the redemptive revelation recorded in
Scripture and the tendency to think of Scripture as the entirety

228of divine revelation. The first of these positions affirms the
unity of revealed reality while the second tends to reflect “the
scholastic theory of the supernatural and the natural as

229constituting; two: realms of reality.” Biblical authority requires 
to be affirmed within the context of the affirmation of the unity of 
revealed reality if there is to be a proper understanding of the



nature; of Scripture and Its authority.
’’Scripture Is not the totality of all God has said and done 
In this world. Scripture Is that part of revelation and history 
specially chosen for the life of the people of God through 
centuries • ” 230)

Thus, Scripture is the means by which man comes to: understand the
true character of revealed reality without itself being the entirety
of that revealed reality* This approach to the role of Scripture
In divine revelation avoids the charge of a purely formal book-
religion without^lagsgng into either secularism by which the reality
of revelation isior spiritualism by which the Authority of Scripture 

231Is rejected*
(&') Its Under standing- of the Fature of Truth

The biblicist notion of truth, conceived in terms of inerrancy,
tends to result ih a failure to properly understand both the
hisfcoî ©a~&-?: progression within Scripture and the present activity
of the Spirit In keeping* men In the- truth. Analysing the pre—-
suppositions of biblicism, Berkouwer writes,

’’The supposition that limited human knowledge and tlme- 
boundedness of any kind would cause someone to err and that 
Holy Scripture would no longer be the lamp for our feet unless 
every time-bound conception could be corrected, is a denial 
of the significance of historical development.”232

Be maintains that
”the fbrmalizatioifc of Inerrancy *■* creates numerous Insoluble 
problems In the historical development (within Scripture)”233
Discussing'the Intention of the biblicist conception of

inerrancy, Berkouwer recognizes that
’’’’Inerrancy” was emphasized with the Intention- of warning against 
a mistrust of the testimony of God and of keeping; the church- 
from: really erring.”234

He does, however, contend that the extension of the concept of
Inerrancy beyond the stated purpose of Scripture ”virtually destroys
this intention.” The tendency- to equate ’’limited historical
perception within a certain cultural and scientific situation”
with ’’erring in the sense of lying” makes it difficult t© rightly
understand Scripture. The historical character and the spiritual
purpose of Scripture, both of which belong to the proper understandiig
of biblical, authority, tend to> he obscured by biblicism.

Berkouwer point's out that since
’’the reveled.ion of God has been given in the form of a history *.”
♦ * not. everything recorded ih Scripture should be of normative 
authority for our faith and life” (since)” much of what God 
offered and affirmed no longer immediately concerns us”.”236



The historical character of the Bihle raises the Important questions
of both the suitability and! the meaningfulness of the term
“Inerrancy”.

Berkouwer emphasizes that
“the purpose of the God-breathed Scripture is not at all to 
provide a scientific gnosis in order to convey and increase 
human knowledge and wisdom, but to witness of the salvation of 
God onto faith.”237

He Insists that
"This approach does not mean to separate faith and knowledge.
But the knowledge that is the unmistakable aim of Scripture Is 
the knowledge of faith, which does not increase human wisdom, 
but is life eternal."238

This understanding of the purpose of Scripture Implies that
”the horizon of knowledge of the biblical authors did not need 
to* be broadened with scientific insight so that it could compete 
with the knowledge of their contemporaries Iir a strange and 
surprising way” . 239

This view of Scripture’s purpose raises further the question of the
suitability and meaningfulness of the term "inerrancy”.

An adequate Christian understanding of truth emphasizes the
historical character and the spiritual purpose of Scripture, both
of which require to be fully acknowledged.

The biblicist conception of the truth of the Bible Involves
adherence to a conception of absolute inerrancy, I.e. the Bible
has no errors of any sort. This position is held by H. Lindsell,
whose views are examined here.

"The Bible is not a textbook on chemistry, astronomy, philosophy, 
or medicine. Bht when it speaks on matters having to do with 
these or any other subjects, the Bible does not lie to us. It 
does not contain, error of any kind.” 240

The first of these sentences would meet with general agreement.
The second sentence would not. The connection between the two:
sentences is extremely tenuous. It could be argued that, since the
Bible is not intended to teach us about such subjects, we should
not expect it to speak inerrantly on them.

To: speak of the inspiration of the Bible In generalized terms —
The Bible is the inspired Word of God. God does not lie. Therefore
the Bible is- Inerrant in everything it says — Is to> pay scant
attention ten the purpose of the God—breathed Scriptures. Lindsell
concentrates almost exclusively on the opening phrase of
2 Timothy 3r 16-17 — "All Scripture Is inspired by God" (Hew American
Standard Bible) — at the expense of the stated purpose of Scripture



which follows* He does state that "The Bible is not a textbook: 
on chemistry. * .I* but hardly takes this- into account in his under
standing of truth which is: completely- generalized. The truth of 
history, geography and science are set on the same Isrel as the truth 
that teaches, reproves, corrects, trains in righteousness and 
adequately equips for every good work.

Lindsell opposes those who teach that "the Bible contains some 
241truth and some error." This view is seen as one of the "only242three possible answers to (the) question", Is the Bible trustworthy?

The other answers-, suggested by Lindsell, are "The Bible is not
at all trustworthy" and "The Bible can be trusted as truthful in 

243all its parts." From LindseII*s perspective, these are rightly
described as the only three possible answers to the question.

The idea that the Bible is not at all trustworthy is clearly
sub-Christian. Lindsell holds that "The Bible can be trusted as
truthful In all its parts". His third alternative is problematic.
Those criticized by Lindsell as. those who make "the case for errancy"
(in contrast to "champions of Inerrancy")^^ would not describe
their position as Lindsell describes it. His description — "The
Bible contains some truth and some error" — would be rejected 03$.
several grounds.
First. Lindsell’s criticism is superficial since it fails to

appreciate the chief intention of those who seek to* understand the
Bible according to the biblical understanding of truth.

"The converse of the statement "The Bible teaches truth" Is that 
the Bible does not teach error .. this simple statement ” The 
Bible does not teadh error" has caused considerable controversy 
because it ignores how the Bible teaches truth .. The Bible 
teaches truth .. in the ways and manners of expressing truth 
In ancient times."^45
Second. Lindsell’s criticism: falls to take account of the fact

those who supposedly "make the case for errancy" are simply seeking
to: understand Scripture according to the biblical understanding of
error. Defined Biblically, error has a depth of moral, religious,
practical and existential measpng which is absent from the Idea
of ’error* as Incorrectness.^^
Third, the "champions of inerrancy", in their offensive against

those who "make the case for errancy", may themselves weaken the
confession of Biblical authority and decrea,se true reverence for
Scripture. A ’levelling view" which "places the "words" of Scripture
alongside each other xfithout any differentiation" tends to- produce



an. inadequate understanding of the historical character and
spiritual purpose of Scripture* This results in a failure to-
honour the authority of Scripture since "authority is only honored

247'in a correct interpretation*"
Fourth* Linds ell’a description of those when "make the case for 

errancy*1 r holding: that "the Bihle contains some truth and some error” 
may say more about Lindsell himself than those he ostensibly des-

O/l Rcribes* It is questionable whether those who "make the case
249for errancy” see themselves as "champions of errancy1*. Their 

goal is a more adequate understanding of the Bible. Their concern 
is with the actual exposition of Scripture rather than with 
Lindsell*s question, "Is the Bible infallible?" or "Does the Bible 
contain error?"^^ "Error", as understood by Lindsell, does not 
figure in their thinking. This concept has not been particularly 
helpful to them in their task: of achieving a better understanding 
of Scripture.
Fifth* Lindsell*’s self-image is misleading with respect to the

criticisms he imagines the "champions of errancy" will make of
him'. He writesr

"Those who advocate inerrancy- take the Bible In its plain and 
obvious sense. The charge that they are "wooden-headed 
literalists” shows- the bias of those who make the charge. All 
that Is meant by saying one takes the Bible literally Is that 
one believes what it purports to say."251

It is hardly self-evident that the criticism of biblicism would be
that its advocates are "wooden-headed literalists" who "take the
Bible literally** and "believe what it purports to say*1. The main
criticism may be quite the opposite. Biblicism, by Imposing its
own categories of *truth* and ’errorr upon Scripture, does not
allow the Bible to speak on its own terms. The competitionwnotifTs
notions of God and man lead:.,' to a concern with what Scripture must
be rather than what it is, as Berkouwer writes,

"fundamentalism greatly obscures the contexts In which God him
self gave us Scripture. Back of fundamentalist lies something 
of an unconscious wish not to have God’s Word enter into the 
creaturely realm: and the wish that Scripture should not
subject itself "as writing to the fate of all writings.”"252

This concern̂  with what Scripture must be ha,s led to: Scripture being
253understood in ways that are anything but literal  ̂ in order to 

avoid the charge that Scripture contains error. Commenting on. this 
phenomenon, Barr writes:



a fundamentalist is a person'who ’takes the Bible literally* • 
This .* is far from being a correct or exact description. The 
point of conflict between fundamentalists and others is not 
over literality but over Inerrancy. Even If fundamentalists 
sometimes say that they take the Bible literally, the facts 
of fundamentalist interpretation show that this is not sov 
What fmsdamentalists Insist is not that the Bible must be taken 
literally but that- It must be so Interpreted as to> avoid any 
admission .. of error. In order to avoid Imputing error to the 
Bible, fundamentalists twist and turn-back and forward between 
literal and non-literal interpretation*”254

Comparing biblicismi and Biblical criticism, Barr writes?
"It Is only In part ** that literal interpretation Is a 
fuj^damentalist characteristic; it Is in fact much more an 
element In critical scholarship*"255

Finally. Lindsellrs argument that "*• the acceptance of inerrancy
is the watershed of modern theological controversy” and that those
who do not accept this position "must ultimately yield the right

256to the use of the name "evangelical",.” Is based completely on 
concepts of truth and error imposed on Scripture by the biblicist 
theory of Biblical Inspiration*. This position, stands under severe 
criticism: from: the gospel that embodies a truth that is far more 
profound than biblicism*s formalized concept of Inerrancy.

Concerning the biblicist view of inerrancy, Barr writes;
"There often seems to be an absurd lack of proportion between 
the things that are religiously Important to fundamentalists 
and the arguments about scripture by which they seek to 
guarantee them’*"257

Observing; a tension between conservatism and evangelicalism, he
further argues that

"the only way of maintaining a consistently evangelical position, 
is if one carefully avoids the non-evangelical modes of thinking 
which are essential to the conservative evangelical position."25$

Contending that "The real problem: of fundamentalism lies ..* in Its
intellectual, structure," Barr then contrasts the biblicist intellect-**
ual system with the piety of most biblicists;

"it has been fortunate for fundamentalism that most of its: 
adherents have not had to learn too> much of this*. Intellectual 
approach. For, the more they 3®rned of it, and the deeper they 
went into the peculiar corners of It, the more they would be 
likely to feel it strange to their own religious needs and 
convictions and alien to the approach of the simple reader of 
Bible even within fundamentalism."259
Attention has been drawn to the dual context, of Berkouwer’s

writings —  pietism and scholasticism.^^ Eis thought bears a
marked affinity to "the old Dutch biblical piety ... steadily press-

267Ing toward a purified life of faith according ton Scripture." Els



writings have f,a consistent apologetic Intention »• • directed at 
- 262Bchoiasticlsnr*" B'erkouwer’s work Is done In a pietlstie rather

than a scholastic perspective* This does not lead him: into, 
subjectivism* in. Bather, it enables hlrni too deal with the living 
ehara&ter of Gbd’-s Word rather than theories about what GodIrs Word 
ought to be* If fundamentalism- emphasized the pietistie element 
In living faith rather than the scholastic element found In its 
theologizing, it would understand the real watershed to be 
obedience rather than Inerrancy.
(e) Its Understanding of the Character of Certainty*

The living character of Christian faith Is not adequately-
understood by biblicism which has a restrictive doctrine of the
Spirit coupled with an Inadequate doctrine of revelation. Biblicism
is based on "a rationally developed infallibility** supposed to
preclude all doubt s”.^^ Its doctrine of Inspiration keeps God:*s
Spirit locked in a perspective that belongs essentially-to the 

266
The lack of a proper appreciation of the role of the Spirit 

In producing Christian assurance is observed by Barr in his 
criticisms of rationalistic biblicism’s distance from: the living 
faith of the average evangelical believer. He holds that the 
fundamentali st

"apologetic is not genuinely derived from the evangelical faith.< 
Evangelical faith is betrayed by the fundamentalist apparatus of 
argument. For faith it substitutes dependence on rational use 
of evidencej and in place of the religious functioning of the 
Bible it takes, as primary guarantee of the authority of 
Scripture, the absence of error, especially in its historical 
details. In pursuit of these principles it works out a whole 
apparatus of argument and interpretation, much of which Is; 
probably unknown to and unwelcome to the average evangelical 
believer. Contrary to fundamentalist argumentation, 
evangelicalism is a quite flexible form: of religion, and It can 
easily bear the adjustments necessary to enable it to see much 
of the Bible In a way different from5 the ways traditional in the 
past. Criticism; of fundamentalist doctrine and biblical 
Interpretation is therefore not at all. directed against the 
evangelical religious basis.tt267?'

Barr’s contention is that living faith Is related to the working of
God’s Spirit rather than to rationally developed systems designed
to? produce certainty.

The radical contrast between the two different forms of 
certainty and the two? different ways of acquiring that certainty Is 
clearly brought out by Pinnock In his perceptive criticisms of 
biblicism.



"We are simply not in a position by sheer logic to judge how 
God ought to have given his Word** When the awareness of God 
speaking powerfully through Scripture begins to subside, it is 
necessary to cling to rationalistic arguments in order to defend 
the Bible, and scholastic orthodoxy is born.* Minute Inerrancy 
may he a central issue for the telephone book: but not for psalms, 
proverbs, apocalyptic and parables. Inerrancy just does not 
focus attention correctly where the Bible is concerned.. What 
will keep us sound in the faith will not be our strenuous 
rationalistic efforts to make the case for the Bible air—tight.
It is the Spirit of God In mighty power.. The moving- of the 
Spirit accomplishes more on behalf of biblical authority than 
all the arguments of conservative evangelicals ever could."268

Conclusion The following major Inadequacies have been noted in 
biblicism-.
—  the conceptions of God and man are inadequate, being based on

269the competition-motlf*
—  the doctrine of revelation is so closely related to the doctrine
of Scripture that the Importance of continuing creational revelation

270as the presupposition of revelation In Christ and through Script
ure tends to be obscured.
—  the biblicist conceptions of truth and error are so closely
related to the need for rational certainty that the significance

271of the work of God’s; Spirit tends to be obscured.
(3) Chri stomonism

Biblicism rightly emphasizes the important place of the Bible
in any Christian understanding of revelation. Chri stomoni sm;
rightly emphasizes the centrality of Christ in a proper understanding
of revelation* Wfeither- position is,, however, able to do> full
justice to: other imposlant elements in an adequate Christaln
doctrine of revelation* The christoraonistic emphasis tends to
obscure the rich diversity of God’s self—revelation.
(a) Its Understanding of God

"Chrisfomonlsm" is generally associated with the thoroughly
272cliristocentric theology of Karl Barth. Barth’s opposition 

to. deism and biblicism is emphatic. He refuses to adopt a formal 
conception of God which excludes Christ, or which, at best,

273regards him as an appendix to a basically deistic view of God.
He refuses' to identify revelation directly with the Bible, insisting-

274that the Bible is a witness to revelation. Barth’s careful 
avoidance of the arid intellectualisnr of deism? and the bibliolairy 
of fundamentalism: is welcomed.



An important question in the assessment of Barth’s theology
revolves round- his view of the relationship Between! natural theology
and general revelation* Discussing"Karl Barth’s Offensive Against

275:Fatural. Theology", .Berkouwer notas that "Barth’s- conception of
21$revelation...is frequently called "christomonism" ", while 

acknowledging that Barth’s "only motive has Been to hold fast at 
all costs to the christological thread throughout11 a.sking
"whether a Christian theologian may do anything But think of

277’ .....’Christ only’ ". Berkouwer concludes, however, that "it does
appear that this ’Christ only’ of Barth is given so special a form;

278that it can rightly Be called a ’Christomonisnr’u•
Barth: proposes three reasons for the persistence of natural

279.theology. Finding these rea,sons inadequate, he proceeds to 
specify man’s price as the real reason for its persistence. Barth 
holds that God can only Be known through Christ and that natural 
theology is "nothing else But the justification of the natural 
man".2^  While agreeing with Barth’s opposition to natural theology 
as a way of self—justification of the natural man, Berkouwer criti
cizes; the manner in which Barth has opposed natural theology.

Berkouwer,;, drawihg. a clear distinction Between natural theology
281and general revelation, observes that,,

"Barth has centered his attack more and more upon natural 
theology as the great enemy of the faith, and. general revelation 
was always involved in this attack as well." 282'

This distinction Between, natural theology and general revelation and the
Critique Bartii-S opposition'to natural theology is 021
further distinction Between revelation and the knowledge of
revelation.2^

Knowledge of revelation is, according to Berkouwer, arrived 
at not throtLgh natural theology But through experience of the salvation

28 aof God "that opens doors- and windows toward God’s handiwork."
With this emphasis on the salvation of God as the way of
understanding general revelation, Berkouwer opposes natural theology
no less emphatically than Barth. Berkouwer contends that man is

285unable to escape' the revelation of God in creation, J which is a 
real revelation and is not read into the created world By the 
B e l i e v e r . T h e  objective reality of God’s revelation in creation 
renders man guiliyqpet. it does not provide a way of salvation.



The removal of guilt comes- through Christas- salvation,. Tn
Berkouwer*e view, general revelation does not give man "a

287/disposition to* ■believe.” Thus, Berkouwerrs "Ifel" to naturall-
theology- is no less pronounced '.than Barth*s, since both hold that,

"man in all his endeavors stands under the condemnation of the 
radical Ifo of the true and living God, the Bo of Bis holy 
judgment in the presence of which man cannot live, hut only 
die". 28'9
Xn his exclusion of natural theology, 3erkouwer emphasises

2g0;nthe radicality of sin?*, stressing that **Being- a sinner is not291a peripheral and relative thing” and that
"There is no way for man to escape this condition of Being- 
lost. .The lost cam. only Be sought and found.*1’ 292

He insists that man hen no power to Begin* By himself any change in 
293spiritual things. The radicality of man*s sin is Broken down

"bnly when the Holy Spirit convinces the individual of sin and
294righteousness and judgment.” Man*s: sin and guilt are overcome

only through the saving'gra.ce of God in Christ.
Since Both Berkouwer and Barth a,ffirm God*s Ho to man in his

sin, it is clean that their disagreement regarding general
revelation is not essentially anthropological. Holding- that, man
cannot save himself and that Christ alone is man®s Saviour, Both
reject natural theology. Both a,re undouBtedly christocentric in
their theology. The difference arises from Barth *'s particular
development of christocentric- theology in relation to the doctrine
of God and his revelation.

Barth holds that "revelation iself" is to Be identified with
29H"Jesus Christ Himself.” The Scriptures are regarded as "the
296^witness to revelation.” Barth*s doctrine of the Word of God

excludes* general revelation:
"If God*s revelation is the way from veiling of the eternal 
Word to His unveiling..how can it possiBly Be anything else 
than God*s Becoming man,- His Becoming flesh?...To Be revelation 
it had to Be an incarnation.** 29?

This is a development of his christological foundation for Christian
dogmatics:

"The incarnation of the eternal Word, Jesus Christ is God*s 
revelation.
"A church dogmatics must..Be christologically determined. If 
dogmatics cannot regard itself•.as fundamentally Christology, 
it has assuredly succumBed to some alien sway.



"the statement, ’Jesus Christ is very God and’ very Man, r is the
300assumption upon which all further reflection must proceed."

Barth’s development of this chriBiological assumption leads to the
exclusion of God’s self-revelation in creation.

The difference Between Berkouwer and Barth may Be seen as
a matter of definition, i.e. how "revelation” is defined. It is,
however, misleading to say that n. .the theologians who speak: of a
variety of revelations do not take the concept in the strict sense 

301that Barth does.” The plural — revelations - is misleading since
Berkouwer does not think of general revelation as independent of
God’s revelation in Christ. General revelation is seen as an
integral part of the one, single and undivided revelation which
finds its culmination in redemption through Christ. The
suggestion that Berkouwer’s use of the concept of revelation is
looser than that of the more precise Barth is also misleading.
Berkouwer’s defence of genera.1 revelation does not rest on loose
theological terminology. On the contrary, his position has certain
advantages over Barth’s. His distinctions Between (̂ ) natural
theology and genera,! revelation and (il) revelation and the

303knowledge of revelation offer a valuable contribution to
areas where the relation Between Barth’s christocentric view of
revelation and his view that God "has made himself knoxm.• in the
works of creation as God”^ ^  demonstrates a distinct tension.

In his discussion of Barth’s view of the relation Between
revelation and creation, Berkouwer accepts Barth’s emphasis that,

"The Biblical message concerning creation does not present us 
with cosmological or ontological truths of which everyone who 
is not wholly Blind can take note (through the natural light 
of reason) "•

Berkouwer accepts Barth’s view that,
"It is not possible first to come to a knowledge of creation 
in itself, and then advance to a knowledge of redemption in 
Christ. ”306;

Thus, Berkouwer accepts Barth’s rejection of natural theology.
He does, however, emphasize that the rejection of natural theology
and the linsistence that "knowledge of creation is possible only

307m  terms of the revelation in Christ" 1 need not entail the
rejection of the expression "creatione.l revelation”. It does mean,

terms efhowever, that creational revelation should Be understood in.theA
unity of divine revelation which finds its central focus In Christ.



Despite their considerable agreement, Berkouwer st'IEL raises
a aignificant point regarding what is to be called "revelation".
While this may, to some extent, be a matter of semantics, there Is
a question worth- raising. Berkouwer opposes the idea that
"revelation" has reference only to the Incarnation as a "dogmatic
reflection." He Insists that "Scripture does not state such a 

309thing at a 111.", emphasising that,
"It must be noted how entirely different this dogmatic reflection 
speaks of God’s revelation than does Scripture."310

While certain biblical passages (John. I:3f, Col.1:16; Heb. Ir2f)
suggest that the revelation of God in nature may be regarded as a
revelation of the Son, it is questionable whether Barth’s conception
of revelation provides the most apt description of the unity of
God’s gracious work of creation and redemption.

Barth’s conception of revelation may be related to the idea 
of revelation summed up In the words, ’Only God can reveal God’*
The expression ’Only God can reveal God* may be Interpreted to mean 
that only the Incarnation can be called revelation. This is, 
however, based, on a restrictive notion of the revealing activity 
of God. The created world nay not be Identified with God.
Nonetheless, God can be regarded a,s actively revealing himself to: 
man through creation.

311When Barth writes, "Tc be revelafion it had to be incarnation",
he seeks to> emphasize the completeness of incarnational revelation.

"Incarnalion was needed In order that God might become 
manifest to us" 312

This emphasis on the completeness of incarnational revelation need
not, however, require the restriction of the term ’’revelation’
to the Incarnation. When creational revelation is affirmed, it Is
acknowledged that such revelation lacks the completeness of
Incarnational revelafion. Creational revelation is only properly
understood in the light of the incarnation. This need not mean
that the idea of crea,tional revelation demands the positing of a
second ’revelation’ over against the Incarnation and that the term
’revelation* must, therefore, be restricted to the incarnation.

Barth’s concern may be to emphasize the unity of divine revel
ation. It is questionable whether he has given adequa/te expression 
to this unity. The concept of creational revelation, properly 
understood in the light of the unity of divine revelation, proclaims 
the sovereignty of God In his revelation, while emphasizing the



historical character of divine revelation with greater clarity
than Barth’s conception of revela/bion which reflects a "revised
supralapsarianism” which "Mocks the way to ascribing decisive

313significance to history."
Barth*s conception is not, however, fully understood without 

reference to his rejection of natural theology. It should, however, 
be observed that the affirmation of creational revelation contains 
no~) suggestion that there is, in fallen man "an affinity and a-ptitude ̂T /for God’s revelation” or that there is, in created reality,

315"a special capacity for revealing God." Barth’s offensive 
against natural theology is motivated by a desire to reject the 
idea that man contributes to' God’s salvation. It does not, however, 
follow that the confession of God’s cree/bional revelation gives 
man any encouragement to take pride in the contribution he supposes 
himself to have made to God’s salvation. A proper understanding of 
creational revelation in relation to divine redemption leads to a 
clear emphasis on the sovereignty of God In his redemption.

Berkouwer has stated that, in any discussion Inf Barth’s 
theology,

"The pivotal question is, whether we have the right to- simply 
conclude from the exclusive salvation in Christ to the exclusive 
revelation in Ghrist"•316

317Barth protests against the God as "power in itself” •
Beemphasizea God’s freedom by which he has revealed his power

319in his free, gracious condenscension in Christ* ' He insists that
320creation is grace. This rejection of the God of natural theology

is to be welcomed. The question remains, however, xfhether the God
of*'natural theology has not, despite Barth’s commitment to the
authority of Scripture, been replaced by the God of Barth’s own
peculiar form: of chri stomoni sm*
(b) Its Understanding of Man

When Barth’s conception of revelation is understood in
relation to his rejection of natural theology, it may be seen as
primarily an affirmation of divine grace* The interpretation of
grace is a particularly sensitive area where the doctrines of God
and man are integrally- related to each other. In their understanding
of divine grace, both Berkouwer and Barth affirm the doctrine of 322divine election*

Both affirm the centrality of Christ in this doctrine.
The particular form of Barth’s christocentric doctrine of election



324has raised the question of universalisrrr. The suggestion that
Barth’s doctrine of election has an inherently universalist tendency

325is, despite Barth’s disavowal of universalism,  ̂compelling* If"
such a charge can. he maintained, this is of considerable importance
for the doctrine of revelation*

If Barth’s doctrine of election is Inherently universalist,
then it is questionable whether he can really take man seriously.
This would raise the further question whether the revelation of
Christ’s gracious election must simply go over man’s head, not
involving him ultimately since the absolute necessity of faith is
essentially undermined. This question is of importance here because
of its bearing on the revelation of Christ’s gospel, as it affects
actual and concrete man. Barth’s doctrine of election threatens
to treat man more as an abstraction than as he really Is* Man,
according to Berkouwer, must be seen as one for whom the decision

326regarding Christ is of absolute significanee*
The question of universalism In Barth’s thought has been raised

directly by J.D. Bettis in his article, ”Is Karl Barth a 
327universalist?” This article requires to be carefully discussed 

not only for its significance as an Interpretation of Barth’s 
thought but also because it presents a serious misinterpretation of 
Berkouwer’s criticism of Barth*

Bettis writes,
“Modern Protestant theology has defined three basic answers to. 
the question of the particularity of election: double 
predestination, Arminianism, end u n i v e r s a l i s m . ”328

By attempting to fit Berkouwer into' “this structure of alternatives”,
he completely misrepresents Berkouwer*s criticism of Barth.

330Berkouwer does not operate, as Bettis wrongly suggests, from: the
331Idea of double predestination.

Bettis contends that, according to Berkouwer, Barth ”must be 
332a universalist.” This is, however, to miss the point of

Berkouwer*s argument. Berkouwer never states that Barth is a
universalist on the basis of the notion that Barth must he a
universalist. Rather, acknowledging Barth’s rejection of
universalism,, Berkouwer questions the effectiveness of Barth’s

333rejection of universalism.
Bettis contends that,

"For Barth, one can reject both Arminianism and double 
predestina,tion without having to accept universalism.”334



'Phis statement might have been written of Berkouwer, who rejects 
this structure of alternatives more convincingly than does Barth*
In fact, it may be said that the precise nature of Berkouwer's
criticism of Barth can only be properly understood when Berkouwer*s

335rejection of this structure of alternatives is recognized*
Bettis maintains that

336"Barth consistently rejects universalism as a doctrine?
The problem with this estimation of Barth's rejection of universalism
is that it: does not take adequate account'of Barth's own words;

"Even though theological consistency might seeirr to lead our 
thoughts and utterances in this direction (universal 
reconciliationT* we must not arrogate to ourseIves that which 
can be given and received only as a free gift•”337

Barth's rejection of universalism is not motivated by the interests
of theological consistency which, he acknowledges, might seem: to>
lead towards universal reconciliation.

Bettis notes that Barth
"leaves open the possibility that within God's freedom all 
men may be saved."338

Barth holds- that, because of the freedom of divine love, even the
339believing man can never escape the threat of eternal rejection.

Thus, Barth's rejection of universalism is rooted ih the idea that 
the future of all men is uncertain. This notion involves a 
conception of God's freedom which might be characterized as a freedom 
to be ungracious. Barth's entire theology appears to proclaim the 
grace of God. This conception of divine freedom appears to suggest, 
however, that the affirmation of grace requires to be qualified 
by the possibility that God might not be gracious. Thisp however, 
is to; suggest that,, while the chief direction of Barth's theology 
is towards assurance grounded in the revelation of divine grace, 
such assurance must be qualified by a recognition of the divine 
freedom to withhold this grace.

Admittedly, Barth’s intention is to stress that grace is a 
free gift which no man ha.s any right to expect from God. This 
principle is, in itself, unassailable. When, however, the 
universal threat of eternal rejection is set over against the divine 
reconciliation in the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, the 
issue is not one of man's rights but of the faithfulness of the 
divine -promise of grace to be received through faith in Christ.
The divine reconciliation in Christ strips man of a„ll the rights 
he supposes himself to have. At the same time, however, this



reconciliation provides the believing man with a gracious
assurance which is vouched for by God himself in his divine promise
of grace. This assurance has nothing at all to do with man's rights
and everything to do with the free grace of God which has been
pledged to believing man through Christ.

When Barth, writes,
"We should be denying •• that evil attempt (the persistent 
attempt to' change the truth into untruth) and our own 
participation in it.if in relation to ourselves or others or 
all men, we were to- permit ourselves to postulate a withdrawal 
of* that threat .* Bo such postulate can be ma.de even though 
we appeal to the cross and resurrection of Jesus Christ ..
•• we must not arrogate to ourselves that which can be given and 
received only as a free gift",340

he appears to set *God in himself' over against 'God for us*. The
suggestion that God might yet withdraw his saving grace from those
who believe not only rules out the possibility of the assurance of
salvation but casts aepersions of doubt on the reliability of the
divine promise of grace which is received through faith in Christ.
Christian assurance is not a form of presumption which takes God's
grace for granted. Rather, it is an assurance which is rooted in
the reliability of God in his gracious self-revelation in Christ.
If this revelation of grace is to be qualified by a concept of
divine freedom which can be isolated from God's self—revelation in
history, it can only be done at the expense of introducing both an
element of arbitrariness into the doctrine of God and a basic
uncertainty into the believer's knowledge of God •

It may be that the particular form of Barth's rejection of
universalism arises directly from the universalist structure of his
theology. Barth.- conceives of God's dealings with men in universal
terras. God's dealings are with 'man* rather than with the believer
and the unbeliever.Similarly, Barth's rejection of universalism
is presented in universal categories. There is no suggestion of
any dichotomy between the believer and the unbeliever. The
introduction of such a dichotomy into Barth's rejection of
universalism would run counter to the whole’tenor of his theology.
Barth, therefore, insists that universal reconciliation may not be
postulated since the threat of eternal rejection hangs over all men
because all, men are sinners.

Recognizing that Barth's notion of divine freedom entails a
devaluation of the trustworthiness of the salvation of God in



Christ, Bettis writes,
"Rather than ask whether Barth attributes toa much to the work 
of Christ, the real question is whether Barth attributes enough 
to Christ's work. If it is not to remove the threat of permanent 
rejection for those who believe, what is the purpose of the 
crucifixion end resurrection?"342

Barth's concept of divine freedom prevents him from giving an
adequate answer to this question. For this reason, Barth's
rejection of universalism remains quite unconvincing.

Bettis insists that
"Barth's rejection of universalism is consistent with his •• 
strong and clear intention of refusing to-* identify the love of 
God with a cosmic plan of redemption and with refusing to 
identify the gospel with information about that plan."343

This statement might have been made of Berkouwer who writes,
"it Is extremely dangerous to think and talk about "the love 
of God" and what "follows" from it outside of the gospel"344

He insists that
"the tender mercy of God .* Is not the point of departure for 
logical conclusions on our part."345

He resists the
"persistent and almost irresistible inclination to go outside 
the proclamation of the gospel to find a deeper gnosis, whether 
In the form: of certain knowledge or only as surmise",346

Insisting that there is
"only one "necessity" .. "Necessity ..Is laid upon me. Woe to 
me, if I do not preach the gospel I (l. Cor 9*16)"347

He stresses that the gospel's answer to the question of the number
of the saved is found in Jesus' words; •5 A Q

""Strive to enter by the narrow door"".
-fFroim this perspective, Berkouwer rejects 'a priori' 

universalism without losing a proper perspective on the divine free
dom. From Berkouwer's perspective, the possibility of universal 
reconciliation would be related not to the freedom of God to he 
ungracious but to the freedom of God to be gracious. Such a 
conception of divine freedom would be more consistent with the 
gospel as a revelation of grace than Barth's Introduction of the 
idea of the freedom of God as a qualification pla-ced on a theology 
bearing an inherently universalist structure. Barth's notion of 
divine freedom raises problems regarding his theology of revelation.
The suggestion that believing man stands under the threat of eternal 
rejection lends to relatlvise the reality of God's gracious revelation.

^he faithfulness of the God of revelation is called in question.



Thus, it" ‘becomes difficult to* distinguish ."between divine freedom
34-9and arbitrariness. In- Barthes conception of divine freedom, 

there appears to he no essential^connection "between the historical 
revelation in which God promises salvation to those who "believe 
and the es chatological possibility that this salvation might yet 
he withheld from those who "believe.

If the freedom of God is to avoid becoming a formless freedom
which conflicts with the affirmation of the gracious character of
revelation, it requires to he understood that

"the universality of the New Testament ♦♦ is nowhere made into- 
an objective state of affairs."359

Nhen objectivity and subjectivity are not set in tension with each
other, h •priori1 universalism may he rejected without recourse to
either an arbitrary avoidance of theological consistency or an
arbitrary conception of divine freedom which permits God, in his
eschatologica 1 judgment, to- he unfaithful to the promise of grace
given in his historical' revelation. The significance of man’s
faith is fully recognized since the reality of the divine
faithfulness in Godrs promise of grace is upheld. The
significance of unbelief is emphasised in the face of the warning
of the gospel. Thus, the significance of man can he affirmed over
against the universalist devaluation of the seriousness of unbelief
and the threatening of faithfs significance by an a-historical
conception of divine freedom-. Thus, without any sacrifice of
theological consistency, it can be unambiguously affirmed that

"Kerygmatic universality does not preclude but i:nclud.e the call 
to belief and repentance"* 351

(c) Its Understanding' of the Nature of Reality.
Per Barth, Christ is the key to understanding the whole of

reality. If Christ, God’s revelation, is taken away, man is thrown 
into an abyss of meaninglessness. Man cannot, by himself, bring 
meaning to his experience of reality. Christ alone can reveal to 
man the meaning of the whole of reality. This Insight lies at the 
heart of Barth’s radica.1 distinction between religion and 
revelation.352.- Religion is anthropocentric. Revela/bion Is 
christocentric. Religion is man’s attempt to impose meaning on a 
meaningless existence. Revelation is God’s way of showing to.' man 
the meaning of his existence.

Berkouwer agrees with Barth’s affirmation that Christ is the
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key tô  the understanding of the whole of reality* It is only in

353Christ that the meaning of reality can he properly understood*
Without Christ, man gropes in the darkness* Even man’s religion,
without' Christ, is' a groping in the darkness, a groping after the

354light of the world. There is, however, an important difference
Between Berkouwer and Barth. This difference revolves round the

355distinction Between noetic and ontic thinking*
In his discussion of the relation of anthropology to

christology, Berkouwer makes an important contribution to the
understanding of the difficult distinction Between ontic and noetic
thinking. Berkouwer contrasts the ontic thinking of Barth with

356the noetic thinking of Calvin and Bavinck*,. Bach of these
357theologians Bases anthropology on christology. There is,

however, an important difference Between Barth’s use of christology
and tha.t of Calvin and Ba.vinck*

Barth’s method is derived "from the idea that we cannot
358understand "man" apa.rt from his relation to God." In
359Berkouwer*s view, this position is "unassailable".. Barth’s

view is described thus By Berkoux-rerr
"Man’s Beihgj man’s nature, is to- stand in grace* God’s grace;; 
this is the truth we discern in the election of the man Jesus 
Immanuel (God with us) •• his essence is to Be an object of 
God’s grace. This essence is indeed covered and hidden By sin, 
But how can something which has its Basis in God’s grace Be 
wholly destroyed? There is and remains a "continuum, an’ 
essence unchanged and unchangeaBle By sin. mt360

The ontic element in Barthrs view is found in this emphasis on
361"an essence unchanged and unchangeaBle By sin.”

At this point, Barth’s approach differs from that of Calvin
and Bavinck. They approach the image of God in man via the

362renewal of that image through Christ. This renewal takes place 
in the context of "man’s fall and guilt"^^ as man enters into

•5 /Tyi ’■5/Cc"communion with Christ" through faith.” This renewal
"has nothing to do with a "natural" state of affairs in the 
relation Between' God and man, But raiher shows forth the wonder 
of the new Birth .* through which the life of the creature can 
once more exhibit God’s i m a g e ."366

Barth’s idea that this renewal has taken place in "mankind" By
virtue of the Incarnation has led R. Prenter ter describe BarthTs

367position as "creation docetism." While acknowledging Barth’s
intention to emphasize the unbreakable unity of creation and 

368reconciliation, Berkouwer recognises the validity of Prenterrs



369criticism ox? Earth;, Berkouwer is concerned that the
370decisiveness of history is not endangered.

Emphasizing' "not the ontic qualities of man, hut- what he does 
371with these qualities”, 1 Berkouwer critically remarks that

"Barth is concerned not only with a noetic problem • • but also 
with an. ontic problem. ”372

He notes that Barth speaks of faith as an "objective, real,
373ontological1 inevitability for all, for everv man” and of unbelief
374as ”an abjective, real ontological impossibility.” He observes

that Barth’s notions of the ontological inevitability of faith and
the ontological impossibility of unbelief are grounded christologic-

37 5ally in his view of God’s election. While objecting strongly 
to the concept of objectivity implicit in such conceptions,
Berkouwer does not intend to lead theology towards a subject- 
ivised understanding of divine grace. Rather, he seeks to- under
stand objectivity and subjectivity not as polar opposites but as 
inter-relaied elements which are harmonized in a proper understanding 
of the relationship between grace and faith.

In his criticism of the ontic thinking undergirding Barth’s 
theology, Berkouwer commends Barth for his concentration on Jesus 
Christ which gives his theology a "triumphant and joyful charaxter
(which) did not arise from a superficially optimistic attitude fox

37(5 3life.” Berkouwer, Tfhose own theology is thoroughly christocentric,
suggests that, Barth*s use of christology has become highly 

378speculative. In insisting that the significance of history
379must not be devalued, Berkouwer is not suggesting that human s moqnshould be taken more seriously than divine grace. Rather, he

seeks to -elucidate the precise nature of the relationship between
divine grade1 .and jginaai sin.

This concern with this question is central to Berkouwer’s
view of divine grace. He writes,

"there can never be a question of too? strongly accenting the 
grace of God. Rather the question is, how sha,ll we lay the 
proper emphases and how can we most purely praise this grace.
It is never the full accent but the wrong accent that obscures 
the gospel of God’s grace.”381

This concern guides his interpretation of Barth in which he rejects
both

"an accentuation of the graxe of God in such a manner that this 
graxe hardly seems to be other than a deterministic causal 
system" 382



and am interpretation which pleads
"for human freedom and for the significance of human decisions 
only to end in synergism."383
Insisting that the gospel comes to man in contexts of

38 A"calling and invitation, of proclamation and admonition,"- ‘
Berkouwer maintains that

"It is not possible to speak: meaningfully about God’s graxe in 
Jesus Christ outside of these contexts."085

He emphasizes that
"This context Is unable to function, however, when the gospel 
Is overshadowed by an1 objective message about election which 
bears no vital relationship to the proclamation",3̂ 6

insisting that
"When we have a proper regard for Jesus Christ as He is revealed 
tox us in Scripture, no conclusions are possible or warranted 
which are drawn outside of faith.”387
The problem'which is raised by Berkouwer*s rejection of Ba,rth.’s

ontic approach is whether he has not retreated Into a kind of
dualism which contains no real perspective concerning the
sovereignty of God over the whole of reality. Aware of this
difficulty, Berkouwer insists that

’"Hie Few Testament .. does not speak: less but rather differently 
about the vanquishing of the demons than Banth doe s. ”388

He emphasizes that
"The problem of how rightly to evaluate the pother of the demohic 
host can never be solved abstractly and theoretically. It can 
be resolved only in Christ. In faith, love, and prayer."389
According to Berkouwer,

"the triumph of grace .. transcends any possibility of human 
usurpation"* 390

He emphasizes that
"In this triumph of the kingdom all, human self-elevation, all 
phariseeism, cam only be radically conderoned."39X

The sovereignty of God over the whole of reality may be viewed as
the demonstration that salvation is salvation tin God’s way — by
graxe through faiths When salvation In God’s way — by grace through
faith - is properly understoxd, the believer understands that the
sovereignty of God’s grace

"is the victory about which we cannot speak abstractly, but 
only In terms of the conquest of our own rebellious heart." 392

This view does not represent a retreat from the sovereignty of God
over the whole of reality to the sovereignty of God within the heart
of the believer. Rather, It represents the sovereignty of God over



mart.. God’s way of salvation - by grace through faith — Is vindicated 
over against man’s attempt ab achieving salvation through his oxm 
works*

This view of God’s gracious sovereignty over the whole of
reality does not require to posit either the inevitability or the

393probability of universal reconciliation* Rather, it maintains
that reconciliabion is God’s work, accomplished In God ’s way. Thus,
the emphasis is placed on the biblical proclamation of salvation
by grace through faith rather than the more speculative idea of
universal reconciliation. When the integral relation between grace
and faith Is upheld against every tendency to see grace and faith as
competitors, theology will

"not permit itself to use a "principle” (that of the sola gratia) 
as a point of departure for all. manner of deductions.”394

Rather, it will be
"guided by the message of the Scriptures •• that called urgently 
to faith and warned against unbelief,”395
This understanding of the sovereignty of divine grace is not

dependent on the idea of
"two parallel lines, divine mercy and divine justice, two divine 
properties, juxtaposed and sometimes even opposed to one another, 
each In its own right.”396

Such a notion is rejected as
"an unbiblical concept of God (since) The Bible gives no warrant 
for isolating God’s love and Godrs justice In this fashion.”397

The graciousness of divine revelation and reconciliation is
emphasised more adequately than In christomonism which threatens
to burn a proper emphasis on Christ, the Revealer of God and the
Reconciler of men, into a "principle” from which deductions are
drawn. This tendency arises from the ontic approach to-
reconciliation which threatens to turn a properly christocentric
theology into a christomonistic philosophy which fails to do justice
to; several aspects of revealed reality. The revelation of God in
creabion tends to be obscured, making it difficult to understand

398man’s responsibility and guilt.*'' There is a tendency to interpret 
Scripture so? as to support one’s own theory.^99 rp̂  0f the
Holy Spirit tends to be devalued when the urgency'of faith and the 
warning against unbelief are not properly emphasized.



(d) It's Understanding of the Nature of Truth
For any truly Christian theology, the idea that Christ 

himself is the Truth is fundamental.40'*' This conviction must lie 
at the centre of any Christian theology which seeks to make pro
nouncements about the nature of truth. With the exception of deism, 
each of the positions analysed in this discussion places a central 
emphaisi's on Christ as the Truth. The problem with biblicism and 
christomonism is not that they fail to acknowledge that Christ is 
the Truth. Rather, the problem concerns how they emphasize the 
centrality of Christ as the Truth.

Biblicism tends to obscure this emphasis on Christ as the 
Truth by its heavy emphasis on the formalized cohcept of inerrancy. 
Biblicism requires to be reminded that

"The most potent symbol for the Word of God. is not the book: 
itself but the cross of Christ shining through the pages of the 
open Bible. For it is Jesus Christ whom the Bible attests; It 
Is his salvation that the Bible proclaims and c o n v e y s . "40^
Christomonism views Scripture In close relation to Christ.

Barth rightly points out that
"A witness is not identical with that to which it-witness, 
bub it sets It before us.”403

Barth places a wholesome emphasis on the actual study of the Bible:
”We must study it (the Bible), for it is here or nowhere that 
we shall find its divinity.”404

Barth rightly emphasizes that the Word of God in Scripture cannot
be separated from the actual words of Scripture itself:

”God Himself says what the text says, The work of God is done 
through this text •• If God speaks to man, He really speaks the 
language of this concrete word of man • • there is .. the hearing 
of the Word of God only in the concrete form of the biblical 
word.”405

Barth correctly recognizes that
”the Inspiration of the Bible cannot be reduced to our faith 
In it.” 406

Barth rightly maintains that
"Scripture is recognized as the Word of God by the fact that 
it in the Word of God.”407

Barth places a proper emphasis on ”the doctrine of the witness of 
the Holy Spirit.”408

There are, however, problems in the christomonistic 
Interpretation of Scripture. The christomonistic view of revelation 
appears to introduce an unbiblical tension between the Incarnabion



and other aspects of divine revelation. Commenting on Hebrews 1:1,
the opening verse of

"the epistle which leaves no stone unturned to show that the 
absolute and exclusive salvation is In Christ.” 409

Berkouwer points out that
"This exclusiveness of salvation apparently does not at all 
conflict with the fact that Cod’s speaking in and by His Son Is 
mentioned together with God’s earlier speaking ”in divers 
manners”•”410

From? the point of view of Barth’s view of revelation,
”The Old Testament is the witness to the genuine expectationof revelation".4H

Berkouwer suggests that,., from the point of view of Scripture itself, 
the Old Testament might be described as

412"God’s revelation of that which was not yet actually present.”
The general validity of Barth’s distinction between witness and/ T **revelabion ‘ 0 should be acknowledged. His pa,rticula,r use of this 
distinction may, however, be derived from a christomonistic tendency 
In his thought rather than from Scripture itself*

When Scripture is interpreted according to the christomonistic 
conception of revelation, Christ tends to be understood as an almost 
self-evident truth. Christomonism does not conceive of Christ a.s 
a self-evident truth in the same way that deism emphasizes the 
self-evident truth of a Divine Being. This is most clearly 
demonstrabed in Barth’s doctrine of the Spirit in relabion to man’s 
appropriation of the truth. Barth’s doctrine of the Spirit does 
not, however, diminish the Inherent tendency In christomonism towards, 
diminishing the human contexts in which truth is received or rejected.
A close examination of Barth’s doctrine of the Spirit shows that

414it reflects the ontic. structure which obscures the "decisive choice"
between faith and' unbelief which is set before men by Christ the
Truth. Despite his stress on the work of the Spirit, Barth has
not adequately emphasised that the truth, In Christ, is never purely
Informative, informing man of a new state of affairs In which he

/15is reconciled to God, irrespective of whether he has faith. r
Barth emphasizes the work of the Spirit In man’s coming to the

knowledge of divine revelation.
"God’s revelation occurs in our enlightenment by the Holy Spirit 
of God to a knowledge of His Word.”416



’’The work of the Holy Spirit: is that our Mind eyes- are 
opened and that thankfully and in thankful self-surrender we 
recognise and acknowledge that it is so .”417
nBy the outpouring of the Holy Spirit it hecomes possible for
man • • to he met hy God’s revelation*”418

This work of the Spirit, is, however, restricted to the noetic419aspect of man’s recognition of divine revelation.' Ontically,
however, the truth concerning manrs rela-tion to God stands regardless
of man’s acknowledgment of it.^^

’’The truth itself does not undergô  any addition. It is the 
truth, even if man is not in the truth. It is true that God 
is with us in Christ and that we are Hi's children, even If we 
ourselves do not perceive it. It is true from all eternity, 
for Jesus Christ who assumed our nature is the eternal Son of 
God. And It Is-always true In time, even before we perceive it
to he true; xt Is still true even" if we never perceive it tb he

in this case It is true to our eternal
Barth’s intention is to maintain that

’’Subjective revelation is not the addition of a second revelation 
to objective revelation.”422

Barth is entirely correct tin opposing subjectivism. His opposition
to subjectivism: isy: however, complicated by his notion of an
eternal truth concerning man in virtue of the Incarnation. Barth
correctly insists,

”He Is not a Spirit side by side with the Word. He Is the 
Spirit of the Word itself who brings to our ears the Word and 
nothing but the Word.”423

This emphasis Is, however, complicated by his tendency
”io transpose .. { justifica.tion and sanctification). 
fronr the encounter of the Individual with Christ in history 
to the realm of a super history where it is objectified, 
universalized and all but emptied of subjective respouse.”425
Barth’s use of universal categories does not mean that he

uncritically accepts ”a priori” universalism. Concerning
unbelieving man’s relation to the truth, he writes,

”lf we never perceive it to be true .. It is true to our eternal destruction*]”^ ^
G.W. Bromlley has summarized Barth’s view thus,

’’The lie cannot overthrow the truth, but God may finally 
condemn the liar to live in it.”427

Bromiley observes, in Barth’s view, ”the trend toward an ultimate
universalism” while acknowledging that ’’universalism In the sense
of the salvation of all Individuals is not a necessa-ry Implicate

& 28of Barth’s christological universalism.” r Bromiley suggests, 
however, that Banth’s reservation with respect to ultimate



£29universalisim Is ”not really adequate.”
C. Brown suggests that Barth’s reservation should have taken

place not at the point of drawing possible consequences from his
theology but rather at the outset of his christological approach
to theology. He maintains that

’’the trouble is that all Barth* s theology is made to centre 
around an idea of Christ. But it is not exactly the biblical 
idea of Christ.”430

Contrasting Barth’s idea of Christ with the biblical idea of
Christ, Brown writes,
’’Whilst God deals with men through Christ, Christ Is not equally 
all things to' all men. To some He is Saviour, to- others He Is 
Judge. According to? .. the Hew Testament .., God deals with 
men In two? ways .. as they are in themselves apart from: Christ.
And •• as they are In Christ,. The two spheres are not identical.. 
All men are by nature In the first.. Some are by grace in the 
second.”431

Thus, Brown concludes that
”It is a Ghrist-Idea that often gives Barth his characteristic 
emphases”432

and that this has meant that
’’Some Important aspects of Hew Testament tea-chihg had to be 
stretched to make them? fit, while others had to be lopped off.”433
The dominance of a, Christ-idea In Barth’s theology Is notable

In his treatment of the relation between the truth and mar’s
recognition of the truth. His Intention of avoiding subjectivism:
Is clear ivhen he writes:

”It Is not that there are, as it were, two different points: 
at the one the Son of God assumes humanity; and then, at quite 
a different point, the question of our destiny Is necessarily 
raised and answered. In the one reality of reveled ion He Is,
In His assumed humanity, the Son of God from eternity, and we, 
for His sake, are by grace the children of God from eternity.”434

It is, however,, questionable whether Barth has not, In his protest
against subjectivism, emptied of significance the human contexts
In which the truth is received or rejected.

Barth speaks of the work of the Holy Spirit In connection with
man’s recognition and acknowledgment of the truth. Thus, he denies
the idea that truth — In the noetic aspect of man’s knowledge of it — 

£35Is self-evident. ‘  ̂ It is, however, questionable whether man’s 
relation to the truth is adequately understood by Barth. His 
concern for theological unity — ’’the one reality of revelation”

yj:"5 /frather than ’’two different pointer” — appears admirable. It would 
appear, however, that this concern has devalued the eternal



significance of the human decision regarding Christ* Barth1 
correctly emphasizes that man's destiny is inseparably- connected 
with Christ* Pie does, however, fail to adequately emphasize that

4 3 715the question of our destiny is necessarily raised and answered”
A38in personal confrontation with Christ* r

The problem with the christomonistic conception of salvation
is that; its view that the truth concerning mankind is established
from eternity tends to detract from the gospel's emphasis on the
truth which calls for man's decision* However much emphasis is

439placed on the Ploly Spirit, the christomonistic conception of sal
vation must be adjudged to have placed' the noetic aspect of man's 
response to the truth under the domination of the ontic aspect of 
an established truth concerning mankind* When the ontic and7 noetic 
elements are understood thus, it becomes most difficult to emphasize 
the seriousness of the noetic element.

This critique of christomonism does not intend to set human 
decision, for decision's sake alone, against the christomonistic 
view* The alternative to an emphasis on decision for decision's 
sake is not a system: which tends to minimize the human decision.
The question is not one of human decision versus divine decision* 
Bather,, it concerns the understanding of the truth. The idea of 
a single truth concerning mankind seems far removed from the biblical 
emphasis on the decisiveness for his eternal destiny of man's re
lation to the truth.
(e) Its Understanding of the Cha.ract.er of Certainty

Certainty is concerned with knowing and is, therefore, closely 
related to truth. One can only know when the truth has been made

A A 1known to one. For Barth, God's "Yes"' is the all-important decision. 
God's gracious affirmation of sinful man is precisely the content 
of the doctrine of election. This understanding of election leads
him to' adopt the highly speculative concept of the ontological

442impossibility of unbelief. Thus, he teaches that the unbeliever 
is one who does not yet know that he has been redeemed by Christ.
The believer knows he.has been redeemed and ,the unbeliever does 
n o t .443 Reconciliation has been accomplished objectively and man's 
lack of subjective knowledge of this reconciliation does not detract 
from its objectivity.^^ This antithesis between believers and 
unbelievers as those who know and those who do not yet know fails 
to- do justice to the biblical emphasis on the absolute necessity of



n l 1 . 1  - 4A5faith if men are to pass irom death, to liie. '
Barth's view of certainty — despite his emphasis on the work 

of the Spirit - tends to confuse knowledge and faith.* A lack, of 
knowledge is different from a lack of faith. The unbeliever's 
problem is not that he doesn£>know that his eternal destiny has alreadyA v
been established according to the "Yes” of God's grace. Rather, 
it is that he has not believed in Christ in whom there is eternal 
salvation to be received by faith.

This distinction between knowledge and faith does not mean
that knowledge and faith are unrelated. Certainty must be related
to the facts made known in the gospel, the making-known of the 

4-46salvation of God. This making-known is not, however, the pro
clamation of a decision which has- already been taken by God for 
every man. Rather, if is the making-known of God's salvation which 
is to be received by faith. This making-known is "full of 
exhortation to f a i t h . T h e  idea that some know while others doj 
not know about an a priori and identical decision taken with respect 
to both tends to reduce the proclamation of the gospel to "a giving 
of "information” about a given state of an fairs.”

Barth acknowledges that the certainty into which the gospel 
invites men to come is the assurance of faith, and that the knowledge 
which the believer possesses is the experiential knowledge of the 
God of salvation. The problem arises when these emphases are placed 
within the ontic structure of his theology. The noetic aspect — 
man's knowledge of God — is grounded in the ontic aspect — God's 
determination of man's nature as "an essence unchanged and 
unchangeable by sin"^^ — in such a way that the biblical call for 
conversion appears to be reduced to a call, to anan to recognize 
what he already is.

This critique of the ontic structure of Barth* s view of 
certainty should not, because of its emphasis on human responsibility, 
be construed as suggesting that faith itself provides the basis for 
Christian assurance. The believer's assurance finds its true 
foundation in Christ alone. Barth correctly observes this when he 
writes,

"On principle, we literally cannot assign any other definition 
of content to the new existence of men convinced by God Himself 
than that they know, and that they cannot and do not want to 
know, anything else except that they are in Christ, by Christ.”450



The point at issue is not here. It Is agreed that the "believer's
experience of assurance,- produced by God Himself, is precisely the
knowledge that he is in Christ. The point at issue arises when
Barth objectifies and universalizes the term' "In Christ” In his
explanation of the above passage.
""Err Christ" means that In Him we are reconciled to> God, in Him: 
we are elect from1 eternity, .In Him- we are called, in Him we are 
justified and sanctified, in Him our sin is carried to the grave, 
in His resurrection our death is overcome, with Him1 our life Is 
hid In God."451

Barth's emphasis on "In Him" is entirely correct. His position
becomes more complicated when, he continues,

"In Him1 everything that has to be done for us, to- us, and by us, 
has already been done."452

The complication increases as- Barth progresses from: "for us" to
"to us" and then to:- "by us". His Christ—centredness Is admirable
yet one wonders whether Barth's particular Interpretation of the
centrality of Christ has not led to a devaluation of historical
experience and human responsibility. The complexity of Barth's
view is increased when he identifies 'us* in terms of the whole of

, . , 4:53 mankind.
In his understanding of the "subjective aspect" of Christian

assurance, Barth rightly places the emphasis on "men convinced by 
_ „ 454God"., This noetic aspect of being convinced by God is rightly
described as the subjective aspect since Christian assurance is
objectively grounded in Christ rather than man's experience,
understood apart from Christ. The ontic structure of Barth's theology
Is such that it might be inferred that certainty can be deduced

4-55from' what "has already been done" for us, to us and by us 
without any real reference to what must be done for us — forgiveness, 
to) us — regeneration, and by us — faith. A proper understanding 
of* objective-subjective relations demands that personal salvation 
is viex̂ ed neither as the result of God's action In Christ nor the 
product of faith itself. Salvation has its foundation In Christ 
alone xd.thout diminishing the absolute necessity of faith for the 
reception of salvation. The character of certainty must, therefore, 
be understood in direct connection with this salvation.
Conclusion

Ghristomonism*s characteristic strength — its insistence on the 
centrality of Christ for all theological thinking - is also its 
greatest weakness. While its strong emphasis on Christ is



commendable, its precise interpretation of this emphasis requires- 
to-, be questioned. Christian theology must always keep Christ at 
the centre for there is no Christian gospel without him. Christian 
theology must also take care that the Christ of the gospel is not 
replaced by an idea of Christ which the theological systenr has 
itself produced.
The Context and. Significance of The Preceding Discussion of 
Theological Rationalism

Theological, rationalism is a constant threat ter a proper 
understanding and proclamation of the gospel. Deism, biblicism 
and christomonism are forms of theological rationalism, each of which 
threatens- to increase polarization* The theology of revelation:, 
outlined in chapter three is essential if the inadequacies in these 
positions are to be avoided and the problem of polarization 
overcome. The discussion in chapter'five seeks to demonstrate the 
greater adequacy of the doctrine of revelation presented In chapter 
three by Indicating its strength with respect to the understanding 
of certain general issues which have proved problematic for the 
types of theological rationalism discussed In the present chapter*



CHAPTER PITE
The Problem: of Polarizations The Doctrine of Revelation and 
Modern. Thought.

Any doctrine of revelation claiming the attention of modem 
man must pay close attention iftr the concerns of modern man* If 
Intellectual Integrity i's to he maintained, there must he a genuine 
openness to the questions being asked In the modern world. 
Consideration is given here to how a Christian doctrine of rev
elation might relate to three general fields of study —
(l) Philosophy? (2) Biblical Criticism? and (3) Science.
The selection of these three fields- for special attention is 
closely related to the preceding discussion of deism, biblicism 
and christomonism. A characteristic feature of the natural 
theology of deism has been an overestimation of the role of 
philosophy In theology. Biblicism has been characterized by an 
Inadequate understanding of the role of biblical criticism In 
theology. Christomonism has been characterized by a failure to 
provide an adequate theological philosophy of science. While this 
discussion is not primarily concerned with deism, biblicism and 
Christomonism, its connection with the preceding discussion should 
be kept in clear view.
(l) Philosophy

"Philosophy of religion" finds its place within the general.
discipline of philosophy. Its method is quite different from that 

2of Berkouwer. The contrast between philosophical method, and theo
logical method is not new. It has been present throughout the 
history of the Christian Church.

An Interesting contribution to this question has been offered. 
by Pan I Tillich,^ who writes,

"Philosophy and theology ask the question of being. But they 
ask it from different perspectives. Philosophy deals with the 
structure of being in itself? theology deals with the meaning 
of being for us."5

He maintains that,
"... the philosopher tries to- maintain a detached objectivity, 
toward' being and its structures.."

while
"The theologian .. Is .. involved in it (his object)., with .. 
the love which accepts saving .. personal truth. The basic 
attitude of the theologian is commitment to the content he 
expounds."6



Tillich seeks to- emphasize the unity of truth, emphasizing
7that reason and faith should not he separated from each other#

His distinction between philosophical method and theological method 
doesr however, reflect- an- empiricist-romanticist dichotomy whichgis present in his thought# Berkouwer*s approach does fuller
justice to the unity of truth# He emphasizes that the theologian9is concerned not only with truth for us hut also truth in itselra
and that the philosopher cannot confine his attention to truth in
itself without seeking truth for us#^

Tillich1 s ovrn theology re,ises the question whether he has.
not allowed his theology to he dominated hy a, philosophy alien to
the Christian faith. He has acknowledged the soteriological or
’’for us” element in Christian theology which calls for an involved
commitment to saving, personal truth# There is, however, the
suggestion that Tillich’s interpretation of this soteriologica,l
element has been conditioned hy a prior commitment to the

11philosopher’s detached objectivity. Thus, Tillich’s theology tends
12to produce polarization# Some are greatly enthusiastic about his

’’answering theology” while others'^ emphatically reject his
theological position#

Tillich’s treatment of the relation of theology and philosophy
is closely related to his understanding of subject-object relations.
Objectivism and objectivity have not, however, been properly dis-

1Htinguished by Tillich. Failure at this*point; leads tor important 
elements of the Christian gospel being discarded an ’’objectivism1 

rather than being valued as the objective basis for the challenge 
to Christian commitment. Berkouwer presents a more adequate view ofIgsubject-ohject relations. He offers a more integrated view of

17theology and philosophy which promises to help overcome polarization.
For Berkouwer, the question of truth in itself cannot be asked
without also involving the questioner in the question of truth for 10
me. Conversely, to ask:the question of truth for me is to find 
that truth for me has its foundation in truth in itself.

Berkouwer’s distinctive approach may be illustrated with 
reference to three'standard philosophical questions — (i) God;
(ii;) man; (iii) evil.
(i) God

Philosophical theology is chiefly concerned with the abstract 
question of the existence of God. Berkouwer, however, insists that



20the question of God should he asked religiously. The question of
God, asked religiously, sounds like this:

’’Who is a God like thee, pardoning iniquity, and passing over 
transgression* • • (Kicah 748)21

Tô  ask: the ouestion of God religiously is to see this question as
22’’the one theme that really lies at the bottom of everything else.”

It is to seriously call in question the detached objectivity of
23philosophical theology^ " by opening oneself to the “different

atmosphere” of ’’Micah’s question”, the atmosphere of ”a latent
doxology, a “rapturous hynm” (A. Weiser), that lea.ves all doubt

24behind as it revels in admiration of Israel’s God.”
While Berkouwer is critical of philosophical theology, contend

ing that, ”Many of the questions of our time arise not in doxology 25 .thebut in doubt”, he does not opt out of/apologetic task of presenting
26a reasonable faith to' a sceptical and unbelieving i?orld. His 

main criticism appears to be directed against the kind of philo
sophical approach, which seems to be pre-occupied with the God of 
natural theology. To discuss the traditional anguments for the
existence of God is, for Berkouwer, -a far cry from asking the

27question of the living God. The God of the old natural theology
can be discussed abstractly while the living God can never be

28removed to such a comfortable distance.
This contrast between the living God and the God of the

proofs is to a certain extent, a matter of emphasis rather than
an absolute contrast.. Handled sensitively within the context of the
Anselmic dictum, ”1 believe that I may understand”, philosophical
arguments can perform a positive function in Christian theology.
Their function would not, then, be that of ’’proofs”. Rather, they
might function as an aid to Christian theological reflection
concerning the meaning of faith in God. This positive function
within Christian theology rests1 on the recognition that arguments
for God’s existence are no%viewed as incontrovertible proofs and
that the God of Christian theology is the God of revela-tion whose

29na/ture may not be simply read, off from such arguments. Removed 
from this context of faith in the God of revelation, the God of 
the proofs remains a pale reflection of the God ^  of the Christian 
faith*. The God of the proofs remains at the periphery of human 
experience. When the God of the proofs is identified with the God 
of the Christian faith, agnostic and atheistic philosophers are 
provided with the ideal exduse for their scepticism and unbelief.



Mam cam justly "Be indifferent to a rGod* who has been indifferent
31to him,. Such a rGad,? hardly' merits mants attention. If 

philosophical theology is to Be taken seriously hy- the Christian 
faithy then it' must take seriously the Cod of the Christian, faith —
the God who has taken mankind seriously,

.. 32Berkouwer insiejfeythat the question, “Does God esist:?M
"  * ' 33implies the further question, “Who: i's God?11 This latter question

is to: he understood as
“a most existential and relevant question.••net a theoretical 
question about Gbd*s- existence as a ‘thing* ,n

The question of God is, then, a deep question which is raised by
the question of meaning- and purpose in man*s entire) experience

35of life. The thoroughly existential character of this question
involves man in asking- further questions about this God:

MtWliat do we mean by his presence in the world?*
*Where does he reveal himself here Und.now? ‘ n36

Thus when the enquirer ask the question, “Does God exist?11 in
an attitude of openness, he soon finds himself faced with: the
question of revelation as- a present phenomenon impinging on his
life.

An openness to God and his revelation allows the possibility 
of asking the question of God doxologically, Doxology is the 
only appropriate alternative to doubt. Doxology does not depend

37on the foundation of a faith that is built on a, natural theology.
3S;It recognizes the revelation of God in creation.'' Doxology

does not assert itself, claiming'blind faith^ and blind obedience.^
Rather it offers humble and grateful obedience to the God x̂ hose

dlrevelation brings meaning- and purpose to mar‘s life. ‘ Doxology
&2does not hanker alter the perfect system,‘ but acknowledges 

that the revelation of God is richer than any man-made system of 
thought.^ Doxology does not- mean sheer mysticism- xmth its scant 
attention to:> the words of Scripture.^

Berkouwer*s- approach to the question of God and his revelation 
accentuates several important point's:

(a) The way of authoritarianism: is excluded because of the 
limitation of man*s knowledge since God, in his revelation, remains 
hidden.^

(b) The xmy of rationalism: is excluded because man * s thoughts 
cannot be compared with those of God whose revelation remains the
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47mystery of revelation*

(c) The way of mysticism; is excluded because God’s revelation,
though not comprehensive, is clear*^

The way indicated by Berkouwer is a way which combines
49positive commitment and openness* This way promises to be help

ful in overcoming- the problem of polarisation* It overcomes
(a) the rationalistic impasse between "mindless fideism and

BOfaithless rationalism”^
CbVtke impasse between those who accept and those who

51reject}^
(c) the scholastic impasse between those who subscribe to- the

52system- and those who do not;
(d) the mystical impasse between those who have the experience

53and those who do' not*
(ii) Han

For much of modern theology, the question, "What is Han?”
54must precede the question "Who is God?” The approach which, begins55with man can he set against the approach which begins with God, 

thus producing the polarization censed by the heteronomy-autonomy 
dilemma.

Berkouwer’s doctrine of men has been commended as
”a middle course between GO nflisting theologies • * achieved by 
a strenuous independence of mind* "57

The basic contours of Berkouwer’s doctrine of man ere as follows:
(a) Man cannot be understood properly apart from God.
"all sorts of theoretical knowledge ... does not answer the 
question, "What is man?"58
"man’s nature .. is not self-enclosed, and •• can never be 
understood outside of its relation to God.* The relation of man’s 
nature tc God is not something which is added to> an already 
complete, self—enclosed, isolated nature;- if is essential and 
constitutive for men’s nature, and man cannot be understood apart 
from this relation*"59
(h) The divine revelation in creation and reconciliation does not

stand over agcOihsf man, as a purely heteronomous factoir* Rather,
God’s sovereignty', rightly understood", forms the true foundation
for human freedom

" The divine act makes- room, leaves open the possibility for 
man’s act. That possibility is not absorbed or destroyed by 
divine superiority, but created, called forth by ii."60

The divine superiority is
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"the personal superiority of love and grace which in man’s 
experience is making room for him to act hy not destroying M s  
freedom." 6l
(c) Man’s- relation to' God is inescapable so that, even in his 

guilt, the life of man is affected by divine grace* A proper 
understanding- of the relation between total corruption and common 
grace helps to overcome the heteronomy/autonomy dilemma*

There is
11 not .. some last reserve in man, some untouched and untouch
able "part" of man which has escaped the power of sin and 
corruption • • men through sin became wholly corrupt in his 
disobedience and enmity ** but he still remained man."62
"The continuance of life" has "its ground not in the relative 
nature of man’s sin but rather in the divine ’nevertheless’, 
in the grace •• of Gad"*63
"Thus, (there is) total corruption, but a limited curse; but 
the limit of the wrath of God is never derived froim a limited 
corruption ••* it is the light which shines in man’s total 
corruption as the light of mercy. "64
Thus, Berkouwer’s theology indicates that while the question

of man must always be related to the question of God, it is- by
no means swallowed up by the question of God* This emphasis on

65"theological anthropology" promises to. overcome the heteronomy-
autonomy dilemma in philosophy — the "from above — from below"

66dilemma in theology* Berkouwer’s understanding of divine-
human relations is set over against erroneous uses of the concept
of relation, which threaten ten produce polarisation*

"... the concept of relation has often been interpreted in ways 
which are erroneous* It can be interpreted to. mean that man 
exists only in relation to God, and God only in relation to? 
man** But such misuses of the concept may not deter us from 
giving due weight *. to- the Biblical concept of relation to 
God' .. For should this he seen as choosing relation over 
reality •• for such a dilemma •• is not at all in line with the 
Biblical outlook, which does not sacrifice reality to' relation, 
but shows us reality existing as reality, full created reality, 
onljr in this relation to God*" 67

Berkouwer claims, in his theological anthropology, to dea/I with
"not ••• an abstract idea of man, but •• actual man*" He
challenges all forms of idealistic anthropology to engage in self-
criticism:

"any search for a hidden center in man’s nature which turns from 
the actual, man tn look for the "real" man must face the question 
whether this shift is justified. "69



70This- challenge is directed to- both humanism- and71existentialism. 1 The "basic challenge to' both views centres
round the question-! of evil, Berkouwer insists that "we cannot es-

72cape considering evil”. Commenting on the words of Jeremiah
17:9 — "The- heart- is deceitful above all things Berkouwer
notes both the uniqueness (hbove ail things”) and the

73universality of man’ s evil. He then" poses the question
"whether such an "abysmal” view of man is ... not an extreme 
exaggeration: *• but rather a genuine description of the real 
man...”74
He then analyzes contemporary humanism’s treatment of man,

noting its complexity:
"On the one hand* it is frequently critical of exaggerated 
optimism about- man, and on the other hand, it remains 
unwilling tr give up the humanistic transition from1 the "a,ctual” 
man to- the "real” man."75

He observes that
"contemporary humanism ••• does not want to be identified with 
the earlier, naively optimistic faith in man- "yet" in the last 
analysis humanism’s outlook:as regards the "real" man still 
remains." 76

In his discussion of existentialism, Berkouwer contends that,
7 7despite "the existentialist stress on evil1 in man”, there

remains a trace of idealism in ’the existentialist emphasis on human
freedom. Thus,

"the problem of the search for the hidden center* the search 
for the "real” man, again becomes acute.”79

Berkouwer’;s criticism of existentialism is that it
"does not continue it’s concentration on marts misery, but 
points- to his (self—produced) salvation. "80

81In existentialism*;s "critical evaluation of man”, Berkouwer sees
"no thought of a, radical unmasking (of man), since at the crit
ical moment the search for the hidden center of man re—appears, 
which results in finding man, in his freedom, as self—choosing 
subject. ”82

83Such an anthropology, Berkouwer calls "a new form of humanism."
Thus,. Berkouwer concludes that

"The antithesis to a Biblical view of mar lies in idealistic 
anthropology — even if it incorporates within itself a. certain 
amount of realism and unmasking of man’s evil. "84

Berkouwer’s fundamental criticism of both humanism and
existentialism concerns their anthropocentrism:



"the essential’ religious aspect of man’s being- is lost in- a 
horizontal type of analysis • ••• the way to- self-knowledge is 
impossible ten traverse with this kind, of horizontal analysis, 
since the decisive dimension of man’s naturet his relation to 
God., remains outside the analysis• ”85

The challenge of this religious view of man to atheistic
philosophy is a demanding- one. It suggests that there are
weighty reasons for questioning the adequacy of the atheistic
anthropology. It suggests that the atheistic philosophy has difficulty
in remaining within the framework of a horizontal analysis without
implying questions which go "beyond the scope of such an analysis.^
It questions the reasonableness of the atheistic exclusion of the

Onreligious dimension from its analysis of human life. It
questions the adequacy of the atheistic analysis of such questions

88as the origin and destiny of human life. It questions the
adecruacy of the atheistic treatment of questions relating to the

89meaning of human life.
(iiii) Evil

Philosophical theology rightly recognizes the problem of
90evil as a ’’crucial" issue.

"The issue is whether to assert ... that there is an 
infinitely good. God ... an all-powerful Creator ... and that 
there are evils in this universe is to contradict yourself."91

The crucial character of the problem of evil can, however, be
seen in a different direction then the question of self-
contradiction. The problem of evil can be seen as absolutely
crucial because it is man’s problem. Man fa-ces the problem of
evil existentially and practically, since man is evil.

Philosophical theories are eoncerned primarily to explain
evil, to account for it. Theism must seek to offer such an
explanation if it is to continue to speak of an infinitely good
and all-powerful Creator—God. while taking a,ccount of the fact of 

92evil* Atheism cannot, however, by-pass the problem of evil, a.s
though evil was a problem for theism only. Atheism may criticize
the theistic contention that, ■ \

"The origin of moral evil lies forever concealed within the 
mystery of the human race."93

Atheism may not assume that the fact of mankind, whether his
moral propensity be good or evil, accompanied with a rejection of
belief in God is any less mysterious than the Christian’s belief in



both the goodness of God and the sinfulness of man.
Atheism may wish to contend that

"the universe itself is ultimate, and, hence, that whatever 
science may • • hold to be the most fundamental laws of nature 
must .* be taken as the last words in any series of answers 
ter questions as to why things are as they are. The principles 
of the world lie themselves ’inside’ the world."94

Atheism may not* however, assume that science can be used as a
norm by which the validity of Christian belief can be assessed.
Any direct connection between science and atheism must be
questioned on several grounds.
/ \ 95(a) "Science has as its very ba,sis an unempirical tenet." ^

The belief that the
"only kind of reality is the observable and testable kind ...
is not itself observable and testable."96

Thus, there is
"no3 logical basis for asserting that the scientific kind of 
truth is the only valid: truth."97

-(b) "(A)t.• its end .. science confronts something transcendent
te itself and to its fondest hopes." 98

"(S)cienee never even rea,ches its limit in the empirical,
natural dimension of reality."99
(c) Science* as an intellectual discipline, must be 

distinguished from scientism, as a religious creed. When this 
distinction is made, it becomes clear that the real issue is not
between science and faith but rat,her between meaning and meaning-
-  100I0 ssncss#
(d) Both religion and science require a belief in meaning.

This is perhaps self-evident with respect to religion. It is,
however, no> less true of science which requires the presuppositions

101of both a meaningful universe and a goal to he pursued.
The problem of evil has not, however, been dealt with

adequately when a decision has been male between the relative
intellectual merits of theism and atheism. The problem of evil
is a thoroughly existential problem which confronts man at the

102very centre of his being. It is at this comprehensive level 
that Berkouwer makes his valuable contribution to the discussion 
of the problem of evil, emphasising that the problem of evil con
fronts man by the very fact of who he is — man, the sinner. This 
existential character of the problem of evil is altogether more



serious and more comprehensive than the problem of evil conceived 
as a primarily intellectual, issue involved in the theism-atheism 
debate. Whether or not one is directly involved in the 
intellectual debate between theism and atheism, one must still 
face the problem of evil' by virtue of one’s being a man. Regard
less of whether one^s leanings are: towards theism: or atheism, 
one must still face the problem of evil, for it is a problem 
from which man cannot escape.

The problem of evil can be discussed at the level of 
explanation,, accounting for evil. It can, however, be approached 
from the standpoint of confessing- one’s own involvement in evil 
rather than giving a general account of its origin, overcoming 
evil rather than explaining it* This is the approach taken by- 
Berkouwer.

"Whoever reflects on the origin of sin cannot engage himself 
in a merely theoretical dispute; rather, he is engaged, 
intimately and personally, in what, can only be called the 
problem: of sin’s guilt.” 104
Developing the contrast between a "particular guilt" and an

"abstract theory", Berkouwer writes,
"Any "causal" explanation •• can only be seen, in the practice 
of living, as .. an "indisputable” excuse.”105

Whenever one looks at the question of God and evil in terms of
"The Biblical A Briori"^ ^  that God is not the Author of man’s
sin, one must affirm both the goodness of God and the sinfulness

107of man. If this dual emphasis is to be regarded as a theodicy, 
the term’ ’theodicy’ must be understood in a particular way. When 
one speaks thus of theodicy, one must be careful not to make an 
overestimation of man’s reason, his capacity to fully "justify

10gthe ways- of God to men." Where reason is given a central place, 
there is- always the danger of seeking to justify man’s actions to

Berkouwer is cautious of adopting the idea of theodicy into
his theology. He speaks of "The Problem of T h e o d i c y " . H e
sees the problem of theo&Sny as twofold • Theodicy is generally
isiioeiated with both the method and the ’God’ of natural theology,

"The basic problem of theodicy is defined by the manner in 
which; one approaches reality. One cannot mount from reality 
to-' the righteousness of God, because reality can only be known 
through ... revelation. The Light that Illuminates the world 
Is found only In faith ... any attempt to approach God from the 
basis of empirical reality ... — be it unintended — make(s)



His- righteousness a deduction of human reason. This makes all 
natural theodicyf in spite of its apologetic intent, worthless 
and unacceptable. Instead of preparing the way for fruitful 
conversation-, ... theodicy only suggests that we try again too 
reach God by way of natural understanding*"111

The problem with theodicy’s close association with the method of
natural theology is increased by theodicy’s close association
with, the ’God’ of natural1 theology,

"the fact, that one In theodicy usually concludes with an 
empty> abstract God concept is already a judgment against this 
method*" 112
The alternative to theodicy is not, however, an abstract 

113notion of sovereignty* Rather, it is the God of revelation -
the good God who has- revealed His goodness In the justification
of sinful m e n . G o d ’strevelab,ion of redemption is, for the
believer, the foundation of a truly biblical1 "theodicy".

"It is? nowhere more obvious that the notion of God as 
auctor et causa peccafi, (author and; cause of sin) Is an utter 
blasphemy' than in the revelation of God in Jesus Christ."115

He who: understands Christ’s statement, "He who- has seen me has 
116seen the Father." will have no- difficulty understanding that

God is good. Thus, paradoxically, the justification of God by
117man is found In the justification of man by God.

The gospel, then, is the Christian’s "theodicy". The gospel 
provides the proper context for affirming that God is good In 
his dealings with sinful man.
— The gospel ad.dresses not simply man’s mind but "man himself —1X3the whole of man ... In a very profound way.", such that man’s

119Interest In the origin of sin can only be called "existential."
—  The gospel demands that "confession (of guilt) Is really the 

existential application of the Deus non causa peceati (God Is not 
the Author of sin)
— The gospel demands that such confession is not a mild

121recognition of imperfection, tinged with self-excuse, since
the gospel affirms that Christ died not for the "righteous" or

1??the "good" but for "sinners".
Tlius, when the gospel is seen as the "Divine Theodicy" —

God’s- defence of Himself through his revelation — In contrast to- 
any human theodicy — man’s defence of God through his reason —, 
the problem of evil1 Is seen In its thoroughly existential character.



The question the believer is compelled to ask is not, "How can
God permit evil in the world?" but rather "How can God have such

123love for a sinner like me?" Within: this context, the believer 
recognizes that,

"The love of God is both more significant and. more Inexplicable 
than the horror of evil. It is also more powerful, for evil 
is expelled by love .♦ the conquering: love of God which was ^  
victorious dh the saurificial life and death of Jesus Christ."

Conclusion
While Berkouwer’s approach to such questions as "God", "man"

and "evil" differs from that of philosophical theology, it may
not be said that Berkouwer is unphilosophical in his approach.
Berkouwer is concerned to think clearly about these issues. He is,

125however, concerned to deal with "actual knowledge of God" and
. 126the perspective such knowledge offers concerning "actual man"

127as he faces the "existential" problem of evil. This perspective
refuses to build an Independent system and then apply it to the

128question.: of God, mar and evil. In adopting such an approach,
Berkouwer is allowing his philosophical thinking to be dominated
by the reality of God. He recognises that, in any Christian
philosophy, God’s revelabion of himself must precede man’s know- 

129ledge of God. The recognition of the priority of revelation
is understood neither In a fundamentalist nor an existentialist
context. Rather, It is in a context which affirms "the

131epistemological relevance of the Holy Spirit," In both the
132revelation of God and man’s reception of that revelation.

When the philosophical framework of Berkouwer’s theology is 
understood, it becomes clear how he is able to cope with the criti
cism that he has not answered the philosophers’ questions. Such 
a criticism of Berkouwer may also be an implicit criticism of the 
philosophers’ way of asking questions rather than Berkouwer’s 
theological method. The consistency with which Berkouwer follows 
through the conviction that God is the living God Is most
impressive. He allows the living Object of faith to inform his

133faith a.t every point. Throughout his theology, he proclaims 
the living God who cannot be reduced to an abstraction, even for 
the purposes of theological discussion. His theology proclaims 
that man has to do with the living God, and, therefore, man cannot 
be discussed without taking this God into account.



The essential difference between the two? approaches is not,
then, that one is philosophical and' the other is not. Rather,

135if- is a difference of ways of asking questions. J The Christian 
asks his questions about God, himself and evil in a spirit of faith 
because he knows that he is not simply ignorant man seeking in
tellectual knowledge but sinful man seeking divine forgiveness.

Berkouwerrs theology does not seenr to be particularly suited 
to- overcoming the polarization between the believer and the 
unbeliever. It appears to accentuate this polarization. This 
impression is,- however, only apparent. Berkouwer’s theology 
promises to overcome polarization within the believing Church of
Jesus Christ, so that she might he set free from asking the wrong

136questions in the ■ wrong way, and thus be set free for the real
task of proclaiming Christ to- an unbelieving- world. Through
such proclamation, the polarization between faith and unbelief is

137overcome not by argument but through conversion.
(2) Biblical Criticism

The problem of Berkouwer’s relation to biblical criticism 
is highlighted by twoj contrasting analyses of Berkouwer’s theology.
— In I964, Paul D* CoHard raised “The Problem of Authority■J! Tfifor Dogmatics in G.C. Berkouwer.” Collard sees, in Berkouwer’s

theology a rather negative view of biblical criticism. Collard*s
thesis was written prior to the publication of Berkouwer’s major

139work" on Holy Scripture. Consequently, Collard relies heavily
on Berkouwer’e 1953 lectures, Modern Uncertainty and Christian 

**f A C)Faith. ' He does, however, express the wish that the forth
coming volume on Holy Scripture might contain a more positive 
appreciation of biblical criticism than, Collard finds in Berkouwer’s
earlier writings. If is argued here that Berkouwer*'s Holy 

141Scripture provides arc adequate approach to biblical criticism 
and that, the basis for this approach is found in his earlier work.
— In 1965, H. Berkhof distinguished between three phases in the

theological, development of Berkouwer — the absolute authority of
Scripture, the salvation content of Scripture and the existential

142direction of Scripture. Berkhof*s article, also written prior
to-! the publication of Berkouwer*s major work 011 Scripture, offers 
a most perceptive analysis of the mature Berkouwer*'s approach 
to- Scripture.

Of the two analyses, Berkhof*s is the more perceptive. He



notes that,, in 1932, B'erkouwer’s doctoral thesis contains hoth
a defence of the absolute authority of Scripture and an
appreciation o.-f the salvation content of Scripture.He notes
that,, in the later phaces, Berkouwer emphasizes that the authority
of Scripture is not to "be denied "but interpreted in accordance
with the existentia.1 intent of Scripture which is concerned with

nthe preaching of salvation in Christ, who desires to: redeem 
and renew the sinner”.145

The notion of the existential direction of Scripture should not 
he set over against the authority of Scripture. Rather, it should 
he viewed as an interpretative principle which Berkouwer uses to 
determine what is and what is not in accordance with. Scripture.

The idea of the existentia.1 direction of Scripture is difficult 
to define precisely. It is, however, crucia.1 to a proper under
standing of Berkouwer’s approach t'ô Scripture. The ba,sic idea, 
behind the phrase ”the existential direction of Scripture” be
comes clear when appropriate instances of Berkouwer’s biblical 
exegesis are observed.

Berkhof points out that, for Berkouwer,
”The perseverance of the saved •• is a confession that cannot 
stand outside the correlation with faith .• (and that) a 
causality-theory .. (which) works with ideas that are valid 
outside of faith., makes a caricature of it” .146

Discussing Berkouwer’s exegesis of Romans 5*12—21, Berkhof
suggests that Berkouwer holds that the idea.

’’that we all fell in Adam' either by virtue of juridicia.1 
accounting cannot be biblical because it has not an 
existential but an objective direction” . 147
Berkhof regards Berkouwer’s understanding of divine election

as directly related to his view of the existentia.1 character of
Scripture. Berkhof views Berkouwer*s understanding of
esohatofogy as a clear illustration of f ® © . h i s

1A8method of correlation. r Berkhof1s entire analysis of Berkouwer’s
theological method is characterized by critical appreciation.
Criticising Berkouwer’s theological method, Berkhof points out

1A9that all our methods together do not constitute ’the’ method. 
Appreciating Berkouwer’s theological method, Berkhof maintains 
that Berkouwer has done more than anyone to draw orthodox

150Protestantism away from the abyss of scholastic thinking.
Berkhof has discerned a significant development in Berkouwer’s 

thought and has sought to describe Berkouwer’s characteristic



emphases at different stages in this theological1 development.
In advancing this three-phase form of classification, Berkhof
does not wish to deny that there is an essential unity in
B'erkouwer’s thought. The three phases should, then, be regarded
as the characteristic emphases at different stages in a single

“151theological development.
In I932, Berkouwer summarized the content of his doctor’s 

thesis thus?
UA1I the problems of the modern German theology can be traced 
tco the surrendering of the absolute authority of Holy Scripture’.’

This summary may represent the characteristic emphasis of
Berkouwer’s thought In 1932. It should not, however, obscure the
fact that there is, in Berkouwer’s doctoral thesis, both an

153appreciation ■ the salvation content of Scripture and the
154use the principle of correlation which forms the basis for

Berkouwer’s emphasis on the existential direction of Scripture.
Following the three-phase form of classification, Berkouwer’s

1938 work Bet Probleeme der Schriffieriti ek^*̂  (The Problem of
Scripture Criticism) might be Interpreted, as a/thoroughly negative
evaluation of biblical criticism, which is seen to- be based on
human autonomy rather than divine authority. This would, however,
be to oversimplify Berkouwer’s view of biblical criticism. In.
Hot Probleeme der Schriftkritleky Berkouwer contends that

wThe Reformed Scripture—theonomy cannot be 1proved’v* But 
this theonomy does point the way out of the impamse of 
sub j e ctivi sm”.I56

The significance of this statement: should not be lost. The
emphasis on this theonomy suggests that Berkouwer is distinguishing
here between a proper theonomy and. an Incorrect conception of
theonomy as- sheer heteronoray. The difference between these two
types of theonomy is directly connected to the salvaiion content
of Scripture. A view of Scripture which, relates itself directly
to the salvation content of Scripture points the way out of the
Impasse of the subjectivism inherent in both sheer heteronomy or
sheer autonomy. In Berkouwer’s statement that this theonomy
cannot be ’proved’, there is a clear suggestion of his subsequenf
fheological development in which he came to emphasize Increa.singly
the faith-confession character of theologica.1 sta.temente.

This emerging emphasis on the salivation content of Scripture,
the inner witness of the Holy Spirit and the inadequacy of



theological rationalism is more clearly in evidence in Berkouwer*s
1571953 work, Modem?. Uncertainty and Christian Faith. At the 

cutset of Modem? Uncertainty and Christian Faith, Berkouwer 
states that,

’’The: confession of the authority of the Word of God can never 
he isolated from the saving’ content of the Word of God •.* we 
can never prove the authority of the holy Scriptures hy means 
erf a rationalistic apologetic . • only the testimony of the 
Holy Spirit can convince us of the real authority of the 
Scriptures .* the Scriptures really are a light to our feet.”^^

Thus, Berkouwer, emphasizing' hoth the unity of form and content
and the testimony of the Spirit, stresses that the confession of
Biblical authority is ’’not■ a conservative testimony in fear of

159facts, but a, conviction of faith,n Regarding the human character
of Scripture, Berkouwer maintains that the Bible is

ffa human document, written by holy men • • not a ’vox celestis’, 
e, heavenly voice .. that human beings do not take part in • •
It is the Word written by men •» The Word of God •• entering 
the world •• going the historic way • • We hear the human voice 
and in that human voice we hear the voice of the Lord,nl60

In 1953 jr. Berkouwerrs view of the authority of Scripture is
closely linked to the clarity of Scripture (i.e. the gospel comes
through), Berkouwerfs real concern is to' prevent people saying,

"the revelation, the Word is far away; we cannot discover 
the Lordn,l6l

Promi this perspective, it becomes possible to understand the deep
est intent of the early Berkouwer* s strong protest against biblical 
criticism. Fromi this perspective, it becomes possible to under
stand how the lefer Berkouwer has come to? make the existential 
direction of Scripture his characteristic emphasis. He is 
concerned that the gospel is not obscured by an approach, to?
Scripture which, does not focus attention sufficiently on the 
existential* relevance of divine revelation.

When Berkouwerrs emphasis on the existential direction of 
Scripture is set in the context of the entire ran&e- of his 
theological writings, it becomes clear that it is directly 
developed from concepts found in all his writings and that it does 
not imply any denial of earlier emphases. Each of Berkhof’s 
’three phases’ are included in the mature Berkouwer’s approach to- 
Scripture. Berkouwer holds that in the words of Scripture,God 
addresses man, with divine authority and existential relevance,
concerning divine salvation,



When Berkouwerre approach1 to Scripture is set in the context 
of the theological polarization regarding biblical criticism, 
its importance becomes clear* Berkouwer’s approach to Scripture 
enables him to? transcend the polarization between conservative 
and critical rationalism’. His emphasis on the gospel coming: through 
to>man with existential relevance enables him to overcome the 
polarization between an excessive confidence in a particular theory 
of biblical inerrancy and an excessive confidence in the ’assured 
results* of biblical criticism* Berkouwer is able to challenge 
both forms of rationalism because he refuses to assume the stance 
of the unquestioned subject (the theologian1) investigating its 
object of study ( Scripture)* This rationalistic stance can be 
found in conservative rationalism as well as critical rationalism.
An ostensibly biblical system of theology can be developed and 
defended in a highly rationalistic manner which fails to? 
adequately appreciate the nature of faith which radically affects 
mar in his entire existence*

Contrasting Berkouwer’s theological method with conservative
rationalism, Smedes writes,

’’orthodox Reformed theology has tended often to do theology 
by deducing propositions from objective truths given by 
revelation. The difference between theological truths and •• 
mathematical truths lay in their source? the former were 
derived from divine revelation and the latter from natural 
reason. Faith entered, only at the beginning of the enterprise, 
as an assent- to- the truthfulness of the statements. Thus, 
theology did not do all of its work guided, limited., and 
determined constantly by the obedience of faith. Berkouwer 
has insisted, that' theology, each step of the way, be in 
dynamic and determinative relationship to faith.”162
Emphasizing that Berkouwer’s criticism of conservative rational

ism is advanced not on the basis of critical rationalism but of 
the nature of the gospel which, affects man’s entire existence,
Smedes writes,

MBerkouwer insists that theology be shaped and formed by the 
nature of the thing it talks about — the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 
The Gospel comes to man as an urgent summons and merciful 
invitation?to enter into1 a grateful relationship with God the 
Father through Christ. It does not come as a matter-of-fact 
disclosure of a set of objective, 'abstract truths about the 
state of affairs beyond man.”163
The existential direction of Scripture is to be understood in 

direct relation to this purpose of the gospel — to lead, man into 
a relationship with God which affects his entire existence.



While this type of ’existentialism* is concerned with the entirety 
of human existence, it is not concerned exclusively with human 
existence.164 Smedes observes this important aspect of Berkouwer’s 
thought:

’’Berkouwer rejects the naive modernistic notion that faith 
creates theological truth. But he does recognize that truth 
is Christian truth only within the framework of faith. The 
objective reality of God and Christ, the objective reality of 
grace and salvation, is the Christian truth, not in isolation, 
not abstracted from, but in relationship to* faith. Theological 
truth, therefore, is not a set of general propositions about 
’’things as they are”, like mathematical formulas, valid for 
everyone and open to discussion by everyone. Theological 
truths are true only as believed and obeyed truths. This is 
the case with theology because it is the case with the Gospel., 
for this reason, theology always ought to? be done, and in 
every pant, in co—relationship with faith. ”165

When the existential direction of Scripture is thus understood, 
it* becomes possible to understand the present significance of 
the sovereignty of divine revelation over man’s entire existence 
in a way that has not been sufficiently emphasized by conservative 
rationalism. Kan may not remove the existential challenge of 
divine revelation to a. convenient distance by means of either a 
critical rationalism which Constantly subjects Scripture to the 
strictures of man’s reason or a conservative rationalism which, 
in the interests of theological development, effectively removes 
Scripture from the context of a faith that is filled with 
existential relevance. Critical rationalism results in a rather 
arbitrary reduction of the content of the biblical message. 
Conservative rationalism results in a rather arbitrary distortion 
of the context in which the biblical message is received. Both 
tendencies find their source in a tendency to overestimate man’s 
reason. Where man’s reason is allowed to? think about divine 
revelation in a way that is not controlled by both the content 
end context of that revelation, the character of that revelation 
becomes obscured. When theological statements are seen in relation 
to both the reality of divine revelation and the relation of faith
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in which that revelation is received and confessed as reality, 
theology becomes able to develop a more adequate approach to 
Scripture than has been propounded by advocates of either 
conservative or critical rationalism.

Berkouwer propounds a view of biblical criticism which 
promises to overcome theological polarization. Keeping the gospel



at the centre of his thinking, he maintains that it is possible
to acknowledge- that there are

’’hesitations and doubts • . present at many points (which) do 
not in themselves indicate a deep and final uncertainty.”167

This hearing of the gospel in the reading of Scripture does not
involve the presupposition of a ’’’vox celesiis’, a heavenly

168voice .. that human beings do:: not take part in.” Such a view
would exclude biblical criticism. One hears the gospel in Scripture
as one acknowledges what Scripture is not as- what one speculates

169about what Scripture should be.  ̂ The recognition that in
Scripture, one has ”.. the Word written by men ... The Word of

170God .. going the historic way” leads to the view that the char-
171acter of Scripture demands biblical criticism. When it is

recognised, however, that, ”We hear the human voice and in that
172human voice we hear the voice of the Lord”, there remains an

173imperative to? approach the Bible with a ’’childlike faith.”
Berkouwer contends that such a childlike faith, is not put

174forward as ”a cheap solution.” Rather, it is the only
175appropriate response to the gospel, and is a direct consequence

of the belief that we hear the voice of the Lord in the human 
17 6voice. The close connection between Scripture and its message

demands that man’s relation to? Scripture should be understood inI77terms of obedience. The reading of Scripture with a view te 
obedience to its message is not to be thought of as ”a form of 
naivete whereby serious questions and reflections are out of theT r7Qpicture.” Childlike faith does not mean ’’the attitude of one

179who walks with closed eyes.” 1 Childlike faith seeks for the
gospel in Scripture, while fully acknowledging that

”*.there is much left in Scripture that arouses doubt •• there
are and will be questions and struggles for a correct understanding
of Scripture, objections and knotty problems that ought not to?

180be disguised or hidden from view.” Thus, the obedience of 
faith does not involve the exclusion of real questions about 
Scripture.

Berkouwer’s positive attitude to'both .biblical criticism and 
towards the Bible a,s the Word of God in the words of men runs 
through the whole of his Holy Scripture. The basic principle 
upon which he builds this view revolves round the use of the term 
’’listening” :



“listening' to? God’s voice does not; need to "be threatened by 
scientific research into Holy Scripture# Man’n listening is 
only threatened when he stumbles over the ’skandalon ’”#182

Thus, Berkouwer contends that the real question is whether one
exercises faith ih the Christ to whom the gospel, by the Spirit
and through Scripture, points# Berkouwer argues that such, a
position is not based on a dualistic separation of history and
faith# Kaiher, it is the position most in harmony with the*> cuspecific purpose of Scripture — to- point men to- Christ#

This important question of faith and criticism is not dealt 
with incidentally by Berkouwer# He devotes a whole chapter to:>

T Q Athe subject*. Berkouwer distinguishes between two- different
types of criticism-#
First, there is the kind of criticism that exadts itself above

God, turning against the message of the gospel* This- kind of
185criticism is to? be resisted, since it presents an obstacle:

to the knowledge of God#
Second, there is the kind of criticism that recognizes “the

way God spea,ks to- us in His Word — in the form of a witness
186through human words#** Such a recognition legitimizes Biblical

research as a duty*^^
The former type of criticism is to be overcome by obedience*

Berkouwer emphasizes that,
“When God speaks, we are not dealing merely with a, margin of 
reliability alongside another margin of unreliability*”188

God*?s Word calls for a total, re sparser
”Tt is not possible to exalt oneself above God’s speaking •••
God’s Word can only have one subjective correlative, namely,
faith.”189

This faith is not blind faith*
H.*the authority of God’s Word is not being enforced like an 
arbitrary external authority##”191

192It- is,, through the Spirit’s "wooing and conquering authority” that 
man is drawn in his entire existence to believe the gospel# With 
this view of Biblical aiithoriljr., Berkouwer is able to maintain 
that

"Faith in terms of a sacrifice of the intellect is a perversion 
of the Christian faith and of obedience#”193

In his rejection of blind obedience, he insists that,
”*• a sacrifice of the intellect is a dangerous view of faith; 
for faith would then be called to a decision without inner 
conviction regarding the object and content of the faith to: 
which man is called*” 194



Berkouwer- insists that there is not ”an abandoning of human
195thought in the encounter with the revelation of God.” He is

clearly not advocating the repression of real questions* He is
arguing' that man’s rationalized *proofsf of the Bible’s authority
or ’evidences'* to support its authority are nc ’answers* to real
questions* They do not establish the objectivity of the Christian
faith, for they are based on a mistaken conception of the
objectivity and authority of the gospel. As the gospel is
proclaimed and believed, it will show it's own authority — an
authority which is not dependent on hermeneutical principles but
on the power of God. Involvement in the complex business of

196hermeneutics is unavoidable, yet hermeneutics must serve and
197not lord it over the gospel.

Berkouwer*s contribution to- the question of biblical, criticism 
could be summarized thus?
(i) Biblical criticism is neither excluded nor is it given an 

undue importance. Thus, the polarized positions of conservative
and critical rationalism a,re avoided.

/ \ 198(11) The words of the Bible are taken seriously. Thus, the
199 200 polarized positions of docetism and spiritualism are

avoided.
(iii)The rejection of dubious notions such, as absolute precision,

202a false objectivity which excludes subjective interpretation,
the necesse.ry reliability of incidental matters not related to the

203specific purpose of Scripture and the necessity of a formalized 
concept of inerrancy for the purposes of developing a- water-tight 
system; of doctrine^^ opens the way for the development of a 
concept of reliability which overcomes a superficial and

205unnecessary polanization between reliability and unreliability.
When biblical criticism is viewed as a servant of Jesus

Christ, it may be affirmed that
“new questions will no longer appean to be like the wild power 
of the storm abruptly rebuked by Christ (lie 4-39) but will be 
questions that force us to continue to listen.“206

Opposition to biblical criticism does not ensure faith and 
obedience. Biblical criticism need not lead to doubt and despair. 
The polarized attitudes of faith and unbelief are not to be 
identified with the stance- taken with respect to biblical, criticism 
The issues of faith and unbelief are related to man’s total 
response to; the divine calling to believe the gospel and live in



(3) Science
Christian theology, if it- is to he taken seriously in the 

modern world, must carefully consider its relation to science.
The relation Between faith and science has frequently Been 
characterised By polarization. For example, the positions already 
discussed - biblicism:, (residual) deism, and Christomonism — are 
unable to do full justice to the complex relation between faith, 
and science.

207Biblicism tends to- treat the Bible as though if were an
authority on scientific matters* Biblicism claims to- oppose any

208dualism between faith and science. It does, however, tend to 
use science as a bulwark; for its own positions while criticising,

r
on dogmatic grounds, other interpretations of scientific research.
This view demonstrates “a mentality whose trust in Scripture is
built on its “supernaturalness”, its suspension above all time 

210and humanness.” With its “rationally developed infallibility 
211of Scripture”, biblicism tends “to abandon every new question

212about Interpretation because of the danger Involved” for its 
view of Scripture. Prom this stance, biblicism has developed a 
self-supporting view of science, by which it enjoys the support 
of science without being threatened by It. While this view may 
be highly-consistent given the biblicist position, it does not 
offer any real' promise of overcoming the faith-science polariz
ation.

213(Residual) deism adopts an inadequate view of the faith-
science relation. Where theology retains residues of deism, Its
understanding of Christian faith revolves around a rationalistic 

211view of science. 1 There- is a,n alleged opposition of any dualism
215between faith and science.  ̂ Christian faith, is, however,

interpreted in a way that presents little significant challenge
to the modern scientist’s world view. The course followed is

216rather ”condescending to Scripture and. its message.” While
this position claims to have considerable value as an “answering" 

217theology”, It Is questionable whether its answer to manTs
218question is significantly determined by “kerygmatic theology”.

It has tended, rather, to be determined by the modern ethos which 
has placed severe restrictions on the kerygrna.

Christomonism has been criticized for its inability to provide
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219a strong impulse toward scientific progress* The ‘basic failing

of christomonism has been its concentration on a truncated view
220of theology*® scope* If theology is to he able to take science

more seriously, there requires to he a clearer recognition of the
221universal character of theology. The precise interpretation of

the universal character of theology has "been disputed, Pannenberg
222wishes to discard the term "general revelation" while advocating

223a form of "natural theology51, Berkouwer, however, wishes to)
retain the concept of "general revelation" while resisting the

224idea of "natural theology". The present argument is that 
general revelation rightly understood forms an integral part of 
a complete doctrine of revelation while natural theology rightly
comes under the criticism of Barth that it; threatens the true

225character of grace, Barth*s failure to provide an adequate
understanding' of general revelation makes it difficult for science

226to he taken with sufficient seriousness*
Any position which tends to holster the faith-science

227polarization, however unintentionally, "must he avoided".
If both sides of the faith-science dilemma are to: he taken 
seriously,, there needs to he a recognition of three important 
theological principles;

228— the specific: character of Scripture as witness to Christ;
— . the free sovereignty of God over his creation and in his 

revelat ion; 229
230- the revelation of God in created reality.

Where these theological principles are in full view, it becomes 
possible to do full justice to the complex relation between faith 
and science,

Berkouwer*® doctrine of revelation seeks to: emphasize those
important principles and thus overcome the shortcomings of biblicism,
(residual) deism and Christomonism* When these principle s are
taken together, there is less of a tendency to create an implicit
dualism between science and faith, as though faith must oppose,
accomodate or ignoire science* The attitudes of opposition,
accomod.ation and indifference to science each display an implicit

231duaiism between faith and science* Berkouwer *s concept of science
does not contain these dualistic nuances of opposition, 
accomodation or indifference. Rather, it is a much broader concept, 
as J,. Rogers notes in a translator* s note to Holy Scripture,



"Berkouwer*® concept of a, science is equivalent to our notion 
of an academic discipline. Thus, studies in the humanities and 
social sciences as well as the natural sciences are included. 
Theology is also a science, since it proceeds by orderly, 
academic research and reflection."232

liesBerkouwer1s definition of theology within the sphere of this
concept of science;

"Theology is scientific reflection on the normativity 
of revelation for faith."233

Berkouwer,;s view of theology contains certain important
implications for this discussion of the polarization of faith and
science.
— Revelation is not identified exclusively with a certain 

interpretation of biblical authority.
— Revelation, not the modern ethos, is normative for faith.
— Revelation is not restricted to a narrow Christomonistic 

scope •
Thus, genera,! revelation maintains the motive for scientific 
research. Redemptive revelation does not compete with scientific 
research Slough it does not allow for autonomous reason to 
exclude faith.

From Berkouwer*s broad understanding of science and his
understanding of theology as a particular science, there are
several important points which car be made concerning the faith-
science relation.
(i) The unity of knowledge is maintained. Science may be

viewed as an investigation of God,:s creational revelation. This
investigation leads the scientist to the limits of his particular 

234method. ~ Thus, the question of the ultima;te meaning of the
discoveries of science is raised, Recognizing both the unify of
knowledge and the limits’ of science, Berkouwer writes of

"one pretension not found in the circles of science itself, 
except for odd cares of vain scientific idealism which are 
convinced that the light of Scripture has been permanently 
extinguished by science."235

When this emphasis- on the unity of knowledge and the limits of
science within the total framework of man’s existence is
appreciated, the scientist will be humble before his findings",
acknowledging that they do not, of necessity, demand any
particular metaphysical or non-metaphysical interpretation. Such
humility is a basic presupposition if "the secret of the gospel”
is to be: understood,
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(ii) The proper relationship between faith and science does 
not depend on artificial devices of harmonization. This point is 
set in contrast to the procedures of biblicism and (residual) 
deism. Biblicism requires to be warned against "exegetical 
bungling" that infers too hastily that there is a conflict

238between science and Scripture without sufficient serious study.
(Residual) deism requires to be challenged as to whether its
theology has not accomodated itself so* much to scientism (science
elevated to the level of a religious creed) that it is barely

239recognizable1 as Christian theology. There is also* a challenge
t'G) christomonism. It is the challenge to come out of a 
theological * ghetto*’ and appreciate the truly religious
significance of science in its investigation of God’s creational 
revelation.
(iii) The basic unity between faith and science is grounded in 

the nature of divine revelation. Theological science does not 
compete with, the natural and social sciences, as though the former

g / j Xrepresented GOd while the latter represented man* Rather,
both have a divine—human character. This emphasis is central to*
Berkouwer*® doctrine of Scripture. He speaks of divine revelation
coming to mankind "through the prism of humanity travelling- the 

2/2Spirit’s paths." r This understanding is set against the idea
243that "the immediate voice of God is miraculously direct." In

presenting this view, Berkouwer contends that the authority of
Scripture is not relativized by its total involvement with the
human*Rather, Scripture demonstrates its authority in and

2/ 5through the human. An extension of this principle of the
divine—human* character of revelation may be extended to the fields
of natural and social science since God is revealed in the whole
of created reality. From this perspective, the faith-science relation
need not be seen as a God-man polarization.- Rather, both may
be seen as involving both the divine and the human. When this
perspective is considered seriously, the humble scientist will
recognize that his research, can have a truly religious character
as its "transcendent element .» does cry a,loud for God" since
"the immanent rationality in nature does not provide us with any

2 46explanation of itself."
The Context and Significance of the Preceding- Discussion of the 
Doctrine of Revelation and Modern Thought.
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An* adequate doctrine of revelation is essential if theology 
is to* confront the challenge of philosophy, biblical criticism 
and the natural and social sciences. If the doctrine of revelation 
is presented in a one-sided way, this will lead to> polarization.
This has been noted with respect to* three inadequate theologies.
(i) Biblicism tends to* minimize other aspects of the doctrine 

of revelation by its insistence on a particular interpretation of 
Biblical authority.
(ii) (Residual) deism tends to lose sight of the freedom of God 

in his revelation because of its preoccupation with being an 
"answering- theology" without a sufficient foundation in "keryg- 
matic theology".
(iii) Christomonism fails to do justice to creaf.ional revelation 

because of its proper but imbalanced empha,sis on Christ, making 
him not only the centre of revelation but the sole content of rev
elation.

An adequate doctrine of revelation involves a proper emphasis 
hsx-its creational, incarnational, biblical and proclamatory aspects, 
accompanied by the indispensable conviction that the Spirit of 
God is working all-pervasively throughout the whole process of 
divine revelation. Such a view of divine revelation has important 
consequences for the avoidance of polarization in theology’s 
relations with philosophy, biblical criticism and the natural and 
social sciences.
(a) Philosophica-1 questions concerning God, man and evil are 

seen in their full existential significance rather than as merely 
intellectual questions.
(b) Biblica,! criticism is understood in the context of the 

significance of Scripture for man’s entire existence rather than 
in the limited context of literary criticism.
(c) The natural and social sciences are understood as research 

which raises the ultimate question concerning the meaning of man’s 
existence i:n the universe.

When philosophy, biblical criticism and the nature,! and 
socia,! sciences are seen in terms of the ultimate search for life’s 
meaning, they need not become areas of polarization. When these 
disciplines are understood as faith’s tools, there is a wayrof 
avoiding the polarization between simply ignoring these disciplines



and making- theology subservient to these disciplines.
The importance of a proper approach to philosophy, biblical 

criticism and the natural and social sciences is directly related 
to the understanding of the message of revelation in the modern 
world. A proper understanding of the doctrine of revelation is 
essential to the communication of that message in the modern 
world. In the remaining chapters, attention is directed to the 
process of communication which is understood thus;
The message of God’s grace is to be communicated by the church of 
Jesus Christ to the whole man.
This- statement may be regarded as a summary of the discussion 
contained Tin the remaining chapter a, which aim at providing an 
elaboration 'Lof its meaning. Chapter & aims at providing a doctrine 
of grace which a-voids the dangers of polarization which have 
pla,gued this doctrine historically. Chapter 7 aims air presenting 
an understanding of the church which takes seriously the problem 
of polarization as it has faced the church historically. Chapter 
8 emphasizes the importance of the whole man in view of the 
polarization which has developed between different methods of 
communicating the Christian message.



CHAPTER SIX
; The Problem of Polarizations Its Relation1, to the Doctrine of Grace.

A proper understanding of the doctrine of revelation mlist
be properly grounded in am adequate doctrine of grace. It must
also* provide a strong impulse towards the communication of the
divine revelation of grace. This chapter is concerned with
understanding1 the doctrine of grace and its communication.

This important- subject Is dealt with by- Berkouwer in his
work, Divine Election.̂  His concern Is to speak "in the light

2of the full context of the gospel message". This emphasis
immediately daces divine election into* a direct relationship to

3the other great gospel themes inherent in divine revelation. 
Berkouwer is concerned to.* deal seriously with "the questions 
that have come up in the course of a long history and with the 
dangers that have threatened the doctrine of election".^ His

5analysis of "The Doctrine of Election in Historical Perspective" 
leads directly into questions concerning the relation of election 
to arbitrariness, mystery, and Christ.^

7In-his treatment of "Election and Arbitrariness", Berkouwer
analyzes various' Biblical passages — notably Romans chapters 

89 to II — concluding that,
"If is not difficult to- discover throughout Scripture the 
lines of the pattern-of God’s acts and to point out many 
passages in which the concept of arbitrariness is implicitly 
or explicitly contradicted. "9

He stresses that,
"It is of great importance that in the revelation concerning 
election the light of non-arbitrariness shines forth."10*

When It is understood that divine election has nothing to do with
arbitrariness since "God Is the complete opposite of all

IIuntruistworthlness and inconstancy", it becomes possible to
understand divine grace in a way which: overcomes the heteronomy—

12autonomy dilemma.
13On the question fo* "Election and the Hiddenness of God",

Berkouwer insists that God’s hiddenness must never be contrasted
with his revelation, as though the reality of his revelation was

1Amade dubious by his hiddenness. ‘ He rejects the idea of 
election as a hidden decree in the sense of the distinction
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18“Between a bidden and a revealed will of God, The reliability

of Christ’s revelation must' not he threatened by the idea, of a
Idhidden election behind the clear light of revelation, The

notion of a hidden election is objectionable since it separates
17election from God’s grace in Christ. With this emphasis on

Christ as the revelation of God, the mirror of election, Berkouwer
is able fo reject the ’’concept,.of the God who teasingly lets
just enough: be known of Himself to throw men into, despair of

10ever knowing- the real, hidden God.11 He rightly insists that ,
’’God., is hidden fro mi corrupt eyes, fronr the proud and disdainful, 
but revealed to those who in confession of sin and receptive 
faith are open to His- grace. ”19

Thus,, he is able to> write,
^Salvation is preached in Christ: it is not necessary for one - 
to travel a long’ way to overcome its hiddenness: he should 
simply accept this gift in faith.”20

Berkouwer*s treatment of the relation of election to
arbitrariness and the hiddenness' of God leads him to the centre

21of the biblical message of election! — election in Christ.
2Emphasi iirg the trustworthiness of the revelation of God in Christ,

he seeks to- show that
■' 51 the joyful gospel of God does not lose..its true gladness., 

because of election.**2-3
He contends that

”it is better ’not to speak of another decree lying- behind 
and beyond the gracious election in Christ’ because that 
xTOuld too- much detach election from Jesus- Christ.”24

He further insists that,
”To isolate election from the love: of God in Christ is 
dangerous-, .because it is impossible afterwards to connect
the two. ”25

This matter of understanding election i n  its integral relation
to:- God’s Ibve is a, matter of great urgency for the communication
of the message of God’s grace since

”The gospel can be preached1 with real urgency and challenge 
only when the mirror of election is a cleanly reflecting 
mirror.”2d

The importance of a proper understanding of election and its
27practical implications for the prea,ching of the gospel is

clearly seen in Berkouwer’s attempt to overcome the polarisation
28which exists between informed scholasticism and universal!situ



He stresses that “both positions undermine the true relation between
the doctrine of election and the preaching-of the gospel since
both are based on a faulty ohjectivity-subjectivity scheme, which
conceives of divine sovereignty.and human freedom in terms of the
competition-motif, as though divine sovereignty excluded human 

29freedom.
30In. his analysis of these apparently contrasting positions,

31Berkouwer insists that "we are not forced to make a choice here**.
He rejects this dilemma by "repudiating the schema of objectivity-*

32subjectivity on which it rests." He agrees with Barth’s criticism
of any interpretation of election which is guilty of.making God

33arbitrary by its idea of election as a, hidden decree.  He does,
however, question whether Barth has not left himself open to 
similar charges to those made against Reformed scholasticism 
in relation to the preaching of the gospel and the human response 
to that gospel. 3 aWhile Barth has rejected an "a priori" universalism,
Berkouwer astutely remarks that

"There is no alternative to concluding that Barth’s refusal to 
accept the apokastasiscannot be harmonized with the fundamental 
structure of his doctrine of election."35

The structure of Barth’s doctrine of election reflects "a strong
universalistic strain" which "runs through the whole of Barth's
dogmatics*" This universalistic strain leaves Barth open to the
charge of relativizing or jeopardizing the decisive gravity of the

37proclamation of the gospel no less than Reformed scholasticism, 
since the human decision of faith or unbelief ultimately has no

30
eschatological significance. Berkouwer’s attempt to overcome
the polarization between Reformed scholasticism and universalism

39is clearly related to his accentuation of the primacy of the pulpit
which: has led to a consistent emphasis on "the importance of
preaching as a criterion in appraising theological concepts."^ His
concern with overcoming this polarization is not, however, a matter
of sheer pragmatism. His concern is-rather to show that an
"urgent kerygma" is truly grounded im "election finding concrete
expression in Christ."^

When Jesus’ statement, "He that hath seen me hath seen the 
42Father" is given central significance for the understanding of 

election, the preaching of the gospel can proceed with both joy 
and urgency. By relating the doctrine of election to the Jesus of



the Gospels, the preaching of the gospel can he freedfrom the
despair inherent in Reformed scholasticism^ andthe presumption

4-5implicit in universalism# Embedded in the incarnate person of
Jesus Christ is a universal love, which, comes to men as Mthe
warning of the gospel**, the compelling voice of a guide, of the 

47gospel itself*” Prom this understanding of election in Christ,
Berkouwer denies the necessities of both equal ultiraacy and
universalism* He affirms that there is

"only one "necessity" - the necessity that confronted Paul 
as he faced the futurer "Necessity (anangke) is laid upon me. 
Woe to me if I do not preach the gospel ?' (1 Cor. 9*16) .”48

Thus, Berkouwer answers the question of how many (few or all)
will he saved by citing the words of Jesus.

”Over and over the question addressed to Jesus arises in 
the history of the churchr "Lord, will those who are saved be 
few?” Jesus* answer seems so noncommittal, so evasive: "Strive 
to enter by the harrow door"" (Luke 13*23f*/V But this 
evasiveness is only apparent* This is the answer to this 
question* As long as we see only in a mirror, in riddles, 
many questions will remain unanswered* But this truest ion has 
been answered, once for all'. time*"49
Berkouwer*s treatment of election raises the question of his

view of the idea of predestination. The success of Berkouwer*s
attempt to overcome polarization in the understanding of the
doctrine of grace will depend to a large extent on his ability to
offer an adequate interpretation of the predestination language
of Scripture. Predestination is a difficult concept.to understand

50and has to be interpreted carefully. Berkouwer faces the
question directly concerning the relation between his understanding
of election in Christ and the idea of predestination.....

"Is this perhaps a "kerygmatic" trend in Faults thinking, 
running parallel to a "predestinational" trend or is there a 
harmony in which the one is not limited by or ruled out by the 
other*.? It is clear that this harmony is essential for all of 
the gospel* It is the foundation for the entire gospel message."
The word "predestination" has two elements inherent in it.

It has the *pre*! element, referring to the past, and the ..
♦destination*' element, referring to the future# The concept of
predestination, understood in the context of the full gospel
message, is not, however, bound in the past because of its *pre*
element* Bather, it points to the unity of past, present and
future in the salvation of God,,pointing to the love of God as
*^e eternal source of salvation, the call to faith as the oresent



challenge of salvation, and eternal life as the future hope of 
salvation.52
- The present, argument is that both Reformed scholasticism and
universalismthreaten to destroy the unity of past, present and
future in the salvation,of God* Each has created a hiatus “between
the past and the future, by.teaching that the ultimate future is
predetermined by the ultimate past* These positions may he
contrasted since Reformed scholasticism teaches "election and
reprobation, the predetermination of hoth the good and the wicked
to their final endd."”̂  while universalism teaches that "in the end

5dall beings will be saved".^ They bear a strong similarity in that
both threaten to undermine the ultimate significance of the present 
in which man is called to respond to the gospel.

In the remainder of this chapter a view of predestination is 
presented,in which the unity of past, present and future is 
preserved,, thus avoiding the polarization between Reformed 
scholasticism and universalism* This discussion falls into three 
sections?

(1) Uhderstanding the fpre* element in predestination;
(2) Understanding the 'destination1 element in predestination;
( 3 ) Understanding the significance of the present in view of 

predestination* The third of these sections gives special attention 
to the relation between predestination and the preaching of the. 
gospel and the decision of faith, for which that preaching calls.
(l) Understanding the 'ore* element in predestination*

It has already been maintained that neither Reformed scholastic
ism nor universalism is able to bridge the hiatus between the past
and the future, since both contain the seeds of determinism within 

55their doctrine of grace* Berkouwer has aimed at overcoming this
hiatus and freeing his doctrine of grace from residual traces of
determinism. It has, however, been argued that Berkouwer has not
offered an adequate exposition of the *pref element in predestination*

56In his BOrkouwer'h Doctrine of Election* Mlance or Imbalance?*
A*I«* laker remarks that

"Berkouwer desires to maintain a dynamic concept of election, 
but instead lays most of his emphasis on the human response to 
the gospel. He continually warns against "an ©bjectivized 
election that goes its own way without consideration for faith 
and unbelief*"57

Maintaining that Berkouwer has failed to expound the "before"
element in election, Baker insists that



“Berkouwer cannot communicate what the Bible means by “election" 
if he neglects to explain such a determinative concept. “58

Certain related criticisms are made by Carl Bogue in his A Hole in
59the Dikes Critical Issues off BerkouwerrsTheology. Bogue quotes

the following passage from Berkouwer ♦’s Divine Election
“Scripture showed us that in the doctrine of God’s election the 
issue is not a decretum absolutum. abstracted from Jesus Christ, 
neither a necessitas rerum which cannot be changed under any 
circumstances, nor a dark and irrational power of the potentia 
absoluta. Ratherr, Scripture points in its doxologics and songs 
in praise of the free election of God..“60

Bogus makes the following comment on this passages
“One gets the impression that Berkouwer tends to be a Calvinist 
in election and an Arminian in rejection. But if God’s election
is not something “which cannot be changed*’ (i.e. election can be
changed?), even his doctrine of election as Galvinistic is 
suspect. “61

Bogue paraphrases Berkouwer’s position thus:
"Faith sees things differently, not in causality but in dox- 
otogies that point to a way that is true but not transparent ton 
rational considerations. “62

He then proceeds to make the following criticism of Berkouwer’s
position:

“We have yet to apprehend adequately what that means, but 
apparently one must risk the loss of objective certainty and 
take the existential leap of faith into the realm of theological 
(noumenal?) understanding. “63

In his concluding paragraph, Bogue contends that
“Berkouwer is influenced by the “philosophy of the utter 
relativism of history" with the “modem view" of a “would-be 
autonomous man. “64

and concludes that Berkouwer has placed revelation and theology
“beyond the realm of phenomena, with “in faith" becoming equivalent

65to “supra-history". ^
Both Baker and Bogue show distinct displeasure with Berkouwer’s

treatment of “reprobation" and with his interpretation of the 
66Canons of Dordt. Each of their criticisms revolves around the

question of the ’pre” element in predestination. A careful
discussion of these criticisms is required before Berkouwer’s
treatment of the ’pre’ element can be properly understood.
(i) Baker contends that “Berkouwer.. lays most of his emphasis on

67the human response to the gospel." While Berkouwer places a 
proper emphasis on the human response to the gospel, it may not be 
said that he lays most of his emphasis there* Berkouwer repeatedly 
places the emphasis on divine election:



“••in Scripture the election of God..does not come out of worfcs 
But out of grace." 68

“God’s electing plan prepares the way of salvation in which man 
learns that salvation is obtained only as a divine gift and 
never as an acquisition because of good works."69

"••salvation#.has its eternal foundation in the love of God.“70
"••election..is not of works But of Him who called.“71
“God’s election is sovereign and gracious, and hence not based 
on any human quality.“72

in view of Berkouwer’s repeated affirmation of the divine character
of election, it must Be denied that most of his emphasis is laid
on the human response. Bather, it should he pointed that M s
penetrating analysis of the competition-motif enables him to place
due emphasis on the human response without threatening the divine

73character of God’s gracious election*
(ii) Baker contends that Berkouwer has continually failed to 

expound the “before" element in election. The present analysis 
demonstrates that Berkouwer has expounded this element. He has, 
however,, offered a different kind of exposition from that which 
Baker is asking for. An alternative exposition must, therefore, be 
distinguished from the absence of any exposition.
(iii) Bogue cites Berkouwer’s criticisms of the speculative

conceptions of a decretum absolutum. a necessitas rerum and the
potentia ahsoluta. Bogue has, however, concluded the quotation in
the middle of a sentence which continues,

"..to the deep, unfathomable source of salvation in Jesus Christ. 
"He chose us in him before the foundation of the world...having
foreordained us unto adoption as sons through Jesus Christ"
(Eph.1:4-5).74

Bogue’s citation of Berkouwer is rather selective, tending to 
create the desired impression that Berkouwer is denying rather than 
seeking to understand election.
(iv) Bogus, commenting on his citation of Berkouwer, suggests 

that Berkouwer implies that election can be changed. This is, 
however, an unjust inference* Berkouwer does say that election is 
not Be understood as a decretum absolutum. a necessitas rerum.
a potentia absolute. He does not suggest that election can be
changed. He views election as the gracious election of GOd in 

75Christ. The revelation of that grace is something; which has
taken place in history through the free grace of God,^ and is

77something which cannot Be changed. It must, therefore, be noted 
that Bbgue’s criticism of Berkouwer revolves around a different



understanding- of the same words, e.g. Calvinist, Arminian, election*
(v) Bogue•’s paraphrase of Berkouwer is accurate in its,

79o>Bservation that Berkouwer rejects causality. There are,.
however, two; misleading* impressions left By Bogue ,?s comment* First,
it is implied that a causal system is Beyond criticism. Second,
it is implied that Berkouwer retreats into? irrationalism. Both

80assumptions are without foundation*
(vi) Bogue*s comment that Berkouwerfs view leads to the loss

of objective certainty must reckon with two> additional factors*
First, Berkouwerfs view of election is aimed at opening the way
to certainty and thus transcending the position of Reformed

82scholasticism which makes certainty impossible* Second, it
appears that BOgue*s use of the word "objective" fails to draw an
adequate distinction Between objectivity and objectivism. It
is only from this false objectivism that Bogue can suggest that
Berkouwer moves into the real® of noumenal^ thinking* When the
true objectivity of the divine grace revealed in Christ is
properly distinguished from the false objectivism of Reformed
scholasticism, it can Be appreciated that Berkouwerfs view of
election is not a kind of spiritual intuition without foundation.
Rather, it is a well—grounded faith which has its foundation im

85the absolutely trustworthy revelation of Cod in Christ. .
(vii) Boguefs remark: that "Berkouwer is influenced By the

"philosophy of the utter relativism of history" with the'taodern
86view" of a "would-be autonomous man*" must Be rejected as a 

gross misrepresentation of Berkouwer. Berkouwerfs doctrine of 
election is aimed at counteracting the philosophy of Reformed 
scholasticism which interprets election in a way that utterlyQrr-relativises all that happens in history. Berkouwer

88emphatically opposes the idea of human autonomy. Berkouwer
is determined to do justice to Both the historical revelation of
Cod in Christ and man's historical decision with respect to
Christ, Both of which are threatened with meaninglessness By

89Reformed scholasticism. It would, therefore, seem more accurate
to suggest that Reformed scholasticism, rather than Berkouwer,

90retreats into a supra-history of election.
This discussion of these criticisms of Berkouwerfs doctrine 

of election has helped to clarify Berkouwerfs position. Berkouwer1 s 
reaction to? such criticisms may well Be to suggest that he would



be unaHe to> recognize himself inthe picture painted of him by
Bogue in particular^1 and to question whether the view underlying
these criticisms can he recognized as an authentic expression

92of the Reformed faith*
In his discussion of the ,pret element in predestination,

Berkouwer insists that
”he who speaks of Godf's counsel in terms of human categories 
will have to he aware of the inadequacy of his words.**93

In this respect, Berkouwer closely follows Bavinck who, in his
discussion of predestination, insists that

94”one cannot speak: of before and after with respect to God.” 
Recognizing the inadequacy of human language, Berkouwer seeks to 
understand predestinarian language in connection with what he calls

95the “depth-aspect” of salvation* He emphasizes that
"the depth-aspect of salvation.*is not a matter of hiddenness 
which goes Beyond the knowledge of faith..not something far 
distant, not a vague, threatening reality, but the foundation 
of salvation. . ”96
With this idea of the depth aspect of salvation, Berkouwer

seeks to understand the idea of ”before the foundation of the97world”. He emphasizes that
"These words do not occur in Scripture as a threat, but in the 
decisive depth-aspect of salvation. They are not placed in a 
context in which they make us dizzy in the face of an unapproach
able ” eternity” ,* .but they are intended to show us the source 
of our eternal salvation.* “Before” indicates that this divine 
act of salvation, preached to us by the gospel, is free from 
what we know in the world to he arbitrary and precarious* *in 
this depth-aspect of God*s salvation it becomes*.evident that 
this salvation did not originate in our flesh and blood, and 
that it is by no> means of human merit or creation. But 
precisely this fact does not obscure the way} on the contrary, 
it illumines it. “Before the foundation of the world” means 
to direct our attention to what can be called the opposite 
of chance and eontingence. ”98

Berkouwerfs basic understanding of the depth-aspect is defined
thus*

"When we speak of the depth-aspect, we mean that eternity does 
not stand in contrast to what in time becomes historical reality, 
but rather that the salvation accomplished by Christ*s death 
of reconciliation cannot he merely historical, but that it has 
its eternal foundation in the love of Gfod.”99
Contributing to a collection of essays written in honour of

Berkouwer,1̂  T.F. Torrance has, in his article, “The
Epi stemological Relevance of the Spirit" , 1^1 made some helpful
comments which suggest a basic framework within which Berkouwer•s



concept of the depth-aspect of salvation might he understood* A
certain similarity of intention should he noted between Torrance
and Berkouwer on election* Torrance, like Berkouwer, insists

102on the centrality of grace in any adequate theology* Torrance,
like Berkouwer, aims to overcome "the temptation. • to: convert this
living*.election into*.a deterministic predestination alien to the
hew Testament*"1̂

TOrrance seeks to> ground election in christology in a manner
somewhat different from Berkouwer* His understanding of election
is grounded in an analogy to the person of Christ*

"just because in Jesus Christ is no docetic person but also; 
man and real man, personal and historical, then election must 
be understood as an act also in the field of time and history*
It does not mean the repudiation of human freedom but its creation,
and the repudiation of bondage*"104
"the approach of God in Christ..the invasion of eternity into 
time, means that God takes seriously the relations of time such 
as human reactions, choices and decisions, and predestination 
means that precisely these are brought face to face with the 
Eternal, man’s will is not overcome*"105

While Torrance takes a rather different route to his doctrine oflOg;election to that of Berkouwer, it should be noted that certain 
common emphases come to the fore in both*
(a) Both deplore the idea of a hidden will of God behind His

revealed will in Christ.10^
(h) Both emphasize the graciousness of God’s election in which 

he "exercises M s  freedom to break: the bondage of a sinful world,■|a Qand.to bring Himself into personal relations with man."
(*> Both reject the concept of *free will’ since "The man who

knows himself to be chosen by God cannot say that he himself chose 
109God" y for it is only through grace that man is brought out ©f

110bondage into his true freedom which is bondage to grace.
■ (a) loth reject ’a priori’ universalism which, in Torrance’s words,

111"commits the dogmatic fallacy of systematizing the illogical."
While there are differences between Berkouwer and Torrance, 

notably Torrance’s use of the analogy of Christ in connection with 
election, Torrance’s comments regarding the depth-dimensicn in 
theological language may be used to explicate Berkouwer’s idea of 
the depth-aspect of salvation. Torrance writes,



”God reveals Himself to man..in the medium of the creaturely 
existence*.and uses the sign-world of inter-human communication 
in.order to communicate Himself to man.”112
♦‘.♦true statements about God have a dimension of depth which 
they acquire through pointing to:- the infinite and eternal 
Truth of God who far transcends all our thoughts and statements 
about Him..our statements are more true the more open they are 
to; the ultimate Truth..The Spirit is thus the act of God upon* 
us which keeps our concepts or cognitive forms^so that our 
thought and speech are stretched out beyond themselves toward 
the inexhaustible nature of the divine being, .open concepts are 
not irrational because they are open, for to be open vis-a-vis the 
eternal God is the true mod# of their rationality, prescribed 
for them by- the nature of the divine Object of knowledge. .Thus 
the very ^inadequacy* of these concepts to their objects is 
essential, to their truth, for they would not be true unless 
they pointed far beyond any ^adequacy* they have to the infinite 
and eternal God.*113
Torrancef,s comments are. not directly related to the doctrine 

of election* It is, however, possible to see their application 
to the understanding of election. In any attempt to understand 
the nature.of divine grace, five important observations require 
to; be made.
First, man only knows of grace through revelation.
Second, divine revelation comes to man in the form of human 

language.
Third, the inadequacy of human language as a vehicle of divine 

revelation demands that due care be taken in the interpretation of 
Scripture.
Fourth, the inadequacy of human language as a vehicle of divine 

revelation demands an avoidance of undue dogmatism regarding the 
precise meaning of Scripture.
Fifth, the idea of an ©pen concept contain^' a depth dimension 

which lies beyond the limitations of human language and the spiritual 
realities to which it refers.

Berkouwerfs concept of the depth-aspect of salvation may be 
viewed as a serious attempt to understand the complex problem of 
the relation of human language to divine revelation. It is 
not a denial of what Scripture says, but rather an interpretation 
of what Scripture says, an attempt to understand what a particular11*5passage teaches in relation to the ”entire Biblical message”.
The recognition of a depth-aspect of salvation does not involve 
a denial of biblical authority. Hather, it involves reserving 
the right to ask the question, ”Is this what the Bible is really 
saying?”



and' t® develop a penetrating analysis of all interpretations on
the basin of a clear distinction between,Scripture itself and

lidtheological interpretations of Scripture* This-distinction 
emerges directly from the nature of human language, the precise 
meaning of which is not immediately self-evident in its reference 
to' God*

BCrkouwer*3 use of the concept of the depth-aspect of salvation
to illuminate the rpref element in predestination may be related
to wider discussionsof religious language such as F. Ferre *s

117discussion of ”The Logic of Obedience” and ”The Logic of En- 
11Scounter” and HI. Smart^s discussion entitled ”0n Understanding

119the Inexpressible”* * Berkouwer insists that a proper under
standing; of theological language is only attainable within the 
context of the obedience of faith* Such obedience does not 
reflect a retreat into sheer heteronomy. Predestinarian language is 
understood as a form of expression which the believing man, who; 
has willingly submitted himself to the authority of grace, uses to; 
confess his Christian faith* Berkouwer insists that a proper 
understanding of theological language is only attainable within 
the context of an encounter with the divine object of faith* This 
encounter does not reflect a retreat into subjectivism* Faith’e 
subjectivity has meaning only in relation to the divine object 
of faith* . Predestinarian language is understood in direct connection 
with the kerygma through which man encounters God in Christ. Set 
in this context, predestination may not be regarded as a form of 
determinism which threatens to strip human experience of decisive 
significance. Emphasizing; that he who has seen Christ has seen 
the Father, Berkouwer maintains that the Christian, in his encounter 
with Christ, comes to know the revelation of God which is not

12Dthreatened by a hidden God whose secret will cannot be known.
Berkouwer insists that a proper understanding of theological
language involves the recognition of the inexpressible character
of the divine object of faith which the believer encounters in
the obedience of faith. The gift of God’s grace in Christ is an

121inexpressible gift f* When the believer seeks to express his 
gratitude to God for this inexpressible gift, he finds it quite 
impossible to give adequate expression t® this gratitude which he 
feels so deeply*. Be is almost certain to use language which, at 
best, will contain certain ambiguities and, at worst, misleading
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impressions if his language is not recognized as a groping after 
a form of expression that is tjorthy of a virtually inexpressible 
Reality.

This section on the *pre* element in predestination suggests 
that Berkouwer*© doctrine of grace promises to overcome.the polar
ization between Reformed scholasticism and universalism. This 
assessment of Berkouwer,fs doctrine of grace is strengthened by an 
analysis of his treatment of both the ♦destination* element in 
predestination.and the significance of the present in view of 
predestination.

(2) Understanding the ♦destination* element in predestination.
Eschatology is an area of theological thought which has

rarely been directly associated with the doctrine of election
which has generally been understood in relation to its ’pre*

122element. Election and eschatology have been, understood in
direct relation to one another by W. Pannenberg, whose whole
theology bears a distinctly eschatological flavour. Fannenberg*s
peculiarly eschatological theology has been described thus:

”The intellectual task that Pannenberg has set for himself is 
a monumental one, namely, to construct a fundamental system of 
thought in which the primary ontological principle is futurity.”123

The fundamental importance of futurity in Pannenberg*© thought is
expressed thus by Pannenberg himselft

”we see the present as an effect of the future, in contrast to 
the conventional assumption that past and present are the cause 
of the future..The future lets go of itself to bring into being 
our present.”124 ....
Prom, this thoroughly eschatological perspective, Pannenberg

understands election thusr
”The Christian people, chosen from all nations, has been elected 
to; exist in this world as the eschatological community of the 
God of Israel and witnesses even now to this imminent rule over 
all creation and all manisind.”125

In Pannenberg*s understanding of election and eschatology, there
is an undeniable universal!st tendency. The election of the
Church is presented as a witness to the coming universal Kingdom
of God. Pannenberg*© radical distinction between the^Kingdom and
the church lies at the heart of his view of the significance of
individual faith. Be holds that

”the notion of individual faith is indeed fundamental in the 
concept of the Church. ”126

while speaking also of the ”universa! communion of renewed human



127kind in the Kingdom of God’*. \ This distinction is important
since it enables Pannenberg to emphasize "the universal thrust in|/)&
the notion of the Kingdom of* God".

This universal thrust is heavily underlined by Pannenberg*
nthe Kingdom of God is certainly universal* The power of the 
one God cannot he conceived as limited to certain areas* It 
extends to the whole world and every individual. ”129

"the Kingdom of God will comprise all mankind."*
Pannenberg insists that his view of the Kingdom of God is

not '’merely a formalistic idea about God*s ruling over everybody 
131and everything." It is not, however, clear whether Pannenberg 

can adequately defend himself against such a charge. Pannenberg 
can be charged with, allowing a preconceived idea of the Kingdom: of 
God to dominate his theology. The question must be faced concerning 
whether he has not shown undue confidence in his system of thought
even where it could be called in question on the basis of Biblical

. 132exegesis*
Particularly questionable is Pannenberg*s attempt to explain

the meaning of judgment. On this subject, Pannenberg writes,
"the wholeness of our existence can only be represented as am 
event beyond death..the entrance of the eternal depth into> our 
experience means both resurrection and judgment at the same 
time. It means resurrection because in that event mah*s destiny 
is fulfilled in his own person. It means judgment because the 
eternal- totality of his own life must be destroyed in the 
contradiction between the eg©> and man,rs eternal destiny."
"eternity means judgment because in the eternal concurrence 
cur life must perish because of its contradictions and especially 
because of the basic contradiction between the self and its 
eternal destiny."134

Pannenberg states that the Kingdom of God is not an idea, but an
event which has reality beyond death. It is not, however, clear
that he has overcome the charge that the idea of a. universal
Kingdom has ; dominated his thought so that his treatment of
judgment lacks the seriousness of the Biblical, warnings against
judgment. The notion of an eternal concurrence between resurrection
and judgment fits in well with the notion of a universal Kingdom
of God* It does not, however, do justice to the decisiveness of
faith land unbelief and the serious warning against judgment as

135these are presented in Scripture. J A resurrection-judgment 
which takes place simultaneously in man both fulfilling manrs 
eternal destiny and destroying the contradictions of his earthly 
life may fit in well with the notion; of a universal Kingdom of



God*. It does not, however, contain the seriousness of the biblical
136call to faith in the face of imminent judgment*

The key term inPannenberg*s understanding of the relationship
137of hi story and eschatology is that of ♦universal history*, a■Iterm) derived from) Hegel* Pannenberg is not uncritical of

Hegel* He contends that Hegel failed to see the element of
139openness in the future* 'He is critical of a pantheistic tendency

in Hegel*4̂  and demonstrates this in his quite unHegelian
affirmation, of the historicity of the * resurrection of Jesus as

M lan act of the personal God* He is, however, consistent in his
M2basic appreciation of Hegel#s understanding: of universal history*

Hhile Pannenberg has been critical of Hegel, there remains
a great respect for him* This respect is expressed in Pannenherg*s
analysis of nThe Significance of Christianity in the Philosophy
of Hegel0"^, when he writes*

°Haw can we explain why the Christian religion and theology 
treated Hegel with so much mistrust and reserve? Even Karl 
Bhrth asks in astonishment (though hot without ironically 
disassociating- himself from the nineteenth century as a whole, 
since he believe# his theology had gone beyond the butlook: of 
that century)* nWhy did Hegel hot become for the Protestant 
world something similar to what Thomas Aquinas was for Homan 
Catho lici sm?m,144

In view of Pannenberg*s critical treatment of Hegel, he cannot be
simply classed as a *HegeIian** Pannenberg*s position must be
described as ”a re-establishment of the Hegelian marriage of

X45theology philosophy and universal history with a difference T* t 1A6since Pannenberg uses °post-HegeIian concepts0*
The idea of *universal history* may represent a valid

development from the Christian*s confession of faith in God as
the Lord of history if it is taken to mean that there is ultimate
meaning in history seen from the divine perspective* Pannenberg*s
use of the concept of •universal history* to\ move from the election
of the church to a universal Kingdom) is not,: however, at all self-
evident* To build a theology which revolves around a universal
Kingdom goes beyond the mere affirmation of *universa! history*
in the sense of ultimate meaning in history to a pronouncement about
what that *universa! history* must mean* Such a theological
construction must he distinguished from a believing confession of
the reality of the Kingdom of Cod, since it represents the result
of a particular idea of the Kingdom of God dominating a whole



P/hen the idea of a universal Kingdom is presented at the
heart of any theology the question is raised concerning

••Jesus* claim that the verdict to be passed on men in the 
final, judgment is already determined by the attitude they adept 
to himself in the present age* ••Every one who acknowledges 
me before men, I also will acknowledge before my Father who is 
in heaven. °(Matil*: 10* 32* ef *Xk* 12t8) #.”14?

That •the presence of the Kingdom, of God in the presence of Jesus
1 / Afaces the individual, with a clear-cut decision?1 must not be

obscured by language which points in the direction of an universal
reconciliation* If must he observed that Pannenberg, in his
attempt to avoid the charge of ••merely a formalistic idea about

149God*s ruling over everybody and everything”, has ** consistently
refused to espouse universalism unequivocally”* Pannenberg*s
hesitation with respect to *a priori* universalism is especially

151notable in M s  exposition of Christ*s descent into hell in
152 153both Jesus — God and Man and The Apostles* Creed where he

writes*
••the increasingly mythological conception of Jesus* preaching 
in the realm; of the dead or in hell* . 0 is °.*the expression; of 
the universal significance of Jesus* vicarious death*.The concept 
©f Jesus* descent into? hell**asserts that men outside the 
visible church are not automatically excluded from salvation*
Who participates in salvation and who: does not remains tu be 
sure, open* ”154
°what toitfk place in Jesus also applies to the people who either 
never came into contact with Jesus and the message about him, 
or who; have never really caught sight of the truth of his person 
and his story**” although it is °*.n© guarantee of their sal
vation* Salvation is only guaranteed to the man who; has definite 
communion with Jesus. .But all other men, to:©, even those who) 
died before Jesus* ministry, can achieve the salvation which 
appeared in- him — even if in ways which are beyond our 
comprehension* *• 15 5
This position presented by Pannenberg in Jesus God and

Man and The Apostles* Creed retains the kind of humility which
recognises the sovereignty of God in his salvation* The
possibility of universal reconciliation is allowed for, as it

156would appear to be in certain biblical passages* This
possibility is not, however, presumed upon, in the face of other

157biblical passages which speak: sternly of divine. judgment* r In 
view of these conflicting emphases in Scripture, it is unwise to 
take a bold stand on the question of universalism, either 
affirming its actuality or rejecting its possibility.

The problem with Pannenberg*© thought becomes more acute when



he attempts to expound the doctrine of election in terms of the
Christian churches ele ction to be a witness to God *s “imminent

£*58rule over all creation and all mankind” J as a Hmiversal communion
£*59of renewed humankind in the Kingdoms of God"# While Pannenberg

seeks to emphasize the importance of "spiritual rebirth#•" and
160”♦♦individual faith”, it appears that these emphases are in

tension with the radical church-Kingdom distinction which lies
at the heart of his understanding of election#

If the doctrine of grace is to be understood in its relation
to eschatology, the relation between church and kingdom must be
understood clearly# Pannenbergfs understanding of the church—
Kingdom relation has its weakness precisely where its strength
lies. He correctly emphasizes the clear distinction between the
church and the Kingdom# The problem is the manner in which he
emphasizes this distinction# That the Kingdom should be conceived
of in predominantly universalist categories is not implicit within
the church-Kingdom distinction itself#

The Church and the Kingdom can be understood as quite
separate realities without implying a. universalist understanding
of eschatology* This has been demonstrated by G.E., Ladd who
"has achieved a mastery over the whole field of biblical eschatology"
Ladd distinguished the church and the Kingdom: thust  .......

"The Kingdom is primarily the#.kingly rule of God##The church 
is the community of the Kingdom but. never the Kingdom* itself#"162

He expounds this distinction under five headings — The Church
is not the Kingdom; The Kingdom creates the Church; The Church
witnesses to the Kingdom; The Church is the Instrument of the

161Kingdom; The Church is the Custodian of the Kingdom# Ladd*s 
careful, distinction is developed in such a way that universalism 
is not implied#

"His(Gadts) concern for the lost does not dissipate the divine 
holiness into a benign kindliness# ISOS is seeking love, but 
he is also holy love##Therefore those who reject the offer of 
his Kingdom must stand under his judgment#"l64
"The religious dimension of the eschatological salvation is 
set in sharp contrast to what it means to be lost#"165

While Ladd stresses that"the.Kingdom will one day prevail, so that
I66no rival sovereignty*exists", he does not do so to the denial

167of the "eschatological. separation"# Recognising the seriousness
160of the eschatological judgment, Ladd is able to- emphasize



159adequately "the radical nature of evil"#
It is precisely at this point concerning the. .radical nature

of evil and the radical judgment of evil that Pannenberg’s
theology is inadequate, as Tupper says,

"If Pannenberg”s theology is to!reflect more accurately the 
perspective of Biblical realism, history must he interpreted 
candidly from the human perspective of brokenness as well as 
hopefully from the eschatologioal perspective of wholeness."170)

If Pannenberg’s thecrlogy is to consistently overcome the charge
of' an undue universalist tendency, he must avoid "the inclination
too understate (or ignore) the radicality of the destruction and
brokenness within history as the expressions of the sinfulness of
man." While Pannenberg*^ distinction “between church and
Kingdom has a certain validity, it need not he taken in a
universalist direction. It could he understood in connection with
the church militant-church triumphant distinction, such that the
Kingdom of God realizes to the full "the convocation of the saints"

Despite his attempt to avoid the charge of universal!sm,
Pannenberg *rs doctrine of election is set in an inherently
universal!st framework. M s  eschatological understanding of
election does no. more justice to the absolute necessity of man’s.
decision for Christ than does a *pref.oriented doctrine of grace,
whether particularist or universalist. Pannehberg’s understanding;
of universal history threatens to,' devalue human freedom no less
than the philosophy of Hegel which Pannenberg has criticized for

173its inadequate treatment of human freedom. The question of.
human freedom has been raised by R.W. Jensen who suggests that,
in Pannenberg’s eschatology,

"what we are bidden to await is the transformation of the God 
who is the power of the future into the God who.* was the power 
of the future."174

Jensen questions whether Pannenberg has adequately demonstrated
that "the anticipated end will not preclude the continuing:

175openness". v While this question is asked in a more general, 
context, it can be applied to the question of predestination, as 
Tupper has done,

"Does the priority of eschatology preclude the determinism of
predestination?"17T

It would appear that a clear perspective on the reality of man’s 
present decision regarding Christ can only be maintained where 
neither the •pre*’ element nor the ’destination* element of



predestination are interpreted in such, a way that the present<tO
loses its real significance as the time for decision*

With, a mew tox preserving the urgency of the gospel pro
clamation, Ferkouwer offers his understanding of eschatology in|*7Qhis The Return of Christ. While he does not *a priori* exclude
the possibility of a universal reconciliation, he gives no
encouragement to- presume upon such a superabundant bestowal of t fingrace on all. The structure of his doctrine of grace revolves
around the urgency- of ensuring that one has received grace rather

lBlthan speculating about how many will receive grace* Eschatology
should never be presented! such that it appears more like an announoe-

182rnent concerning ”a remote end-time” rather than ”a summon^ to
1 On

constant watchfulness" • The problem with particularist and
universalist theological systems is that they are too preoccupied
with final states* The gospel urges men to ensure that they
are in Christ* The gospelf,s approach to men is not to offer them
precise knowledge of final states* Rather, it is to present men
with both the promise of salvation and the warning against spurning
salvation* Both the promise and the warning, are designed to lead 

185men to faith* ' Thus, the future stands before man as a call to
decision* Berkouwer has emphasized this call to decision most
aptly in the concluding paragraph of his discussion entitled
”Apocatastasis?”?

”The history of the doctrine of apocatastasis reveals a persistent 
and almost irresistible inclination to go outside of the 
proclamation of the gospel to find a deeper gnosis, whether in 
the form of certain knowledge or only as surmise* Over and 
over the question addressed to Jesus arises in the history of 
the church? ”Lord, will those who are saved be few?” Jesusf 
answer seems so noncommittal, so evasive? ”3trive to enter by 
the narrow door” (Luke 13s23f.) Bit this evasiveness is only 
apparent* This is the answer to this cruestion* As long as we 
see only in a mirror, in riddles, many questions will remain 
unanswered* Bit this question has been answered, once for all 
time*”186

(3) Understanding the significance of the present in view of

A proper understanding of the significance of the present 
cannot be dissociated from a proper understanding of the past and 
the future* Th place all the emphasis on the present at the 
expense of the past and the future is to have an inadequate view 
of the present itself* This tendency is found in R* Bultmann and 
F, Tillich both of whom demythologize or deliteralize the Christ-



event as recorded in the Few Testament and the eschaton as it is
187anticipated by the Few Testament.

A proper perspective on the present finds its foundation in 
the reality of the Incarnation — "The Word was made f3e sh and 
dwelt among, us”. (John 1?14)* Religious language which requires 
to be continually modernized by a process off' demythologization or 
de-literalization is no substitute for the New Testament kerygma 
which is grounded in facts - the fact of Christrs resurrection whidh 
authenticates Fis incarnation (Romans 1?4)* The centrality of 
the facts of Christ ffs resurrection and incarnation for the Christian 
kerygma is made clear in the Few Testament (l Corinthians 15? 3— 
11,14, 17»20j 1 John 45 2-3). Any interpretation of the Christian 
message which sails for a demythologization or de-literalization 
of the language o f the New Te stament must face the que st ion of 
whether such an interpretation is not essentially founded on a 
denial of the basic facts of the gospel. While the gospel must 
be interpreted for each generation, there must be care not to 
present an interpretation which is essentially a denial of the 
facts for then there would be no gospel to interpret.

It is not suggested that the Bible does not require to be 
interpreted* By virtue of its finitude, human language is inad
equate in its reference to God. To acknowledge the limitation of 
human language does not, however, lead inevitably to the 
demythologization of the Few Testament. That would also require a 
negative dogmatic assumption concerning the capacity of God to 
enter the human scene in a manner that is beyond human understanding* 
It may be more consistent, as well as more biblical, to acknowledge 
the limitation of human understanding in its reference to God and 
his activity in history. A recognition of those limitations would 
lead not to a bold deraythologization of the gospel but to a humble 
faith in God and his amazing work of salvation. Christian theology 
must, therefore, be cautious of the idea of The Myth of God 
Incarnate*^  which appears to be more concerned with the question, 
"What can modern man believe?” rather than the question, "What is
the Christian gospel?" To allow the former question to swallow 
up the latter is to destroy the essential connection between the 
present proclamation and its historical foundation.

A proper perspective on the present requires a proper 
perspective on the future if the present proclamation and call



fbr decision is not lose a great deal of the urgency with
which it is presented in the New Testament. The view which
demythologizes the Bible *s eschatological language has been
expressed succinctly by Nicholas Lash whenhe writes,

”1 am suggesting, .that the concept of "risen life" be taken to 
refer, not to another order of existence subsequent to that 
which we historically experience, but to that single historical 
process, within its beginning and its end defining and delimit
ing its particularity, as experienced from the standpoint of the 
God who, in the stillness of unchanging love, creates, sustains 
and enlivens that process. To say that life, in Christ, is 
eternal, is not to say that it has no beginning and no end 
but that even in its finitude and particularity it is, as 
finite and particular, eternally an expression of God, a 
participation in his eternity. "190

While this position has a certain appeal to modern man who thinks
in this-wordly categories, it is questionable whether it holds the
balance between present and future as delicately as the New
Testament, which it purports to be interpreting* In comparison
with the Few Testament*s treatment of the present and future
elements of eternal life, this view would appear to be somewhat
one-sided. While the New Testament idea of eternal life is not
completely futuristic, neither is it wholly present. Rather,
the present and the future are viewed as two "inseparably associated"
dimensions of the one spiritual reality.

With this emphasis on the irrefragable unity of past, present
and future, Berkouwer expounds his doctrine of grace. It is a
doctrine of grace which does not allow the past to relativize

192the present and the future. It is a doctrine of grace which
is not dominated by any particularist or universalist preconception

193regarding the future. Rather, the present is filled with 
significance in view of the past and the future. The significance 
of the present is not, however, set against the past and the 
future such that the past and the future may be legitimately 
demythologized or de-literalized.

Berkouwerfs doctrine of grace is rooted in the incarnation in 
a way that the absolute significance of Christ *‘s words, "He that 
hath seen me hath seen the Father" {John 14*9} *s n°i threatened 
by either an a-historical determinism or an a-historical 
demythologization, neither of which offers an adequate perspective 
on the incarnation. Against demythologization, Berkouwer insists 
on the actuality ©f the incarnation as an event in history rather 
than a mythical event taking place in some sphere beyond the



historical. Against determinism, Berkouwer insists on the.
trustworthiness of the revelation of God in the incarnation,
behind which there is no hidden, arbitrary God.

Berkouwer*s understanding of grace takes him to "a truly 
194.eternal ore in the heart of the eternal God. In understanding

19*5this "dimension of depth"'.r*'. to Godrs work of salvation in Christ, 
he warns against "a speculative logic" which "can. invade a script-

196ufal proclamation of salvation and torture it beyond recognition."
197He seeks to understand "the priority of God*s grace”, that .

198salvation "arises out of the eternal depths of the heart of God."  ̂,
in a way that points unequivocally to the historical event of

199Christt?s death for sinners. ^  Thus, he insists that
. "we do not mean to confine GOd*s love within timers horizon”#^^
Be emphasizes that

"the eternity of divine mercy comes to us in the historical 
revelation" . 201

Berkouwer*s understanding of the relation between the eternal 
love of God and its historical revelation represents an important 
reminder that

"Theology is not an excursion into the stratosphere that lies 
beyond scriptural speech in time? it may not travel beyond 
the borders of faith*s perspective. Beyond the word Of Scripture 
we dare not go, in speech or in theological reflection? for it 
is in this word that God*s love in Jesus Christ is revealed*
There is nothing beyond that."202

In view of the unity of the incarnation and its eternal foundation, 
theology must be cautious of any theology, whether particularist 
or uni versalist in tendency, which is inclined to set eternity 
over against time. Neither particularism nor; universal! sm can 
do justice to the earnest call of the gospel for present decision. 
Particularism tends, because of a restrictive "pre*, to; devalue 
the present relevance of the "whosoever" element (John 3:16;
Romans 10?13) in the promise of the gospel. Universalism tends, 
because of a presumptive *pre* to devalue the present relevance 
of the exhortatory element (Matthew 18:3; John 3s3) in the warning 
of the gospel* With an adequate understanding of the relation 
between time and eternity, the gospel will not be interpreted 
according to preconceptions which distort its present significance 
as both promise and wamijig: extended to all*

Berkouwer*s view that 
"Salvation is not of, but is surely in history"203



guards against #Me devaluation of both the historicity of the
Christ-event and the decisive character of man's present decision
concerning Christ* Both demythologization and determinism are
carefully avoided by Berkouwer. Berkouwer*s concern for the present
communication of the gospel does not lead him in the direction of
demythologization. Concerning BUltmannrs demythologization
programme| he comments

"The fact that he proceeds from a pastoral and missionary 
motive - namely, to preserve modern man from rejecting the 
Few Testament because of its mythical structure - does not 
diminish by one iota the theological presumption of this 
undertaking."204

Berkouwer is aware of the tensions in modern theology which have
led to thewidespread acceptance of a demythologized form of
Christianity. He is aware of the complexity of biblical....

205 206 historiography,  ̂the kerygmatie purpose of the Few Testament,
and the changing situations to which the gospel must address it- 

207self. He is, however, quite insistent about the historical 
character of the Christian revelation. To sacrifice this would 
lead not to relevance but irrelevance.

Berkouwer insists that the gospel’s foundation in past history 
may not be sacrificed for the sake of present relevance. He 
emphasizes that the gospel*s present relevance is rooted in its 
past history.

"The historical record may have been strongly influenced by 
its kerygmatie purpose, but the final purpose of the gospel •• 
is to' demonstrate the truthfulness of what has been, said of the 
Christ., the gospels have been written out of faith..the 
conviction that the historical Christ is the Son of GOd."208
"There is reason to believe that certain post-Easter situations 
of the Church co-determined the renditions (of Jesus* words 
and works).. This..is..due..to faith, in the living Christ 
and the saving event manifest in him, with all its power and 
grace in every situation and age..What happened is decisive 
for all evangelists., their tendency is clearly anti-docetic..
But..not in opposition to; a freedom in composing and expressing 
the mystery of Christ." 209
"It might be asked whether, in all the discussions about., 
demythologizing..the decisive die has not been already caet in 
the Few Testament opposition to myth. Is not "a divine fact 
with all the weight of historical’ reality" placed over against 
myth in (2Peter 1?16)•.It cannot be denied that the witnesses 
had in mind a real! event in time. The emphasis on eyewitnesses 
makes sense only in this t*ay."210

Thus, Berkouwer refuses to sacrifice the historical foundation
of the gospel in search of a spurious relevance. He does seek: 
relevance,211 but never at the expense of the truth of the gospel.



In keeping with 1 John 4?2,— "every spirit which confesses 
that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is of God" -, Berkouwer 
affirms the doctrine of the Incarnation, favourably citing the words 
of Woet

"One cannot avoid teaching Christas pre-existence? if Jesus 
Christ be GOd, then he existed before he became man."212

In his affirmation of this doctrine, Berkouwer also affirms "the
213fact of the virgin birth, .as part of an indivisible totality1*.

In keeping with lCor.I5?l4, “ Christ has not been,raised, then
our preaching is in vain and your faith is in vain" —, Berkouwer
affirms the historical factuality of Christ’s resurrection:

"It is impossible to separate the fact from the significance of 
the resurrection, as though the main thing were the idea rather 
than the historical reality of the resurrection."2I4

It is clear that, for Berkouwer, contemporary relevance is not
gained.by accommodating the Christian message to modern scepticism.
Rather, contemporary relevance emerges from the truth of the gospel
itself.

Berkouwer,'s concern for a proper understanding of the present
in relation to the past may be seen in his understanding of both
predestination and the incarnation in relation to the present
proclamation of salvation. Salvation cannot be proclaimed without

215a solid foundation in the person and work of Christ. The
gladness of salvation cannot be proclaimed where theological

216speculation restricts the scope of the gospel. The urgency of
salvation cannot be proclaimed where theological speculation
presumes on an fa priori* universal!sm, to which Berkouwer says,

21%"The church is not to speculate but to preach." 1

If the church is to be set free from speculative theology to
preach the gospel joyfully and urgently, there must be a clear
perspective on the future. The present proclamation of the gospel

218will be joyful where there is a future hope. The present
proclamation of the gospel will be urgent where that future hope

219is presented as a call for response. ’  ̂An adequate perspective on
thdl future demands a hope which may not be interpreted in a manner

220which represents a radical departure fromthfec Few Testament hope. 
When the Christian hope is radically demythologized, it tends to 
be dismissed as irrelevant* When the Christian hope is objectivized, 
it tends to be taken for granted, thus endangering its relevance.
The difficulties involved in understanding the Bible*s



eschatological language cannot lead to a thorough deraythologizing
221of the eschaton without altering its message. The difficulties

involved in understanding divine judgment cannot lead to its
dismissal without seriously damaging the urgency of the gospel’s 

222proclamation.
Parallel to "demythologizing" are "dehistoricizing" and

223"de-eschatologizing". "Dehistoricizing" and "de-eschatologizing"
amouni to; "de-kerygmatizing". To strip the Christian message of
its historical foundation and its eschatological challenge is to
empty it of its content as a johful and urgent kerygma. The
apostolic preaching of the gospel emphasized the fulfillment of
Old Testament prophecy in the ministry, death and resurrection of
Jesus who, as the exalted Lord, will bring history to its
consummation .with his return. This historical and eschatological
kerygma was concluded with a call to repentance and faith as- the

224way of receiving the blessings of the kerygma. In the apostolic
preadhing there was, then, both a joyful proclamation and an urgent
summons to decision. The urgent call to faith was grounded in
the saving events of the-gospel, which were presented as events
which took place in time.

The existential experience of the believer arises from but
does not make redundant the unique saving acts of God in history.^^
To call for a decision that is not grounded in the historical facts
of the gospel represents an unbiblical separation of fact and 

226meaning. However demythologization may be proposed, its
advocates must face the question whether

"the core of the kerygma of the Few Testament is affected when 
this temporal saving event is brushed aside".227

In the kerygma of the New Testament,
"This saving event is described in a form that cannot be 
separated from its content, namely, "that of historical reality"."

Rather than removing the Christian message from the sphere of history,
it must he affirmed that

"There is room for a humble and courageous defense of 
Christianity. The combination of humility and courage is the 
combination that Christianity in our day sorely needs."229
On the basis of the affirmation of the saving acts of God in

histozy, the Christian message proceeds to itss joyful and urgent
proclamation of the eschaton.



Biblical eschatology requires t© Be distinguished from the
kind of futurism which, Because of its great interest in
speculation concerning the future, has not sufficiently emphasised

230the biblical call for present response# The present challenge
of eschatology is well Brought out By Berkouwer when he writes,
concerning ”The Signs of the Times”

”The apocalyptic perspective is always of present significance.. 
the eschatological message..never loses its contemporaneity.# 
the signs are not pertinent to only a remote end-time..for 

... Believers they are summons to constant watchfulness.”231
In emphasizing the contemporaneity of eschatology, Berkouwer is
adamant in his rejection of the use of the signs to calculate
when Christ will come:

calculation is not necessary, desirable, nor even possible. 
Calculation of approximate temporal conclusions from certain* 
selected phenomena cannot Be the intention of the signs. The 
shift of emphasis from the signs themselves to calculation 
stems from the Belief that the eschatological proclamation is 
Intended to give a more or less exact narrative account of some 
events that are to Be expected in the future.”232

233Rather than ”reportorial eschatology” which seeks.for ”an
234.objective, chronological report” of future events, Berkouwer

adopts the position of ”continuous reinterpretation. In which
235nothing of the eschatological promise is sacrificed.” . This

236view of eschatology which seeks to find the ”deep dimensions”
237of*the call to preparedness, watchfulness and steadfastness”, 

is presented not as de-eschatologizing hut as.”a meaningful pers- 
pective that rids eschatology of any futurism.” Berkouwer 
distinguishes his position from de-eschatologizing By his use of 
the distinction Between reduction and concentration.239

”Comprehsion and penetration - not reduction - are the goals 
of exegetihg the BiBlical thought-world, .one might use the word 
reduction in a good sense to refer to the effort to get at the 
root and meaning of the words in which the eschatological 
message and expectation are couched, But it would probably Be 
more precise and helpful to call this ”concentratidn” rather 
than reduction, since it does not involve sorting out but 
comprehending. Concentration in this sense does hot amount to 
”de-eschatologizing” as some literalists have charged. Its 
aim is not to weaken the eschatological expectation but to get 
at the meaning of the eschatological promise, which has come to 
us couched in images and concepts whose understanding requires 
a patient effort.” 24$

This process of concentration involves the exegete in a careful
study of the urgent character of biblical escha,tology.

For the present communication of the gospel to maintain this



biblical urgency* there must be a careful avoidance of making 
presumptuous deductions which do not accurately reflect "the total 
New Testament proclamation of the future11 which finds its unity

241in "the call to preparedness, watchfulness, and steadfastness11.
With the totality of the New Testament proclamation in view,
Berkouwer discusses universalism, making several important pointst

"wherever the New Testament speaks of the love of God, it also 
mentions the judgment.242
"The entire New Testament makes an important point of human 
reaction to salvation."243
"the context of the New Testament words about judgment never 
suggests that the ultimate extinction of resistance is self- 
evident. ”244
Following his discussion of universalism and its relation to

the New Testament witness, he makes a valuable contribution to
the proclamation of the urgent summons to faith. Guarding
against "human legalism or moralism, which can often assume such

245radical and serious sirs" and warning against the damage done
by "moralistic preaching of "hell"" which "can easily assume a
magicalr terrifying dimension that speaks only of the incalculable*
all-consuming wrath of God, and says nothing of His love",
Berkouwer asks the question,

"Has the church*s preaching always warned, in a responsible way, 
against provoking the love of Sod?"247
When the doctrine of judgment is dissociated from all its

false associations, it may be used.as "something to disturb man
on the basis of the wealth of the gospel", as "the compelling

249voice of a guide, of the gospel itself". Through the urgent
proclamation of the joyful news of God*s love, men will find their
way back to God, wherever it.is recognized that

"the tender mercy of God..is not the point of departure for 
logical conclusions on our part, but is proclaimed to us "to 
guide our feet into the way of peace""250
This.discussion of the doctrine of grace and its communication

has sought to emphasize that the Christian message can be proclaimei
with present relevance where past, present and future are seen
to form an unity which is not destroyed by any one element becoming
predominant over the others. To find.assurance in the doctrine of
grace and to attain relevance in the proclamation of that grace,
one must pay close attention to the gospel and not allow oneself



rage i ( 2

to speculate Beyond the bounds of the gospel, for
"it is extremely dangerous to think and talk about "the love 
of God" (or the sovereignty of God, or the otherness of God) 
and what "follows" from it (universalism, fatalism, 
demythologizing) outside of the gospel".251
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CHAPTER SEMT
The Problem of Polarizations Its Relation to the Churches Role 
in Christian Communication.

The preceding chapter consists of a doctrinal discussion with 
significant practical implications, emphasizing that onefs 
understanding of the doctrine of grace affects one*s understanding 
of the preaching of the gospel. It is impossible to separate 
the doctrinal and the practical from each other. One*s under
standing of doctrine inevitably affects one*s understanding of 
the dual character of the gospel proclamation as a joyful declar*- 
ation of grace and an urgent summons to faith.

Reformed scholasticism tends to threaten both the joy and the 
urgency of the gospel proclamation with its decretal theology*
•A priori* universalism tends to present a joyful message which 
lacks an urgent summons to faith. Berkouwer*s doctrine of grace 
aims to overcome the defects of those positions by questioning 
the objectivity-subjectivity schema on which both are based. Thus, 
he aims to allow the gospel proclamation to speak with its own 
inherent joy and urgency without the restrictions placed on it 
by theological speculation.

The integral relation between doctrine and preaching has 
been emphasized by Pitt-Watson:

"The question must always be asked *Hhat doctrine does this 
sermon seek to present and illuminate?* If no clear answer 
can be given to that question the subject matter of the sermon 
must be suspect. All preaching should be doctrinal preaching.
Of course this does not mean that it should be *academicr or 
•theological* in the narrow technical sense of that word. The 
bigger the truth we try to speak the smaller the words we 
should use, and the shorter the sentences." 1

This irrefragable relation between doctrine and preaching is
exemplified by Berkouwer in two important respects.
- M s  theology presses him towards the pulpit as one who is

first and foremost a pastor who has regularly involved himself
2in the preaching ministry of the church.

- His preaching ministry has been characterized by simplicity,
as Rogers has noted in his description of Berkouwer*s visit to a
church in the U.S.A..:

"The worshippers were disappointed by his sermon. They could 
understand it I They expected the great professor to be 
profound (i.e. abstract, dull). Instead, he preached a simple 
gospel sermon of pastoral comfort and affirmation. For



Berkouwer, theology is always and only the servant of the 
church. Theology is good only if it can be preached?* 3
The pastoral, church-oriented character of Berkouwer’s theology

finds expression in his teaching of theology, as Rogers observes
in his description of his initial impressions of Berkouwer’s
theological lectures:

"••he was excited and dynamic! I began to hear certain words 
repeated again and again. One of them was boeiend. which 
means "fascinating". Everything about theology fascinated 
Berkouwer. His enthusiasm was catching. After listening to 
him, you wanted to grab the nearest theological book and devour 
it-. Talking to him was even more stimulating. "4

The value of Berkouwer*s contribution to the life of the church
lies in his understanding of the nature of theology. Theology
is more concerned with a confession of faith than with a system 

5of thought. Theology is more concerned with listening to the
living Word of God than with philosophizing about the opinions of

&man. Theology concerns itself with a proper understanding of7the salvation of God in Christ. From this perspective, theologygaddresses itself to the issues involved in ecclesiology.
Berkouwer’s approach to theology allows him to make a far- 

reaching contribution to the church in its work of Christian 
communication in situations where polarization threatens to 
impoverish the church*s witness. His contribution extends far 
beyond the sphere of the pulpit. The communication of the gospel 
is far wider than pulpit ministry. The church’s presence in the 
world extends Christian witness to many who never hear a * sermon* .

In the face of powerful polarizing influences, Berkouwer*s 
theological method opens up constructive perspectives for the 
contemporary church’s witness in the world. Polarization threatens 
to harm the church’s witness at various levels. This chapter 
examines the problem of polarization at four levels of 
relationship:-
a) within a single denomination;
(2) between the different Protestant denominations;
(3) between Protestant and non-Protestant denominations;
(4) between the church and the unchurched.

Berkouwer’s approach to the problem of polarization is
considered from the perspective of four prominent themes in his 
theology:
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M s  concern to overcome the competition-motif and its 
distorting effects in theology; 9
his concern id.th the salvation of God in Christ, which 
provides the framework within which ecclesiological 
issues are understood; 10
his concern with understanding the depth-dimension of 
the religious language in which faith makes its confession;11
his anthropological concern with the whole man to whom 
the living Word of God is addressed, demanding a 
response.12

The different levels of polarization are inter-related, as are 
the key themes in Berkouwer’s theology. While acknowledging 
these complex interrelationships, each level of polarization is 
discussed in relation to a single aspect of Berkouwer’s thought.

This discussion takes the following forms
(a) Berkouwer’s concern to overcome the competition-motif in

relation to tensions vdthin his own denomination.
(b) Berkouwer’s emphasis on a proper understanding of the

salvation of God in Christ in relation to tensions within 
Protestantism.

(c) Berkouwer’s understanding of the depth-dimension in 
religious language in relation to tensions between 
Protestantism and non-Reformed churches.

(a) Berkouwer’s anthropology in relation to the tensions
between the church and the world.

Sections (a) - (c) concentrate on Berkouwer’s ovm contribution
to particular theological discussion while section (d) discusses
this more general theme in the more general context of the discussion
of deism, biblicism and christomonism.

As a general introduction to this discussion of the different
levels of polarization, Berkouwer’s general discussion of

13"Unity and Division" is particularly instructive. He begins
by facing the fact of the Church’s disunity and asking the question:

"..are we confronted here with a painful*; insoluble paradox 
that - even if it does not entirely annul the credo ecclesiam - 
at least radically relativizes it?"14
Concerning the possibility of explaining the church’s disunity,

he writes:
"Every "realistic" explanation threatens to blur the riddle 
of the disunity. Sin never lends itself to an explanation. 
Speaking about it here in the midst of the division itself is 
passible only in the form of a deep confession of guilts, so deep 
that one might expect unimaginable things to result from it I 
To speak about sin other than in this context is illegitimate; 
it is an escape from the clarity of God’s intention and from

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)



the reality of the sole Shepherd. It is good to remind oneself 
of one of Christ’s statements with an ominous ring to it:
"Every kingdom divided against itself (meristheisa kath heautes) 
is laid waste, and ho city or house divided against itself will 
stand"(Matt.12:25)..a warning against the "possible" catastrophe 
of destruction, since it bears a "general" character: kingdom, 
city, and house. There is no reason to banish this warning 
from our minds when we reflect on this dividedness in the 
Church - the churches P*15
Following these penetrating words of warning, he then 

proceeds to the discussion, "Unity only in the eschaton?"^ where 
he writes:

"All such "eschatological" considerations can give rise to a 
form of defeatism..that is not willing to seek for unity with 
all its power and to pray that the status quo; of division might 
be penetrated., in the New Testament, the eschaton never gives 
reassurance with respect to what belongs to human guilt..the 
eschatological outlook never weakens concrete calling and 
evangelical admonition. The eschaton does not leave room for 
any form of defeatism."17

18, In the discussion "Visible and invisible Church?", he
understands the Reformation’s visible-invisible distinction thus:

"The intention here was not to flee from visibility to 
invisibility, to: a docetic, unearthly ecelesiology; rather, 
it was to remind us of the Church’s essence as the congregation 
of the faithful in the fellowship with Christ through the Spirit* 
The intention was definitely not to suggest that there are two 
churches."19

20In the section entitled "Division in Scripture" he disisusses 
the division of the church at Corinth, making a most perceptive 
remark:

"In the light of the undivided Lord, all motivations for 
quarreling and schism are undermined. This situation is truly 
"impossible", not as if it were unreal, but because of the 
meaning, the origin, and the reality of the Church. If shadows 
are cast here, then they are cast on Christ too. Is Christ 
divided?"21
In the section entitled "Unity "so that the world may 

22believe"" , he discusses the meaning of Christas high priestly
prayer in John 17, adopting this conclusion:

"Clearly, this is not of minor importance, something that is 
not necessary for the "essence" of the Church..To flee here 
to the. continuing sinfulness of the Church as an "explanation" 
of her disunity or into the reassurance that a hidden unity 
can survive in the division does not take Christ’s prayer 
seriously..Because of her function and purpose in relating 
salvation to the world, one cannot boast here of a soladarity 
that is sufficient in God’s eyes, but one must think of the 
eyes of the world..Therefore, the severance of unity is a 
catastrophe for the world. John 17 says as much, but we are so



accustomed to disunity that we are in danger of becoming immune 
to its warning*"23

Commenting further on the meaning of John 17, he writes:
"To forget the "so that" of John 17 is to lose the outlook*•
on the world, which God has loved in sending His Son* That
world is related to this love not through a "miracle", but through
the witness of the Word and through the undisrupted oneness
of the Church* If the being and proclamation of the Church
are to be characterized by fruitfulness in and on behalf of
the world, unity is the only possibility*"24
While emphasizing the pragmatic value of unity, Berkouwer

25stresses that "the call to unity is not a pragmatic endeavor"
since the church’s unity has its deep.foundation in "Trinitarian

26unity** (John 17:21)* Considering the church’s disunity in
27the light of the "Trinitarian mystery", Berkouwer insists that

**.,,no> "explanation" may moderate the tension, especially if we 
understand to some degree how greatly the mysterlura inicruitatis. 
the mystery of sin, contradicts the genuine" mystery,""28

29A review of the history of the church produces "dismay and terror"
-dismay because of the church’s disunity and terror because of
Gad’s displeasure* In face of the future which calls the church
to the task of mission, there must be a deep acknowledgment of

30"The Church’s guilt for disbelief". The contemporary church
must penitently acknowledge

"that the endless division of the Church gives the world cause 
for joy and derision, a reason for its unbelief in the One 
sent by the Father*"31

The call to unity is
"not a tactical maneuver (in the interests of mission), but 
is part of God’s'plan of salvation, a way of revealing His 
ultimate, reconciling intentions in a world characterized by 
disunity."32
The many complexities involved in the church’s past and

present disunity need not result in the above introduction being’
disregarded as unrealistic idealism. However complex the problem
of disunity may be, the church must carefully avoid "alienation

33from the norm of the Church", for it is that norm which con
tinually sets before the church her true reality as the one body 
of Christ.
(a) BQrkouwer’s concern to overcome the competition-motif in 

relation: to tensions within his own denomination.
TO understand the nature of Berkouwer’s contribution to the

life of his own denomination, the nature of that denomination
must be understood. The Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland (the
free Reformed Churches in the Netherlands) was formed in 1892 follow
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34ing a number of secessions from the Hederlandse Hervormde Kerk.

Thus, Berkouwer was reared in a denomination which "began in rather
35conservative isolation”* ^

Berkouwer’s reconciling influence within his own denomination 
is considered here* The background of the secession and the present 
relationship between the two denominations is discussed, with 
special reference to Berkouwer’s contribution,.in section (b). 
Berkouwer*s contribution to his own denomination's attitude to 
wider ecumenical enterprise is considered in section (c), with la 
more general perspective being indicated in section (d).

Since its formation in 1892,$^? *Gereformeerde Kerken1 has 
not remained in a state of peaceful unanimity* There have been 
heated conflicts which have made it difficult to maintain a 
theological equilibrium* At the heart of this theological and 
ecclesiastical situation, Bterkouwer has written a helpful book 
entitled ¥erontrusting en verantwoordeli.jkheid. ̂  The title of 
this book, which is unavailable in English, may be translated 
•Concern and Responsibility*. The book is essentially an appeal 
for better understanding and some measure of tolerance. It is 
addressed primarily to those who have 'concern*, an uneasiness 
because of their disagreement with recent trends in the 
denomination. They are exhorted to have ’responsibility*, the 
attitude of the fearless Christian who is aware that he lives in 
the twentieth century to which he must respond* Berkouwer warns 
against a theological analysis that is too simplistic, that works 
by the insinuating use of theological labels such as ’liberal*, 
and which can lead to over-hasty pronouncements of heresy.

Berkouwer’s general analysis is further developed in relation 
to three concrete issues - Scripture, the confession and science.
His contribution to his denomination’s understanding of these 
areas is well illustrated by his involvement on the Committee for 
Advice Concerning the Doctrinal Statement of the Synod of Assen,
1926 itfhich was concerned with the interpretation of the inter
relationships between those three areas. ”The Report of the 
Committee for Advitre Concerning the Doctrinal Statement of the 
Synod of Assen and its implications for the understanding of 
Scripture and science” was submitted to the General Synod of the 
Reformed Churches in the Netherlands Meeting in Amsterdam, 1967 •
It is considered here not because of its special relevance beyond



the Immediate situation, hut because It is illustrative of wider 
issues affecting the understanding of Scripture and science.

The background of this report is the Synod of Assen, 1926. 
Following an official objection to his preaching, Dr. Geelkerken, 
a minister of the Gereformeerde Kerken, was asked to sign a 
statement affirming that the tree of the knowledge of good and 
evil,, the snake and its speaking, and the tree of life were, 
according to the obvious intent of the biblical narrative, to be 
understood In a real or literal sense and were, therefore, to be 
understood as sensuously perceptible realities. It was stated 
that the opinion of Dr. Geelkerken, suggesting that one could 
render disputable these matters and facts as sensuously perceptible 
realities, should be repudiated since it was in conflict with the 
authority of the Bible as it is confessed in articles 4 and 5 
of the Belgic Confession.

Dr. Geelkerken, who preached a historical fall while having 
difficulty with the Interpretation of its details, made five 
statements in reply.
- He failed to see the legality of the Synod’s demand that he 

sign the statement.
- The Synod accorded an equal measure of authority to its 

interpretation of Genesis 2 and 3 as it did to Scripture 
itself.

- He himself had no definite exegesis regarding these four 
points (i.e. the two trees, the snake, and its speaking) 
and that, from the viewpoint of faith, he had no objection 
whatsoever to the traditional exegesis as current in Reformed 
circles.

- He reserved himself the freedom of scientific interpretation 
into this entire matter.

- For as long- as this matter was pending, he would be willing,
In his preaching-and catechetical instruction, to conform 
with the Synodical declaration regarding ’the obvious intent 
of the Genesis 2 and 3 narrative’.

Dr. Geelkerken was suspended. After continuing to preach, he was 
removed* This led to secession and the formation of the 
Gereformeerde Kerk in HersteIdverband as a Reconstituted Reformed 
Church. This church later united with the Hervormde Kerk.
Reviewing the sisuation historically, it seems clear that Assen 
could have been avoided and that Dr. Geelkerken was the victim 
of a kind of theological ’witchhunt *•

Tension regarding the Assen declaration built up in the post
war period. This led, in 1961-62, to the General Synod receiving 
a request to clarify to what extent the Declaration of the Synod



of Assen in 1926 was still binding* A committee was appointed 
which advised the Synod of Groningen In 1963-64 to abrogate the 
binding character of the Assen Statement. A difference of opinion 
ensued. The Synod declared that "the doctrinal statement of the 
Synod of Assen In 192& no longer functions ecclesiastically" and 
judged that "it was not desirable to set forth rules concerning 
this matter which would lead to a new attempt to make this 
declaration function in a binding way." (Article 382). The Synod 
appointed another committee to consider the question of the status 
of the Assen Statement and its relation to the interpretation of 
Genesis and the related confessional statements.

A committee of nine members was set up. This committee. 
failed to reach unanimity, there being one dissenting member.
The other eight members who signed the report were. CM?* Berkouwer, 
W.Hv Gispen, K.G., Xdema, J.L. Koole, A.D.R., Polman, N.H., Ridderbos, 
D. van Swigchem and S. van Wouwe. This committee reported that 
the Assen Statement f should be repealed. Of the eight 
signatories, one (not Bterkouwer) remained committed to the 
traditional interpretation but recognized that this should not be 
the only legitimate position to be tolerated In the denomination.

The report maintained that the intent of Genesis 2-3 was tô 
present in a culture form mankind’s turning away from God. The 
Assen Declaration was said to have made the basic mistake of placing 
Its official stamp on a particular form of exegesis. The 1967 
Synod accepted the majority report that Genesis 2-3 be understood 
as a special kind of historiography. The Assen Declaration was 
repealed in the understanding that the confessional standing of 
the Heidelberg Catechism and the Belgic Confession was not 
affected by the repeal of the Assen Declaration, since they are 
confessions of faith rather than theological interpretations.

The I967 Synod made a threefold statement concerning Assen.
- Together with the Synod of Assen, It fully shares the concern 
thjat the authority of Holy Scripture must be respected by 
the church.

— It does not consider itself competent to fornt the type of 
judgment with respect to> the specific nature of the biblical 
narrative in Genesis 2-3 that would enable it to continue 
to) follow the exclusive way In which the Synod of Assen 1926 
expressed itself with respect to the obvious meaning of 
certain details of this narrative.

—■ The things which the Confessions of the Church (Heidelberg 
Catechism, lord’s Day 3 and 4; Belgic Confession, articles 
14 and 15) have to say regarding the origin of sin and the 
consequences of man’s fall into sin, clearly expresses the



basic meaning which Scripture, in both the Old and Hew 
Testament, ascribes to this history, and that, therefore, it 
ought to be authoritatively maintained by the Church as being 
of essential importance to the proclamation of the gospel*
A study of the report which led to the repeal of the Assen

Declaration is most helpful not only for the view of Scripture and
science it presents but also for the way In which it uses the
writings of Hermann BAvihck to show that this position was taught
by Bavinck: before Assen. BAvinckstates that Inspiration does
not of itself make a writing: the Word of Gbd, emphasizing that
Scripture is the Word of GOd because the Holy Spirit witnesses in
it of Christ.^ Bavin&lsalso stated that

"God’s revelation is not something abstract-supernatural, but 
it has come into the human..It does not hang suspended high 
above us, but has come down into our situation.."40

These statements are cited in both the committee’s report and
41Berkouwer’s HOly.Scripture. The committee emphasizes further

its continuity with pre-Assen theologians by pointing out that
various Reformed theologians from previous generations have shown
that it is simply impossible in scriptural inquiry, which is always
a study of history, to eliminate the ’critical’ element in Its
original sense of ’differentiating, inquiring, comparing, weighing’.
This statement clearly alludes to the teaching of B&vinclc and
Kuyper before him that historical criticism can be distinguished
from the kind of criticism which is rooted In heart-resistance of
God. This statement clearly reflects the position taken by Berkouwer

42In his Holy Scripture.
This method of going back to pre-Assen Reformed theological 

scholarship proved more successful than the method of the committee 
which reported to the 1963-64 Synod. That committee’s report 
contained "an extensive appendix in which an overview was given 
of the development of the natural sciences In the last decades".
The shortcoming of that report was that it did not speak fully 
enough concerning the methodology of Scriptural inquiry, thus 
leaving the impression that the natural sciences were being 
given more Importance than the Scriptures. TO', a denomination

MIn which "the full authority of Scripture is constantly affirmed", 
it was more important and more compelling to present an argument 
based on a particular understanding of "the nature of Scriptural 
authority".^

The presentation of the committee is scholarly - taking



account of the advances in natural science. It Is pastoral - 
sensitively considering "many In our churches -who, with all their 
heart, wish to subject themselves to the authority of Scripture 
and who accept the historicity of the fall but who believe that 
the sensually perceptible reality of the four well-known particulars 
are a matter of exegesis In which the church members should be 
free to decide". It is evangelical — seeking to emphasize the 
ehristo-centrlc nature of Scripture. This scholarly, pastoral 
and evangelical stance of the committee is personified In Berkouwer 
and explains his great Influence on the denomination, as Rogers has 
observed?

"••he has developed a scholarly, pastoral, evangelical stance.
And he has brought a whole denomination with him."47
From whatever angle Berkouwer is viewed - as scholar, pastor

»qor evangelical — his influence on the Gereformeerde Kerken
cannot be separated from his concern with overcoming the competition.' 
motif.

As scholar, he recognises that
"Evidence which science can present on this question comes 
with "considerably more power today than In 1926" and it affects 
our traditional exegesis of the first chapter of Genesis as 
to whether this is the only acceptable exegesis."49

To ignore scientific research would be to embrace an erroneous
view of divine-human relations which disrupts the unity of man’s
knowledge of God’s self-revelation through nature as well as
Scripture. Faith and science may not be torn apart as though they

50were competitors In a divine-human competition.
As pastor, he recognizes that the membership of the Church

must be taken into considerations
"What should be done now in the interest of honesty, tolerance, 
and the well-being of the church over against Assen?"51

This pastoral concern is not sheer pragmatism. Rather, it is inrooted^a thoroughgoing rejection of the competition motif. The
God-man relation is such that man’s life finds its true meaning
In neither heteronomy nor autonomy. The pastoral Implications of

52this insight are enormous.
As evangelical, he recognizes the Christ-centred character

of the biblical witness. With this Christ-centred perspective,
he is able to avoid the dilemmas of fundamentalism, caused by its

53Implicit adoption of the competition-motif.



"••men do- Injustice to the actual human character of Scripture; 
so justice is not done* the fact that God’s revelation did not 
come In a docetic, not in a mere seemingness, hut In a human 
form. In this view men ascribe attributes to the human 
character of Scripture which really only apply t'o> God,"54

With this Christ-centred perspective In which he recognizes "the
mystery of the Spirit, who wants to bind men ten Christ through
these words . he is able to overcome the problems caused by
critics of the concept of biblical authority, who make

"an Illegitimate division between the Word of God and the word 
of man,.(with the result that justice is not done to the fact 
that everything human In Scripture is taken by God In his 
service In order to give his complete, faithful revelation."56

With this Christ-centred perspective on Scripture, the Bible will
57become neither "a reservoir of prooftexts" to be used In

theological debate nor a diverse collection of human ideas to he 
viewed from the perspective of the ReligionsgeschichtlicheegSchule (History of Religious School). Rather, the Bible can 
be seen as

"a vital and refreshing stream of revealed truth which gives 
theology its meaning and energy."59
Through his scholarly, pastoral and evangelical stance, 

emerging from his consistent rejection of the competition-motif, 
Berkouwer has been able to make a helpful contribution to resolv
ing the conservative-progressive ’competition’ within his own 
denomination. He has challenged both conservatives and progressives 
to think more seriously about the strengths of those with whom 
they have chosen to ’compete’. Conservatives are challenged by 
his insistence on taking the Reformed Confessions with the utmost 
seriousness. His work has shown that neither party has a whole 
answer. The way forward for theology is through a continuous 
dialogue between the past in which the contemporary church has 
its roots and the future to which the contemporary church must 
address itself. Thus, Berkouwer has led the Gereformeerde Kerken 
from its past - "rather conservative isolation" towards its 
future which demands a "more open stance".^ By doing so, he has 
made a significant contribution towards a more relevant 
communication of the Christian gospel In the contemporary situation, 
(t) Berkouwer’s emphasis on a proper understanding of the salvation 

of God In Christ In relation to tensions within Protestantism. 
TO appreciate the importance of Berkouwer’s theological, method 

In relation to tensions within Protestantism, it is necessary to



understand the history of his own denomination - Gereformeerde, 
Kerkenv-ln relation to the larger denomination — flervor^e Kerk#
This analysis of the relation between the two denominations pays 
special attention to Berkouwer’s contribution, noting that this 
contribution has extended beyond the Netherlands to his 
denomination’s relation to the World Council of Churches. This 
ecumenical concern of Berkouwer is considered further in sub
section (c) where his contribution to discussions with non- 
Reformed churches is examined.

From the 1830s, the Nederlandse Hervormde Kerk became 
Increasingly "decadent"^fecause of "rationalism and modernism".^ 
Through "the influence of the "Reveil" or "Awakening" movement
which had come to: the Netherlands from.Switzerland", the first

65of several secessions occurred in 1834* This secession led
66to the large-scale emigration of the "Dutch puritans" to the

H.S.A.. because of "the Intolerance of the Dutch liberals". Some
members of the Reveill "did not leave the Hervormde Kerk. They
loved the church and refused to leave what seemed to be a sinking 

68ship." despite being "scorned by colleagues and despised by the
69learned men of the day." Men such as Groen van Prlnsterer and

X. da Costa "became rallying points for the faithful, who remained
In the church. Through their work, it became evident that, In spite
of the conditions in the church, the old faith still lived in the

70hearts of many of the common people."
71In 1886, a second major secession took place. This led,

In 1892, to the formation of "the Gereformeerde Kerken in
Nederland fc.e.. the free Reformed Churches in the Netherlands)
as over against the national Hervormde Kerk (Reformed Church)". 72
This period, like the 1830s, emphasized the tension between the
tendency towards secession and the tendency towards remaining

73within the established tradition.
This tension is illustrated by the relation between Dr. A.

Kuyper and Dr. P. Hbedmaker. These two men "stood head and shoulders
above the rest in the struggle to maintain the old truths of the 

74Bible"' yet they responded to that challenge quite differently.
"Kuyper, sorrowing for the Hervormde Kerk, seceded from- it and 
established another denomination, the Gereformeerde Kerk, as 
the true church which no longer could view the old denomination 
as anything other than a false church. Dr. Hoedemaker refused 
to> leave the Hervormde Kerk. .his beloved denomination. Many of



the faithful had left with Dr. Kuyper, and the task of Hoedmaker 
was made many many more times more difficult at a moment when 
it had seemed that God was about to restore the old faith to 
the Hervormde Kerk* He wrote article after article defending 
his thesis and slogan, "The whole church and the whole nation".
It was his faith that God was concerned about not just one group 
of seceders or sorrowing Christians, but that he would be 
satisfied with nothing less than that he be served by the whole 
church and the whole nation."75

Thus, "among the faithful in Holland in the last century, two
traditions arose, one separatistic and the other intent upon
maintaining-the organizational and spiritual unity of the Her-
vormde Kerk."

The position taken by both traditions is directly related 
to their contrasting views concerning the doctrine of the church® 
Hoedemaker’s understanding of the church is expressed succinctly 
In the phrase, "The whole church and the whole nation". He 
contended that

"One had no right to secede or depart from the Hervormde Kerk, 
any more than Elijah had the right to depart from Israel 
because the 450 priests served Baal. If repentance was'to: come, 
it was to come to< the whole church and the whole nation. "77

Kuyper’s contrasting view of the Church is well Illustrated by
his paradoxical relation to the Reveil movement. On the one hand,7 ohe held that this movement "undoubtedly brought a great blessing",

79recognizing the "precious significance" of its reaction against
the decline of the Hervormde Kerk. On the other hand, he criticized

80the Reveil movement for "its individualism and subjectivity".
and offers this piece of advice.

"It should have supposed the Church as a community as an 
objective power, and in this objective domain it should have 
vindicated the significance of the individual spiritual life 
and of the subjective confessihg."8l

Thus, Kuyper contended that the failure of the Reveil movement
82was that "It lacked conscious, sharply defined principles" from 

which it might have consistently proceeded towards the reformation 
of the church. Kuyper insists on "the Imperative necessity*, of 
satisfying the need of the power of objectivity In presence of the 
extravagant statements of subjectivity." He argued that the 
Reveil movement’s concern for "the conversion of individual sinners"^ 
should have been supplemented by a clearly observable reformation of 
the church.

Kuyper and the other seceders aimed to supplement the Reveil 
movement by their Secession from the Hervormde Kerk and formation



of the Gereformeerde Kerken. Hi s emphasis on reformation and.
revival supplementing each other is, in principle, correct, as
F. Schaeffer has observed?

"At times men think of the two words ’reformation’ and’revival’ 
as standing in contrast one to the other. But this is a mistake. 
Both words are related to the word ’restore*. Reformation 
refers to a restoration to pure doctrine; revival refers to a 
restoration in the Christian’s life. Reformation speaks of 
a return to the teachings of Scripturef revival speaks of a g_ 
life brought into its proper relationship to> the Holy Spirit."

This dual emphasis In the Reformed tradition is observed also by
86M.E. Osterhaven In his book, The Spirit of the Reformed Tradition.

where he draws attention to both elements in the chapters entitled
"Reformed According to the Word of God"^lnd "The Life of the 

88Christian". While the necessity of both reformation and revival 
may be accepted in principle, its application presents difficulties 
because it is open to different interpretations. The contemporary
writers cited illustrate this well. Schaeffer stands In the

89biblicist tradition, while Osterhaven stands In line with
90Berkouwer’s position. If this dual emphasis on reformation and

revival is difficult to interpret with respect to biblical authority,
it is also difficult to apply to the life of the church, as can
be seen from an analysis of the views of Kuyper and Hoedemaker.

Kuyper was concerned for the reformation of the church and
seceded from the Hervormde Kerk. Hoedemaker was :nq less concerned
for the reformation of the Ghurch yet he remained in the Hervormde
Kerk. Both were concerned for the life of the Church, but expressed
that concern differently. Their contrasting responses to the
same situation can be subjected to a theological and historical

91analysis. Such an analysis has been conducted by Heideman. At 
the theological level, Heideman criticizes the seceders and commends 
Hoedemaker.

"Their faith had been toô  small. They no longer concerned 
themselves with the whole people, for they believed Gbd would 
save only a remnant. Hoedemaker had not faith in the Hervormde 
Kerk as such either, but his faith in the covenant-keeping God 
was great and he could not believe that the God of Israel 
would forsake his church in the Netherlands."92

At the historical level, Heideman contends that Hoedemaker’s
policy has been vindicated by subsequent events.



”Hbedemaker was not fully understood in M s  own day. He was 
regarded as a dreamer, an idealist who did not see the practical 
realities of life. Yet history is showing him to he right. In 
the last two decades, especially, a new life has "begun to spring 
forth from the old stump, and in that new life many of the great 
concepts of Hoedemaker have come to hear much fruit.”93

This historical judgment is shared by Hesselink who writes,
”Hbedemaker was little understood or appreciated during his 
lifetime, hut his principles came to fruition in the q . 
reorganization of the Hervormde Kerk after World War II.”
This reorganization of the Hervormde Kerk after World War II

was most significant hoth for the Hervormde Kerk’s own self-image
and for its relations with the Gereformeerde Kerken, as Hesselink
notes,

”Before and during the war Hendrik Kraemer, Th.L. Haitjema, and 
others had led a movement for the renewal of the church and this 
came to fruition in 1951 when a new church order was adopted hy 
the H.K. According to this, the church was re-constituted as 
”A FellowsMp of Faith Confessing Christ,” which meant that the 
H.K. was now completely freed from the control of the state.”95

Thus, history has shown that the church need not have been subjected
to the rather drastic measure of secession). Hoedemaker’s ”major
concern” for ”a church order hased on the Scriptures” without
secession which ”(h)e felt..represented a betrayal of the script-

96ural concept of the church.” was, therefore, vindicated. The
Hervormde Kerk had gained its complete freedom from the control
of the state without any sacrifice of the emphasis on ”the whole
church and the whole nation”. Thus, reformation from within the
Hervormde Kerk as a long-term policy had borne its fruit.

This historical analysis of the relations between the Hervormde
Kerk: and the Gereformeerde Kerken provides the context for
understanding Berkouwer*’s particular contribution to the life of
the Protestant Churches in the Netherlands. Berkouwer was born
into a Gereformeerde Kerken family in 1903, eleven years after the
formation of the Gereformeerde Kerken. His ea.rly background is
described thus by L.-Bk Smedes:

”..he was reared in the kind of Calvinistic atmosphere that 
combined a deep commitment to the Reformed religion with a 
profound respect for humane learning. His father..seems to 
have affected him with the sober piety married to cultural 
concerns that is the genius of Butch Calvinism.”97

With this dual background, Berkouwer has been able to develop into
”a man so congenially committed to Reformed confessionalism and 
at the same time so involved in the ecumenical concerns of 
theology” .98

In his book, A Half Century of Theolo,o- -



"an eyewitness account of the drama of Christian theology 
in the last fifty years, written hy an active participant 
in it* one whom many would rank: as the leading Reformed 
theologian of our time*99 —

Berkouwer shows3 in his foreword ̂ 8cw his "deep commitment to
the Reformed religion* relates to his"profound respect' for
Humane learning" . 101

"I regret every sign that theologians have lost their curiosity•• 
without the tensions of curiosity there is little hope for any 
essential corrections in oners own insights*> the hesitations 
and doubts that are indeed present at many points do not in 
themselves indicate a deep and final uncertainty, .an alienation 
from: the gospel..If..theological reflection cannot survive as ai 
repetition of the past..then continued testing and probing are 
an unavoidable mandate..surely reformationthinki ug is by 
definition willing to- accept the challenge. *102

It is because of this basic harmony between these two* elements
in Berkouwerrs thought that 

£"There is notAhint of a theological crisis in his life..While 
there must have been tensions..we find no? trace of a radical 
theological conversWo, an agonised break with a theological 
past*. 103

In view of this harmony, Berkouwer* s theological career
should be seen in terms of one continuous development rather than
in terms of a radical change from one theological position to
another.^Ih a critical yet appreciative essay-entitled "Be
Methode van Berkouwers Theologie" (The Method of Berkouwer*s
Theology) , B. Berkhof, the well-known Hervormde Kerk theologian
has identified three phases In Berkouwerrs thought - the absolute
authority of Scripture5 the salvation content of Scripture; the

105existential direction of Scripture.  ̂ Berkhof is critical of 
the idea that any one method can be the method though he is 
appreciative of Berkouwer’s valuable contribution In leading 
Reformed theology away from the dangers of scholasticism.^^ This 
appreciative criticism is constructive though it must be acknow
ledged that Berkouwer is aware of the inadequacies of a single 
method. It has been noted by L.B. Smedes that

"Berkouwer does not set out his methodological guide lines in 
any formal prolegomena to his theology". 107

Smedes does, however, identify Berkouwer*s guiding principle as the
principle of co-relation. He acknowledges that Berkouwer gives

10®this term: "no systematic explanation". ' Smedes seeks to?



elucidate this principle thus;
”Theology is a work of faith, and all of its statements must 
he such hg the "believer can recognize as objects of faith.* 
Theology..lives i:n faith and for this reason works in creative 
response to the Word..a genuinely "biblical theology is not 
simply a theology buttressed with proper proof texts, but one doaae 
im responsive and believing listening to the Word.”109

Smedes expands on this concept further by emphasizing that, for
Berkouwer,, it involves
•’getting inside the perspective and genius of the biblical 
writers*, with a constant understanding that the key to 
everything* theological as well as practical, is the revelation 
of God*!s grace In the Cross of Christ.”110

While Smedes* comments concerning Berkouwer*’s methodology are
helpful, it should be noted that Berkouwer is careful not to>
overestimate the value of a particular method.
”Sola gratia and sola fide, thus remain the be all and end all 
of the relation between faith and justification. But we do 
not set up a technicruetv,There is no a priori surety against 
confusion which menace and confine our understanding of salvation. 
Our formulation surely provides none.”111

The value of Berkouwer*s theological contribution to: the church
situation in the Netherlands lies not in the production of the
perfect theological method but in assisting the church towards a
more adequate understanding of the salvation of God in Christ.

A major contribution towards a clearer understanding of the
salvation of God in Christ is represented by Berkouwer’s monumentalwhich”Studies in Bogmatics”^has proved immensely helpful in the under
standing of both the Bible and the Reformed confessions. This dual 
character of Berkouwer ,!s exposition of Christian doctrine gives it 
its distinctiveness. His view of the relation between the Bible 
and the confessions is valuable.

”..for Berkouwer theology is done in constant correlation with 
the Word of God. But Berkouwer is also a committed confessional 
theologian..to^ be a confessional theologian involves an under
standing that the creeds of the Church are but the Church’s 
human articulation of the message of the Bible, defined as to 
character and form by the situation in which they were first 
uttered..Berkouwer is aware that it is tempting for confessional 
churches to absolutize their creeds. On the other hand, any 
reader of the history of many confessional churches knows that 
under the pretext of a distinction between the spirit and the 
letter of the creeds theologians have been known to violate 
the very heart of the creeds of their church..Berkouwer calls 
for the Church and its theologians to ”seek for the deepest 
intent of the confessions.” Biblical fidelity to the confessions 
can -be achieved only when the- Church keeps asking what the



creeds, in their human and fallible form and content, intended 
to teach. This means that the Church must keep alert to the 
priority of the Gospel over the creeds. The Churchrs demand 
for loyalty to the creeds must basically be a demand for 
loyalty to the kerygma* Creeds function only for the purpose 
of guiding the Church in its preaching of the Word..they can 
fulfill this function only as they are read, studied, and 
proclaimed in a living relationship with the Gospel. When the 
creeds are faithfully maintained, they will be maintained as 
human documents, subject to the touchstone of the Word. And 
they will be used in their human character by each generation 
anew in order to get at what the Church in other generations 
understood to be the message of the Word of God..theology is 
not to be bound by or limited to even the most classic crefll^ 

terminology. We must never, he insists, assume that 
no new light can be shed by the Word beyond the creeds. The 
Word can break through every situation with new light for new 
generations•”112

Berkouwer*s "Studies in Dogmatics*1 has been the major vehicle by
which he has influenced relations between the Gereformeerde Kerken
and the Hervormde Kerk. These widely-read volumes have demonstrated
an approach to both the Bible and the Reformed Confession^ which
has carefully avoided polarization. This has helped to Head the
Gereformeerde Kerken out of its excessive conservatism as well as
leading the Hervormde Kerk away from a careless liberalism.

Berkouwer’s influence on the relation between the two major
Protestant denominations in the Netherlands has not been merely
through his writings. He has been involved in constant dialogue

113with theologians of the Hervormde Kerk. Dialogue between 
theologians has improved the relations between the denominations, 
such that "The Hervormde and Gereformeerde (sic) churches now 
cooperate in many areas and continue to draw closer to each other."^^^ 
Such a situation has been greatly facilitated by the broad character 
of BCrkouwer*7s exposition of Christian doctrine, for he has helped 
to broaden the outlook in the Gereformeerde Kerken and has forced 
the Hervormde Kerk to take the Gereformeerde Kerken more seriously, 
not as competitors but as friends and fellow-workers in the service 
of Christ. ^

This improved situation has tended to vindicate Berkouwer*'s 
life-long commitment to the Gereformeerde Kerken. By working from 
within his own denomination, rather than stepping out of it,
Berkouwer has improved relations rather than exasperating them. 
Berkouwer*;s positive contribution to this situation by working 
within the Gereformeerde Kerken has been aptly summarized by 
Rogers:



"All his life he has patiently worked at central theological 
problems. He has taken issues one at a time and brought massive 
scholarly resources to bear on them. He has listened to, and 
held private discussions with, theologians of other traditions, 
learning from them and contributing to their thought..And he 
has brought a whole denomination with him. "115

In this statement, Rogers notes three important elements in
Berkouwer*s theological career - his concentration on central
theological problems, his contribution to the thought of theologians
outside of the Gereformeerde Kerken, and his positive theological
leadership within the Gereformeerde Kerken. Berkouwer has taken
the Church situation far beyond the impasse that existed at the
time of his birth in 1903. This progress in the church situation
in the Netherlands has, in large measure, been made possible
because of the consistency with which "Berkouwer has taught that .. 1'the choice between conservatism and liberalism is a false dilemma."

Berkouwer’s significant influence on the Gereformeerde Kerken
extends far beyond his influence on its relations with the Hervormde
Kerk. Berkouwer*'s role in the broadening perspective of the
Gereformeerde Kerken can be seen in its relation to the World
Council of Churches. In ip6lf while the Gereformeerde Kerken was
not a member of the World Council of Churches, Berkouwer was sent

117as an observer to the New Delhi assembly of that body. The
Gereformeerde Kerken has since joined the World Council of Churches.'

Berkoui\rerrs positive evaluation of the work of the World
Council Churches and his significant influence on the decision.
of his own denomination to take up membership is clearly observable
in his affirmation of the main themes of the New Delhi assembly.
At New Delhi* L. Newbigjjv:>, General Secretary of the International
Missionary Council spoke on the theme,. "The Missionary Dimension
of the Ecumenical Movement", calling attention

"to the danger of a false use of the word *ecumenical’ which 
omits the missionary dimension..mission and unity are ’two sides 
of the same reality, or rather two ways of describing the same 
action of the Living Lord who wills that all men should be 
drawn to himself".119

Berkouwer makes a similar point when he writes,
"the Church’s mission cannot be added to the reality of the 
Church as if it belonged to the "well-being" of the Church."120

This emphasis on the integral relation between the reality of the
church and the church’s mission recognizes that the communication
of the Christian gospel is directly affected by one’s understanding
of the nature of the Church. Berkouwer has recognised clearly that



the church’s unity and its mission belong together and he has 
made a significant contribution towards the greater realization 
of the church’s unity and its mission.
(c) Berkouwer’s understanding of the depth-dimension in religious
language in relation to tensions between Protestantism and non-
Reformed churches.

The challenge of theological discussion of the doctrine of
the church extends far beyond the bounds of Protestantism, as
33* Sohlink points out,

"the Reformation Churches..do not take ecumenical discussions 
seriously unless they are prepared to enter upon discussions 
with the Orthodox and with the Roman Church".121

The ecumenical challenge involves the relation not only of Protest
antism to Roman Catholicism but the relation of both to the Eastern

122Orthodox Churches.
Berkouwer’s major ecumenical contribution has been concerned 

with the relation between Protestantism and Roman Catholicism. His 
method is however of relevance to the East-West conflict:
— Berkouwer’s doxological method —
"The work: of theology must be climaxed, not with the satisfaction 
of having solved an intellectual problem, but with a doxology 
to the God of grace".123

— bears a certain similarity to the approach to
"(d)ogma in the Eastern Church (which) is quite apparently 
determined to a large degree by the structure of doxology".124

— Berkouwer’s confessional method -
"Only those matters that the believer can and ought to confess 
as his personal faith... are the proper conclusion of theology".125

- bears a certain similarity to the Eastern approach to
"dogma (which) is determined by the credal confession of the 
service of worship" . 126

These points of similarity suggest that Berkouwer’s approach to
theology might prove fruitful in the East-West dialogue. Since,
however, Berkouwer has concentrated his attention more directly on
Protestant-Roman Catholic relations, this section concentrates on
that particular tension within Christendom.

Berkouwer "was invited by Pope John XXIII to be an official
127observer at the Second Vatican Council". With his involvement 

in both the World Council of Churches and the Second Vatican 
Council, Berkouwer would agree with the Roman Catholic scholar,
Hans Kung who has written,

"The work of the World Council of Churches on the one hand and



the Second Vatican Council- on the other is "bearing fruit.”128
129While Berkouwer has written earlier "books on Roman Catholicism,

his,main work is his The Second Vatican Council and the Hew Catholic- 
130ismy to which attention is directed here.
In his Translator’s Preface to. The Second Vatican Council and

the New.. Catholicism-, L.B* Smedes writes,
”•.no-Protestant theologian is "better qualified to write this 
"book than its author, G.C., Berkouwer..one of the outstanding 
participants in the ongoing Catholic-Protestant dialogue..an 
ecumenical theologian in the most profound and..the most 
universal sense of the word”*131

Smedes holds that this volume demonstrates
tthow genuinely a Protestant theologian whose only real concern 
is the accurate translation of the gospel of !esus Christ can 
enter into a true and sympathetic dialogue with the Roman 
Catholic Church1*. 132
In his opening chapter, Berkouwer stresses the need for

responsible encounter:
Responsible encounter is not a sign of weakness; it is rather 
a recognition of the seriousness of the division of the Church.**133

He emphasizes the importance of dialogue:
**The trouble with fear of dialogue is that its alternative is 
monologue. And monologists are usually people who are afraid 
to let the gospel lead them into a genuine encounter with 
others** *134

Berkouwer sees a sign of hope in Pope John XXIIIfs words:
**We must distinguish "between the inheritance of the faith itself, 
or the truths which are contained in our holy doctrine, and the 
way in which these truths are formulated..”135

He relates John’s distinction to an earlier statement made by
Cardinal Bea:

”many of our theological formulations, which do indeed express 
timeless and definite truths, must nevertheless be understood 
and appraised with reference to the ideological background of 
the times in which they developed”*136
These distinctions drawn by Cardinal Bea and Pope John XXIH

are of crucial relevance for ecclesiastical relations within
Christendom. Cardinal B'ea’s distinction comes in a book entitled

137The Unity of Christians. The Pope’s distinction came, on ”the
138first day of the council” for which he had ’’optimistic 

139expectations” concerning ”the dayspring of the deeply desired 
day of the fulfillment of Jesus’7 prayer in JOhn 17.”*^ Berkouwer 
also relates the effectiveness of the council to the prayer of 
Jesus in John 17:



“as the council becomes history, the way in which the Church of 
Christ must'walk in faith and life..., is going to become 
clearer..the question will be whether the Church has understood 
and now understands the prayer that Christ offered for the 
unity of the Church in the Father and the Son, “so that the 
world will believe, that thou hast sent me” (John 17*21}•”141
In Berkouwerrs concern for unity, “there is no compromising

142or attempt to blur the issues that remain”. In this, he shares
a common conviction with the Roman Catholic ecumenical scholar
H. Kung who writes,

“Truth must not be sacrificed, but rediscovered. The Churches 
cannot be united satisfactorily on the basis of indifferentist 
faith and half-hearted allegiances..We must reject "unity at 
any price”. A Church which abandons truth abandons itself.”143

Berkouwer’:s basic position is similar to that of J. Pelikan who
recognizes ”The Tragic Necessity of the Reformation”^ ^  while
insisting that ”..vie must..bear together the burden of our 

145separation” and addressing his book “to Protestants ana to 
Roman Catholics who have heard the summons of the Spirit to

T A &responsible membership in the church ef Jesus Christ.”
Reflecting on the possibilities of the council for Christian unity,
Berkouwer emphasizes that it is the responsibility of the whole
church to allow its life to be determined by the gospel.

”(A)fter the Vatican Council is over the non-Catholic churches 
must still answer their ovm questions as to the way in which the 
Church would walk as well as answering the Roman Catholic claim 
that the New Testament knows of no plurality of churches.”147
“If the Reformation arose as an honest effort to reclaim certain 
aspects of faith that had been lost to experience, the Catholic 
Church by making the Reformation protest superfluous can open 
the m y  to a new rapprochement* The gospel in its fullness can 
lead the wajr to integration, and this would involve the accept
ance of the Reformation’s contribution to the unity of the 
Church and to the fullness of Catholic truth.“14&
Berkouwer’s essential contribution to the ecumenical challenge

facing the Church is stated most clearly in the chapter entitled
”ITnchangeability and Changeability of Dogma” which begins,

”The very title of this chapter brings us to the kernel of the 
149problem”. He identifies the real question as “whether the dogma

of the Church is also subject to the influence of historical 
150variation”. Hfeldrawe attention to Hv. Bouillard,'s distinction

between the unchangeable “affirmations” and the changeable
151"representations” of truth.” Berkouwer summarizes Bouillard’s 

point thus:



“theology always expresses the truth by making use of the 
concepts, terms and images typical of the intellectual climate 
of a given era..the truth is never expressed in an absolute, 
wholly adequate, and irreplaceable form* A given formulation 
is never the only form the content of that truth may take.”152

A proper appreciation of this distinction is essential if the
Christian message is to be communicated effectively in the modern
age.I53 The communication of the Christian message is the calling
of the whole church. Christian unity is, therefore, of
fundamental importance for the greater effectiveness of such
communi cat ion•

Berkouwer finds this emphasis in contemporary Roman Catholic
154writers such as H. Kung and K. Rahner. He draws particular

attention to Rahnerrs reference to the tendency of “all.formulae
to transcend themselves..., not because they are untrue, but just
because they are true.”^^ This comment of Rahner*s bears a strong
similarity to Berkouwer’s own idea of the depth-diraension of
theological language, in which he recognizes the limitation of
human language in giving expression to divine realities.

Berkouwer has addressed himself specifically to the question of
the relation between the form and the content of theological

157statements in his article, “Vragen rondom de belijdenis”.
To- understand what he and other writers are saying concerning this
complex subject, there requires to be clarity regarding what is
being said and what is not being said. In making this distinction
between form and content, representation and affirmation, neither
Berkouwer nor the new Roman Catholic theology wish to be identified 

158with modernism. fthlle the danger of relativism is appreciated,
159there is an intense preoccupation with overcoming relativism.

The emphasis on both the unchangeability and the changeability
of dogma is intended to affirm that throughout the Churchrs history,

l8(“the Spirit remains its guide through all the inescapable changes**
and that historical theology should be understood in terms of “what
the Church, led by the Spirit, willed in essence to confess**.
The intention, then, is not that of “evacuating faith of
permanent truth** but rather to provide “an authentic enrichment

162of our understanding of unchangeable truth.” Berkouwer describes1 /rnthis perspective as ”an open door to an ecumenical perspective”,
contending that

“There is..no reason why the new theology should not be 
accepted ag; authentic Catholicism, and..no reason to suspect



the new theology of a soft, watered-down ecumenical spirit 
that'does not enter the dialogue as representative of genuine 
Catholicism.1* 164
Berkouwer*s contribution to ecumenical discussion is important 

since his work promises to help both Protestants and Roman Cath
olics in their understanding of the theological issues involved*
If Roman Catholics enter into a deeper understanding of their
own faith and.Protestants enter into a more meaningful dialogue with
Roman Catholicism through the study of Berkouwer’s work then his

165work will have been of considerable ecumenical significance.
The significance of Berkouwer’s ecumenical contribution lies in
his refusal to permit polarized positions to dominate his thinking.

166This is clearly seen in his “Epilogue” where he makes several 
important points.
- While recognizing the need for realism, he emphasizes that
“realism about ecumenicity is something different from a 
fatalistic view of the future”.I67

He stresses that
“(r)ealism will keep us from misjudging the present situation, 
but it must not keep us from a believing consideration of the 
unity of all believers in Christ, of the reality of the One 
Shepherd and the one flock.”168

- While recognizing the need for dialogue, he emphasizes that
this dialogue takes place in a context where “both sides face the

169same problems in meeting the new responsibilities of a new day.”
The dialogue concerning doctrinal understanding cannot be separated
from the common dialogue with modern man.

“••we cannot take flight into a religious inner life, isolating 
ourselves from the tensions of today in radical irresponsibility 
toward the generation tomorrow..Christian faith is now confronted 
by the horizontal dimension of life and cannot flee from a 
responsible encounter with it. “170

- While recognizing the need for unity, he insists on
“the radical difference between a common-denominator ecumenicity 
and a serious enquiry into the true nature of unity in Christ 
and how it came about that this unity was broken” . 171

The question of unity ©ust be understood in direct connection with
the gospel:

“If the adventure of ecumenicity is going to have real relevance 
to our world, the question of the gospel and the unity of Christ 
must be both honestly and stubbornly faced as the important 
issue..the inescapable duty of us all to subject ourselves 
constantly to the touchstone of the gospel that is meant to. 
lead us all on one pilgrimage in one faith toward the future 
that will reveal the one truth to us all”.172



- While recognizing the need for the gospel as the criterion 
in ecumenical discussion, he warns against this principle being 
interpreted in an inflexible way in either a conservative or a 
progressive direction.

“For the Church to be guardian of the truth could be 
twisted so badly that the Church would lose 
perspective for the future, lose power to test the 
gospel in new situations of life, and lose the 
willingness to attempt new answers to new questions.
The other side runs the danger of being so open and 
fearless in the face of the problems of the time 
that it does not sufficiently honor the critical, 
testing power of the gospel. It faces the temptation to 
engage the issues of the day so openly that it 
neglects to bring the power and hence the blessings _7/ 
of the unchangeable gospel to bear on the situation.”

- While recognizing the many problems, Berkouwer, with Pope
175John XXIII, points to the one unchanging feature - Jesus 

Christ.
“Standing under the Cross, the Church need fear no 
problem, not even problems it will see as through a
glass darkly until the end of the age. Standing
under the Gross, the Church also places itself 
within the grace and under the judgment of Him who 
through His Cross has become the one Shepherd of 
the sheep. The Shepherd will not let the Church escape 
the question of its divisions, will give the churches 
no rest as long as they are guilty of dispersing His 
one flock and of making a travesty of His one sheepfold.
But standing under the Cross, even the guilty churches 
a.re granted the assurance of His presence on their 
pilgrimage. It is an assurance that is valid only as 
the churches do indeed stand under the Cross,,.“.̂ 76
The maturity of Berkouwer’s work marks him out as an important 

ecumenical theologian. His realism prevents him: from being ignored 
as a dreamer. His awareness of the secular world demands that he
is not dismissed as a pietist. His understanding of Christian
unity prevents him from being dismissed as a compromiser. His 
avoidance of polarized interpretations ensures that he is not 
rejected as an extremist. His christocentric emphasis ensures 
that he is not rejected as a pessimist. His careful, well-balanced 
work makes him an important contributor to both the ecumenical 
debate and the more effective fulfillment of the whole church’s 
mission to the world.
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(d) Berkouwer’a anthropology in relation: to the tensions ’between
the church and the world.

Set im the context of theology, anthropology takes on a
distinctively theological character. In theological anthropology
the doctrine of man’ is governed by the doctrine of God. The
doctrine of man then influences the subsequent theological
understanding which provides the basis for' the communication
of the Christian message in the world. The: effect of theological
anthropology on Christian communication may he demonstrated through

177an analysis of deismc, biblicisim and christomonisnr.
The God of deism is a God who is discoverable by means of

human reason alone without recourse to> divine revelation. The
influence of deism on theology has' led to an increased emphasis
on human autonomy and a decreased emphasis on divine revelation.
These emphases came toi be associated with theological liberalism’. 

Two quite different responses to theological liberalism are
represented by the theologies of Barth and Tillich. In his protest
against theological liberalism^ Berth seeks to re-emphasize the
lost emphases on man the sinner and God the Judge^?r his attempt
to overcome, the defects of theological liberalism, Tillich

180advocates a symbolic reinterpretation of the Christian message.
The theologies of Barth and Tillich are governed by two

contrasting forms of ontic thinking which threatens to
relativize the urgency of the call to sinful man to respond 

l8lto GOd. Barth tends tof approach- man via a consideration of
182the divine transcendence. Tillich tends to move in the       Tft"̂direction of the divine Immanence via a consideration of man.

Barthes ontological conclusions - the ontological
inevitability of faith and the ontological impossibility of
unbelief — tend to weaken his protest against theological
liberalism. Despite Barth’s rejection of ’a. priori’' universalism,
it should be observed that these ontological conclusions do

l8lsuggest that Barth has propounded lfa natural theology of his own”
by presenting "a form of universalism highly palatable to
modem man11.^^ Tillich’s ontological analysis of being, through
which mam’s being is presented as grounded in God as the Ground
of Being, tends to lead in the direction of an uncritical

186affirmation of modern man* Despite his rejection of rationalism,
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Tillich’s theology is highly appealing to rationalistic man.
The weakness of the opposition of Barth and Tillich to

theological liberalism lies not in the mere fact that both of
their theologies has, each in its distinctive way, a considerable
appeal to modern man?. Bather, it lies in their failure to do
justice to important aspects of the Few Testament proclamation
of the gospel. Tillich has failed to do full justice to the180historical revelation of the gospel. Barth has failed to do
full justice to the human: response to the gospel. Both have
allowed the structure of their respective theological systems
to determine which aspects of the; Few Testament teaching are

190i©> he emphasized and which are t©> he virtually Ignored.'
Thus, neither is fully able to overcome the tendency of deism: 
and theological , liberalism to allow reason to become predominant 
over revelation. The simple fact that both theologies proceed on 
the basis of divine revelation does not diminish the fact that, 
in the course of interpreting this revelation, the interests of 
the theological system: have not lent themselves to a proper

191understanding of the entire biblical proclamation, of the gospel. y 
The mere recognition of the necessity of revelation does 

not,, by itself, guarantee that the Christian gospel is properly 
understood. This may be demonstrated with respect to biblicism 
and christomonism, both of which are undoubtedly theologies of 
revelations While, the affirmation of divine revelation Is central 
to: both, it remains questionable whether either perspective has 
been able to’ provide an adequate understanding of the relationship 
between the church and the world.

Biblicism refuses to succumb to> delsmi’s notion, of a God 
who is discoverable by man”s unaided reason. The absolute 
necessity of divine revelation is resolutely affirmed. Biblicism- 
cannot be faulted on its emphasis on human sin and divine 
redemption. These themes cannot be overemphasized. If man is a 
sinner, then his need for divine redemption is am absolute need.
If God alone is man’s Redeemer, then divine redemption must he. 
given the absolute significance if demands. While biblicism? may 
not be faulted on its: emphasis on the necessity of divine revelation 
Its manner of Interpreting divine revelation Is: questionable.

The Bible tends to be used as a book of proof-texts, a 
timeless authoritative book. 192



From this understanding of Scripture, a radical eschatological
193dualism is inferred.-This approach to Scripture is to he commend 

ed for its determination to take Scripture seriously. Berkouwer 
has suggested that the ’proof-text’ approach to Scripture moves 
beyond the existential context In which Scripture, as Godrs Word, 
addresses the whole man, calling: for his present response to 
Jesus Christ •‘̂ B e  insists that we-, know, through the gospel, 
that God comes to men in the preaching of his Word with the 
promise and the warning of the gospel, both of which are designed 
to.' bring men to faith. This knowledge which we have, through the 
gospel, is an existential knowledge that we are called by God to 
a decision concerning Jesus Christ which affects our entire 
existence. This knowledge may not, in Berkouwer’s view, be 
directly identified with theoretical knowledge concerning ’final 
states’.^95

Berkouwer expresses reservation concerning the way in which
“people speak about hell so calmly and assuredly as about an
eschatological “circumstance” about which Scripture enlightens 

196us“. While he may not speak: of hell in such ’objective’ terms
as biblicism-, Berkouwer is not a universal!si. He holds that the
possibility of a universal reconciliation is a matter about which
we dare not and cannot speak: since it lies outside the scope of
the gospel proclamation. Emphasizing that the gospel comes to- man
as a word of both promise and warning, Berkouwer gives no
encouragement to the presumptuous notion of a universal
reconciliation. His emphasis on the existential character of,
the gospel’s proraise-warning call to: faith does not, however,
give an uncritical encouragement to the kind of radical
eschatological dualism: which tends to give the impression that
God must act in a certain way. Concerned to understand adequately

197“the gospel of grace for godless men”, Berkouwer refuses to
Infer, from the severity of the gospel’s warning that God could not
in the freedom of his grace, extend his saving grace to all.

There are two distinguishable forms of the biblicist radical
eschatological dualism, each of which tends to distort the
communication of the Christian message. The ’theocentric’ form
places such a heavy emphasis on God’s prior decision concerning
the elect and the reprobate that the preaching of the gospel is



199severely distorted. The ’anthropocentric* form tends to place 
such a heavy emphasis on man’s decision that the content of the 
Mhlical gospel is minimized at- the expense of* acquiring ’decisions’. 
Both forms of hihlieism seek to take seriously the realities of 
human sin and divine judgment. It should, however, he insisted 
that

"we must not fall into the trag^of treating sin more 
seriously than God’s grace” . 2

The suggestion that God’s grace and man’s sin stand: in a relation
of reciprocal limitation must he carefully avoided. The freedom;
of God’S grace from; such limitation hy man’s sin should he 

202recognized. The careful avoidance of treating sin more
seriously than God’s grace does not entail an acceptance of
’a priori*' universalism. Rather, it rejects ra priori’ universalism
without positing either a view of the relation between grace and
sin which places a dangerous restriction on the freedom of God’S
grace or a view of the divine freedom! which threatens to- relativize

203the reality of the grace of God to sinful men.
Christomonism seeks to take seriously human sin and divine

judgment hy emphasizing "the infinite distance between God and
man*’.2*^ On every human attempt to achieve salvation "the

205absolute No of God” has been pronounced.  ̂In its opposition 
to the radical eschatological dualism of biblicism, christomonism 
seeks to take God’s grace more seriously than man’s sin. It is
stressed that the”absolute No of God is not the last and only

205 1 rWord of God." The proclamation of the absolute NO of God
serves the purpose of God’s grace r

"it opens the only possible.way to salvation by 
shutting off all others", '

The deepest intention of the preaching of the NO is "for the
sake of making the divine Yes heard".

The interpretation of the divine Yes is the point at which
an important difference between a christocentric theology and
christomonism emerges. A christocentric theology need not be
christomonistic. A christocentric theology becomes christomonistic
only where a certain interpretation is given to the centrality
of Christ. This contrast can be seen in a comparison of the
theologies of Bbrkouwer and Barth. Berkouwer’s theology is
christocentric without being christomonistic while Barth’s
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209theology tends towards christomonism.
By emphasizing the centrality of Christ, Berkouwer seeks

to emphasize the absolute necessity of divine grace -
"there can never be a questiog^gf too strongly 
accenting the grace of God”.

He insists, however, that this absolute emphasis should be
properly emphasised -

"the question is, how shall we lay the proper eggtases 
and how can we most purely praise this grace”.

Thus, Berkouwer guards against the wrong emphasis -
"It is never the full accent but the wrona: accent that 
obscures the gospel of God’s grace”.
Prom this standpoint, Berkouwer is critical of Barth’s

interpretation of the triumph of grace in terms of God’s universal
election. He acknowledges Barth’s refusal to accept an ’a priori*
universalism but contends that, given Barth’s theological position,
this results in a relativising of the triumph of grace.

"Barth lias sharply discerned the danger of an ultimately 
kerugma-less universalism but attempts to free himself 
from- this danger within the limits of God’s universal 
election as His irrevocable Yes in Christ. This explains 
why the tensions In Barth’s doctrine of election lead 
him1 to conclusions which, in terms of his owft 
presuppositions, cannot be seen as other than a 
"shadow” that Is cast over the triumph of grace".

Barth’s refusal to accept the ’apocatastasis’ is, in Berkouwer’s
view, simply a refusal to accept the direct implication of his
general theologi cal position.

Bbth Berkouwer and Barth emphasize the relation of the triumph214of grace to- faith and proclamation. Berkouwer is, however, able
to avoid the universalist stance without having to uMerraine the
general structure of his own theology. Berkouwer insists that

"no conclusions are possible or warranted which are 
drawn outside of faith..(and that) (i)t is not 
possible to speak meaningfully about God’s grace 
in Jesus Christ outside of these contexts (of 
calling and invitation, of proclamation)”. ^

Prom; this perspective, Berkouwer observes the unavoidable tension
between Barth’s doctrine of election and his emphasis on faith
and proclamation :

"Reflection om this triumph..is legitimate only when it 
is' done in the context of this mercy of Christ and of 
the preaching of the gospel. This context is unable to 
function, however, when the gospel Is overshadowed by an
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objective message about election which hgjgs no 
vital relationship to; the proclamation*1.

Critical of Barth’s introduction of the concept of the ’open 
217situation’ of preaching into an inherently universalist

theology, Berkouwer maintains that
‘’such a message concerning election cannot hear 
vital relation to the proclamation even wJjJg it 
is later**Brought into) relation with it”.
Prom Berkouwer’s perspective, the communication of the

Christian message is set free from the restricting influence
of a Christ-idea, ’’sometimes very, different from the Christ of

219the Few Testament”, which points in the direction of an
ob jectivized election which has difficulty in maintaining ’’the

220seriousness of a human decision^ with the result that
preaching tends to Be reduced to “the announcement of an eternal
salvation which is in Christ..and no longer confronts us with a 

221decision”.
Barth insists that his theology is not Based on an1 abstract 

222Christ-idea, that his view of election is different from the 
doctrine of universe,1 reconciliation and that it does not 
preclude preaching which confrog^j its hearers with a crucial 
decision of eternal significance. There is, however, in Barth’s 
thought,; an

’’unresolved tension Between the triumph of decisive 
election and the rejection of the apokatastasis 
doctrine..It meets us at the point where Barth’s 
Fb is heard concerning the apokatastasis and his 
Tes concerning the absoluteness of the eterngj^ 
decision as the joyful news par excellence”.

Barth’s.emphasis on the freedom of Cod fails to resolve this
tension. Emphasizing the freedom’ of Cod1 may- serve the purpose
of rebuking- human pride which takes God’s grace for granted.
It may not Be used in a way that threatens the eternal love of

225God which Barth’s whole theological systemi seeks to proclaim.
Berkouwer correctly observes that Barth’s use of the idea of
the freedom of God ’’does not provide much clarification” since
it tends towards ”a cur^jlment on what God has done and on 
what God has revealed”. In his analysis of Barth’s attempt
to resolve the tension Between his understanding of election
and' his denial of universal reconciliation, Berkouwer writes,

227’’There is but one answer to universalism, namely the kerugma”. 1



Like Barth, he wishes to affirm the freedom of God, the
seriousness of preaching and the absolute Kb of Gbd pronounced
upon the human tendency to take salvation for granted. The
difference is, however, that, for Berkouwer, these themes are
integral to his theology: while, for. Barth, they tend to; be in
tension with the maim thrust of his theology.

The aim of this discussion is to explore the background of
Berkouwer’s view of the relation between the church and the world.

228Berkouwer’s understanding of the kerugma, ’’the, one answer” to 
deism, biblicismi and christomonism', may he considered with 
respect to-, four important themes in; the interpretation of the 
gospel - common grace, salvation history, the personal character 
of faith and eschatological dualism. These themes are closely 
related to Berkouwer’s view of the church - world relationship.
The relationship between the church and the world is a question 
of theological anthropology. It is an anthropological question 
since it concerns relations between men. It is a theological 
question since it concerns the relation of these men to God. 
Common Grace

The doctrine of common grace is important for the discussion
of the relationship between the church and the world. Where
common grace is ignored, a radical dualism develops between the

229church and the world. Where the idea of common grace is
dispensed with, for the sake of accentuating the saving- character
of grace, there tends to be a failure to; do- justice to the

230biblical call to faith. The concept- of common grace is a
difficult: idea which requires to be interpreted sensitively if
theology is to avoid moving in the direction of either dualism
or universalism. Keither dualism nor universalism does justice to
the complex relationship between the church and the world* Dualism.
fails to appreciate the value of the world as created humanity. 
Universalism: fails to appreciate the distinctiveness of the church
as redeemed humanity. While the doctrine of common grace can be 

231misused, its main thrust is commendable in that it seeks to 
preserve two important emphases :
- the church has a distinctive identity in the world;
- the life of the church never ceases to have relevance for 
the life of the world.



Berkouwer makes some important, ohservations concerning
common grace :

“grace is at work even in fallen man.•common grace 
is constantly at work “to: bend partially back: in 
the right direction those human powers and endowments, 
which were man left: to himself would be wholly 
perverted1*”
“common grace..an imperfect solution..does center our 
attention on the gracious act of God in protecting 
man’s corrupt and apostate nature from: total demonization”. 233

With all its difficulties, the doctrine of common grace has a
distinctive emphasis; which is most relevant to this discussion
of the relation between the church and the world. It directs
attention to the grace of God and the constancy of its working in
the human scene. Where the emphasis is placed on the constant
working; of that grace, the relation between the church and the

234world may be seen1 in terms of openness since the free grace of.
God is- constantly at work in a way that cannot be restricted by 
the closed! categories of saving and common grace.
Salvation, History

The importance of the notion of common, grace for this discussion 
may not be isolated from; other important themes which influence 
Berkouwer’s view of the church - world relationship. The idea of 
salvation history is of great importance in three respects 2

- The decisiveness of the Ghrist-event requires to be emphasized
in the face of positions which threaten the absolute necessity of
the historicity of God’s saving act; in Christ. Feither Reformed
scholasticism: nor ’a priori’ universalism are able to; do, justice to
that historicity since both tend to emphasize an a-hxstorical

235decision taken by God concerning human destiny.
- In the proclamation of the gospel, the emphasis must be placed

on salvation history and not 011 a deterministic interpretation of
divine sovereignty or a speculative interpretation of divine love.
The Christian proclamation concerns Christ the Saviour and not any
supposedly self-evident conclusions dr aim from: either divine 
sovereignty or divine love. 237

- The decisiveness of salvation, history and its centrality in 
Christian proclamation requires to; be seen in its close relation to 
the decisiveness of man’s decision concerning Christ.Failure in
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this area leads to a serious distortion of the preaching of the 
gospel.
The importance of salvation history for the understanding and procla
mation of the gospel requires judicious emphasis if polarized 
positions concerning the scope of salvation are to; be avoided. When 
the central emphasis is placed on salvation history, questions 
concerning the number of the- saved and who does or does not belong 
to: the church are set in their proper context.
The Personal Character of Faith

Berkouwer’s approach to the church — world relationship is 
closely; related to his emphasis on the personal character of faith. 
Whenever theology seeks to; understand the phenomenon of faith, it 
concerns itself with a; question which is both anthropological and 
theological* It is theological since the object of faith is God. It 
is anthropological since it concerns the nature of man. Its concern 
with the nature of man is most important for this discussion of the 
church —world relationship. If the Christian faith wishes to 
emphasize-that many by his relation, to God through creation in his 
image, isy in the totality of his existence, presented with an 
urgent summons to faith, it must avoid positions which threaten to 
relativize the inseparable connection between the nature of man and 
the urgency of the call to faith. Reformed scholasticism'; and *a priori1 

universalism; do; not fully honour this: connection* Reformed 
scholasticism, gives rise; to the question of whether man, can believe:, 
if all things are predetermined. ’A priori’ universalism gives rise 
to; the question of whether man must believe, if there is to; he a 
umversa! reconciliation. The questions of how man,, can believe and 
why man raiist believe are left unanswered*

This leads man to see the question of God in primarily cognitive 
terms rather than in its thoroughly existential challenge. When a man, 
because of a particularist election, doubts whether he can believe, he 
will be tempted to think that “nothing could help him; “if he were 
not elect” and his own break from the church could not hurt him ”if 
he were elect"”. W h e n  a many because of a universalist election, 
doubts- whether he must believe, he will be tempted to- relegate the 
question- of God to; the level of an intellectual puzzle, a question 
which does not strike at the heart of his existence since his 
eternal destiny remains unaffected by his attitude to; God. The
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strength of Berkouwer’s position lies in his understanding of
the inseparable connection, between the personal character of

242faith and the doctrine of man as the image of God*
When the personal character of faith is understood in

connection with the doctrine of man as the image of God, great
care must be taken since man is both created in the image of
God and, fallen from God the Creator* Hasty conclusions dram
from) either man’s createdness or his fallenness tend to obscure
the relation between the personal character of faith and man’s
nature as created yet fallen* The urgency of the call to faith
is relativized by both the, inference of universal salvation from
a certain interpretation of the universality of God’s gracious 

243election and the inference of scholasticism’s election -
244reprobation schema from; man’s fallen nature*

Berkouwer avoids drawing such hasty conclusions. Rather
than-making dangerous ontological inferences from man’s
createdness, he stresses that

"The Word of God never presents man in this isolated 
ontic aspect; man, together with all his human 
capacities, always stands in the light of God’sjudgment”.245

An inference concerning universal salvation drawn from man’s
createdness fails to take seriously enough man’s propensity for
evil and God’s impending judgment upon evil. A notion of sin’s
ontological impossibility inferred from man’s createdness must
not be permitted to obscure the seriousness of human sin and
divine judgment*

Berkouwer poses, the question :
"Eow must we understand the image of God in fallen man..?1’

and proceeds to observe that
"the ob ject of the-Few Testament treatment is not an 
image which is obviously and as a matter of course 
present in all men, but is rather the .renewing of 
the; image through the grace of God".

This emphasis leads: Berkouwer to describe Schilder’s distinction
between creation and image as being "indeed on the track: of some
very important Biblical concepts”. Berkouwer describes this
view thus :

"Man’s creation is..the precondition for the image, 
but it is not the image itself..We should not



describe the image of God in terms of nature., 
but in terms Of calling. The image of God does 
not refer to; a static, ontic state, but to man’s 
service, man’s fulfilling his calling..The 
creation of man, his whole created existence, is 
the background and' presupposition, for the image.
But the actual image is found in the use of these 
created crualities in an active and dynamic service 
of God”.249

Berkouwer uses this understanding of the image of God in man to 
oppose the speculative theology of an ra priori’ universalism 
which fails to place a proper emphasis on the decisive 
significance of faith and the radical character of sin.

In seeking to emphasize both; the decisive character of faith
and the radical character of sin, Berkouwer aims to fully honour

250"the radicality of sin" and "the unspeakably wonderful nature 
251of salvation?’ without adopting an election - reprobation 

schema. He emphasizes that
"There is no; way for man to escape the condition of 
being lost..The lost can only be sought and found”.

His concern is to emphasize the ’sola gratia’ character of
salvation which reaches man only through the Holy Spirit *s 

253working. This emphasis need not be understood as a deterministic
interpretation of election and reprobation. Berkouwer stresses

254this in his treatment of "Human Freedom?* where he contends 
that

"a purely formal concept of freedom..leaves the real 
and centrad problem; of freedom untouched" •255

There is, in Berkouwer’s view,
"a much deeper question than,determinism and indeterminism:
•.the freedom of the man of God".256

The determinism - indeterminism; controversy is "really non-religious
257• .and..wholly outside of the Biblical witness". From; this 

perspective, he interprets Reformation theology thus •
"the Reformation’s intention was not at all to posit 
compulsion as over against freedom-. There was no 
suggestion that its critique of the freedom of the 
will meant to hold, in deterministic fashion, that 
only God acted, and that man was powerless, deprived 
of will, and driven". 258

From this perspective, he interprets the Bible thus :
"the Scriptural witness on freedom is limited to man’s 
relation to God. Man’s enslaved will..does not mean
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impotence in the face of divine omnipotence, hut 
rather sin, guilt, alienation, rebellion..Freedom 
in the Few'Testament is not a formal possibility., 
or a forma! power which enables the believer to 
choose either of two ways. On the contrary; it is 
no possibility but father an actuality, the 
actuality of being free..If does not compete with 
or limit the'acts of God".259

Thus, Berkouwer is able to avoid the divine - human competition 
motif which has been so influential in the thinking of Reformed 
scholasticism. 260

Berkouwer’s understanding of the personal character of faith 
is set; against both ’a priori’ universalism; for which faith appears 
to; he unnecessary and eternal reprobation for which faith appears 
to; be impossible. This emphasis on the personal character of faith 
is important for Berkouwer’s conception of the church. The church 
has a real identity over against the world yet this identity is 
not to be understood such that the church’s mission to; the world 
is constantly under the shadow of eternal reprobation. The life of 
the church has profound implications for the life of the world 
since the church’s mission is universal without any suggestion of 
its being rendered unnecessary by an ’a priori * universalism 
which tends towards spiritual presumption1 with respect to; eternal 
salvation.
Bschatological Dual!sm

Whenever the church: - world relationship is discussed, the 
question of eschatological dualism generally arises. Eschatological 
dualism teaches that those who believe in; Christ will be saved 
while those who do not believe in him: will be lost. This view has 
met- with much opposition from modern universalist theology. This 
conflict between universalism' and eschatological dualism; has 
occasioned much discussion. Berkouwer’s discussion of this conflict 
is not based on a superficial mediating position which tends 
towards a shallow conception of faith and a view of sin; which lacks 
seriousness. This may be demonstrated by an analysis1 of a book 
which seeks to maintain a mediating position - F. Punt’s Uhcondltio-- 
nal Good Hews ? Toward An; Understanding Of Biblical Universalism. 

Reviewing Punt’s book, Osterhaven notes Punt’s view that
"we should assume that everyone is elect except those 
who are declared in Scripture to, be lost" . 262

This assumption is based on; the "universalistic texts" 263 of



Scripture which speak of salvation in universal terms. It is 
observed hy Punt that

"those who continue in unbelief and sin..will be 
lost but all others will be saved" . 264

Punt expresses his position thus :..........
"On the basis of this 'assumption"-'we must tell all 
people what God has done for them in his SonJ The 
awesome truth about God’s wrath is to be reserved for 
those who remain indifferent to or reject this good 
news which the church has been commissioned to 
proclaim to all people". 26-' ........

Osterhaven notes three advantages which Punt sees in this view.
"First, as we evangelize we take courage, for we assume 
that "all persons are elect in Christ"(p.132, passim).
Secondly, we can assure people that their sins are 
forgiven, for all are elect. Thirdly, believing in 
biblical universalism gives us (a) caring, loving, 
acce pting attitude towards those we wish to reach; 
they are elect too and wall be saved unless they 
wilfully turn their backs to God".266
Several remarks require.to be made concerning how Berkouwer 

might respond to this attempt to overcome the polarisation between 
universalism and eschatological dualism.
- He would not accept the idea that all are elect in Christ.

Such- a notion objectifies election in an illegitimate manner. He 
would emphasize that the man of faith can, by grace, see himself 
as elect. Tô  separate election from the believer’s confession of 
faith, arising from his experience of grace, is quite unwarranted. 
Any theoretical interpretation of election - universalist, 
particularist, or mediating - comes under the same criticism that 
It speculates beyond the believing confession of one’s own election.
- He would be most careful in his interpretation of terms such as

’the saved’ and ’the lost’. Such phrases as "those who continue In
unbelief and sin.."those who remain indifferent to or reject this

268good- news "..they wilfully turn their backs to God" could easily be
understood in a way that leads to a kind of moralism By which the
’saved’ tend to regard themselves as not so sinful that they deserve
to; Be lost. This would be a total misunderstanding of the doctrine 

269of grace.. ^
- Concerning the question concerning the number of the saved, 

Berkouwer refuses to commit himself to any of the answers - few, 
many or all. He answers this question with Jesus’ exhortation to the 
questioner to seek to be sure of his own salvation. This position-
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is adopted' in the conviction that there are some things we do 
know and others we do not know* The answer to the question, "How
many will he saved?11, is "Strive to enter hy the narrow door”

970(Luke 13:24). 'This answer is based not on the things we do not 
know hut on the things we doknow. We do know the fact of human 
sin which can pervert even the most well-intended theology of
grace into a means of self-justification, the fact of human 
responsibility which may'not- he diminished by any system of 
thought, however much it may emphasize divine grace, and the fact 
of the divine promise - "everyone who calls upon the name of the 
Lord will be saved”(Romans 10s13) which must be central to the 
Christian proclamation concerning eternal salvation.

Thus, Berkouwer*s view of church — world relations is not 
dependent on a particular theory concerning the number of the 
saved. Any such theory contains a speculative element which is 
not inherent in the affirmation of the reality of the eschaton*
The church is to; proclaim to the world the reality of the eschaton, 
emphasizing both the: wrath of God against sin and the grace of God 
towards sinners. The aim; of such proclamation is that men might 
find the God of grace. This is not, however, to; be achieved by 
relegating the proclamation of divine wrath to virtual insignificance. 
The proclamation of divine wrath requires to- be understood such 
that divine grace is neither threatened by a misguided view of 
divine wrath.nor cheapened by am equally misguided disregard of 
divine wrath.

A proper understanding of Christian proclamation is closely 
related to the avoidance of spiritual presumption. Speculation 
concerning, the number of: the saved, regardless of the direction 
it follows, can lead to: presumption.
- *’A priori* universalism'may lead to- spiritual presumption

because i;t is inclined to: take human responsibility with insufficient 
271seriousness.

.« Eschatological dualism may lead to spiritual presumption 
should the ’saved* forget that they themselves have received mercy 
and thus the antithesis between good and evil becomes a proud and: 
legalistic antithesis that isolates the ’saved* from the world 
rather than an antithesis which intensifies the call to witness 
to G6d*s mercy.



- A mediating position̂  can; lead to spiritual presumption where 
a superficial analysis might lead the •’saved1 to regard themselves 
as superior to those adjudged to he lost and thus forget the 
biblical warning . ”you have no) Accuse, 0 man, whoever you are, 
when you judge another”(Romans 2:1)*

The possibility of spiritual presumption need not, by itself, 
lead to the rejection of a particular position* It is important, 
therefore, to- understand that Berkouwer does not reject these 
esehatological interpretations' simply because of the danger of 
spiritual presumption* Rather, he is concerned: to- stress that the 
whole way of answering the question, ”How many will be saved?”, 
suggested by each of these approaches, fails to accurately reflect 
Christ’s response to this question*

Berkouwer emphasizes that the Bible’s esehatological statements 
are not to be played off against each other in a discussion between 
uni'versalism, esehatological dualism and a mediating position* Such 
a process: of interpretation would prove quite inconclusive*^^ Thus, 
in discussing contemporary theology’s approach th the future, 
Berkouwer emphasizes that

’’Scripture deals with the future only in the context of 
preaching, appeal and demand for. response”,275

rather than providing ”an ’’objective” knowledge concerning
27 6apocatastasis 03? the ’’twofold destination””. Questions regarding 

the eschaton are to be asked not with a view to theological system— 
building but with a view to the personal response of faith for 
which the gospel calls* Berkouwer illustrates this with reference
to esehatological questions asked of Jesus* To the question,
’’Lord will those who are saved be few?”, Jesus gave the challenging
answer, ’’Strive to; enter by the narrow gate”(Luke 13:23-24)* the
question, ’’Who then can be saved?”, following his encounter
with the rich young man, Jesus gave the encouraging answer, ’’With

277men this is impossible, but with God all things are possible”*
Jesus’ answers to esehatological questions are not easily 

systematized. It is more appropriate to hear his words in their 
challenge: and encouragement* His words call for commitment to a 
life of discipleship and trust in the God with whom all things are 
possible. When Jesus* words are received thus, man enters in, by 
anticipatory faith, to the life of the eschaton. While biblical



statements concerning the eschaton may sometimes appear contradictory,
the believer need not be perturbed* His faith is not directed
towards a cognitive knowledge of precise information regarding the
eschaton* Rather, he; trusts in the God through whom he has entered
into a spiritual and personal anticipatory experience of the
eschaton*     ■ ■

Berkouwer*s approach to such themes as common grace, salvation
history, the personal character of faith and esehatological
dualism illumines his understanding of the church - world
relationship considerably* These themes are closely related to
his understanding of the church's mission in the world*

In speaking of the church*s boundaries, Berkouwer emphasizes
that ’’the sovereignty of grace” implies ’’that every calculation
or fixing of the boundaries according to our insight ha(s) to be
excluded”. T h i s  statement reflects Berkouwer*s emphasis on
common grace* Grace is not restricted to the sphere of the church*
Whale, theology may distinguish between common grace and saving
grace, it must emphasize that both belong to the realm; of grace*
It must also recognise that any attempt to draw precise lines of

279demarcation ’’according to our insight” contains an element of
spiritual presumption* Berkouwer stresses that

’’the freedom of God's grace* .may not be approached from 
an antithesis between exploit and implicit”28o

which draws a radical contrast between explicit faith and thewVicVipossibility of an implicit relation to God and his salvation .may
281be present where there is no indication of an explicit faith*

Where such an antithesis is emphasizedr it may reflect a tendency
to attach a ’’meritorious character to faith, making it the

282’’condition” for salvation”, thus detracting from; the absolute 
priority of grace.

In his discussion of the phrase, ’’Outside the Church there is
pQ'lno; salvation”, Berkouwer maintains that

”the intent of the phrase is to accentuate the true role 
of the church alone the way salvation.• kand that)
(i)t does not relieve the church of th©'responsibility 
to ask herself whether it is her own life which keeps 
so many outside the church” , 284

Thus, he places the emphasis not on. the institutional church but 
on salvation history* Salvation is in Christ* The church's role is 
to point to Christ. The fact that the church is a thoroughly
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imperfect witness to Christ means that a person's response to 
Christ may not lie directly identified with, his response to the 
church. The church - world antithesis must never he given a false 
importance which fails to accurately reflect the fact that the 
essence of the church's proclamation is not herself hut the 
appearance of the grace of God in Jesus Christ.

In his discussion of the church's mission, Berkouwer emphasizes
not the-formal' character of the church hut the devotional character
of her relationship to her Lord.

’’One's testimony must he clearly separated from seeking 
for one's own; honor and'also clearly separated from our 
cause, from our group, or from a transformation 
according to our model. Otherwise, the essence of heing 
the Church is violated..When that happens the Church 
and the confession have been secularized, in a 
particular form of distinctive ’’identity”, and the 
gospel misunderstood..only true listening to the voice 
of the Shepherd can legitimize distinctiveness. One's 
own identity must he nothing other than the rnanifestatiggj_ 
of love..nothing ether than simple devotion to Christ”.

The church cannot simply say, ”We are the people of God”, implying
that those outside of the church are inferior. This would he to

286contradict the nature of divine grace. This would involve a
failure to understand the biblical teaching that privilege Involves 

287responsibility. The Idea that the church's relation to her Lord
288Is final, fixed and static requires to he challenged.. The church 

Is not simply to think of herself as special. ■ Rather, she must, 
demonstrate the reality of her profession by a living and active faith.

Bferkouwer's discussion of the church's boundaries is closely
related to his view of the proclamation of the eschaton. He cites
Bavinck's reference to "the wide heart and the broad outlook”,
Insisting that ”he is not assuming apokatastasis. but Is locating
’’the deepest cause of salvation” In Gbd's mercy” • With reference
to both apokatastasis and esehatological dualism, Berkouwer writes,

’’theoretical knowledge is denied us at the boundaries.
The Church's charge Is to proclaim God's salvation..The 
Church may not draw conclusions outside of the proclamation, 
but must testify to all nations of this salvation that 
oversteps all boundaries” .£90

The church's task is not to isolate herself from the world but to 
proclaim Christ in the world. The church may not speculate about 
the 'necessity* of either apokatastasis or esehatological dualism.



The church must, however, submit herself to the necessity of
p91proclaiming Christ.

The proclamation of Christ: in the worlds which is considered 
further In the next chapter, can only be effective when the church's 
relation to the world Is characterized by grace*

"If one thing Is clear here,. It is that the Church may 
not function as a fearful border guard, but rather 
as one who brings good tidings(Rom.10:I5t Isa.52s7)*#
For Christ died for us "while we were yet sinners, while we 
were enemies"(Roms*5*8,10). All hardness, Imprudence and 
rashness can only be signs that she has forgotten the 
gracious overstepping of the boundaries at her birth".
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CHAPTER EIGHT
The Problem of Polarization : The Communication of the Christian
Message to the Whole Kan.

The Christian message is directed towards the whole man. The
communication of the Christian message must, therefore, be conducted
at various levels. While th# primary emphasis should be placed on
the unity of man's nature, distinguishable aspect's of man's
experience should be recognized. A helpful analysis of man's
nature may be based on Luke' s account of the growth of the boy 

IJesus. Luke describes four levels of growth - educational,
physical,, spiritual and social. These four levels of growth may be
applied to the understanding of human nature. Berkouwer has not
used this analogy. He would, however, understand such distinctions
in the context of the unity of human nature, the centre of which

2lies In its relation to; God.
The distinguishable descriptions of man as mind, body, spirit 

or social being each describe the whole man. They are not mutually 
exclusive? descriptions since man is indivisible. Each description 
refers to; a different level at which the whole man may be viewed.
The insights drawn from different types of anthropological 
analysis are complementary to each other In the common task of 
understanding the mystery of man.^

The application of this basic perspective to Christian 
communication has certain implications. Since man Is not- exclusively 
mind or body or spirit or social being, Christian witness cannot be 
exclusively apologetics or medical work or preaching or social 
concern. Since the descriptions of man as mind, body, spirit or 
social being each relate to the whole man, Christian witness, 
whatever form It takes, cannot ignore any of the constituent 
elements of human’ nature, ilo single activity may claim to be the 
whole of Christian witness. In a given situation, one element may 
be predominant. The others are not, however, completely excluded 
since a change in the situation may produce a change in emphasis. 
Each activity has its particular function within the total, context 
of Christian witness.2̂

The unity of human nature, the complementarity of different 
forms of anthropological analysis and the functionality of 
different types of Christian witness are important emphases for the 
discussion of Berkouwer*s understanding of the communication of the



Christian message to the whole man. The application of these emphases
to the analysis of Christian communication has certain implications
for this discussion which focuses attention on Berkouwer's viet* of
the relation of apologetics and social concern to proclamation.
First, apologetics is a form of proclamation while all proclamation

5has an apologetic element.
Second, social concern is proclamation in deed which receives an.

enormous impetus from proclamation in word.6
Third, God’ s creation of man as a la^lti-dlmensional being’

provides the basis for multi-dimensional Christian witness while
man's relation to God provides the goal for such witness - leading

7the whole man1 to God.
Fourth, one form of Christian witness cannot be set against anotherg

since "a scale of priorities is contrary to the gospel".
Fifth,, the importance of each form is relative to Its appropriateness

9in a given situation.
Sixth,, the concern is with the multi-dimensional obedience called

for by God's gracious purpose for the whole man rather than any
abstract notion of the perfect balance. ̂

Berkouwer's theokgy may be described as a theology for proclamation.
His doctrine of Scripture is Inseparably connected to the Spirit's

11use of Scripture in proclamation. His defence of general revelation
is closely related to the proclamation of God's word of grace and 

12judgment. His work on God's providence begins with am emphasis on
13the timeliness of the proclamation of the doctrine. M ‘s

interpretation of election aims to preserve proclamation from the
harmful effects of a deterministic approach.^ His doctrine of sin
leads the sinner towards the only appropriate response to proclamation

IB- confession of sin. His view of Christ's person and work: is set
In the context of proclamation.^ M s  analysis of justification,
sanctification and perseverance Is- set in the context of faith which

17comes through the preaching of Christ. His view of man : the
image of God is closely related to> the renewal of the divine image
through a believing and obedient response to the Christian 

18proclamation. Central to his ecclesiology is his emphasis on the 
19church's mission. His view of the sacraments opens up jjaluable

20perspectives for the proclamation of their significance. His
eschatology accentuates the esehatological significance of Christian 2|proclamation.
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Berkouwer*s. concern, with proclamation should not he interpreted 
22narrowly. His emphasis on the whole man. calls for a proclamation 

that speaks to man in every aspect of his "being — instructing his 
raindr lifting his emotions ahove the human scene, calling his will 
to: decision. Such proclamation provides the hasis for multi
dimensional Christian witness. With its breadth of concern for the 
whole man, it provides a perspective through which the significance 
of apologetics and social concern can he properly understood.

This discussion of Berkouwer*s appreciative analysis of
apologetics and social concern focuses attention on his later

23work, A Half Century of Theology. Having ’’personally experienced
24this half-century of theology..as a continuing event”, Berkouwer

discusses today* s questions in its light :
’’even at the beginning questions were being raised and 
answered that are still nagging us today ..That we are 
wrestling today with questions put on the agenda a 
half-century ago commends modesty in our address to> 
today's challenge. But it may also encourage us to 
accept that challenge with a curiosity aroused by 
that which is truly new, the gospel of Jesus Christ 
who: makes all things new, the gospel which theology 
is dedicated to understand and translate for ourgeneration”. 5̂

Modesty and curiousity are important elements in theology’s 
development. Both a willingness to.- learn from the past and a 
readiness to; face

Berkouwer’s discussion of apologetics and social concern 
relates itself to past discussions while seeking a way forward for 
theology. The present discussion aims to- elucidate Berkouwer’s 
contribution towards the avoidance of polarized positions in the 
contemporary discussion of these issues. In the discussion of 
apologetics, special attention is focused on the development of 
Berkouwer’s thought during: the course of fifty years as an active 
participant in theological debate. The discussion of social concern 
draws special attention to: the practical dimensions of Berkouwer*s 
biblical and Reformed theology as it relates to the Christianity - 
Marxism dialogue.
I. Apologetics

2 6For Berkouwer, ’’The Era of Apologetics” began at the outset
of his theological career as a student at the Free University of

27Amsterdam in 1922, a year marked by the inaugural paper given by



Hepp, Bavinck’s successor at the Free University, on the subject of
Reformed Apologetics. Hepp "figured that the time had come to

28concentrate more attention on apologetics". Eepp’s movement towards
apologetics is set in the context of the ICuyper - Bavinck - Hepp line
of Professors of Systematic Theology at the Free University of
Amsterdam. Commenting on this progression, Berkouwer writes,

"Kuyper..expressed..negative feelings about apologetics 
..Kuyper did not see apologetics as a means of winning 
back: a lost spiritual militancy..Bavinck had a vision of 
an' intellectually aggressive' Christianity. .Hepp thought 
that apologetics lent courage to> theology..This apologetics 
wanted to> build a platform for discussion and encounter 
with critics of faith".29

An important question, in view of this progression, is whether
Berkouwer,. Eepp’s successor, has continued this movement towards
apologetics.

This question is complex and does not have; a simple answer.
It involves further questions -
What is tile relationship between apologetics and dogmatics?
What is a proper use of apologetics?
How far may theology make use of apologetics?

These questions form the basis for the present discussion. When
the question of the apologetic significance of Berkouwer’s theology
is set in the context of the overall development of his dogmatical
thinking, it becomes clear that, for Berkouwer, apologetics may not
be dissociated from a believing understanding-of the gospel.
Throughout his career, Berkouwer has aimed to understand the gospel
more deeply. The apologetic value of his work is integrally related
to his insightful interpretation of the gospel and not to a .relatively
independent apologetics which threatens to fashion God in the image
of man rather than leading men to the God of Christian faith.
(1) The Relationship between Apologetics and Dogmatics.

30Discussing "The Voice, of Karl Barth", Berkouwer offers a
perceptive analysis of Barth’s apparent disregard for apologetics.
He: notes that Barth’s attitude to apologetics is rooted in his
concept of,revelation :

"Barth..insisted on the radical newness of revelation; ^  
revelation car never be the conclusion of human thought".

He observes that Barth’s opposition was directed towards the
separation of apologetics from dogmatics :

"For Barth there could be no separate task for a theological
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32apologetics alongside the task of dogmatics’1* ^

He cites Barth’s own statement that dogmatics contains an inherent
apologetic value : .

’’Barth thought it self-evident that dogmatics would ’’he an 
apologetic, pdlemicr discourse from Beginning to end?1 
(CD I, 1, p , 3 1 ) " . 33

The apologetic value of Barth’s work finds expression in his Church
Dogmatics whicĥ i's '’’full of confrontation with people like Heidegger,

34-Sarfre, ITietzscki, and hosts of others”* Such willingness to engage
in dehate - on the Basis of the gospel -with secular philosophy
can hardly fail to have apologetic value, whether or not it takes
the form of "a self-conscious apologetic.

Bferkouwer’s analysis of Barth is useful since it provides a
Basic perspective through which Bterkouwer’s own view of apologetics
may Be set in the context of his overall work as a dogmatician*

35Centra,! to Berkouwer’s thought is his doctrine of revelation* 
Berkouwer’s chief work has Been that of dogmatics. The apologetic 
value of his work arises directly from: the nature of his dogmatics. 
In his dogmatics* he carefully avoids polarising positions. The 
apologetic value of his dogmatics is closely related to: his view of 
theological polarization as the result of the acceptance of false 
dilemmas.

The apologetic thrust of Berkouwer’’s dogmatics finds expression
in three important chapters in his A Half Century of Theology - ’’The
Heart of the Church”(Chapter 4)t ’’The Authority of Scripture”(Chapter
5) and ’’Concern for the Faith”(Chapter 8). These chapters form the
Basis for the present discussion of the apologetic value of
Berkouwerf s dogmatics•
(a) ’’The Heart of the Church”

Berkouwer is concerned here to emphasize the importance of the
doctrine of election.

”if we take seriously the conviction that election lies 
at the cor ecciesiaet at- the heart of the church, we 
find ourselves at the center of the church’s faith when 
we focus on the question of election”.
The apologetic value of Berkouwer’s doctrine of election is

directly related to a number of inter-related factors.
(i) He.discerns the harmful effects of a deterministic doctrine of

election.
’’this doctrine has Been all But comforting, .an offense, with 
no real liberating and tension-relieving power..a decision



that was extremely difficult to7rhyme with a gospel of 
love, comforting to the heart??•

(ir) He acknowledges.that the deterministic interpretation of
election has, for many, proved to> he an obstacle to faith.

“the confession of divdne election did come to the fore 
in a very direct pastoral way; people; in the congregations 
have been plagued by questions concerning election and 
human responsibility,, questions about the certainty of one’s 
own salvation?’.-

(iii) He affirms the primacy of revelation over human thought. His
approach to; the problem of  determinism involves a reinterpretation
rather than a denial of election. To: ignore this problem with an
implicit denial of election is to present a superficial apologetic,
the value of which is relativized by its failure to. take this
problem seriously. Such a n  apologetic demonstrates "a ’willingness
to sacrifice successive points in the line of defense as they come

39under attack from critics". This defensive apologetics does not
compare well with authentic apologetics which "can occur only from

40within the context of the gospel". •
(iv) He refuses to be content with, "the construction of defensive

s y n t h e s e s " . ^

"We knew we had to go further - in concern for the heart '
of the church - than the construction of defensive syntheses".

A thoroughgoing reinterpretation of election was essential, if it was
to; he made clear that

"divine election was not an' arbitrary decree that opened the 
door to a fatalism and determinism in which the events of.̂ 
our time and history were robbed of all genuine meaning".

(v) He has thought seriously about difficult theological concepts 
and biblical passages.

Concerning the interpretation of divine sovereignty, he xccites,
"one has to be on guard against isolating and abstracting 
words, including the word "sovereignty". If we are not, ... 
we may use words that violate the heart of the church".

Such counsel is not given "with a desire to replace determinism with
an indeterminism" . for that would be to follow defensive apologetics
in an implicit denial of election. His concern is to develop an
.interpretation of election which points tG the trustwortiness of God

"the knowledge of divine sovereignty is possible only wit^jn 
knowledge o f  the God in whom there is no arbitrariness". ‘
Concerning the interpretation of divine freedom, he warns,

"waving the banner of absolute divine autonomy does not dam 
up anguishing questions, and is certainly not likely to 
lead to praise".47



His concern is not to question the divine freedom but rather to
clarify it's meaning a way that ’‘phrases like "incontestible

Aftfreedom” and,.“absolute possibility”” fail to do. He insists that
the Hew Testaement “avoids a dialectic between?, divine freedom: and 

49human freedom”. Divine freedom should be understood in connection
50 * *with divine goodness. D’ivine freedom reminds man that he must isot

presume on divine goodness. Thus, divine freedom serves as “a
51summons to conversion”.̂

Relating his understanding of* divine sovereignty and divine
freedom to the interpretation of Romans 9 - 1 1 he writes,

“Words like “sovereignty” ought not to be approached abstractly 
via a formal concept; this can only create the impression that 
we are capturing our own understanding or words in transparent 
definitions and then applying them directly to Goa without 
deeper consideration, as though he naturally fits the 
definition garnered from, human experience. Hot surprisingly, 
this abstract notion of sovereignty has a profound effect 
when theologians apply it to,.Romans 9”*52
"If divine freedom explains everything..how is it possible that
Paulfiih..Romans 9̂ :11..does.not end with a reasoned conclusion that the destiny of everything ana everyone is sealed from
eternftyv :W1̂  does he, rather, end with a breathtaking
doxology"?53

When Romans 9-il is understood as referrig to “God’s revelation of 
mercy..and not to a "naked sovereignty"", M e  illegitimacy of man’s 
protest against GOd and. the "mystical delight”^  of Paul’s doxology

56are seen quite differently from their deterministic interpretation. 
Man’’s protest is recognized as entirely inappropriate because

"the doctrine of election is an "inexpressible comfort" 
for both the believer and the nonbeliever since it 
proclaims that there is hope for the "most miserable 
of men"".57

Paul’s doxology is recognized as entirely appropriate because it is
faith’s response to the divine mercy in which

"there is nothing of "the inexplicable arbitrariness of power 
that moves one to put his fingers to his lips"."58
Throughout his discussion of these difficult issues, there is

theological integrity since his reinterpretation of election
"has nothing to do with a devaluation of divine sovereignty.
It Is not motivated by respect for the autonomy of the 
free man".55

(vi) Through honest questioning, he has reached a positive position
      “fan ■ iQirmwim jtti ■.mimnm—<i 'Mini. n w" ■ ■ 11 > -

in which he affirms divine election while avoiding the dangers of 
determinism.
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Describing the process by which he reached this position, he 
writes, .

"in the Bible’s radical and open character, I found a way 
of speaking that is not defined by some dggksome eternal
■ background, but by the way of history..". ^
"I did not have to posit indeterminism over against determinism?1 •
As his thought moved from abstract concepts towards the person 

and work of Christ in whom the grace of God is clearly revealed, 
he found that he was not denying the free sovereignty of God but

6 2rather recognizing its character as the free sovereignty of grace.
He describes the direction of his thought thus j

"the reconsideration of election has tended..not in the 
direction of a double decree that merely waits to be 
executed, but in the direction of grace as the nature, 
the character of election".̂ 3
Thus, he has achieved a position with enormous apologetic 

value for the person who finds the doctrine of election an obstacle 
to faith. His position may.be summarized thus :

"anyone who expects nalvation from grace rather than works 
is set immediately within the sphere of election; but he 
heed not encounter alongside or over election in gra.ce, a 
decision that was made in a hidden decree" . 64 ;

(vii) His position could provide an; aid towards faith for the 
person drawn to nihilism because of disillusionment with the 
deterministic notion of divine sovereignty. As an alternative to 
the Reformed scholastic Interpretation of election, it is superior 
to. the universal!st alternative since it breaks free from the hold 
of determinism in a way that universalism does not. As an apologetic, 
universalism is limited not only by its speculative character and 
its selective use of Scripture but by its lack of an urgent call to 
decision. To have significant value as an apologetic, a given position 
must have greater coherence than the position to which ob jection is 
taken. It must also, provide a foundation for demonstrating to the 
enquirer the necessity of the decision for which the Christian faith 
calls*. This decision Involves the whole man in commitment to Christ.
Xt can never he reduced to the replacement of a pessimistic determinism: 
(Reformed scholasticism) with an optimistic determinism("a priori" 
universalism).
(b) "The Authority of Scripture".

The apologetic value of Berkouwer’s doctrine of Scripture is



closely connected to a number of inter-related factors.
(i) He has discerned the harmful effects of two polarized

approaches to Scripture. Biblicism, in its concern for the authority
of Scripture,, has developed a fearfully defensive emphasis with its

66formalized concept of inerrancy. Theological liberalism, aiming
to he thoroughly scientific: in its vociferous protest against what
it regarded as theological obscurantism, has failed to'> provide67any valuable insight into the authority of Scripture. In his 
concern to overcome this polarisation, he poses an important 
question %

"How can we speak clearly and honestly about the authority 
of Scripture when, it is turned into; an object of 
scientific study?".

(ii) Bis approach to the relation of science to Scripture
transcends this harmful polarization. Refusing to place faith and
science. In wholly different spheres so that the one masters the
other,, he has developed a theology which is neither reductionism
nor doc et Ism. Reduct ionism Is Inadecruate because of its failure-

69to take seriously the divine character of Scripture. Bocetlsm
is Inadequate because of its failure to take seriously the human

70character of Scripture. The failure of both views is related to
their shared acceptance of the competition motif. There is, however,
a perspective which, In moving beyond these two unacceptable
alternatives,, opens the door to? a personal faith which is by no

71means a blind faith* This perspective allows.one to> be "grasped 
72by/the message", which reaches man through the concrete words of 

Scripture,^ xmithout minimizing^fee scientific scholars’
75"legitimate concern for the human aspects of the Scriptures".

(ill) This approach allows the encruirer to come to? Scripture in
search of divine truth without offending his intellectual integrity.
Berkouwer’“s work is characterized by both spiritual maturity and
Intellectual integrity. With this striking combination of qualities,
he brings simplicity to the discussion of theological problems
where polarisation has seemed inevitable. Christian faith need not

76wait until a "rationally developed infallibility" has been
accepted nor need It be abandoned should the formal concept of

77inerrancy be found unconvincing and irrelevant.
(iv) He distinguishes between the proper use and the misuse of 

biblical criticism. '



His stresses that "objective research and attentive listening do;
rjQ

not exclude each; other”. Attentive listening to the message of
Scripture involves objective research since God’s word is "heard

79through the witness of the human word". Thus, the enquirer is 
encouraged to bring his questions to the understanding of the 
Bible without removing the Bible’s address te the whole man via a 
detached objectivity which, in both its critical and its conservative 
form',, tends,to detract attention from the Bible’s spiritual content 
and purpose.

(v) His application of this view of biblical criticism; to the 
understanding of the gospels focuses attention on the Jesus Christ 
of the Bible. Be.Insists that

"The Gospels..were not cool reports of facts, but reports 
in which the purpose of writing played and sounded through the 
story in all sorts of ways".

Recognition of this fact leads not to a devaluation of the historicity
of the gospels but a deeper understanding of the gospels.

"Awareness that the gospel records were portraits of Jesus 
Christ rather than ordinary historical reporting and 
interpretation, witness rather than journalism, 
proclamation rather than photographic chronicling did not 
mean that the Gospels had to he "dehistoricized". For was 
there a contrast between what was preached and what 
actually took place. But..closer attention had to be paid 
to the purpose of the Gospel writers in and through which 
they interpreted the facts they reported".

Berkouwer insists that
"a sharp cleavage between historical reporting and interpretation 
is just not possible..The danger implicit in the quest for 
method is just this, that in asking how we are to go about 
understanding the Sc 
the Scriptures say".

By emphasizing the content of Scripture, he is not ignoring its form.
There can be "detailed study of the form in which the content was

83 8̂3given" without "letting the form prevail above the content", '
The recognition that "each Gospel writer put together the gospel88stories in his own manner" need not imply that the gospels were 
"the creation of the early church".^ Thus, the revelatory character 
of the gospels is maintained over against a tendency to reduce the 
gospels to the status of a projection from the church’s faith.
This emphasis on the Jesus Christ of the Bible overcomes the false 
polarization between the theological abstractions known as ’the 
Jesus of history’ and ’the Christ of faith*.

jiptures, we forget to listen to what



(vi) His view of history and proclamation helps to correct the
mistaken assumption that -historical research relating to the Bible
reduces Christian faith to the level of mystical experience* The
notion that revelation must he dissociated from historical events

88has been influential in modem theology* This idea leads to a
false separation of history and experience, by which history is
not taken seriously. This *a priori* idea requires to he subjected
to a, scrutiny no less careful than its advocates use in their
critique of the historical- character of revelation. Its radical
antithesis between §eschichte(revelation-history) and Historie
(history) ought to he called in question by affirming the unity

89of fact and meaning. To the enquirer who is dissatisfied with
history-less experience, Berkouwer emphasizes that there is a

90historical foundation for the Christian faith. To the enquirer
who concerns himself primarily xd.th the matter of historicity, he
emphasizes that

"•'.•Christian truth can be intellectually recognized.*
But it is *neither understood nor fulfilled apart 
from an act of grace *".

(vii) The development of his doctrine of biblical authority
from'an essentially negative biblicism to an open stance characterized

92by "freedom from fear" is of special interest to the enquirer who
finds unacceptable the rationalism of both biblicism; and theological 

93reductionism. BOrkouwer speaks of this development when comparing
the later Holy Scripture to- the earlier Hot Frobleem der
Schriftkritiek(The Problem of Biblical Criticism).^ In 1938,
biblical criticism, was, for Berkouwer, basically a problem, to be
confronted. In Holy Scripture, biblical criticism, is seen as a
responsibility to be fulfilled. This development is closely related
to the development in his view of the relation between the Spirit
and the Word* In 1938, this a,spect was quite undeveloped.*^ In Holy
Scripture* it is a central motif.

His comparison of the two books may be summarized thus.
First, he has consistently maintained his emphasis on the words

of Scripture : ..
"Is I reread my book: of 1938, I sense that the difference 
between then and now is not that I was at that time 
impressed with "It stands written" and that later, in my 
volume on the Scriptures, I was less committed to it".96

Second,, his understanding of the relation between the Spirit and
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the Word provides the key to his sustained emphasis on the words 
of Scripture.

"..the motto "It stands written" cannot and ought not he 
a principle to he used as if it were a simple and self- 
evident technique that we have at our disposal..in 
understanding the Scripture - or in appealing to its 
authority - we are not deeding with a formal principle 
hut with a deep spiritual witness to Jesus Ghrist to.- 
whom the Spirit testifies".

Third, this understanding of biblical authority leads to his
dissociation from a formal theory of inspiration which has failed

ifnemnrwmniwniiwn t u t h  mu., j i i b m ji r - r r T  - - f -T —    T [ " -             " -  

to. understand the true nature of Scripture in its misguided 
opposition to- scientific progress.

"He can appeal to Scripture in a way that overlooks the 
very character of Scripture, and so turn our appeal 
infotan easy technique..theology has sometimes condemned 
science, not in the name of Scripture, but in the name 
of a wrong interpretation, of it. .Anyone who does not take 
account of the fact that the reality of Scripture may he 
something other than what is deduced from a certain theory 
of inspiration is almost certainly going to cry "It stands 
xfritten̂  and still come out with something that misses the 
truth and power of Scripture."^
Berkouwer’s avoidance of polarized positions with respect to 

Scripture has significant apologetic value for the enquirer who 
finds that biblicism does not take his questions seriously and 
theological reductionism. does not take its own answers seriously.
In Berkouwer’s writings, he finds a theology which takes his 
questions seriously without reducing its content such that it is 
barely recognizable as Christian faith.
(c) "Concern for the Faith”

The central theme.is the modern reinterpretation of dogma,
-especially—christology.-The-apologetic-value of—Berkouwer’s---------
discussion lies in the way he approaches apparently contrasting 
emphases. His treatment of relations between one aspect and another, 
related yet frequently contrasted aspect is most helpful to. the 
enquirer x-jho seeks to move beyond a caricature of Christianity as 
speculative metaphysics without moving tox̂ ards theological 
'reductionism.

(i) Form, and Content
99This is a "fundamental distinction"  ̂in christology. Its use 

has, however, brought a certain unrest "tied to a fear that the 
complete trustworthiness of Scripture is somehox-r being subverted".100
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Berkouwer describes the situation thus :
"The question,for many, is whether we are dealing not 
with a new manner of expression hut with a new faith, 
a faith with ties somewhere other than that which was - 
"once-for-all ‘deIivered,lto the church for all times".1

Related to this concern regarding "whether reinterpretations of the
102 •faith preserve continuity with the faith of the fathers" is the

concern regarding"the difference between correction and
. , + ... „ 103interpretation”.

Berkouwer distinguishes between form and content ̂fraphasizing
that the truth affirmed may not be identified directly with the

105formulation in which the truth is affirmed. This distinction, 
echoing the recognition by Augustine and Calvin qf the poverty oflO^1human language with respect to divine matters, leads to- a
perceptive analysis of the progress of dogmatic understanding.

"The specific formula cannot be plucked loose from the 
whole confession of the church at a given period. What 
Rahner says about the "self-transcendence of every 
formula" is relevant here; for the formula points to a 
specific feature of dogma that happened to-* be in the 
crucible at a given moment..it is wrong to suggest that 
Chalcedon is the final stopping place for christological 
understanding, as though it perfected every thought and 
said everything that could be said. If we assume that 
Chalcedon is the end of christological discussion we are 
likely to isolate the confession and lose sight of its 
place within the fulness of hew Testament revelation.•
In short, it can be taken by itself and twisted into an 
independent formula that has lost touch with the living 
Savior..we should see further progress in christology, 
not as transgression of the limits set by Chalcedon, but Tq7 
as growth into the full possibilities of preaching Christ".

The progress of dogmatic understanding is closely related to the
communication of the Christian message.

Concerning the changeable form* Berkouwer writes,
"the church’s speech in historical formulations has no real 
meaning unless it is taken up into a living confession that 
later believers can cariy with them into a still deeper 
understanding of it".108

Concerning the unchangeable truth* he writes,
"The perspective of Thomas’ confession - "My Lord and my God" - 
must prevail through all our thinking and all our 
reinterpretations..all reinterpretation should be tested by 
whether it can participate in this confession".109

Thus, modern christological discussion need not be seen merely as 
am excursus of the intellect into metaphysics but as a matter that



confronts the whole man with a living Saviour and a full salvation.
The apologetic value of Berkouwer’s christology lies in his 

persistent refusal, to separate aspects which rightly belong together 
in the total context of Christrs person and work.
(ii) Divinity and Humanity

Discussion of the relation between Christ’s', divinity and his 
humanity impinges directly on apologetics. The church must affirm 
that Christ’s divinity does not remove him- from humanity and that 
his: humanity does not reduce hisr. to humanity. A docetic minimising 
of Christ’s humanity is ta be resisted while distinguishing this 
rejection of docetisnr from a reduction of Christ to humanity. An. 
apologetic which has as its end. result a diluted christology is to 
he rejected as a figment of the rationalist imagination which has 
foisted a radical contrast between ’the Jesus of history* and ’the 
Christ of faith®' upon the interpretation of the Hew Testament.
Feither an ethic based on the teaching of ’the Jesus of history’ 
nor a theology based on a ’Christ of faith’ who; is little more than 
a symbolic figure with no real roots in history can he directly 
identified with the Few Testament proclamation of Jesus Christ.
It must be acknoxd.edged that, in the Few Testament proclamation, 
there is no other ’biblical Christ* than "Jesus of Hazareth** (Acts 
2:22) concerning whom it is affirmed that "This Jesus God has 
raised up, of which we are all witnesses..God has made this Jesus, 
whom you crucified, both Lord and Christ" (Acts 2:32,36).

(iii) Ontological and Functional
Concerning this contrast, Berkouwer writes,

"The contrast has a modern sound; it may be a symptom 
of a general distaste for abstractions and a modern
penchant for what is functional, operational and________________
existential".m

112Berkouwer.has been.described as a "functional" theologian. Fe 
would not, however, accept the ontological -functional dichotomy 
on which this description is based. He rejects this dichotomy not 
simply because of its modern character but because of its failure 
to provide an adequate understanding of faith’s relation to the 
object of faith. Berkouwer refuses to set relation(faith) and 
reality(th.e. object of faith) over against each other. Thus, he 
provides a perspective which is neither a demand for mere intellectual 
assent to what is believed apart from a personal relationship which 
involves the whole man with the object of faith nor a phenomenology
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which views the act of believing apart from the question of the
truth of what is believed. Berkouwer’s perspective is useful for
the evaluation of the twin tendencies of apologetic theology to
either isolate intellectual assent from the total response of faith
or to reduce the content of the Christian gospel by accomodating its
proclamation; to the thinking of modern man. In view of these
tendencies, Berkouwer*:s theology represents a more adequate
understanding of the fulness of the Christian gospel and the
wholeness of the response of faith to the gospel.
(iv) "From above11 and "From below"

Berkouwer asks "whether the distinction between christologies
"from above" and "from below" is a real option".11^ He observes the
danger in this contrast iegardless of which option is chosen :

"..the christology "from above" contains the danger that 
the connection between soteriology and christology is 
submerged into the problem of how two natures can be 
united in a single person".
"We must keep continuity even.as we criticize abstractions 
in the older christology".11

Refusing to? endanger either the connection between soteriology and 
christology or the continuity with the older christology, he insists 
that

"to? marvel at the "from, above" in and with the appearance 
of Jesus whom we meet "from below" gives an opportunity 
of reinterpreting the creed without breaking with it".^ 7
This approach to christology is rooted in the Few Testament :

"The church’s path, like that of the disciples, is the 
pathway of ongoing di scovery" •118

The Few Testament relates the early church’s "discovery—experience..
its discovery of Jesus "from below"". Berkouwer stresses that the
apostles’’ "discoveries were not made by speculating about an abstract
notion of preexistence and a coming "from above"".120This view is
illustrated with, reference to "John’s prologue,*.frequently..cited
as a case of christology "from above"".121

"The gist of the prologue is that here the Logos is 
interpreted from the vantage point of all that had 
already happened in Jesus Christ before the eyes and 
ears of the writer. The gospel is a witness of what 
people had seen, heard and touched. There is no 
a priori christology here at all. The view of the 
eternal Word is a view "from below", from the vantage 
point of human vision, human search, and human



discovery in the history of Jesus”.
Following this approach, Berkouwer is able to say,

"There is only an apparent conflict between christology 
"from, above" and "from below"".^3

By observing the character of christological development in the
Fextf Testament as the interpretation of an historical event, Berkouwer
emphasizes that' Christiantheology does not require the support of
a somewhat artificial "from above - from; below" contrast if it is to
be apologetically relevant. By grounding his christology in the
testimony of the words of Scripture, Berkouwer is able to>maintain
that the meaning of the Christ-event is grounded in the event
itself without any dependence on an exaggerated "from above - from
below" contrast. He is careful to avoid misconstruing the words of
Scripture by forcing them; to; fit into? a framework which is determined
by rationalistic preconceptions rather than the biblical witness to
Christ.

The value of Berkouwerfs approach to christology may be
emphasised through, an. analysis of the apologetic theology of Pannenberg
which approaches christology "from below", setting itself self-

124consciously against a "from above" approach. Using historical
reason, Pannenberg concludes that it is more reasonable to defend

125the.historicity of Jesus*7 resurrection than to deny.it. . He holds
that the resurrection of Jesus has reroactive power, i.e. in the
resurrection. God sets his seal on the pre-Easter activity of Jesus,

126declaring him to be the Son of God. The notion of the retroactive 
poxrer of the resurrection is carefully distinguished from all 
assumptions concerning any direct Messianic self^consciousness

127or direct Messianic claims on the part of the pre-Easter Jesus.
Pannenberg*s view of the relationship between Jesus* self-

consciousness- and the retroactive “power “of the resurrection is
128unfergirded by his concern to avoid any hint of determinism.

This concern may appear to be apologetically relevant since it reflects
129the mood of modernity in its search for freedom. This claim to

apologetic relevance does, hox̂ ever, become questionable when his
interpretation of Scripture is closely examined.

Pannenberg’s conception of the retroactive pox-jer of the
resurrection might have been extended in the direction of validating

130Jesus* view of the authority of the Old Testament Scriptures.
Jesus* viexf of the Old Testament Scriptures may then have been related 
to. the idea that Jesus himself has given a christological foundation
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131for the church’s confession' of the authority of the hew Testament.

Attempting to overcome the biblicisnr - liberalism dichotomy by
means of a theology of universal history, Pannenberg refuses to
develop his notion of the retroactive power of the resurrection
in this direction. His refusal to move in this direction is
determined not by the intrinsic rationality of this notion but by
his particular reaction against authoritarianism.If he had adequately
distinguished betxieen an authentic authority and an unwarranted
authoritarianism, he might have developed his notion of the
retroactive power of the resurrection in the direction of a more
significant insight into> the role of the words of Scripture in
divine revelation.

Pannenberg’s interpretation of the gospel narratives is
dominated by his own- conception of a ’’from below” approach to
christology. As part of an apologetic theology, Pannenberg’s
analysis of Jesus* self-consciousness is of ambiguous worth. The
question arises whether it is more reasonable to believe that the
resurrection declared Jesus to be what he had not claimed to be
than to believe that the resurrection declared him to be what he

133had claimed to be•
Fannenberg’s analysis of Jesus’ self-consciousness commits

him toa demythologized interpretation of the birth narratives.
Eis interpretation of Jesus’ birth is in distinct tension with his
interpretation of the resurrection where he strongly maintains the

134-unity of fact and meaning. He rejects the factual character of 
the birth narratives on the basis of an erroneous meaning he 
purports to find there. Pannenberg rightly affirms that the idea 
that Jesus became the Son of God at the moment of his conception

135in Mary’s womb is inconsistent with the idea of Jesus’ pre-existence.
He wrongly contends that the birth narratives suggest that Jesus 
became the Son of God at the moment of his conception in Mary’s-j o £womb. Pannenberg’s interpretation of the meaning of the birth 
narratives represents a complete reversal of the affirmation that 
the eternal Son of God became man precisely in the manner of the 
virgin birth.

Pannenberg’s rejection of the historicity of the virgin birth 
is based on* an artificial dilemma between, pre-existence and the 
virgin birth. artificial dilemma becomes apparent at the
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point where Pannenberg confesses his faith in the incarnation of
the eternal Son of God.

He agrees with, the intention of the Apostles* Creed when it
uses the words, ’’conceived by. the Holy Spirit, horn of the virgin
Mary”. He rightly observes that the Apostles* Creed intends to
confess its faith in the incarnation of the eternal Son of God
and not in the idea that Jesus became the Son of God at- the moment
of his conception in Mary’s womb. He rejects the Apostles* Creed’s
expression of that intention since he rejects both the fact of the
virgin birth and the meaning which he sees in the biblical accounts 

137of Jesus1 hirth•
If Pannenberg were to find the idea of pre-existence in the

birth narratives, he would, on the basis of his emphasis on the •
unity of fact and! meaning, be obliged to accept the .fact of the
virgin birth along with its meaning. Since, however, he rejects
the factuality of the virgin birth on other grounds -

’’there are strong historical objections to the tradition 
about Jesus* virgin birth..Paul and John expressed 1
themselves more or less clearly in the apposite direction”

- , Pannenberg claims to. find a meaning in the birth narratives
which contradicts the CE&r£s$i'ax* confession concerning the
incarnation' of the eternal Son of God. Apart from, an element of
’special pleading* in Pannenberg’s statement of his other reasons
for- rejecting the historicity of the virgin birth, it must be
noted that his introduction of the suggestion that the birth
narratives teach that Jesus became the Son of God at the moment
of his conception in Mary’s womb seems a rather contrived attempt
to; avoid a somewhat arbitrary separation of fact and meaning.

In.order to maintain his emphasis on the unity of fact and
meaning, Pannenberg relates Jesus* pre-existence to the fact of
the resurrection. He affirms Jesus* pre-existence as part of the
meaning of the fact of the resurrection on the basis of the

139retroactive power of the: resurrection. This connection between 
Jesus’ resurrection and his pre-existence is legitimately

1A0developed from-biblical texts such as Acts 2:36 and Romans 1:4. ‘ 
On the face of things, this procedure enables Pannenberg to 
maintain his emphasis on the unity of fact and meaning. The 
resurrection is affirmed in its fact and meaning while the virgin
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birth is rejected as legend along with the erroneous meaning 
It embodies.

By relating.Jesus’ pre-existence .to the retroactive power of 
the resurrection, Pannenberg may appear to have preserved his 
emphasis on the unity offact and meaning. There Is, however, an 
element of special pleading In his comparative treatment of the 
resurrection and the birth narratives. In his view, the virgin 
birth story ’’bears all the marks of a legend, .constructed out of 
an aeiiological interest”.'^ Pannenberg’s assertion that the 
legendary character of the virgin birth story ’’can be asserted., 
with complete certainty because the transmitted text itself

142shows so: clearly the motive for the legendary rise of the tradition”
Is far from self-evident.A. Richardson, In his analysis of the
complex debate concerning the historicity of the virgin birth
reaches this conclusion t

’’the Gospel accounts show no desire to ’explain’ anything 
at all; they simply relate an historical happening and 
leave the matter/without anyjfbrm of explanation..It is 
very difficult to suggest any motives which prompted the 
invention of the story of the Virgin Birth, If it Is 
not an historical fact”.141
Pannenberg contends that Pit is never possible..to show

T~ r'T r" *j / Athe motive ” for the development of the resurrection narratives. f
He asserts that a ’’demonstration of the origin of the Christian
Kaster faith has never been attempted, even by its severest
critics”.Pannenberg may not agree with existentialist 
reinterpretations of the biblical accounts of the resurrection
of Jesus. He Is hardly entitled to claim that such reinterpretations

145have not even been attempted! The inconsistency of Pannenberg’s 
emphasis on the unity of fact and meaning is striking. He rejects 
the historicity of the virgin birth on the basis of a theory which 
is not at all inherent in the biblical narrative. He affirms the 
historicity of the resurrection in the face of existentialist reinter
pretations which can be applied to the resurrection narratives no less 
than the birth narratives.

Pannenberg’s rejection of both the historicity of the virgin 
birth and the idea that Jesusr had any direct Messianic self- 
consciousness Is rooted in his interpretation of the notion of 
historical contingency. The apologetic value of Pannenberg’s 
concept of historical contingency becomes questionable when It
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is set in the total context of M s  theology* Pannenberg’s treatment 
of Christian theology from the vantage-point of the historicity of 
Jesusresurrection anpears to: be the basis for a valuable apologetic■hmT1 ~ r“ —  ‘

which promises to set Christian faith free from: a history-less 
147idealism* When, however, Pannenberg relates the resurrection to 

his own understanding of historical contingency, problems of 
interpretation emerge concerning the interpretation of the entire 
biblical account of the history of Jesus Christ*

Pannenberg speaks of the contingency of historical events thus :
11 the contingency of events according to which,in a 
particular instant, something is decided that was 
only a possibility before".148

He holds that, prior to the resurrection, Jesus was bound by the 
demands of historical contingency :

"Until his resurrection, Jesus’ unity with God was hidden 
not only to other men but above all*.for Jesus himself 
also# It was hidden because the ultimate decision about 
it had not been given".-̂ 9
Quite apart from historical considerations concerning the

gospel narratives, this interpretation of historical contingency 
demands a radical rewriting of the gospels. Pannenberg’s 
interpretation of the gospels is determined by the principle of 
historical contingency :

"What is true in God’’s: eternity is decided with retroactive 
validity only from the perspective of what- occurs temporally 
with the import of the ultimate..Apart from Jesus’ 
resurrection, it would not be true that from the very 
beginning of his earthly way God was one with this man*
That is true from: all eternity because of Jesus’' 
resurrection" • ̂50
The earthly life of Jesus can, however, be approached from, a

quite different standpoint. It may be maintained that Jesus freely
cho-ffe too obey the Father and that his choice could , not be olner
than the choice ofrcbedience because of his divinity* This approach 
does not disregard the principle of historical contingency. Rather,
it sets historical contingency within the context of the uniqueness
of the incarnation. Rather than creating a tension between what Is
not true historically and what Is true eternally, this approach
grounds the historically true In the eternally true. Jesus freely
chose to obey the Father because he is the eternal Son of the Father.
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This approach permits Jesus to freely use the policy of
self-concealment in the progression of his Messianic mission.
It does not, however, permit man to place am absolute necessity
of historical contingency on Jesus to which he must simply conform 

151in a certain way. This approach which sees historical contingency
in relation to Christ*s divinity is rejected by Pannenberg as
insufficiently historical, treating the concept of historical

152contingency with insufficient seriousness. The charges can, 
however,, be made that Pannenberg’s theology is insufficiently 
historical.and that he does not take the concept of historical 
contingency with sufficient seriousness. Apart from, his affirmation 
of the historicity of the resurrection of Jesus, Pannenberg’s 
interpretation of the gospels creates a distinot tension between 
’the Jesus of history* and ’the Christ o f  f a i t pn his interpre
tation of the meaning of the resurrection, Pannenberg frequently 
objects to views which do not.allow for the contingency of the 
future ’’unfortunately without, however, detailing just exactly how 
his own strong esehatological orientation leaves room for 
contingency”.

In view of Pannenberg’s interpretation of the resurrection, 
it may be observed that he does not, in practice, place Cod under 
the restriction of an unqualified concept of historical contingency. 
God has, in Pannenberg’s.view,' revealed the end of history in the 
event of Jesus’ resurrection. Since, in Pannenberg’s view, the 
resurrection retroactively validates the entire ..work of God’s 
self-revelation in the incarnation, it may be asked whether it 
would not be more reasonable to hold that, from the outset of the 
incarnation, God’s self—revelation is not bound by historical 
contingency operating as an abstract principle apart from the 
character of God. This approach does not disregard Pannenberg’s 
concern for.freedom. Rather, it is emphasized that, in the 
incarnation, the determinative principle is the freedom of God.
When the uniqueness of the incarnation is seen in this way, there 
is no need to posit a ’’from above” approach which does not take 
history seriously. There is, however, no encouragement given to an 
artificial ’’from above - from below” contrast which demands that 
the kerygmatic purpose of the gospels is separated from their 
intention to speak ’’about Jesus as he was when he walked and dwelt 
among us”.i55
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Set in: the context of his interpretation of tlie entire "biblical 
account of the .history of Jesus .Christ, the apologetic significance 
of Pannehberg*s theology ‘becomes thoroughly ambiguous,An investigation 
of the resurrection, narratives on the basis of Pannenberg*s view of 
histories,! reason might lead in two quite different directions 
from: Pannenberg* s theology. One might reach the conclusion that the 
resurrection is to be accepted as historical fact. If there is no 
ra prioriT reason why..the story of the virgin birth and the notion 
of Jesusr direct Messianic self-consciousness and direct Messianic 
claims should he regarded as legendary, one might, on the basis of 
the historicity of the resurrection,, come to accept the historical 
character of the other aspects of the gospel narratives. Using 
historical reason which is concerned with probability rather than 
certainty, one might reject the historicity of the resurrection, 
partly on the basis of a sceptical stance towards other aspects of 
the: gospel narratives. The. value of Pannenberg *'s apologetic is, 
therefore, person-relative. It is relative to opinions concerning 
the reasonableness of either a theoretical ra priorir which demands 
that the gospel narratives are regarded as legendary where they 
conflict.with this *a priori* or a historical judgment concerning 
the historicity of am event which Is recorded in documents which 
present legendary material with no indication of its legendary
character. These questions are controversial matters concerning 
which there is little consensus. Pannenbergfs.response to these 
questions Is Inadequate in three respects. It implies that there 
Is a much greater consensus than there is. It is much further from 
resolving these controversies than Pannenberg*s confident writing 
sometimes suggests. Pannenbergfrs theology is based on personal 
opinion, much more than his emphasis on reason would appear to 
suggest. ...

An examination of Pannenberg’s entire theology suggests that
there Is a tendency to surrender what appears to be more peripheral
with a view to accentuating what is regarded as being of crucial
importance• Pannenberg* s analysis of the gospel narratives is a 
combination cf both historical and philosophical reasoning. Eis
philosophical notion of historical contingency both demands and
justifies his historical conclusions. This combination of
historical and philosophical reasoning is applied to the



Interpretation of the gospel narratives in a way that tends to both 
misrepresent the extent to which historians disagree on the question 
of historicity and rather conveniently dismiss traditional 
theological interpretations which are regarded as unacceptable. This 
dual weakness In Pannenberg*s whole procedure suggests a reductionist 
tendency to' sacrifice the ’peripheral* for the sake of the central. 
This procedure may be acceptable to some as an apologetic. For 
others, however, ItraiseSmore questions than it provides answers.

Xn the discussion of the ’’from above - from below” contrast,
It is important to avoid the tendency to isolate either abstract 
metaphysics or existential experience from the biblical testimony 
to divine redemption. Pannenbergrs emphasis on universal history 
has not.succeeded in avoiding the tendency to let his philosophical, 
presuppositions determine his theology rather than the. biblical 
witness to Jesus Christ. Berkouwer has sought to avoid the dangers 
of retreating Into either abstract metaphysics or existential 
experience. Ee has done this quite differently from Pannenberg.
M s  approach and its relation to apologetics is discussed in relation 
to Pannenberg’s view In the subsequent discussion of "The Extent to 
which Theology may make use of Apologetics".

(v) "Thingness” and "Persona,list"
Observing that.the "thingness of a two-natures,ontology” has,

by some theologians, been, set against a "functional, personalist
christology", Berkouwer questions the:helpfulness of "the juxtaposing

156of these two categories - "thingness" and "personalist"".
"It..gives a simplistic picture of..Chalcedon. It assumes 
that Chalcedon pretended to: provide a complete and 
exhaustive summary of the biblical teaching concerning 
Jesus Christ..it forgets, quite unhistorlcally, that 
Chalcedon did not Intend its formula be abstracted from 
the total profile of Jesus Christ that was known and 
confessed at that time”.-**57
D. G. Bloesch has described Berkouwer*s theological outlook as 

"biblical personalism" as distinct from mystical spirituality. ̂58
Berkouwer*s approach may he described as personalism since his
whole theology proclaims a personal God who enters into personal
relations .with men. This personalism: is, however, clearly defined
as biblical personalism.'. B'erkouwer does not lay down a personallstlc
theory to. which, the witness of Scripture must then conform'. He is
concerned, In his exposition of the biblical teaching concerning
Jesus Christ, to do justice to the total profile of Jesus Christ.



B’erkouwer carefully avoids drawing deductions from the 
’person* of Christ apart from the total perspective of the Christian
message. Criticizing.the-idea that "the fact that Christ, as God,
was also a true man..Is..the Christological offense par excellence",
he writes, ..

"The offense is never an attitude of resistance springing 
from the Impossibility of conceiving the unity of God and 
man, but one of opposition to the message of the grace of 
God revealed to us in the humiliated One. In him we are 
confronted, hot just vjith the knotty problem of how it is 
possible that this man should claim to be the Son of God, 
but with the decision to believe or not to believe the 
revealed Word of God", -*-59
Berkouwer carefully avoids drawing deductions from the 'work*

of Christ which tend to reduce christological language to symbols
of existential experience. Criticizing the frequent existentialist
citation of Melanchthon’s words - "To acknowledge Christ is to
acknowledge his benefits, not, as.is sometimes > taught, to behold
his nature or the. modes of his Incarnation" he. remarks,

"Helanchthon, far from being indifferent to‘the confession
of Christ as being truly God and truly man, warns and
protests*against the unfruitful speculations of scholastic
theologians..(this Is) a far cry from the later idea that
knowledge of.Christ consisted rathey. in value-judgmeiits than intoonfologicaI judgments..The difference between
ontological and value-judgment s'.'as a motif in the
elaboration of Ghrlsfology was as completely foreign to
the Christology of the Reformation as it is to the
biblical message".160 ...........
Berkouwer’s chrlsfology, like his doctrines of election and 

Scripture, finds Its apologetic significance in his rejection of 
the competitlon-motlf by which the divine and the human are set 
against each other..This element in his thought enables him to 
identify and avoid. caric?,tures of the Christian ..faith, thus providing 
the enquirer .with a clearer understanding of both what Christianity is 
and what it is not. -

(vi) Christology and Theodicy ...
A centra,! concern, for apologetics is the problem of evil. To face 

this problem in the full context .of the. Christian message, the church
must "avoid empty notions of transcendence and. facile notions of

l6l ~supernatura,lisra". .There must be a recognition''..of "the emptiness of
162many older concepts that are no longer in touch with reality" if 

apologetics is to move beyond a defence of "misconstrued "theism" and 
empty "supernaturalism"".163 Closer attention must be paid to the



inseparable relation between christology and theodicy.
Berkouwer*s discussion of christology and theodicy refers to 

insights drawn from theologians of different eras - Paul, Luther,
"I A/ICalvin, Barth, Bbnhoeffer, Moltraann. The lessons he draws from 

this.analysis are profound :
"'••wliat is involved is not a theoretical'answer to the 
enigma of evil..but an answer of faith1* #165
”God*s being is expressed in earthly suffering, not an 
"uninvolved heavenly holiness”. The atheistic protest 
is rendered mute by the theology of the cross”.-*-̂6
"the abstract'- questions of theodicy fall away in the 
shadow .of. .the-event' of the . cross”.
%hthe reality of the cross, a reality that offends human, 
i^gic..counters all natural expectations of divine power”.
”In the environs of Jesus Christ, we are conscious of both 
transcendence "'and' closeness. It is a transcendence, however, 
that is not an empty transcendence. And it is a closeness 
that reveals that God*s answer transcends even our highest 
concepts”.1̂ 9

This christological orientation too theodicy is rooted in the 
understanding of the relation between divine omnipotence and 
divine love, as Berkouwer observes in his citation of the words of 
hi s f e 11 o w Dut chman, A * A * van Rule r :

”The divine rule is fashioned in the style of suffering.
Even the omnipotence of God takes the route of lo ve * s»  .........................................tm l.imffl ..I —  ....I., III.. LIU ........- - .. I .......work of transformation”. ‘
Berkouwer1s discussion of christology and theodicy is not,

however, merely a-.discussion of 'other writers* views* Bis own.
distinctive position is presented in The Providence of God where he

1T1discusses ”The Problem of Theodicy”. There are four important 
features in his approach*
First, he affirms the primacy of revelation*
”The basic problem is defined by the manner in which one 
approaches reality* One cannot mount from- reality to the 
righteousness of God, because reality can only be known through 
the explaining word of revelation. The Light that- illumines 
the world, in found only in faith”. -72

When God is approached "from the basis of empirical reality”, his
righteousness becomes ”a deduction of human reason”.^^Batural
theodicy, "in spite of its .apologetic intent”, is adjudged to be
”worthless and" unacceptable” since it “only suggests that" we try
again to reach God by way of natural understanding” and usually
concludes with an empty, abstract God concept
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Second, lie emphasizes tlie character of the God of revelation.
He stresses that the Christian message has nothing to do with "an

175abstract concept of sovereignty". It is concerned rather with
"the God of revelation.•the true, and living God•.the holy and
merciful Father..the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ".
Thus, the Christian response to the problem: of evil must be set In
the fuller context of this God rather than the more restricting

177context. of the God of theisms.
Third, he Insists that an experiential knowledge of the redemptive

revelation of God -provides the proper perspective for the Christian
response to the problem of evil.

"Having' received forgiveness, man cannot possibly speak of 
G'od and the world In abstract categories. Theodicy has 
usually run aground In the shallowness of the human 
endeavor to find an explanation' where only justification 
and forglveness can provide a perspective" .178

The man who has experienced divine forgiveness can. leave the problem:
of: evil with the God who has solved his personal problem of evil
through divine forgiveness.
Fourth, he Insists that the Christian.message calls for man*s

total response to the divine redemption. This emphasis on the
urgency: of the call for response to the Christian message distinguishes
Berkouwerrs approach not only from natural theodicy but also from
any approach which could be interpreted, however unintentionally,
in terras of the acceptance of a theoretical explanation based on
revelation. The distinctiveness of his approach is seen In his
critique of Barth* s christo loglca,l theodicy. He agrees with Barthes
emphasis„on the inseparable relation between christology and.
theodicy. He disagrees with the way In.which Barth relates christology
to theodicy. He sees "Barth*s chrlslological theodicy" as "closely
related to his unlversallstic doctrine of election" with the
reult that "(ujlibellef Is nothing but the nonsense of rejecting

179this Irrefutable fact : the universal love of God". ..■'He criticizes
this view on the grounds that it could lead to a proclamation
lacking In urgency . 2

"The Scriptures..do not know of such an objectivized notion 
of the world In Christ. The gospel of redemption is 
proclaimed‘in: the world as an appeal to faith. It Is never 
a mere Informing about a new state of affairs..It must not 
be objectivized Into a proclamation that all is now right 
with the world".18o



A christological approach to theodicy must seek not only to
provide the enquirer with an answer to his question hut also
with an urgent summons to.faith.

Berkouwer*s christological approach to theodicy Is set In
the context of his doctrine of divine providence.
Discussing God*s providence in history, he writes,
"It is possible to speak concretely about God’s Providence 
only on; the basis of the blood of the cross".

He is speaking not simply of a, theoretical theodicy but of Christian
experience.

"He who sees things this way- will never succumb to the 
temptation to identify prosperity with blessir^ and 
adversity with curse. In faith ..one can;%$cej»t jwfeeperity- 
as the gift of God and adversity as God’s hand graciously 
leading him to faith" .182

The apologetic significance of a life of faith Is not to be
obscured by a rather one-sided preoccupation with the development
of theoretical arguments.
Discussing the relation of miracles to divine providence, he

maintains that "man’s decision as to miracles is, in principle,
his decision as to Christ".In relating the question of miracles
to chrlstologica,! challenge rather than philosophical, presupposition,
he speaks of the apologetic significance of miracles. This
significance Is paradoxical. -Taken on their own, miracles have a
limited usefulness in apologetics. Within the total context of the
Christian- message, miracles bear the character of witness which
calls, for decision.

"Miracles and .signs do not decide anything for the 
Cliurch, though they may propose a decision" .^4

In recognizing the dual character of the apologetic value of
miracles, he is stressing the centrality of salvation rafher than
the Isolated question of miracles :

"..it is not; miracles, but the salvation of the Lord 
that Is necessary: for the well-being of the Church".

The purpose of apologetics Is not simply to respond to specific
questions but ra,ther, in its.response, to present the Christian
message in its total context.

(vii) Seeking and Finding
In the closing paragraph of A Half Century of Theology.

Berkouwer describes the theological task in terms of its difficulties
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and its possibilities. This description of the theological task
suggests that dogmatics contains within Itself an implicit
apologetic thrust.

"♦•the quest that has been given to the church of all times 
••is the quest for a deeper and richer understanding of the 
unsearchable riches of the gospel. On this route, which has 
many travellers, each with his own cares, defeats, and 
discoveries, we also stand before another possibility: the 
correlation between seeking and finding. The light comes 
in the form of a promise: "Seek and ye shall find." This 
promise can be the stimulus to new courage and to new 
service"

Thiŝ  ̂corfelation between seeking and finding provides an Impetus
to the church of Christ In the work of communicating the Christian
gospel as the answer to the many questions raised in the modern world.
(2) A Froper Use of Apologetics

Berkouwer’s perspective on the use of apologetics is closely
r e l a t e d  to- his view of the.nature of dogmatics. In t h e  Foreword to
A Half Century of Theology, he maintains that

"the hesitations and doubts that are indeed present at many 
points do not in themselves indicate a deep and final 
uncertainty, least of all an alienation from the gospel" . 187

This perspective is based.on a recognition of the limitation of 
dogmatics. Citing B'avlnck, he acknowledges that dogmatics is

"not the Word of Cod, but only a "vague image and a weak 
correspondence, a fallible human undertaking in which 
one tried to think: through and translate what God had said 
beforehand and in various ways. • . . ”” .188

Following his.recognition of the limitation of dogmatics, he asks,
"What meaning might this modest limit to dogmatics have for 
the positive, confident, and courageous language of apologetics". y
He answers this question by distinguishing between a wrong.use

of apologetics and its proper use. In the misuse of apologetics, he
criticises "an unattractive militancy which Is hard to harmonize

190with the Christian style". He maintains that this approach
"has not always been free from a spirit of conflict that 
Irritates its hearers, with the result that instead of 
opening doors it turns away potential participants In 
dialogue or provokes them to counterattack". ^

This approach is then contrasted with a proper use.of apologetics :
"..if apologetics becomes a fight over a system., 
it becomes something very different from the "giving 
an answer" for faith that the Hew Testament asks for.
The struggle may not be waged for the sake of a fight, 
but only for the sake of the truth. There must, therefore,



never be lust for victory In confronts,!ion. Confrontations 
can easily be waged In a manner that alienates faith from 
Science without the believing disputants even understanding 
the problems of science; quick counterarguments are then 
not even taken seriously by the other side. Apologetics 
may then celebrate some sort of victory, while In reality 
it- has only exposed its poverty11. 192  , ..
Speaking of the proper, use of apologetics, Berkouwer refers

to; Bavlnck’s statement concerning the ""diffIculJ^s and wounds" .
that one experiencesalong the way of dialogue". He then remarks, 

"When the- theologian-says this seriously and self-eritically,
all' cheap apologetics' Is' ruled out . .apologetics is marked 
by" "a prof bund. 'analysis, 'of the critical" question that Is placed' before Christian faith by the“world of thought in 
whi cli" we~ are “all sojourners “together. Lacking this, 
apologetics will fall Into mere repetition ana fail to 
give a real answer to real questions. The questions 
themselves must be..understood before a genuine answer 
can.be given. Herein lies the kernel of all responsiveness: 
it rejects apparent, make-believe answers as empty gestures 
..all ahswer-glvihg' throws us back to a testing of our own 
faith and thought..only In a self-critical attitude could 
communication take, place with critics".194
Berkouwer*s distinction between the misuse and the proper use 

of apologetics is seen in his dogmatics. The a.pologetie significance 
of his work lies In the open way he discusses the meaning of 
Christian faith. The appeal of his work on election lies largely
in his willingness to face honestly objections to the whole idea
of election. without re jecting Its fundamental truth. Concerning
this matter, he writes, "I, not without hesitation and persistent

195questions. published my book Divine Election"• The attraction
of his view of Scripture Is closely related to his refusal to
accept the Idea that a.biblical faith Involves a retreat from
responsible scholarship. He acknowledges candidly that "every method
by.which..Scripture is studied is in. turbulence..there is no way to

1°6avoid turbulence1̂  The way of coping with this turbulence Is
not by avoiding difficult hermeneutical questions but by pointing

197to "the positive purpose of the Scriptures".
"He must keep looking for ways to reassure the church that 
we are hot merely looking for problems, that we have indeed 
heard the answer and Intend to keep hearing It, and that 
we know the answer transcends our questions and problems 
in a way that keeps them from becoming the main theme". -*-98

The apologetic value of his christological discussion is enhanced
by his recognition of the limitation of dogmatics and his consequent
Identification Tilth the enquirer In his questioning of dogmatic
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formulations.
"We should not expect too much from theology, It will at 
best only give “ jg-Qincomplete knowledge and Inadequate 
understanding".
"..theology ought not keep itself shove the disturbances 
people experience, as though It had all wisdom and can 
work, with the truth above the heads of the people in 
the congregation, as though it can afford to be unconcerned 
about the anxieties of the plebeians of faith".^GO
Xn Berkouwer*s view, apologetics, properly conceived, has a

significant part to play 111 Christian' communication. Its significance
is directly related to its recognition of both the limitations of

201theological reflection and the "truly new" character of the 
202Christ Ian;, gospel. Theology is called to "translate for our

203generation" this gospel of enduring relevance. Recognizing its 
own inadequacy, theology must acknowledge "all its questions and

aA auncertainties".^ Recognizing the gospel’s relevance, theolqgy
205must fulfill Its task as "a work of joy". y This combination of

honest reflection and joyful declaration determines the character
of Christian apologetics as both humble and courageous.

"There Is room for a humble and courageous defense of 
Christianity. The combination of humility and courage 
is the combination that Christianity In our day 
sorely needs".206

Such a combination Is necessary if contemporary Christianity is to
overcome the polarisation between a dogmatics that Is apologetically
Irrelevant and an apologetics that Is dogmatically reductionist.
(3) The Extent to which Theology may make use of Apologetics ;

 ̂ 207Berkouwer begins his discussion of "Faith and Reasonableness"
with the question,

"Can we find grounds for Christian faith that not only are 
meaningful for believers, but can be^gg least to some 
extent, convincing to nonbelievers?".

Tills question requires to be answered if there Is to be a more
detailed understanding of the phrase, "a humble and courageous

209defense of Christianity". Berkouwerrs response to- this question 
can be viewed from various angles.
(a) Pie affirms the irreducible content of the gosnel.
> ir “■■mt frrm------ -r-ir-tT-” - ~i— i— — — —g-f-—f" 1 V»i r r T * " i i i i i i  urn tr— i • i~-w«T-mr--nrf—***> r~m

This affirmation is seen in his critique of both the traditional 
proofs for God’s existence and Pannenberg’s definition of God as 
"the power that determines everything that exists".2l0
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Concerning tHe proofs, lie writes,
"There has. Deen a growing sense that an ahstract element 
filtered through the proofs, that they were really about 
"being andv existence and not about the living God or 
Christian faith. Once the existence of a "God" was 
demonstrated, one could define hig^Jurther, in whatever 

. way one was personally inclined,”*
Concerning Pannenberg*rs definition of God, he writes,

""The Reality that determines everything” is not a promising 
concept for solving all problems. Kore likely, the problem 
of evil and the question of theodicy will be the more 
pressing as one takes such a God concept seriously.
Everything depends on the two words "determines” and 
"eveiything”..if we abstract the quest for reasonableness 
from the content of faith we will always end up with bleak, 
abstractions of a religious metaphysic that mutiplies rather 
than solves questions”.2̂ 2

Tlie content of the gospel must not be devalued for the sake of213apologetic relevance. The end result may be irrelevance rather 
thaB relevance.

Berkouwerrs emphasis on the irreducible content of the gospel
is not merely a retreat from modern man’s questions to a
traditional theological system which is assumed rather than shown
to be biblical. Berkouwer*s strong biblical stance is directed
against a scholastic theology which too easily assumes itself to
be biblical as well as a.modern trend towards dispensing with the
norrnativity of Scripture. In the light of the entire biblical
witness to divine salvation, Berkouwer takes great care to avoid
both the tendency to demand that the interpretation of Scripture
conform to a rather heteronomous concept of God and the tendency
to exclude those aspects of biblical faith which do not appear to
he apologetically relevant. Berkouwer is able to voice a strong
protest against both these tendencies because he rejects the divine

214- human competition motif which is reflected in both positions.
(b) He affirms the essential reasonableness of the gospel.

In his discussion of the concepts of mystery and paradox and 
the charge of authoritarianism, he suggests that the gospel is 
essentially reasonable and must not be construed as a flight into
the irrational. ......

Concerning mystery, he points out that the Few Testament speaks 
of "the revelation of the mystery1*(Romans 16:25).^^ Thus, it is 
illegitimate to identify mystery with enigma when discussing the
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mystery of faith which:does not arise "amid abstract problems of
216theoretical knowledge". Recognition of the inseparable connection 

between^ the mystery of faith and the revelation of grace leads him 
to reject the idea of "mystery that is wholly impervious to human 
reflection" • ^ r

.Recognising '"a wide variation in understanding of what paradox
is", Berkouwer relates his own view of paradox to the words of

218Luke 5*26 - "We have seen strange things today". He,emphasises
219that paradox refers to "something out of the ordinary", g^Paradox

need not be understood in terms of logical contradiction. The
theological idea of paradox is "noit.a logical paradox, but..breaking

221.through the wisdom of the world".
The charge.of authoritarianism Is rejected by Berkouwer. Citing 

222various writers, he distinguishes between an authentic authority
and an unwarranted authoritarianism.

"Authority..cannot be a darksome power that compels us to 
subject ourselves without reason..Something happens in 
revelation that is totally different from the way the 
authorities on earth coerce people into servile obedience 
..the difference begins with the content of that which is 
"over against" us".223

This theme is developed further in Holy Scripture, where Berkouwer
writes,

"..the authority of God's Word is not being enforced like an 
arbifra.iy external authority. .Its authority does not have 
the features of an external authority, which*.does not'allow 
an encounter with any insight, understanding or response. 
Scripture's authority does not demand blind obedience..Fever 
does it have the features of a dark dictatorship that forces 
its will in .a despotic manner, with no concern for man's 
way of life under this dictatorship..It is rather a subjection 
that spells redemption..not a general kind of obedience..but 
a subjection to Christ whereby he is never out of view..in 
which acceptance occurs with joy and willingness..the Spirit 
..does not blind man but opens his eyes..Faith in terms of 
a sacrifice of the intellect is a 'perversion of the Christian 
faith, and obedience..a dangerous view of faith..(as) a 
decision without inner conviction regarding the object and 
content of the faith".224

(c) He affirms the apologetic significance of the gospel.
Berkouwer's criticisms of certain types of apologetics which 

threaten to distort the content of the Christian message should not be 
understood as a negative evaluation of all apologetics. It does 
express his concern that apologetic activity should arise from the
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225gospel rather than "being determined by modern man's questions .vy
In keeping with his emphasis that "the whole Scriptural witness-

226deals with the whole man in the actuality of his existence",
Berkouwer expresses an interest in the idea that "human experience

227contained a, hint of God", referring to Pannenberg*s theological
228anthropology•as."a dynamic apologetic theology" which is "not

a capitulation to anthropology, as though he were reducing theology
229to a study of man". -Berkouwer* s interest in this type of

apologetics.should' not, however, be exaggerated. His basic
conviction that the gospel contains its own inherent apologetic
significance dominates his discussion of apologetics. He insists
that the gospel is neither irrational nor irrelevant. Its
reasonableness and relevance do not depend on.man's efforts to
demonstrate that.reasonableness and relevance.

This emphasis should not be seen as retreat into authoritarianism.
There is, in this emphasis on the.capacity, of the gospel to
demonstrate its own reasonableness and relevance, no hint of the
pretentious idea of an absolute 'proof*. Rather, it may be seen
as a person-relative approach which recognises the basic need for
a readiness to> allow one's presuppositions to be challenged by the
gospel. In contrast to Pannenberg*s bold criticism of theological
positivism as an "intellectually nonobli^atory, merely subjectively
accepted supernatural!stic standpoint", this approach

2 31recognises that every apologetic(Pannenberg*s included) is
person-relative in the sense that it depends for its value on a,
willingness to accept the gospel's presuppositions. Berkouwerrs
greater concentration on the 'human experience’ apologetic does
not mean that he sees it as essentially different from the
traditional 'proofs'. He maintains that this approach, when it
operates with the idea of God as "the reality that determines-

232everything", is really "a form of the ontological argument".
233Such an approach, no less than the ontological argument, “ can 

be charged, with being dependent on a "prior faith".
Berkouwer emphasises the gospel’s own intrinsic apologetic 

significance rather than any self-conscious apologetic, traditional 
or modern. He stresses that.anthropological analysis, though by no 
means useless, could lead to: disillusionment where it is given an 
exaggerated importance. He contends for "an apologetic that does
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not isolate itself from the message it intends to make credible 
• •an apo^^etic that seeks its basic resources within the gospel 
itself”:*
(d) He affirms.-the spiritual character of the gospel.

In his analysis of mystery and paradox, Berkouwer emphasizes
thaf the gospel has a spiritual ch.ara.cter* It displays a wisdom .that
is quite different from human, wisdom, The genesis of faith must,
thenr be understood in spiritual categories* It is at this point
that a self-conscious apologetic might be expected to have most
difficulty with Berkouwer®s emphasis on the gospel®s inherent
apologetic va„Iue* ■

237. As one who is. "mostly concerned with the issue of a.pologeticd£ 
Pannenberg might be/expected to make three criticisms of Berkouwer®s 
position*
First, he might be expected to view Berkouwer*s theology as one

which uses the Holy Spirit as "a kind of supernatural key to- a ■
238Christian message which has meanwhile become incomprehensible” \ 

a compensation for our inability to understand, by which the 
"incomprehensible, indeed even the absurd, is nevertheless to be 
legitimized”•
Second, he might be expected to regard Berkouwer®s theology as 

an object for his criticism of "belief in revelation on the basis
off)of authority* .as blind faith”•

Third, he might be expected to criticize Berkouwer®s theology
241for an unwillingness to bring faith out of its ghetto*

Berkouwer®s response to such criticisms is most instructive* 
First, he insists that the Spirit, far from compensating for

defects in faith®s content, exercises his authority precisely
O Athrough that content*  ̂Thus, he places more emphasis on the

gospel*s content than Pannenberg who tends to select those elements
243which fit his apologetic best. Thus, Pannenberg, rather than

Berkouwer, nay be charged with ignoring the gospel® s content , to
the extent that it is inconvenient to his apologetic purpose.
Second, he insists that faith is not blind since it is directly

244related to its object and its content - Christ. ‘‘ It could be 
argued that Berkouwer*s theology opens avenues which are left 
closed by Pannenberg because of his excessive concentration on 
those elements which appear to him, to have special apologetic



significance. Tims, tlie re is a different kind of Mind faith to;
■fee found ini. Pannenberg who pays scant attentions to; those elements

<v a r*
of' faith which do not; fit easily into Mis conception of revelation, 
Third*, he suggests that a self-conscious apologetic of Pannenberg* s 

type may he charged with asking' "an abstract existentialist questiai 
that is not. really being: asked by -people; in concrete human 
experiencetf.  ̂The danger is present that God and Christian faith
could he turned into **am abstraction, with no; answer for actual

24.7 " ",n" ~ ,""r ' "........ ~ ’questions** f ’ceiifEtnating* people who; are seeking meaning- in life.
The way: of ensuring that real answers are giver to "actual and

9 a fir ^authentic questionŝ * is the way of bringing the gospel in. its 
many-sidedness to> bear on the whole of life. This is not the way 
of Mind obedience which keeps theology- in a self-constructed 
ghetto, lather* it is the way of bringing theologŷ  out of the , 
ghetto of providing theoretical answers; to theoretical questions* 

Berkouwer* s response to these charges is; a significant- 
contribution to the discussion of apologetics, His perspective is 
spiritual, biblical and kerygmatic.
Apologetics must be spiritual rather than- natural, recognizing 

the necessity of . the Spirit ’s* activity in every form of 
Christian communication*
Apologetics must be; biblical rather than theistic* recognizing 

the normativity* of the Bible for every fomr. of Christian 
communication.
Apologetics must; be kerygmatic rather than theoretical, recognisirg-, 

in every form of Christian communication, that the gospelrs answer 
meets the; whole; man in the totality of his life*
When, this. perspective is dissociated from; a sacrifice of the 
intellect, rationalistic biblicisim and disinterest in modern marts 
questions* it is most; helpful in avoiding a polarised view of 
apologetics.

Apologetics: is: not; given, an exaggerated and unwarranted 
importance that is independent of the gospel. Its significance 
arises directly from the nature of the gospel. This approach 
promises to overcome unfruitful polarization over the question of 
the extent of the; usefulness of apologetics. There is no general 
and quantifiable answer to that question* The basic answer to the 
challenge of apologetics is the gospel which possesses its own.
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intrinsic apologetic significance. The extent to which the gospel’s 
apologetic significance -is brought to? betfc on the modern scene is 
integrally related to? both the church’s commitment tovthe gospel 
and. its: openifess to. men’s questions. Both must' be present if the 
gospel is tox speak: to: modem men with apologetic relevance. If 
cemmitment to) the; gospel decreases* the gospel’s relevance will 
diminish, as its message is lost. If openness to? men’s questions 
decreases* the gpspel’?s, relevance will’ diminish as the significance 
of its message is. lost. Christian communication* if it is to> be 
apologetically virile* requires that the Christian message and the 
Christian mission are taken with equal seriousness.
II. Social Concern

This discussion of Berkouwer’s contribution to a theology of 
social- concern is divided into? three major sections :
(1) The Signif icance of Berkouwer’s Concern with the Problem of 

Polarization; _ ?
(2) Berkouwer as a ffiblibal, Reformed and Contemporary Theologian
(3) The. Bhsic Contours of Berkouwer’s Theology of the Christian 

Life.
The opening section sets Berkouwer’s theology of social concern 
in the context of his general concern with overcoming' the problem 
of polarization. The main discussion is found In the second section 
where the contemporary contribution of Berkouwer, a biblical and 
Reformed theologian, is discussed In..relation too the. Christianity- 
Harxism'dialogue. It is emphasized that Berkouwer’s theology, 
which refuses to?separate personal faith and social concern, 
provides a perspective through which Christian theology can avoid 
the twin, dangers, of a preoccupation with social concern which 
implicitly conceives of personal faith as a flight into Illusion: 
and a preoccupation with individualistic and ’other-worldly’ 
religion which,fails to; provide any significant expression of 
social concern. The closing'section relates Berkouwer’s theology 
of social concern̂  to: particular areas where his concern with 
overcoming polarization promises to; be particularly valuable in 
the development of a theology of the Christian life.
(I) The Slgnl: ficance of Berkouwer’s Concern with the Problem of 
Polarization

In> his Introduction to; the symposium, At the Edge of Hope,



Christian Laity in Paradox t H. Butt insists that
’’transcendent hope and.•Immanent hope..must cohere..In 
order to intersect and overcome despair - the loss of 
expectation, both expectation for' God’s eternal Kingdom 
and expectation for the improvement of this world., 
transcendent expectation and..immanent expectation 
form: one complete Christian hope. The first says, turn 
to God because the human prospect is so; bleakj the 
second says* the human prospect can he changfilltjecause 
of God*’.249

Butt continues,....
"Everything' Is hopeless but God. Everything is hopeful 
because of God..we and our societies are nothing compared 
with God..we and our world are beloved of God”.2^0
Berkouwer*. like Butt, discusses social concern in the comtexfc

25Lof hope. He discusses the significance: of "The Earthly Horizon"
in relation to;

"the* Q̂ lodki'oir the future, the relationship between our 
actual todays and our expected tomorrows, between our 
harrow'horizons and the hope that leaps over them? into 
the promised future".252

Insisting: that ..a proper understanding’ of the theology of social
concem demands a proper understanding: of the theology of hope,
Berkouwer distinguishes between, a. caricature of Christian hope
and a profile of Christian hope.

"Escape' Into the future Is not eschatology, but eschaton 
fever. . To become "this-worldly" is not to empty the future 
of it s'radical character of'"beyond this world". What It 
dees de ls close the doer,to flight into the "beyond."
It tells us that such a flight is a caricature, not a 
profile of Christian hope. The summons to; "this-worldly" 
living'Is a response, .to?' flGbd’s redeeming Ig v e: for the 
world in all its dimensions’” ’ . 253
In his analysis of transcendent and Immanent hope, Butt

rejects the competition-mofIf.
"Conservative ’’otherworldly" hope and liberal "this worldly" 
hope are dangled like competing pearls of great price 
before the laity today. What tragedy, when they really 
form a single unified reality". 254

Berkouwer, like Butt, rejects the competition-raot if• Speaking of
255"the unfortunate dilemma - horizontalism or verticalism?" , he 

writes,
"When we create false dilemmas like this we lose our 
vision for the many dimensions of reality".256

The reality which guides Berkouwer’s theology of social concern
Is the reality of God’s salvation. When the question of social



concernis set in. this context, it becomes- clear that
"It is a question: that goes beyond typical differences 
between optimists and pessimists. Itzeroes in on the 
Significance for the present of the salvation that has 
appeared “and is confessed and preached by the church 
of Christ".257
When, the question of social concern is related to God’s

salvation* it may be formulated thus 5

"Does the Christian faith call us away fromi the world or 
does it push us into It?". 25 B

Berkouwer: points out that
"In the total context of Christian faith almost no one 
contends for a/ total indifference to our world. The 
gospel testimony is too strong to allow complete 
unconcern. The image of hlrai who? was ever ready to? stop, 
to se^ and'care for the blind, the deaf, the sinner and 
publican* the poor and the sick, the sheep without a 
shepherd, to stop and be moved to compassion — the 
Image of such a concerned One; Is too sharp: to excuse 
ihdifference"•259

He observes that tB:e recognition of our Lord’s concern does not
resolve the tension concerning the theological evaluation of

.. 260 social concern.
Berkouwer holds that "a scale of priorities is contrary to

261the gospel". This conviction Is; rooted In the understanding* of
the gospel; advanced in his Divine Election. In its proclamation
of divine salvation, the gospel, never minimizes the significance
of human activity. ;

"The divine: act; makes room?, leaves open the possibility 
for man’s act. That possibility‘Is not absorbed or 
destroyed by divine superiority, but created, called 
forth, by it..There Is a superiority which is not that 
of a mechanical causality or of a coercion that obstructs 
man’s activity;' it is the personal superiority of love 
and grace, which in man’s experience Is making- room? for 
Mm: to? act by not destroying; his f r e e d o m " .262

In its proclamation of eternal salvation* the gospel never
minimizes the significance of the.temporal sphere.

"It is necessary to?understand..how the words "time" 
and "eternity" function In the gospel..They are not 
placed'in a context In which they make us dizzy in 
the?, face of an unapproachable "eternity"".263

In its proclamation of gracious salvation, the gospel never
minimizes the significance of thechurch’s responsibility to-
turn towards the world in service. Regarding: the antithesis
between God’s believing people and the unbelieving world, he



writes*
"The,-' constant--' warning of the Word of God. Is not; that we; 
irast speak noi more of the reality of the antithesis,
But that the antithesis must he correctly-understood 
as helhg'legitimate only By virtue of the grace of 
election. .in the antithesis we are confronted with a truly 
unique contrast. This uniqueness finds its origin In 
God’s mercy, and that Is the reason why It finds Its 
true expression not in Isolation from the world, hut 
In turning''tomrd the; world. .This hy no? means Implies 
a weakehingycf the' distinction Between , good and evil, 
faith and unhe lief* Rather, the Church, he cause of the 
serloilBhesS' ©)f this antithesis, goes out into the world 
to? xditness.' She'does not do so: despairing that the world 
cannothe saved* for then she would forget her Own former 
lost condition as well as the sovereign election of God 
which called her flomi her darkness to? His marvellous 
light.* Every trace of a proud and legalistic antithesis 
Igfjabseni'here. It is replaced hy an? apostolic fervor^g^ 
which*.knows Itself compelled by the love ©f Christ”." ’ ’ *
JIbile these passages from Divine Election do> not refer:

directly to? social. concem, their relevance to? this discussion
is .clear. Berkouwer’s rejection of the competitlon-motif with
respect.to divine activity and human activity, time and eternity,
and salvation and service points in the direction; of a
constructive approach to? social concern. His re jection of the
competition—motif .is of great significance foar M s  theology of
social concern. Discussing "The Earthly Horizon”, he Insists that

"Hamah activity*.cannot he reduced in priority to a 
"secondary" tissue, as though it Is of less Importance 
to whatever is given top priority".265

He maintains’ that
"the gospel we believe is far removed from the picture 
of a future without hearing on' the present * a heavenly1
. hope without concern for the neighbor and his world".266

He emphasizes that
"We are not dealing: with a. synthesis between religion and 
moral!tyi.(but with) the divine concern for life within 
our human horizon".267"

He contends that the Christian Is called to?
"a life of involvement in the deep: divine philanthropy 
that.has once for?all. appeared In history"•268

This faith refuses "to let our full obedience become a tension
269between primary and secondary accents".

   The significance of Berkouwer’s theology of social concern
is Integrally related te> his concern with the problem of



polarization. This concem, which runs through his entire theology, 
is not. merely pragmatic. Bis concern is that the fulness of 
Christian truth is properly represented In both Christian theology 
and Christian living'. A. theology which emphasizes one aspect of 
truth to the exclusion of another is reflected in a life which 
fails to? live in accordance with, the fulness: of truth. The call 
to the. Christian church is, in Berkouwer’s theology, to? allow 
both Its thinking: and its living-to be governed by the fulness of 
Godl’s truth.
(2); Berkouwer as a Biblical. Reformed and Contemporary Theologian 

Throughout Berkouwer * s the o lo gy, there is an intensely; 
practical emphasis. The practical character of his theology is 
observable in every doctrinal discussion. The practical value of 
his discussion of social concern is derived not merely from: the 
’practical*', character of the subject but, from the practical 
character of every theological statement-. Man cannot speak of God 
rightly without being practically Involved* This practical note 
runs through: the entirety of Berkouwer’s theology. In his biblical 
exegesis, he points out the practical Implications of the passages 
being: discussed. Xn his discussion of historical theology, he 
draws out.the,practical significance of the most complex 
controversies. In his analyses of contemporary theology, he 
astutely relates, each; discussion to; the practical concerns of 
Chrtstla$I living. The practicality' of Berkouwer’s approach to? 
biblical and. theological Interpretation undergirds and guides 
his discussion of social, concem.
(a) Berkouwer as a Biblical Theologian

Any theology which claims to be a biblical theology is 
required by that very  claim? to? relate its. understanding of social 
concern? to? its understanding of Scripture. Thus, the' theological 
evaluation of social concem is Integrally related to the matter 
of biblical interpretation. A truly biblical theology of social 
coneern seeks? to? hear and to heed all that Scripture has to? say 
oul the matter. Both current social attitudes and restrictive 
doctrinal interpretations are brought to the touchstone of Scripture. 
A truly blblieal theology is motivated by the gospel which stands 
aver .against both a tendency to? simply conform' to> the mood of the 
moment and the tendency to? ignore the social problems of the day.



A .Jamiliy--. Mb$ik?al. theologyis.. neither a theology- which is chiefly 
nratnrs justifi'cationi.ffefe positrons taken?, o® quite independent 
grounds non ...a .theology which suggests: that tlie mere: proclamation 
of God* s; justification of believing' sinners f does* by itself,2fOensure that serial injustice: is overcome.

Berkouwer present s a biblical theology of social- concern). which
calls for Ma life of involvement in tlie deep divine pMIanthropy-

272..once for all appeared, in history”,. ' a life which gives
expression to* ’’the dimne concern for' life within our human
horison?,v^2a- life .in which neither God nor the neighbour are
neglected* 2^8 He insists that a truly biblical theology calls for
fiitl obedience without introducing a tension between primary and;

97/Asecondary accents* Berkouwer,:s biblical theology of social
concern-is- dereloped from M e  .exegesis of significant biblical
passages drawn from both Testaments. He draws attention to the
inseparability: of low for God and concem for man. He comments on
the Old Testament understanding of the relationship between low
for God. and concern-for man.

“It isridiculous M  suppose that the Old Testament is 
guilty- of being too heavily accented: and one-sidedly 
cohcerned with the horizontal dimension of life, as 
though love for God might somehow get. shortchanged by it.
The service of the God of Israel and total concern for life 
within ouf horizon are: inseparable..His* people can truly 
give all their attention to him' without being lured away

  from their, neighbors”.2Tb
This interpretation of the Old Testament is. based, on his exegesis 
of significant passages dram* from the Pentateuch, the Psalms and 
the Prophets. In. the Peniateuch. the poor and needy are. to he the 
concem of Israel, God’s redeemed people:(Exodus 23s 1-9).2^  In the 
Psalms § ĵ£iG3?G 3is iib> coropBiiji’fcdloiii TssliweeiiL GocL*s p;3?&is© sncll ntcU£*s

? 77‘need(psalm 146). ; In the Prophet s. there is a call for worldly 
concem which does not relativiz e the transcendent message (Amo s

 concentration or/both Godand man is continued in the Few
Teitament. ■ The Gospels demand that neither justice nor love of God 
(Luke 11:42) are. to. be neglected .since man’s relationship..with 
God may .not be isolated from his. relationship with his fellow-ma® 
(Matthew 5- 23~2A)....... In the Epistles, concern for man is not
regarded as. a._ secondary matter(Eomans 13: 8-10)281 since there is a 
radical unity between the love of God and concern for man” (1 John
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(b) Berkouwer. as a Reformed theologian
   The Reformed character. of. Berkouwer’s theology is directly
related to' its' biblical foundation. Bis eras sing the, Reformed
principle,... “solaScripture” or "Scripture alone", lie emphasizes that

"The- function of the sola Scriptura in the Reformation was 
tblfocus attention on God*s Word as a principle o£g^ 
interpretation over against human! arbitrariness”.

A proper understanding of Berkouwer’Is use of this principle requires
a - clear understanding of what he is not saying as well as what he
is saying. ... .
 The "Scripture, alone", principle may uof he isolated from the

gospel since it emerges from a clearer understanding of.the gospel
and points to the place where the gospel is to. he found. Berkouwer
emphasizes the. unbreakable connection between the "Scripture alone"
principle and the doctrine of the gospel s

"The phrase sola Scripturaexpressed a certain way of 
reading Scripture, implying a continual turning oft a
toward the gospel as the saving message of Scripture”.

. . . The."Scripture.alone” principle does not arise from a general
preference for the old but from a rediscovery of the gospel.

"Ihe Reformers were aware of being confronted with the 
original and canonical gospel, notbecause it was 
ancient as such, but because of this concrete and 
qualitative "originality.”". ^
. She "Scripture alone" principle does not represent a general

dista&te for tradition but a re-establishment of the gospel tradition
in the. life of' the church - ”the term sola Scriptura represented

286"the; struggle; for the genuine- tradition””. Berkouwer maintains 
that ”(t)he Reformers did not wish to endanger the principle ofpO*ytradition;, rather, they wished to'1 protect it”. There is, in the 
Reformed principle of "Scripture alone”, a "radical rejection of

288addition” - but not a "simple repetition without new responsibilities
289for new times”. The function, of this principle is to> preserve 

the church from being alienated from the gospel in the face of 
the challenge of communicating the gospel effectively in an ever-
changing world.   _
  The "Scripture alone” principle is not the product of a high

handed exclusiveness which draws attention to' the pride of its 
proponents rather than the message of Scripture. Rather, it is a



"unique. exclusivene ss, deriving. its structure from; the broadness
290and universality of. the gospel". Since the gospel is aimed at

the whole world, .proclaiming: salvation to: all peoples, the
"Scripture alone" principle becomes important not for the sake of
sectarian exclusiveness but: for- the sake of a clearer understanding

291and. more effective communication of the gospel of salvation*
Berkouwer points out that, in this unique exclusiveness, the "alone"
must be understood, in the light of the "Scripture" t

"Ihe confession of "Scripture alone" does not begin with 
the "alone" a,s a general principle, but with Scripture,
For the meaning' and weight of the "alone" can be 
perceived only: along; that route" , 292
The "Scripture, alone" principle may not be isolated from the

other Reformed hermeneutical principles — "grace alone", "faith
alone", and. "Christ alone". Removed from the context of the
rediscovery of: the gospel in Scripture, it becomes a rather
colourless principle of authority:which lacks depth of understanding
of the message of Scripture, When, however, the principles of
"grace alone", "faith alone" and "Christ alone" are allowed to:
operate independently of each other and of the "Scripture alone"
principle, theological speculation reaches dangerous conclusions,

An important implication of the "Scripture alone" principle
is the recognition of the importance of the whole of Scripture*
fheology; requires this perspective if . it is to avoid, a dangerous
selectivity which is governed by personal preference. The tendency
to emphasise what one wants to . hear while: ignoring what one does 

m ntnot̂ toi hear requires to be kept in check by the insistence that
every part of Scripture has its proper place and function: and that
no part of Scripture is to be regarded as unimportant.

fhis emphasis on the importance of every: part of Scripture
does not amount to a, levelling procedure by which every part is
ascribed equal importance. Scripture is to: be regarded as an 

293"organic whole!1. -Hb part of Scripture is to be arbitrarily
lifted out of this, context. fkis emphasis on the whole of Scripture
is important in the face of a universalistic distortion of the

294"grace alone" principle, am Arminiasr distortion of the "faith 
295alone" principle, and.a christomonistic distortion of the

29 6"Christ alone", principle’. This emphasis excludes the heavy- 
handed., approach;, to Scripture which tends to: regard as insignificant 
those- portions of Scripture which do: not appear to.: place such a
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heavy. accent on the "grace alone”, "faith alone" and "Christ alone" 
principles.

The "Scripture alone" principle, with its emphasis on the 
importance - of' the: whole of Scripture, is of paramount importance 
for the discussion of social concern. The evangelism - social 
concern, polarization results; from a failure to- listen to* all that 
Scripture says concerning: Christian living. This polarisation, can 
he overcome only where there is a determination to> submit every 
theological-.preference to1 the authority of the whole of Scripture.
A. truly hihlical. and.-Reformed theology of social concem calls for 
a. resolute-.refusal fo:* bolster one’s own theological pref erences

favourite passages while other passages are
tacitly ignored.. -

  Social concern is discussed here in relation to the views of
Luther and Calvin concerning the relationship between Paul and
James.'This question is not merely a matter of historical curiousity. 
Rather, it-points towards a.xmyv&f overcoming-the evangelism
social concem polarization. Both Luther and Calvin were committed
to the principles of "grace alone", "faith alone", "Christ alone"
and "Scripture alone". Both viewed the epistle of James in relation
to what.was regarded as "the incontrovertible and central message

297of salvation". They did, hoxirever, reach different conclusions
concerning this epistle. Luther held that it "has no evangelical

298nature to it". f . Calvin wrote that "it contains nothing unworthy
of an Apostle of Christ"

Berkouwer insists that Calvin’s favourable estimation of
the epistle of James does not reflect a weaker commitment to the
doctrine of the gospel. B'erkouwer’s interpretation of the Paul -
James, question, is in line; with Calvin’s view. He hcrlSs that
Luther’s.criticisms of James reflect' a limited insight into the301relationship between Paul and James. Berkouwer interprets Luther
both critically and, appreciatively. I s  perceptive remarks are
mostpertinent, to; the development of a theology' of social concern.
Critical of Luther’s use of the principle "that which sets forth
Christ", in. his. interpretation of James, Berkouwer insists that
every exegetical principle must proceed on the basis of the
recognition of "the limitations and the continuing growth of our 
.. .. ■. 302insignt . The recognition of the inadequacy of every theological
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interpretation is important if theology is to avoid the twin
dangers of a. failure to rightly emphasise the gospel's impetus
towards; social- concern and. a failure to ground social concern ii
its gospel foundation* ̂  ̂Appreciative of the biblical character of
Luther*'s understanding, of the gospel, Berkouwer issues this warning
to contemporary theology :

"the methodology Of every' "cahoh^ih^the-canon" Is dangeroui, 
especially when it manifestly contradicts the church’s - 

 and: Luther’s - reclpere of the gospel".304
Berkouwer,-like; Luther, emphasizes the relationship between
Scripture and.the gospel. The confession of Scripture's canonical
authority does not, for Berkouwer, involve an..assertion that "its

30‘>boundaries must, be readily provable and perspicuous".7 He
relates this confession to> "the message of salvation, .the

306'foundation on which the church is built"." The church confesses
that she-has heard and received the biblical testimony concerning 

307Christ.. The church was, in Berkouwer*s view, "led, in the
matter of the boundaries of the canon, by a basic commitment
centered in the gospel". The deep relationship between the
gospel and. the Scriptures accents the privilege of seeking a
deeper understanding: of the unsearchable riches of Christ through

309reading: the .words of Scripture. This search for Christ in the
Scriptures need not lead to ^distinctions between "center" and
"periphery" in. the canon in % manner which presupposes that the

310Tperiphery-is: unimportant"." The idea of "a reduction to- the
311" canon-within-the-canon" is fraught with the danger that, the

canon .of: Scripture will be replaced by "a canon of our, own- creatin
312..a projection of our own minds". This danger assst be carefully 

avoided if Christian, living is not to be impoverished by a one
sided emphasis on either personal faith or social concern.

Interpreting, the relationship between. Paul and James, Berkouwer 
uses theological principles used by Luther. He does not, however, 
reach the same conclusions as Luther did. Berkouwer points out 
that „.... _ ..... ... .. . ... ... ...

"L^ther“ib'hbie"fo“spea:k of the' sure fact that Scripture 
is a 'light clearer‘than 'sunlight. .It' stands In immediate 
relationship to saving faith, and difficulties with some 
word's, do;..not. affect, the ..clarity" .3̂ 3

Luther emphasized the importance of'the "Scripture alone" principle t



“We must let Scripture have tlie chief place and be its 
owntruest, simplest and clearest interpreter* • .1 want 
Scripture alone to rule, and not to he interpreted 
according to my spirit or that of any other man, hut to 
he understood in its own1 light and according to its own 
Spirit11 • 314.

Hie relationship between Lutherrs mew of Scripture and his view of 
the epistle of James is complicated* J Luther did not regard the 
epistle of James as apostolic yet he did regard it as canonical*
He held that the epistle of James was, compared with Paulas 
epistles, “truly an epistle of straw” yet he frequently quoted 
James without.criticism, especially 1:18 for which he had "a

• j  * rspecial.,love1’*.?.fhe tension between Lufher^s concern with “the3X7apostolic,, evangelical content of Scripture” and his principle, 
“Scripture is its own interpreter” is not, in Berkouwer.’s view, 
an insurmountable. tension* Hessuggests that Luther’s criticisms•«; o -of James reflect an “impetuous” reaction to “Roman Catholic
opposition* •(which) emphasized the words ahout being justified

319“hot by faith alone””* Berkouwer maintains that Calvin, who
faced.similar.opposition, ”saw.a harmony in the witness of Paul
and James which Luther missed”.328 2Ms harmony becomes clear when

321the “difficulties with some words” .are understood in the light
of Luther’S principle, ”let Scripture.*be its own' truest, simplest

322and clearest interpreter”.
 Berkouw.er’S-view, of the Paul - James question is most

instructive for the discussion of the evangelism ~ social concern
polarization* He.holds that .

“James is concerned with those who1 have not understood nor 
brought into practice the close connection between faith and. works”.823

32/He ..states that “on this point there is no divergence from Paul”.
Discussing Jamesrs reference to demonic faith(2:19), he states that
t’the mere faith James is against is existentially aloof from its 325object"  and that “this “merely believe” is quite different from

326Paul’s “through, faith alone A proper tinder standing of the
relationship between. Paul and James is, in Berkouwer’s view,
grounded in the recognition that Paul, in Romans 4:3, cites Genesis
15:6 - “Abraham believed- God and it. was reckoned to him for
righteousness" -..while James(2:21) begins from Genesis 22 -....

327Abraham’s willingness to offer his son Isaac.~ 1 B’erkouwer observes 
the relationship between Genesis 22 and Genesis 15 in the thought
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of James. :  . . .
"Is to- this "work", this act of faith, James' makes this 
surprising-statement that the Scripture is therewith 
fulfilled, which says t "And Abraham: belieted God and it 
was reckoned: unto him for righteousness; and he was called 
the friend of God"(James 2:23). James too, then, quotes 
the text from Genesis 15 which Paul had used. But James 
cites it in a special connection; Genesis 15 is fulfilled 
in what occurs in Genesis 22. Faith and work - James 'seeŝ g. 
their Inter-woven congruency over the totality of life".

329He contends that James’s attack on, "dead faith" and his protest
330for faith as "a truly experienced reality" which dominates the

whole of life does not conflict with Paul who speaks against the
works of the law hut not against the works of faith.

"Ohat this whole James vs. Paul affair could have arisen at 
all is ascrihahle to a failure ton distinguish between 
works of the law and the works, of faith".

This interpretation which refuses to he caught on the horns of a
faith-works dilemma.is of great significance for the discussion of
the evangelism -social concern question. It presents a perspective
in which the- fulness of truth is preserved over against every
tendency.to.emphasise one aspect or the other out of its hihlical
proportions, thus misrepresenting, the message of the gospel*

Berkouwer approaches social concern from a hihlical and
Reformed., perspective* In Ephesians 2:8-10, the emphases-Why-grace"
and "through, faith": lead directly on to the emphasis -good;works"•
Berkouwer underscores this connection "between ""Sola Fide" and 

332Sanctification". He emphasizes that the true nature of good
works cannot he understood apart from: Christ who; is our. "sanctifies*®
tionf* (I Corinthians 1:30) • ~ Sanctification Is not "the. humanly

334.operated successor to the divinely worked justification".
"Genuine sanctification"1., has a "continued orientation, toward 

335justIflcati:on,r* Berkouwer. emphasizes the "hy grace*.• through .fait?
context In which, the "for good works" character of sanctification
expresses itself. HO draws attention to the nature of the Spiritrs
work: In sanctification :

"The Spirit alone could perform the miracle of making man 
walk: on the road of sanctity without a sense of his own worth".

The life of sanctification has a gracious character which Berkouwer
observes, in the parable of the unprofitable servants^^ and a

338social context which: he sees In the parable of the good Samaritan*
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A Reformed theology, grounded in the "Scripture alone" principle,
seeks to rightly represent the purpose of Scripture - "to instruct you
for salvation through faith in Christ Jesus* .that, the man. of God rosy
he complete., .ecmfloped- forr every good work"(2 Timothy 3:15* 17)*' '

339Berkouwer, in, his discussion entitled "The Imitation of Christ", 
emphasizes hoth the gracious character and the social context of the 
biblical teaching concerning sanctification.
....  Commenting, on 1 Peter. 2 : 2 1 "Christ also suffered for you,
leaving an. example, that ye should follow his steps" -, he points
to the finality of. Christrs redemptive suff ering - "by whose
stripes ye were healed"(l Peter 2:24), emphasizing that the call io
he. imitators comes to those who have returned to the Shepherd of
their souls(l Peter 2:25)* Since the Example is_ the Shepherd, the
call to follow in the steps of the Shepherd is a call which - aims
at "a conformity related to Christ*s act of abolishing sin”,- a call
"to live conformably toy and. on the basis of the Atonement”. As
sheep of the Shepherd’s flock, believers are called "to walk not
on paths that will at length lead to communion with Christ but on
the path that. lies open because of the communion with Christ
which, they enjoy right along".^^ The connection between Christian
living and the divine act of reconciliation, in Christ is stressed
in Panlrs letters"be kind to one another, tenderhearted,
forgiving one another, as God in Christ forgave you. Therefore be
imitators of God, as beloved children. And walk: in. love, as Christ
loved us and gave himself, up for us" (Ephesians 4s 32 — 5» 2 ) f "as
the lord, has forgiven yout so you also must forgive" (Colo ssians
3sI3jf3 "let each of us please his neighbour for his good, to edify
him. For Christ did not please. himself; but, as it is written, "The-
reproaches of those who reproached thee fell on me"(Romans 15:2-3) •
A similar pattern: is found, in Philippians 2:5-8; where the relation
between Christian living and divine reconciliation is implicit,

345though.the ffor us* element is not made fully explicit. In Johnrs
Gospel,. Berkouwer sees the same pattern in the washing of the
disciples*. feet by Jesus. He views this action as a symbolic action,
which.points to .Christ’s atoning sacrifice for sin(John 13:8),
thus grounding the the imperative "ye ought" in the indicative "I

3A7>have done" (John: 13:14-15)*~ The divine foundation for human love 
is emphasized in Johnrs first letter — "Beloved, let us love one



another; for love, is of God#• In1 this the love of God was made
manifest among us, that God sent his only Son into.the world, so
that, we might live .through him# Jin this is love, not that we loved
God hut that he loved, us and sent.his Son to he the expiation .
(propitiation, 1*7#.) for our sins. Beloved, if God. so loved us, we
also ought.to.love one another”(l John 4* 7t 9~ll)• Berkouwer
concludes that ......

^according' to the testimony of the entire Hew Testament, the 
imitation, of Christ is founded on the Atonement”.349
.Berkouwer insists, in.his discussion of. ”Sanctification.and

Law**.,..̂?̂. that this, teaching concerning the unbreakable connection
between faith and works is based not merely on a Hew Testament
innovation, hut. on the testimony of the whole Bible. He draws
attention..to Calvings insistence that the words, VI am the Lord
thy God, who brought thee out of the land of Egypt, out of the.
house of bondage”, should be considered as a preface to the whole 

-351law* When the law is seen as ”indissalubly wedded to the
352salvation of God and to faith”, it becomes clear that obedience

to ..the law is grounded in ”a responsive gratitude to> God for being
353brought out of the house of bondage” and is not given an

independent significance apart from this divine act of redemption#
Berkouwer. stresses.that, through grounding its thinking in Scripture,

’’Reformed theology, and Calvin in particular, taught that 
if is precisely a free and spontaneous love which leads 

...... the believer to acknowledge, the commandments of God”.354
This free and spontaneous love for God leads not to ”the seclusion
of prayer and meditation” but to.a life lived in ”the broad

355daylight.of commonplace affairs”• The call to live the Christian
life, in the modern world presents a challenge to biblical and
Reformed theology, to be contemporary without.surrendering the
biblical and Reformed character of its faith.
(c) Berkouwer.. as a Contemporary Theologian . .......

 The Reformed character of Berkouwer*s theology provides the
foundation for its contemporary relevance. The nature of the
Reformed faith paves the way for contemporary relevance without
opening the door to a loss of its biblical foundation. A proper
understanding of the. Reformation, observes two _ complementary emphases
concerning the Reformed faith’s relation to both the Word of God

356and the world of men. The Reformation represents a reformation



of the church according to the Word of God. Hhen the priority of 
GodVs Word is maintained, the church is.preserved from an unbiblical 
accommodation to the contemporary world. The Reformation represents 
a movement from within the, world of men. When the human' contest of 
the Reformation, is recognized, the tendency towards absolutizing 
one’s own theological interpretation is avoided in view of the 
sovereignty of. God’s Word which is never fully and perfectly 
understood by men. This dual contest of the Reformation points in 
the direction of a meaningful dialogue between the Reformed faith 
and the contemporary, world.
 Ber&auwer’’s theology of social concern is set in the contest cf
his conviction that

nthebI6gisal reflection cannot survive as a repetition, 
a preservation offence—for-all achieved and now unchangeable

 dogmatic systems”.
Concerning; the challenge of interpreting the Christian faith for 
the contemporary world, he writes,

’’•surely Reformation thiiiking is by definition willing to 
accept-the challenge”. 35^

As a Reformed theologian, Berkouwer seeks to be a biblical ...........
theologian, the boundaries of whose reflection are set by Scrioture 

359itself. As a Reformed theologian, he seeks to- be a confemporary
theologian who. refuses to be limited by the boundaries set by a
theological interpretation which has tended towards a fossilizing
of the Christian faith. ........

Approaching the contemporary social situation with the principle,
"Personal conversion and sanctificatibn^is not able to 
overcome the immorality of society.”,

Berkouwer, in his rejection, of the personal faith —... social concern
polarisation, echoes, the teaching of Calvin who insists that while

"civil government..is distinct from the spiritual and 
internal kingdom of Christ..they are not adverse to 
each other”.362........

The deepest, roots of Berkouwer’-s approach, to the contemporary social
situation, are not to be found in the sixteenth century but _in.
Scripture. -The' moral, law calls for a. right relationship with both 

363God. and man. The words .and works of Jesus represent a radical 
reversal of economic, political and social ideologies which are 
governed by self-interest rather than by justice and mercy.^
Forld-flight is excluded by a movement towards the world with a 
view to world transformation. A biblical and Reformed theology



confesses.its faith in the sovereignty of God over the whole woirld
and.the love of God for the whole man# It cannot settle for the
*sacred* realm .of inner piety while - the *secular’ world is treated
as though it existed independently of the sovereign love of God#
Contemporary society is increasingly threatened by demoralization
and dehumanizatiom as the love of power and the love of money
militate against the love of God and the love of the neighbour*
This dual responsibility of love for both God and the neighbour
demands that: Chri stian witness in the contemporary situation may .
be neither reduced to its social implications nor emptied of them.

. Berkouwer-insists-that it is necessary for Christianity to
enter into dialogue with Marxism. Such dialogue is demanded by

365"mutual care .for .this world”. .r Such dialogue need not involve
”a-willingness to' relativizre the antithesis between atheism; and
Christianity,..capitulation of the Christian faith to Marxist
ideology”. . Berkouwer maintains that such dialogue demands both
s. willingness to listen to the other side and a commitment to...one*s
•ojccd position. Concerning the importance of listening to the other
side, he writes,

"If a dialogue is meant to be more than a chance to deliver 
a message, or make a witness, more than a chance to speak 
to rather than with the partners, it can be a serious affair”.

Insisting that "serious dialogue (is) not a dialogue of phoney.
tolerance”, Berkouwer cites the words of the Marxist writer, M.
Machovec who said "thfct if there was to be dialogue he wanted an
opponent who would really try to convert him” :

”Fe do hot want half-baked believers in- dialogue 5 we 
want, to confront real.Christians”•368
Confronting; Bio eh* s claim that

""only an atheist can he a good Chri stian”.. be cause an 
atheist knows there is "no God up there” who releases 
men from their responsibility”,

Berkouwer insists that ' faith in' God as Creator and Redeemer does not
369discredit what men do. A biblical view of divine transcendence,

existential experience and.eschatological hope gives no encouragement
to. world-flight into transcendence, existential experience or an

370eschaton fever which escapes into' the future• Berkouwer does not 
advocate a demythologized version of the Christian faith. Rather, 
he emphasizes that a. biblical understanding of divine - human 
relations does not permit any Christian doctrine to be regarded as
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Irrelevant tô  the present experience of the whole man in this earthly-
world.  ......
 Berkouwer maintains that Bloch’s critique of theism is based on
an Inadequate view of both God. and man. Christian faith does not
Involve a concept of divine majesty which "squeezes human action out

371of the scene for fear of God’s, jealousy”. Faith in God provides
372no excuse for human inactivity. Rather, It sets ”our human

373prospects, our. expectations and our destiny” In an entirely
different context from a faith In man which.emphasizes ”his readiness

374for new possibilities” without sufficiently recognizing the
375possibilities for evil which lie within the heart of man. An

anthropocentric hope for the future can never be anything other
than thoroughly ambiguous since it is founded on the nature of man
which is constantly fluctuating between its possibilities for good
and its possibilities for evil.

Berkouwer.’s theocentric hope Is grounded not in mere human
optimism: but. in "the sure promises ..of God"; ' This the ©centric.
hope awaits the return: of Christ, not as an; event which arises from
history apart from the action of God but as the fulfillment of the

377divine promise, given in the resurrection of Christ. This
theocentric hope points to the future in a way that ”must never..
Induce passivity” in the present

The relationship between the future and the present in
biblical eschatology has been well expressed by Berkouwer r

”Eschatology Is not a pro jection into the'distant future :
It bursts forth Into our present exi#t©nbe^ and structures 
life today in the light of the last things. This actuality 
Is not..to be confused with actuallsm..which suggests a 
denial of the future..let to oppose actuallsm by neglecting 
the" actuality and relevance of the eschat0logical message 
as presented in the Few Testament.is certainly not the answer”.
”As presented in the Hew Testament, this hope for the future 
..dominates and directs life in the present*.the future., 
steps Into man’s existence In the form of this hope. The 
ChristIan community is addressed from out of the future, 
because It cannot and may not remain unaffected by Its message”. 
Tills .view of the relationship between the future and the

present pWlfides the. foundation for Berkouwer’s. contribution to
the discussion of the theology of social concern. Since the Christian
awaits, the. return of Christ as.an act of God, Christian hope cannot
be purely anthropocentric.: Since the expectation of Christ’s return
is filled with relevance for the present, Christian hope can never



381be used to excuse inactivity in the present.
Berkouwer’s theology of social concern provides a perspective 

through which the, dialogue between Christianity and Marxism can be 
carried out on the basis of both genuine appreciation and sound 
criticism....

It Is emphasized here that Marx’s protest against bourgeois 
religion is to be received appreciatively,for its penetrating 
critique of an inauthentic ’Christianity’. Four closely related 
aspect's of Marx’.s. protest are specified, r
(i) his critique of ’other-worldliness’;
( ii ) his . critique.... of: indi viduali sm;;
(ili) his critique of the use of other-worldliness ’ and
 individualism: to justify hypocrisy;.....
(iv) his .critique of the kind of philosophy which interprets the
 world without seeking ±g>. change it.

These.four.aspects of Marx’s protest against bourgeois religion
form the basis for the present discussion. .....
  Marxist social philosophy is placed under the careful scrutiny
of a theological perspective which takes seriously the Marxist
critique of bourgeois religion.
Sections.(i) and (ii) are primarily concerned with the relation

of Marx’s own thought to>Christian faith. ....
Section (iii) analyses the problems involved In advancing.......

theological interpretations on the basis of sociological.observations
Section (iv) develops a Christian theology of liberation In-

dialogue. with.the concept: of liberation advanced by H. Marcuse whose.
thought represents a sympathetic yet critical interpretation of MarXi
 The. concern is not to prove beyond question that a theocentric
/philosophy of social concern.is superior to an. anthropocentric
philosophy of social , concern. A theocentric philosophy of social
concern is grounded in faith*s confession of Christ and. Is not a...
viewpoint reached as a direct consequence of rational argumentation.
It can be argued that there are weighty reasons.for calling In
question, the atheistic rejection of religion. It should, however,
he; acknowledged that such arguments are person-relative and that .
they do- not offer any promise of a final resolution of the dispute
concerning the question of God. An atheistic dismissal of religious
belief as irrationality Is not to he replaced by the notion that



God’s existence can: be. ’proved* beyond question. Atheistic
criticism may not be simply dismissed with an authoritarian....
assertion of.God’s existence. If there Is to be genuine dialogue, 
theology must focus ..attention on the anthro polo gi cat question and 
acknowledge the.faith-character of its own statements,
 This discussion of. social. concern; is set In the broader
context of the theological response to; atheistic criticism. It is 
emphasized- here that a Christian theology of social concern, 
properly: understood, requires to be dissociated from both the kind 
of ’other-worldly* individualism which obstructs social concern 
and the kind of social concern which entirely dispenses with any 
kind, of religious foundation for social ethics# Both these 
positions-reflect a dangerous supernatural - natural dichotomy 
which-theology must carefully avoid if it is not to be caught in 
the horns of a false dilemma*

.An ’other-worldly* individualism; which tends to separate 
personal-faith from, its caring, expression, in the world of. men is 
rightly criticised by critics of religion. There is, in ’other
worldly * Individual! sm:, a. tendency to . set; the * supernatural *. and 
the ’natural’ over against each, other, Thus, God is removed from 
the totality of life to the realm of inner piety. This kind of
theology is unable to: provide an adequate response to the....
naturalistic- exclusion of the ’supernatural*. It tends rather to 
bolster the atheistic criticism; that religion leads to an evasion 
of social responsibility. If theology is to respond adequately to; 
this kind of criticism, it must do so on the basis of a unified 
view of reality, ....

. A social concern which is cut loose from any kind of .
religious-foundation reflects a naturalistic rat lonallsm 
which obstructs-., the. .way .towards, the rediscovery of a rationality 
which refuses to place arbitrary restrictions on the range of 
human experience, On the. basis of a postulate which is not 
empirically verifiable, naturalism assumes that the only kind of.', 
legitimate truth and. knowledge Is the empirically verifiable kind. 
This .view Is questionable, not only on the basis of its lack-of 
internal .consistency but also; In terms, of Its capacity to do 
justice..to .the total experience of man, :
: ^©bflstlantheology’s response to this supernatural. — natural

382dichotomy requires to> be stated carefully. The rejection of the



dichotomy does not mean that there can he no appreciation of the 
legitimate , concerns of both ’other-worldly’ individualism and the 
atheistic protest against a ’God’ who absolves men of responslbil - 
ity for this present world,
... There must, be an appreciation of the concern of ’other—worldly’ 
individualism, to affirm the reality of the transcendent God who 
can never be directly Identified with the world he has created# 
There must, however, be. criticism of the tendency in ’other
worldly* individualism: to remove God to the realm of inner piety 
and ̂ thus. devalue the divine concern, for the totality of the 
world he has created# . ..
 There must, be .a sympathetic response to the atheistic protest
against the Idea of God. as. a self-evident ’fact’ which Is beyond 
dispute and the' atheistic concern1 that the significance of the . 
present is not lost in the face of a remote ’other-worldly’ God# 
Theology must-speak of God in faith in the full acknowledgment 
that, many choose to., live by sight, rather than by faith# The 
acknowledgment ..of the faith-character of theological statements 
does not mean that theology should hesitate to speak of God simply 
because. God-talk refers t© that which is unseen..and. not, therefore, 
empirically verifiable in a conclusive sense. In Its attempt to 
understand the total experience of man, theology relates man’s 
search for.ethical norms, personal love and ultimate meaning to 
its. faith that man has been created by God and for God# From this 
vantage-point, theology ventures to question the adequacy of the 
atheistic anthropology. This theological critique of atheism- is 
motivated not by world-flight, but by a concern to understand the 
total experience of man in this present world.

 The preceding discussion of the theological response to
atheistic ̂ llosophy Provides the general background to the 
discussion.of the Christianity - Marxism dialogue. The discussion 
proceeds on the basis of faith seeking understanding. There is no
question of a dilution of the faith dn the interests of dialogue.
The Intention is to develop a clearer.understanding of the...
social responsibility involved in Christian faith. It Is argued 
that the Marxist critique of religion draws much of Its strength 
from:.the weaknesses of ’other-worldly’ Individualism which is 
particularly vulnerable to the Marxist critique of religion.When



Christian: faith Is. dissociated from the one-sidedness of ’other
worldly’.individualism, the Marxist critique of religion loses 
much, of its strength. The choice is not, then, between.a 
metaphysi'c which has no; social ethic and a social ethic which has 
no metaphysic..,The Christianity - Marxism, dialogue is a dialogue 
between two social ethics, one of which Is religious while the 
other is secular. The present discussion approaches the dialogue 
from,the vantage-point of the unbreakable connection betweeni 
personal faith and social responsibility. The corapetltlon-motlf, 
which.underlies both a ’personal’ religion which has little room 
for social concern and a humanistic social ethic which has no 
roots in religious faith. Is rejected. The concern is to present 
a personal faith, the reality of which Is demonstrated in ’this- 
worldly’-concern, and a social ethic which, because of Its - 
foundation in divine revelation, does not become lost In the 
morass of. ethical relativism.
Appreciation of Marx’s Critique of Bourgeois Religion

(l) Marx’s critique of ’other-worldly’ religion, -
"Religion is indeed man’s self-consciousness and self- 
awareness * as long as he has not found his feet in the 
universe ..The abolition of religion, as the illusory ^gg 

- happiness of men, is a..demand for their real happiness”,
- ., may be received appreciatively: as a call- for a. Christianity 
which refuses to use Its future expectation as a means of escaping 
Its present responsibility................. ...
(ii) Marx’s critique of the religious "cult of the. abstract

•3 Oindividual”. may be received appreciatively as a call for the 
rejection of a.. ’Christianity’ which permits private devotion to 
be divorced from social responsibility.
(ill) Marx’s, critique of the use of. ’other-worldly’ Individualism 

to provide a. .hypocritical defence of capitalist exploitation may 
be received, appreciatively as a call for a moral reformation in 
which the Christian; church refuses to accept privilege without■>p c:responsibility.
(iv) Marx’s call for deeds rather than words, -
”The philosophers have only interpreted thg^world in various 
. ways? the point however is to change it”

- , may be received appreciatively as a call to Christian theology 
not to substitute theological interpretation for Christian living. 
Critical Discussion of Marx’s Critique of Bourgeois Religion



(ii) The. Critique of. ’Other-Worldly ’ Religion.......
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 The rejeotion of the.Christlani hope concerning the future Is
not a necessary consequence of the Marxist criticism of ’other
worldly’, religion* The Christian hope, far from being ’other
worldly’, relates the future to the present In a way that fills 
the present with enormous significance* Rather than diminishing 
the.significance of man’s present activity, the Christian hope 
concerning the future accents its Importance to the full.

In The Return of Christ. Berkouwer- relates his discussion of
"The Mew Earth” 7 to; his discussion of "Resurrection"^.^ thus :

"The discussion of the resurrection from the dead leads us 
directly to a consideration of the "new earth". The link 
between these two aspects of the eschatologlcal promise 
Is the fact that the reshrrectlo carnls talks about a 
futurefor the body.Thls body is not an abstract, 
spiritual existence having nothing to do with the earth, 
but something that has a place and a manifold function 

- in the earth".389
Berkouwer emphasizes that these elements of the Christian hope
should not. be. lost In view of "a kind of religious and
soteriological self-centredness, a parallel to the one-sided

390Interest In "heaven"". Rejectlng. thfe notion of "an irreconcilable
opposition.between heaven and earth, .a flight from this God-given

391reality to. .an unearthly unreality", Berkouwer insists that
"The tfue Hew Testament expectation includes the new earth, 
and the present life Is founded on. and proceeds from this 
expectation" . 392

Berkouwer comments further on the unity of transcendent hope 
and Immanent hope In the Hew Testament expectation r

"The a,uthor of Hebrews speaks of seeing from afar(11; 13)
..The joy of this pilgrimage Is jeopardized if this 
"from afar" Is abandoned in favor of the "nearby" of a 
city of human c©hstltutibn(l3;14)• It also disintegrates, 
if the promises of the heavenly country and Kingdom..are 
considered as: threats to this earthly existence. This has 
happened..as a result of a hermeneutics that allows the 
joy of seeing from afar to disappear completely In favor 
of concern for the earth, or to rigidify into an empty 
knowledge abou the end..The whole gospel militates against 
such hermeheutics, for it Is precisely ordinary earthly 
existence that'is redeemed..life on this earth is not 
devalued, but called. The expectation has consequences 
for. this present existence”,^93
The difference between Marxism and Christianity is not that 

Marxism is thls-worldly with no perspective concerning the future



while. .Christianity is other-worldly with no perspective concerning 
the present,,
. The CommuhffglTManifesto points to a future which is placed
entirely In the hands of mens

"The Communists..openly declare that their ends can be 
attained only by the forcible overthrow of all existing 
social conditions. Let'the ruling classes tremble at a 
Communistic1 revolution. The proletarians have nothing to; 
lose but their chains. They have a world to win. MORKIWG
- Meh of. all (xmnm®siwn:'mi"394  .

-The Christian faith does not, however, replace this anthropocent
ric, hope with a hope which Is entirely removed from the sphere of 
human .activity.. Rather, it proclaims an eschatological expectation 
in which transcendent hope and Immanent hope are.not separated but 
united. When the greatness of this single eschatological expectatixi 
is recognized, it becomes clear that

"what Communism envisions as history’s route to the eschaton 
of xtorid revolution is child’s play compared with the 
Christian vision".395

The Christian expectation, far from: directing attention away from
396;this world, has "limitless hope for the world”.

(ii) The Crltlcme of Individualistic Religion
. ..The rejection of the Christian understanding of. man. is not a
necessary consequence.of the Marxist criticism of the excessive
individualism of bourgeois religion. . Theological anthropology is
concerned with the whole man. This concern with the whole man
demands that, neither the personal aspect nor the social aspect .of
man’s life be treated as though it were the entirety of his life.
The kind of religion, which is excessively individualistic and
lacks, a significant concern for man’s social needs is excluded by
this emphasis on the whole man. Conversely, a proper perspective
on social responsibility is maintained only where it Is recognized
that "the relation to: God Is. of decisive and' all-inclusive-.

397character in these other relationships". .
  Discussing the biblical emphasis on the whole man, Berkouwer
writes,

"the most striking thing in the Biblical portrayal of man 
lies' in' this, that it never asks attention for man in. 
himself, but demands our fullest attention for man In 
his relation to God. We can doubtless characterize this 
portrayal as a religious one. With this term, we do not 
at all mean to Imply that Scripture has no Interest in



^ n fs various' cosmic andInter-human' relationships. " The 
opposite Is unquestionably the case. .For man’s'relation 
to God does‘not exclude these other relationships as 
unimportant, but rather Implies the utmost importance 
of these oiherrelatIonshIps..The characteristic of the 
Biblical view lies precisely in this, that man appears'-.-g 
as related to God in all his creaturely. relationships”.

Berkouwer*s refusal to set the religious character of man’s being
over against its social component enables him to develop a
perspective which D. Lyon, in his Christians & Sociology, describes

399as "full of Insight relevant to the sociologist”.
. .. . . .. Berkouwer insists that. "common humanity, .a gift of God. .is 
never to be understood indlvidualistically”.^^Like.Marx, he holds 
that man is not to be understood individualistIcally. Bnlike Marx, 
he views. man. In. relation, to God. Commenting on the idea of common 
humanity, Berkouwer offers a penetrating analysis of humanistic 
social philosophy: ; . . ...

"Common humanity ;..Man is - even‘when alienated from God - 
hot'alone.ithls common humanity, .has always attracted- 
attention. • outside the Christlair faith, .his social ' 
relationships are the subject of perennial treatment.
Impressed by this common humanity, which seemed' evident 
in sohigh a degree that there seemed to be no need for 
a religious foundatloh for the relation between man and 
fellow man, men have attempted systems of ethics on apurely: humanistic basis".401 .......
Building-on Feuerbach’s critique of religion, Marx develops 

a social philosophy based on Feuerbach’s "great achievement of., 
making the-social relationship, of ’man to man’ the.basic principle 
of his theory".^? From this perspective, Marx distinguishes 
between, "religious alienation” which is dissociated from "the real 
world of .practice” and. alienation ."in the real, practical relation 
of man. to his fellow man”.^^ Marx’s account of alienation Is 
basically a descriptive account of. the.phenomenon of alienation in 
society.. The . question remains, however, whether this alienation In 5odeiy 
should be rooted, in or dissociated, from alienation from God.

 Marx’s account of alienation provides ”an'enlightening
Int erpretation of . his. oxen, historical period”. H i s  ethical 
imperative is not, .hoxfever, based simply on an account of the 
prevailing .economic conditions of.his day. Rather, it is based on 
a.whole philosophy of. history which, is both futuristic and 
atheistic.- Marx’s ethical imperative to the xforking men of all 
countries^0  ̂is based on his claim to have discovered "inexorable
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laws - of. social, .developmentSubsequent. History Has not, ..
However, followed the course anticipated by Harx.^^ The atheistic 
character of Marx,Ts ethical-imperative is grounded in his view 
that"history he interpreted out of the historical process itself” 
which led .him to accentuate. "the ahsolute priority of the actual 
here-and-now economically-defined life”.^^ Regardless of the 
prophetic value of. the philosophy of history undergirding Marxes 
ethical imperative, the question remains whether Marx’s praiseworthy 
concern- for social Justice should not he grounded in rather than 
dissociated from the divine ethical imperative.
 IIarxrs.philosophy of history is succinctly stated in the
opening sentence.of the first chapter in %he Communist Manifesto :

”The history"of all hitherto‘existing society is the 
 history of class struggles” •409

Shis philosophy of history is directly related to; his conviction
that the working men of all countries should unite in the interests
of a Communist revolution aimed at the forcible overthrow of the
capitalist regime. By pointing tc the importance of the class
struggle throughout history, Marx draws ' attention to .-a_ significant
factor in history which had become enormously significant in
Marx’s own day. When, however, Marx uses the word ’all’, he is
saying much morethan this. At this point, the Marxist philosophy
of history becomes ”a.dangerous over-simplification”.^^ 2he entire
meaning of history is, then, •encompassed in the struggle between
capitalism and communism as alternative social systems. :

. Uie precise manner in which Marx develops this philosophy
represents a, combination of sociological and economic determinism
and optimistic Utopianism. When Marx speaks of a society
discovering ”the natural law that determines its own movement”,
he thinks in terms of an "inexorable necessity” which prescribes

yj- "j; 1

"the.predetermined path” which societal change must take.' When
Marx, denying that society ”can..overleap the natural phase of its
6volution”, insists.that "it can shorten and lessen the birth- 

412pangs”, he. moves in the direction of an optimistic "Utopian 
blueprint" by means of which he "predicted, and tried actively to 
further, a development culminating, in an ideal Utopia, that knows 
no political or economic coercion"Since, however, Marx’s 
philosophy of history is interpreted according to an economic



determinism...by which "the social .system-determines the actions 
of-the. individual"f^'. his conception! of social .responsibility is 
entirely directed towards the replacement of one social system with
another.  ...

-Marx’s moral condemnation ..of the unre strained capitalism of 
his own day may: be laudable. His combination of this critique of 
his society with.a, philosophy of history which blends together 
determinism: and. -optimism- in his own peculiar. way.is,- however, less 
convincing. Marx rejected the bourgeois religious preoccupation 
with individualistic needs as entirely illusory. She question 
remains, however, whether Marx himself has not developed an 
illusion, of his own, a pro jected future society which has less to 
do with, the real world than: with Marx’s own need for a comprehensive 
ideology on which to- build his programme for social action.

Christian faith may be directly identified with, neither the
excessive, individualism of the bourgeois religion, of Marx’s day
nor .Marx’s passionate call for the forcible overthrow of the.
capitalist social and economic system. Christian faith involves
allegiance to Jesus Christ. Christian., faith may never be identified
with unqualified allegiance to any political system. The Christian
may, in ChristTrs name, .protest against both capitalist exploitation.
and communist, violence. Christian faith contains both a personal
and. a social , aspect. Berkouwer, discussing the relation of faith
to* justification,, sanctification and perseverance, emphasizes the

415personal aspect* of faith. This personal aspect may not be 
dissociated from the social, .aspect, which is emphasized in his/ITdiscussion entitled "The Earthly Horizon". The obedience of the 
whole man tox Cod involves both. The sincerity of a personal 
devotion which ignores social concern is questionable. The -wisdom 
of a social1-concern which dispenses with personal devotion is no 
less questionable;. The: integrity of the chuf'ch’s witness, in the 
world can never be enhanced by an arbitrary separation of personal 
devotion and social concern* which fails to* honour the unbreakable 
unity of obedience to Chri st.
(ill) The Critique of Hypocritical Religion
  The re jection of the Christian faith is not a necessary
consequence of Marx’s valid protest against the hypocritical defence 
of capitalist exploitation by the ’other-worldly’ and



individualistic, religion of his day. The charge of hypocrisy may
be justly levelled, against Christendom: in every age of the church’s 

417history:. . The. discrepancy between Christian ideals and the moral
standards of Christendom'-is enormous. There is - also? a great
discrepancy: between Marxist ideals and any existing Communist state.
Any - simplistic comparison between so-called Marxist societies and
so-called-Christian societies is thoroughly .ill-advised. The
theological inadvisability of a. comparison concerned with the . .
achievement of ideals is increased, greatly .where the comparison
is extended in the direction of a comparative study of the balance
of political power, between. two> competing social and economic
systems. The following, discuss ion of. hypocrisy in both. Marxism and
Christianity^ emphasizes both the theological- irrelevance of such;
comparisons; and the importance of a proper understanding of divine
providence: ina sinful world.

Acomparison of the relative success or failure of Christianity
and. Marxism to; produce societies which genuinely reflect their
respective ideals is quite irrelevant to the. discussion of the
truth or falsehood of their respective, philosophies. Such a
comparisons of two*, types of society is a sociological study. It may
be regarded as a study in the sociology of religion. It compares a
society significantly influenced by the Christian1 religion and a
society^ based on the Marxist religious surrogate. which performs
analogous functions to a more traditional religion by attempting.
"to articulate an. all-embracing system! of meaning and an integrated 

418way of life". A study in the sociology of religion does not,
hovever,,...provide the basis for making a "fundamental judgment over

419the. ideality* or ’unreality’ of religion?’. A high degree of
conformity: tc professed religious ideals may indicate a significant
correlation between ideals and practice but it does not guarantee
the. validity of those ideals. Conversely, failure to reflect
professed ideals may net be.used as a legitimate argument for
departing from, those ideals. A careful distinction requires to be .
dram between, sociological observation and theological affirmation.

 This distinction between observation. and. faith may be applied
to the Christianity - Marxism: dialogue. H. Kurrg writes,

"from' the undeniable influence of economic and sociological 
factors on religion and the idea of God, we. can likewise 
draw no conclusion about the existence or non-existence
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  of.God".420 .....
The. hypocrisy of the.Chri stian church need not mean that the whole 
Christian faith.is-founded on an illusion. It may, however, suggest 
that the practice of the. Christian religion can he influenced hy 
illusory elements-which, are insufficiently grounded in,a proper 
understanding of.. the meaning of Christian discipleship........

421-.   K. R. ..Popper. criticizes "the doctrine that might is right",
insisting that deductions concerning the truth of a particular
doctrine may - not. be. drawn from: the history: of power, polit ics :

"the history of power politics- i s nothing but the hi story 
.of ihterhatlonal crime and mass murder..To maintain"that 
God reveals Himself in what is usually called ’history’," 
in the hisfbiy of International crime and of mass murder,
. is .Indeed blasphemy". 4??...  ... ....

Comparisons between one society and another, designed to.vindicate
one: world view .over against the other, come dangerously close to
the., kind of ..rationale- which has been so: inf luential in the history
of power politics.....
 The distinction between observation and faith is. important for
theological reflection concerning divine providence.if theology is
to; avoid reaching: dangerously misguided conclusions• Warning against
"the danger, .of going outside the sphere of faith Into- the area of
observation", Berkouwer.disputes "the. legitimacy of interpreting

423the .ways of_Providence on: the basis of facts". He aims to guard
against the .possibility that

"“everyone accofding to* his own* pre judice and subjective 
whim (can) canonize a certain event or national rise 
as a speb'Ial act of God In which He reveals and demonstraies x His f a v o r " . 424
Acutely aware that  . .

"the" interpretation of an historical event as a special 
revelation of Providence too easily becomes a, piously 

- - disguised form* .of: self^-justification", 425
Berkouwer..insists that ..

"ho event speaks so clearly that we may conclude from it 
a “ certain dispo sition Of God'— as long as God Himself 
does not reveal that His disposition comes to expression 

.....In the given event".426
Concerning events, in the history of Israel which are recorded in 
Scripture, Berkouwer writes, ....

"The Divine disposition is, indeed, revealed In these events.
But it Is the word of revelation which explains them".427



Concerning the interpret at ion of contemporary events, he warns,
"we have not been given a norm: for explaining' the facts of 
history..In the absence of a norm only am untrustworthy 
plausibility remains".428

 Using Insightful exegesis of Scripture, Berkouwer warns..against;
a misguided interpretation of contemporary: events. Commenting. on the
words, ."Have not X-brought up Israel out of the land of Egypt, and.
the Philistines from Gaphtor, and the Syrians from* Kir?" (Ames 9*?)»
he writes, . -.......

"the fact of the exodus may not be used as basis, Isolated 
from* revelation and. seen by itself from* which to* draw 
selfish conclusions about Cod’ s disposition. .As a mere 
historical fact, the exodus puts Israel on the same level 
with other hat Ions. But* accompanied by a proper faith in 
God, It constitutes a challenge and, given the proper 
response, further blessing"•429

Ueiither .Christendom, nor Communism* has a right to point to the
failures of the\*other while remaining oblivious to* its own
Inadequacies-.. -Both are challenged to* self-examination by their own.. -
professed ideals. Commenting on the advice of Gamaliel (Acts 5:38-39)»
Berkouwer cites the words of A. ICuyper,

"It is hot true that God the Lord destroys forthwith that 
which" is hot from Bim and crowns with success every 
endeavor of His believers".430

A comparison of societies' may not be used to. vindicate a particular
world-view, since worldly, success, does not necessarily imply truth.

Berkouwer develops a christocentric approach to> divine
providence. : .........

"It is possible to* speak concretely about God’s Providence 
Only oh the basis of the blood of the cross. Otherwise we 
will certainly fall into one of many possible arbitrary 
interpretations' of history.. All events are embraced in the 
one work:'of God, which Is explained for all time by His 
Word. Thus, there can be no proceeding from facts or 
.events isolated from*that revelation".431

This christocentric doctrine of providence may not be identified
with, the' Marxist conception of religion as "the opium of the 

432people" “ since It is grounded In the Christ who .
"tells us to* seek first the kingdom* of God (Matt. 6*33); 
which is" to' say that the peace of mind that the Gospel 
gives does not allow us to> decline into the superficialities 

 of comfortable bourgeois living".433
When Berkouwer writ e s, .

"He who* sees things this way will never succumb to the 
temptation to Identify prosperity with blessing and 
adversity with curse. In faith, however, one can accept
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prosperity as the gift of God, and adversity as God’s hand 
graciously. leading-him: to. greater faith”,434

he Is far removed from* a hypocritical attitude which is devoid of
social concern.
  A theological, perspective; which relates divine providence to*

divine salvation.promises to provide a.more enlightening analysis...
of the comparative, study- of Christianity and Marxism than, an approach
which.tends to obscure the distinction between sociological
observation and’ theological affirmation. Acknowledging that history
can be Interpreted economically and sociologically, Berkouwer
Insists that . .   . . .....

"the course of history car also be seen from; the one all 
determinative religious perspective**. 435

 ]3y insisting that the salvation of God. in Christ forms, the
foundation* for a theological understandlng of the meaning of history,
Berkouwer does not .wish to detract attention* from man. Divine
salvation Is; concerned, with the* salvation of man. This , chri stocentrlc
approach rejects an anthropocentric approach which claims to have
discovered a. single meaning of: history which cam he inferred f rom
historical.events themselves without reference .to this, salvation.
There Is not,.however, in this christoeentric approach, a devaluation
of the significance of man-. Rather, ther§ Is a believing confession
concerning the significance, of man’s- entire existence. This
confession of faith is Inclusive of rather than exclusive of other
less eomprehenslve interpretations of human, existence.  -

An affirmation, of. divine salvation carries with If . a, recognition
of human, sir.. The failure of both Christianity and Marxism to achieve
their.professed ideals may.he related directly to man’s, sin. - C. Hill
points: out that' Marxism̂  observes1 that history , is the record of
man’s: Inhumanity to mah' yet has no> answer to the question regarding
why this should he so.4^  Mhile Hill regards Marxism* as a .useful
analytical device for the examination of social phenomena, he
maintains , that It totally: lacks the ability to diagnose. the problems 4.37it exposes. . .Hill sees: In the experience of Russian Communism the 
basic paradox ,between Marxism’s: pessimistic account of man’s history 
and Its .optimistic hope foreman’s future. He- maintains that Russian 
Communism*.....

"must surely 'go down In history as contenders for the most 
repressive regime ever known to mankind. To replace one



g^upof oppressors'with anot^ Is certainly progress of 
a liiid, ®  it KarJly- fidfills' the Jamdst dream of freedom for 
all .within aclassless society!". 4? ...

 This, criticism of liaioclsm' Is not intended as a hypocritical
defence of.. capitalism-. It is a critique of both capital!smt and
communism which points' out that under, capitalism man exploits man.

439while under communism* It’s the other way. round JT. The theological 
explanation, of this situation. may he stated in terms of the. doctrine 
of sin. Without any perspective on man’s sin Marxist philosophy .. 
remains; .an. ambiguous combination- of a perceptive empirical analysis 
of social conflict and a basic diagnostic weakness which renders 
Marxism unable either to re cognize the true nature of the conflict 
or to counter the problemi of social conflict. 440 A theological
perspective on sin and salvation may not he used to excuse a..
hypocritical .indifference to> social and economic problems*. It does, 
however, prevent. an. arbitrary separation of social and economic 
problems and.policies from.the problem of the whole man and the 
divine salvation, which is oriented towards the whole man.
(iv) The Call for a World-Changing Philosophy
 The re jection of Christian theology’s attempt to- provide an
articulate, expression of Christian faith is not a necessary ....
consequence of Marx’s protest against* the tendency: of philosophers
to.-Interpret the world rather than changing it.. ®ie contrast betweoi
Interpreting the. world and changing the world should not be
overdrawn". Marx’s empha,sis on changing-the world Is grounded In.ah.
Interpretation which characterizes Marxism as a secular ’religion’.
Par from; rejecting: the need to> Interpret the world,

"Marxism provides a form; of all-embracing cosmology and an" , 
eschatology similar to those of traditional Christianity".

  Marx re jects not the need, to interpret the world but the
tendency to. Interpret, the world in. a way that does net lead to
changing it. Marx’s call for. a social philosophy which seeks to .
change the world as well as interpreting It provides an important
corrective to-the-kind of theology which remains rather remote from
the concerns. of this world. Christian theology does not need,
however, to. turn to. Marx, for a vital Impulse, towards changing the
world. Christian, theology looks beyond Marx to Christ who calls men
to. .a., relationship-., with God which expresses itself through both
words* which articulate the message of (rod’s love for man and works



which demonstrate the nature of God * s love as love for the whole
man. ■ . . .. .  .......

-HF.. Kung, critical ofMarxist ideology, asks the question r
"do- we. have. to\ abandon hope when we abandon ideology?

Kung denies that. wfevery'kind of Marxism or every-effort for a basic
change of society; has to be given up” while insisting that...

"What must be" abandoned is’ Marxism as a total explanation" ' AA  ̂
of reality..» revolution as a cure-all substitute religion”.

Ebis distinction between a concern for social .justice, and..an
atheistic world-view is important for a proper understanding of
Berkouwer^s. analysis of Marxism*

Berkouwer emphasizes that both Christianity and Marxism have a
hope for this world and a sense of social responsibility for  ..
bringing the .expected future into, the present. Concerning Christian
hope and Christian responsibility, he writes,

'’Christianity' must mobilize the powers of the future. It 
must mobilize them so that we can. bring something of the 
future ii^o the personal, social, and political realities 
of the' present time, The future has a liberating power 

.. that . must , now be engaged” • ̂-44...........
This view of the relation of the future to. the present need not
lead to "a fear that it could lead to; humanising and horizontalising
of faith".445- Christian social responsibility is rooted in the
expectation of a coming Kingdom, which far transcends the Marxist
expectation of a classless society ................

Berkouwer notes Bavinckrs concern rath the continuity between
the present and the future, r....

""Everything that is authentic, noble, Just, pure, lovable 
and of sound repute in creation.. .will be brought'together 
in the future city of God, but renewed, recreated, and 
raised to; its highest glory". 446

Berkouwer. stresses that
"The passionate protest we have seen in our time.!.f against 
an irrelevant consciousness of t rans cendence and acainst 
a, Hope for the future that is cut loose from affairs of 
our world, is not a secularized estrangement from the 
gospel”.

Berkouwer emphasises "the connections between the gospel and human 
responsibility, for the world”, avoiding the impression.of "offering 
an inner-xforldly salvation that lies in our own hands".44^
 The difference between Marxism and Christianity is not that

Marxism is concerned with changing the present world while 
Christianity is not. The difference concerns theĵ f
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contrasting; world-views, and ..contrasting expectations for the. future 
which.underlie, their: respective social ethics. Christianity has a 
theology, of the.secular without propounding-the. philosophy of. ..
secularism. .Faith is to he seen at..work in the secular., world and
not merely in an .'other-worldly1 and individualistic sphere which 
makes, little, significant. contact .with-this world. Faith is not, 
however,, to he reduced to the secularist philosophy of Marx which 
infers a-.single meaning of history from the events of history itself.
  ...A, Christian response to; Msrx1 s. call for a philosophy which
change s.. the. world, need. not. involve a movement towards a social ethic 
based on certain aspects of Jesus1 teaehing. which are isolated 
from:his. proclamation of the coming Eingdom* 445 tOiere 'other-world^* 
individualism is exchanged for a de-.eschatologized.social ethic,
the. Marxists may" rightly . say, "it is., we. .who have accented the...
transcendent1?'.45P A Christian confession of the sin of hypocrisy, 
associated with a. one-sided 'other-worldly1 individualism, demands 
not a rejection of personal faith and future hope but a. practical 
expression- of... such, faith and .hope... in "a world plagued., by. poverty,
social injustice, racial, discrimination and oppression, and ridden ...

4-51by secularism and materialism". Christianity, no less than Marxism, 
demand, s that the world be changed. The .difference between Christianity 
and Marxism concerns the character of the change advocated, by each.
 -iDhe-teachings of both Marx and Christ have been greatly .

influential in.charging the. world. The teachings of both have,
however, been, greatly distorted by later, generations. Any., critique
of the. development of Soviet Communism, from the teaching of Marx is 
required-to...acknowledge., honestly, the atrocities which have been 
Justified-in. the .name of religion during., the course of church history. 
Concerning .."the old question whether people may be held responsible 
for the unintended consequences of their actions", R. Dahrendorf 
writes,... .. .... ...... ___....... ... _..... ......

"many a great teacher would have to>be acquitted of the 
..... errors, of his. disciples?'. .

The. Marxist, writer, M._ Machovec. points out that "critics practically 
never reproach.Christians for being.followers of:Christ, but.•for
not . being .such,. . This may be a .criticism: of Christianity "at any..
particular time, but not of the real ideals of lesus".45  ̂In view 
of Marx's call for "the forcible overthrow of all existing social



conditions" , 4^4 Bahrendorf rightly.insists that "in other cases 
things.are not .so- clear" and asks, the question,.

455"Who can. say .whether the. Soviet Union is Marx*;s fault?".
In fairness to Marx, it must he admitted that.

"Much of the "information" we get nowaday s about Harxi st 
id^blo^” is" rather thoroughly distorted by highly emotional 
preconceptions•.derived In mo st cases.•from political and 
religious reactions to the sort of inhuamanities produced 
by Marxists and quasi-Marxists in generations long after 

... Marx himself walked, this.earth".45o...........
In the interests of fairness, this.discussion develops the analysis
of .Marxism, Its. development and its future.possibilities, given by-
writer - of. basically Marxist orientation, H. Marcuse. Marcusef s
perspective is particularly relevant to the present discussion
because of the impetus it gives to.changing the world and its
interpretation of. Marxism which Invites dialogue.

Assessing the world-changing Impetus In Marcuse's thought,
B. Childs writes,

"It is impossible to estimate just how much Influence a Î 
... Herbert Marcuse has exercised on, the Left in the 1960s".
Because,of his particular.interpretation of Marxism, Marcuse1s
Influence has been largely confined to "revolutionary students"
rather than."the old Marxist movements". His writings were "for

a 59a while..basic reading for revolutionary students". Childs, 
observes, that -"the Mew Left, movements.•In Europe and America.• 
looked less to nineteenth-century Marxism" than to the writings.of 
Marcuse and others.4^  Marcuse.':s. view represents a modification,.

A(Z’lwhich some would . regard as an abandonment, of Marxism. . Like Marx
462Marcuse advocates revolutionary violence. Marcuse does, however,

display a. ''profoundly un-Marxi'st" pessimism concerning the •
possibility of realizing the ideal of. a classless society. This
dual emphasis in Marcuse's thought explains both Marcuse's
considerable Influence on revolutionary students and his lack of
Influence.on the Communists from whom "he has often met with
hostility, .when they have felt he was too dangerous to Ignore" . 4^4

 ..Marcuse's perspective Is particularly conducive to dialogue
because of the-realism which he displays in his.analysis of the
development, jahd future possibilities of Marxism. Marcuse is acutely
aware of the political lesson, which Engels described thus r

"people who boasted that they had made a revolution have 
always seen the next day that they had no idea what they



were doingy that' the revolution-,' made did hot in the ' .
 least resemble the one they, would.have.liked, to make”.

From this perspective, Marcuse is perceptively critical of “both
t  466 , .. 467capitalism- .and, communism* ........  .....

.  Marcuse’s perspective is particularly conducive to dialogue
because, of his sensitivity to- the contemporary problems of socialism 
G. Lichtheim maintains that the contemporary problems of socialism, 
are related to

”the fact" that the classical approach in the nineteenth 
century provided no more than" a rough-and-ready way of 
describing what was going'on^* (and) recent changes in 

..... the structure of society».4po
Marcuse’s interpretation of Marxism represents a serious attempt to
take account of precisely these problems*
... Marcuse’s perspectlve^ls particularly conducive to; dialogue, 
because of his, willingness ~tb reinterpret the Marxist critique of 
capital!si society. A» MacIntyre speaks of

”the‘urgency of the task of providing for contemporary 
society a critique on the scale of Marx’s critique of
c l a s s i c a l  c a p i t a l i s m ” .4^9

!This is precisely the task Marcuse has set himself. MacIntyre is 
critical of.

”the doctrines of those who, because of the gap between 
the classical Marxist analysis and the realities of 
contemporary- society, flee from the realities of that" 
society Into the'private cloud-cuckoo lands of Marxist 
sectarlanism”.470

Marcuse has, In his reinterpretation of Marx’s thought, persistently 
refused to take-refuge In a theory, which does, not take adequate 
axcount of.the character of contemporary society.
—  . Marcuse’s perspective, is particularly conducive to dialogue 
because of refusal., .to., move beyond hopes for the future to a 
conception of historical inevitability. MacIntyre speaks favourably 
of the Marxist Intention :

”The whole Marxist attempt to- envisage societies from the
standpoint of their openness to the future, of the ...
possibilities of development inherent In them, runs chunterV 
to the spirit of an age in which the future Is always 
conceived of as a larger edition of the present. It is 
Important to be able to combat that spirit, if the virtue 
of hope, is to survive in a secular form”.471,

Marcuse’s pessimism concerning the historical possibilities of
realizing the Marxist Ideal does not mean that he has no hopes for



the future.- It does mean that, for Marcuse, the tension between 
present, observations and' future hopes- does- not encourage an optimism. 
which Is easily attainable. Marcuse does not reject the Marxist goal. 
He. does, however, question whether that goal will be achieved. . 
Marcuse’s critique of contemporary society reflects both his hope for 
the future and his intention to work towards the fulfillment of that 
hope. It must, however, be recognised that this hope and the intention 
to work towards its fulfillment need not be equated with the 
acceptance of the notion that history is moving towards its 
culmination In the; communist epoch.

The difference between Marcuse’s perspective and that, of 
traditional Marxism is that the former is less one-sided in Its. 
analysis .of the development and future possibilities of Marxism.
A Marxism which Is acutely aware of capitalism’s defects while 
remaining rather oblivious to the Inadequacies of communism requires
to' take seriously Marcuse’s criticisms of both capitalism and

- 472 ; : : "! ■'"communism. A Mafeosm! which rather one-sidedly emphasizes the
revolutionary effect on society of a working ’class for Itself’
requires to take seriously the dialectical interrelation between
class Interest and societal interest :

”The fate of classes is much more often determined by the 
needs of society than the fate of society Is determined 
by the needs of the. classes”.473

A Marxism- which uses, the classical Marxist analysis of society as ”a
short-cut. to understanding Bbdety and Its problems”̂ ^  requires to
take seriously the possibility that the revolution might result not
In the abolition of social conflict but In a reversal of roles In a
social, conflict which continues to breed discontent and thus provide
the fodder for successive revolutions. A Marxism which holds that

”The history of all hitherto existing society Is the 
history of class s t r u g g l e s ” .4 7 ^  

must, by virtue of its own account of human history, take seriously
the possibility that the. revolutionaries might, In turn, be affected
by the greed which dominated the bourgeoisie. The supposition that
the revolutionaries will be exempt from the greed which has been
characteristic of. all hitherto existing society and that the post-revc?—

will be exempt from the class struggles of all hitherto
existing society is not only entirely gratuituous but is also in
distinct tension with the Marxist evaluation of all hitherto existing
society.



. . The present discussk»\ of tiie Christianity - Marxism dialogue
focuses attention on- the. self-critical reinterpretation of Marxism
offered by Marcuse* The focal-point of the discussion is the concept
of liberation.- Attention is drawn- to "both general similarities
■between Marcusefs concerns and. the. concerns of a theological concept
of liberation and particular differences emerging from, the contrasting
contexts in which.the respective concepts of "liberation are.discussed.

Al(\ A l l In his books, Reason and. Revolution and One-Dimensional Man,'
Marcuse develops a conception of the liberation of man which is
basically a creative and sympathetic yet critical interpretation of
Marx* Marcuse f s work, is of significant interest as a study of the
historical.development of Marxism. His conception of the liberation
of man is of particular interest for the analysis of the theological

A I Rconcept of liberation.
view^ liberation is based on human autonomy rather

' 479than Mthe freedom of the man of God”  ̂which ”has nothing to do.
4.8)with autonomy..and*.does not stand opposed to submission to God”.

The structure of Marcuse^s argument does, however, provide a
valuable context for an analysis of the theological concept of
liberation. Marcuse stresses that liberation Is grounded in the .. .
truth, that there is a vfibnsfon between the truth and its practice,
and that there. is a tension between the .notion of liberation, and iIs
possibilities of historical, realization. Each of these aspects has
its parallel in a.theological concept of liberation which relates
present practice to both its foundation and its expectation.

. Interpreting Marxts intention, Marcuse maintains that
wfaf more was involved than the liberation and rational 
utilization" of the productive forces, namely, the 
liberation of man himself”.481

Marcuse notes that
”Marxr(sic) conception of the ”free” proletariat as the 
absolute negation of the established social order 
belonged to the model of ”free” capitalism”.482

Marcuse argues that histoiy has taken a different course from that
envisaged by Marx because of ”the transformation of free into

y]
organized capitaJLism”. This movement away from unrestrained
capitalism has, according to Marcuse,

transformed Marxism into Leninism and determined the %ie 
of Soviet Society - its progress under a new system of 
repressive productivity”.



He maintains that..
"(t)he consolidation of the capitalist system was greatly 
enhanced' by the development of Soviet society.•(in which) 
the repressive and exploitative features of capitalist _ 
industrialization (were)• .reproduced, on a nevj basis". • .

While the. "increasingly efficient organization” of capitalism may
have rendered revolutionary communism, less effective, it has.not,
in Marcuse’s view, invalidated Marx’s insistence on the irrationality
inherent in the productive forces of unrestrained capitalism.^^
Marcuse insists that the revolutionary hope for the liberation of
man must not he surrendered -r

"the triumph of regressive and retarding forces does not 
vitiate the truth of this Utopia, The total mobilization 
of society against the liberation of the individual,, 
indicates how real is the possihilty of this liberation" .

   Marcuse emphasizes that liberation is grounded in the.truth.
He sees in Marx’s thought an "absolutism of truth (which)..once for
all separates dialectical theory from the subsequent forms of
positivism and relativism”. Marcuse describes this absolutism of
truth - thus ......

"According"to Marx, the correct theory is the consciousness 
of a practice that aims at changing the world. Marx’s 
concept of truth, however, is far from relativism. There is 
only one"truth and one practice Capable of realizing it.
Theory accompanies the practice at every moment, analyzing 
the changing situation and' formulating- its concepts 
accordingly. The concrete conditions for realizing the truth 
may vary, but the truth remains the same and the theory 
.remains its'ultimate' guardian. Theory will preserve the truth~ 
eiven if revolutionary pra-ctice deviates from^g|ts proper path. 
Practice follows the truth, not vice versa,". .....

Marx’s '...call., for a world-changing philosophy is, in Marcuse’s opinion,
directly related to the liberation of the individual since, for
Marx,, the transition from' capitalism to socialism is necessary "in
the sense that the full development of the individual is necessary".
It is this .goal of individual freedom which must be maintained where
revolutionary practice has resulted in the replacement of one
repressive system with another.
. The Hew Testament conception of truth is quite different from: 

that of Marcuse. The Hew Testament proclaims that Jesus Christ is 
the Truth(John 14?6) and that freedom comes through truth - "you 
will know the truth and the truth will set you free" (John 8t32).
When truth is defined ch ri st o 1 o gi ca 1ly, Jesus Christ is recognized 
as the Liberator. The practice of liberation is, then, rooted in



the.confession of faith in him as the Liberator. When liberation 
theology is. properly rooted in. such faith in the Liberator, it does
not become social, activisim which is independent of personal faith.
Discussing the connection between christology and "political 
theology", Berkouwer.writes,

"Helmut Thi'elicke. • criticizes "political theology" on the 
grounds of its christology, not on the grounds of its
concern for the affairs of this world. In this christology,
Thfelicke thinks, Jesus Is viewed as a model of human activity 
in such a way that the Issue of his divinity evaporates. He 
sees this as a" natural upshot of a christology that has 
concern only with man and his world. Jesus becomes a"' 
substitute for an absent God. Transcendence Is lost, .and 
riian tends1 to- transgress his limits In order to replace the 
absent- God. Naturally, ini the mind of "political; 
thedldgians" Thlelicke’s fears are misplaced. For,, they say, 
what they want Is not, to> replace the gasp el.,, but to trace 
its bearing; on worldly affairs".^91

Accordfng to Berkouwer, _
"the problem for Christian theology lies In the manner In ’ .
which the. work, of man Is integrated Into the work: of God".

Man’s liberating activity, must be rooted in rather than, arbitrarily
separated from the liberating activity of God in Christ.

The Hew Testament proclamation concerning'the work of Jesus 
Christ the Liberator emphasizes the uniqueness of his redemption 
through, which man, by; faith, receives God’s granious gift of 
justification {Romans 3s 24-25)* In view of the
uniqueness, of the work: of Jesus Christ the Liberator, salvation. Is 
described thus : "this Is not your own doing,., if Is the gift of 
God"(Ephesians 2r8). The call to> Christian' obedience is Issued on 
the. basis of the divine mercy(Romans 12:1; Ephesians 2:10). A. 
Chrlstiani theology of liberation may be regarded as an attempt to 
understand, the ~ gospel and follow Its practical Implications In the 
contemporary world without implying: an unbelieving replacement of 
the gospel of divine redemption with an. ethic of social action.
 Marcuse. draws attention to the tension between the truth and
its.practice. Discussing: the relationship between the theoretical 
truth of the critical theory of society and the practice for which 
the theory calls, he writes,

"the facts and the alternatives are..like fragments which 
do not connect..Dialectical theory is not refuted, but 
ft cannot offer the remedy..the dialectical concept, in 
comprehending the given facts, transcends the given facts.
This Is the very token of its truth. It defines the historical 
possibilities, even necessities; but their realization can



only be in practice wMcIi responds Ho the theory, ‘ -
... and,. at present, the practice gives no such response”, -y" .. . .
In a way that echoes Marx’s call, for a world-changing philosophy
which refuses to remain' content with interpreting the. world, Marcuse
emphasizes.the unbreakable connection' between theory and. practice.
Ee does, not .assert tha,t. the theory will ever find the practice
which responds to> it. Rather, he maintains that if the theory and
the .practice should meet this would produce a thoroughgoing
transformation of society.

The Few Testament ethical, imperative is quite different from:
that of Marcuse•. The Few Testament calls for obedience to Jesus
Christ as Saviour and Lord.BOrkouwer. acutely aware of the danger
of separating Christian theology from Christian living, seeks to-
faithfully maintain the biblical call for the practice of the truth.
Since faith is not. am abstraction which can be isolated, from.
Christian. living, the biblical summons to action must be viewed as
enclosed within faith and not as a secondary' accent artificially

49 rattached to faith. This accent on the. unbreakable unity .between
faith and. practice is- emphasised by Berkouwer in the closing words
of both. Faith and Just ifi cat ion; and Faith and Sanctification t

”As ~ sola'f ide-sola gratia has' established the relationship 
between '’’faith- and justification”, it must guide us through 
”faith and sairctification.” All of which is to pararphrase 
the words Of Paul : ”What shall we say then? Shall*we 
continue in' sin, that grace may abound? God forbid. We who 
died to: sin,, how. shall we any longer live therein?”(Rom;. 6:1,2),”^
”Im the bond between faith and sanctification: we perceive, * 
ho> less than in the bond between faith and justification, 
the pulsbeat of the Gospel. If faith will but'lift its 
blossoms to catch the sunlight of Godts grace, the fruit 

. will be. a life imbued with holiness”.
The. practice of the truth is the present calling- of. the. Christian
as he lives . ”withim..the ”time betweenh”.^^ The practice of the
truth is. grounded in ”the salvation already obtained for us” yet
remains thoroughly imperfect ”till after this life we arrive at the499goal of. perfection”.

The._Chris.tiam proclamation! is that the presence of the future . . 
has appealed in history- ini the deed-word revelation of God in Christ. 
A theology of liberation, properly understood, is not a plea.for 
humane activity which is quite unrelated to this proclamation. It is 
am. attempt tounderstand ”(t)he church’s mandate..to live on its 
way to- the future out of this salvation and the constant



consciousness of it"• as "Christ’s presence..a communion that
502keeps and preserves”. A privileged people must live as a

responsible people, showing "by deeds and words that Christ is
present in this world and not absent from it. This demonstration of
Christ’s presence in the world must carefully avoid the twin
dangers of both the twords only1' approach of 1 other-worldlyr
religion and the rdeeds only* approach of a social- activism: which

503rejects the religious.foundation of sooial ethics. The Christian 
life demands both a continuing awarenoss of being "sustained by God" 
and a-continuing concern with being "helpful to men".^^ Berkouwer % 
writings- may-not deal quite so directly with the issues which

505concern .the. theologians of liberation His theology does, howevec} 
point in the_ direction of a practice, which seeks earnestly, to avoid 
the dangers which arise from? the separation of the *this-worIdly’

gO (yand * other-worldly * aspects of Christian hope.
. Marcuse, observes the tension between the notion of liberation

and its, possibilities of historical realisation. He maintains that
"Oh theoretical aswell as empirical grounds, the \oi
dialectical concept pronounces its orar hopelessness".

Marcuse draws this conclusion on the basis that
"The human reality is’ its history and, in it, contradictions 
do not explode by themselves".

He asks, ... .........
"Does this mean that the critical theory of society 
abdicates and leaves the field to an empirical 
sociology..? Or do the■dialectical concepts once again 

. testify to their t r u t h . 5^9
Marcuse is both critical of and sympathetic to; the dialectical
analysis of. society. He suggests that

""Liberation of inherent possibilities" no; longer^^
. adequately expresses the historical alternative"^

while contending that
"the critique of society would still be valid and 
rational (even if) • • incapable of translating its 
rationality- into terms- of .historical practice".5ll.....

This-, .tension between Marcuse rs notion of the rationality of the
dialectical analysis of society and his recognition of the decreasing-
likelihood of any historical realization of its ideal does not quench
his revolutionary hope.;

"the chance is that..the historical extremes may meet 
again: the most advanced consciousness of humanity 
and its most exploited force. It is nothing but a chance".



Acknowledging-that the critical theory .of society remains negative,
holding no. hope and. showing no promise, Marcuse continues, to
advocate .the, absolute refusal- to accept the established system’

513despite, the .political impotence of this refusal.
. The Ifew Testament hope for the future is quite different from

that of Marcuse. Marcuse’S hope is directed. towards the end of
capitalism. The. Christian, hope is directed towards the end of sin.
Marcuse speaks of the irrationality of capitalism, which is
characterized,by internal, contradicliom. The- Christian faith speaks
of the -Irrationality of sib s

"There cam be' no reason for sin in God* s creation and the 
gifts of God, or in ahyjging that God has wished for man 

 and has given to man*’.5 .
Sin, in Christian theology, speaks of the internal contradictiou
which is central to man* s whole being — man1, created in the image
of God, has rebelled against his Creator.

Marcuse maintains that organized capitalism- has a deceptive
character which is designed to: cover up the social and economic
alienation which it.has created - "deceptive liberties (are)•.made
into: a.powerful instrument”'of. domination’’' which "sustain(s)

515alienation". This, according to- Marcuse, is
"one of the most vexing aspects of advanced industrial ri6

.. civilization : the.rational character of its irrationality".
According, to the Bible, sinful, man- has a deceptive character which
is designed to cover up his self-alienation from God -

"The heart is deceitful above all things, and. desperately 
corrupt; who can understand it?"(Jeremiah 17:9)?

"All have turned aside, together they have gone wrongf no 
one does good, not even one," "Their throat is an open ‘.—r.,
grave, they use their tongues to deceive.""(Romans 3:12-13)*

 Marcuse holds that the complete overthrow of the capitalist
system is highly unlikely. Observing that the critical theory of
society defined "the actual contradictions in nineteenth century

518European society", Ikircuse insists that
"Confronted with the total character of the achievements of 
advanced'industrial society, critical theory is left 
without the, rationale for transcending this society".

He analyzes advanced industrial society thus :
"advanced industrial society is capable of containing 
qualitative changes for the foreseeable future..forces 
and tendencies exist which may break, this containment 
and. explode the society..The first tendency is dominant,



and whatever preconditions" for- a’.reversal may existare. being used to prevent it”.520
  Ihe Christian faith maintains that a., radical reversal of man’s

521sinful nature is humanly impossible. Christian ’this-worldly’ hope
is quite different from the idea of a secularized ’eschaton*
inferred from: history itself* Christian. ’this-worldly’ hope is
not hased on. any anthropocentric attempt to. logicallyinfer the
nature of society’s future from’ a particular interpretation of its
past history. Christian ’thi s-wor Idly*’ hope is entirely hound up
with faith in Jesus Christ the Liberator* Christian ’thisT-worldly’
hope is set in the. context of Christ’s redemption which

524in. .being- redeemed from’ and redeemed unto”. . Christian ’ihis-
worMly’ hone, sets about changing the world f believing that Christ ’s
redeeming: power is already operative in this present world. Christian
’this-worldly’* hope? believing: that Christ’s redemptive.purpose
awaits its final consummation beyond, this present world* may never
identify itself directly with the hind of optimistic Utopianism’
which tends towards a premature anticipation of the fulness of that
redemption. ..

3* Travis emphasizes that
’’We do-i hot ha,ve toi choose befeeen this world and the world 
. to: come* because the purpose of Cod embraces both”.'5

Ihe falsity of the ’this-xforldly’ -. ’other-worldly’ dilemma is
pointed, out by Berkouwer who writes,. ......

’’On the route of faith and action* along with hope* we see 
that the gospel we believe is far removed from: the picture 
of a future without bearing on the present* a heavenly 

. hope without concernfor the neighbor and his world”. 5 2.6
Under standing Christian hope thus* Christian theology can receive
the Marxist critique of religion appreciatively without surrendering
the religions foundation for its social ethic. The Marxist critique
is to- be received with a humble confession of sin and a greater
coraiaitment to demonstrating, through deeds and words, the love of
Cod for the wholes man.
(3) The Basic Contours of Berkouwer’s Theologyof the Christian Life,
 The present discussion of Berkouwer’s theology of social

concern provides a suitable context for drawing attention tô- the 
practical character of his entire theology. This study has focused 
special attention on Berkouwer’s concern with the problem of 
polarization. Attention has been drawn to various areas of



theological, discussion where his treatment of this problem-..is...
particularly instructive. The following account of his theology as a
theology of the Christian; life reviewsthe overall discussion contained
in this study, accenting its practical significance. .
 Berkouwer’s emphasis on the practical, character.of. theological

reflection is grounded in his .understanding. of .the. doctrines of
(a) God; (b) . revelation; (c) reconciliation* Underlying his
interpretation-of these doctrines is his understanding of grace.
The divine grace.in revelation and reconciliation is not, in
Berkouwer’s.view,.a coercive power which,devalues.the.significance
of human activity* Homan activity is not, however, given, an entirely
autonomous significance that is quite independent of divine grace.
Mam .knows t.. through .divine revelation and reconciliation, that he is

• 527dependent on. divine grace without being destroyed by divine power. '
(a) The Practical Significance of Berkouwerrs Doctrine of God

It was emphasized, in Chapter One, that Berkouwer*s theology is
set against a historical background. in. which contrasting theological
emphases. tend to move in the opposite directions of objectivism; and
subjectivism* It was. noted that Berkouwer seeks to construct a
theology; which does full justice to both the true objectivity: of the
Christian faith- and the necessity for that faith to: be a subjective!^

528experienced., faith. .
In Chapter Two> it was emphasized that Berkouwerrs concern with

the objectivity - subjectivity question has led him to re ject both a
purely heteronomous concent of God and. the conception of autonomous
man* God and man are not seen as competitors. Man’s true freedom- is
found precisely in willing and. glad submission to the so vereign God 

529of salvation. This theological anthropology is concerned not with
B30a ’religious’ part of man but with the whole man*'

... Berkouwer’s re jection of a purely heteronomous concept of God 
enables .him: to re ject am. ethical passivity which lacks the urgencyCOTof the gospel’s ethical imperative. His rejection of a conception
of God which is merely accommodated to- the notion of human autoaspy
enables him to> re ject an irreligious moralism which operates....

532independently of the gospel’s gracious indicative. M s  rejection 
of any conception by which. God is restricted to: a . ’religious’ sphere
of life enables him: to re ject an individualistic otherworldliness .
which lacks the comprehensiveness of the gospel’s orientation towards
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533the whole man:. .....
.... .A .proper understanding of the Christian’ life is, in Berkouwer* s 

view,- rooted in a proper understanding of the doctrine of God.
(i) Ethical1 passivity is excluded by the gospel’s demand for 

obedience.  ....
(ii) Irreligious moralisra: is excluded by the gospel’s demand that 

such obedience is to be offered in gratitude, to- God.
(iii) Individualistic otherworldliness is excluded by the gospel’s 

demand for the obedience of the whole man1. .......
  The character of Christian living: and its relationship to God
is well expressed by. Berkouwer in a single pa.ssage contrasting
conformity to the law.of God with obedience to God :.

nA conformity is possible which is abstracted from the 
. consideration of the Giver of the law* while the defining 
characteristic of obedience lies in listening to- God’s 
command••The commandment of God is hot an inert law, which 
man! can Impersonally'fulfill or not, but something which 
calls for a total and personal relationship, in'the giving 
over of the heart, and there in of the whole man, to 
obedience. In this relation, any abstraction! is 
Illegitimate. Obedience is always response to! the divine 
demand and ex'cludes every merely legalistic understanding 
of the Ia%n.534

Such a personal relationship with the living God, characterized by
thankful obedience, Is the indispensable presupposition for
Berkouwer*s theology of the-..Christian life. . . .
(b) The Practical Significance of Berkouwer*s Doctrine of Revelation.

In Chapter Three, it was emphasized that Berkouwer’s writings
point-in the direction of a doctrine of revelation which seeks to do
full justice to' the creational, Incarnational, biblical, proclamatoiy

53band pneumatological dimensions of divine revelation’. This approach
was used, in. Chapter Four, as the basis for a critical analysis of
deism, biblicism and christomonism:, each of which are adjudged. to

536have, advanced inadequate conceptions of revelation. . In Gha.pter
Five;, the perspective, -afforded by Berkouwer*s doctrine , of revelation.
concerning the investigative disciplines of philosophy, biblical537criticism; and science is examined.

An important Issue in the discussion of the doctrine of.....
revelation concerns the relationship between the divine activity of 
revelation and. the human activity of investigation. The manner In 
which a. theology addresses itself to this question is a matter of 
great; importance for the development of a theology of the Christian



life. The relationship between revelation and Investigation, is
essentially, .a matter of the relationship between God and man. When.
It. is affirmed that God is not, merely the. object of study for the
intellectual discipline known, as theology, the question, concerning
revelation, and Investigation becomes a question concerning the

538manner In which, the Christian life. Is- to be lived. ......
 By emphasising the divine Initiative in revelation, Berkouwer-.
rejects an anthropocentric subjectivism: which makes human experience

539the ultimate criterion by which truth is judged. * By emphasising
the., active-, character of: man’s reception of revelation* he rejects
an. authoritarian objectivism: which tends to remove the confession

510of biblical authority from: its context In the life of faith. By . 
emphasising: the. decisive character of man’s reception of revelation, 
Berkouwer. re jects an ontological speculation which tends to .

541minimise the significance of man’s believing' response to Christ.
 A proper understanding of the Christian life is, in Berkouwer’s .
view, rooted, in a proper understanding of the doctrine. of. revelation.
The. Christian life Is to be.lived by man. Its foundation is not,
however, to* he found In man.

’’This dlrectedhess of the gospel" Is and remains focused 
on man1, but cannot In its structure and horizon be 
hermeneutically approached from1human existence Itself — 
through a neutral analysis - but pnjy from the content and 

 direction of the evangel Itself’’.
With this emphasis on the content and direction of the evangel
itself, .Berkouwer dissociates himself from three, dangerous..
theological interpretations which tend to distort the character of
the-Christian life. .
(l) The nooraiatlvity of the evangel excludes the Idea, of. human . .

experience being given ’’constitutive importance in the determination
.of the .central focus of.' Holy Scrlpture”.f normativity of the

evangel. demands that there be no disrespect for ’’the concrete words1*'
of Scripture through which the Spirit seeks to- bind men to Christ.
. -(Ii) .The. normativity of the evangel .excludes the idea of biblical
authority being Isolated from the evsbgelical purpose of Scripture.

’’When the'’’acceptance” of Holy Scripture as!the Word of God 
Is separated from a living faith in Christ, it is 
meaningless and confusing to call this acceptance belief 
In Scripture dr an ”element” of the Christian faith. This 
does not imply an underestimation of Scripture or of 
belief In it, but rather a great respect for Scripture, 
which addresses Itself to our faith”.545



Insisting; that ”(B)eXieving; Scripture does not mean staring at a
holy and mysterious hook, hut hearing the witness concerning
Christ”,..Berkouwer refuses to separate the acceptance of the Bible*s
authority from: the experience of "Being gripped. By the message to
which its words testify”- . T h e  meaning and intention of. the words .
must Be understood if their authority is to Be properly acknowledged.

(iii) The ..normativity of the evangel excludes the idea of the self-
revelation of the. gracious God Being .related to the existence of
sinful man in a ..manner which lacks the.urgency of the BiBlical
proclamation which "cannot Be silenced..(and) is the very opposite

547of passivity;.or fatalism”. ........  ..
””BehoId, now is the acceptable time; Beholdt now is the day 
of salivation” (lIGoi. 6*2) . .the gospel, .does' hot only seek 
man in a timeless sector of his life - his intellect or 
feeling - But seeks to reach him in his total and concrete 
existence. It is not sufficient to: refer here to preaching 
in its "objective” reality, with which any kind of 
subjectivity must correspond. Godrs Word does not address man 

. in an abstract isolation But in his real life”.54$
Salvation is "not presented to: us as a deed tfhich as: a matter of
course.comes to all* But as a, calling of God..an invitation, a call 549to conversion”. ....
 The. ..personal relationship with the living God which is. for

Berkouwer, the indispensable presupposition of the Christian life is 
entered, upon .through receiving, with.faith the Christ to whom the 
BiBlical witness points. The sustenance, of this relationship is 
rooted in a continual turning to:, this Christ in faith* This emphasis 
requires to .Be. maintained in the face of Both a materialism which 
seeks;.to live.. By. .Bread alone and a. mysticism, which, though it may 
continue' to' speak of a *Christfr has dispensed with the BiBlical 
Christ*^"^ . ............  .  .

(c) The Practical- Significance of Berkouwerts Doctrine of Be cone Hi at ion.
Three interr-related aspects of divine reconciliation were 

discussed in. C^kpters. Six to Eight ;
(i) Reconciliation to; God (Chapter Six);’
(ii) ReconciliationBetween men(Chapter Seven):
-(iii)' • • Reconciliation within man; himself (Chanter Eight).

These asoects of divine reconciliation may not Be arbitrarily 
separated from: each other.
— The full, meaning of divine reconciliation is not exhausted By an. 

ethical analysis of human existence. Even where such an analysis



proceeds, on .the., basis of the ethical teaching of Jesus of. Razareth,
it must- he .ad judged to. he inadequate because of it s failure to
recognize, the. foundational character of reconciliation to God for a
theological understanding:.of both the worh of Christ and the human

551experience of reconciliation. .-----------
Q2ie full meaning.of.divine reconciliation is not exhausted by

the individualistic., notion .cf' a - reconciliation to: God .which does
not. significantly affect relationships between men* Ihose who .are
brought into .fellowship with God through- Christ are brought into
fellowship with one another in. Christ*s church which is called to
be " one body in Christ".*^ . .. . ....... -  ... ......
. . Ihe full meaning of divine reconciliation is not exhausted.by
an anthropology ...which relates. God., toi a ’religious* part of man* It
is the . whole-man .who is both, reconciled to God and called to live
under the Lordship, of Christ* Reconciliation.to God involves neither
a form of emotional.escapism .by which a. man commits intellectual
suicide, nor a form: of otheiv-worIdly mysticism^ which is irrelevant
to- the concerns of this world. . .  ..

(i) Discussing.the meaning of Christ’s work: of reconciliation,
Berkouwer. writes,.. ... .  .... ...... .... . ...

"Reconciliation can be misconceived by ascribing the final 
decision: to man, blit also'^y objectifying it in preaching 
and by disqiiali^ihg unbelief not as sin and guilt but as 
a relatively unimportant foolishness(compared with God’s
de ci si oh) " • 554   ' *

Rejecting the former misconception, Berkouwer insists that
"fhe admonition- "be"ye reconciled to God" is..not ah 
admonition ta co-operation in the work: of reconciliation,

 but .the..call to live.in faith out of this reconciliation".
Rejecting the..latter misconception, he. contends that  .....

"God does not so much call bur attention to the abyss from 
which we have been saved and the judgment that lies behind us,
as to the judgment that lies ahead, "namely, if we do not rrg
believe that in Christ (the former judgment) lies behind us."". 

Rejecting .the idea that **God works half, and man the other.half" and
557emphasizing ..that **God works .all, and. man does, all’y Berkouwer

draws, attention to. the gospel*s emphasis on the.absolute necessity
of both grace, and faith. ..Concerning the significance .for, the
Christian life,of the. *by,grace - through faith* character of
reconciliation,. .he. writes,  .... ... ......

"it is the’marvel of the work of the-Eoly Spirit that those 
who really respond to the proclamation of reconciliation



claim no merit whatsoever for that response, hut rather 
find the essence of their joy and gratitude in God, who 
reconciled, us unto, himself".558

ffhere is no question of overemphasizing either grace or faith. Both
are.to he.given the full emphasis given to them by the gospel. These
can, however., be. a. wrong emphasis - a. failure to give .both-grace
and faith their full.emphasis. Ibis represents a mi sunderstanding of
the. relationship between grace-, and faith which produces a distorted
view of the. Christ tan life.. A. proper understanding of the Christian
life, .is based, .on. a proper understanding of the gospel of
reconciliation, in .which both sides of its • ’by graoe - through faith1

559character are given .their full emphasis. . .
(ii) Berkouwer discusses the meaning of fellowship" in terms of

both privilege and responsibility r
"bhe‘ fact of belonging to Christ — in indicative and 
imperative, "in gift and calling - entrusts a great deal 
t© the'Church,' specifically the right,neven in brokenness,. to testify to true, .new fellowship".^

Ihe privilege and responsibility of fellowship is rooted in
"God’s saving, reconciling action. • (through which) (e)very 
individual need*receives Hi's undivided attention;' yet, at 
the same time,..by which the individual receives a human 
fellowship, ending all individualism".56l
emphasizing both the privilege and the responsibility of fellowship,

Berkouwer rejects both a pessimism which is insufficiently aware of
the reality of grace and an- apathy which pays insufficient attention
to the responsibility of faith. Berkouwer has resolutely refused to
develop his .theology in the direction of a religious individualism,
which pays scant attention to complex ecclesiological issues. The
perspective .in which he sets those issues is most valuable.because..
of. his concern for both unity and truth.He affirms the importance of
both unity, and truth from: the standpoint of involvement. He does not
seek a ’unity’ which tends to ignore the complexity of the.problems
which have given rise, to pessimism and apathy. . He does not, however,
advocate, the kind of. commitment to ’truth’ which is narrowly
sectarian in outlook. He expresses his view thus :

"the search for common denominator ecumenicity is a fruitless 
way to seek unify. Bat it is no< compromise of the faith to 
point to a common call to discipleship of Jesus Christ and to 
the gospel Paul preaehed, Jesus Christ and Him crucified".5̂ 2

(iii) Berkouwer emphasizes that "it is the whole man who is



T63restored and saved”. I n  view of the comprehensiveness of God’s 
salvation1, no single aspect of Christian communication - proclamation, 
apologetics, social action - can he regarded as the entirety of Christ-

c (Lfi
iam witness. Finding-“its basic resources within the gospel itself, 
apologetics will carefully avoid turning the gospel into ”an echo of 
what was; present in our heart before we came to1 it, a rewording of what

crgirwe had already thought”. Grounded in the gospel, social action will 
complement rather than compete with devotion to: "prayer and. .the mini- 
stry of the word". The gospel of reconciliation excludes an 
inteliectualism'which remains rather remote fromi the life of faith, m  
individualism; which remains rather remote fromi the life of fellowship, 
and am otherworldliness which remains rather remote from; the life of

- 5#Fservice.
General Conclusion

Berkouwer avoids an: objectivism: which tends to. relativize the 
decisive significance of personal faith and a suh jectivismi which tends 
to? misrepresent the character* of personal faith. His approach to 
theological polarization is not, however, a matter of sheer pragmatism 
It is rooted in his understanding of the gospel as the gospel of God 
and the gospel for man. As the gospel of God, it is a gospel of grace. 
As the gospel for man, it is a gospel which calls for faith. As the 
gospel of God, it can never be perfectly understood by man. As the 
gospel for man, it calls man to the privileged responsibility of seed
ing to understand its message more adequately. As the gospel of God, 
its: message may not be reduced to what modern man might he expected t> 
believe. As the gospel for man, the relevance of its message must he 
demonstrated to modem man.

The theological taslt: of understanding and communicating the 
Christian message requires both humility and courage, and. the wisdom 
to discern which is most required in a given situation.; Theology must 
not adopt an authoritarian stance where a humble acknowledgment of the 
limitation of its insight is called for. Theology must avoid a false 
humility which evades its responsibility- to speak; with clarity and 
conviction. The writings of Berkouwer; provide a perspective which 
promises to he of enormous value in the confused climate of 
contemporary theology.



Introduction to- the Footnotes
l) References to- the Writings of Gerrit Cornslisi; Berkouwer

A list of the major works of G* 0* Berkouwer used in this study 
is provided here* The English editions of each of these hooks is 
published by- William B, Eerdmans Publishing Company. Grand Rapids* 
Michigan. U.S.A.. The Butch editions,from which the English editions 
ere translated, are published by J. H* Eok» ICampen. the Netherlands.
The titles and dates of publication of both English and Butch editions 
are listed below* Footnote.. reference:': to the books listed here is by 
title only. Berkouwer’s name is not specifically given where any of 
the- listed books is cited. Where a reference to any of the listed 
books appears as the first of a string of references to that particu
lar book, the second and subsequent references will be identified by 
page number only. References to other writings of Berkouwer not 
listed here are cited in full in the footnotes. The present list is 
made up of the titles included in Berkouwer*s- "Studies in Bogmatics" 
and four separate studies.
i) "Studies in Bogmaticsl{ (lisied alphabetically according; to title)
a) Bivine ^ectlon(l9doyTBe Ferkiezlng Gods(l955)). translated by 
Hugo Bekker.
b) Faith and Justtfication(l954) (Geloof en Rechtvaardfging(l949))» 
translated by Lewis B. Smedes.
c) Faith and Perseverance (1958) (Geloof en Folharding(l949))» translat
ed by Robert B. Knudsen.
d) Faith and Sanctification^ 1952) (Geloof en Beiliging(1949) ) t translat
ed by John Friend.
e) General Revelation( 1955) (Algemene Openbari ng( 195l) ) i translator’ s 
name not given*
*0 Holy Scripture(197b) ( Be Hellige Schrift. ToI.l(l965), Fol.Il(l967)),
translated and edited by Jack B. Rogers.
g) Han : The Inage o f God(1962) (Be Hens het Be e ld Gods(1957 ))» 
translated by Birk. W. Jellema.
h) Sin(l97l) (Be Zonde I s Oorsprong en Kennis der Zonde (1959) < Be 
Zonde II ; Ifezen en Ferbreidlng der Zonde(1960)), translated by 
Philip C. Holtrop.
i) ghe Church(1976)(Be Kerk, ¥ol.l(l'970), Fol.Il(l972)), translated by 
James- B. Bavison.
j) The Person of Christ (1954) (Be Persoon van Christus( 1952)) f 
translated by John Friend.
k) The Providence of God(1952) (Be Foorz 1 enlgheld Gods( 195®) ) ? 
translated by Lewis B. Smedes.
l) The Return of Christ(1972) (Be Wederkomsf yan Chhisfugy Fol. l(l96l), 
Fql. II(1963)), translated by James Fan Oosterom and edited by Marlin 
J. Fan Blderer.
m) The. Sacraments(1969) (Be Sacramenten(l954) ) » translated by Hugo 
Bekker.
n) The Work of Chrfst(l965) (Het Werk. van Christas (1953))translated 
by Cornelius Lambregtse.
ii) Other Studies(11 sted alphabetically according- to; title)
a) Half Century of Theology, Movements and Motives(1977) (Ben; Imlve 
eeuw theologle: motieven en stromingen van 1920 tot heden(1974) )» translated and edited by Lewis B. Smedes*
b) Modern Uncertainty and Christian Faith(1953) 1 first published in 
Bnglish(series of lectures given in the U*S*A*).
c) The Second Fatlcan Council and the Few Cathollcism( 1965) (Het Tweede 
Fatlcaense Counclle en het Hleuwe Theologle(1964)) j ~
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translated by Lewis B. Smedes.
d) The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth(l956) (Be Trioiif
Ber~ Genade in de  Barth(1954))♦ translated by Harry
R. Boer. (References in the present Sudy refer to the IJ.1C. edition, 
published in' 1956 by The Paternoster Press, London by special arrange
ment with Ifm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., Grand Rapids, Michigan).
Several volumes of Berkouwer’s "Studies in Bogmatics" are available 
from Inter—Far si ty presn, Leicester — Faith and Sanctification,. General 
Revelation. Manx : The Xmage of God. The Church. The Person of Christ, 
The Providence of God, and The Work of Christ'.
2) References to> articles and books by other authors

The first reference in each chapter to a particular article or 
book provides full bibliographical, information.. Subsequent references 
in the same chapter are indicated by author and title. The second and 
subsequent references in a string of consecutive references to; the sane 
article or book, are indicated by the page number.
i) The ’author and title* method is used to avoid an unnecessary 

search for the title referred to by the expression, ’op cit*.
ii) The ’page only* method is used t© avoid unnec.es sa,ry repetition 

of the expression ’ibid* in lists of references to the same source.
General Remarks- Concerning the Footnotes

The present study is- concerned with the problem; of polarization.
It is concerned with presenting a particular perspective within which 
this problem1 can be discussed.
i) The general concern, with polarization demands that a- dlalogical 

method is used, i.e. the author’s perspective is presented in1 dialogue 
with the views of other writers.
ii.) The concern, with presenting a particular perspective demands 

that a certain amount of dialogue is included in the footnotes rather 
than the; main text.
In. the interests of b?qth.i2iclugihg' discussion pertaining' to; the 
matters: discussed in. the main text and maintaining the flow of the 
main discussion, these footnotes contain much extended discussion.

Passages: are frequently quoted in full in. the interests of the 
reader who; may not have the books at hand. Although this method makes 
the notes much longer, it vastly increases their value for the reader.

Footnotes to Introductory Preface(Pages i-vi).
1. A Half Century of Theology. Movements and Motives, p.208.
2. The use of these terms requires explanation at.the outset because 

of the distinctive; way in which they are used.
3. These intellectual disciplines can be developed in either direction.
4. Berkouwer uses both expressions in A Half Century of Theology. 

Movements and Motives, pp.186—I87.
5. This description; of Berkouwer’s view of faith is given, by L.B. 

Smedes, "G.G. Berkouwer"» Creative Minds in. Contemporary Theology, 
edited.by P.E. Hughes,(Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., Grand 
Rapids, Michigan,, Second Revised Edition, 1969). The idea of the 
total person or the whole man is used extensively in the present 
study and requires to be explained at the outset. The expression 
’the whole man1’ is not used in the present study in connection
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with: discussions regarding; the meaning of terms such as- ’body*,
’soui* and ’spirit* • Its use has a more general function. It Is used, 
to- .emphasize that man’s relationship to God must be understood . not in 
terms of the primacy of a particular aspect of man, e.g. primarily 
Intellectual, primarily emotional, primarily ethical, but in terms of 
a comprehensive relationship in which man Is, In the entirety of his 
existence, called to respond to* God. It Is hoped that the meaning and 
significance of this emphasis on ’the.whole man* becomes increasingly 
clear as different types of anthropology are analyzed In the course Of 
this study.
6. In the preface fo> his book, Evangelism in the Early Church (William 
BW Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, , 14
Green states a personal reason for writing this book — "Most 
evangelists: are not very interested in theology: most theologians are 
not; very interested In evangelism. I am deeply committed to both.hSq., 
the study of this subject m s  particularly congenial to me."(p.j) • 
Green’s book contains a brief but helpful section entitled "Teaching 
Evangelism"(pp.204—206)•
77. E. Demarest, review of G. C. Berkouwer’s A Half Century; of Theology, 
Movements and Motives in ThemeIIos , Vol.4, Ho. 1, Hew Series,
September 1978, pp.40-41* This particular phrase describes Berkouwer’s 
view of faith and reasor(p.4l)*
8. The phrase, "the service of others for Jesus’ sake" alludes to the 
words of 2 Corinthians 4?5 where the service of others is not 
dissociated, fromi but grounded in the service of Christ.
9. I>. B. Smedes, "G. C. Berkouwer" In Creative Minds in Contemporary 
Theology1. p. 95 —  s description of Berkouwer’s theological method. It 
is hoped that the precise meaning and significance of this theological 
method becomes clearer as the present study progresses.
10* A Half Century of Theology, Movements and Motives, p.74* This 
phrase occurs ini the context of Berkouwer’s account of Karl Barth’s 
reaction to- the theological method of Rudolf Buitmann.
11. A Half Century of The ology.Movements and Motives, p.208.
12. Creative Minds In Contemporary Theology, p. 93
13. p.93.

Footnotes to Chanter One (Pages 1-20)
1. L. B. Smedes,. "G. C. Berkouwer" in Creative Minds in Contemporary 

Theology(Wllllami B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan1, U.S.A.), edited by P. E* Hughes.(1966), p.63.

2. The; Person of Christ, p.90*
3. -A Half Century of Theology. Movements and Motives, pp.104—106.
4* p*105f of. C. Bogue, A Hole In the Bike : Critical Aspects of

Berkouwer’s Theology, (Mack Publishlngr C o mp a ny . Cherry Hill. Hew 
Jersey, II.S.A.), 197Tr P*3 — "one key word._*appears as fundamental 
to- his historical understanding of theology. Intent I (underlining 
mine) •

5* This statement of Friedrich Schleiermacher*s is cited in P. Tillich, 
Systematic Theology. (The University of Chicago Press, Harper and 
Row Publishers, Hew York and. Evanston, three volumes in one 
published 19677, Vbl.I, p.87’, n.8 as "the only consistent 
Protestant attitude".

6* blvine Election, p.190.
77 p.181.



8* The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, p.285(pp*282- 
286 for further discussion of this question).

9* A* L. Baker, Berkouwer’s Doctrine of Election : Balance or
Imbalance?(Presbyterian and! Reformed Publishing Co., I98I), p.60. 
cf* my review of this book in "Reformed Review", (Western"Theologic
al Seminary, Holland, Michigan, U.3.A., Spring 1982, Vol.35, Ho*3, 
_p.l64).

1G.J. J. Arnold,, "A Study of the Chrlstelogies of H. Emil Brunner and 
Gerrit C. Berkouwer" (unpxiblished Ph.D. dissertation, Hartford 
Seminary Foundation, Ha,rtford, Connecticut, 1967), p. 121, cited in 
Baker’s book at p.60.

11. C. Brown, Philosophy and the Christian Faith. (Tyndale Press,
London, 1969)? p.59* ~ — —

12. B. Pascal, Pascal’s Pensees. introduction by T* S. Eliot, Dutton
Pa,perback(E. P. Dutton <& Co., Inc., Hew York, 195$).,. P*78* It...
should he noted', that Pa,sca,l did not retreat into sheer mysticism.
He spoke of "Two* excesses s to exclude reason, to> admit nothing 
but reason*’ and insisted that "Reason’s last step Is the 
recognition that there are an infinite number of things beyond 
it?’, (Pensees. translated hyA.'J. KraIlsheImer(Hammondsworth, 
Penguin Books, 1966), p. 85.

13. "Christianity Today", VI(August 31, 1962), pp.31—32.
14. Divine Election, p. 189. n.31.
15. Faith and Justification, p.87. The present discussion suggests 

that it may be useful to> distinguish between, the view of Arminius 
and the later development of Arminianisra;.

16. A Half Century of ThboXo-gy. Movements and Motives, pp. 104—105*
IT* C. Bangs, Arminius : A Study in the Dutch Reformation, (Abingdon

Press, Hashville, I97l) • For a critical review of this book see 
M. E. Osterhaven, Reformed. Review . Winter 1973, Vol. 26, Ho.2, 
pp. 99—101*

18, p.21.
19* Divine Election, p. 216.
20. Bangs, Arminius : A Study- in the Dutch Reformation, p.63(cited 

from "Oration on the Object of Theology". in The Works "of James 
Arminius. D .D. (London edition 1825, 1828, 1875) ? I, p. 264.

21. Divine Election, pp.26, 65.
22.C. Bangs, Arminius : A Study in the Dutch Reformat Ion, p. 340*

Bangs contends that Arminius should be regarded as- a. Reformed 
theologian* A significant part of the argument is concerned with

j Arminius:’s exposition of Romans 9(see Chapter 14.,—■•"Theology in 
Amsterdam: Romans 9? The Conference.with Junius", pp. 193—205) * of. 
Divine Election, pp.64—79, 209-217 for Berkouwer’s view of Remans 9*

23* p.343(cited from "Certain Articles" in The Works of James Arminius 
(London edition, 1956), I? P* 497). „

24* P. 343 (cited from; The Works of James Arminius (London edition. 195$ 
pp.253-254).

25. Divine Election. p.60ff.f cf. The Return of Christ, p.444*
26.Divine Election, p.49? cf. p.46.
27. Bangs, Arminius : A Study in the Dutch Reformat Ion, p. 18. cf.

A. P. F. Sell, The Great Debate. Calvinism. Arminianlsm and 
SaIvafi:on(Studies in Christian Thought and History). (h . E. Walter 
Ltd; Worthing, West Sussex, 1982), p.97 — **In Important respects

.J Arminius was not an Arminian" *
28. Bogue, A Hole in the Dike : Critical Aspects of Berkouwer’s 

Theology., has difficulty in classifying Bbrkouwer within his own 
Calvinist-Armlnian distinction (p. 19). A helpful manner of stating • 
the difference between Calvinism' and Arminiani snr is found In A.PwF.



Sell, $£1 Great Debate. Calvin!smy Arminianisnr and Salvation.p.l 
— "Arminiani snr says that half the work. is God’ s and half the work: is 
man’s. Calvinism asserts that the whole is God’s and the whole is 
man’s also." This- is a quotation from Collocruia Peripatetlca.. .being 
noires of conversations with the late John Dtmcan;, edited "by William 
l̂ ^̂ Eii(01iphanrfrr Edinburgh and London, 6th edition, I9O7O , P*29*
29 • G* Bangs, Arminius ; A Study in the Patch Reformation, pp.460-461.
30. p.350.
31. pv315:.
32. p.21.
33. William Ames, probably the most well-known representative of this 

type of theology opens his book The Marrow of Theologyt translated 
and edited by J* P. Eusden(PiIgrim Pressy Boston, Philadelphia.,
1968) with a definition of theology as "the teaching' of living for 
God”(Ames I,i,l; Ensden, p.77)• One theologian who regards Ames
as being of significant interest in the history of theology is G.W., 
Bromiley who, in his bo ole Historical Theology : An Introduction 
(William; B. Eerdmans Publishing' Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 
U.S.A., 1978) r devotes several pages to_discnssing the views of 
Ames, pp.307-316, 324-328, 332, 336—338. Bromiley, acknowledging 
Ames’s intention of "relating theology more closely to life"(p.310), 
suggests that there might be "a legalistic element” in the type 
of covenant theology propounded by Ames(p.3l6). This is not, 
however, the place to discuss this question further.

34. M*. E. Osterhaven, "The Experiential Theology of Early Dutch 
Calvinism” in Reformed Revi e w'V Spring 1974, Vol.27, Wo.3, P*l8& 
This article(pp. 180—I89) gives a useful survey of this school of 
theology.

35* Hen ; The Image of God, pp.31, 194*
36. pp.31-33, 195-196.
37* The inclusion of a volume on Faith and Sanct 1 fi cation in his 

"Studies in Dogmatics” emphasizes Berkouwer’s concern1 for 
spiritual growth.

38. Tolumes such as Faith and Justification. Faith and Sanctification 
and Faith and Perseverance emphasize the importance of the, 
personal, motif in Berkouwer’s thought.

39* S. Meijers, Object! velt en. Exlstenttatet(Objectivity and 
Bxistentiality), (j. H0 Kbfc, Hamper, 1979) observes that 
Berkouwer’s theology demonstrates "a consistent apologetic 
intention*.directed at scholasticism" (p. 448 — English summary) .
In personal correspondence (Spring 1979) r Meijers informed me that 
Berkouwer has acknowledged the validity of this observation.

40. H. E. Osterhaven, "The Experiential Theology of Early Dutch 
Calvinism?*, p. 180.

4-1. C. Bangs, Arminius : A Study in the Dutch Reformation, p. 21. For 
a study of twentieth-century pietism, D.G. Bloesch, The Crisis of 
Piety (Willi ami B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids,
Michigan,- U.S.A., I968) in which Berkouwer is described as a 
theologian of "biblical persona,lism"(p.96). This outlook is 

„ contrasted, with "mystical spirituality" (Chapter- Tt pp. 95—^24)*
42. While- Berkouwer does not accept uncritically everything Calvin 

says, he clearly has greater respect for Calvin than he has for 
some of Calvin’s more speculative followers. This is not the place 
to engage in a detailed discussion: of the relationship between 
Calvin and the development of Calvinism’. The concern here is 
simply to> draw attention to Berkouwer’s concern: that theology 

does not move in the direction of a speculative theological 
system—building which has become rather dissociated from a



warm BiBlical piety which is actively and earnestly involved in 
seeking ”true and solid wisdom..the knowledge of God and of 
ourselves”, J. Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, Book 
One, Chapter I, Section l(edition used — Calvings Institutes 
(Associated Publishers and Authors Inc#, Grand Rapids, Ilich., p. 7)*

43. G* C* Berkouwer, "Fragen rondom de belijdenis” in Gereformeerde 
Theologlsche Ti.fdschrift. February 1963, Fol.63, pp.1-41* This 
article is concerned with questions regarding' the interpreted ion 
of Confessions of faith, paying'- special attention to the Canons of 

. Dordt.
44* fanis, ”The Heidelberg Catechism*, in the Hands of the Calvinist- 

ic-Pietists” in Reformed Review. Spring 1971, V©1V24, Ho* 3? pp. 
156-157.45* Berkhaf,”Be Methode v»n Berkouwer*s JSheolô eJl,. in Ex Audltu. 
Ferbi t Theologlsche Opstellew AahgeBoden^aan Iprof. Dr. G« C. 
Berkouwer, edited By R. Schippers, G„ ,E* Meulemah, J* I* Bakker, 
and If* If. ICuitert, (j. H* ICok:, Hamper, 1965), pp*37~55* Berkhof 
uses the expression ”the existential direction of Scripture” to 
describe the theological tendency of the later Berkouwer (pp. 48— 
53). Sic meaning of this phrase is discussed further in the 
present study, pp• 130—135• (The Boole in which Berkhoffs analysis 
of Berkouwer’s theological method, appears is a volume of theol
ogies,! essays: dedicated to Berkouwer on. the occasion, of his 
twenty-fifth anniversary of teaching at the Free University of 
Amsterdam. This volume contains essays written By such notable 

• theologians as K* Barth, 0. Cullmann, K*. ICung, T.F. Torrance).
46. Eelpful applications of this theme are found in Man1 : The Image 

of God. p. 27; Divine Election, pp.307, 326—329? The Return of 
-■ Christ* p.248.

47* Eoly Scripture. pp.180, 322 — the goal of Scripture is to bring 
_ knowledge of God.

48. The Marrow of Theology, I,xxvi,26,28? cf. G.E. Bromiley, Histor
ical Theology ♦ An Introduction’ , |>p.336-338(discussion of the 
teaching of Arnes on. sarctificatioii^',especially survey, p.338.

49. Holy Scripture. pp.9—10.
5Q. Han t The1 linage- of God, p.35*
51. L* B. Smedes, ”G* C. Berkouwer” in Creative Hinds in Cantmeporary 

Theology, p. 94. The term * scholasticism* is used in this general 
way throughout the present study. It denotes a tendency rather 
than a precisely .jMl̂ itifiable theological position.

52, S* Meijers, OBjectlviteit en Exlstenflalet. p.448.
53* !»•> B. Smedes, ”G*C. Berkouwer” in1 Creative Hinds in Contemporary 
_ Tlieology f edited By P*E„ Hughes, pp.94-99*

54* I. Timmer, ”Recent Developments within the Reformed Church
(Gereformeerde) in the Eetherlands” (a series of lectures deliver
ed at Kobe Reformed Seminary, Fall of 1968), in The Reformed 
Journal,(Eerdmans, Grand Rapids, Michigan), Sept-Dee 1969(from 
the Sept. article.(December article on Berkouwer).

55* H. Bavinck, The Doctrine of God, translated, edited and outlined 
By Wm. Eendriksen, (The Banner of Truth Trust, Edinburgh) 19771 pi?*

56. J* E. Kok, Kampen, 1979*
57* P*446.
58. p.446.
59* A Half Century of Theology. Movements and Motives, p.ll.
60). Meijers, Objectivite 11 en Existentlalltet, p.447.
61. p .447.
62. p.448.
63. Personal correspondence(Spring 1979).
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64. p.448. 1 .
65* cf. G. Bogue, A Hole in. the Bike, p.8.
66. General revelation is understood in the context of salvation,pl3L
67. Divine election is understood in the context of salvation,pl53 n38.
68. Divine Providence is understood in the context of salvation,- pi?8
69. L. B. Smedes, ”G. C. Berkouwer” in Creative Minds in Contemporary 

Theology, edited by P. E. Hughes, pp.63—64*•
70. Hepp is, for example, not referred to at all in Divine Election 

and The Providence of God, worksmin which Berkouwer is especially 
concerned to dissociate himself from: scholasticism1.

71. H* Berldiof , ”De Methode van. Berkouwer* s^Theologle” in Ex Audifu 
Ferbi, edited by R. Schippers et al.,pp.37—:55* cf. this present 
study, pp.130-135 for further discussion.

?2. I. John Hesselink, Contemporary Protestant Dutch Theology” in 
Reformed Review, Winter 1973, Fol.26, ITo.2, pp.81—82.

73. A Half Century of Theology, Movements and Motives, p.81.
74. Geloof en Openbarung i n  de Flenwere Duitsche Theologle, (Kenink,

Utrecht, 1932). In this doctoral dissertation concerned with 
faith and revelation in modern German theology, Berkouwer*s 
position is primarily that of conservative reaction. Fauebheless, 
there is, at this early stage, a refutation of a totally formal 
concept of biblical authority. There is a recognition, that the 
authority of Scripture is closely connected to* the content of 
Scripture, cf. present study, p.132.

75* cf. pireword of A Half Century of Theology, pp*7-9*
76. J. Tlmmer, ”The Pall of As sen” in The Reformed journal, October 

_ 1969, pp. 15—20f cf. present study,pp.l78—179*
77*- I possess an almost verbatim account of this report, in English 

translation, In the form of urpublishe&^y M. E. Osterhaven, 
Western Theological Seminary, Holland, Michigan, U.S.A.. cf. 
present study, pp.!79“J8l.

78. The other members of the committee were IT. H* Gispen, IC.G. Idema,
J. L. ICoole, A. D* R. Polman, F. H. Ridderbos, D. van1 Swigchem, 
and' S. van Wouwc. cf. present study, psl80e

Footnotes to Chapter Two(Pages 21-42).
1.cf. H. M. Kultert. • The Reality of Faith, (Wxllianr: B. Eerdmans Publi
shing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1968), translated by L. B. 
Smedes. A valuable study of modem theological discussion 
concerning ”the relationship, .between what is believed and the act
of believing”(p.9) *

2. Oxford University Press, London, 1969.
3. S.C.M. Press, London, 1955*
4. Christian University Press,(A Subsidiary of Christian College 

Consorlum, Washington D.C* and William' B'. Eerdmans .Publishing
/ Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan), 1978.
5. Divine Election, pp.228-24l{especIalIy pp.232,240).
6. The Triumph of Grace In the Theology of Karl Barth, pp. 290,296.
7* Holy Scripture, pp.9-10.
8. p.10.
9* _ P * 18.
10. Faith and: Justificatlanvp.9.
11» p.9*
12. Holy Scripture. p.32*.; cf• present study, pp.78-95.
13. p.25.
14* p.23. cf. p.137*
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15. p.23.18. Fafth and Justification, p. 9.
17. P.9.!&>.- Holy Scripture. p.33 n*78*
19* pp.33-34*20. H. Berkhof, ”Be Methode van BerkouwerTs Theologie” in Ex Audita
.. 2erMy edited. by R. Schippers et al. (J.II. Eok, Kampen, 19 65), P50•

21. Berkouwer^ Boctrine of Election1 ; Balance or Imbalance?(Presb
yterian' and_ Reformed. Publishing- Go., Phillip sburg, Few Jersey,
1981), p.40.

22. Faith and Justification. p.30,
23.Holy Scripture. p.20.
24* A Half Century of Theology. p.8{brackets — mine).
2 % Holy Scripture, p.59.
26. pp.349-350.
27* p.348.
28, p.348.
29. p.348('imderliniiTg mine).
304 p.348(Brackets mine).
31. p.348.
32 . P. 348 * ' -
33. present chap ter,pp. 22^28,30-33.
34..present chapter, pp.33-34*
35V present chapter, p0 36”.
38. present chapter,pp.37-42.
3T. Sin, p.14(underlining original)•
38. General Revelation, pp. 131—132(underlining original).
39* The Providence of God, pp.45V 47*
40. Hie Person of Christ, pp.10. 14(underlining mine)•
41. The Work of Christ, p. 10(underlining mine).
42. Faith and Justification, p.29.
43. Faith and Sanctification, pp.26. 42-43(emphasis original).
44.. Faith and. Perseverance, p• 14(underlining mine).
45* Farth and Justifleat i ciTy p.44(emphasi -S crxgina 1, ‘brackets mine).
48. The Church, p.19* ---
47* The Sacraments, p.28.
484 B. Martyn Lloyd—Jones, ”Wo<rks of Professor Berkouwer” in The 

Evangelical Quarterly. 28, (January — March, 1958), p.48.
49. A. L. Baker, Berkouwer*^ Bocirine of Election; Balance or 

Imbalance?. p.8;: L. B. Smedes, nG.G. Berkouwer” in Creative 
Minds in Contemporary Theology, edited by P.B. Hughes, p.84*

50. cf. present study, Chapters Four and Six.
51* The present study sets th^ractical issues involved in theological 

polarisation, in the context of understanding the gospel. This 
approach, emphasizes the unbreakable connection between theology 
and practice. If is carefully distinguished from (a,) a, pragmatism 
which is insufficiently concerned with the truth of the gospel; 
and (b) a theological method which' tends to remain rather remote 
from the world, of practice.

52. S. E. Ahlstrom, ”The Scottish Philosophy and American Theology” in 
Church History. Yol.24(1955)» pp.257-27l(especially p.268); R. B. 
ICnudsen, ”Rudolf Bultmann” in Creative Minds in Contemporary 
Theology, edited by P. E. Hughes, p.155*

53. S. E. Ahlstrom,”The Scottish Philosophy and American Theology”,p268.
54* The Old Princeton and Westminster theology represents the writings

of such writers as C. Hodge, B. B. Warfield(01d Princeton), E. J. 
Young and C. van Til(Westminster). The link with the Scottish 
Common Sens?Philosophy is clearest in the writings of Hodge(e.g.



Systematic Theology, Hols. I-III (William: B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1970) • For a fuller discussion 
of Hodge rs theology in relation. t€» philosophy, cf . J* C. Tander 
Stelt, Philosophy and Scripture ; a study in Old Princeton and 
W e s t m i n ^
Jersey, 1978), pp. 120-147* Hander Stelt is sympathetic with 
Hodgef s intention to present a biblical theology(p*123) • This 
criticism̂  of Hodge intends to false seriously G. II. Harsdents 
comment that nall attempts to he purely Mhlical...end up with 
some degree of synthesis with alien philosophies”, “Scotland and 
Philadelphia : Common Sense Philosophy from Jefferson to 
Westminster” in The Reformed Journal. Vol.29, Issue 3, March 1979? 
p. 10(Article — pp.8—12)• cf. P. Tillich, Systematic Theology,
(The University of Chicago Press, Harper and Row Publishers, Hew 
York: and Evanston, 1967) ? Hoi.I, pp. 34“40 where Tillich presents 
the Bible,, church history and the history of religion and culture 
as the sources of systematic theology. Berkouwer writes, ttwe do 
not intend to* he hihlicistic?, to neglect or belittle the light 
which the Church has accumulated in her history of many ages., 
no one any longer approaches Scripture as if it were a blank: 
sheet of paper*1 (The Work: of Christ, p. 15) • His-use of the Bible 
is, however, rather different. from' that of Tillich, cf. present 
study, pp.61-62, 65-67, 69-70;, 73-74, 11-18. For further comment 
on the thought of Warfield, Young and van Til, cf. present study, 
Ch.4, n.l^(Warfield), Ch.4, n. 163(Young), Ch.4, h*2 f̂>(vau Til)•

55* Mack Publishing Company, Marl ton, Hew Jersey, 1978. cf. S. E. 
Ahlstrom, A Religious History of the American People. X(image 
Books , Hew York, 1975) ? pp.431-433. "

56, Space. Time and Resurrection. (William B. Eerdmans- Publishing 
Company, Grand Rapids-, Michigan, 1976), p*17. n.25*

57, p.17 n.25; cf. pp.I—26 for TorranceTs view of theological science.
58, The Reality of Faith, p.76.
59*; William: B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1976*
60. Jesus — God and Man. (Westminster Press, Philadelphia,, I968), pp*
_ 175-176.

61* The Groundwork: of Christian. Ethics, (William Collins, London,
197l) ? P*239(underlining' mine).

62. p.l85(underlinlng mine).
63, The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Marl Barth, p.296.
64, Mode rnvUnc e rtai nty and Christian' Faith, p. 53.
65, p.53.
66. The present writer has found helpful an unpublished paper, 

delivered by T. F. Torrance at Glasgow University Theological 
Society, 1976—77? entitled ^Christian Theology In the Contest of 
Scientific Revolution”.

67. Holy Scripture, p.24. cf. present study, pp.78-95*
68,. Holy Scripture, p.25*
69. If. Pamenbcrg, Basic Questions In Theology Il(Fortress Press,
•_ Philadelphia, 1971)? translated by GV H.~Kehm, p.69.

70. B. Bemarest, review of A Half Century of Theology ; Movements 
and Motives in'Themellos, Hoi.4, Ho.l, Sept. 1978, p.41*

71. Faith and Justification, p. 21.
72. Divine Election. pp.I50, 168.
73. L. B. Smedes, "G.C. Berkouwer” in Creative Minds In Contemporary 

Theologyy edited by P.E.. Hughes, p.68 n.5* Smedes uses this 
phrase In- connection with Berkouwerfs understanding of the 
Confessions. Berkouwer uses this principle to understand Scripture 
a!so(cf. his view of predestlnarian and eschatological language).
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74. Holy Scripture. p,254. Berkouwer rejects an existentialist

conception of truth which is dissociated from the “once for all” 
character of the gospel events(p.262) and which makes the modern 
world-view the norm: by which the nature of the gospel is deter— 
rained(p.26l).

75# p.253# Concerned with “how(emphasis original) the Spirit wishes 
to guide us to salvation and joy through the real (underlining 
mine) Scripture”(p.263) ? Berkouwer refuses to set the 
existentia,l(i.e* involving man in the entirety of his existence) 
work of the Spirit over against the real Scripture. Thus, he 
avoids creating a ’mythical* Bible which is not the real one but 
a projection of the existentialist(i.e. the hermeneutical 
principle used by Bultmann) Imagination.

76. p.253 — Berkouwer emphasises the Importance of biblical statements 
concerning the historicalreality of the gospel events for his 
understanding of truth j p. 264 — Berkouwer emphasises the 
importance of the purpose of Scripture for his understanding of 
truth*: cf. present study, pp. 67—7$? 89-94 for further discussion.

77# Divine Election. pp.l^O, 168.
78. The Returni of Christ, p. 16(pp. 14—19 for further discussion) •
79# P#.247#
80. pp.246, 248.
81. cf. R. Bultmann, Existence and Faith, (Collins, London, i960)}

J. Ilacquarrie, An Existentialist Theology, (S.C.II. Press, London, 
I955) — s' comparative study- of the thought of Bultmann and II. 
Heidegger^ J* Ifacquarrle, Studies in Christian Existentialism:, 
(Westminster Press, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1965) — & 
collection of studies with. a bearing on Bullmiann’s thought.

82. cf. W. Pa.nnenberg, Basic Questions in Theology I,(Fortress Press, 
Philadelphia,, 19787? p.llly W« Fannenherg, The Idea of God and 
Human'. Freedom, (published in the U.Me by S.C.w. Press, London,
1973 under the'title, Basic Questions In Theology III),(Westminster 
Press, Philadelphia, 1973Th' n.66ff.V Pannenberg. Jesus- God and 
Man, (Westminster Press, Philadelphia, I968), p.242.

83. U.S. title of Basic Questions In Theology III(S.G.Il., 1973).
84. Collins, London, 1971*
85. J. Timmer, “G.C* Berkouwer” t Theologian of Confrontation and
- Correlation” in The Reformed Journal, December 1969? pp. 17—22.
86. II.J* Arntzen, “Worden alle mensen zalig?” in Gereformeerd Weekblad? 

February 21, 1964# Holding that the Bible speaks of hell in terms 
of admonition, Berkouwer contends that it is not necessary to go 
beyond the admonition in order to be seriously confronted with the 
reality of hell* -Unhappy with this position, Arntzen asks, “Is 
there a hell or not?”. If there is not, the warnings- arc, in 
Arntzen* s view, hollow. Appealing to> Hebrews 2:3, Berkouwer 
maintains that salvation is proclaimed and then, for those who 
neglect this great salvation, there is the warning of hell. The 
position held by Arntzen is, in Berkouwer’s view, rather different. 
According to Berkouwer, Arntzen* s view puts the warning of hell 
before the proclamation of salvation from hell. Concerning this 
debate, Timmer points out that neither convinced the other and 
that this Is an enlightening conflict between ontological and 
functional- thinking. For further discussion, cf. present study,
pp.210-213#

87. Man : The Image of God, p.35*
88. Timmer, “G.C* Berkouwer : Theologian of Confrontation and 

Correlation”, p.20.
89. cf., for example, the opening chapters of Faith and Justification
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and The Providence of God.

90. The Person of Christ. p*9I*
91* Faith and JiistiflcatIon, p..21.
92. Berkouwer shows considerable ability as a systematic thinker when, 

for example, he criticizes both the traditional doctrine of 
election and Barth’s view of election, on the grounds that they 
share the same faulty objectivity - subjectivity schema • This 
ability of Berkouwer to see not only what' the faith means but also 
what it does not mean marks him: out' as one of the great 
theologians(D.G. Bloesch, The Crisis of Piety, (William B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1968), p.6l).

93. C. Han' Til contends that Berkouwer has been influenced by the 
"philosophy of the utter relativism' of history” with the "modern 
view" of a. "would-be autonomous man" concerning whom. Han Til 
writes, "This man lives and moves and has his being In Mart’s 
noumenal realm. .In order to- escape the charge of contradiction, 
of determinism, man now says that the distinctions between deter
minism and indeterminism do not concern him:. He now lives in.. 
the world of person-to-person confrontation."(The Sovereignty of 
Grace : An Appraisal of G.C. Berkouwer’s Hiew of Dordtt (Presbyterian 
and Reformed Publishing Company, Philadelphia, 1969)» p.86(cited in 
C. Bogue, A Hole in the Dike : Critical Aspects of Berkouwer’s 
Theology.(Mack Publishing Company. Cherry Hill, Hew Jersey, 1977)? 
pp.26—27. This type of thinking has, in Han Til’s view, led 
Berkouwer to hold a doctrine of election which Is, In the words
of H. C. Hoeksema, "a radical departure (emphasis original) from 
all that; has ever been recognized as Reformed with respect to the 
dogma of predesfinationl^O’A Critique of Dr. G. C. Berkouwer’s 
Een Halve Eeuw Theologie. Chapter IT," Protestant Reformed 
Theological Journal 8(flay 1975) : 42(cited in A. L* Baker, ' 
Berkouwer’ s Doctrine of Election r Balance or Imbalance?, p.9)*
•It is Yan Til’s view that Berkouwer’s theology constitutes a 
a flight into a storm—free harbor of suprahistoryn"(Bogae,p.27)*
It can, however, be argued that this is a misconstruction of 
Berkouwer’s thought.; It may be said that Berkouwer’s whole 
intention-is to avoid a flight into a. suprahistory which 
relatlvizes the significance of events in hi story (Divine Election, 
p. 153 n.38) • In his interpretation of the words of Scripture, 
Berkouwer is concerned to avoid a suprahistorical doctrine of 
Scripture which tends to Isolate the idea of ’sola. Scripture,’ 
from the historical context In which the Hew Testament writers' 
seek to; confess their faith In divine grs.ce by means of words 
which are not fully adequate for this great purpose(Divine 
Election, p.152) • It may be argued that Berkouwer Is not concern
ed with "would-be autonomous man" but with man who, In his concepts 
and words, can never conclude that- he has understood and' said all 
that requires to be said about divine revelation. It must, then, 
be said that Berkouwer’s theology ii^io be dismissed as a ’system* 
which has been developed with the primarily pragmatic purpose of 
winning modem man to an acceptance of the gospel but that it is 
based on a deeper understanding of the gospel’s own pattern of 
teaching regarding- objectivity and subjectivity. It must, therefore, 
be insisted that criticisms that Berkouwer has adopted a non— 
Reformed theological methodology are based on a questionable 
notion of objectivity. Par further discussion, cf. present study,
pp.149-157.

94* Kris book first appeared as a Th.D dissertation (Dallas Theological 
Seminary, 1976) with the title, "A Critical Evaluation of G. C.



BetEfcDTiwer:Ts- Doctrine of Election." It is ny view that, apart from 
providing a catchy title, the revision of the title adds nothing 
hilt ambiguity. Baker clearly holds .that Berkouwer*s doctrine of 
election does not give a Balanced account of the ‘biblical teaching 
on ’eIeciion.Borkouwer, on the. other hand*, would argue that the 
strength of his doctrine of election is closely related to his 
rejection of the *balance* of the equal ultlmacy concept(cf.
Divine Election, “Election and. Rejection**, Chapter Six, pp.172- 
217) • In view of this ambiguity, the original title might have 
been preferred unless, of course, this element of ambiguity has 
been deliberately introduced to arouse interest. There is, however, 
bardly any indication that Baker is aware of this ambiguity.

, Baker*s ha;ckgrouud is indicated by his three main criticisms of 
Berkouwer —(a) he is”toe- subjectivistic in his analysis of the 
Canons of Bortnf(b) “he continually fails to expound the full 
teaching: of the Scriptures in relation to the sovereign "before” 
of election"£(c) he is "in opposition to the testimony of 
Scripture in his denial of reprobation"{ p.viii). A direct 
discussion, of these issues is found in an unpublished "Confession
al—Revision Gravamen", presented to- the Christian Reformed Church 
in the U.S.A. by Dr. Harry R. Boer. Boer, adopting a similar 
position to; Berkouwer on divine <gIection, argues that Dordt*s 
doctrine of reprobation is busCcf̂ on viable Scriptural exegesis but 
on gratuituous theological assumption* Boer, in. agreement with 
Berkouwer(Divine Elec-tion» p.168) , maintains that a proper 
understanding of election does take, account of the eternal charac
ter of God*s election without giving the impression of arbitrari
ness on God*s part. Rather, it points to "the eternal foundation 
(of salvation) in the love of God" (Divine Election, p. 168, 
brackets mine). Baker* s background is indicated by his criticism 
that "Berlcouwer no longer holds to infallibility or verbal 
inspiration" (p. 37) • Despite Baker*s statement that "it would he 
wrong to> think that Berkouwer no longer accepts Scripture as 
authoritative"(p.39), the former statement creates misleading 
impression which could have been avoided by the more accurate 
observation that Berkouwer reinterprets infallibility and verbal 
inspiration in. a different context from Baker*s use of these 
terms, cf.. present study, pp.84-85, 133.
Baker writes, "The expression, "before the foundation of the world1, 
in Ephesians 1:4 is also found in John* 17?*24 and I Peter 1:20. 
Berkouwer has never commented at any length in any of his 
Dogmatics on the significance of these words." (p. 102). In my 
review of Baker*s book(Reformed Review, Spring 1982, 7ol.35f ¥°*3), 
I maintain that "Baker*s failure to discuss "at any length"(p.l02) 
Berkouwer*s concept of fhe”depth—aspect" of salvation weakens 
Baker* s criticism of Berkouwer*s interpretation of the "before" 
element of election. This failure may reflect the existence of 
"extra—biblical presuppositions"(Baker detects such presuppositions 
in Berkouwer*s thought, p.96) in Baker*s thinking concerning the 
use of religious language (cf. J. G. 1/ander St elf *s Philosophy end 
Scripture)•"(p.I64)•
p. 8.

I suggest in my revlew(Reformed Review. Spring 1982, Vol.35, Bo.3? 
p.164) that Baker*s book' is marred by "a lack of self-criticism" 
which keeps him from' seeing that Berkouwer does not wish to 
dispense with the "before” element in God*s election but rather *fo 
understand it in a way that'- does not diminish the significance of 
the historical revelation of God*s love in Jesus Christ(Divine 
Election, pp.150, 168).
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99* J. Rogers* Confessions of a Conservative Evangelical, (Westminster 

Press* Philadelphia^ 1974) r p.56*Regers notes a definition of 
theology- given ‘by Berkouwer to first—year students : "Theology i# 
scientific reflection on tlie normativity of revelation for faith”. 
Rogers comments* "The scientific theologian and the simple “believ
er both begin from a personal faith commitment to God revealed in 
Jesus Christ* They both accept revelation as normative for them*, 
they treat the Biblical data as having ultimate value and valid 
application to their livesv.The professions,! theologian is 
distinguished from any other believer only in that- the theologian 
has the training.and tools for doing “scientific” reflection,” _

100. cf* E.J. Young* Thy Word is Truth* (The Banner of Truth Trust*
London) * p*157^Y. where the author presents his views on reprobation. 
Commenting on_John 12*40* Young writes* ”it was®who had blinded 
their eyes”(p.158) * It may be noted that the test says* ”He hath 
blinded their eye s.. and. 1 shall heal them”* There is a suggestion
that the ”He” and the ”1” are distinct. The ”He” could be taken to
refer to "the god of this world”(2 Corinthians 4-4)* Even if ”He”
is taken to refer to God* cf, Matthew Henry*_s comments on John. 12:
39-40 - ”God damns none by mere sovereignty.. They could not believe, 
that is* they would noty they were obstinately., resolved in their 
infidelity*?*i€̂ b.'ier- not the author of sin. .yet.. (t) he re is a 
righteous hand of God sometimes to be acknowledged in the blindness 
of those who persist in irapenitency and unbelief, by which they are 
justly punished for their former resistance of divine light.”(p. 379)I 
Isaiah 6:9—13 — "..when they should obstinately reject the gospel 
and should thereupon be rejected by God*.”(p. 836); Romans 9:%8f22—24, 
"Those- who are saved must thank God. only* and those who perish 
must thank themselves. .Sinners, fit themselves, for hell but it is 
God who- fits saints for heaven*” (p.575) • Henry sees a “reserve” in 
the biblical treatment of such matters which is "sufficient to keep 
a door of hope- open to particular persons^ for each one might say, 
"''Why may I not be of that remnant?” (in commentary on John 12:39—40* 
relating the”prophecy” in Isaiah 6 coneerning,. the body of the 
Jewish nstion”to the preservation of a remnant* p*379). (farshall, 
Morgan & Scott, London*1960 ). This position taken, by Henry requires 
to1 be carefully distinguished from the kind of view presented in 
Young* pp. I57-I58. Young sets divine sovereignty and human responsib
ility over against each other in a heteronomous way* Henry* by 
avoiding the idea of a competition between divine and human activity, 
presents a theonomous perspective which is not heteronomous*

161 * cf. * for example* the contrasting modes of theonomous thought in 
Berkouwer* Tillich and Paimenberg. For further discussion of the 
theologies of Tillich and Pannenkerg* cf. present study* pp.60-7^ 
118-119* 198-199(Tillich)f pp.157-163* pp.231-238* 245-250(Pannen- 
berg).

102. A Half Century of Theologyf Movements and Motives, p*158.
103. p.*I59.
104. p.159.
105* p. I.59.
106* Holy Scripture* p.349*
107* p.390*
108. p.349*
109* p.350.
110. Han : The Image of God. Chapter 9* pp.310-348.
111. p.312.
112. 0*312.
113* p.313 .
114. p.313.
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115. p.321.
31316., p*321»
117* p.322* Note Few Testament references cited by Berkouwer.
1318* p.323.
119v p*323,
120., p*325#
31231* p.325.
3122* p*327.
3123* p.328.
124* p*329.
%2% Bivins Election*pp*46* 49-50* cf* p.26 where Berkouwer writes,

"the; election of GOdl is not made dependent on man’s faith, 1st is 
recognized and confessed' ly way of M s  faiW.

3L26. ”G* C* Berkouwer” in Creative Hinds in Contemporary Geology#
■' edited, by P*. E. Hughes, p.65*

3127 . p . 65.
*28, p.,95. -•
3129# P#95# (H*f$* Kuitert)130* The Reality of Faith* p#95 n.M* cf. A Half Century of Theology. 

Movements and Motives, pp.63-64 for discussion involving 
Berkouwer,, Barth and Tillich. Discussion of Pannenlerg in this 
connectionJls also of interest, pp*70-71, l65fY*.

31331. p. 95 n*14*
3132* A Half Century* Movemehts and Motives. pp*63-64*
3133* -p.64. 1
3134* This point is central to Berkouwer* s analysis of Barth’s theology, 

cf* present study,. j»p̂ Ill-3L3l7r 319S-204.
135., Faith and Justification. P*3l?.
3136* Fan t The Image of God, p.33*
137* P.54* citing: K*SeMIder’s view $ p * ^  - basic approval. of this view* 
138* p*32 m#4'2.(cited in text, source given in note).
^39* PV32 »*43.(oited in text, source given in note).140k p*32. .
1431* pp*32-33*
3142* p.25*
143* P*2$,
144. p*25;
145. pp*28-29#
14:6# p*24* Words cited from' G* C* Van Fiftrik, "Hoe Met de? modems

Mens zichzelf en hoe zief do Bijhel de Kens?”, Kerk en Theologie,
(31952), p.I64(source given* p#24r»*27)# Berkouwer disagrees 
with ¥ianFiftrik*rs view^ pp^ 24-26*

147?#' pW29(emphasis original) .
148* p.9l(emphasis original). This statement appears as part of an 

account of Biarth’e view which is supported, in principle, by 
Berkouwer though he feels that Barth’S chri st©logical 
interpretation of this idea is wronglyr developed in. am ontic 
direction which Berkouwer contrasts with the noetic direction of 
the thought of Calvin and Bhvinck(pp*93ff*) • For further discuss
ion of the meaning: of the terms rontic* and ’noetic*, cf. present 
study*, p£.I0^1OS^ Relating to quotation in text, cf Man**,pp*34-5* 

149# Pi# 91# -
150* p*29(emphasis original)*
151# P#30 (emphasis original) *
I52* p*X3(emphasis original)•
153* p*30*
3154# P. 27.
3155# p.27(emphasis original)*
156. p*27(emphasis original)•



157*’ PP* 2G-2l(citing Calvin, Institutes, One,; I, 2).
158* Fan fuller discussion. concerning apologetics, cf . present study, 

pp. 218-251.

-Footnotes- to Chanter {prtgvr -13-59).
1. cf* W. PannenBeg*, “The Crisis of the Scripture Principle” in Basic 

Questions im Theology l(g.C. M. Press, London, 1970)* PP**“14*
2. J. D» Smart. IKe Strange Silence; of the BIBle in the Church. (S.C.H. Press, London,. 1973J:*1 . r .. ... .. ^
3. Eelsev^^ie Fses of Scripture im Recent Theology.( S*0.M. Press,
4. C. £., BTaaten, History and! Hermeneutics. Bewr Directions In Theology 

Volume II, (The Westminster Press, Philadelphia, 1966) - “any theol
ogy which deserves to Be called Christian will Include the notion 
that man* s knowledge of Cod presupposes 6od,s revelation of himself . 
We can hnowr Cod only when, where 'and. how? he reveals himself”(p.I2).

%  General Revelation, p.132: Holy Scripture, p.10.
6. cf. present study, pp.37*-38.
7* Faith and Justification, p. 17*

Ran t The Image of Cod. p*35>'ffcar helpful comments regarding: a false 
dilemma Between relational and ontological thinkings Re jecting the 
“erroneous” notions that “mam exists only In relation to Cod, and 
Cod only in relation to man”, Berkouwer insists that there is no 
need to choose Between relation and reality.

9* Ran t The Image of God. Chapter Sf pp.194-233* "we must indeed deny 
that the religious in man Is specifically related to one or another 
anthropological part of man as such, .the whole Scriptural witness 
deals with the whole man in the actuality of his: existence”(pp.201, 
230) . An Interesting, study,, which lies Beyond the Immediate scope 
of this study, would Be? a comparative study of Berkouwer*s thought 
with ether writers who have characteristically' emphasized the 
importance of the whole man fen Christian theology such as S. 
Kierkegaard from: the nineteenth-century and R. G. Smith fromi the 
twentieth-century (The; Whole Ran : Studies in Christian Anthropology. 
(The Westminster Press, ' Philadelphia, 1969) t published In the H.K. 
as The Free Rani, note especially Chapter II, "Man in His Wholeness”, 
pp*24-43). Because of the enormous: significance of Kierkegaard in 
the history of thou^it, a general comment concerning his thought 
is .Im order* Depending: on the interpretation given to Kierkegaard, 
similarities wouldl Be either emphasized or minimized. T. F. Torrance, 
Theological- Science. (Oxford University Press, London, 1969) writes 
of Kierkegaard as “the avowed’ enemy of all oBjectivismv. rationalis
ation of truth lnto> a system of ideas” while insisting that “his 
emphasis 021 subjectivity was, never Intended, to mean the aBrogatlon 
of objectivity"(p.5). He: continues; “That ’truth is suB j ectlvity• 
(Kierkegaard) does not mean that the object of faith is to Be 
confounded with fhiih nor does It mean that the knowing subject 
construes .the object- -out truth, In his own
suBjectivity”(p.6) • d* Brown. SuBject and Object in Modem Theology. 
(S.C.M., Press, London, 1955) writes concerning Kierkegaard* s 
“ffeeling for the complete reality of the*Individual existing human 
Being*”(p.|9) and emphasizes that, in Kierkegaard’s thought, 
objectivity and sub jectivity are “poles of a relation, not opposite 
realities in conflict”(p.46), stressing that ”subjectivity In 
Kierkegaard is not the negation of oBjeefivity“(p. 52). h. Westphal, 
“Kierkegaard and the Login of Insanity" in Religious Studies 7,



(September 1971), PP. 193-211, emphasizes that, for Kierkegaard, 
the question of faith is the question of obedience, the 
opposite of faith Is not doubt bat sinful disobedience and the 
limitations of reason are primarily due to siu(pp.203-205, 
sources cited by Westphal). Westphal points out that Kierkegaard’s 
concept of paradox is concerned not with’ formal self-contradictiaa 
but with being “against the common human understanding and Its 
.• immanence thinking* “ (pp. 208-209) • Pointing out that "Kierkegaard 
affirms that reality Is a system tor God"(p.207, source cited by 
Restphal),. Westphal maintains that "however problematic he 
(Kierkegaard) may find theological claims. .Ms affinities lie 
with the eschatological verificationists rather than with the 
non-cognitivists"(p.207, brackets mine). Comments made by 
Berkouwer,in his discussion of "Faith and Reasonableness"(A Half 
Century of Theology. Movements and Motives.Chapter 6, pp. 144-178), 
suggest that a constructive; comparative study might be profitable* 
Distinguishing between “the foolishness and weakness of God In 
I1 Corinthians 1 and a positing of absurdity as the essential 
content of faith", Berkouwer points out that Kierkegaard never 
adopted the; latter position(p.149)* Citing A. McKinnon’s view 
that Kierkegaard5 was not an irrationalist and that he did not 
teach an "objective paradox",, Berkouwer writes, "We cannot go Into 
the problem of Kierkegaard interpretation, but if McKinnon is 
right• • “ then proceeds to develop his discussion on the basis 
of a favourable evaluation of McKinnon’s view(p.l53ff•)• Since 
Kierkegaard: interpretation is not germane to the present study, 
"(w)e cannot go into Kierkegaard interpretation?* in a detailed 
analysis in the main text though it is a matter which has 
interested the writer and merits comment here.

IX). cf. W. Pannenberg, Basle Questions in Theology i Vol. I (Fortress 
Press, Philadelphia, 1970). The content of faith in Jesus "cannot 
consist simply in a particular understanding of human existence 
which is common to> the Mew Testament writings, but would itself 
be independent of the historical Jesus?*(p• 149) •

lli G. E. Bhaaten, History and HCmaeneut icg.p.14. While Braaten’s 
point Is appreciated,it is emphasized in the present discussion 
that revelation and reconciliation should be understood such 
that they are held together rather than set over against each 
other. As revelation and reconciliation reach man in his experience, 
believing man becomes aware that revelation has reconci liation as 
its content and! reconciliation Is experienced not as his own 
discovery but as revelation* The idea of revelation becomes 
depreciated only where it is related to man’s intellect rather 
than to the whole; man in his relationto God.

12. The Work of Christ. p. 19*
13. The Person of Christ, pp.105-106.
14. p.110.
15. p.lG8.
Id, p.110.
I?, p. 188.
18. p.110.
19. Speaking of Scripture’s specific intention, Berkouwer does not 

wish to deny the distinctiveness of different parts of Scripture 
and the consequent diversity which this brings to Scripture. He 
does not, however, adopt the scepticism which sees no fundamental 
unity within the diversity of the biblical writings. Holy 
Scripture, p. 125 ~ concerning the intention of Scripture.

20. p.142.
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21. p.125* Note especially reference to John 20:31.
22, p.49*
23* p.166* cf* J. C. Vander Stelt. Philosophy and Scripture : A Study 

in. Old Princeton and Westminster Theology. (Mack Publishing 
Company, Marlton, Hew Jersey, 1978), p.331 - "Scripture does not 
work, rationally apart from the’ Spirit, and neither does the Spirit 
work: mystically apart from the Scriptures. "•

245. Holy Scripture, p. 333*
25> p*241*
26* p.32(underlining mine). It should not be supposed that Berkouwer 

himself has no doctrine of the infallibility of Scripture. His 
criticism* is directed not against the notion of biblical 
infalliMlity as such but against a particular conception of 

~i. infalllbllityr — “a rationally developed infallibility".
2̂ » cf. B.JV Young’s Thy Hard is- Truths (The Banner of Truth Trust, 

London, 1963)• Young’s views are discussed more fully I© the 
section entitled "BIblici sra?1 (present study, pp.78-95y* The 
principles underlying the selection of Young’s position for 
Inclusion in this discussion are stated in Chapter 4 n.I41*

28* pp.29, 103.
29* p.266. Contrast Holy Serlpturi. p.349*
30. Holy Scripture., p.317* - Berkouwer speaks of the "completely 

fruitless" debate concerning "whether Scripture was also? truly 
God’s Ward "before and! apart from- its use" or whether it became 
Godfe Word "on3^; by its use".".(cf; present study, p.82 for 
further comment). The reality of Scripture being; God*8 Word Is 
not to be set against the working of God through the words of 
Scripture. To make the ’Is/becomes’ dilemma the context for 
discussing; Scripture Is-to make the dynamic aspect of truth 
(the powerful! operation of the Spirit through the words of 
Scripture) a factor which is additional to the basic concept of 
truth, thus creating an unnecessary tension between two; inter- related aspects of truth. cf. present study, pp.85-86.

31*" Holy Scripture. p.180. ' "
32. Contrast E.J. Young. Thy Word is Truth, p. 108.
33* Holy Scripture. p,l62. cf. p*163 and p.33. especially n*70*
34. p.162. __
3% p.162 n.75V 
36. p.ld5;,
37* p.167.
38* p.24.
39* kind of fUndameniallsim espoused by E. J. Young seeks "to do 

full justice to what the Bible has to say about Its human side?1 
(Thw Word! Is Truth, p.65) while maintaining that "Without Him.
(God) there could have been no Bible. Without men, however, there 
could have: been a Bible."(p.79, jackets mine). Toung rejects 
"a mechanical! dictation theo:cy"(pf*65;). Wheh, however, he speaks of 
the possibility of' a Male being given by God"f^)ithout men", he Is 
speaking of" a hypothetical Bible which would be fintlrely different 
In character fcomi the actual Bible. This type of hypothetical speech, 
even where It Is used to: emphasize the; freedom; of Godins grace 1© 
giving Scripture In a. particular way rather than in some: other way, 
tends to> point In the direction of a divine-human competition. ! .
ft would, In view of the emphasis on the human side of Scripture, be 
Inaccurate to> say that Young’s type of fundamentalism: has been 
determined by a competition—motif • It would, however, be accurate to 
say that this kind of fundamentalism has been guided by a 
competition—motif (of. present study, p. 80 for further detail)*



This distinction between "determined*1 and1 "guided" is not a 
matter of hair-splitting* Rather, it Is an? important distinction 
by, which It becomes possible to observe both the biblicist 
attempt to? do justice to the human side of Scripture and the 
tendency to set divine and human activity over against each other.

40. Holy Scripture* p.167*
41U p* 3147 n*17» P*335*42. "The God-Breathed Character of Holy Scripture"(Chapter 5tPP339-3L$).
43. p.I80, 322.
44. J# Rogers, Confessions of" a Conservative Evangelical* (Westminster 

Press, Philadelphia, 1974), p.136*
4 %  p,136* cf. Holy Scripture* pp.24-25*
46. p.136.
47i Oiti the dust-cover of Holy Scripture, the following recommendation 

is given r "Freedom from fear is near to? the very heart cf the 
doctrine of Scripture worked out in this book."(inside, rear).

48V J. Rogers. Confessions of a Conservative Shmngelical* p. 134. The 
conf lict between ficomservat i sra;* and ’liberalism* can be rather 
confusing as C. Tan Til has observed, "Each will charge the other 
with imposing upon Scripture a system of interpretation derived 
from human experience as such instead of from Scripture" (cited in 
J.C. Vander Stelt. Philosophy andilScripture s A Study in Old . 
Princetonp and Westminster Theology* p. 225. source given by Vander 
Stelt *) U s  statement is clted in a discussion of the theologies 
of Van Til, Berkouwer^ KV Barth and E. Brunner. Vander Stelt 
comments, "Assumed in this maimer of formulating the problem is 
the; validity of the competition problematics: interpretation is 
derived 'M f e g  ■ from experience, or from Scripture." In the -latter 
case, interpretation itself is notthought of as being a part or 
expression of human experience!" (p.225, n*198{emphasis original). 
It Is in his rejection of this-competition motif - either Scripture 
or experience - that Berkouwer transcends "the extremes of both 
conservatism) and liberalism?* by relating Scripture and experience 
to each other in a helpfully constructive manner.

49* E. J. Youhsst. Thy Word Is Truth, p. 183 — "The Bible* *ls infallible 
in all that It says, or we. cannot be sure „ that it Is infallible in 
anything"* .■

5®. J. C. Vander Stelt, Philosophy and Scripture* p.325. Concerning the 
doctrine of Scripture advocated by Young, Vander Stelt writes, "This 
emphasis on the supernatural origin of Scripture presupposes an 
erroneous way of thinking about the relationship between God and 
man’s activities."(p.326).

51* cf. Vander Stelt’S protest against "the formalized idea of truth 
that results In am equating of imprecision or Incorrectness with 
lie and sin?*(p.328; In a footnote to this statement Vander Stelt 
refers the reader to Berkouwer’S work on Scripture* It Is of 
Interest toi note that- in "Acknowlegements"(p*vii) , Vander Stelt 
writes, "I ami particularly grateful to Professor G. C. Berkouwer, 
ray teacher and (until the fall of 1977) my dissertation director, 
for showing me how? to avoid many false problems, for helping me to 

. take Issue in love, and, most of all, for challenging me to be 
X doxologically excited about God’s grace in Jesus Christ.") Vander 
, Stelt contrasts the formalized: Mea of truth with biblical truth - 
"To maintain that Scripture’s truth is always confessional, and not 
just theoretical, mathematical, geographical, or historical, doss 
not relativize biblical truth in any way. In fact, not to maintain 
this confessional nature of scriptural truth jeopardizes the nature
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cf redemptive: truth and undermines the incomparable normativity 
of Scripture."(p.334)*

52* Generali Revelations p*132* The term; "creational revelation" Is 
used In the present study with! the same basic meaning as the 
term. "general revelation?1 has im Berkouwer’s thought#

53# P*I5*
54* p.133.
5Jri- Chapter II, pp#21-33*
56. p.21. Berkouwer, following Calvln> writes, "Only by distinguishing 

between general revelation and natural theology can we do justice 
to the message of Scripture•"(p# 153) • For further discussion of 

_ tMs question^ cf* present study, pp.96-100.
57!* p#92?: of* p. 25*
58; P.93.
59* P*30v 60# p# 30*
61# Chapter VI, pp#HT*-134»
62. pp.128^ 131. B. A* Demarest, General Revelation : E3.storicaI 

Views andt Contemporary Issues, (Zondervan Publishing House, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, I982) discusses Berkouwer’S view of general 
revelatlom^ppS'141-147,fland concludes that Berkouwer fares’ Barth’s 
"Christ omonism as It relates to- revelation!" (p^lA^V The present 
writer holds that this is am inaccurate interpretation of Berkouwer 
and that iit would be more accurate to say that Berkouwer shares 
Earth’s protest? against natural theology as a way of coming to a 
true knowledge of GOd. The Interpretation given In pp. 55-57 of the 
present study isAin the author’s view .a more accurate Interpretation 
of Berkouwer* s view of general revelavion.

63. p.26;. This phrase Is used by Berkouwer in an account of Barth’s vlewtemphasis original). This does not imply precise agreement.! ;
64. The Work: of Christ, p.28. This point Is made by Berkouwer in his 

favourable citation of Calvin’s re jection of Osiander’ s idea of 
the "Incarnation even without arm?*. Berkouwer points out that "he 
could- not at all accept the separation of the Incarnation as am 
"Idea" from; the historical connection among God’s acts of 
salvation^ (pp.25-26) •

6%. Holy- Scripture* p.333.
66* The discussion of "Promise and Fulfillment" in The Person of

Christ. (Chapter VXI, pp.113-152) where Berkouwer Is concerned wito 
"the significance of the Old Test ament "(p. 113). He emphasizes that 
the Hew Testament views Christ as "the fulfillment of the entire 
Old Testament?’ which Is regarded as "the great, historical, 
preparatory Illumination of the coming redemption." (p. 11?) •

67* Proclamation Is used in a broad sense and Is not to be confined to 
the restricted sphere of ”preaching’ or ’pulpit ministry’*

68* Hdyr Scripture* p.344*
70. General Revelation, p.31.
71* The affirmation of Christ’s Saviourhoodlrequires to> be carefully 

disilhgttishiiLlf rom the Idea of Jesus of Haaareth as a moral 
example and nothing more than that. For a helpful critique of the 
view which sees Jesus solely as a moral authority, cf. H.B.G* 
Robinson* The Groundwork: of Christian'Ethics. (Collins, London,
1971) r PP* 184-109* Robinson develops tMs argument in? the direct
ion of a critique of a religious teacher and no more than that’view 
(pp.116-120). Robinson maintains that "He Is not just a pioneer of 
faith but the object and content of faith, even If this object of



faith is givens to men through a human career which is a 
veritable pattern of faith" (p. 117).

72. Holy Scripture. p.57* Berkouwer favourably cites "Caivin,rs 
rejection of a spiritualism that makes; great display of the 
superiority of the Spirit,, hut rejects all reading of Scripture 
itself”.

73* The Return of Christy p.132. Emphasising that "(t)he tie between 
eschatological, expectation and mission call is essential and 
indissoluble", Berkouwer insists that there can he "bo distincti
on in this area he tween the "being" and. the "well-being" of the 
church. It is a matter of the churches very being to turn towards 
the worlcP1.*; ,

74. Boly Scripture, p. 289 - "the Spirit stands in opposition to the 
letter when it is severed] from its intention and deep meaning, th- 

s us receiving: a separate function opposed t© the; purpose of Hod".
7;5& I* Cm Vander Stelt. Philosophy and Scripture, p.332.
7?6* pV332» "Through this Testimoniumi Spiritus Sancti. the believer cm 

sense the religious meaning and! fundamental relationships between 
the BlblaSt Christos, and Logos". To? this statement Vander Stelt 
provides this note t "The sequence of these terms denotes the 
cognitive soteriological priority of Scripture. This priority may 
not be confused with the; ontic or chronological priority of the 

_ Logos"(P.332 n.105).
77* P*3I6 n*28* Vander Stelt defines knowing "religiously" in terms cf 

"an? all-encompassing^ radically concentrated wayr at the core of 
M s  being"* Be comments further, "Because Godfs Word is in a real 
sense more than? merely the Scriptures', to understand the latter 
implies being conquered by and coming to stand under the compell
ing* Life-giving Spirit of the living Word of God. Such a person 
is enabled^ then* to ̂ Eo th® Truth, to walk: in the Way# and to 
manifest real Life*"{p*316). In the accompanying note(n.30)f he 
writes, "Knowing the meaning of creation, fall, and redemption? is 
heart-knowledge* not primarily analytical knowledge".

Footnotes to> Chapter FourfPages- @ U H 7 ,)»
1. "Deism?* is discussed1 by A* Richardson (The Editor) in A dictionary 

of Christian Theology, (SVG» 1. Press Ltd., London, 1969) , pp*89- 
9®V' This phrase occurs on p.89V The reader should note the 
distinctive; way in? which the term? •deismi* is; used in the present 
study* There is no direct concern with the movement known Mstori- 
cally as deism’. There is no attempt to; make any direct identifica
tion- between the theology of Tillich and deism'. The concern is
more general - to analyse a tendency in modern? theolo^r to use a
concept of Gbdl which threaten® t o t h e  absolute 
significance of Christ and the Scriptures for Christian theology. 
Hopefully* the: rationale behind the use of the term? •deism* will 
became increasingly clear as the analysis progresses.

2i p. 89V ; v
3* The Providence of God1, p. 28*
4* A* Richardson^ "Deism?*, A Dictionary of Christian;. Theologyr. p.90.
5* The Providence of Cod* p.26. .. .
6* A* Richardson', "Deism", A Dictionary of Christian Theology. p*90V
7*. The Providence of God, p. 26.
8V p*2&.
9* A* Richardson^ "Deism?1, A Dictionary of Christian Theology, p.90. 10V p.90*
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11. Systematic Theology,(The University of Chicago Press, Harper 

& Row Publishers? Hew fork and Evanston? Three volumes in one, 
1967), Vol. I, p.237.

12* Vol. X, p.282.
13. A* J. McKelway, The Systematic Theology of Paul Tillioh.A Review 

and Analysis.(Lutterworth Press. London. 1964)t pp.140-141.
14. Systematic Theology. Vol. I, p.262. Hopefully, the strength of 

this type of criticism of Tillich*s thought will become increas
ingly clear as the discussion progresses.

15. K. Hamilton, "Paul Tillich" in Creative Minds in Contemporary 
Theology, edited by P. B. Hughes,(William B* Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, Second, revised edition, 1969)?
p.469*16. A Bhlf Century of Theology. Movements and!. Motives.̂ .

17* K. Hamilton, "Paul Tillich", Creative Minds in Contemporary
Theology* edited by P. E. Hughes, p*473(erophasis originalJ7

18, p.473.....
19, A* Richardlson, "Deism?*, A Dictionary of Christian Theology, p.89. 
20V General Revelation, pp.145-154.
21V R •S. Anderson(editor ), Theological Foundations for Ministry.

0f£ H i  am H. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan,
1979) t p. 12.

22. general Revelation. pp.l28^129V
23. The Providence of GOd. p. 26.
24* p.26' (reference to? World Wars).
25V D. G. Eloesch, The Crisis of Piety. (William BV Eerdmans Publishing 

Company, Grand1 Rapids, Michigan, 1968),pp.9p-124 for a useful 
comparative study of "Two? Ttypes of Spirituality11, one of which 
^mystical devotion) "seeks a GOd beyond and outside of the 
personal" while the of her (biblical personalism) emphasizes that 
"God is wholly personal and not less than personal nor above the 
personal"(p.122).

26. Psalm 8*4-6? Revelation 3s19*
27. Systematic Theology Vol. I, p. 157.
28. Vol. X, pp.44-45*
29. K. Hamilton, Revolt Against Heaven t An Enquiry into Anti— 

Supernatuxaiism. (William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, 1965), p.163,

30. Systematic Theology. Vol.I, pp.238-239. Ihe significance of this 
point should become increasingly clear as the present discussion 
progresses.

31. Vol. I, p.60.
32. E. Hamilton, f,Paul Tillich", Cremftv©; Minds in Contemporary 

Theology., p.475*
33* A* J. McKelway, The Systematic Theology of Paul Tillich : A 

Review and Analysis, p.268.
34. A Half Century of Theology. Movements and Motives, p. 159*
35V pp*T-9.
36?. JV HV Thomas, Pauil Tillich. (The Carey Kingsgate Press Ltd.,

London, 1965), p.13.
37 V "Reviewing; the Proof s", Christianity Today (March 30, 1959)? P*54. 
38. p.54*
39* L. Berkhof. Systematic Theology. (The Bhnner of Truth Trust, London, 
1 I958), p.168(brackets mine).

40. The Providence of God, p.211.
41* p.211.
42. Systematic Theology. Vol. I, p.21.
43. Vol. I, p.116.
44. p.262.



45, Vol. II, p.162.
46V Vol. H ,  pp:Vi^-I58V' TSillfck*© view of the/resurrection is 

* analyzed; closely in the present discussion.
47* The Providence of GOd. p. 211.
48, p.216.
49* P.2I5.
50* p.2I5.
51* For Tillich*® account of "God1® sustaining creativity". Systematic 

Theology. Vol. I, pp.261-263.
52* The Providence of God, p.215#
53* p.212.
54* P • 2I^(emphasi© original).
55> p. 214.
56, Systematic Theology^ VoI»I, pp.l8-*2$.
57* BV J. H. Cameron, "TB© Historical Problem; in Paul Tillichrs 

ChxdstoTogy" in Scottish Journal of Theology. Vol .18", Ho *3, 
September 1965V p. 272*

58* E. Hamilton, "Paul Tillich", Creative Minds in Contemporary 
Theology, edited by P. E. Hughes, pp.452-453*

59* Systematic Theology. VoI.I, p.6$. 
mi; VeI,I, p,65*
61. V©I.I, p • 120 (emphasi s original) *
62V Vol.II, p*ip>;
63* VoI.II, p.9w 
64, Vol.II, p.XX.
65V E* Hamilton, "Paul Tillich", Creative Minds in Contemporary 

Theology, edited by P. E. Hughes, p.474*
66. Systematic Theology^ Vol.II, pp. 156-157.
67V Vcl.II, p.157.
68V Vel,II, p.l57{wnderlining mine).
69, Volin, p.157.
10$ v®x,ii, p. 153.
7'1* Vol.I, p. 120.
7f2. Vol.I, p.120.
73V Vol.il, pil57*
74. Vol.II, p.165.
75* Vol|lI, p.153*
76?* The Work of Christ, p. 181.
77* p'.vfSOQ) n.2X.
78V ®». I. R. Cameron, wHie Historical. Problem? in Paul Tillich*©
2 Ghrfstology", p.272.

79* P.264.
Sfift This phrase is an English translation of Schleiermacher*s words, 

"das scf^echthinnige: Abhanglg^itsgefohl". Developing his 
discussion of Schleiermacher*® view fTomi the words of Schleier- 
macher in The Christian Faith, p. 12, C. Brown, using the word 
"sense" rather than "feeling" \p.Ill n.l) draws a parallel ̂between 
Schleiermacher and Tillich. Comparing Schleiermacher*s idea of 
the "sense of absolute dependence" and Tillich*© idea of "ultimate 
concern". Brown maintains that both have attempted "to cut away 
from both biblical theology and the older natural theology in 
favour of an analysis of religious experience"(p.114, underlining 
original). Brown comments, "Hof far beneath the skin of Tillich*s 
•bearer of the Hew Being* ♦ .is the early-nineteenth-century Christ 
of Schleiermacher"(p. 115)* Hoting that both Schleiermacher and 
Tillich approach the Christian faith in the light of their own 
general world-view, aimed1 with "certain rigid principles of 
interpret at ion?*, Brown writes, "In evaluating their work, if is



important that they should be judged not only by what they put 
in but also by what they leave' out."(t>» 116. underlining mine).
This is precisely the point being made at this stage in the 
present study. Quotations from C. Brown, Philosophy and the 
Christian Faith. (Xnter-Varsify Press, London, 1969)? the section 
on Schleiermacher, pp. 108-1X6* This book also contains a section 
on Tillich, pp.192-200*

81* ^Commitment* can be dissociated from: faith* s content in different 
ways. An obvious example is Marxist commitment(cf. present study 
pp. 266-293 for1 further discussion of the relationship between 
Christianity and Marxism). An examplê  of •religious* commitment 
which is dissociated from1 faith*© content is Bultmann*© 
deiaythologized version of the gospel. C* Brown writes, "there 
are times when BUlfmanu speaks with eloquence and' insight on the 
choices before man and M s  need to commit himself.: But it is 
never really clear to what Bultmann is inviting us to commit 
ourselves. Sc often if ;t®> be a blind trust in a message 
which Bultmann himself has been at pains to show to be untrust
worthy* For Bulfmann:̂  the resurrection of Christ * isutterly 
inconceivable* as a historical fact..Yet..Paul wrote..*If Christ 
has not been, raised, then our preaching is in, vain and your 
faith; Is in vain** It Is only by a most curious piece of 
double-think that Bultmann can make the preacMhg of the cross 
and resurrection of Christ the means of our self-understanding 
and the way to authentic existence" (p. 190? "Bultmann*/pp• 185-191 )•

82. T. Dowley (Organizing Editor), Eerdman* s Handbook to tie History 
of Christianity. (William B. Eerdmans Publishing Companyf Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, 1977)» p.489(1** "Reason and Unreason", C. Brown).

83i p*49l(ih "The Reasonableness of Christianity", J.R. Moore).
84. The present study emphasizes that the proper alternative to> a 

purely intellectual!si notion of certainty is not approach 
which sets other aspects of man*s experience over against the 
emphasis on intellectual assent. This procedure leads, in the 
author* s view, to an; understanding which represents a partial 
perspective on both divine redemption and human response.

85* Systematic Theology. VoI.I, p. 243.
86. Vol.1, p.243.
87. V0I.I, p.243.
88. 7. Bowley(ed.), Eerdman;*© Handbook to the History of Christianity 

(William; B. Eerdmans Publishing Co. , 1977) ? p.489*
89* The expression * onto logical truth* is used im the sense of 

"Whatever Is, is true".
90. e.g. P. Tillich, Systematic Theology. Vol.II, p.Mf*
91. Vol.LI, p.44.
92* Vol.II, p.31*
93. VoI.II, p.44*
94. Vol.II, p.29.
95> Vol.II, p.44*
96* Vol.II, p.45*
97. VoI.I, p.64.
98* This is not deny that Tillich has provided Insightful expositions 

relating to divine forgiveness (e.g. "You are accepted", The 
Shaking of the Foundations. (Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, 1949)t 
pp. 155-165? "To; whom much is forgiven.• •", The Hew Being. (S.C.M. 
Press Ltd., London, 1956),pp.3-14)* It is, however, to maintain 
that Tillich*'© treatment of sin and forgiveness Is inadequate, 
cf. H. F. S. Ferre, "Three Critical Issues in Tillich* s 
Philosophical Theology", Scottish Journal of Theology. Vol.10,
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Mb# 3, September 1957? P*233 - "We can participate in Reality, 
adjust our selves to It by powers inherent in It and available 
to us, but God never literally acts on our behalf(e.g. forgiving 
our sins)1*# Ferre then states that he believes that "Christian 
supernaturalism" is "not only religiously but also Intellectually 
more adequate" than the idea that "an impersonal unconditional 

 ̂ is ultimate".(underlining and brackets mine)*
99# Systematic Theology, VoI.II, p.44.
100, Vol.II, p.44*
1©1. Sin, Chapter Two, pp.27-66.
102. Systematic Theology. VoI.II. p.47*
103. VoI.III, p.229.
104. VoI.II, p.4T — "'sin. Is conquered because estrangement Is 

overcome by reunion": VoI.III, p.226,Tillich speaks of "the 
Infinite divine goodness, which is beyond good and bad and 
which gives itself without conditions and ambiguities" and 
maintains that "(t)he courage to surrender one’s own goodness 
to> God Is the central element In the courage of faith. In it 
the paradox of the Hew Being is experienced, the ambiguity of 
good and evil Is conquered, unambiguous life has taken hold of 
man through the impact of the Spiritual Presence", (underlining 
miney.

105. Sin.p*14(emphasis original).
106. p.146(emphasis original).
107• p *384(emphasis original)•
108, Faith and Justification, pp. 184-185*
109* Systematic Theology. Vol.II, pp.29-44(Section entitled "The 

Transition from Essence to Existence and the Symbol of "The 
Fall"").

110. Vol.II, p.41 ("in" - emphasis original; "absurd" - underlining 
mine).

111. Vol.II, p*40*
112. Vol.IIr p• 109(underlining mine)• Tillich rejects the idea of 

Christ as"a half-god, a particular being between God and man"
(p.109). Tillich’s attack on an absurd story must, however, be 
set in the context of Christian theology which has not taught 

that Christ is to be regarded as a half-god, a being which is 
neither God nor man. e.g. D.M. Millie. God was in Christ s An 
Essay on Incarnation and Atonement . (Faber and Faber Limited, 
London, I956) — "Jesus was not something between God and Man :
He was God and Kan"(p.80, emphasis original) ; G.C. Berkouwer,
The Person of Christ.p.31 n.15 cites Baillie, p.96-7,"the 
Christian doctrine of Incarnation ..has always found in the 
life of Jesus on earth God and man in simultaneous union - the 
Godhead ’veiled In flesh1 but not changed into humanity "(emphas
is: Baillie*s).»»Simultaneous union" does not mean "half-god"S

113. H.F.S. Ferre/ "Three Critical Issues in Tillich’s Philosophical 
Theology?1, p.237(emphasis original); cf. Systematic Theology. 
VoI.II, pp*94-95*

3114* Systematic Theology. VoI.II, p.158.
115* Vol.II, p.I58(underlining mine).
116. P. Tillich, The Interpretation of History. Part I translated by

H.A. Rasetzkl, Parts II-IV translated by E.L. Talmey, (Charles 
Scribner’s Sons, 1936), p.34*

117* The Person; of Christ, pp.34-35*
118. Luke Is 1-4; Mohn Is 1-3; 2 Peter Is 16.
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119* The gospel writers did not use a form of historiography which 

fellows the rules of modern historical criticism* This point 
is made by Berkouwer who writes, "In its historiography, 
Scripture follows "its own direction and purpose." The sacred 
story is religious history which does not offer "that kind of 
accuracy which we often de si re."". Holy Scripture* pp* 243—244* 
This does not,, however, demand the positing of a radical 
contrast between ’the biblical picture of the Christ* and *the 
historical Jesus’* This is emphasised by Berkouwer who rejects 
"an absolute contrast between kerygma and that which happened" 
jfpV247,? citing H*H*» Hidderbos)* Opposing a false objectivism, 
Berkouwer writes, "If absolute preciseness and exactness is seen 
, as the ideal, excluding all interpretit^/subjectivity, in order 
to> render "facts" as objectively as possible, we must conclude 
that the Gospels do not coincide with this ideal and therefore 
are not reliable* *22ven if we are aware of the problems posed by 
the connection between event and interpretation, we may not 
withdraw into the postulate of an historiography that separates 
story from interpretation for the sake of objectivity"(pp.248 
-24$, underlining original)* Opposing an a-historical 
interpretation of the gospels, Berkouwer writes that the 
recognition of "a freedom in composing and expressing the 
mystery of Christ" must not be set over against the observation 
that "(w)hat happened is decisive for all evangelists"(p.252)*

120. Holy Scripture* p.254, citing Kittel-Friedrich(ed), Theological 
Dictionary of the Hew Testament* VoI.IV, p.786.

121* The Systematic Theology of Paul Tillich : A Review and Analysis* 
by A*J. McKelway, p*I00.

122* Acts 2:32; cf* McKelway, p*99*
123* C.H. Pinnock, "On the Third Day" in C*P*H. Henry (editor), Jesus 

of Fazareth ; Saviour and Lord. (The l^ndale Press, London, 196g,
p.155.124* p*I48. cf. The Truth of God Incarnate, (Hodder and Stoughton,
London, 1977), edited by Michael Green, p.130(from the article,
*'Jesus and Historical Scepticism" by M. Green, pp.106-139)•

125* Systematic Theology. VoI.II, p*I08.
126. C*H* Pinnock, "On the Third Day" in C.F.H. Henry(editor), Jesus 

of Fazareth : Saviour and Lord, p.155.
127♦ p*150(emphasis original).
128. p.151(emphasis original).
129* Systematic Theology. Vol.I, p*262*
130. VoI.I, p.116.
131* Hbiy Scripture, p.20(emphasis original).
132. Systematic Theology. VoI.I* p*7.
133. VoI.I, p.7*
134 • cf • J * Daane, The Freedom of God ; A Study of Election and

Pulpit, (William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company. Grand Rapids• 
Michigan, 1973), P-74.

135* C. H. Pinnock, "On the Third Day"in C. P. H. Henry (editor),
Jesus of Nazareth : Saviour and Lord, p.152.

136* p.150.
137* Tillich seeks to avoid "the danger of religious objectification" 

by emphasizing that God "precedes the subject-object structure" 
(Systematic Theology, VoI.I, p.172). While Tillich’s attempt 
to avoid the kind of ’objectivity* which is devoid of 
subjectivity(Vol.I, p . 1 7 3 ) m u s t  be 
stressed that the endeavour to understand subject-object 
relations does not, of itself, guarantee that the gospel is



rightly understood. The Question arises whether Tillich, in 
his concern with emphasizing the uniqueness of God, has not 
undermined the uniqueness of the gospel by demanding that it 
conform to his particular interpretation of the relationship 
between objectivity and subjectivity.

138. Modem Uncertainty and Christian Faith, p.58.
139* P-49.
140. p.84. :
141. If is hoped that^th® strength and the precise meaning of this 

contention becomes^as the present discussion develops. A word 
of explanation is required concerning the scope of this analysis 
The approach taken requires to be carefully distinguished from 
that of J. Barr, Fundamentalism,(S.C.M. Press Ltd., London,
1977)* '-She present wri^ter^refrains from describing * fundamental
ism* as " a  pathological1 condition of Christianity"(p.5) J He is 
concerned less with negative criticism than with a constructive 
approach to the doctrine of Scripture (much of Barr’s book is 
negative in tone - the closest Barr comes to stating clearly his 
own doctrine of Scripture is, in the present author’s view, to 
be found on pp.287-289}• The present author has carefully 
avoided the tendency to group Inter-Varsity Press publications 
together without sufficient attention to the distinctive 
emphases of individual authors(Bhrr(p.20) does not explicit&y
do this though there is a definite tendency in this direction). 
Some of Berkouwer’s books have been made available in U.K. by
I.V.P.. It is clear from his Holy Scripture that his doctrine 
of Scripture would have to be carefully distinguished from the 
’fundamentalism’ criticized by Barr. The importance of making 
careful distinctions may be emphasized with reference to the 
writings of the two theologians to*whom special attention is 
given in the present discussion - E. J• Young and H. Idndsell. 
These writers have been specially chosen for consideration in 
the present study because they, in the author’s view, fit the 
description of ’fundamentalism* given by Berkouwer more 
precisely than other writers with whom the author is acquainted.
(a) Young — The position taken by Young(Thy Word is Truth. (The 

Banner of Truth Trust, London, 1983) is not carefully distingui
shed by Barr from that of R.K. Harrison. Introduction to the Old 
Testament. (Tyndale Press, London, 1970). It should, however, be 
pointed out that Harrison writes /concerning "the true meaning of 
infallibility", "This will need careful examination if it is not 
to go beyond! what the Bible actually claims for itself in this 
regard. Here Scripture makes it explicit that its testimony to 
the saving revelation and redemption of God in Christ is reliable, 
and that it furnishes an authoritative norm of faith and conduct 
for the believer"(p.475):* This view requires to be carefully 
distinguished from the view of Young who resolutely resists the 
idea that infallibility should be defined only in terms of failh 
and practice ("Is the Bible Infallible Only in Faith and
Practice?»(pp.99-103)).(b) Lindsell - J. Packer, Under God’s Word,CLakeland, Marshall, 
Morgan & Scott, London, 1980) reviews H. Lindsell, The Bible in 
the Balance,(Zondervan, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1979)* In this 
review(pp. 142-146), Packer, who> describes himself as an ’inerran- 
tist’(p.l46), makes some perceptive criticisms of Lindsell’s 
approach - "Lindsell almost(not quite) implies that you don’t 
believe in inerrancy unless you interpret all Scripture as he 
does..One wishes he had somewhere highlighted that in all the
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communications which made up the history of revelation God 
accommodated himself to the historical and cultural situation 
of the human speaker and hearer.This does not mean that what 
God said was culture—hound in the sense of not applying univ
ersally, hut that in applying it cultural and historical differ
ences must he home in mind and no interpretation unrelated to 
what was being conveyed to the first addressees can be right. • 
his argument, .would gain much by reangling. For(a) what is 
centrally and basically at stake..is the functioning of 
Scripture as our authority, the medium of God’s authority, for 
faith and life. Inerrancy is basic to authority, inasmuch as 
what is not true cannot claim authority in any respectable 
sense. .Lindsell nowhere focuses on biblical authority as that 
for the sake of *&ich he fights the inerrancy battle. For (b) 
lacking this ref erence-point, he makes himself appear as an 
evangelical(or should X say*, fundamentalist) scholastic, doing: 
theology as it were by numbers, concerned only to? maintain the 
frozen finality of some traditional formulations of the doctrine 
of the nature of Scripture - and that is to make this whole 
discussion seem a great deal less important than it really is., 
it really is important that we inerrantists move on to 
crystallize an a •posteriori hermeneutic which does full justice 
to the character and content of the infallible written word as 
communication, life-embracing and divinely authoritative. 
Otherwise we could win "the battle for the Bible" and still lose 
the greater battle for the knowledge of Christ and of God In our 
churches, and in men’s hearts."(pp. 145-3148)•
The above quotations are given in order to indicate that the 
present analysis Is not intended as an indiscriminately critical 
analysis which pays little attention to differences in emphasis. 
The concern is less with the people as with the issues. The 
concern is not primarily with negative criticism of particular 
writers(or by general implication, of a wider range of writers). 
Rather, it is to develop a constructive approach to the place of 
Scripture within the total context of divine revelation. The 
author has been interested to note that writers such as C. 
Pinnock: and B'. Rammy generally associated with biblicisnr, have 
shown clear appreciation of the approach adopted by Berkouwer 
(Biblical Authority, edited by J. Rogers, (Hard Books, Publisher 
Waco, Texas, 1977)» "Three Views of the Mble in Contemporary 
Theology**, 6. Pinnock, pp.47-73? "Is "Scripture alone" the 
Essence of Christianity?", B* Ramm, pp.107-123. Of particular 
interest- is Pfnnock’s statement concerning Berkouwer*s Holy 
Scripture — "It will doubtless stand for years as the most 
complete defense of the full authority of Holy Writ, and a d  11 
also/ help to carry the evangelical discussion on inspirati©^: 
forward and lead it to a higher level."(Inside/Front Cover of 
5olyrScripture)). The •Ideal type* methodology is used here 
to analyse the dangers of a rather one-sided doctrine of 
revelation and to stress the importance of a more comprehensive 
doctrine of revelation. Since the term ’biblicism* is used as a 
hypothetical construct, no single writer’s views are to be 
identified directly and unambiguously with this term as it Is 
used here. The writings of Young and Lindsell come closer to this 
’ideal type’ than any writers read by the author. Comments made 
with reference to> the writings of Lindsell and Young should not 
he extended indiscriminately to the writings of others who have, 
in the author’s view, shown a greater awareness of the complex-



Ity of the issues involved in the formulation of a doctrine 
of Scripture*

142. Holy Scripture* pp* 18-19* The use of the term ’docetic’ is not 
directly hound up with the christological analogy 5 "Whatever 
we may think of the analogy between the doctrine of Scripture 
and Chri sto logy,, a formi of Docetism can enter the discussion 
of the former"(p*l8V underlining mine).

143. p.23.
144* E.J. Young, Thy Word is Truth, p.67.
145* p.65, To use the terminology of the manifest function(consequen

ces intended and recognised by the system) - latent function 
(consequences neither intended nor recognized by the system) 
paradigm used in sociology(cf♦ Fifty Key Words i Sociology, 
edited by D. Martin, (Lutterworth Press, London, 1970)t P*3l)), 
one might say that the manifest function of the biblicist 
doctrine of Scripture Is to draw attention to the divine- 
human character of Scripture while its latent function is to- 
emphasize the divine aspect with the human aspect being taken 
with less seriousness than it demands.

I46* Foi? an' example of this type of harmonization, cf. E.J* Young,
Thy~ Word Is Truth. Chapters 5' and 6. For a critique of this
procedure, cf. J. Barr, Fundamentalism. pp.55-72. Barr’s 
general critique of fundamentalism has been described by I.H. 
Marshall, Biblical Inspiration, (Rodder and Stoughton, London, 
1982) as "shrewd, wide-ranging and (it must be confessed) 
sometimes intemperate"(p.ll). The present study seeks to take 
seriously Barr’s critique of fundamentali sm while avoiding 
Its intemperate element in the analysis of biblicism.

147• Holy Scripture, p.18.
148. cf. Chapter 2, note 54, present study.
149* The Work of Christ, p.15*
150. Xt should be noted that, in Berkouwer*s writings, there is a 

continuous interaction with the history of theology - its 
confessions, creeds and major theological writings - as well as 
with the Scriptures.

151* The Person of Christ. p.96.
152. This characteristic of Berkouwer’s writings Is most valuable.
153. E.J., Young, Thy Word Is Truth, gives quotations from various 

theologians from different times in church history at the 
outset of most of his chapters. These statements are neither 
accompanied by any explanatory comment nor set in any historical 
context.

154. Rogers, "The Church Doctrine of Biblical Authority" In 
Biblical Authority!edited by J. Rogers interprets the history 
of the church’s teaching concerning the authority of Scripture 
quite differently from Young(pp. 15-46) • However one evaluates 
Rogers’ interpretation of historical theology (J* Packer is 
critical1 in his review of The Authority and Interpretation of 
the Bible : an Historical Approach. (Ehrper & Row. San Francisco, 
1979) which Rogers co-wrote with D.K. McKim* important 
that historical theology is discussed properly and not used
in a loose and selective way to support one’ s one viewpoint. 
(Packer’s review is printed in Under God’s Word.pp. 146-151* )

155* The concern to be biblical stated In E. J. Young, Thy Word is 
Truth, pp. 17, 65, 94 is shared by Berkouwer. This should not 
be obscured as differences of biblical interpretation are 
discussed.

156* Holy Scripture. p*l8l(underlining and braokets mine). Berkouwer
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rejects "the formalization of inerrancy"(p.181, underlining 
mine), "a mechanical, inflexible "inerrancy""(p.265» under^ 
lining mine), "a rationally developed infallibility"(p,32, 
underlining mine). He does, however, seek to interpret both 
infallibility and inerrancy positively when he writes, "the 
Holy Spirit,.does not lead us into error but into the pathways 
of truth,,The Spiritr with this special concern, has not failed 
and will not fail in this mystery of God-breathed Scripture"
(pp, 265-266) „ In view of" Berkouwer* s criticism of a wrong use 
of both terms and M s  attempt to interpret both terms positive^, 
the author begs to differ from J, Packer* Under God* s Word, pp, 
53-56 and C,P*H, Henryr, God, Bevelation and Authority, Vol.IV,
God who speaks and’ shows : Fifteen Theses, Part Three, (Word 
Bboks, Publisher, Waco, Texas, 1979)t pp,l89-190f both of whom 
maintain that Berkouwer prefers the term *tmfallibili ty* to* the 
term •inerrancy* • TMs infallibility —  inerrancy distinction;, as 
it is understood by Packer and Henry,does not, in the author*s 
view, provide a useful key to the accurate interpretation of 
Berkouwer* s thought. It would be more accurate to hold that 
where these terms derive their meaning* from biblicist rational
ism,; they are both unacceptable to Berkouwer, neither term Is, 
in Berkouwer*s view, unintelligible apart from the presupposit
ions of biblicist rationalism* Bath can be interpreted in a 
context which is not dependent on biblicist rationalism* It is 
precisely this that Berkouwer seeks,to do>.

157'. pa83*" ~
158. p*l83(brackets mine; it is this notion that Berkouwer opposes, 

i.e. the identification of inerrancy with correctness).
159* YOung, Thy Word is Truth. p,7» cf• "The Chicago Statement

on biblical inerrancy", Article XVI - "We affirm that the 
doctrine of inerrancy has been Integral to* the Church* s faith 
throughout its history. We deny that inerrancy Is a doctrine 
Invented by scholastic Protestantism, or Is a reactionary 
position postulated in response to negative Mgher criticism** 
(cited from Themelios , V0I.4, Ho*3, Hew Series, April 19791
p.106).

160, Holy Scripture. p.24» $he question of the interpretation of the 
historical origins of the fundamentalist movement,with the 
accompanying question, Is this the time-honoured doctrine of 
Scripture or not?, is complex and stretches beyond the confines 
of the present study wMch restricts itself to the interpretation
“i^^i^pttrg^ratfeerthan discussing the historical issue.

161, p.19. This phrase is used In a discussion of H, Bavinck*s view, 
Bhvinck rejected the competition-motif. Berkouwer points out that, 
for: Bavinck, the human character is "of the utmost importance for 
a deeper understanding of Holy Scripture "(p. 19).

162, p.33 n,70(brackets mine).
163* Despite biblicism*s recognition of the human character of

Scripture, it can be demonstrated that, as it argues for its 
doctrine, the supernatural - natural dichotttmy becomes an 
important part of the argument.Attention is drawn in the present 
discussion the say In which E*^ Young uses this type of 
argument in his Thy Word is Truth. Young turns to the Bible "to 
discover what it has to say of It self" (p. 40). It Is questionable, 
however, whether Young* s view Is not grounded in a notion which 
tends to set divine and human activity over against each other 
rather than in any clear biblical teaching on the matter. Altho
ugh Young rejects a mechanical theory of inspiration (p. 65), his 
own view is really no more than a modification of this view(pp.
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79-80 : Ybung’s interpretation of the working of the Spirit in 
the inspiration of Scripture Is not directly identifiable with 
mechanical dictation though it does contain a tendency to move 
in that direction.) Critical of this; position, Vander Stelt 
maintains that , in view of "Scripture’s unique and indispens
able function,,to point sinners to Christ, "the believer is 
challenged to confess the infallibility or trustworthiness of 
what God has done and bs doing in Jesus Christ and through; the 
Spirit", -and not to speculate about "that to which
theooneustic Scripture refers" (pp. 327̂ -328, Philosophy and 
Scripture t A Study in Old Princeton and Westminster Theology. 
(Hack Publishing Company, MarHou, Hew Jersey, 1978). Acceding 
to Vander Stelt, Scripture is miraculous not in the sense that 
Young asserts but in the sense that "man’s words have been 
legitimized by God in such a way that, through the Spirit, they 
can be heard as the authoritative Word of 0od"(p*329)*('theopne- 
ustic - underlining original)

164* E..J* Young, Thy Word is Truth, p • 79(brackets mine).
165* p*40*
166. p.23(brackets mine).
167. p,73.
168. p. 123(brackets mine) •
169. p»99*170. pp.99̂ *103. Discussion of the question, "Is the Bible infallible 

only in faith and practice?". Young does not suggest that the 
Bible Is a textbook on geography or geology. Bis does say that 
when the Bible speaks* on such matters, It speaks Infallibly 
(p. 103). cf. "The: Chicago Statement on biblical inerrancy", 
Article X U  : "We deny that Biblical infallibility and Inerrancy 
are limited to spiritual, religious or redemptive themes, excl\» 
-ive of assertions in the- fields of history and science." This 
statment should be interpreted in the light of’ the further state- 
ment(flIl|^\fWe deny that If Is; proper to evaluate Scripture 
according^ id the standards of truth and error* that are alien to
Its usage- or purpose. We further* deny that inerrancy is 
negated by Biblical, phenomena such as a lack: of modem technical 
precision^ Irregularities of grammar or spelling, observational 
description of nature, the: reporting* of falsehoods, the use of 
hyperbole and round numbers, the topical arrangement of material , 
variant selections of material In parallel accounts, or the use 
of free citations."I When a statement such as this Is taken into 
account, the; precise definition! of Inerrancy becomes a matter of 
drawing: the line concerning: matters of Interpretation! and issues 
concerning authority. When the Chicago Statement is compared 
with the view of Berkouwer, the major Issue depends so> much 
on particular matters concerning’ the extent of inerrancy but 
on the general question of what is Scripture’s "usage or 
purpose’’. When this- Is recognized, . *^e
nature rather than the extent of Inerrancy since both affirm 
no# a limited trust worthiness of Scripture but a full trustworthi
ness Of Scripture according to the purpose of God in Scripture. 
When this is appreciated, Berkouwer’s view will be recognized as 
am interpretation rather than a denial of the reliability of 
Scripture.

171* Boly Scripture, p. 190*
172. p.190*
173. p* 194’(emphasi s original) •
174. p . 19° ('underlining mine) •



175* Yerontrusting en* Verantwoordli .ikfaeid(Concern and Responsibility), 
(J.H* Kok, Kampen, 1969), p* 119vcited In Westminster Theological 
Journal. (33 s PP*73-8o), Review by L. Praasraa.

176# Divine Election, p. 15# This principle is used to guard against 
both an objectivism! which tends to impose a system, on Scripture 
where Scripture is less systematic than advocates of the system 
might wish and a subjectivism: which tends to make a norm of its own 
Interpretation of human- subjectivity rather than receiving the 
instruction of the Scriptures concerning human1 subjectivity lit 
the light of the gospel.

177* p. 18(Underlining mine).
178. Holy Scripture, p. 125 where Berkouwer cites John 20:31, Romans 15:4,

Roman# 4*23-24, 1 Corinthians 10511, 2 Timothy 3:16, 1 Timothy is
; 18-19.

179* p.125.
180. p.142.
181. p.142.
182. pp. 140-141* E.J. Young makes the same point in Thy Word is 

Truth., p. 20. The difference between Young and Berkouwer does not 
lie at this point but at the point of interpreting how this 
activity of God relates to the activity of the human writers.

183. Holy Scripture, p. 143(emphasis original). This emphasis on the
deep relationship between origin and authority reminds one of
the title of B.B. Warfield’s major work on Scripture — The 
Inspiration and Authority of the Bible. (The Presbyterian- and 
Reformed PublishingCo).,1948), edited by Samuel G. Craig and 
Introduction by Cornelius van* Til. The difference between Berko- 
uwer and1 Warfield lies not at the point of emphasizing the 
unbreakable connection between origin and authority but at the 
point in which divine and human activity are related to each 
other, loth Bterkouwer and Warfield emphasize the divinity and 
the humanity of the Scriptures. Their different interpretation 
of the relationship between Scripture’s divine and human aspects 
Is closely related to their different interpretation of the 
boundaries set by Scripture for theological reflection. The 
present study emphasizes that the decisive question for both 
Berkouwer and the biblicism opposed by him is,What does the Bible 
teach? The present study proceeds on the basis of this question, 
holding that the Bible has a unity within its diversity which 
makes; it legitimate to ask the question in this general way. It 
should be borne in mind in the present analysis of biblicism that 
differences in precise interpretation should not he permitted to 
obscure the shared concern with affirming biblical authority.

184* pp.317-318(emphasis original), cf. E.J. Young. Thy Word is Truth, 
pp. 22-23. Though Berkouwer and Young oppose subjectivism 
differently, it should be noted that they are united in their 
concern with opposing subjectivism.

185* Holy Scripture, p.318.
186. p.185.
187* p.318.
188. p.317.
189, p.317*I9Q. G.W. BTomiley, reviewing Berkouwer’s Holy Scripture in Christianity 

Today, (November 21, 1975? 4, pp.42-45) poses the question,
"Why should not the scope or intent be culture bound as well? Why 
should anything in Scripture be relevant to this age end place 
when all of it was written for other ages and places?"(p.44)* 
comments further — "there seems to be no way that Berkouwer can 
prevent others from using his distinction along the lines of
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Hamack’s husk-and-kemel procedure or Bultmann * s demythologiz- 
ing."(p.44)* If might he noted that questions of a similar type 
might be addressed to^the Chicago Statement on biblical inerra
ncy" - e.g. If the concept of inerrancy requires to be qaulifi- 
ed in so many ways, why should it be retained in the form which 
includes assertions in the fields of history and science as 
well as redemptive themes? If the concept of inerrancy Is to be 
qualified in so many ways, how are we to know where to draw the 
line: between questions of Interpretation and questions of 
authority? Concerning Berkouwer * s theological method, It should 
be noted that (a) he carefully avoids setting an existentialist 
interpretation of man’s existence over against the historical 
character of the gospel; (b) he carefully avoids a preoccupation 
with how we are to understand Scripture at the expense of 
listening to what Scripture says ("The Wordy of the Word", 
Christianity Today. "Current Religious Thought", July 28, 1972, 
(XVI,21, p.42)); fc) he carefully avoids "all hard-hearted 
vivisection of the Bible" which does not subject itself to 
the authority of the message of Scripture(Christianity Today. 
"Current Religious Thought", VIII, 22, p• 48) • When Berkouwer*s 
emphasis on the scope or intent of Scripture is set in the full 
context of his approach to Scripture, it msgf be regarded as 
providing clearer guidelines for the interpretation of Scripture 
than Is suggested by Bromiley’s remark which, though it may 
appear shrewd, tends to- Ilf# a single aspect of Berkouwer’s 
thought out of its total context.

191. E*J., Young. Thv Word is Truth.pp. 18-26(2 Timothy 3:16, 2 Peter 
If2l); pp.26-27(John 10:35)?pp•48-49(Matthew 5:17-18).

192. p.73.
193. p. 123.
194* Holy Scripture, p.32.
195* E*J* Young, Thy Word is Truth, p. 113. Berkouwer would accept 

this statement though he would1 interpret it differently from: 
Young. Concerning the authority of Scripture, J«A. Taylor writes, 
in the Presbyterian Journal. April 12, 1978, on the question, 
"Must the Bible be an Infallible Bbok?"(pp.7-9) (Cited in J. 
Packer, Under God’s Word. pp.60-6l), "The lively Issue of Bible 
Inerrancy today Is very little a matter of whether one cam or 
cannot find contradictions in the Bible. It is very much a 
matter of how respectfully one isprepared to treat the material 
found in the pages of Holy Writ. • • .One does not pray, "God, help 
me to resolve the seeming contradictions I have found In the 
Bible." One rather prays, "God, help me to receive Thy Word 
wholly, unquestioningly, obediently. Let me make It indeed and 
altogether the lamp unto my feet and the light unto? my pathway", 
(emphasis* original) • Packer makes a one-word comment on Taylor’s 
words - "Amen!"(p.6l).

196. Holy Scripture, p.302.
I97* p.I75(emphasie original).
198* p.264(underlining mine), cf. Chicago Statement(Article XIII).
199. p.265.
200. pp.240-241*
201. pp.265-266.
202. p.266(underlining mine).
203* The phrase "escape from reason" was suggested to the author by 

the title of P. Schaeffer’s book. "Escape From Reason, (inter- 
Varsity Fellowship, London, I968). The author agrees with 
Schaeffer when he writes, "It is not a question of God revealing 
Himself in Jesus Christ only, bemuse



there Is not enough content in this if it is separated from 
the Scriptures* It then 'becomes only another contentless 
banner, for all we know of what that revelation was comes from 
the Scriptures* Jesus Himself did not make a distinction 
between His authority and the authority of the written 
Scriptures* He acted upon the unity of M s  authority and the 
content of the Scriptures."(p.83)* The present writer would be 
careful not to understand the nature of biblical authority such 
that matters of interpretation tend to be elevated to the level 
of issues concerning authority. Schaeffer rightly criticizes tbs 
modem tendency to set autonomous reason over against biblical 
authority : "People judge the Bible, the Word of God, and try t> 
tell God what should be in the Bible and what shouldn’t. They 
judge what they think Is acceptable to the twentieth century, 
and what is not J" (F. and E* Schaeffer, Everybody Can Know. 
(%ndale House Publishers, Wheaton, Illinois, 1973), p.IOl) •
The present writer would insist that this comment must be 
directed not only towards critical rationalism but also towards 
a conservative rationalism which tends to- be rather bold in its 
assertions concerning what the Mble must be if it is to be the 
Word of God(cf. present study, pp.134-135)* Both types of 
rationalism; require to take seriously Berkouwer’s words :
"People have dealt with the Bible like a student preparing for 
an examination.. ..Bbt the Bible will not let itself be used in 
this manner."("Hearing and Doing the Word" rIn Christianity Today. 
(Current Religious Thought), October 28, 1966, (XI, 2, p.64).

2O4* cf. present study, pp.89-94*
205* E.J*. Young, Thy Word is Truth, p. 238.
206. pp.238-239*
207. p.202 m.4.
208. For a helpful discussion ©f . C* Pinnock, "Biblical Authority in 

Conservative Evangelical Theology" in J., Rogers (edit or), Biblical 
Authority, pp.60-70.

209* A. W. Tozer, The Pursuit of GOd. (Marshall, Morgan & Scott Ltd., 
London, I96I), p.73(also included In W*W*. Wiersbe(compiler), The 
Best of TOzer.(Christian Publications, Inc., Harrisburg, Pennsyl
vania, 1978), p.20). In the Introduction to The Pursuit of GOd, 
S.M. Ewemer writes that there is, in Toner’s thought, "a 
catholicity of outlook that is refreshing’’(p.6).

210. p.75(p.21).
211. p.81(p.25).
212. p.8l(p.26).
213. p.8l(p.26).
214* pp.8l-82(p.26).
215* p.73(p*20).
216. p.82(p.26).
217* p.82(p.26).
218. In his General Revelation,Berkouwer emphasizes that "general and 

special revelation do not stand..opposite each other..in a 
relationship of.*competifion(the natural and the supernatural)., 
they find their unity in the sovereign activity of God"(p.292). 
Seeking to avoid the devaluation of general revelation, he 
favourably cites F*W*A.Xofff (sources given by Berkouwer) who 
insists that ""Revelation..(as such) will no doubt always be 
special"..revelation..always..is personal"(p.293 and p.293 n.
21). In general revelation, men are confronted with "the living 
and personal God who reveals himself sovereignly and mightily"
(p.293). It Is this continuous speaking of God which antedates
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the Bible. Thus, Berkouwer writes, "the particular revelation 
in Christ is never the revelation of God, who..now for the 
first time is concerned with the world"(p.304). He maintains 
that while God is continuously speaking, there is a 
"concealment" which operates "in and through non-receptivity" 
(p.304) and which: is only overcome when "in the particular 
revelation in Jesus Christ the way Is again opened to us 

whereby we know God, the Father of the Lord Jesus Christ, in 
his universal doings, "(p.306). In his Holy Scripture, he speaks 
of "problems (which) begin to arise when Scripture Is lifted 
out of its context..(when) the living Word Is seen as the

rigid Word" with this comment :
"A dualism of this kind Is..not only unbiblical but also 
unnatural*.the written Word.,Is related to> the living message 
both in origin and in aim"(p.334) in "a perspective; that Is not 
locked in the past, but one in which the future is embraced 
and disclosed through the Spirit"(p.344)*

219* Modem Uncertainty and Christ Ian Faith, p. 14(emphasis mine).
The key emphases of Hbly Scripture are found in this book.

220; p.14.
221. Body Scripture, p. 162(underlining mine). This statement occurs 

as a favourable citation of H. Bavinck’ s view.
222. p.344.
223. Modem Uncertainty and Christian Faith, p. 14*
224* P* 14*
225* p*I4*226. Holy Scripture, p*3490^6alining mine) •
227. B. Ramnry- "Is "Scripture Alone" the Essence of Christianity?" in 

Biblical Authority, edited by J. Rogers, p.116*
228. J.C. Vander Stelt, Philosophy and Scripture. A Study in Old 

Princeton and Westminster Theology, p.309, detects the latter 
tendency in "the Princeton conception of revelation" though he 
does make an exception of C. Van Til(p.309 n.?J cf. General 
Revelation,p.312 where Berkouwer draws attention to Van- Til’s 
artiicle"Hature and Scripture "in The Infallible Word (A Sympo sium 
by the Members of the Faculty at Westminster Theological Semin- 
ary)9 (Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Company, Philadel
phia, Pennsylvania, Third Revised Printing, 19^7)» PP.263-301 2 
Berkouwer used the 1946 edition while the present writer used 
the 1967 edition. Van Til’s article remained unchanged(preface 
to the Third1 Revised Printing)). The fact that The Infallible 
Word is issued in the name of Westminster Theological Seminary 
suggests that any generalized criticism of "the Princeton(and 
Westminster) conception of revelation"(brackets mine) of the 
kind made by Vander Stelt should be made cautiously. As a matter 
of emphasis, general revelation has not been prominent inthe 
writings of this theological school. Any observation based on 
the fact that Van Til’s placed at the end of the book in contrast 
to C.F.Hw Henry, Revelation and the Bible, (Baker Book House, 
Grand Rapids, Michigan. 1959) which begins with Berkouwer’s 
article, "General and Special Divine Revelation"(pp. 11-24) must 
recognize that observations relating to; order are outweighed by 
the fact that Van Til’s article is included and not excluded. 
However one evaluates the Princeton - Westminster view as it 
relates to general revelation, the point of the present discuss
ion is that Scripture may not be treated as though it were the 
entirety of divine revelation without an impoverishment of 
theological understanding. cf # Vander Stelt on Van Til(pp220-270).
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229* Tander Stelt, Philosophy and Scripture, p.305.
230. B. Ramnr, ”Is ’’Scripture Alone” the Essence of Christianity?” in 

Biblical Authority. edited by J. Rogers, p#117(my underlining)•
231* cf* Vander Steltf Philosophy and Scripture, p.331*
232* Holy Scripture« p.X§2.
233* P*I82(brackeie mine)*
234. p.182.
235* P.P82.
236* p. 191(citing H* Bavinck?; "brackets mine).
237. p.180. 
238* p.180.
239. p. 180. This statement is: motivated by a concern with emphasizing 

the particular purpose of the Scriptures rather than: with any 
uncritical attitude towards all that is said in the name of 
science. For further; discussion of science, cf. present study, 
p.126 where it is maintained that there is no direct connection 
"between science and atheismf pp. 139-142 where the unity of 
knowledge is: maintained.

240* H* Lindsell, The Battle for the Bible, (2ondervan, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, 1978) » p. l5* The volume Biblical Authority. edited by 
J. Rogers is a direct response to Lindsell * s book. On its front 
cover(dust-cover) are found these words, ’’Turn Tour Bible from 
a Battlefield into a Source for Spiritual Strength”. In its 
foreword entitled ’’Embattlement or Understanding?” by P* Rees, 
attention is drawn: to the_contrasting interpretations of 
Warfield and Berkouwer (pp. 9-10, 13). Rees writes helpfully,
”is it not right to say that there is a difference between the 
evangelical attitude toward the Bible; and an evangelical’s 
views about the Bible? Go back: to Warfield and Berkouwer. Their 
views of how to construe the Bible’s matchless revelatory 
quality and authority are not precisely the same. .But their 
attitude toward the Bible is identical - God’s Word that shines 
in our world rs darkness, the unerring pointer to the One ”who>’. 
for us menfc and for our salvation, came down* from heaven....”® 
(p,13j^underlining original).

241* p. 18*
242. p.18*
243. p. 18.
244. p. 25*245* B* Mickelsen, ’’The Bible’ s Own Approach to Authority” in

Biblical Authority, edited by J. Rogers, pp.84, 87(emphasis 
- _ original) .

246* Holy Scripture, p*l8l.
247* p* 127• cf. p.183.
248* cf. J* Bbrr, Fundamentalism* pp. 53, 5?*
249* p.55* cf. B. Bhbhard, Biblical Authority*edited by J. Rogers. In 

his article, ’’The (torenf Tensions; s I© There a Way Gut?”,
Hubbard writes, ”The false' alternatives:; often posed between 
biblical inerrancy and biblical, errancy are not themselves 
biblical choices* They are imposed from without in a way that 
tries toy force the Bible to give answers that God, who inspired 
the Book, apparently had no intention of giving.”(p. 168). This 
statement is illustrated by Hubbard’s helpful note - ”The 
recent interplay between Harold Lindsell and Robert Mounce 
illustrates my point that the key issue among evangelicals is not 
errancy or inerrancy, but what do we mean by error? Lindsell baits 
Mounce in a letter to Eternity(Hovember 1978, p.96) : ’’Let Br. 
Mounce say clearly that he believes that *the Bible is free fran
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all error in the whole and in the part* or let him say he 
believes there are some errors, however few, in the Bible.11 
Mounce, perceptive theologian that he is, refuses to bite :
’’The Bible is without error in whole and in part. The whole 
controversy is over what constitutes an error11 (p. 195 n* 13) • The 
inclusion of B&rr alongside Hubbard (with his citation of Mounce) 
does; not imply agreement on the part of these writers. The point 
is that while none of these writers would accept Lindsell*s 
understanding of inerrancy, they would not see: themselves as 
champions; of errancy who make the case for errancy. For a 
discussion of Berkouwer* s view of biblical criticism, cf. 
present study, pp.130-139*

250* Berkouwer, for example, would not ask these questions in
precisely the; way that Lindsell asks them. He would not, however, 
see himself as a champion of errancy who makes the case for 
errancy*

25i* The Battle for the Bible, p.37*
252. Holy Scripture, p.25*
253. cf. E.J. Young, Thy Word is. Truth* Chapters 5-7(pp. 113-182).
254'* J* Barr, Fundamentalism, p.4QV Barr’s comments are perceptive

though they should he treated with caution* They may not 
legitimately be applied to> a writer such as R.K. Harrison who 
writes, ’’Perhaps the safest course would be to speak simply of 
the inspiration1 of Scripture, without introducing any other kinL 
of qualification that could be taken as pointing to some 
opinion as to the mode of inspiration which the situation 
clearly does not warrant.’’(introduction to? the Old Testament,
p.472).

255* P*47* la Bern’s view, the notion of inerrancy hinders a proper 
understanding of the Bible. He maintains that, in critical 
scholarship, ’’discrepancies and ’errors’ can be important as 
indications of source differences and the like” (p.55) This 
matter of taking the Bible literally requires to be discussed 
not only in relation to inerrancy but in relation to the 
relationship of revelation to history. Barr denies that the 
historical-critical approach entails a denial of miracles and 
the supernatural(p.237)♦ He favourably cites as ’’precisely 
what Christian faith affirms”(p.259) the view of the resurrection 
proposed by G.B. Ladd s ”a direct, unmediated act of God. .with
out historical explanation or historical causality and analogy” 
(p.258, referring to G.E. Ladd, The Few Testament and Criticism, 
(Redder and Stoughton, London, 1970), pp!82ff, 186-187).

258* From the Foreword to The Battle for the Bible by 0.J. Ockenga.
257* Fundamentalism, p.61. C. Pinnock, in Biblical Authority,

edited by J. Rogers, p.68 is critical of ’’artificial harmoniza
tions on stock questions” (accompanying note : ’’The poor rooster 
to Lindsell *s mind had to crow six times to make inerrant sense 
out of Peter’s denial story iTBattle for the; Bible, pp. 174^178)- 
n.37 printed on p.l9Q). Pinnock is nonetheless deeply concerned 
to: affirm the authority of Scripture.

258V p.61(underlining mine). In an autobiographical book, Confessions 
of a Conservative Evangelical .(The Westminster Press, Philadel
phia, 1974) t J. Rogers writes, ”you can become less conservative 
and more evangelical”{p.l2). He states M e  own experience thus : 
”1 can no longer be; conservative and talk about what the Bible 
must be, or ought to be —  reasoning logically from some idealized 
human notion of perfection. I want to be; evangelical and accept 
the Word that God has given me, with all its raagnifieient



surprises in both content and.: fornr." (p. 26) •
259* p.341. cf • pp.26O-26II. On p.26l, Barr draws attention to "the 

imrard wo ask -of* the holy Spirit", citing the Westminster 
Confession; of Faith. In this connection, the reader is referred 
to J.B* Rogers, Scripture in the Westminster Confession, 
(Eerdinans, Grand Rapids, Michigan, I967). Rogers gives a summary 
of the background to and content of this book: in Confessions 
of a Conservative Evangelical. Chapter 8' "Scripture and 
Confessions" r pp*93-105:*

260* Present study, Chapter One*
261. C. Bangs,, Arminiusr A Study in the Dutch Reformation. (Abingdon 
- _ Press, Washville, I9fl),T p.21. — -—
262* S. Mei jers:, OMectxviteit en Existentialitet, (Objectivity and 

w Exi stentiality)," (jjff., ©sk, Hamper, 1979)» P *448.
2̂ 3y- Shi® is M s  basic concern in Holy Scripture. Chapter One.
264. cf . Holy- Scripturep. 127' - "authority is; only honored in a

correct interpretation according to God’s purpose, when, hearing 
and understanding lead to heeding and doing". Discussing the 
question, "Ought inerrancyr to> be the test of evangelical 
authenticity?" r C. Pinnock: in Biblical Authority, edited by 1. 
Rogers(pp.68^7jO), notes that "Lindsell says that no* one who> 
rejects biblical inerrancy has any right to claim: the 
"evangelical badge"(accompanying note,n*39 on p.190 -"Lindsell, 
The Bbttle fcm the Bible, p.210* Calling our evangelical 
heritage a "badge" is not a happy way of referring to it".)"
. (p• 68) • Pinnock insists "Inerrancy'must not become a "shibboleth" 
to be wielded like a sledge hammer to destroy the work of God"
(p.68). He offers helpful comments - "I am convinced that most 
of the conflict over inerrancy could be avoided if the defenders 
of it,, on the one hand, would explain carefully what they mean 
and do not mean by it* and those who are: hesitant, on the other 
hand* would make it plain that their hesitation has nothing; to 
do with a decline in their respect for Scripture" (p. 69) . He 
continues, "we need to recognize that what God desires from us 
is not empty praise for the book but obedience to it"(p.72).

265* Holy Scripture, p.32.
266* Contrast Holy Scripture, p.344.
267. o Ifrmdamentallsi&t >p*339«
288W C. Pinnock' in. Biblical Authority, edited by J. Rogers, pp.64, 

65-66, 67, 72-73 (underlining miSe) •
269. Contrast Divines Election* PP.47. 49.

A useful discussion' relating to this matter is found in HF.H.G. 
Robinson> The Groundwork: of Christian Ethics, (Collins, London, 
1971) — "neither the Church nor Scripture introduced moral terms- 
info human language. Men are moral beings apart from Church and 
Scripture"(p.16).

271* Berkouwer’s discussion of "Holy Scripture and Preaching"(HOly 
Scripture. Chapter Twelve, pp. 327-345) most valuable in this 
connection.

272# K. Bhrth* Church Dogmatics'. Vol. I, 2, p.lff, (T. &'T* Clark,
Edinburgh, 195®) • translators, G.T. Thomson and H. Knight. Editors 
- G.W. Bfcomiley and T.F., Torrance. The central issue in the 
interpretation of Barth’s christocentric theology concerns 
whether or not it should he described as *christomonism’, an 
unnecessary wresting of doctrines out of their biblical context 
in order to fit a particular christology. Whatever judgment is 
reached, this matter needs to be discussed cautiously.

273. Voi.I, 2,, p.I* Bhrth states that Scripture attests the revelation



of God1 which is the incarnation of the eternal Word, Jesus 
Christ. God is known in Jesus Christ to whom Scripture points 
and not through a natural theology which operates independently 
of Christ and the Scriptures. Concerning the biblical writings, 
Barth writes, "their conception of what is possible with God 
is guided absolutely by their conception of what God has really 
willed and done, and not vice versa"(p.7t emphasis original). 
Following this method, Barth rejects the way of philosophical 
speculation about religior(p.7) * insisting that "(t)he 
incarnation of which Holy Scripture speaks can be understood 
only from the standpoint of Holy Scripture"(p. 14).

274. Vol. I, 2 : "The Old Testament is the witness to the genuine 
expectation of revelation"(p.70, underlining mine)} "The Hew 
Testament is really the witness to recollection of revelation"
(p.116, underlining mine)}"wedistinguish the Bible as such 
from revelation. A witness is not absolutely identical with 
that to which it witnesses..but if sets it before us"(p.463). 
Barth defines "revelation itself" as "Jesus Christ Himself"(p72).

275. General Revelation. Chapter II(pp.21-33). Berkouwer* s criticism 
of Barth is not based on a denial of the absolute Importance of 
christology for Christian theology but on a disagreement 
concerning Barth’s particular use of christology.

276. p. 25* cf. G.W* Bromiley, "Karl Barth", Creative Minds in 
Contemporary Theology, edited by P.E. Hughes} Bromiley speaks 
positively yet cautiously of the use of the term ’christoraonism’ 
in relation to Barth’s theology. He expresses his caution thus : 
"this falls rather wide of the mark in view of the ultimate 
Trinitarianism of the Dogmatics and the lofty Hew Testament 
view of Christ.

277# General Revelation, p.25* Berkouwer criticizes Barth’s particul
ar interpretation of a Christ-centred theology rather than the 
ideal of a Christ-centred theology as such.

278 p.25* cf. C* Brown, Karl Barth and the Christian Message.
(T^ndale Press, London, 1967), pp.12, 149-150*

279* Church Dogmatics. Vol.II, I, pp.85-126(T.&T. Clark, Edinburgh, 
1957)* translated by T.H.L. Parker, W.BW Johnston, H. Knight, 
and J.LĴ I. Haire, edited by G.W. Bromiley and T.F. Torrance.
These three reasons are succinctly stated by G.W.'Bromiley :
V(a) It is thought to be possible and practicable..(b) It is 
thought to be pedagogically useful at least as an Introduction 
to- theology..(c) It is thought to have a biblical sanction in 
that strand of scripture which appeals to man’s confirming 
witness with creation"(Historical Theology s An Introduction. 
(William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan,
1978), p.426.)

28°. General Revelation, p.27. cf. T.H.L. Parker, Karl Barth.(William 
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids,. Michigan, 1970), 
pp.96—99 for a short account of Barth’s protest against natural 
theology in relation to the theology of E. Brunner.

281. General Revelation, p.315. Berkouwer asks whether there is an 
indissoluble unity between general revelation and natural 
theology. Following his discussion of Karl Barth’s attack on 
natural theology(pp.21-33), Berkouwer discusses the reaction 
to: Barth’s attack on natural theology(pp.37-57). Concerning 
himself chiefly with the thought of E. Brunner and P. Althaus, 
Berkouwer shows where he agrees and disagrees with Brunner and 
Althaus. If Berkouwer*s critique of Barth Is to be properly 
understood, it requires to be carefully distinguished from the



views of Brunner and Althaus* Berkouwer* s critique of Barth is 
based on a clear distinction between general revelation and 
natural theolo gy( p • 15 3, fo1lowing Calvin), a distinctIon whi cb 
he holds is not sufficiently clear In Brunner(pp.44-46) and 
Althaus(pp.50-51). Despite acknowledging the weakness of 
the protest against Berth’s position issued by Brunner and 
Althaus, Berkouwer points out that "they have nevertheless 
emphasised some questions which theology may not and cannot 
neglect”(p.52) • To dismiss those questions with a protest 
against natural theology,which involves general revelation in 
this protest as well,is, in Berkouwer’s view, quite illegitimate. 
General Revelation. p*2l(emphasis original). G.W. Bromiley, 
Historical Theology s An Introduction, p.436 interprets Barth 
rather differently s "His rejection of natural theology applies 
strictly to natural theology, not to- natural revelation.” In 
view of Bromiley’s acknowledgment of Barth * s"fallure to make a 
clear distinction between natural revelation and natural theo leg/* 
(Creative Minds In Contemporary Theology, p.55) * the present 
writer would emphasize the word "strictly" in his interpretation 
of Bromiley’s view* Bromiley explains his position ihuss"when It 
is seen that Barth’s reference is to the natural theology of 
fallen man, and that he does net deny that there may be partial 
lights and words and truths even outside special revelation, it 
is hard to maintain that he is not basically right in his 
understanding, that he does not give a more correct account of, 
for example, Romans I-2(as well as ICorlnthians l) than many 
who> try to; see here a foundation of knowledge rather than of 
guilt, and that his examination of natural theology is not 
among: the most acute and helpful in this whole area." (Creative 
Minds in Contemporary Theology, p.56). The present writer would 
accept the general1 thrust of Bromiley’s words with the comment 
that iit is not a matter of choosing between a theology which 
fails to* make a clear distinction between natural theology and 
natural revelation and a theology which relates Romans 1-2 to 
knowledge rather than: guilt. Berkouwer presents another option 
which exposes the falseness of such a dilemma. He proposes an 
emphatic affirmation of general revelation and an emphatic 
rejection of natural theology.
General Re ve Hat ion. p.57. cf. Chapter VII, "Revelation and
Knowledge’’(pp .137-17 2 ) •
p*13I.
pp.147-148.
p.132. 
pp. 150-151.
p.I69.
The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, p. 27. The 
title of this book displeased Barth since he thought it might 
create the misunderstanding that grace is to be viewed as an 
impersonal principle which can he isolated from the person of 
Jesus Christ. Barth described Berkouwer * s book as "a great book 
on myself"(Church Dogmatics, Vol.IT, 2, p.xii,(T. & T. Clark, 
Edinburgh, 1958)). Since, however, Barth has been critical of 
its title(Church Dogmatics. Vol.IT, 3, pp.l73ff,(T.&T. Clark, 
Edinburgh,, I96I-I962)), It is important to note Berkouwer*s 
response to Barth’s criticism - "I had never thought for a 
moment that Barth’s doctrine of grace was an abstraction from 
which theologians were free to make their own deductions. Barth 
guessed that I had perhaps taken the title from Hans Urs von



Balthasar * s remark: that, for Barth, Christendom! was a 
"triumphal affair." But von Balthasar’s words had struck me as 
being too "triumphalistlc" for Barth, especially In reference 
to- Christendom. I had In mind what Barth himself had written s 
"This history Is a triumph only for God’s grace and therefore 
for God’s sovereignty"(CD II/2, p• 194)• But here, the triumph 
Is not of Christendom, but of the acts of God In Jesus Christ 
within history. Clearly the "triumph of grace"(including the 
title of my book) can mean only the grace of Jesus Christ the 
Lord!* Barth recognized that "one could speak of It this way."" 
Â BialfKGentury' of Theology, p. 67* It Is worth noting that two 
pages later(p.69), Berkouwer cites another passage where Barth 
uses this type of language — "no praise can be too high for the 
mighty and triumphant grace of God In the atonement as the ful
fillment of the covenant" (CD IV/l, p. 69). It is Interesting to 
note that D. G* Bloesch, using the personal title Jesus Is 
Victor! - Karl Barth*s Doctrine of Salvation. (Abingdon Press, 
Hashville, 197w  rather than the impersonal title "the triumph 
of grace"(following Bhrth’s own suggestion that "Jesus Is Victaf 
would describe his theological emphasis better than "the triumph 
of grace"), reaches similar conclusions tothose of Berkouwer. 
Acknowledging that Bkrth’s notion of universal election is 
neither a metaphysical presupposition* nor a rational conclusion 
but am affirmation of faith and hope which Barth holds Is implied 
In the biblical witness, Bloesch argues that Barth has failed to 
hold together the objective and the subjective poles of 
salvation and that his logic leads in the direction of universal- 
ismw The present writer holds that Barth felt the force of 
Berkouwer’s argument and that M s  complaint concerning the title 
does very little to lessen the force of Berkouwer’ s argument* It 
is hoped that the present study achieves a fairness to both Barth 
and Berkouwer In. Its discussion of these issues.

290V Man t The Image of God, p. 142.
291. p*!43.
292. p.143(emphasis original)•
293. pp.!3Ml32(emphasis original).
294* p.146.
295* Church Dogmatics. Vol.I, 2, 72.
296. Vol.I, 2, pp.80,116. These statements occur in Barth’s discussion 

of "The Time of Ibq?ectation"Cpp.70*-10l) and "The Time of 
 ̂Recollection"(pp.101-121) • ,

29?* Vol.I, 2, p.43.
298; Vol.Ir 2, p.l.
299* Vo>l.If, 2, p.123.
300. Vol.I, 2, p.131*
301. W. Pannenberg, Revelation as History. (The Macmillan Company, Hew . 

York} Collier—Macmillan Ltd., London, I968), p. 6. Pannenberg co>- 
wrote this book with others. This statement is found In his own* 
Introduction.

302. General Revelation’, p. 153.
303. p.57.
304* Church Dogmatics. Vol.I, 2, p.306.
305. The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, pp. 53-54.
306. p.54.
307. p.54(emphasis original).
308. General Revelation, p.101.
309. p.101.



Page 341
310. p.103.
311. Church Dogmatics. Vol.I, 2, p. 43.
312* Vol.I, 2, p.43*
313. The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, p.256 

(emphasis: original) • cf. pp. 255 ff*
314* Church Dogmatics. Vol.1 , 2, p• 37 *
315. VoI*I, 2, p.43.
316. General Revelation, p.104.
317. K. Barth, Dogmatics in Outline,(Study Edition), translated by 

G.T* Thomson,(S*C.1*1. Press, London, 1966), p.46. cf.pp.46-49.
318. p.47.
319. pp.lOlff.
320« pp.54,57*
321. Although the present study discusses Barth’s theology under the 

heading "Christomonism?* it does not intend to make a direct and 
unambiguous Identification of the one with the other. Rather, It 
explores the matter, inviting the reader to: decide for himself 
the extent to: which the term ’christomonism’ can legitimately
be applied to Barth’s theology.

322. While neither Barth nor Berkouwer are satisfied with the view of 
Reformed scholasticism, both continue to> speak of grace in 
terms of divine election. In connection with Barth’s criticism: 
of Reformed scholasticism, Berkouwer writes, "We..must listen 
to* his warning not to separate God’s sovereignty from: His love, 
and M s  election from Jesus Christ, for in view of the many 
dangers' and misunderstandings that have become evident in the 
course of history this warning becomes necessary"(Divine 
Election, p.l6l).

323. Berkouwer maintains that Barth’s particular christological 
doctrine of election "cannota4escape the objectification and 
fixedness"(Divine Election. p.161) of Reformed scholasticism 
since Barth himself moves "beyond "the way of faith"(p.l6i) 
towards a false objectivism(p.232)• A universal election "which 
may be disregarded In unbelief, but which cannot be undone"
(p. 161) makes the life of faith ""an accidental but not 
necessary' affirmation of the one decisive witness’?"(p. 290, 
underlining mine). Barth’s concern with pointing to* Christ as 
faith’s foundation Is praiseworthy. Faith must not be turned 
into a ’work’ by which salvation is earned. A proper recognit
ion of faith as the wav in which salvation is received does not 
lead to> faith being regarded as accidental, unnecessary or non- 
decisive simply because Its foundation is not Itself but 
Christ. It Is hoped that these Issues will become Increasingly 
clear in the present discussion as well as In the related 
discussion of the doctrine of grace (present study, pp.145-^72).

324. The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, p. 112 - "the 
asking of the apokatastasis question. .Is warranted by the 
simple fact of taking Barth seriously", (underlining mine).

325. p.266 - "Barth’s express rejection of the doctrine of the 
apokatastasis must be fully taken into* account, but it is 
precisely when we do so: that the tensions within his teaching 
become the more visible"(underlining mine).

326. pp.267-275.
327. Scottish Journal of Theology. Vol.20, Ho.4* December 1967* pp. 

423-436.
328. p.423.
329. p.423.
330. pp.425-426, 429.
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331# Berkouwer dissociates himself from the idea of the double 

decree In Divine Election^Chapters Six — "Election and 
Re jection"(pp* 172-217) — and Seven - "Election and the 
Preaching of the Gospel’’(pp. 218-253) - are of special interest).
In The Triumph of Grace.In the Theology of Karl Barth, he writer 
"I aim of the opinion that* .one can judge soundly of the 
scriptural doctrine of election only when one rejects this 
symmetry (i.e. the "equal ultimacy" of election and reprobation)11 
which he describes as "an unbibilcal distortion of the message 
of the Divine election" (p.391*> brackets mine)•

332. "Is Karl Barth a Universallst?", p.426. According to Bettis, 
Brunner and Berkouwer hold that "because Barth fails to accept 
either Brunner * s Arminianismr or Berkouwer* s double decree, he 
must he a universallst" (p.426) The discussion of "Brunner’s 
Armlniauisi# lies beyond the scope of this study(cf. E. Brunner, 
Our Faith. (S.C.ll. Press Ltd., London, 1949)? Chapter 7 —
"Eternal Election"(pp.33—36)). In Divine Election. Chapter Seven, 
where Berkouwer discusses Barth’s view in relation to> 
universal! sm, Berkouwer makes it clear that he does not accept 
the idea of the double decree"(especially pp.220, 223—228, 236- 
237 ) • cf. present study, pp.220-223 for his view in 1974.

333. The key chapter in The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl 
Barth regarding this matter is Chapter X, "The Universality of 
the Triumph",(pp.262-296). This chapter, like the entire bock, 
based on a detailed knowledge of Barth’s writings. Berkouwer 
acknowledges "Barth’s express rejection of the doctrine of the 
apokatastasis"(p.266)• It Is precisely because Barth Is, by his 
own profession, not a universal!st that the discussion of his 
theology is so important. Bettis asks the question, "Is Karl 
Barth a universal!st?". In terms of Barth’s own words, this 
question can simply be answered, "Bo". The subsequent question, 
"Is Karl Barth’s rejection of universal!sm convincing?" is the 
central issue* If Bettis had made the latter question more 
central, he might have followed through his critical remarks 
found on p.433 more fully(the present study seeks to do this) 
rather than being chiefly concerned with a defence of Barth 
which disposes of his critics by means of misrepresentation. 
Bettis could notrhave been so uncritical of Barth If he had 
taken Berkouwer’s critique seriously. This would have demanded 
genuine dialogue rather than* unfair dismissal!

334* "Is Karl Barth a Gniversalist?", p.423.
335* Berkouwer’s rejection of this structure of alternatives is 

observable In his Faith and Justification where he writes, 
"Everything is really said in an unobtrusive phrase, in Christ., 
faith..is not added as a second, independent ingredient which 
makes its own- contribution to justification In Christ..faith 
does nothing but accept, or come to rest in the sovereignty of 
His benefit, .we are not acceptable to God because of the 
worthiness of our faith. Grace is exclusively and totally God’d1 
(p.43, emphasis original)} "a speculative logic can invade a 
scriptural proclamation of salvation and torture It beyond 
recognition..When speculation on time and eternity, with 
eternity swallowing up the significance of time, determines the 
line of thought, there is no possibility of doing justice..to 
justification through faith within the temporal realityvof our 
lives" (p*150) $ «3&rth’s conception of the relation between 
election and faith.. (bears) a similarity to universalism" (pp. 
196-197, underlining mine) by which he is brought "continually
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v to the precipice (underlining urine) of apokatastasis(italics 
in the original) or universal!st#(p.I65) this raises the 
question whether ”Barth really does justice to the depth of 
earnestness in the scriptural witness”(p.165). It is clear, 
then, from Berkouwer* s Faith and Justification as well as his 
Divine Election and the Triumph of Grace in the Theology of 
Karl Barth that Berkouwer rejects the system' of alternatives: 
Arminianism - the double decree - universal!sm* It is, therefoa^ 
inaccurate to say that Berkouwer accepts a system of 
alternatives rejected by Barth* Both reject this syjbem of 
alternatives* the crucial question ist- Which rejection of this 
system of alternatives is the more convincing - Berkouwer* s or 
Barth*s?

336. ”Ie Karl Barth a Universal!st?”, p.427(underlining mine).
337* Church Dogmatics; VoI.IV, 3, first half, p.477» (T.&T. Clark,

J, Edinburgh, 1961)f cited in Bettis,p*433(underlining mine).
338* ”Is Karl Barth a Universalist?”, p.427.
339* Church Dogmatics*, Vol.IV, 3, first half, p.477? cited in Bettis, 

p.433.
34®'* VoI.IV, 3, first half, p*477» cited in Bettis, p*433.
341* Im criticizing this aspect of Barth’s thought, it is not being 

denied that there is a ”(k)erygmatic universality”(Divine 
Election* p.240)* It is, however, to question whether Barth has 
rightly represented the nature of this universality. As well as 
the present discussion, the analysis of Barth’s theology found 
in pp.201-204 of the present study is of interest here.

342. "Is Karl Barth a Universal! st?11, p.433* Since Barth thinks of 
the election of grace in universal categories, it follows that 
his rejection of unlverealism is presented in universal 
categories* Ike ontic strucure(ef. present study, pp.106-107) 
of Barth* s thinking concerning the universal election of grace 
lies behind Barth’s rejection of universal!sm. Bettis comments, 
”Barth does not reject universal! sur because the future of the 
pagan is uncertain. He rejects universalism. because the future 
of all men is uncertain”(p.433). Since Barth thinks of ’man* 
and his relation toi the divine gracious election in universal 
categories, he cannot, without undermining the whole structure 
of his theology, posit a withdrawal of grace from some menCl.e. 
believers) only for this would be to make man*s faith(or 
unbelief) decisive in a way that Barth has consistently refused 
to do(cf. fhe friumph of grace in the Iheology of Karl Barth* 
p.113 - Berkouwer describes Orth’s view thus s ”The divine 
decision.• can.• not be undone by any human decision”). If the 
freedom' of God is to be used as a basis for rejecting universal- 
ism>: it must, in Barthes view be a freedom to withhold grace 
not only from; some men but from all men. While Barth states that 
both the idea of universal reconciliation and the idea of the 
damnation of all men are **formal conclusions without substantial 
content”(Die Klrchliche Dogmatik* Vol.II, 2, p.461, (Zollikon, 
Zurich, I942T* cited in The Triumph of Grace in the theology of 
Karl Barth* p*H7), it must be pointed out that even the 
suggestion of the possibility of the damnation of all men has 
drastic consequences for the understanding of the faithfulness 
of the God of revelation and the unity of his redemptive work.
A rejection of universalism on this basis does not represent a 
defence of free grace but the introduction of a rather formless 
freedom which relativizes the divine faithfulness. If universal
ism and this tygfe of rejection of universalism are adjudged to



be unsatisfactory,, there needs to> be further reflection' 
concerning' the meaning of kerygmatic universality, c£f present 
study, pp. 107-109. Other aspects of Barth’ s re jectioh *universal- 
ism are1 considered in the next footnote (m. 343).

► PP•435-436(accompanied by footnote(n. l) to> Church Dogmatics> 
Vol.XIr 2, pp. 76^93 Clark, Edinburgh, 195f) • Bettis"right %
points out that l&rth’s rejection of universalism is consistent 
with his clear intention of refusing to identify the gospel witi 
a cosmic plan of redemption and the gospel with information 
about that plan* He might, however, have raised the more 
important question of whether either of these motifs is 
consistent with other aspects! of Iferth’s thought. Bettis writes, 
"Bhrth re jects’ umtversalismikecause the premise of its argument 
is that GOd’s love is good because it saves men” (p.436) • A 
universalist might, however, argue, with some justification, 
that this represents a reversal of the universalist argument.
A universalist might contend that the effect ("it saves men?*) 
is grounded in the cause("God’s love is good”) and is net seen 
as the factor which determines his view of God’s love. A 
universalist might even state that Barth has been a formative 
influence, on; his doctrine of Godf Bettis maintains that 
universslisim is concerned with an. ’’ontological reorganisation, 
of the1 universe*1 concerning; which mem are ten be informed while 
"Barth knows that mem are not justified by knowledge, even 
knowledge of God’s plan for their lives. Men are justified 
through faith” (p.436) • There appears to he a. selectivity in 
Bettis’ analysis which leads to a failure to acknowledge; 
adequately the tension in Barth’s doctrine of salvation.' Barth 
speaks of the ’’eternal destruction?’ of those; who do not believe 
that they' are God’s children from; eternity(Church Dogmatics,
Toi.I, 2, p. 238)* On what basis are those who are God’s child
ren froim eternity to be; committed to* eternal destruction? Is it 
on the basis of a lack; of a **(s)ubjective revelation?* which, in 
BUrth* s view, is ”not the addition of a second revelation to 
objective revelation?* (p.238)? Is it on the basis of the raising 
and answering: of the question, of our destiny at a different 
point from the Son of God’s assumption of humanity (p. 23$)?
Barth answers both questions in the negative. Barth holds that 
"the truth?* (p.238J i.e. the objective truth) is that he is a 
child of God from, eternity^ "’’In Christ1’• .reconciled. • elect. • 
called., justified., sanctified” (p. 24G)) even, when he is "not; in 
the truth" (p.238f i.e*. subjectively) • It is questionable 
whether Bbrth has understood the; relationship between salvation 
and judgment in a biblical way. It might also he asked whether 
Barth’ s belief in the reality of eternal destruction might not 
have led him to> think and to speak differently of the 
relationship between objectivity and subjectivity. For further 
discussion, cf. present study, pp.112-116.
The Return of Christ* p.422. 
p.423. 
p.423. 
p.423*
p.423; cf. present study, pp.209-213.
A Half Century of Theology. Movements and Motives, pp.45-4$? 
Berkouwer emphasizes Barth ’ e "strong opposition to; theological 
arbitrariness**(p*46) • Concerned to draw attention to; ’’the free 
and gracious gift of God"(p.49? emphasis original), Bhrth
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insists that "(t)here is no' way leading* from us to grace..
(since) (f) hat. .would’ be the worst kind of Pharisaism?’(p.49 
(with reference: to though not a direct citation of (torch 
Dogmatics* Tof.IT, 1, p.617>(T^T. dark, Edinburgh, 1956))? 
underlining: and bracket s mine) • It is against the arbitrariness 
of "all false boasting” (p. 48) that Barth emphasizes the 
freedom; of God’s; grace. The present writer would, however, 
maintain that am appeal to the cross and resurrection of Jesus 
Christ is precisely the opposite of arrogating to? ourselves 
that which cam be given and received only as a free gift* It 
is a looking away from ourselves to the Saviour. There is no 
genuine appeal to the cross and resurrection of Jesus Christ 
where there is any thought that salvation can ever be anything 
other than a free gift. Barth’s intention in- Church Dogmatics. 
Tof. It̂ f 3, first half, p.477r nray be to warn against false 
boasting. His manner of speaking does, however, open the door 
to a conception of divine freedom; which contains am element of 
arbitrariness which goes beyond a protest against, false boasting.

350. Divine Election* p.240.
351. p. 240. Berkouwer’s protest against Barth * Si doctrine of salvation 

is vitally related to the prociamatiom of the gospel. In his 
Sin, pp.280—28I, Berkouwer discusses Barth’s use of the term;
"das Ficktige" (chaos) in his treatment of sin. Berkouwer 
describes Barth’s view thus- — "this expression in no way 
suggests that" evil is nothing, that it does not exist, or that 
it has no reality""(Sim* p. 281. citing- Church Dogmatics. Vol.
IV", 3,r first half, p. 178); "the point is that it has no 
rightful existence and no ground. It is "impossible, 
meaningless, illegitimate, valueless and without foundation"•. 
Evil is "absolute inferiority^ *”♦ (Sin. p.2&l, emphasis original, 
source of first quotation — Church Dogmatics. Vol.IF, 3, first 
half, p.1785 no source stated for phrase "absolute inferiority? ) 
In; Sin, p. 281. n.I45v Berkouwer cites Barth at length - Evil 
"does not exist as God does, nor as His creatures, amongst 
which it; is not to? be numbered. It has no; basis for its being.
It has no> right to; the existence which to our sorrow we
cannot deny to? it" (Church Dogmatics. Tol.IT, 3, first half, 
p. 178). Berkouwer emphasizes that, in his own The Triumph of 
Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth(pp.70ff )» he has under
scored the reality^-character of sin in Barth’s 'theology. 
Berkouwer’s critique of Barth’s theology is not focused on 
either his view of the reality of sin or the uncreaturely 
nature of sin in isolation from the proclamation of salvation.
The question; arises most pointedly in view of Barth’s 
affirmation of the reality of eternal destruction (Church 
Dogmatics. Vol.I, 2, p.238) whether It is sufficient for Barth, 
in his preaching of the gospel, to say, "By grace you have 
been saved! — this is true, even though we may not believe it, 
may not accept it as. valid for ourselves" even allowing- for 
his words, "and unfortunately In so doing may forego? his 
beneflts?’( K. Barth, Deliverance to the Captives. (S .C .M» Press 
Ltd., London, 1961), pW40^emphasis original). cf. n.394.

35:2. cf. Church Dogmatics. Tol.I, 2, Section 171 "The Revelation of 
God as the Abolition of Religion", pp.280-361.

353, General Revelation. Chapter VI, "The "Fature Psalms", pp. 117-134
354* Chapter Til, "Revelation and Knowledge", pp. 137^172.
355* Man r The Image of God, pp. 96-97•
356. pp.87-98*
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357* pp.87̂ -89(Calvin and Bavinck), pp.89—9^(Barth), pp.96-98 

(comparison of the two approaches).
358. p.93.
359. p.93.
360* p. 91; citing Kirchliche DogmatIk. Vol.Ill, 2, pp*43-50f 54-55t 

(Zolliken, Zurich, 1948) asa genera1 reference.
361. cited in Man : 93ie Image of God. p.91.
362. p.96.
363. p.97.
364. p.98.
365. p.101.
366. p. 102* Berkouwer placet inverted commas round the word ’’natural” 

to> Indicate that he Is not implying that Barth teaches salvaticn 
by nature rather than “by grace. He uses the word ’’natural” to 
raise pointedly the question whether the way in which Barth 
emphasizes salvation by grace provides a proper perspective 
concerning the ’’through faith” (Ephesians 2; 8) 'COsteadfel®.-•which 
the divine salvation reaches man.

367. ffibe Triumph of Grace in the Iheology of Karl Barth, p.251 (source 
given "by Berkouwer, p.250 n. 68) .

368v p.250(emphasis original).
369. P.250.
370. p.250.
371. Han t The Image of God, p.56(emphasis original).
3?2. p*96. of. *Ehe frlumph of Grace in the theology of Karl Barth» 

P*54.
373* Kirchliche Dogmatik. VoI.IV, I, p*835t (Zolliken, Zurich, 1953)» 

(cited in The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, 
p. 266 — emphasis in Berkouwer) • "

374* References in Barth and Berkouwer — as in n.373.
379* The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, Chapter IV,

"Hie Triumph of Election", pp.89-122.
376. p.212. This Is borne out by Barth!? preference for the phrase, 

’’Jesus Is Victor” rather than the expression, "the triumph of 
grace”(Church Dogmatics. VoI.IV, 3, pp.173-180.)

377* Man : She Image of God, p.107. The centrality of christology in 
Berkouwer* s thought Is observable throughout his "Studies In 
Dogmatics”. Berkouwer*s theology is no less christocentrlc than 
Barth’s though he uses christology differently frour Barth.

378* fhe Triumph of Grace in the Iheology of Karl Barth, pp. 222, 24&
Berkouwer is particularly concerned in these passages with 
Barth’ s doctrine of -slri&

379. PP.250, 256. By questioning the capacity of Berth*s theology to 
ascrlhe decisive significance to> history, Berkouwer does not 
"rash to- accuse Barth of Being guilty of subscribing to a 
consistently Idealistic conception of history in which history 
serves only to illustrate an eternal idea.”(pp.256-257. 
emphasis original)•

380* cf. J. Jocz, The Covenant t A IPheology of Human Destiny. (William 
B. Eerdmans, Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1968),

,, p. 217.
381. The frlumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, p. 349 

(emphasis original)•
382. p.349.
383# p.349.
384. p.369.
385. p.369.
386. pp.369-370.



p.368. Berkouwer is concerned to emphasize the unbreakable 
bond between reality and reIatlon(cf• Man ; The Image of God, 
p.35). It is the reality of Gad’s salvation that is known in 
the relation of faith. It is precisely in this relation that 
this reality is known*
The Triumph of Grace ini the Theology of Karl Barth, p.371 
(emphasis" original).
p.378(emphasis original). The expression "in Christ" must not 
he isolated from the context of faith. The present writer holds 
that great care needs to he taken1 in the interpretation of the 
word "all" in relation to being- in Christ in Romans 5s 18 and 
1 Corinthians 15*22. In the immediate context, Romans 5*17 and 
1 Corinthians 15*23 suggest that the word "all" may not he 
understood in. am unqualified way* The word "all" may not he 
interpreted im Isolation from the words, "Justified by faith" 
(Romans 5s l) and "the gospel, which you received, im which you 
stand, by which you are saved, If you, hold it fast" (1 Corinth- 
15*1-2) * The expression "In Christ^ requires to he interpreted 
such that the urgency of the decision, of faith is emphasized — 
"if any one is im Christ, he is a new creation" (2 Corinthians 
5*17; implying that there are others who are mot im Christ, 
who are mot a mew creation); "There is therefore now mo 
condemnation for those who- are in Christ Jesus" (Romans 8:1|: 
implying: that there are others who- are not Im Christ Jesus U , 
about whom? it may not be said, "There Is therefore now mo 
condemnation"); Paul's desire to "be found Im him.." (Philip- 
plans 3:9) Is filled rath urgency. These brief comments are 
not Intended as a full exposition of these passages. They:.!'?',
are Included here meres t# indicate that theology requires,
im. Its interpretation of the phrase "im Christ", to think 
carefully about the view of the relationship between object
ivity and subjectivity Implicit Im that interpretation. The 
dangers to be avoided are a false objectivism which tends to 
devalue subjectivity and a false subjectivism which tends to 
misunderstand the entire orientation of faith towards grace* .
p. 382 (underlining mine) . ' * n*431)
p.382 (underlining mine) , 
p. 383 (underlining mine ) •
There is no y exclusion of the freedom of God here. Im. his 
article, "The Reformation Continues : A Study im Twentieth 
Centul§^©BSiogy", Reformed Review. Vol.33, Ho. 2, Winter I98O, 
the present writer maintains that am. *a priori* exclusion, of 
the possibility of Gad’s being gracious to all is to-,be 
carefully avoided since it would tend towards a presumptuous 
statement concerning what God must do. This position Is taken 
only on. the clear understanding that Scripture gives us no 
encouragement to presume upon such a superabundant bestowal of 
grace upon all. This- position’ is summed up thus : "If God 
chooses to he gracious to all, who: are we to argue? But them 
again, who are we to- presume am such universal grace?" (p. 79) • 
The author*s concern here is to maintain that the bestowal of 
grace is God’s prerogative: without relativizihg either the 
divine promise of grace or the divine demand for faith. The 
proclamation of peace with God through faith in the Lord Jesus 
Chri st (Romans: 5*l) must be carefully dissociated from a 
proclamation which says,""Peace, peace," when there Is no? 
peace" (Jeremiah 6:14;; 8:11.)* The article referred to here is
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a short(pp.73-81) comparative: study of the theologies of G.C. 
Berkouwer and L. Berkhof.

394* The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, p. 274,
(brackets original) . Berkouwer opposes a deterministic notion 
of ’sola gratia’ regardless of the direction it takes — 
partlcuTarlst or universalist. He- resists the tendency to set 
grace and faith over against each other. His view is set in 
contrast with a synergistic interpretation of grace and faith 
(cf. The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, pp. 
349-350). It is important to> note that Paul, in the epistle to? 
the Romans, contrasts grace with works(11:6) and faith with 
works(9:32) but does not contrast grace with faith. It is works 
(as a way of salvation not as a fruit of saIvation(Ephesians 2: 
10; cf. present study, pp.262—263)) which is set over against 
both grace and faith. Any hint of a tension between grace and 
faith suggests an unblbllcal way of thinking. Faith cannot, by 
its very nature, be construed as a ’work’ by which grace Is 
earned. Grace cannot, by its very nature, be construed as a 
’reward’ which is given to faith. Barth rightly opposes such 
thinking. The question arises, however, whether M s  own theology 
rightly represents the relationship between grace and faith. 
Without wishing to> choose Barth,!s texts for hlm:(f), the present 
writer feels that Barth’s sermon, "Saved by Grace", Deliverance 
to the Captives.(S.C.H. Press. London, 1961), pp. 35-42, could 
have been a clearer statement of the- full message of the gospel 
if he had used thtevu text, "ly grace you have been saved through 
faith" (Ephesians 2:8) rather than the text, "33y grace you have 
been saved"(Ephesians 2:5)•cf. present chapter, m.351?

395* The Triumph of Grace: in the Theology of Karl Barth., p.274#
398. The Return of Christ, p. 393.
397. p.393(brackets mine).
398* General Revelation, pp.30—31.
399* p. 154? Man : The Image of God, pp.95-96; The Triumph of Grace 

in the Theology of Karl Barth, pp.232-233, 269ff•, 368, 371*
400* The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth,p.267. 279, 

290.
401. It is hoped that, In the course of the discussion contained In 

the present chapter, it has become increasingly clear what the 
present writer means and does not mean when he affirms that 
Christ is the Truth. It Is clear that deism in Its original 
fOrmi had no real place for Christ at the core of its thinking*
It has been argued In the present study that Tillich’s system 
Is complete without Christ (cf. present study, p. 62).

402. D.G. Bloesch, "The Sword of the Spirit The Meaning of Inspirat
ion", Reformed Review. Vol. 33, Ho. 2, Winter I98O, p. 68.

403. Church- Dogmatics'. Vol.I, 2, p.463. On issues relating: to the 
witness-character of Scripture, of. Holy, Scripture, p.73, p. 147 
m.l?, p. 161n.?2, p. 162 n.75.

4G4*: Vol.I, 2, p,4'63* cf. Holy Scripture, pp.105-106, 137.
405. Vol.I, 2, p.532. of. Holy Scripture, p. 166.
406. Vol.I, 2, p*534* cf. Holy Scripture, p.10;
407; Vol.I, 2, p.537(emphasis original)• cf. Holy Scripture, pp.317-

318, 348-349.
408. Vol.I, 2, p.537. cf. Holy Scripture, Chapter Two, "The Testimoiy 

of the Spirit", pp.39-66.
409. General Revelation, pp.104—105(emphasis original).410. p.105.
411. Church Dogmatics, Vol.I, 2, p.70(underlining mine).
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412. General Revelation, p. 104(revelation - underlining mine; 

actually - emphasis original).
413. Church Dogmatics, Vol.I, 2, p.463.
414* The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Bhrth, p. 270 

   (emphasis original)•
415. pp.275^. This is not to suggest that there is no? exhortation 

to faith in Bbrth's sermons. In his sermon, "The Gospel of God",
Deliverance to the Captives, pp.67—74, he says,. "Repent and 
believe in the gasp ell We must hear this in the same way as we 
hear a call to arm®. This is a command.Act now, immediately. •"
(p.69, emphasis original). It is, however, to emphasize that 
while "Barth calls unbelief "fatally dangerous"..this now and 
then repeated expression is flanked by extensive reflections on 
the ontological impossibility of unbelief" which emphasize that 
"unbelief has been put away, .by the decisive grace of God, 
which is so decisive that the Inevitability of faith lies 
involved In it." (The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl 
Barth, pp.269-270', emphasis original)• It is to emphasize that 
"the "open situation?* of the proclamation cannot solve the 
problem, posecfe by Barth's doctrine of election*.(since) God's 
decision, which is the content of the proclamation, leaves 
room for only one transition : from not-knowing to knowing" (The 
Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, p.293, emphasis 

- original, brackets mine).
416. Church Dogmatics. Vol.I, 2, p.203.
417. Vol.I, 2, p.239.
418. Vol.I, 2, p.265.
419. In Vol.I, 2, p.202, discussing the relationship of the virgin 

birth to the Incarnation, Barth uses the words "optically" and 
"(n)oetically", giving the reader some indication of how he 
understands these ways of understanding-. It is significant that 
he speaks of noetic understanding In? terms of recognition and 
acknowledgment which Is precisely the terminology he uses In 
speaking of the Spirit's work in man(Vo?l.I, 2, p.239). The 
present writer shares Barth’s concern to point to the foundation 
of salvation im Christ. He would, however, question whether 
Barth has not introduced an unbibllcal tension in his understand
ing: of the relationship between salvation and faith. When It Is 
understood that faith is not "a creative component of salvation. • 
a merit which takes the place of good works.. (and that It) does 
not compete1* with the sovereignty of grace (The Triumph of Grace 
in the Theology of Karl Barth,, p.275(emphasis original, brackets 
mine), it becomes possible to? lay full emphasis on the necessity 
of faith for- salvation.(nat am ontological inevitability but an. 
urgent admonition, cf. Berkouwer* s comments on Hebrews 4:2 ,The 
Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, p.27l)» Berkon- 
wer*s discussion of "The Value of Faith" (Faith and Justification)., 
Chapter VII, pp.l?l*“20l) provides an excellent analysis of the 
relationship of faith to salvation. Berkouwer raites, "penitent 
faith..in Its very nature, can know nothing but God's mercy..We 
must not allow ourselves, in reaction to> the doctrine of faith's 
meritoriousness, to? become too timid to speak of Its necessity. • 
God's salvation*.has been devised by no human? mind and has risen 
from? no human heart, .this sovereign grace must be accepted in 
faith. .To interpret faith as a condition? that comes along with 
salvation to supplement and complete it, would he to? manipulate 
faith into..a peculiar kind, of work; of the law..the way, of 
salvation? Is the way of faith .just because It is only in faith
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that the exclusiveness of divine grace is recognized, and 
honored.•faith, directed only to- divine mercy, excludes all 
worthiness..The potency of faith..Is not an autonomous power 
side by side with the power of God; it exists only because 
faith Is completely directed to the power and blessing of God. 
Faith Is no competitor of sola gratia; ..Only rationalism can 
make an unevangelical condition out of this correlation, .a 
cooperating cause*1 (pp. 185, 188—189). The present writer would 
maintain unhesitatingly that this approach opens the way to 
an understanding of the gospel which is, in his view, 
unquestionably more biblical than Barth* s theology(cf. The 
Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, pp.196-198 
where Berkouwer succinctly states the difficulty Barth has 
in emphasizing fully the significance of faith in the light of 
divine grace).

420. The present writer finds the conception of a single truth 
concerning man's relationship to divine salvation regardless 
of man's acknowledgment of It most problematic. He finds this 
nation to be thoroughly inadequate for the Interpretation of 
John 1:11-13 where a contrast is drawn between those who 
receive Christ("there is hardly any difference of opinion 
concerning the fact - which Indeed is undeniable - that John's 
prologue..clearly point(s) to Jesus Christ, even though his 
name is not yet mentioned", General Revelation, p.243) and those 
who do not. The emphasis is placed not on a 'new birth* which 
has taken place in every man by virtue of the incarnation 
regardless of whether this is acknowledged or remains 
unacknowledged but on the new birth which takes places in those 
who receive Christ. Since these verses appear in the much- 
discussed prologue, some words of explanation are required 
regarding the interpretation of the prologue. The interpretation 
given by Berkouwer in General Revelation, Chapter IX,
"Revelation and Illumination", pp.233—261 is followed here.
A dilemma between cosmologic and soterlologic is avoided(p.244)* 
The soteriologic is set against the backcloth of the light and 
the darkness(vs.5, 9—10) - "the complete breach between this 
light and this darkness"(p.254, underlining mine) : "The entire 
universe and all things are wrongly interpreted, wrongly seen. 
But this want of appreciation and this blindness do not 
abolish the nature of light of all things, created in Christ.
To the contrary, all that is left here is guilt..in the 
knowledge of Jesus Christ we see the world in his light"(p.259,
emphasis original). There is, then, nothing in the words of
John Is 9 - "The true light that enlightens every man" - to 
require the kind of ontlc-noetlc distinction used by Barth in 
his understanding of the relationship between salvation and 
faith.

421. Church Dogmatics. Vol.I, 2, p.238. The way in which Barth
relates 'the truth' to? man's being 'in the truth' is questionr-
able. The present writer would carefully distinguish the view 
that there is salvation available for every man in Jesus Christ 
and that this salvation is to be received through faith in him 
and the notion that Barth suggests in the words, "we are His 
children, even if we ourselves do not perceive it". The present 
writer's view entails neither a denial of the love of God for 
all sinners nor the suggestion that faith becomes the basis of 
salvation1 rather than' the way in which the divine grace in 
Christ is to be received.
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422. Vol.I, 2, p. 238.
423. VoI.I, 2„ p.239.
424* Vo>l*I„ 2, p*,240(in. connection with Vo>I.I, 2, p. 238).
4 2% C. Browm,, Karl- Barth and! the Christian Message, pp. 136—137 

(brackets mime£Btowm*sconcern is- with Justification). 
Sanctification is- added; here in view of Barth’s words in Church 
Bogmatics. VoI.I, 2r p.240(cf. Vol.I, 2, p.238).

426. Church Dogmatics. Vo 1.1, 2, p.238v
427* C*W* Bromley, ”Karl BarthP' in Creative Minds in Contemporary 

Theology* edited by P.E* Httghesf p. 49(reference given by 
Etaimiley — Church Dogmatics., VoI.IV, 3, Section 70f 2f (T.&T. 
Clark, Edinburgh,, 1961-62).

428. p.54.
429. p.54.430. Karl Barth and the Christian Message* p.l3S(emphasis original).
431. p. 139* Berkouwer discusses the Adam*-Chrisi analogy im relation 

to human responsibility and not from the vantage-point of eithe* 
the double decree or an *a priori * universalism* Be insists that 
the doctrine of original sin must not he used nas, a means of 
excusing ourselves or of hiding behind another man’ s guilt11 (Sin 
P*435» emphasis original) • Bather, it is ”a confession of our 
guilt” (Sin. p*4$5, emphasis, original). Our relationship to Adan* 
seen in terms of our own sin and our own guilt* is a matter 
filled with responsibility and not a theological abstraction 
which bypasses personal responsibility. Our relationship too 
Christ, set im the context of the confession of sin and the 
removal of guilt, is filled with urgent admonition and may not 
be regarded as a theological abstraction which lacks the 
urgency of the gospelts call to faith. Being in Adam may not be 
understood apart from personal sin and guilt. Being in Christ 
may not be understood apart from personal confession of sin. and 
removal, of guilt. This approach seeks to avoid the heteronomous 
tendency in both particularism! and universalism;. Particularism 
answers the question,, ”Who> is(How many are) in Christ?” with 
the unambiguous answer, 11 the elect only”. Universalism; answers 
this question with the unambiguous answer, ’’all men”. The 
present concern, is to emphasise the universal signif icance of 
Christ without moving towards universalism. Attention is focusei 
on the decision concerning: Christ which confronts all men, ?
a decision which may not he removed from; the; realm; of human, 
responsibility by means of .either a partieularist or a 
universalist view of divine sovereignty. It is not to be suppos
ed that a full emphasis on human responsibility nelativizes the 
gracious character of salvation. Man. does not, by his confession 
of sih, earn Cod ’s favour. Rather, he receives Cod’s forgivene® 
as a free gift through trusting the Christ who died for sinners. 
(The author holds that the limited atonement-universal atonement 
dilemma is rather unfortunate. The idea that every sinner for 
whom; atonement has been’ made(either the elect only or all men)

, .must be saved suggests a heteronomous divine activity which 
devalues human, activity. When the objectivism underlying; both 
these conceptions of the atonement is rejected, it becomes 
possible to more adequately emphasize both the universality of 
the gospel which invites all. men to receive grace through faith 
im Christ and the absolute significance of the personal response 
through which this grace is received(cf. Divine Elections* pp. 
232ff. Bote especially p*232 m.28)J.

432. Karl Barth and the Christian. Message, p. 152.



p.152, cf. p.312.
Church Dogmatics t, Vol.I, 2, p.238.
Vol.!,, 2f p. 239*
Vol. I, 2, p.238;
VoI.I,, 2, p.238*
The present writer finds Barth’s attempt to do justice to the 
significance of personal- faith in Christ' in. relation to man’s 
eternal destiny "both confusing and unconvincing. Concerning 
those who are “not in the truth”(i.e. subjectively), Barth says 
that "the (objective’) truth” that they are “His (God’s) 
children..from a3H eternity" is true to their "eternal destruc
tion” (Vol.I, 2,, p.238,, brackets mine). This eternal destruction 
appears to he determined not 'Ey God’s decision that all men 
should he his children .from all eternity but by man’s decision 
to re ject this "truth”. If man’s decision to reject this "truth* 
leads to his eternal destruction, Barth’s attempt to reject the 
idea that "at quite a different point (from the Son of God’s 
assumption of humanity) the question of our destiny Is necessar
ily raised and answered”(Vol.I, 2, p.238, brackets mine) 
becomes utterly confusing. It would appear that he is_ saying 
precisely the opposite of what he claims to be saying. He claims 
to hold that man’s eternal destiny is settled at the point of 
the Son of God’s assumption of humanity and not at the point of 
a man’s personal response to Christ. He appears, however, to be 
saying that a mam’s re jection of Christ determines his eternal 
destiny as one of eternal destruction. When l&rih writes, "He 
(Christ) is the Rejected, as and because He is the Elect. In 
view of His election, there is no other rejected but Himself" 
(Church Dogmatics. Vel.H, 2, pp.352ff., (T.&T* Clark, Edinburg, 
1957) ? cited in C. Brown, Karl Bhrtfo and the Christian Message. 
p.133), it becomes rather unclear what he means when he speaks 
of a man facing the reality of eternal destruction. Barth’s 
legitimate protest against a "predestination..to> sin and death” 
(Vo)l,II„ 2, pp. 172ff♦ , cited in Brown, p.132) may be appreci
ated. It would seem1, however, that M s  view of Christ as the 
Elect and the Reprobate Is presented in such a way that It 
excludes not only an ’a priori * re jection of men on the basis 
of predestination but also ant ’a posteriori’ rejection of men 
on the basis of their re jection of Christ. The introduction of 
the notion of the eternal destruction of those who do not 
recognize and acknowledge that they are "His (God’s) children 
• • froim all eternity. • reconciled. • elect. • called. • justified*. 
sanctified. ."(V6i.I, 2, pp. 238, 240, brackets mine) seems, in 
the present writer’ s view, to be a rather unconvincing attempt 
to avoid universalism. The author holds that it is much more 
Mblical and much less speculative to relate the threat of 
eternal destruction to the rejection of the; love of God which 
invites men to receive the blessings of salvation, through faith 
in Christ rather than speaking: of the eternal destruction of 
those who? are "reconciled, .elect* .called. . justified. • sanctified. • 
children in the Father’s house"(Vol.1, 2, 'p.24®). 
cf. G.W. Bromiley,,, "ICarl Barth” in Creative Minds in Contemporary 
Theology* edited by P.E . Hughes - Barth’s doctrine of the Spirit' 
is appreciated in the section entitled "Qualities”(especially pp. 
551 57) end criticized im the section entitled "Defects"(especi
ally p.53)• Concerning: the relation of Barth’s view of election 
to* his re jection of universalism1, Bromiley writes, "God’s; 
manifest purpose Im Christ is to> save, but under the sovereignty



of the Spirit some might; not Be saved. The question, is whether 
the Christologlcal reference finally helps or matters very much. 
Is not the ultimate decision still taken apart fromi the 
revealed election — that is, not in the prior* counsel of the 
Father But in the inscrutable operation of the Spirit? In other 
words, the decision regarding Individuals Is simply removed 
from the inscrutahllity- of sovereign- predetermination to the 
inscrutability of sovereign, calling."(p.53) • Bromiley is refer
ring* here to the tension within Barth’s theology between, his 
chrlstological conception of election and his view that those 
who have not, through the working of the Spirit, experienced 
the subjective revelation by which they perceive themselves to 
be God’s children, fromi all eternity will face the reality of 
eternall destruction.! Bkrth does place the giving of faith wiihah 
the domain of the Spirit’s working:(ef. Deliverance to the 
Captives*. pp*4X, 73, 116) though he carefully avoids arbitrari
ness — "to believe*, .this is to be the concern; of our prayers. 
>i> human being: ever prayed for this in vain. If anyone asks for 
this,!;thfeC answer Is already being given and faith begins. .Ask 
that you. may believe: this and It will, be* given yon,,(p.4l) > "We 
are grateful to> know that we d'o> not pray im vain and never will1 
(d *74), 11 the lord our God has never failed anyone; who prayed fcr 
power and strength to remember him’’ (p. 116) •

440;. In one sense, the present author would hold that there is a 
single truth. Jesus Christ Is the Trufh(Jbhm 14?6). The truth 
concerning him is that he is the Way by which mem. receive Life 
(John 14*6). This understandinv g requires, however, to be care
fully distinguished from the Idea of a single truth concerning 
mankind which can. be; deduced fromi the affirmation of Christ as 
the Truth without reference to the presence or absence of faith 
in a man* The former conception of truth is, in the author’ s 
view, thoroughly biblical while the latter is dangerously 
speculative.

441* cf.: The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, pp. 30,33 
442»i&266(citihgr Kirchliche Db^matik. 7oI.IT. 1. p. 835).
443* p v „.
444* The Triumph of Grace im the; Theology of Karl Barth.pp ̂ 265t 

cf. C. Brown, Karl Barth and' the Christian: Message^
44 jj* Berkouwer makes- some helpful observations coneerMngS&ie **

Importance of the change which takes place In man’s relationship 
to God at the point of his conversion In The Triumph of Grace 

- in the Theology of Karl Barth, p* 257(coraments on Ephesians 2) . 
44$* p.276.
441!* p* 276 (emphasi s* original) •
448. p.215(emphasis original)• Berkouwer acknowledges Barth’s 
44 conception of the ’open situation’ of preaching (pp•275—276) 

which he adjudges too he Inadequate(p.296) •
449* Karl Barth, Kirchliche Dogmatik. Kcl.III, 2, pp.43-50 and 54-55?

cited in Man s The Image of God, p.91 (reference — n.54)»
450V Church' Dogmatics. 7ol.X, 2, p. 240.
451* 7oI.I, 2, p.240.
452, Tol.I, 2, p.240*
453* Tol.I, 2, p.238,
454* 7cI.I, 2, p.240.
45%: 7©1.I, 2, p,240; Respite Barth’s intention to point to Christ 

and to; honour the Spirit, these emphases could lead to f,a 
false and dangerous optimism”(C. Brown, Karl Barth and the 
Christian Message, p.137)*



Footnotes •froc- Chapter Five (Pages 118—144) *
3U This expression1 is difficult to define precisely* R*W» KepBurn 

Begins his article, "Philosophy of Religion” in A Dictionary of 
Christian theology * edited "by A* Richardson, (S.C.M. Press, 
London* 1969), thus s "Philosophy of religion is the logical 
study of religious and theological concepts* arguments, language: 
the scrutiny of various interpretations of religious experiences 
and ̂acti vitieii ” (p* 25®) •2* The present writer does not regard Berkouwer* s theological method 
as unpM'lQsophical and unconcerned with questions of reasonable
ness* cf * present study* pp • 2l8-25l(hrief summary* pp*250—251) •

3* An interesting account of the history of "The Tbeologi cal
Encounter with Philosophy” is found in D*G* Bloesch* The Ground 
of Certainty s Toward am Evangelical Theology of Revelation* 
(William B*̂  Eerdmans Publishing Company* Grand Rapids* Michigan* 
197l) * Chapter Two* pp.26-5G* Bloesch*s Basic position is stated 
in the "Foreword” — "Philosophy can he of considerable aid to 
theologians* hut they must take care not to let philosophical 
concepts determine the meaning of faith* Reason can he enlisted 
in the service of revelation* hut it cannot establish the truth 
of revelation* • • • What we uphold is not an autonomous reason hut 
an obedient reason* • this ideal has support in the history of 
theology as well as in the Mhle* Our principal criticism is 
directed not at philosophy hut at a theology that has turned 
away from its own criterion* * Theology is not rationalistic 
philosophy hut reason in obedience to revelation*" (pp* 7-8) •

4* cf* present study* pp*6®*—78 for a fuller discussion of Tillich*s
5* Systematic Theology* (The University of Chicago Press* Harper & 

Row Publisher s^llew fork and Evanston* 1967* (three volumes in 
one)* Vol.I* p*22(underlining mine).

6* Vol.I* pp*22-23(Brackets mine)*
7* Vol.I* Part I* "Reason and Revelation”(pp.71-159)•
8. J. H. Thomas* Paul Tillich* (The Carey Kingsgate Press Limited,
‘ London* I965) *R>*45-46(romanticism)5 cf. present study, pp.65-70* 9* In his General Revelation and Holy Scripture. Berkouwer is
: particularly concerned to> ground truth for us in truth in itself. 
In Man : The Image of god, pp. 26-27* Berkouwer makes perceptive 
criticisms' of a rknowIedget which does not lead to a Better 

_ understanding' of ourselves*
11. The "for us” element is* for Tillich* a matter of ultimate 

concern* It is questionable whether the gospel* s "for us” 
element can he taken with ultimate seriousness apart from
the historical character of the gospel events being- treated rath 
the same ultimate seriousness as "truth in itself”(i.e. true 
regardless of whether or not one has experienced the "ecstatic
experience which Tillich speaks of in his account of Jesus*

IP ? e ^ e c y o n y  ^stematic- Eieolo^, Vol.I!, p. 157).
e.g-. J.AJ. Robinson, Honest to- Ood.fe.C.H. London, I963).13. P. Trllich, Systematic Geology. Vol.I, p.6.

14' e*f* D*H,* Freeman’ (International Library of Philosophyand Theology - Modem Thinkers Series, editor : D.H. Freeman),
v ^ i a f l ^ . ^  R6f0mned Philadelphia, Pentyl-

15. Tillich considers- this to he an important issue though it
,, questionable whether he has dealt with it adequately-.
Jb* cf. present study, pp.22-29* 67-70.

xs
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17T* This is not done By* an. undue appeal ter philosophy But By an 

emphasis on the unity of truth, in its objective and subjective 
aspect's,, which is maintained throughout his writings*

18* Holy Scripture* pp.9—10*
19* p*I0). cf. General Revelation, pp. 131-132.
20* Berkouwer* s religious methodology has been compared with that of 

B. Pascal(cf. present study* p.6). J»S. Dunne, The Reasons of the 
Heart.(S.C.M. Press Ltd.* London* 1978) comments thus on Pascal’s 
statement - "The heart has its reasons that reason does not knoidl 
"Although reason does not know them* they can Become known to 
the mind. It is when the reasons of the heart become known to tie 
mind*-1 Believe* that insight occurs, "(p.xii). Berkouwer concerrs 
himself with the same issue in his article*"The Significance of 
Fascal(l662-1962)" ini Christianity Today. (August 31* 19^2 * ttf? 22> 
31—32) —  "When we forsake the traditional proofs far God* do. we 
forsake all genuine apologetic?" (p. 32). He cites Pascal*s 
statement* "the heart has reasons which the reason does not know” 
in support of a negative answer to this question ( p.32)* emphas
izing that " Pascal "talked not to am abstract - thing called 
reason* But to the actual* the concrete person?* and that "His 
God was not am idea* but a Person1; M s  faith was not the capstone 
of am intellectual structure * but the reality which is in Christ" 
(p. 3 2) ....

21. A Half Century of Theology. Movements and Motives. p*77*
22. p.?6m
23. Contrast P. Tillich’s view of the philosopher’s "detached 

objectivity11 (Systematic Theology. Vol.I, p.22).
24. A Half Century of Theology., Movements and Motives, p.77*
25* p. 77 *
26* For further discussion* cf. present study* pp.218-251*
27V A Half Century of Theology. Movements and Motives., pp.76-77*
28* Tillich’s whole theology may be viewed as a reaction against the 

intellectual abstraction of the old natural theology. It is, 
however* questionable whether he has not produced a different 
type of natural theology which removes the living God to a 
comfortable distance. Tillich maintains that faith Is the 
experience of grace when all the human securities of Belief and 
action are shattered (Dynamics of Faith. (Harper and Brothers, Hew 
York* 1957)* p.88). This view is acceptable to the present 
writer as a critique of the old natural theology. When* however, 
It is used By Tillich to present an a-hlstorlcal interpretation 
of the Christ-evenf(cf. present study* pp.74-77)» the question 
arises whether he has not treated faith’s divinely-given foundat
ion as a human security. While Tillich’s theology may have a 
certain appeal to modem man* it may also have the effect of 
turning the living God into a rather cortentless concept which 
contains no fundamental challenge to modem man1 to rethink the 
presuppositions upon which his whole life Is Based.

29. The proofs’ emphasis on ontology and teleology may Be placed In 
the context of doxology rather than natural theology(l.e. God’s 
existence is not ’proved* But certain aspects of God’ s character 
are specified which* when received as an. expression of faith’s 
understanding* can evoke worship) •

3®. The!silo belief, without the Incarnation) at its centre* threatens 
to remove God to the periphery of human experience* thus making 
the matter of the existence of God a matter of considerable 
Indifference.

31* When the ’Godr of deism Is made central to discussions In
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philosophical theology* this ’God* is rightly treated as ,a 
puzzle in an intellectual game since this ’God* has remained 
at the perimeter.

32. A Half Century of Theology. Movements and Motives, p.77* Modern 
atheism has answered this question negatively. It is* however* 
debatable whether much of modern atheism has paid sufficient 
attention to the question, "Who Is God?” and other related 
questions. Where the theism — atheism discussion does not focus 
sufficient attention am such questions, It tends to be rather 
remote from human' experience because it creates a hiatus between 
the ’God* under discussion and the living God who is to be clear
ly distinguished: from a rather characterless Supreme Being who 
might be aptly described as the "unknown God"(cf. Acts 17?23).

33. The close relation between these two questions is well brought 
out in H. Kung’s Does God Exist?, translated by B„ Quinn, 
(Collins* London, I980). An important part of Kung’s answer to 
the question posed in the title is his answer to* the further 
question, "Who is God?".

34* A Half Century of Theology. Movements and Motives, p.77*
35. Berkouwer’s discussion of "The Crisis of the Providence Doctrine 

in Our Century"(The Providence of God, Chapter I* pp.7-30) aptly 
emphasizes the relation between the question of God and questloEs 
of meaning and purpose.

36* A Half Century of Theology, Movements and Motives, p.77«
37. General Revelation, p.134. On the basis of God’s salvation(and 

not that of natural theology’s attempt to prove God’s existence) 
is the believer deeply moved to worship God.

38. p.134* The dangers of natural theology need not inhibit theology 
in its confession of the revelation of God in creation.

39* Roly Scripture, pp.351-352.
40. A Half Century of Theology, Movements and Motives, pp.l57ff#
4-1. Christian faith involves "acceptance, .with joy and willingness" 

and an obedience to "Christ whereby he is never out of view" 
(Holy Scripture, p.350)•

42* Faith and Justification, pp.21-22.
43. Divine Election. pp.276-277 >
44* Holy Scripture,- pp.289-290.
45. Berkouwer writes, "we must not speculate beyond the boundaries 

which God in His wisdom has set us"(Divine Election, p. 15') • He 
emphasizes the faith-character of theological statements(Divine 
Election, pp.25-26). When theological affirmation is understood 
as a confession of faith which is relative to' divine revelation, 
it is preserved from the kind of authoritarian assertiveness 
which falls to recognize sufficiently the limitation of theolog
ical understanding.

46. In his discussion, "Election and the Eiddenness of God” in 
Divine Election,(Chapter Four, pp.102-131), Berkouwer emphasizes 
that God’s hiddenness is not be set over against his salvation. 
He rejects a concept of God’s hiddenness which "separates the 
God of revelation from our lives and mitigates the absolute 
trustworthiness of that revelation”(p.125)• Even in confessing 
God’s salvation* faith acknowledges that it does not know 
everything about God(pp.120-121; especially the citation of 
Isaiah 45?15)» Although our knowledge of God In Christ Is 
confessed to be true and reliable, we must not presume upon 
complete knowledge(p.124; especially the citation of John 14?9)* 
The attempt to attain to complete knowledge is admonished for 
Its spiritual pride when Christ speaks of these things which 
are hidden from "the wise and understanding” yet revealed "unto



“babes,f(p*31.23,. especially the citation of Matthew 11s25* This 
biblical passage concludes Berkouwer’s study of divine election, 
p.330 where he is concerned that knowledge of God is not to he 
sought apart from a simple faith which looks to Christ as Saviour*)

47'. A rationalism which purports to; reduce the mystery of revelation 
to the level of human reason is quite illegitimate because faith 
recognises that God’s thoughts are higher than our thoughts( Bote 
citation of Isaiah 55*9 in Divine Election* p.8l). Even in the 
knowledge of God through his revelation, the believer acknowledges 
his inability to comprehend God fully* An excellent discussion of 
the fundamental importance of "God’s Incomprehensibility51 for 
theological reflection is found in H. Bavinck, The Doctrine of 
God, translated, edited and outlined by W. Eendriksen, (The 
Banner of Truth Trust, Edinburgh, 1977)r Chapter I, pp.13-3?*

48* A mystical experience which cannot be communicated in words is 
far removed from the Christian experience of salvation for which 
the words of Scripture have a "decisive importance"(Holy Scripture, P*2897*

49* Both these characteristics of Berkouwer* s thought are clearly 
observable in the "Foreword" to A Half Century of Theology* 
Movements and Motives* pp*7-9*

50# This phrase is used by B. Demare st to describe Berkouwer* s
discussion on the relation between faith and reason* Review of 
A Half Centipy of Theology, Movements and Motives in Themelios.
Vol.4,/ Ko).l(lfew Series), September 1978, p*41 (review: pp.40-41)*

51* J* Rogers, in his Confessions of a Conservative Evangelical.
(The Westminster Press, Philadelphia, 1974) points out the 
openness of Berkouwerrs approach In area© where there is a 
tendency to adopt closed attitudes, (a) "In America we often do 
theology as if it was a game of cops and robbers. We choose.« 
sides, thinking that the “good guys”(those we agree with) say 
and do all the good things and that the "bad guys” (those we dis
agree with) say and do all the bad things* Life ismst like that.
I can remember how puzzled I was when I started reading G*C* 
Berkouwer to discover his quoting-'Rudolf Bultmannf for instance, 
with great approval In one place and then a few pages later 
vigorously disagreeing with him. He didn’t seem to need to add a 
footnote to remind us that Bultmann was a bad guy. He dealt with 
the Issues Instead of putting down the people."(p.60) • (b) On 
being personally attacked because of his Involvement In 
ecumenical affairs, Berkouwer cited "II Tim.2:9.•”The word of 
God Is not bound”", emphasizing that "as long as we read the same 
Bible with conservatives or liberals, Catholics or sectarians, 
we can’t predict the outcome. God’s Spirit will work through his 
Hord."(p. 142). When asked about his participation as an official 
observer at the Second Vatican Council, "Don’t you think that 
participation in the Council Is a dangerous thing?”, Berkouwer 
replied, "Danger Is not a theological word", (p. 137)*

52. cf. the present writer’s own article, "The Reformation Continues 
A Study in Twentieth Century Reformed Theology" in Reformed 
Review* Toil.33, Kb. 2, Winter I98O, pp.73-81.

53. Berkouwer* s theology is experiential but it Is not experience- 
based in the sense that nothing can be said to those who have 
not had the experience except, "Tou’II understand once you’ve 
had the experience”.

54* This concern may be seen in different ways in the writings of 
P.L. Berger, H* Pannenberg and P. Tillich. P.L. Berger,
Rumour of Angels. Modem Society and the Rediscovery of the



Supernatural«(Penguin Books Ltd,, Harmondsworthy 1969), Chapter 
3* 11 Geological Po ssibilities : Starting with Han”, pp.66-96f 
W. Pannenberg, What is Han?, translated by D.A. Prlebe, (Fortress 
Press, Philadelphia, 1970) - A useful account of Pannenberg* s 
”Geo logical Anthropology41 is found in A.D. Galloway, Wolfhart 
Pannenherg. (Contemporary Religious Ginkers Series, General 
Editor : H.D. Lewis),(George Allen & Unwin Ltd., London,1973)r 
Chapter 1, pp. 13-34? F. Tillich, Systematic Geology* Vol.I, 
p.7r, while emphasizing that apologetic theology must he based on 
the kerygma, sets apologetic or ”answerlng Geology” oyer 
against kerygmatic theology. Tillich* s method is the method of 
correlation which ”tries to> correlate the questions implied in 
the situation with the answers implied in the message.”(p.8).

55*Berkouwerf s approach to theology is different fromi the approaches 
of Berger, Pannenberg and Tillich. Berkouwer* s approach is not, 
however, to he described in terms of sheer heteronomy. Berkouwei% 
critique of the ’’from above - fromi below” dichotomy is discussed 
with particular ref erence to Pannenberg’s christology in the 
present study, pp. 230-238.

56* For a helpful approach to the heteronomy — autonomy question, cf. 
U.H.G. Robinson, G e  Groundwork of Christian Ethics. (Collins.

“ London, 1971) r PP*96, 168, 170 , 221.
57* Geee words of A. Willingdale(fronr a review in G e  Evangelical 

Quarterly) are cited on the front/inside dust cover of Han, : G e 
Image of God. Also of interest is J. Riches, ’’Berkouwer on 
Common Grace”. In. Geology 78 : pp.302-309(January 1975)* While 
Riches finds Berkouwer* s G e  Providence of God and Faith and 
Sanetif 1 cation most unsatisfactory since they are ”caged In his 
.own tradition”(p.303), he maintains that the difference between 
these two volumes and Man: G e  Image of God Is ’’enormous” (p. 303) • 
Riches appreciates Berkouwer* s application of a soteriological 
perspective to all theological themes and his readiness to: 
acknowledge the positive value of human actions outside of the 
church.

58. Han 1 G e  Image of God, p• 20).
59* pp. 22-23. GIs is not an authoritarian imposition of theology 

upon anthropology but a consistent development of the faith in 
the living God which holds Gat since man. .image
of God he cannot be properly understood apart from God. It is 
worthy of note that D. Lyon, in his Christians & Sociology,
(inteiv-Varsity Press, Downer’s Grove, Illinois, I976), describes 
Berkouwer*s Han. : The Image of God as ’’full of insight relevant 
to' the sociologist”(in list for ”Further Reading ” at the end of 
the book) • (Lyon’s book is also published by G e  Tyndale Press, 
Leicester, 1975)•

60), Divine Election, p.46.
61. p.49* Berkouwer discusses ”Euman Freedom” in Han' : G e  Image of 

God . where he emphasizes that man finds his true human freedom . 
In and through true submission to the divine sovereignty (Chapter 
Bine, pp.310-348). Berkouwer stresses that any other conception 
of human freedom- leads to man’s sovereignty and the reduction of 
God to) an Idea — the freedom of autonomous man ”is not honored 
with this name in the Hew Testament, but is rather rejected and 
unmasked”(p.325) f the Hew Testament presents freedom as ’’freedom- 
In and through Christ..no\.abstract concept of freedom but., 
freedom..in a completely relational sense.”(p.321:)•

62. Han : Ge: Image of God, p. 127* Berkouwer is not concerned with 
”a simple ’’part corrupt, part not”, a simple quantitative 
reduct 1 oh”(p. 128) • He insists that ’’man (does) not have the
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power too ‘begin by himself any change in spiritual things’*(p. 131- 
132; brackets mine,, emphasis original)* Berkouwer insists that, 
even: In his fallenness, man’s humanness is preserved and that
fallen man. cannot escape- from' his relation to God into an area
beyond humanness and responsibility (as Is Implied in expressions 
such as demonlzatlon and dehumanization) (pp* 134—135) • Berkouwer 
describes; fallen mam’s relation to> God thus s ’’man stands and 
remains; standing im his human responsibility and In his human 
guilt over against God” (p. 135)*

63* pil4l(Context t discussion of the Flood im Genesis).
64. p,142.
65. pp:*31—32(Berkouwer discusses the meaning of this term here).
66. cf. pre sent study, pp• 230-238 for: further discussion.
67* Ham t G e  Image of God, p.35.
68. p.I3 (emphasis origiiial) •
69* p.18*
700' pp.I4ff* A humanist contribution to the Chrlstianlty-humanlsm 

dialogue Is found Im H* Hawtou, Controversy : G e  Bomanist/ 
Christian Encounter. (Pemberton Books, London, 1971) • Of partic- 
ular Interest Is the statement of "(t)he fundamentals of modern 
Humanism’’(pp.24I—243 s "A Humanist Manifesto”, from; the first 
congress of the International Humanist and: Ethical Union at 
Amsterdam im 1952)*

71* Berkouwer himself stresses the "existential character” of the 
question of man(p.l8). When we seek to» understand ’’man”, we are 
seeking to understand ”ourselves” which means that we are 
involved Im the entirety of our own existence (p. 18, emphasis 
original). Berkouwer* s opposition: to existential!sm:(pp. 24ff) 
is directed against (a) the tendency for existentialism; to 
retain ’’all sorts of idealistic motifs” (p. 24) - nIm. existentialism 
generally, the search for the hidden center, the ’’real man” is 
strikingly evident..existentialism; does not continue its 
concentration on man’s misery, but points to his(self-produced) 
salvation. .There is actually no thought of a radical unmasking, 
since at the critical moment the search for the hidden center of 
man reappears, which results in finding’ man, in his freedom, as 
self-choosing subject"(p.25, brackets original). Thus, Berkouwer 
writes, "The antithesis to a Biblical view of man. lies in ideal!* 
stic anthropology — even if it Incorporates within. Itself a 
certain amount of realism and unmasking of evil.”(p.25, underlin
ingmine) f Berkouwer is primarily concerned with Sartre’s thought 

here, (b) the inteipretatlon of man given by atheistic existential
ism in which ’’the essential religious aspect of man’s being is 
lost in a. horizontal analysis"(p.29). Berkouwer maintains that 
"the way to- self-knowledges Is Impossible to traverse with this 
kind of horizontal analysis, since the decisive dimension of 
man’s nature, his relation to God, remains outside the analysis"
(p.29). Berkouwer’s concern here Is with the thought of Heidegger 
in which there is, according to Berkouwer, son lKpli6it .'’’ww: form cf 
humanism?’(p. 28) since the threat tô  man’s existence leads not to 
nihilism but to; "a "heroism” of trust and courage”(p.28)• An 
important critique of Heidegger’s thought is found in J. Macquarrie, 
An Existentialist Theology t A Comparison of Heidegger and 
BUltmann. (S.C.U .Press Ltd.. London. 1955). 00.74—IK. Macouarrie 
holds that the ’’mood of ontological anxiety” may be interpreted In 
two ways — (a) an acceptance of the situation; (b) a search for 
"a Creator who Is author both of man*s being and of the being of 
nature"(p.74)• Macquarrie writes, "Heidegger appears., to stop at
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the first possible interpretation” and then proceeds to* argue 
that ”if that were the only possible interpretation” it would 
dead to ”pessimismand nihilism! which, nmfc altogether unfairly, 
can be regarded as the logical consequences of Heidegger rs 
philosophy.” (pp. 74-75)* Macquarrie himself speaks of wa feeding 
of creatureliness. * which makes possible the quest- for God, the 
ground of being’, which) man. can- find neither in himself nor in the 
world.”(p.75)* Macquarrie emphasises that ”the quest: fan God is 
not an, accident or a luxury or an abnormality, but arises from: 
the very constitution of man^s being” (pp. 75̂ -76)*

72* Man. r She Image of God. p* 13'(emphasis original)*
73. p.13.
74* p. 13 (emphasis- original).
75* p.14*
76* p. 15*
77* P*24.
7t* p.24.
7S'»j p* 24*8GW p. 25* Berkouwer is- favourably citing the view of Van Peursem that 

existentialism may not he viewed as a translation 0$ the Heidel
berg; Catechism:, s section, on human: misery.

81. p. 25. .
8i2. p• 25(brackets mine).
83, p,28,
84* p.25*
85* p. 29(emphasis original) • If is not being suggested here that all 
. j be grouped together indiscriminate

ly. There is a difference between religious snd ratheistic 
existentialism) and there are differences' within both religious 
existentialism* and atheistic existentialism). The reader may be 
interested in a single-volume which contains articles on the 
thought of Kierkegaard, Bietzsche, Heidegger, Camus, Sartre, 
and Buber - E.A. Scott Jr., Mirrors of Man In Existent laid smi. 
(Collins} Hew York, Cleveland, London, 1969, first published in 
Great Britain, 1978) provides an interesting study of the variety 
of different types of existentialism),

86. Berkouwer* s emphasis on actual man (p. 13) and his protest against 
a horizontal analysis of man(p.29) imply the question whether 
an atheistic philosophy can provide an: adequate anthropology, cf.
S. Beill, Christian̂  Faith and Other Faiths; The Christian Dialogue 
with Other Religions. (Second Edition)« (Oxford University Press. 
London,, 1977)» p.172.

87.. S. Be ill., Christian Faith and Other Faiths, p. 175 emphasizes his 
concern with 11 the right use of reason?’. He particularly emphasizes 
his concern “not to exclude any of the questions that can be 
asked,, and not to* exclude the possibility that the answer may come 
by way- of dialogue with an unseen power and not through the 
exercise of our own. powers- of ratiocination alone.” Beill then 
cites on p.176 Ma,cquarrie:rs view that ”theism is a much more 
reasonable belief than atheism..The very fact that there is a world 
rather than nothing, that this is an ordered and structured world , 
rather than' just chaos, and that this world has brought forth 
spiritual, and: personal- beings, makes atheism: a most improbable 
thesis.”(fromi J. Macquarrie., God and Secularity. (Lutterworth 
Press, London, 1968)„ p.108).

88. S. Beill, Christian Faith and Other Paiths. pp.l71ff. - Beill 
questions the adequacy of the atheistic response to> the “three 
ultimate questions. .Where did it all come from? Where is it all
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going to? Why are things the way they are?”(p.I7l)•

89* R*-Brow, Religion s Origin and Ideas. (Tyndale Press, London,
19.66), maintains that there are only two> answers to the question 
of meaning — either meaning or no meaning - and stresses that if 
man seeks to give meaning; to his own existence, he adopts ”(e)go- 
theism..a real theological position?1 involving 11 faith in the one 
who* makes meaning out of meaninglessness” and having the creed, 
”1 believe in myself, only giver cf meaning. *”(p*77) •

90). A. Flew, God and Philosophy. (Hutchinson of London, I966), p.48* 
91*. p>>4&*92.For an important discussion, of this whole question, cf. J. Hick, 

Evil, and the God of Love. (Macmillans London, 1966).
93* Citing J*R* Hick, Philosophy of Religions.,(Prentice—Hall,- 

Englewood Cliffs, Kew Jersey, l563), p.43, A. Flew, God and 
Philosophy  ̂p*57 makes this criticism’, “they are mistaking an* 
ineradicable contradiction, between their own beliefs for an 
insoluble mystery about human freedom?*. The present writer holds 
that the God of the? Christian faith may not be rejected on the 
basis that the fact of evil is irreconcilable with the power and 
love of God. A distinction requires to> he made between the 
affirmation that ”God is not the Author of Sinf and unwarranted 
assertions about what must follow from, the Christian confession, 
of faith in the power and love of God. The Christian, confessing 
hie faith in the power and love of God, puts his trust in the 
wisdom of God to determine how he is to> exercise M s  power and 

^love.
94V A* Flew, God and Philosophy, p. 194* This statement is qualified 

in three ways t (a) The possibility of “correction by further 
evidence and further argument” is acknowledged; (h) It is 
acknowledged that scientific findings change ”from- time to time1?; 
(c) It is acknowledged that scientific development is a 
provisional norm*

95V R. B. Mayers, Religious Ministry in a Transcendentless Culture. 
(tJhiversity Press of America, Washington D*C*, I98O), p. 31 
(emphasis original). This book: is reviewed by the present writer 
in Reformed Review.lbl.34. So. 2, Winter I98I, pp. 144-145*

98* p.31.
97* P.3I.
98, p.42(emphasis original)•
99*JP*42*10$. R. Brow, Religion : Origin and Ideas, distinguishes between 

meaning and meaninglessness in. his chapter entitled “Meaning 
or Meaningless”. He suggests that: it is “foolish to suggest am 
opposition between science and religion?1 though he does insist 
that ”(t)here is a clear contradiction between a monistic view 
of science and Christian Theism?1 (p.77)*

Id. p.78’ — “Even if a scientist's only article of faith is *1
believe in progress *, he is still religious. He has a faith, a 
goal, a eystenr of ethics and a religious experience which take 
him into something greater than its own. notMngne ss”«

102. The problem) of evil is not only a problem) for Christianity with 
its doctrine of God. It is a ♦problemi1 for a humanism; which 
tries to establish a moral code. It is a ‘problem* for an. 
existentialism which seeks to lead men into authentic living.
It is a ‘problem*' for evelyone who refuses to accept a nihilist
ic outlook* However this ‘■problem*' may be defined, it may not 
be viewed merely in connection. with the questions of coherence 
and self-contradiction in the Christian doctrines of God and sin.



It Is a’prohlenn’ fop evea^one^ho:- liiws his life on the “basis 
that one way of life Is to Se^pJeferred to another. Whether or 
not man speaks In terms of the problem of evil, he faces 
precisely this problem] when he Is aware of a gap between his 
own] ldeals(whether or not they are viewed as God-given) and 
his failure to live ut> to those Ideals.The theoretical dimens
ion of this existential problem] then becomes not the question 
of theodicy'but the question concerning the validity : of making 
any kind of moral judgments on the basis of an atheistic world
view. The problem of morality for atheism is, in the present 
writer’s view, a greater problem) than the problem of evil for 
Christianity.103. The problem may take on different forms, depending on the overall 
context in which one views life. It is, howeverr a problem 
(however it may* he defined) which confronts man the moment he 
wishes the world (or his own life) was better than) It Is (i.e. 
morally)•

1041. Sin. o.!4(emphasis original).
105. p. 14# of. citation of Bavinck on pp. 17* 53*
106. Chapter Two,, pp. 27-66*
107. J.R. Hick,, Evil and the God of Love, speaks of "The August ini an 

Type of Theodicy” (Part II — pp.43-204), the dual emphasis of
' which is the goodness of God and the sinfulness of man.

108. R.K.G. Robinson,, "Theodicy" in A Dictionary of Christian Theology, 
edited by A* Richardson, (S.C.M. Press Ltd., Ikjndon, I969), p.335.

109. Fromi a strict Augustinxan standpoint, it Is arguable that this Is 
what Is done in J.R. Hick, Evil and the God of Love. Part IV>
"A Theodicy for Today”.

110. The Providence of God. Chapter VIII, pp. 232-275*
I1T* pp. 249-250w Empirical reality is confusing apart from revelation.
I3L2. p.250. Hate “usually” - no hint of an absolute necessity here.
113. of. A Half Century of Theology', Movements and Motives, pp. 90-92, 

I77*
114. The Providence of God.pp.254.233.
115* Sln,; p.41 (emphasis original, brackets mine). The word “theodicy" 

is used here in the sense of an affirmation of the gospel of the 
goodness of God to sinful men. The attempt to discredit God by 
blaming'him for the evil in the world is disarmed not by vague 
statements such as "There’s more good in the world than* evil" but 
by the knowledge that comes through faith that God "did not spare 
his own Son but gave M m  up for us all"(Romans 8:32) • Statements 
such as "There’s more good in the world than evil" reflect a 
shallow outlook: which simply) has not taken the problem) of evil 
with sufficient seriousness. The Christian believes that God has 
treated the problem of evil with absolute seriousness not by 
explaining’ to questioning man every aspect relating to the 
problem of evil but by disarming the principalities and powers 
and making- a public example of them, triumphing over them, in 
him (i.e. In Christ and, in particular, his death on the cross) 
(Colossians 2:15), thus enabling believing man to be assured 
that the problem: of evil has been dealt with by God himself in a 
way that clearly declares the love of God for sinners.

II6. John 14:9(cited in The Providence of God, p.256).
II7* God’s answer to man’s question Is his work of redemption. The

gospel is God’s answer to the problem) of evil. It Is, therefore, 
Illegitimate to* set an. "answering theology" over against a 
"kerygmatic theology" as Tillich does(Systematic Theology, Vol.I, 
pp. 6-8). Although Tillich does not wish to dissociate M s  
answering theology from the kerygma(Vbl.I, p.7), his actual use



of the answering theology — kerygmatic theology distinction 
has been criticized by C. Brow In his Karl Barth and the 
Christian Message, when he writes, "it Is ironical# .that* .it 
is Barth and not Tillich who gets more closely to: grips with 
modem thought and culture. Whereas Tillich talks vaguely and 
generally, Barth In the small-print passages of the Church 
Dogmatics carries on a continuous dialogue in much detail with 
the great thinkers of the past and present."(p.93)*

118*: Sin, p.15(emphasis original).
119. p*I5*120V p,65(brackets mine, emphasis original).
121V p*I7(oitlng: Romans 1: 20; 2s If IJohn Is 8V 10) .
122. GjOmans 5*7-8V .1 I
123V D,C. Bloesch, The Ground of Certainty, p. 124#
I24# p.I24.■
125. This expression is used by T.F. Torrance in his' Godand Rationa

lity. (Oxford University Press, London, 1971), p.165* This 
expression occurs in the chapter entitled "The Eplstemological
Relevance of the Holy Spl rit" (pp. I65—192) whi ch was originally
published in honour of G.C. Berkouwer in Ex Audliu Verbi. edited 
by R. Schippers, G.E. Meuleman, J.T. Bakker and H.H* Kuitert,

_(J.E. Kok^ Kampen̂ , 1965)* pp.272-296.
126V Han : The Image of God, p. 13.
12?. Sin, p. 15*
128. cf* T.F. Torrance, God and Rationality. pp.l65ff.
129# Holv Scripture. p.lGj cf. T.F. Torrance, God and Rationality,p. 181.
130. cf, present study, p.32f cf. TVF. Torrance, God and Rationality. 

pp.168, 177* The objectivity of divine revelation and the 
subjectivity of human response are not to be set over against 
each other(cf. present study, pp.22-29).

131. T* P. Torrance, God and Rationality, pp.165-192.
132. cf* Holy Scripture. Chapter Five, "The God-Breathed Character 
>: of Holy Scripture", pp*139-169, cf. TJP. Torrance, God and
J Rationality, pp • 168, I85 •

133. Holy Scripture. p.lOj cf. T.F. Torrance, God and Rationality, 
p. 115; cf. J. Rogers, Confessions of a Conservative Evangelical, 
(The Westminster Press, Philadelphia, 1974) , p.58.

134* cf. Han: i The Image of God, p.27 where Berkouwer emphasizes that 
a true knowledge of man is not possible apart from the self- 
knowledge which comes through knowledge of the living God.

135* Concerning the problem of evil, D.G. Bloesch writes, "Christiana 
Ity offers no all-encompassing explanation of evil. But it does 
point to the sure and final answer — Jesus Christ."(The Ground 
of Certainty, p. 124). The conclusions reached concerning a 
particular question reflect the wav in which that question is 
asked.

136. p.61 - Bloesch holds that Berkouwer’s greatness as a theologian is 
directly related to hie ability to ^explain what the faith does 
not mean as well as what it means".

137# The value of Berkouwer* s approach to the issues with which
philosophy has concerned itself lies in M s  consistent emphasis 
on the existential character of these questions. This existential 
character requires to be recognized by all who discuss these 
questions If the discussion is not to he merely theoretical and 
lacking in moral seriousness. Thus, the Christian’s concern Is 
not simply with winning an argument but with leading others in the 
entirety of their existence to* faith In Christ and the non- 
Christian approaches the discussion with a real openness to the
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possibility of being converted to Christ.

138. Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of Iowa, 1964*
139. De Heilige Schrift I and 11(1966. 1967)5 Holy Scripture(1975).
140. These lectures were given at Calvin College, Grand Rapids, 

Michigan, U.,S.A. •
141* Rote especially Chapter Thirteen, 1’Faith and Criticism”, pp. 

346-366.
142# "De Methode van Bferkouwers Theologie” in Ex Auditu Verbl. 

edited by R. Schippers et al., pp. 37-55*
143* In fairness to Collard, it must be acknowledged that H. Berkhof 

has the advantage of close personal acquaintance with Berkouwer.
144, ”De Methods van Berkouwers Theologie” in Ex Auditu Verbl. p.41*
145* p.45*146. pp•44-45(underlining and brackets mine). L..B* Smedes gives a 

helpful account of Berkouwer* s doctrine of perseverance in his 
article, ”G*C* Berkouwer” in Creative Minds in Contemporary 
Theology., edited by P*32* Hughes, (william B.Eerdraans Publishing 
Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, (Second, Revised Edition, 1969))* 
- "Assurance is not the prerogative of the person who can 
reason, Inferentially from. a doctrine of election. Assurance is 
the gift that everyone finds who finds God at the Cross..the 
only place where the faith-certainty of perseverance is found.”
(p.91).147 • p.50(underlining mine). L,B. Smedes gives a helpful account of 
Berkouwer*s interpretation of the doctrine of original sin t ”a 
theological knowledge of universal guilt Is gained only by a 
personal knowledge of personal guilt. From, the low vantage point 
of my own confession, I perceive that the divine judgment of 
guilt is not a judgment on me for Adam *s (and not my) sin.
Divine judgment is levelled against my real sin. And in my 
guilt I perceive my solidarity with mankind..in the matter of 
Imputation of guilt, sin and guilt are known for what they are 
only by faith in Christ* For it is within faith that repentance 
Is real:;.. And only as repentance is real does knowledge of sin 
and guilt be come real. ” (”G .C . Berkouwer” In Creative Minds in 
Contemporary Theology, pp.87-88; brackets original).

148. This point is made in Berkhof*s account of Berkouwer* s "third 
phase” in which he emphasises "the existential direction of 
Scripture”(pp.48-53). It should be noted that Berkouwer has 
criticized 0* Berkhof* s eschatology on the grounds that Its 
interpretation of certain matters Is insufficiently related to 
the existential purpose of Scripture — The Return of Christ, 
pp.307-309, 341-342, 350-351.

149. Berkouwer clearly does not mean to suggest this since he writes: 
”A priori answers cannot be found by means of a special method 
or a hermeneutical technique whereby all scriptural questions 
could possibly be solved by excluding them on the basis of a 
chiIdiike faith.”(Holy Scripture. p.348; italics in the

_ original).
I50* This point is made In the final section of Berkhof* s article, 

cf. L. B. Smedes, "G.C., Berkouwer”, Creative Minds in Contemp
orary Theology, edited by P.E. Hughes - "Berkouwer has called 
orthodox Reformed theology away from Its love affair with meta
physics, .he has called it back to Its proper and humble service 
as hand-maid to the preaching of the Gospel.”(p.96, emphasis 
original). H. Berkhof*s appreciation of Berkhuwer’s thought is 
specified In his Christian Faith t An Introduction to the Study 
of the Faith. (William: B1. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand
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Rapids,; Michigan,, 1979) * It Is important that E. Berkhof*s 
app2§jiation is? precfsely noted here since Berkhof *s article 
cm Berkouwer is known to English readers primarily through the 
writings of three writers who are severely critical of the 
developments which! have taken place in Berkouwerrs theology - 
A*L* Baker,. Berkouwer*s Doctrine of Election t Balance or 
Imbalance? ,(Presbyterlan and Reformed Publishing Go’., Phillips- 
haasĝ '.pBw Jersey* I98I), pp»37-4p| C# Bogue,, A Bole in the Bikes 
Critical-Aspects of Berkouwerrs Theology,(Mack: Publishing 
Company,. Cherry Hill, Mew Jersey, 19777 * pp.lS-19(a passing 
reference to Berkhof* ŝ article) t p*2*T(an account of Berkhof* s 
article) f C* Van Til, She Sovereignty of Grace : An Appraisal 
of G.C*, Berkouwer*'# View of Dordt. (Paresbyterian and Reformed 
Publishing Company, Philadelphia* Pennsylvania, 1969)t oirca 
pp.6?>ff* * Berkhoft in Christian Faith* maintains that Berkouwer 
gives a "good orientation?* to combining "the original and the 
guilt** (p* 204) t describes Berkouwer *s Faith and perseverance as 
**(a) fine dogma^historical and dogmatic discussion?* of the 
them© that the doctrine of perseverance should not make people 
careless and indifferent(p#4T8) and describes Berkouwer *s 
Divine Election as a "worthwhile attempt at reformulating the 
classical problems and placing theim in a biblical framework" 
(p*482).151* Ex Auditu- Verbi, p*41* Berkhof emphasises that the developments 
which have taken place in Berkouwer*© thought are consistent 
developments from: motifs which were present in the * first 
phase1*

192* cited in Ex Auditu Verb!,. p• 41 (underlining mine)*
1̂ 3. p*4I*I54* In Holy Scripture, p. 120 n*42,, Berkouwer points out that "in 

Geloof en Opehbaring in de nieuwere Duitse Theol. (Faith and 
Revelation in Modem German Theology — 1932 doctoral thesis), 
p* 222**1 used the word "correlation"*.in the sense of the mutuaL 
involvement of faith and revelation am the way of faith*" 
Berkouwer, in his statement of his understanding of the concept 
of correlation, cites favourably the words of Melanchtben: "the 
promise and faith are t©> be correlated" and "the promise of 
mercy must be correlated with faitht for it cannot be apprehen
ded without it"(p* 120 n*40)* He distinguishes his concept of 
correlation from that of 3*ililck* the structure of whose thought 
is* in Berkouwer *s view* dominated by a foam of subject Ivismi(p* 
120 and accompanying note 421# Berkouwer cites the account of 
the concept of correlation given by Tillich in Systematic 
Theology, Vol.II, p.13(p*120 n*4l))« For further discussion of 
Tillich*s theological system, cf* present study, pp.60-78*

155> J*H* Kok, Kampen* 1938.
156* p. 247* Ihis statement is cited by C* Van Tflr The Sovereignty cf 

Grace : An Appraisal of G.C. Berkouwer* s View of Dordt, in his 
discussion of "fhe Earlier Berkouwer on Scripture"(circa pp.57 
ff) • The underlining; of*1 this" is in. Van Til*s citation. Of 
interest concerning the respective views of Berkouwer and Van 
Til. is G*C. Berkouwer,, "The Authority of Scripture (A Re sponsibile 
Confession)" in Jerusalem-! and Athens s Critical Discussions am 
the Theoloy and Apologetics of Cornelius Van Til, edited by E* 
R. Geehan, (]feeslyterian and Reformed Publishing Co.,, Philadelph
ia, Pennsylvania* 1971) r PP*197-203.

157* Berkouwer*s concerns in this book are outlined in the present 
discussion*
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158* p*14(£ronr Chapter I; "The Authority of Holy Scripture in 

Our Time”)•
159. P.14.I60b p.19.
161* p*22. cf* Holy Scripture* Chapter Ten, "Clarity", pp•267-293;

A Half Century of Theology* Movements and Motives* p*8 - "the 
hesitation© and1 doubts that are indeed present at many points 
do) not in themselves indicate a deep and final uncertainty**an 
alienation from the gospel”*

162* "G.C. Berkouwer” in Creative Hinds in Contemporary Theology, 
edited by P.E* Hughes, p*94(emphasis original)* 

l63»T>p»Q/l̂ Qcr(,m3deyl-iTTi ng mine) •
164* Mis use of the word "existentialism" requires to he carefully
 dissociated from the Mnd ofL-egigtentialiRnr! which detaches

personal experience from: the historicity of Christ1s resurrect
ion and from: a real eschatological expectation* In The Hork of 
Christ* Berkouwer insists that "If is impossible to separate 
the fact from: the significance of the resurrection, as though 
the main thing were the idea rather than the historical reality 
of the resurrection* "(p*l8i)* In The Return of Christ* he 
distinguishes between concentration and reduction, insisting 
that "(c)oncentration*.does not amount to "de-eschatologizing”
• •Its aim is not to weaken the eschatological expectation but 
to get at the meaning of the eschatological promise, which has 
come to: us couched in images and concepts whose understanding 
requires a patient effort•"(p* 16) * The distance between Berkouw- 
er*s emphasis on the existential direction of Scripture and
the kind of existentialism: which concerns itself exclusively 
with personal experience is clearly indicated when, in The 
Return of Christ* he rejects a "subjectivism" which "relativiz- 
e(s) the reality of the promise (the resurrection of Christ) 
and expectation(the Christian hope which is grounded in Christa 
resurrection)"(p. 16,, brackets mine)* The gospel is directed 
towards man in the entirety of his existence* If is not, 
however, solely concerned with man*s experience* cf* present 
study for a discussion of the significance of the present in 
the light of the gospel*s message concerning the past and the 
future, pp. 163-112*

I65* "Cf*C* Berkouwer” in Creative Binds in Contemporary Theology* 
p*95('Qnderlining mine except "always” — emphasis original) *
Smedes points out that the "most notable example" of a doctrine 
which is interpreted by Berkouwer in this context is "the 
doctrine of election”(p*95)*

166* cf* Kan : The Image- of Cod* p*35*
167* A Half Century of Theology* Movements and Motives* p*8*
168* Modem Uncertainty and Christian Faith* p*I9*
169* Holy Scripture* p*33 n*7C*
170* Modem Fncertainty and Christian Faith* p. 19*
171* Holy Scripture* p.104*
172* Modem Fncertainty and Christian Faith* p*19i cf* Holy Scripture*

PP. 155V 172. .173* Holy Scripture* pp*346-348'*
174* p.346.
IIS* PP*346-347* Mote Berkouwer*s comments regarding Mark 10*15 —

"one has all but lost a real scriptural faith if he does not 
immediately relate if to the call to become "as a child".* 
"receiving" as a child* * should not tempt anyone to * * push aside
• ♦searching reflection**by means of m simplistic interpretation
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of" this "childlikeness". .Someone who is inclined in that 
direction has his_own limited idea of "being a child", 
interpreting this..as a form of naivete that can scarcely '' 
be distinguished from immaturity"* Berkoawer points oat that 
certain aspects of the child *s way of living are to given op 
(l Corinthians 13*11) and that this does not relativize Cln*istts 

 ̂insistence on "receiving the kingdom as a child"(p. 347) *
3176* ThisV in Berkouwer*s view, is the heart of the Reformation

doctrine of the testimony of the Holy Spirit. Important In this 
connection is Holy Scripture* Chapter Seven, "The Servant- 

_ Foram of Holy Scripture”, pp*I95-212(eepecla!ly pp*206ff,)*
177'* *̂ Rogers, Confessions of a Conservative Evangelical* p*59 

draws attention to a significant point made by H* Ravinek — 
"personal resistance to* God can dwell quite as comfortably in 
dead orthodoxy as it can In the most extreme liberalism"* C* 
Plnnoek makes this point most forcibly when he writes s "In the 
case of biblical authority, we need too recognize that what God 
desires from; us is not empty praise for the book but obedience 
to : it* let It often seems that we conservative evangelicals are 
mare concerned to prove the Chronicler was accurate than to: 
stand by what Amos or Jeremiah said. How ironic it would be if 
the very' stalwarts on behalf of MbIical authority were the ones 
who fell into the trap of allowing Forth American materialism 
and worldliness to be the normi for our behavior rather than 
the Word we so highly praise* The great peril, of conservative 
religion in our day, as it was in Jesus* time, is that it will 
be used to bolster up unbiblical behavior behind a cloak of 
impeccable orthodoxy* If so, we are nothing more than liberals 
ourselves, who neglect and suppress the Word and go willingly 
into? cultural captivitŷ * God did not give us his Word simply 
to reinforce our earlierideas and structures^ but to critically 
challenge and renew them* Perhaps this ought to? be the test 
henceforth of evangelic®! soundness."{"Three Views of the Bible 
in Contemporary Theology” In Biblical Authority* edited by J# 
Rogers,(Word Books, Publisher, Waco, Texas, 197?) t P*72)*

173’* Holy Scilpture* p.347*
179* P.347.
180. p.347*
181. p.348, cf, pp.134, 137*
182. p*10l4* cf. Faith and Justification* p. 9 — "theology is occupied 

in continuous attentive and obedient listening to the Word of 
God. , listening* unlike remembering, is always a thing of the

. present moment" (underlining mine) .
183. Holy Scripture* p. 180*
184. Holy Scripture., Chapter Thirteen, "Faith and Criticism”, pp.

... 346-366*
I85* h*356; -*■ Citing Roman® 9*20, Berkouwer writes, "That kind of 

ciSiticlsmi. *was resisted by Paul: "But who are you, a man^ to 
 ̂answer back to? God?"".

186, P.358V
187, PP.35&-359, 363.
188* p*356, cf. Chapter Fine, "Reliability", pp. 240-266.
189* p.356.
190* pp.349-353.
191* P*349*
192. p.349*
193, p*3P*
194* p. 352*



196, p. 137*197* Care must be taken to? avoid positing as an "interpretation" 
a view which might be more aptly described: as a denial of the 
truth of the gospel. This is, for instance, the central issue 
Involved in the interpretation of the theology of Tillich, cf. 
present study, pp.60-78.

198. Holy Scripture., p. 162.
199* Ho direct analogy to chriistology is intended here. cf. Holy 

Scripture* pp. 17-19 for Berkouwer* s discussion of docetism in 
relation to the doctrine of Scripture.

20B. The Reformers* rejection of splrituallsmifcf. Holy Scripture. 
PP*5$~59) led to' a great increase in the actual study of 
Scripture and the production of commentaries on Scripture. 
Berkouwer describes the Reformers* position thus s "The Reform
ers linked the confession of the Spiritfs testimony harmonibus- 
!y with a great concentration on the witness of Holy Scripture., 
the Reformers never devaluated the message on the basis of a
misunderstood testimony of the Spirit that in essence Is no
more than a mystical and immediate revelation" (pp.55-56). In 
M s  article, "Galvin the Commentator", R»Wlerenga (Reformed 
Review. Vol.32, Ho*X, Fall 1978, pp.4-13) examines Galvin* s 
commentary on Romans instructively. Wierenga begins by citing 
G.E. Wright*s statement, "the commentaries of Galvin must 
surely be ranked among the chief monuments of Christian scholar
ship" (p* 4) and ends by stating that Calvin*s approach to 
Scripture "has much to teach the church in the current debate 
over biblical authority" (p .12)* Wierenga*® study is set in the 
broader context of the! Reformation In general(pp.4-5) • W1 erenga 
draws attention to Calvin*s concern that his commentaries might 
be of service to the church, opening up the Scriptures to- the 
Iaity(p*8) • It Is in this tradition of the Reformation with 
its emphasis* on the integral relation between the Word and the 

 ̂Spirit that Berkoawer stands in his re jection of spiritualism*
201* Holy Scripture* p. 248*
202.PP*251-252.
203. pp*186-181.
2G4*pp*l8l~l82.
205* 6*263* The existential contest, in which Berkouwer understands 

this reliability relates to both the existential experience out 
of which the biblical writers ragBfee••aad- the existential , — ■, . 
experience in which the reader receives their words with faith* 
It is important tojaote here that the connecting link is the 
words of Scripture* If theology is to do full justice to the 
existential context in which the words of Scripture were written 
and are received, it must: be careful not to develop a concept 
of reliability which Is not significantly related to this 
context. If theology Is to d® ffcrll justice too the connecting 
link, It must be careful not to do violence to the words of 
Scripture by making man*® self-^onderstanding the norm by which 
the wards of Scripture are understood* Emphasizing that the 
Scriptures were written by men who were involved in the 
entirety of their existence and Is to> be read as a message 
which addresses us in the entirety of our existence does not 
mean that revelation arises out of man*s experience and that 
Scripture must be Interpreted according to this pre supposition.

206, p. 366.
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208* cf* present study, p. 80.
2Q‘9* Berkouwer discusses the relationship “between' faith and science 

in Hedy Scripture* pp*133ff* It is significant that this 
discussion appears in the chapter entitled “Authority and 
Interpretation” (Ghapter Four, pp. 105-138) since, in this area, 
an important distinction requires to he drawn between the 
believing confession of biblical authority and particular 
interpretations of the meaning of either biblical authority or 
particular passages of Scripture. There is no suggestion, in 
Berkouwer*s theology, that biblical teaching requires to be 
accommodated to a supposedly normative ”science”• There is, 
however, a clear warning against "exegetlcal bungling**, i.e. 
taking something "as in conflict with Scripture too quickly* • 
without serious study or through sheer ignorance” — a warning 
which has “not always (been) heeded by theologians” (p. 134, a* 82, 
brackets mine| Berkouwer is citing Bavinck: here who is, in part, 
citing St* Augustine) .

210. p.135*
211. p*32*
212* p.135*
213* the- questionirof residual- deism in the thought of Tillich is 

discussed in the present study, pp.6G~78*
214* cf. present study, pp.65-70^ 73—7® for discussion of the idea 

that Tillich*s theology may be viewed as "atheological 
variation of the naturalistic world-view” (p. 67) and an examin
ation of his self-transcending naturalism and its consequences 
for his doctrine of the resurrection of Jesus with particular 
interest in the question of the validity of Tillich*s theology 
as_an answering theology which claims to be based on the keiyg—

_ ma>
215* The present writer holds that,while a dualism between faith and 

science is untenable, there is a basic contradiction between 
faith and “scientism as a religious creed"(present study, p.12$ , 
between an open view of reality which recognizes the freedom of 
the Creator*s activity in M s  creation and a closed view of 
reality whichj thought it may not be directly Identified with 
scientism as a religious creed, restricts the freedom of the 
Creator*s activity in M s  creatIon(present study, p.65) • This 
position should not he understood as suggesting that the Issues 
raised by "science” can be conveniently disregarded by means of 
a bare assertion of biblical authority. A readiness to take^ 
"science** seriously Is demanded by the recognition *i©f the dlfft-

_ a completely unequivocal statement regard-
/ Ing the precise meaMng of either biblical authority or of

particular biblical passages. A useful orientation to the faith- 
sclence question has been provided by B. KIdner in his Genesis : 
An Introduction and Commentary. (The Qtyndale Press, London,1967)
- "How the two pictures, biblical and scientific, are related 
to each other is not immediately clear and one should allow for 
the provisional nature both of scientific estimates (without 
making this a refuge from all unwelcome ideas) and of tradition
al interpretations of Scripture. One must also recognize the 
different aims and styles of the two approaches : one probing 
the observable world, the other revealing chiefly the unobserv
able f the relation of God and man."(p.26) "to try to correlate 
the data of Scripture and nature is not to dishonour biblical 
authority, but to honour God as Creator and to grapple with our 
proper task of Interpretlng His ways of speaking, .the interests



and methods of Scripture and science differ so; widely.', that 
they are “best studied, In. any detail, apart* Their accounts of 
the world are so dlstlnct{and each as legitimate) as an artlet% 
portrait and an anatomtstfs diagram, of which no composite 
picture will he satisfactory, for their common ground Is only 
in the total reality to which they both attend. It cannot be 
said too; strongly that Scripture Is the perfect vehicle for 
God*s revelation* which is what concerns us here} and its bold 
selectlvenessi; like that of a great painting, is Its power*'. To 
read it with one eye on another account Is to blur its Image 
and miss Its Msdom*n(p*3l)* (tTnderlining In these quotations is 
mine? brackets — KIdner *s) * When it Is held that the authority 
of Scripture is such that it is not unecml vocally bound up with 
with one particular interpretation of Scripture, a constructive 
approach to the faith — science question can be adopted* This 
constructive approach requires that (a) science, as an intellec
tual discipline is carefully distinguished from scientism! as a 
religious creed which excludes God} (b) the distinctive purpose 
of Scripture (D* KIdner expresses this purpose aptly In the 
opening; words of his "Commentary" on Genesis - "It is no 
accident that God Is the subject of the first sentence of the 
Bible £ for this word dominates the^whole chapter and catches 
the eye at every point of the page*.The passage, indeed the 
BOok* is about B i  first-of all} to read it with any other 
primary Interest(which is all too possible) is to misread It*" 
(p*43, emphasis original* brackets original)).
Holy Scripture. p*I35» _ _
P. Tillich. Systematic Theology* VoI.I, pp*6-8.
761.1, pp. 6-8* Tillich speaks of an. "undignified procedure 
(which)has discredited everything which is called "apologetics"" 
(p*6) and maintains that "kerygmatlc theologian© are inclined 
to deny anŷ comraon ground with those outside the: "theological 
circle*""(p*6). The question of apologetics is discussed in the 
present study, pp#£l&-25i* The present writer agrees with 
Tillich*s- insistence that apologetics may not simply be rejected 
He shares Tillich*© concern^ that apologetic theology should be 
"based on the kerygma" (p*7) * The point at which Tlllich^s 
theolo^r requires to be questioned concerns whether, In his 
legitimate protest against a one-sided reaction against 
"everything which Is called "apologetics"" (p. 6) , he has not 
developed a theology tdileh is based less on the kerygma Itself 
than <om his own philosophical outlook; which determines- the way. 
In. which the kerygma is allowed to function in his theology(cf* 
present study, pp*70*-7S) •
Of. W* Pannenberg, Theology and the Philosophy of Science* 
translated by F* HcBona^,(WestmInster Press, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, 1976* Barton, Longman &  Todd Ltd, London, 1978) 
for a useful study of "Karl Barth and the Fosltlyity of 
Revelation?1 (Part Two, Ghapter Pour, Section 6f clrca pp.265ff*)* 
Pannenberg does not use the expression "chrlstomonlsmP in his 
account of Barth*© view* The present writer has, in his review 
of this book(RefOrmed Review* Pol*33, Ho*!,1 Pall 1979, pp•60-61) 
described Pannenberg*s view of the relation of faith and 
science thus s "Theology is not concerned with the authoritarian 
assertion of the Christian revelation* It is concerned to show 
the rationality of the Christian world-view as it relates to 
all truth*' This must be done In competition with other views 
such as those of science and other religions. Such other views
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cannot simply “be Ignored. Christianity must be put to the test 
alongside those other views."(p.60). The criticism of Barth*s 
theology offered by Pannenberg Is not precisely the same as 
the criticism made In the present study. The differences as well 
as the shared features are noted in the immediately following 
sentences in the main text and the accompanying footnotes.

22®m W. Pannenberg writes,, "..the task of theology goes beyond its 
special theme(i.e. the revelation of God in Jesus Christ as 
this is attested In Scripture) and includes all truth whatever." 
(Basic Questions In Theology,. Vol.I, translated by G.H. Kehm, 
(S.C.M. Press, London and Portress Press, Philadelphia,1970) ,P*b 
It Is this concern' with "all truth whatever" which underlies 
Fannenberg*s bold protest against Barthfs theology as "the 
furthest extreme of subjectivism; made Into: a theological 
position, .the Irrational subjectivity of a venture of faith 
with no justification outside itself."(Theology and the Philo- 
sophy of Science, p,273) • cf* present study, pp.249-*250 for a 
brief al’scussidn of how Berkouwer might respond to this kind 
of criticism* i.e. that his theology represents an Irrational 

_ authoritarianism.
221. Pannenberg maintains that "This universality of theology is 

unavoidably bound up with the fact that It ©peaks of God..the 
power that determines everything that exists."(Basic Questions 
In Theology. Vol.I, p.l). For Berkouwerfs critique of Pannen- 
berg*s definition of God, cf. pp. 245-246, present study*

222. W. Fannenberg(editor), Revelation as History, translated by D. 
Granskou, (The Macmillan Company, Few York; Collier-Macmillan 
Ltd., London, I968), p*6. C.F.H. Henry, discussing "Basic 
Issues In Modern Theology" In Christianity Today. Vol.IX, Ha* 7, 
(January 1, 1965), pp. 14-17 describes Pannenberg* s view thus : 
"Pannenberg.. stops short of a commitment to general revelation. 
Although he insists that everyone has a general knowledge of God, 
he does not equate this with revelation" (p. 15;)*

223* Berkouwer, in his article "Reviewing the Proofs" In Christian
ity Today. YoI.XVI, Hb.3(Hovember 5, ^97l), PP*53-54, observes 
that article after article has posed the "question whether we 
were not being too simplistic in our Ho to natural theology" 
(p*53) while noting that "Pannenberg spoke more positively 
about what he called "the unconquered natural theology""(p.53) • 
Assessing- the situation, he writes, "The new situation is not 
ripe for approval or rejection", emphasising that we must "wait 
and see whether the new direction can: stay clear of the old 
rationalism and avoid the vague categories of the old natural 
theology"(p.54)*

224* In his General Revelation. Berkouwer draws a clear distinction 
between general revelation and natural theology - "Only by 
distinguishing between general revelation and natural theology 
can we do justice to; the message of Scripture"(p. 153 - from a 
favourable account of Calvin#s view)i This ,1s the background to 
Berkouwer*s analysis of Pannenberg*s thought. He shares Pannen
berg* s concern with the "universality of theology”(Basic 
Questions in Theology, Vol.I, p.l) but would see this universal
ity as grounded not in an unconquered natural theology but in 
the reality of general revelation. While recognizing "a real 
courage in this demand to enter the world with a reasonable 
stance", he maintains that "questions surround the effort, 
questions provoked by ihe fact that the Gospel..is not according
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to man(Gal.l?ll), not even religious man, and that the Gospel 
is.*a scandal to natural thought*"("Reviewing the Proofs" in 
Christianity Today, Vol.XVI, Fo.3(November 5* 197l)t P*54)*
This concern to avoid a natural theology which distorts the 
gospel underlies Berkouwer*s reservations with respect to the 
definition of God which underlies Pannenberg* s conception of 
the universality of theology (cf. present study, pp. 245-246).

225» Berkouwer*© protest against Barth* s theology focuses attention 
on Its failure to provide an adequate understanding of general 
revelation. Pannenberg*© protest Is grounded in his concern with 
the apologetic significance of the gospel. The present study, 
pp.9&-10Q^ discusses the differing views of Berkouwer and Barth 
with respect to general revelation and natural theology. The 
/present writer prefers Berkouwer* s approach to the universality 
of theology to that of Pannenberg{cf. present study, pp.231-238) 
who has tended to distort the biblical presentation of the 
history of God* s gracious redemption by demanding that the Bible 
is read according t©> his particular philosophical presuppositi
ons.

226. This Is not to suggest that Barth has no interest In the realm 
of nature. In his discussion entitled "God the Creator"(Dogma
tics In Outline, translated by G.T. Thomson, (S.C.M. Press Ltd., 
London, 1966), pp. 50*~58), he cites favourably Calvin* s 
description of the created world as "The theatre of His glory" 
(p.58). T.F. Torrance, in the Preface to M s  Space. Time and 
Resurrection*(Wlllianr B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, 1976), pp.ix-xiil, gives an indication of 
both Barth*s interest in "the interrelation between theological 
and natural science" (p.Ix) and the direction of his thought - 
"Karl Barth expressed full agreement with my Interpretation 
of his thought"(p.x). Torrance who speaks of Barth as "my old 
teacher" (p.xl) has* In Space* Time and Resurrection* attempted 
"to be in serious dialogue with what contemporary natural 
science can teach us about reality - particularly what scient
ists since Einstein have contributed to our conceptual 
picture of the universe."(from, back cover of paperback 
edition). Torrance Interprets Barth*s rejection of natural 
theology as a rejection of "an Independent natural theology. • 
(which) cannot stand on its own; as an independent logical 
structure detached from the actual subject matter, of our 
knowledge of God"(p*x). Given this interpretation, one can: 
appreciate G.W. Bromiley’ s view that "His(Barth*s) re jection 
of natural theology applies strictly to natural theology, not 
to? natural revelation."(Historical Theology s An Itttroductlon» 
(MilHam; B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michig
an, 1978), p.436) • One can, however, appreciate equally well 
BromiIey*s critical comments t "The whole handling of natural 
theology suffers from: a failure to come to grips with natural 
or general revelation..The movement of Barth*s thought is not 
always as clear to his readers as it was no doubt to himself.
His basic points are simple but their force is blunted by 
surrounding complexities which lead to confusion and(often 
unnecessary) disagreement."(p.436)• It is this element of 
complexity and confusion which can lead to the impression 
that Barth’s concept of revelation tends to make the pursuit 
of natural science a rather secondary matter. Such a hierarchy 
of priorities may be contrary to the Intentions of Barth who 
thinks of Jesus Christ as "the ground and meaning of creation., 
the great Light that floods thq whole of creation."(The
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Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth. p*60 with 
accompanying footnote reference to Kirchliche Dogmatik ILl/l, 
(Zolllkon, Zurich, 1945), p*137)* The lack of clarity in Barth’s 
writings with respect to general revelation make this Impression 
very possible even If it is admitted that it may be an 
unnecessary; Inference*

227* Holy Scripture, p.135*
228;* pp.162-167*
229* cf. present study, pp.65-67.
230. cf. present study, pp.55-57*
231. The attitudes of opposition, accommodation and Indifference to

science may not be identified directly with the views of 
Lfblicismi, deismi and chrlst omani smv This would be to> oversimpl
ify the positions of the writers whose views are discussed 
under these general headings in the present study. The avoidance 
of the attitudes of opposition, accommodation and indifference 
in theology’s relation to science Is, however, comparable to
the avoidance of one-sidedness in the doctrine of revelation
{cf. discussion of biblicism, deism- and chrlstomonlsm, present 
study, pp. 60-117)*

232* p*133 n*80.
233* Cited In J* Rogers, Confessions of a Conservative Evangelical. 

p*56. Commenting on this definition, Rogers writes, "The 
scientific theologian and the simple believer both begin from 
a personal faith commitment to God revealed In Jesus Christ.
They both accept revelation as normative for them, .they treat 
the Biblical data as having-ultimate value and valid application 
to> their lives*.they both reflect..about God. The professional 
theologian Is distinguished from any other believer only in 
that the theologian has the training and tools for doing 
"scientific" reflection."(p.56).

234. While ideological factors cannot be excluded from natural 
science,: they are more obviously influential in the social 
sciences. Similar principles apply to the relation of faith to* 
the social sciences. Creational revelation may be viewed in 
relation to both man and the world. It may be argued that the 
complex question, "What is man?", cannot he fully answered 
while remaining: within an anthropocentrlc perspective. The 
recognition that the perspective of the social sciences is a 
limited perspective rather than a total one opens up the 
question of a divine dimension underlying the human. J. useful 
study of the Christian faith in relation to-the social sciences 

•1 Is found In D* Lyon, Christians & Sociology.
235* Holy Scripture* p.134*
236. p.134*
237* L* B. Smedes, "G.C. Berkouwer" in Creative Minds in Contempor

ary Theology, edited by P.E. Hughes, p. 76 - "the fact of 
divine election..Is hidden to those who In pride are offended 
by the grace of God ..But it is revealed to; those who humbly 
accept their need of grace at the foot of the Cross."

238*. Holy Scripture, p. 134, n.82.
239* K. Hamilton, "Paul Tillich" in Creative Minds in Contemporary 

Theology, - "Revelation, .is not for Tillich In the first place 
Christian revelation"(p.468, emphasis original); "Tillich’s 
theology..is not so much Christian theology as a translation 
of Christian theology Into the language of theosophical- 
ontological speculation" (p*475)*

240. W. Pannenberg; who admits to being a "rather peculiar Barthian"



(Private correspondence with B*H* Olive, 7 July 1969? cited 
in D.H* Olive, Wolfhart PannenDerg, (Makers of the Modem 
Theological Mind}; B*E* Patterson, editor) , (Word Books, Fuhlish- 
err Waco,. Texas, 1973), p*25(sougje stated inp.109 n*2l), 
reacts agaiinst Barthrs separatioma redemptive history from 
the rest of history and hijs view mat the meaning of this 
redemptive: history is "available only to faith,, not to critical, 
history” (A *D. Galloway, Wolfhart Pannenberg, (Contemporary 
Religious Thinkers- Series? General Editor—  H*D» Lewis), 
(George Allen & Wnwiin Ltd* , London, 1973), p*43)» Pannenberg 
regards' Barth, rs view as •‘more gnostic than Christian in 
character” (Galloway, p#43) and insists that "the theologian, 
cannot escape into a realm where he does not have to submit 
himself and his thought processes to the rigors of rationality 
(Olive^ p*70)* Discussing Pannenberg1's- concern "to lead faith 
out of its ghetto and theology out of its isolation*. (to) meet 
the substantial challenge of the sciences", Berkouwer warns 
against the danger that the "from: below” methodology might 
produce; am apologetic which is isolated from "the message it 
intends to make credible” and which might then lead its users 
to experience the loss of perspective which "Pannenberg 
feared far the kerygmatic theo logians”(A Half Century of 

 ̂Theology* Movements and Motives* pp* 164,171,177-^7^) ♦
241.: A simplicfstie dichotomy of this: kind represents a form of

divine-human! competition* For Berkouwer rs helpful rejection of 
this: kind of competition motif, cf* present study, pp* 37-35* 

242* Holy Scripture* p. 135*
243* p.135.
244* p.185.
245*; p.172. . :246* T*F* Torrance, God and Rationality* p*97* ^h® present writer 

understands the word "nature” with reference te boih man and 
the world^ thus emphasis!^ that this statement- is understood 
in relation to- both the social and the natural sciences*

Footnotes to Chapter Six(Pages 145-172) *
1* This book; is fundamental to the discussion contained in the 

present chapter* A further discussion of divine election- is 
contained, in Berkouwerts A Half Century of Theology. Movements 
and Motives* Chapter 4, ”lhe Heart of the Church”, pp*75-106 

 ̂(cf* present study, pp*2:20—223 for further discussion)*
2* Divine Election*, p*21,
3*. cf. present study, pp*57H>8*
4* Divine Election. p»52*
5* Chapter 2, pp. 28-52.
6, p.52.
7* Chapter 3, pp*53-101.
8* pp.64ff.
9. p.81.
10 , p . 87 .
11. p. 61* _
12* cf. present study, pp*34-38*
13* Divine Election. Chapter 4, pp.102-131.
14* p.119, cf* citation of Isaiah 45s15 on' p*120*
15* pp.lI5ff.
16. p.119*
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IT. pp. 106-108, 153 n.38. Both Berkouwer and Barth register a

ehristological protest against the idea of a hidden election*
Their respective interpretations of election in Christ are, 
however* rather different (Chapter 5f "Election in Christ", pp. 
132-171)*18* E* B. Smedes, "G.C* Berkouwer" in Creative Kinds in Contemporary 
Theology*, edited by P.E. Hughes, (William B. Eerdmans Puhlishing 
Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, (Second, Revised Edition, 1969))t 

,,, P*76*
19.. p*76.20* Divine Election* p.108. This statement accurately reflects the 

thinking of Paul in Romans 10s 6-13, a passage which lies at the 
heart of a section of Scripture (Romans 9—ll) which invariably 
comes to the fore in discussions of divine election*

21. Chapter 5* pp. 132-171* In the closing paragraph of Chapter 2 
(p*52)V Berkouwer explains why he has discussed election in 
relation to arbitrariness and the hiddenness of God(Chapters 3 
and 4» pp* 53—131) prior to discussing election, in Christ.

22* p*124 - citation of John 14*9 and accompanying comment.
23, p*133* ......
24. p*153. n*38.
25* p.l54.jfdiscussing Barth*s view and agreeing with him here).
26'. p.154* Of interest here is Berkouwer*s discussion of Calvin*s 

use of the term "mirror of election"(pp. 138Tf. ) • Calvin boldly 
stated that "some are preordained to eternal life, others to 
eternal damnation"(Calvin*s Institutes* (Associated Publishers 
and Authors Inc. , Grand Rapids, Michigan, no date of publication 
given) , Book Three, Chapter XXI, 5(p*49l)) * He also wrote, citing 
John 3:16$, 3* 24 and 6t35t "there is no roomi for fear that anything 
which he(Christ) tellsjus will vaiy from, that will of the Rather 
after which we inquire*.He (God) would have us rest satisfied 
with hie promises"(Book Three, Chapter XXIV, 5, brackets mine 
(p.51T)). Berkouwer comments, "It certainly is not correct to 
say that Calvin did not see the question(regardirg Chrisiard 
election), although it may be asked whether Calvin 5 : 
always answered. that question, clearly and adequately." (Divine 
Election* p.156, ̂ jhacackeis mine (discus sing Barth*^ criticism 

_ of Calvin*s view of election — outlined on p. 155) *
2TV Divine Election* Chapter 7* "Election and the Preaching of the 

 ̂Gospel", pp.218-253*
28* The relationship between (a) Calvin and Reformed scholasticismf 

and (b) Barth and universalism requires to> be interpreted most 
carefully, (a) It requires to he noted that Calvin did say and 
did not refrain from- saying, "By predestination wemean the 
eternal decree of God, by which he determined within himself 
whatever he wished to happen mth regard to every man. . some are 
^preordained to eternal life, others to eternal damnation" (Three, 
XXI, 5) * Thus, it is inaccurate to draw an absolute contrast 
between Calvin and "the decretal theology that developed after 
Calvin" (this phrase occurs in J. Daane, The Freedom of God g A 
Study of Election and Pulpit* (William • B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, Grand Rapids?, Michigan, 1973)* p*37* Daane maintains 
that Galvin "rescued election and reprobation?* from the idea that 
they are "mere: instances of a cosmic, wall-to-wall doctrine of 
predestination" by transferring his discussion of election and 
predestination to "the locus of soteriologytt(p.38)* Contrasts 
based on the order in which Calvin discussed particular doctr
ines require to be set alongside what Calvin actually said.
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The desire to either claim Calvin’s support for one’s .own*, view 
or to- dissociate one’s view from; Galvin’s can easily lead to a 
misrepresentation of Calvin’s view. Care must: be taken to avoid 
the impression either that Calvin gives us nothing more than the 
definition of predestination in Institutes, Three* XXI, 5 or 
that he did not give this definition at all .Berkouwer writes, 
"Calvin’s whole view does not come to light in this stark 
expressiontT(yet) it is undeniable that it was his definition 
that was worked out into- the decretal theology of post-Re form
at ion thought" (A Half Century of Theology : Movements and 
Motives, p.86, mxderlining"and b^ekets mine) . Berkouwer 
assesses Calvin’s view both critically — "the difference 
between his doctrine of election and the "absolute might” he 
rejects is not at all clear" (p. 87) — and appreciatively - 
"Christ as the "mirror of election" (was) a facet of election 
concerning which Galvin did not feel the urge to- be silent"
(p.88, brackets mine), (b) Berkouwer maintains that precisely 
because of his protest against divine arbitrariness in Calvin’s 
thought Barth "cannot counter the apokatastasis doctrine by- 
pointing to Cod’s freedom. For, according to Barth," it was 
precisely this freedom which m s  not arbitrary, but the freedom 
whereby He bound Himself in love, namely, in the concreteness 
of the decision : the election of Jesus Christ" (The Triumph of 
Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, p.295* emphasis original). 
G.W* BTomiley'maintains that there is, in Barth’s theology,
"a dark comer*7'.which is not illumined by the spotlight on 
Christ(since) (t)he Father wills the election of all, the Son 
accomplishes it, but unaccountably the Spirit may not bring 
all to election?’(Historical theology ; An Introduction, (William 
B* Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapid®-, Michigan, 1978), 
P*437, underlining and brackets mine). The present writer finds 
it rather unaccountable, in view of this criticism, that 
Bromiley, stating that ”(i)n his development of the vicarious
ness of Christ’s person and work Barth has seldom been excelled”, 
describes as an "insight” the idea that "universal sufficiency 
means universal reality. • Things really are as God wills them1, 
even if those who* defy this truth may achieve a negative and 
false reality of their own"(p.436). Bromiley stabes that the 
idea that "there can still be a living in rejection as thou# 
Christ had not borne it(the rejection of all) .vis hard to grasjJ1 
(p*437r brackets mine) * It seems to the present- writer that 
Bromiley, dissatisfied with both Barth’s method of rejecting 
universalism! and *|(it) lurking universalism?1 in Barth’s thought 
(p*437) yet appreciative of Barth’s view of the atonement and 
the notion of two realities (p.436), does not provide any more 
clarification at this point than Barth himself does* The 
unbelieving man can, in Barth’s view, know of the reality of 
God’s love: for him only from the vantage-point of "a negative 
and-false reality of (his) own”(Bromiley, p.436, brackets mine). 
Barth does not hesitate to use the expression, "eternal 
destruction” here(Church Dogmatics, Vol.I, 2, translated by G.T. 
Thomson and H.ICnight, general editors — G.W. Bromiley and T.F. 
Torrance,(T.&T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1956), p.238). Barth holds 
that the saving grace of God has been revealed towards mankind 
in Christ. It seems that this grace — as saving grace - is 
hidden from unbelieving man' who: knows of that grace only as a
ftace which has been rejected to his "eternal destruction” (Vol., 2, p.238). Barth’s notion that a man’s eternal destiny can



he determined by a negative and false reality of iris own 
making raises a serious question concerning how the normati- 
viiy of the positive and true reality is to> be understood. The 
question arises concerning how far Barth is Justified in his 
radical critique of Calvin when there is hidden within his own 
view of the positive and true reality a negative and false 
reality which can he described in terms of 11 eternal destructiori» 
(Vol.I* 2, p.238* underlining mine)*' Barth has shifted the 
problem of divine: arbitrariness to^another level of the relation 
between Cod and men without making at all clear how he himself 
has been, able tp> avoid that problem. The idea that an oniologi- 
cally impossible unbelief can determine a man*s eternal 
destiny is most probIematic{BerRouwer distinguishes between 
"the noetic problem of the incomprehensibility of sin” and 
"the ontological impossibility of sin?1 {The Triumph of Grace in 
the Theology of Karl Barth» p.223, emphasis original)}.
In this extended, note, the aim has been to demonstrate that (a) 
Calvin* s view may not he directly identified with that of 
Reformed scholasticism: though it is difficult to interpret 
accurately the precise relationship between the two«j (k) Barth*s 
view may not be identified with universalism which he rejected 
with 11 eamestness”. emphasising that "election# .must be 
proclaimed to men and ’Ey received by them in faith" (The Triumph 
of Grace in. the Theology of Karl Barth, p. 116, emphasis 
original), though it is quite unclear how "the unresolved 
tension between the triumph of decisive election and the 
rejection of the apokatastasis doctrine” is to be interpreted 
(The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, p.!2l). 
Berkouwer emphasizes that”election is identical with grace” 
and that Christ is ”tke mirror of our election” (L.B* Smedes, 
"G*C» Berkouwer” in Creative Minds in Contemporary Theology. 
p.TT). He emphasizes that this grace . ’ comes to men "as 
an urgent lif e-and-death summons to believe”(Smedes, p.77)* 
Election, in Berkouwer*s view, is not to be interpreted in 
quantitative terms(i.e. the election of "the elect,and the 
elect only" or the election of all) but as "a confession of 
faith arising from the hearts of those who have experienced 
God*s grace”(C*M* Cameron, The Reformation Continues : A Study 
in Twentieth. Century Reformed Theology, in Reformed Review.
Vol.33, Bo.2, (winter I980), p.7?)* Christian faith is entirely 
oriented towards the grace of God in Christ# There is no need 
to adopt either the type of predestinarianism which is 
suspicious of Berkouwer* s concept of the depth-aspect(cf. 
present study, pp. 149HP:5T) or the type of christomonism which

a recognition of
turning faith into a meritorious act. When it is properly 
understood that "faith, directed only to divine mercy, excludes 
all worthiness”, the words of Jesus — "Thy faith hath saved 
thee” (Luke Jt 50) can be taken at their fbice1 value without 
having to carefully avoid Arminian nuances by referring to 
either a particular redemption or a universal election (Faith 
and Justification. pp.lS?, 2f6)? If is Hoped that this extend
ed note, together with the discussion of "christomonism”(pres
ent study, especially pp.IGOff) and the doctrine of grace 
(present study, pp.145-172), emphasizes clearly the value of 
Berkouwer*s attempt to overcome the Reformed scholasticism - 
universalism poIarization(especially in relation to other 
attempts which are adjudged to be less adequate).

this fact”(cf# present study, pp.111- in order to avoid
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29# Divine Election. p.232f cf* pp.46* 49*
30. p.230.
31. p.230 - Berkouwer raises this question here and answers it 

negatively in the discussion which follows.
32. p.232.
33. p. I55 u* 43. For further discussion — pp.!55ff*
34. The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of ICarl Barth, pp.lllff.; 

The Return of Christ. pp.399ff*
35* The Triumph.of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, p.116.
36, p.265.
37* The Return of Christ, pp.408, 412 f The Triumph of Grace in the 

Theology of Karl Barthr pp.267, 2?3ff.
38. The Return: of Christ, p.411.
39* A.L. Baker, Berkouwer1"s Doctrine of Election t' Balance or Imbal

ance? .(Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Go., Phillipsburg, 
Mew Jersey, I98I), p. 139* Cf* h.B. Smedes, "G.C,. Berkouwer" in 
Creative Hinds in Contemporary Theology, edited by F.E. Hughes, 
pp.64. 96? Berkouwer*sDivine Electior?Ohapter TV "Election and 
the Preaching of the Gospel", pp.218-253) and A Half Century of 
Theology ; Movements and Motives* (Chapter 4f pp.75“1C6 - the 
title, "The Heart of the Church", emphasises Berkouwer*s view of 
the vital importance of the doctrine of election for the 
churches proclamation of the gospel).

40'. A.L. Baker, Berkouwer*s Doctrine of Election : Balance or
Imbalance?. p.138. Accompanying note — .notice how often he 
devotes whole chapters to considering how a doctrine relates to 
preaching.."(p. 138 n.106). Baker states that "the church stands 
indebted to Berkouwer" for his emphasis on preaching(p.!39)* For 
discussion of Baker* s analysis of Berkouwer*s doctrine of 
election, cf. present study, pp. 149-1531.

41* p.I14(eniphasis original). Baker praises Berkouwer*s emphases on 
the urgency of the gospel and election*s relation to Christ*

42. John 14:9(cf. Divine Election, p.124) .
43. There is no suggestion here of either setting the Gospels over 

against the rest of the Few Testament or of implying that if 
one could isolate "the Jesus of the Gospels" from the total 
context of the Few Testament, one would find a criterion by 
which the remainder of the Few Testament could then be judged. 
The present writer has in mind Berkouwer*s words in Divine 
Election, pp.2GI-202 where, citing John 3:16-18, he warns 
against pressing the gospel into a system "in such a manner 
that many of the simple words of the gospel can no longer be 
comprehended" (p. 201) .

44. When the gospel is interpreted according to a particular!st 
objectification of "the elect", the reality of the grace of God 
as it has been experienced by the Christian believer becomes 
identified with an objectivism which threatens to relativise 
the significarcd^the human context in which man comes to 
experience the grace of God and testify to the working of that 
grace of God in his life. It is hoped that the discussion of 
theological language in the present study, pp.153-157 helps to 
clarify this points

45. A universal!st objectification of "the elect" (whether or not 
this notion is combined with an acceptance of the apokatastasis) 
represents, in the present writer*s view, a replacement of one

y mlsconception concerning election with another.
46. The Return of Christ. pp.395“398. Berkouwer draws attention to 

several biblical passages which are important in relation to



the development of a proper understanding of kerygmatic 
universality — John. 3:16, John Is 29* 2 Corinthians 5*19? I John 
2s 2, John 4?42, 1 Timothy 4:10* I Timothy 2:4, 2 Peter 3:9?
Titus 2:11* Two dangers require to he avoided in the interpret
ation of such passages — (a) The tendency to de-emphasize this 
universality out of fear of universalism: (b) The tendency to 
wrongly emphasize this universality in a universal!st way out of 
fear of particularism. Both these dangers are grounded in the 
same: view of the relationship between objectivity and subject
ivity, a. view which is,in the present writer*s view, highly 
questionable*

► The Return of Christ, p.422* This statement is found in Berkou
wer *s discussion of "The preaching of hell"(pp.417-423)* This 
question requires comment, because Berkouwer*s teaching regarding 
"hell" has been conf overslal. A.I* Baker points out that 
"Berkouwer dislikes speaking of hell as an independent topic" 
(Bferkouwer*s Doctrine of Election : Balance or Imbalance?. p. 12). 
He then; cites the view of M.J. Amtzen who- "questions whether 
Berkouwer believes in the reality of hell" (pp • 12—13) with the 
following comment : "Amtzen is reacting to- Berkouwer* s view 
that Scripture does not Intend to give objective data about the 
future. God does not intend to give Christians a special "gnosid? 
The Bible always speaks in relation to waking faith. "The 
proclamation ©fbthe future Is always existential", according to 
Berkouwer. Amtzen rightly has difficulty In, Accepting 
Berkouwer*s presentation. .Arntzen correctly maintains that 
unless one is prepared to state that hell exists, all warnings 
continue to be hollow threats."(p. 13). Balter also writes, "Hell 
Is not primary, but its reality emphasizes the glory of heaven. 
Berkouwer*s methodology strips Christians*yfche means of answering 
questions Scripture also speaks or."(p*46). It is this method
ology which Baker has In mind when he writes concerning 
Arntzen* s difficulties with Berkouwer*s view : "Amtzen 
questions whether It is still possible to hold to> the objective 
existence of hell if Berkouwer*s methodology is accepted"(p.13). 
Several comments may be made by way of response to Baker :
(a) When Berkouwer writes "every treatment of "hell" as an 
Independent topic lacks genuine seriousness", his concernis 
not to deny the reality of hell but to guard against speaking 
about hell In a way that Is not properly grounded In "the 
salvation proclaimed" (The Return of Christ, p.421, underlining 
mine) • Ho protests against a "moralistic preaching of "hell" 
as the final outcome of "sin." without the light of the joy of 
the gospel" in which ""Hell" can easily assume a magical, 
terrifying dimension that speaks only of the incalculable, all- 
consuming wrath of God, and says nothing of His love" (p. 416* 
underlining mine). It is this divorce of the subject of "hell" 
from the gospel that Berkouwer opposes, (b) When Berkouwer speaks 
of "an exorcism of if (hell) — in faith", specifically stating 
that "(t)his is not demythologizing of hell"(p.421, brackets 
mine, underlining — "in faith", original and"not" mine), he is 
indicating: that he does not intend to deny the reality of hell,
(c) When Berkouwer states that "(t)he proclamation of the future 
is. always existential"(p. 12) , he is protesting against an intere
st In. the future that is more concerned with the satisfaction of 
curlo city (p• II) than, with "a proclamation that compels man to 
decide with respect to ̂ hat is coming"(i.e. with respect to the 
orce who is coming)(p.1%: underlining mine). This decision which 
involves man in the entirety of his existence requires to be



carefully distinguished from' both an existentialism' which Is 
bound up with de-eschatoleglsfng and a morallsm which affords 
no real perspective concerning the assurance of salvation.
(d) Baker’s statement, "Hell is not primary, but its reality 
emphasizes the glory of heaven?1 (Berkouwer* s Doctrine of Election: 
Balance or Imbalance? , p.46) merits comment here, (i) Commenting 
on a much more extreme statement made by Hoeksema concerning 
the function, of re jection in emphasizing the glory of election, 
Berkouwer warns against speaking of necessity in relation to 
God, i.e. God had to reject in order to> show the glory of his 
e le c ti on (Pi vine Ele ctier, p. 207), with the accompanying note :
"I hesitated to cite these words because they contain something 
frightening and alarming and they could - in reaction — cast a 
shadow on the doctrine of election, but for the sake of object- 
ivity(l.e. In his account of Hoeksema*s views) I include them"
(p.207 n.72, underlining mine, brackets mine). Baker isdmmre 
guarded In his statements - "excessive statements have been 
made about what the logic of election necessitates God doing"
(p. 130 — in the accompanying note he cites H. Hoeksema, Reformed 
Dogmatics,,(Reformed Free Publishing Association, 1973)» p.lol as 
such an. extreme(n.75)) • (ii)ln Holy Scripture, p. 125, Berkouwer 
favourably cites"Bavinck who* sees great truth in Baronius* 
statement that Scripture does not tell us what things are like 
In heaven but rather how to> get; there". The contrast may he 
overdrawn If taken as an absolute contrast between what heaven 
is like and the way to get there, nonetheless, the emphasis Is 
most valuable — Scripture is not concerned with satisfying our 
curiov.sity with information about heaven but with creating the 
desire In our hearts to * get there and pointing us to Christ who 
is "the way"(John 14:6). A similar observation might be made 
concerning Berkouwer*s Interpretation of the biblical proclamat
ion of "hell". Its concern is to create, by way of warning, the 
desire to get too heaven. This warning, then* takes its place im 
the proclamation of Christ as "the way"(John 14:6). (e) The 
present writer Is not so; convinced as Baker that Berkouwer’s 
treatment of the question of "hell" is entirely bound up with a 
particular methodology- which excludes certain questions "a 
priori" • In The Return of Christ, p.423 , Berkouwer cites the 
word's of Luke- 13:23 — "Strive to enter by the narrow door". It 
may be pointed out that Berkouwer does not cite the second half 
of this verse — "for many, I tell you, will seek to enter and 
will not he able" which clearly indicates that there will be 
the lost as well as the saved. It should ? hecynoted̂  that these 
words as well as other words in the next few verses are included 
in Berkouwer*s citation since he cites Luke I3:23f. and not 
simply Luke 13:23a* His concern* is not to Isolate the exhortation 
from; the verses which follow it but to* emphasize that these ver
ses are set In the context of exhortation. Man’s concern is to 
take this exhortation; seriously as a call to faith in Christ,
By taking this: exhortation seriously, man takes seriously the 
reality of hell. Berkouwer does not speculate concerning a 
withdrawal of the threat of judgment. In. The Return of Christ, 
p. 4I7» He refers to the mercy of God in the book; of Jonah. He 
does not make any Inferences from; "Jonah". He simply points to 
the contrast between God’s willingness to forgive and Jonah’s 
unwillingness to forgive. The present writer notes the starkness 
of Jonah* 3:4 -• "let forty days, and HIneveh shall be overthrown!"- 
— and the divine demonstration of mercy(3:10). Admittedly, there
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was repentance between the proclamation and the demonstration

mi i. im A ii. M y w u .M — iy mmm»of mercy(3s 5). It should not, however, be overlooked that the 
proclamation itself was simply a prediction of judgment and 
contained no promise of restoration to a repentant people(3s4)• 
fhe had no assurance of such restoration^: 9) yet they
found God to be gracious and merciful towards them(3s10)* The 
present writer would draw no direct deductions from the book of 
Jonah concerning precisely what God will or will not do in the 
eschaton* He would, however, maintain that the Christian church, 
like Jonah, is to be God’s spokesman, which involves a fearless 
and faithful proclamation of the warning of thegospel as an 
essential part of the total gospel proclamation. Having proclaimed 
Christ in the contexts of both invitation and admonition, God’s 
spokesmen must-avoid the reaction which attempts^ tell God what 
he should and should not do(4sl-*§) and was rebuked by God who 
emphasised the freedom of his grace(4s6—Il)• The present writer 
would clearly distinguish be.tween, the idea that God may exercise 
his freedom in withdrawing his mercy from all men and the idea 
that God may exercise his freedom in withdrawing the threat of 
judgment from all men. The former idea contains an arhitrarlnes s 
which represents a denial of the saving purpose of God in Christ. 
The latter idea contains no such arbitrariness since it is essent
ially an extension of that saving purpose which we can by b o 
means expect yet which should not elicit our complaints if God 
should work in this way. S.H. Travis makes some useful comments 
at this point : MHe would he a strange Christian who did not feel 
the pull of universalism. Anyone who: has deeply sensed the love of 
God must surely long that- somehow God would bring every man. and 
woman to experience that love. Universalism has a fine emphasis 
on God’s love and his sovereignty In achieving his purpose. It 
offers hope and comfort to the bereaved..yet these advantages are 
dearly bought, for the doctrine is a serious distortion of 
bihlical teaching1* (I believe in the Second Coming of Jesus, (Hodder 
and Stoughton, London, I9M) (part of the ”1 believe..*1' series, 
editor - M. Green), p.20l).Cf. further comments regarding 
’’necessity” and ’’preaching” in the next footnote (n.48).

48. The Return of Christ, p.423. A ’necessary’ salvation of ’the elect, 
and the elect only’ ©3̂  of’all’ each raise the question of an 
element of subjectivisms in the affirmation of the ultimate 
significance of preaching* Berkouwer,who> emphasises here the ’’one 
necessity” of preaching* the gospel, insists that the unchangeable 
feature of divine election is Its ””style”..- ’’not of works””(The 
Return of Christ. p.35l)» This ”style” may not be identified with 
either a particularist or a universal!st ’’necessity”. Berkouwer 
describes as ’’unbfblical” ’’any argument against the apocatastasls 
that requires the justice of God to be satisfied in an eternal 
punishment” since ”God’s justice is revealed precisely in the 
cross”(p.398runderlining mine). In ”(t)he history of the doctrine 
of the apocatastasls” Berkouwer sees and warns against ”a persist
ent and almost Irresistible inclination to go outside the procla
mation of the gospel, whether in the form, of certain knowledge or 
only as surmise”(p.423). Assessing the relationship of particulari
sm and universalism to the preaching of the gospel, Berkouwer 
writes, ’’universalism..and. .particularism*• seem* to be irreconcila
ble opposites, but they do> meet at one decisive point: both 
formally maintain the seriousness of the preaching, but for 
neither can’ the preaching any longer genuinely function in a way 
that is worthy of faith”(p.4I2r) •
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49* The Return' of Christy p.423(emphasis original)•
50* The present chapter seeks to understand and interpret this concept.
51#, Divine Election* p* 133 .
52. cf# John 3:16*
53* L. Berkhof, Systematic Theology*(The Banner of Truth Trust,

London,- First British edition 1956), p.H3. For a discussion of 
L. Berkhof *s theology-in relation to Berkouwer* s, cf* C*H*
Cameron, 11 The Reformation Continues : A Study in'Twentieth 
Century Theology’1 in Reformed Review* Vol. 33, Ed* 2, (Winter 1980), 
pp*73-81.

54* J* Atldinson, **Uni ver sa,lism” in A Dictionary of Christian 
Theology.(S.C.M. Press Ltd., London, I969), p.352* Atkinson 
stresses that this doctrine is ’’more properly known as 
Apocatastasls and is not to»he confused with*.(t)he view.*thai 
Cod*s purposes were not to he limited to the Jewish race hut 
embraced other (or all) nations”(p.352, emphasis original, 
brackets mine). In his discussion entitled, ’’Apocatastasls?”
(The Return of Christ* Ghapter Thirteen, pp.387-423), Berkouwer 
draws attention to another important distinction — ”A distinct
ion is usually made between absolute universalism and relative 
universalism. The latter is derived from: the universality of 
Ghrist*s sacrifice — Christas pro omnihus mortus est - hut does 
not conclude the salvation of all, since not all accept the 
reconciliation in faith.11 (p#387 italics in the original).

55. Berkouwer writes, ”We may plead for recognition of God * s sovereign
ty, hut we must beware that no deterministic interpretation is 
attached to? It.”(Divine Election* p.249)* This comment which is 
directed against a particular!st determinism might also he 
interpreted as a warning against a doctrine of apocatastasls in 
which ”the kerygma fades away into- the positive announcement of
an unassailable end, upon which the human decision of faith or 
unbelief has no hearing.”(The Return' of Christ. p*41l)*

56. The present writer has reviewed this hook in Reformed Review* 
Fel.35* D&.3,(Spring; 1982), p. 164*

57* p*67'(citing The Return of Christ> p. 333).
58. pp.102-103.
59* Hack: Publishing Company, Cherry Hill, Hew Jersey, 1977*
60:, Bogae, p. 19(citing Divine . Flection, p. 172% italics in original).
61* p. 19(brackets original) •
62* p*19*
63. p•19(brackets original)*
64* p.26(following C. Fan. Til, The Sovereignty of Grace : An Appraisal 

of G.C» Berkouwer*s Fiew of Dordt* (Presbyterian and Reformed 
Publishing Co. , Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1969), p.86).

65. p.27(alludihg to W. Pannenberg* s ’’profound criticism of the 
theology- of redemptive history-which fled into a ”storm-free 
harbor of suprahistory” to he safe from the ”critical historical 
flood tide.””(p.27? cf. W* Pannenberg, ’’Redemptive Event and
Hi story” (Chapter Two, pp.15-80) in Basic Questions in Theology.

- ' Fol.I, translated by G.H. ICehm,(Fortress Press, Philadelphia, 1970) •
66. Bogae(p.7 n.6 and p.8 n*9) draws attention to G.C. Berkouwer, 

’’Fragen Rondom de Belijdenis” in Gereformeerde Theologisch
T1idschrift 63(February 1963) , pp.l-41(especially pp.4-5)* Bogue 
discusses Berkouwer*s interpretation of Dordt in pp.!7ff. Baker 
discusses Berkouwer* s interpretation of Dordt in Berkouwer*s 
Doctrine of Election ; Balance or Imbalance?* pp.39, 41-42, 115- 
126. p# y# de Jong(editor), Crisis in the Reformed Churches ;
Essays In commemoration of the great Synodof Dordt* I6l8-l6l9*



(Reformed Fellowship, Inc., Grand Rapids, Michigan, I968), pp*
§0*-92, 168-̂ -17® contains discussions of Berkouwer*s view of Dordt. 
Passing references are also found on pp.56, l64(the latter 
reference is to Calvin’s view rather than Dordt*s). A discussion 
of Berkouwer*s influence on others is found on pp. 172-173(of* A.I. 
Baker, pp.IO, 14-15)•

67. Be'rkouwer* s Doctrine of Election ; Balance or Imbalance?, p.67.
68. Divine Election  ̂p.51*
69. p.68.
70; p.168.
71* P*217J*
72. p.308.
73* Berkouwer emphasises that ;a. full emphasis on the significance of 

faith does not relativise the gracious character of salvation - 
“The character of faith resolves all tension between objectivity 
and subjectivitŷ . For faith has significance only in its orient
ation to> its object — the grace of God. Thus sola fide, instead of 
directing our attention tto the believer, points us away from him 
to grace and God. ♦.Sola fide and sola gratia mean, the same thing.” 
(Faith and Justification., pp.29, 44, italics in the original).

74* Divine Election,; p. 172.
75* P*153 n*3$* cf. the, helpful, opening paragraph (pp.74-75) of L.B. 

Smedes* account of Berkouwer’s doctrine of election(pp.74-79)
“G.C. • Berkouwer”, Greatlve Minds in. Contemporary Theologyt edited 

- by PJB., Hughes.
76.'Rejecting an interpretation which threatens to relativise the

significance of history by setting time and eternity over against 
each other, Berkouwer emphasises the deep harmony between 
salvation’ s ”eternal foundation” (p. 168) and “the historical 
gospel”(p.I51» Divine Election) •

77* The- question of how the “pre” and the “destination?* elements of 
predestination are to) be interpreted \in relation to Jesus Christ 
has been answered in different ways. These differences of interpret** / 
atiom require to> be related to the common faith in Jesus Christ 
in. whom it is revealed that the unchanging feature of God’s 
gracious election is that; salvation, comes to men through Jesus 
Christ as a gift of God’s grace and not as a reward for good 
works*

78’* BOgue’s criticism of Berkouwer implies that the predestinarian
language used in. Scripture must he Interpreted as Bogue interprets 
it. Berkouwer may not be a. Calvinist on Bogue’s terms. The 
central issue Is “speaking in the light of the entire Biblical 
message*.In the light of the full context of the gospel message”' 
(Divine Election^ pp. 18, 2l). It is, in the present writer’s 
view, far from: self-evident that the kind of “Calvinism** 
proposed by Bogue understands the “meaning and Intention” of the 
gospel more adequately than Berkouwer (Divine Election, p. 23).
Bogue states that he does not criticize Berkouwer from: the 
standpoint of “a determinism1, that' makes God the author of sin”
(A Hole in the Dike : Critical. Aspects of Berkouwer*s Theology, 
p.l8) . ̂ Bogus is content to acknowledge "the mystery of election” 
(p.l8) * It would seemi to; the present writer that, for the concept 
of “the mystery of election?*(as- used by Bogue) to be coherent, 
there must be an implicit recognition, of a depth-aspect in predesfe- 
inariam language* Even if Bogue rejects the notion of a depth- 
aspect and retains a literal interpretation of predestinarian 
language, It would seem; that his use of the concept of “the 
mystery of election#1 in connection with his re jection of deter—



mihismi carries with it the implication of a depth-aspect in 
the use of predestinarian language. Even if "the mystery of 
election" is never understood by men(either In this life or In 
the eschaton) and the ultimate meaning of this mystery Is fully 
understood only by God, the denial of determinism; contains a 
tacit acknowledgement that predestinarian language Is not used in 
precisely the same way &s we normally use temporal language(I.e. 
it contains a depth-aspect).
Divine Election, pp.176-177, 200-201.
A sensitive discussion of the difficulties involved in a causal 
system; Is: given by K. Runla, "Recent Reformed Criticisms of the 
Canons", Crisis’ in the Reformed Churches ; Essays in Commemoration 
of the great S^nod of Porty 1618-1619. edited ty P.l. de Jong, 
(Chapter 9 , ppyl£^^8o)^Runla draws attention to the central 
Issue in- pp. 174—175 — "Me Canons.^igbnsize that unbelief Is man’s 
fault. "The cause of guilt of this unbelief as well as of all 
other sins is no wise in God, but In man himself "(1,5).. But there 
is also a second line of thought in the Canons, namely, the line 
of ’causality*’..in 1,6,.."That some receive the gift of faith 
from God, and others do> not receive it, proceeds from; God’s 
eternal decree"..one cannot help wondering* whether there were 
some traces of the idea of ’absolute power’..we gratefully notice 
that the fathers of Do-rt rejected It, but was; it not a valid 
Implication of their second line of thought?" Runia states that 
the first line of thought is "part of the clear teaching of 
Scripture"(p. 174) and that, for the second line of thought, "the 
main ’proof’ In Reformed theology has always been the ’logic* of 
the situation”(p. 175)* Concerning the second line of thought, he 
writes,' "why does Scripture Itself not draw this conclusion, if 
It is so natural and so logical? It is very striking indeed that 
the Canons themselves, in 1,15, do not mention any Scripture 
proof at all. In other articles, which touch upon the same 
matter, the Scripture proof given is very weak, to say the least. 
The same Is true of Reformed theology In general. The texts that 
are usually mentioned are all ambiguous and they allow a different 
and better interpretation?*(p. 176) . Hhenever Runla praises the 
Canons, he expresses his appreciation critically - (a) IToting 
that election in Christ Is taught in 1,7, he immediately writes, 
"It cannot'he denied that in the Canons this central of
the biblical doctrine of election does not receive the emphasis 
it deserves."(p.I64, underlining mine). "(b) He commends the 
biblical character of the Canons(i.e. their proximity to* "the 
fulness of the biblical message") "in spite of their ’causal’ 
way of thinking1* (p. 168, unde rlining miii^ . (c) Hoting that the 
Synod of Dort recognized that- the gospel is the only correct 
starting-point for all our thinking about election and re jection 
(l,I-5), he writes,’ "Hrfortunately, it has not adhered to this 
one starting point. In 1,6 it has added another line of thought, 
namely, one that starts from: the counsel of God"(pp.177-178, 
underlining mine). In his concluding paragraph, Runla writes,
"The problems can definitely not be solved by a mere historicl- 
zing and actualizing of election and re jection. Bat at the same 
time, we must say that the Gospel may not be robbed of its power 
by a method of thinking, that takes Its starting point In am 
eternal counsel and then proceeds to draw logical conclusions 
from; this counsel.. I often wonder whether the ’solution’ is not 
to be sought In a deeper study of what we mean-by the word 
’eternal’ when we speak of God’s eternal counsel. Did Reformed



theology perhaps overemphasise the pre-temporal nature of the 
divine counsel?"(p. 178', underlining mine). Runla whose view 
hears a certain similarity to Berkouwer*s gives an appreciative 
account of Berkouwer*s doctrine of election(pp.l68-17lJ7™While 
Bogue tends to view Berkouwer*s theology as a retreat into 
irrationalism,. Runia gives a more accurate account, observing 
that Berkouwer does not want to "limit God* s power and sovereign
ty", rejects "every form of synergism,.Including that of the 
Arminians", is "not motivated by,the desire to give some place to 
even a partial autonomy of the human will" and fully agrees with 
the- Canons*; formulatlon in 1,5 s ""Faith in Jesus Christ and 
salvation through Him is the free gift of God."(p.173)•

8l. In his Divine Election. Berkouwer, at the outset of a chapter 
specifically concerned with the question of "Election and the 
Certainty of Salvation"(Chapter Fine, pp.278-306), writes "the 
relationship between election and the certainty of ShXvation has 
already come to the foreground several times and each time it was 
clear how Intimately this matter of certainty Is related to the 
election of God."(p.278)# Relevant passages include pp.61, 114, 
124, 150-151.82* In his A Half Century of Theology : Movements and Motives,,
Berkouwer recalls a man who claimed that "nothing could help him 
"if he were not elect** and his own1 break from the church could not 
hurt him "if he were elect", pointing out that "pastoral warning 
is really powerless over against this cart of logic"(p.8l). 
Berkouwer is, In his interpretation of election, Concerned to 
effectively counter this kind of reasoning in a way that, In his 
view, Reformed scholasticism! Is unable to do.

83# Cf. the present writer’s "The Reformation Continues i A Study in 
Twentieth Century- Reformed Theology", Reformed Review. Vol.33,
Bo.2,(Winter 1980), p*79 where attention Indrawn to- the differ
ent concepts of objectivity used by Berkouwer and: L. Berkhof - 
"Berkouwer*s emphasis on the importance of the subjective element 
in faith for the formulation of Christian doctrine is never meant 
as the abrogation of objectivity. .Berkouwer affirms that 
authentic subjectivity only comes through encounter with the 
objectivity of the living God himself. Berkouwer*s insistence on 
the importance of God as the object of faith that decisively 
determines the nature of faith must, however, he distinguished 
from an artificial objectivism that- tends to rationalize truth 
into’ a system of Ideas. Berkhof..is open to> the charge of not 
drawing a sufficient: distinction between the true objectivity of 

; God and the false objectivism of the system."
84. I take this to. mean a kind of spiritual Intuition without any 

objective foundation. Berkouwer does hold that "In the Reformed 
Confessions, there Is an Intuitive and reflexive understanding of 
the Scriptural message of election"(Divine Election, p.195). 
Berkouwer emphasizes that "the election of God is confessed as 
the foundation; of salvation out of mercy and grace without any 
merit" (p. 196). The intuitive character of the faith by which the 
believer trusts in the mercy and grace of God as the foundation 
of salvation Is- t©> he contrasted with the IdLnd of objectivism 
associated with Reformed scholasticism. This intuitive aspect may 
not, however, be dissociated from the mercy and grace of God which , 
as the object of faith, provides its truly objective foundation.

85* Divine Election, p. 124(especially citation of John 14:9).
86. A Hole In the Dike : Critical Aspects of Berkouwer*s Theologyrp»26.
87*' Divine Blectlony pp.lI4, 158-151 •



88* Han ; The Image of God* pp*320-322* 324-325,- 327^
89* Cf. Divine Elections pp. 150-151? 250—251*
90# It is precisely the kind of supra-hlstory associated with.

Reformed scholasticism that Berkouwer is particularly concerned 
to avoid in M s  discussions of “Election in Christ” and “Election 
and Re lection11 (Divine Election, Chanters 5-6? pp. 132-217).

91. Karl Barth was unable to recognize himself at all in C* Van Til's 
The Dew Modern!smi ; An Appraisal of the Theology of Barth and 
Brunner♦, (Preshy, te r ian and Reformed Publishing- Co* * 2nd edition* 
1947) (cited in The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, 
p.388). It might he expected that Berkouwer would he unable to 

_ recognise himself In Bogue’s account of his view*
92* Berkouwer maintains that, in his opposition to Barth? Van Til has 

“drawn a picture of orthodoxy in which I cannot recognise the 
features of the real Reformed orthodoxy1*(The Triumph of Grace in 
the Theolcg-y of ICarl Barth* p.390)* Berkouwer might be exgected 
to respond similarly to BOgue’s theological position*^orfginaf)•

93. Divine Election*, p.152.
94* Divine Election*, p.152. This statement is made in the particular 

context of the discussion of the doctrine of election and should 
not be understood as a broad generalisation which can be applied 
indiscriminately to every theological statement. In The Person of 
Christ, Berkouwer favourably cites the words of H*. de Vos : “One 
cannot avoid teaching Christ's pre-existence ; If Jesus Christ be 
Cod, then he existed before he became man*11 (p.54) • In this statem
ent? as in Divine Election* p*I52? Berkouwer's concern is to 
emphasise that the historical is grounded in the eternal and that 
both the historical and the eternal1 are grounded in the love of 
Cod* It Is the divine' love which undergirds - the eternal salvation 
which has become historical reality in Chrisl(cf. Divine Election,
p.168)*

95* Divine Election*, pp. 113? 15®? 168*
96* pp. I13~114(in discussion of biblical statements concerning “the 

Book of Life”)*
97̂  Cf* Ephesians Is4 fo>r a biblical statement concerning- divine

election which uses this phrase.(This phrase also occurs in John 
17*24 and IPeter Is 20• The context and content of each passage is 
different and there is no clear uniformity of usage) .For related 
discussion? see present study? pp.149-151*

98* Divine Election* pp.150—151* Berkouwer a!so> stresses that the
depth-aspect of salvation should also he recognised in the use of 
the expression' “God’ s good pleasure” concerning which Berkouwer 
writes? “This pleasure does not stand in contrast to the historical 
gospel”' {p. 151). 1* B* Smedes? “G*C* Berkouwer”? Creative Minds In 
Contemporary Theology, edited by P*E* Hughes? p*77 n.32 — “The ”good 
pleasure of God” according to which we are chosen in Christ is 
sometimes taken to mean that God simply does anything that he 
arbitrarily decides? whereas the “good pleasure of God” Is His 
gracious purpose to save s Christ Is the revelation of His “good 
pleasure .““(The Idea of God’s good pleasure occurs In the Author*** 
Iced Version’s rendering of Ephesians Is5? 9. The Idea of God’s 
good pleasure is also found In Phillpplans 2s13(Authorized Version 
and Revised Standard Version) and 2 Thessalonians I: II (Authorized 
Version). In these latter passages? the theme is sanctification and 
there is no suggestion of arbitrariness- at all. In examining these 
texts? I referred to the two af ore-mentioned translations.)

99* Divine Election.' p. 168. Berkouwer shares Bavinck’s protest against 
the description of God’s counsel as ““an act of God in the past””
(p.152)? emphasizing that the word “decree” can be thoroughly 
misleading when it is “Interpreted out of. its context In Scripture”
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(p.3152). J*- Philip discusses helpfully the relation "between time 
and eternity in his The Westminster Confession of Faith : An 
Exposition, Fart 1, Chapters 1-8»(Holyrood Abbey Churchy Edinburgh 
- series of expositions given. at midweek services in. 1 966, issued 
in four parts)* ’’The word ’decree’ has a rather unhappy and 
unfortunate connotation in-its use in. the thought of election and 
predestination* It is not in fact used In. the hew Testament in 
relation to this subject**The word suggests something completed 
long ago;*.The phrase ♦before the foundation of the world* implies 
something' away back at the: beginning of time,. and behind us in 
relation to; the direction in which we are now travelling. • time 
Is thought of in terms of a straight line,' with eternity at 
either end of it. .we may ask: ourselves whether this linear 
conception of time and eternity is really what the Scriptures 
mean to convey. It is by no means a self-evident conception.• 
there is a sense in which it is self-contradictory* We should 
perhaps think: of eternity as something all round us and liable 
to break In at any moment..This is rather how- the Hew Testament 
thinks' of eternity. We speak of the gospel breaking into the 
darkness of a man*s soul* Where, .does it come from? Hot far away: 
♦The- word is nigh thee* even in thy heart and in thy mouth*.*.*
As near as that? Life as we know it is surrounded and encompassed 
by eternity, which touches It at every point.U {pp. 26-2?. under
lining mine). Criticism of the linear conception of time does not 
imply that time is co-eternal with eternity* The present writer 
holds that the temporal character of the present world Is recogn
ised in the biblical doctrines of creation and esehatology. Criti
cism of the linear conception of time In relation to predestinat
ion does not imply criticism of-either :€toist?s pre-existence^or 
the reality of the Christian hope{cf. The Person of Christ* p.54 
and The Return of Christ, p. 16 for Berkouwer*s protest against 
a demythologislng of Christ’s pre-existence and the de-eschatolo- 
gizing of the Christian hope) • The affirmations concerning the 
person of Christ and the return- of Christ emphasise the eternal 
character of a salvation which has neither its ultimate origin ; 
nor its ultimate goal in man’s present experience. The interpret
ation. of predestination in terms of eternity encompassing time at 
.every point Is aimed not at denying the eternal character of 
salvation but at understanding the way in which this eternal 
salvation reaches man in his present experience without devaluing 
the significance of that experience! Life as we know it i s liha? 
♦everything* nor ’nothing*. The ultimate significance of "man’s 
present experience is found not in that experience itself but in 
the eternal God whose eternal purpose transcends man’s present 
experience. This eternal God and eternal purpose does not strip 
man’s present experience of significance but rather affords to it 
eternal significance.

IQU;,Ex Audita Verbl. Theologische opstellen aangeboden aan Prof.G.C.
Hampen. 1965V." edited by R. Scklppers Wt~~al*

101 .First published In Ex Auditu Ferbl. pp.2T2-296j Reprinted in T.F* 
Torrancef God and Rationality. (Oxford University Press, London, 
19*00 * Chapter Tt pp. 165-192.

1.02*In. his Theological- Science. (Oxford University Press, London,
1989) r he writes, “Authentic theological thinkingmust carry its 
inquiry into; the veryiheart of grace.”(p. 1 2 8 '  Of. J. Philip, 
The Westminster Confession of Faith : An Exposition. Part 1. 
Chapters 1—8 — “The no iron that God predestinai es first, then 
proceeds to> be gracious is a falsification of the truth. Grace is



eternal. We may look back as far as we will, but will never 
discover a time when God is not gracious.”(p.29) •

103# Theologlcal. Sclence» p.128 n.2. Of. J. Philip who insists that 
we are “not to; enter into a world of logical speculation and 
speak of a God who before all worlds damned men for His pleasure” 
since “Predestination.•simply means ’God in action*, the hand of 
God stretching out from beyond to claim' men for a destiny bright 
beyond all understanding' and almost beyond belief.” (The 
Westminster Confession of Faith ? An Exposition. Pt.l, p.36).

I04. T.F. Torrance, “Predestination in Christ”, The Evangelical 
Quarterly. XIII,(April I94l), p*119(article — pp.108-141)*

10% p. 120.
106. Torrance draws an analogy between Christ as truly human and

truly divine and the divine encounter in which there Is a really 
human decision and a really divine one. Berkouwer does not use 
this kind of analogy in the development of his doctrine of 
election.

10?. T*F. Torrance, “Predestination in Christ”, p.liy; cf. Bivine 
Flection. Chapter 4(nEIectIon and the Hiddenness of God”), pp. 
102-131.

108. T.F. Torrance, “Predestination In Christ”, p.117$ cf. Bivine 
Election, p. 153 n*38. Berkouwer emphasises that “divine electiom 
is Identical with the grace of God that was revealed in Jesus 
Christ..(and) is..not to be confused with a notion of an 
arbitrary, graceless decree of a purely Sovereign Belty“(L.B. 
Smedes, ”G.C* Berkouwer”, Creative Minds in Contemporary Theology» 
edited by P.E. Hughes, p•74, brackets mine)• Emphasi singthat it 
is only out of the experience of divine grace that a man can 
speak of divine election, Berkouwer carefully avoids any suggest
ion of a chrlstological objectivism in which ’man1 and ’the 
world* are understood to; he standing in a relationship of grace 
by virtue of the incarnation and apart from faith (for further 
discussion, cf. present study, pp.lOdff.) • The ’personal 
relation* of which Scripture speaks Iss “a relation as it becomes 
visible in and through the reality of salvation”, a relation 
which it is “completely impossible to hypostasise. .as an actual
ity in se. since Scripture’s “in Christ” and “by faith” so 
clearly determines it”(lam: The Image of God, p.101, italics in 
original).' Apart from faith in Christ man’s relation to God is 
one in which he “stands, .in his human responsibility and in his 
human guilt over against God”(Han : The Image of God, p. 135)*

109. T.F. Torrance, “Predestination in Christ”, pp.117-118.
110. Han : The Image of God. Chapter 9(“Human Freedom”) ,pp.310—348.
111. “Universalisra or Election?”, Scottish Journal of Theology. 2, 

(1949)r P*313(article : pp.310-318) •" Recognizing that Torrance 
has "correctly" rejected a necessary universal!sm*. as a violation 
of free grace which threatens to make the cross of Christ 
meaningless, Berkouwer maintains that Torrance has difficulty in 
rejecting-universal!smi in view of his idea of universal election 
(The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, pp. 363-364 
with accompanying- notes 17-19) . In BIvine Election, pp.230-241, 
Berkouwer speaks of the universality of the gospel without 
speaking of a universal election.

112. God and Rationality, p.184.
113. pp.186-188.
114* Berkouwer does not advocate a ’spiritual!sm* which devalues the 

words of Scripture (Holy Scr ipturc, pp.57-59, 288-290). An 
interesting general study of the complex problem of theological 
language is provided in F. Ferre. Language. Logic and God.(Eyre &



Sp o til s wo ode (FuL li sher s ) Ltd, , Lcmdon, 1962) — this “book contains 
a useful discussion of a var iety**different ways of understanding1 
theological language * *

115, 3)1 vine Election, p.l8.
116;, Bo theological interpretation can ever he considered final and 

conclusive, Berkouwer recognises the clear difference hetween 
Scripture and interpretations of Scripture in Loth his viex-j of 
historical theology and his own theological'method. In “Ghalce— 
don a Terminal Point?”(The Person, of Christ, Chapter Y, pp.85- 
97) emphasises that “(t)he limits of dogmatic reflection on 
Christology lie,,in Scripture itself” stressing “that Ghaleedon 
is not as: rich as- that Scriptural fullness on which the church, „ 
in its preaching, is continually allowed to draw* .that the 
confession is not intended to replace the' riches and fullness of 
the Scriptures,•(and that)(i)t is precisely the purpose of the 
confession to point out that fullness and those riches” (p.96) •
In the “Foreword” to A Half Century of Theology ; Movements and 
Motives,, he xfriies, ”1 regret every sign that- theologians have 
lost their curiosity, ..without the tensions of curiosity there is 
little hope for any essential correction in one^s own. insights,
A complacency sets in, a., feeling that the gospel has Leer 
adequately thought ahout and understood, and that we can restfu- 
H y  settle down, with what has already Leer said. A curiosity 
that works itself out in passionate study and serious listening 
to others promises surprises, clearer insight, and deeper under
standing — no matt er from, which direction they come,”(pp,7—8)*

11T, Language, Logic and God, Chapter 7. pp*78-93*
118. Chapter 8, pp.94—104*
119* B„ Smart, The Philosophy of Religion. (Sheldon. Press. London,

1979), Chapter 2, pp,41—73•(This ho ok is Bo.6 in "Studies in 
Philosophy and Religion", General Editor — P.R. Baelz).

12QV. Cf, citation of John 14*9 in Divine Election, p,124#
121. 2 Corinthians 9:15:(R*S„Tr„). .
122*. cf. J. Calvin, Institutes, Three, XXI, 5 * L. Berkhof, Systematic 

Theology,, pp.109-118.
123* W*PamenLerg, Theology and the Kingdom, of God, edited Ly R.J. 

Heuhaus,(Tfoe Westminster Press, Philadelphia, 1975)f p*12(from 
“Wolfbart FannenLerg: Profile of a. Theologian” Ly Beuhaus).

124* PP*54, 59*
125* Human Mature, Election and History, (The Westminster Press, Phila

delphia, 1977), P*10i*\
126. p*107(underlining mine). This statement is immediately preceded

Ly the statement — “Participation in the Kingdom of God is a
matter.,of spiritual reLirth". In view of PannenLergrs radical
church-kingdom distinction, it is difficult to determine precise|r
how, in. FannenLerg^ thought, the “spiritual reLirth” which he
relates to< “participation, in the Kingdom” is related to the
“individual faith” whiehA ie “fundamental in. the concept of the {^derlining mmne / .

127* p^liS^(underlining mine).
128. Theology and the'Kingdom: of God, p. 73*
129* W. FannenLerg, A. Dulles S.I., C.E. Braaten, Sclrlt. Faith and 

Church .-(The Westminster Press, Philadelphia, I97O), p. 111.
IBOv p. 116.
131* Theology., and the Kingdom1 of God, p.78* It would Le inaccurate 

to state that PannenLerg is a universal! st*> It should, however,
Le observed that the universal! st tendency of his entire theology 
makes it rather difficult to state clearly how his view differs
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from the universalist position,

132, Berkoux-ier’s discussion,;. "Apocatastasls?"(The Return of Christ, 
Chapter 13, pp,387-423), is most valuable for its emphasis on 
grounding our thinking in Scripture rather than imposing our 
own system of thought on the Scriptures,

133* What is Man? : Contemporary Anthropology in Theological
P^spective.(Fortress Press,' Philadelphia, 1970) (German edition, 
I962), translated by D.A. Prlebe, p*80,

134. p. 81. Of the individual under judgment, Paunenberg x-rrites, “he 
will not simply "become nothing? he will be destroyed in the face 
of his infinite destiny, that is, his destiny to a total, healed 
life”(p.79).

135*- Fannenherg does write, “Only for the person who is in communion 
with Jesus does- the resurrection mean eternal life as well as 
Judgment”(p,8l) , It Is, however, rather difficult :to determine 
precisely how this statement is to' be understood in view of 
Fannerherg’s general theological emphasis.

136. In his discussion of “The seriousness' of the gospel proclamation" 
(The Return of Christ, pp.413-41?), Berkouwer, emphasizing that 
“this great seriousness..Is not based on human legalism: or moral- 
ism..(but) is rooted in the reality of the gospel“(p.414« emphas
is original, brackets mine), asks a question which .must be asked 
of every eschatologlcal perspective - “Has the church’s preaching 
always warned,' In a responsible x-ray, against pro voicing the love 
of God?"(p.418, emphasis original). This call for a responsible 
proclamation of Judgment is directed against both an ’a priori1 
universallsm xihich teaches that "in the final analysis, the 
irresistible power of grace xrii 11 force the capitulation of all 
rebellion against it“(p.407, emphasis original) and a “moralism" 
which makes it “well—nigh impossible to free the word “hell" from, 
totally false associations" which speak “only of the incalcxilable, 
all-consuming wrath of God", saying “nothing of Els love" (p.418). 

13?. Eschatology brings unity to history which is fragmented by
contradictions. The relationship between, eschatology and history 
is, In Pannenherg’s thought, a parallel to the relationship 
between church and kingdom.

138* J.M. Robinson, “Revelation as Word and HIstory" in Theology as
History,-, edited by J.M. Robinson and J.B. Cobb Jr. , (Hew Frontiers 
in Theology, Yol.IIl), (ikr^er & Row, Hew York, I987), p.83.

139* Basic Questions in Theology. Vol.II, translated 'Ey G.H. ICehm,
(Fortress^Press, Phlladelplxla, 197l) r P*24» Revelation as History, 
edited by W. Pannehberg, translated by D. Gfansi^u, fSe Kacmillan 
Company, Hew fork? Collier-i'<IacmlIlan Ltd., London, 1988), p.18;
The Idea of God and Human Freedom, (Westminster Press, Philadelphia, 
1973? published in the H.K. by S.C.E. FressyLtd., London 1973 
xmder the: title, Basic Questions in Theology, Vol.Ill), pp. 174,177*

140. The charge of pantheism: is,in ̂ mrenberg’s view, "(t)he most
effective theological charge against Hegel’s philosophy"(The Idea 
of God and Human Freedom:, p.160). In making this comment, 
Pa^enherg peihtB out* '. “Hegel defended himself against the
charge: of pantheism, .repeatedly and explicitly defend (ing) his 
philosophy against that label" (p.l6l). In his discussion of the 
pantheistic tendency in Hegel’s thought (pp• l60ff), Pann.enberg 
is clearly dissatisfied with both the notion that Hegel’s thought 
is pantheistic and the development of elements in Hegel’s thought 
in a, pantheistic direction, by "the Hegelian left xmxg. . (which) 
more or less openly professed pantheism" (p.l6l) • In Fannenherg’s 
view, Hegel need not be interpreted panthei stlcally. It is



the pantheistic interpretation of Hegel which developed "front 
the time of D.F. Strauss onwards" (p. l6l) from which Pannehberg 
is particularly concerned to dissociate himself.

141. It is important to understand that "(w)hen Hegel avails himself 
of Christian categories, he never implies acceptance of the 
Christian faith in the supernatural, in miracles, or In the 
Incarnation and resurrection? he merely finds the Christian 
myths more suggestive and appropriate anticipations of his 
philosophy than the myths of other religions" (W. Kaufmann, Hegel: 
Relnterpretatlony Texts and Commentary, (Weldenfeld and Hi colson,
U.K. edition, 1906(first published, 1965), p.274) • Pannenberg 
adopts an entirely unHegelian stance when he writes, "the assert
ion that Jesus is risen., imp lies a historical claim, because it 
is the assertion of a particular past event? and with such an 
assertion it leys Itself open to historical enquiry and examinat
ion. .Consequently Christianity will have to get used to the fact 
that the basic assertion of its faith will remain a matter of 
dispute in this world"(The Apostles’ Creed in the Light of Today’s 
Questions, translated by"M,T Kohl,:{sVc.M*" Press Ltd. , London, 1972}, 
p. 114) • In view of Pannenberg’s emphasis on the inseparability of 
fact and meaning, M*. Westphal contends that, despite his admirat
ion of and Indebtedness to Hegel, "Pannenberg may well be the 
most articulate anti-Hegelian since Kierkegaard" ("Hegel, Pannen
berg and Hermeneutics" In Man and World, Vol.4, Ho.3, August 1971» 
(M. Fijhoff, Tie Hague), p.276(entire article — pp.276—293).

142. Revelation as History,(edited by ¥♦ Fannenherg), translated by
D. Granskou, pp.16-17? Basic Questions in Theology, Vol.II, trans
lated by G.H. Kehm, pp.21ff. It Is important to note the way in 
which Pannenberg uses the concept of "universal history". For 
Pannenberg, the language of apocalyptic is to be understood In 
terms of "the expectation of the end of history as a future event" 
(A.D. Callows! r, VIolfhart Parnienberg, (Contemporary Religious 
Thinkers Series, General Editor: H.D. Lexdis), {George Allen &
Unxdin Ltd., London, 1973), p.73 n*5)• Pannenberg sees apocalyptic 
language as symbolic "in the sense that we have no direct 
experience of it (the reality to which apocalyptic language points) 
and therefore no resources put of which we can picture or imagine . 
it literally"{Galloxray, p.72, brackets mine) • This -understanding 
of the symbolic function of apocalyptic language as It points 
towards the world’s future requires to be carefully distinguished 
from a symbolic interpretation which sees the universality of . 
apocalyptic language not in terms of the world’s future but sole
ly in terms of a particular understanding of man’s existential 
experience.

143* The Idea of God and Human Freedom:, Chapter 5, pp. 144-177.
144. p. 160. For Pannenberg’s answer — pp.l60ff.
145. A.D. Galloway, "The Hew Hegelians", Religious Studies, 8, pp.367- 

371* December 1972,(quote on p.371/*
146. A.D. Galloway, Bolfhart Pannenberg, p.64.
147. The Hew International Dictionary of Few Testament Theology, Vol.2 

(G-Pre), Editor: C.Brox^m,_(Zondervan Publishing House, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, 1976), p.383(from B. Klappert, "King, Kingdom", 
pp. 372-390).

148. p.385.
149* Theology and the Kingdom of God, p.78.
150. E.F. Tapper, The Theology of ¥0 If ha, rt Pannenberg, (Westminster Press, 

Philadelphia, 1973)V p.246.
151* Jesus : God and Man, pp.270—272; The Apostles’ Creed in the Light 

of Today’s Questions, pp.91-92.         -■... ..



152* Pannenberg’s discussion of Christ’s descent into hell is an
“Excursus" to his discussion of the vicarious character of Jesus’ 
death on the cross(Chapter 7)•

I53* Pannenberg-’s discussion of the phrase, “He Descended into: Hell" 
is found on pp.90-95*

154* Jesus - God and Man, p.272.
155* The Apostles’ Creed in the Light of Today’s Questions, pp.94-95*
156. For discussion of Romans 5s18 and 1 Corinthians 15:22, cf. 

present study, p.347 u*389* For discussion of the relationship 
between sovereignty and salvation, cf. present study, pp.107- 
109 xihere it is emphasized that the affirmation of divine 
sovereignty need not entail universal salvation. The use of 
Ephesians 1:10 in support of unlversalism requires to take acco
unt of other emphases in Ephesians : (a) salvation is not only 
“by grace" but “through faith"(2:8); (b) a presumptuous attitude 
x*rlth respect to “inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and of God“
Is solemnly x*rarned against(5:5) * Concerning the use of Colosslans 
Is 20 In support of uni versa 11 sim, G.E. Ladd writes, “Such an 
Interpretation can indeed be read into such verses as Colosslans 
Is 20 if they are taken out of the context of the total Pauline 
teaching" (A Theology- of the Hew Testament,(Willi am; B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1974), p.568). Commen
tators who do not accept a xxniversalist exegesis of Colosslans
Is 20 have related this passage to thee teaching in Romans 8:19-22 
concerning the redemption of “creation" ?ycf. H.M. Carson, The 
Epistles: of Paul to the Colosslans and Philemon,(The S^ndale Press, 
London, i960), pp.46—47? E.G. Ashby, “Tie Letter to the Colosslas", 
in G.C.D. Howley, F.F. Bruce, H.L. Ellison (editors), A Hew Testament 
Commentary,(Pickering & Inglis Ltd. , London, 1969) , p.485. . Regard
ing this cosmic element of redemption, cf. The Return1 of Christ, 
p.211f. B. Mine speaks of both “the ultimate, cosmic triumph of 
God’s, purpose" and “ the doom of those who will boxf the knee only 
by constraint, not in Joyful, adoring surrender" (Know the Truth :
A Handbook of Christian Belief, (inter-Varsity Press, Leicester,
1902), p.275. 1

157. e.g. Matthew 7* 13—14, John 3:36, 2 Thessalonians 1:7—10. B. Mine 
warns against both presumption and complacency - "We need to 
bexfjare..of attempting to take the final Judgment into our ox-jn hands 
by apportioning people to hell or heaven. .Xf we are truly trusting 
in Christ, we have no need to fear for ourselves. For the rest, vie 
must leave matters In the hands of God and press on with the task
of .'spreading throughout the world the one hope of sinners, the 
gospel of Christ" (Knaxr the Truth, p.274).

158* Human Future, Election and History, p. 101.
159* P.I07.
160. p.107.
161. This evaluation by R. Ficole (Gordon Divinity College) appears on 

the back cover of the paperback edition of G.E. Ladd, The Presence 
of the-Future, (Eerdmans, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1974).

162. A Theology of the Hew Testament, p.111.
163. p.IIIf.
164. p.87(brackets mine).
165* p.74*
166. p.99*
167. pp.97* I0l{this phrase appears on p. 101 in this form).
168. The Presence of the Future, p.333(statement cited as n.8).
169. p.333*
178* H.F* Tupper, The Theology of Wolfhart Pannenberg, (Westminster Press, 

Philadelphia, 1973),p.302*
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171. pe302.
172. A. Dulles S. J. , Models of the Church. (Gill and Macmillan’ Ltd. , 

Dublin, 1976) t PP. 97-98. Dulles makes this point in his discuss
ion, “The Church and Eschatology11 (Chapter VI, pp.96-114) while 
emphasising the cosmic significance of the eschaton(p.114).Dulles * 
statements regarding* this cosmic element could he developed in a 
universalist direction though it is doubtful whether this is the 
direction of Dulles* own thought.

173* Relevant references are given in n*139(present chapter).
174* Cod after God t The god of the Past and of the Future as seen in

the Work"of Karl Bhr^» ylhe Bslbs^rffiil Company»" 1969) , p.rfSTcited 
in E.F. Tupper, The Theology of Wolfhart Pannenberg, p.288).

175• Cited in E.F. Tapper, The Theology of Wolfhart Pannenberg, p.288.
176 Tupper notes Pannenberg*s responseto this criticism(p• 288? refer

ring to ”A Theological Conversation with Wolfhart Pannenberg”,
Dialog Up Autumn 1972 in which Pannenberg, speaking of a ””process 
of glori£icaiiaiNl..from ”glory to glory”...**(pp.287—288), points out 
that he does not think in terms of a, process reaching an end but 
rather in terms of Man entirely different process beyond an end 
event”(Tupper, p.288)»

177* p.299.
178. cf. R.P.G. Hanson*s comments on 2 Corinthians 6:2 in The Second 

Epistle to the Corinthians.(Torch Bible Paperbacks),(S.C.M. Press 
Ltd.. Londont 1967) — ”Now men and women are being saved (it is now 
THE DAY OF SALVATION); now men and women, are being ruined. Now r 
the destiny of each person, is being decided according to their 
response to> that final and irrevocable standard of judgment, Jess 
Christ. It is true that the Arrival has not yet taken place, but 
the Arrival is the end of judgment and not the beginning of it;
the Arrival is the disappearance of the last chance, but now, this
moment may be the Last Chance..the ACCEPTED THE, tense with 
urgency, burning with hope, . ;terrible with the possibilities of 
glory or ruin.”(p.92, emphases original). Hanson points out that 
while this view may be ”(v)astly different, .from, the complacent 
unconcern, .(of) many Christians11, it is "consistent..with the 
message of our Lord himself1*(p.53. brackets and underlining mine).

I79* For a brief outline of Berkouwer*s approach to eschatology, cf.
C.K. Cameron, nThe Reformation Continues : A Study in Twentieth 
Century Reformed Theology”, Reformed Review. Vol.33, No.2 (Winter
*980), p.79.180, cf. present study, pp,380-38l{latter part of extended note 4?)*

181* cf. present study, pp.209—213.
182. The Return of Chrlstg pp.246—248#
183. pp.246—248.
184. cf. present study, pp.209-213.
185. The Return of Christ, p.397 “ Berkouwer emphasises the connection 

between the Bible*s eschatologica1 language and "preaching, appeal, 
and demand for response”. If the relationship between the promise 
and the warning in preaching is to be properly understood and 
responsibly followed, two: dangers must be a,voided — (a) The procl
amation of the promise as ”a static eschatological fact”(p.412) 
which implicitly disregards ”the context of the New Testament 
words about judgment” in which there is no suggestion that ”the 
ultimate extinction of resistance is self-evident”(p.407); (b) The 
proclamation of a warning which takes on the”characteristies of 
terror” without echoing ”the compelling voice of a guide, of the

- gospel itself”(p.422).
186* p.423(emphases original).
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187. cf* present study, pp.29-34* 67—70.
188* cf. W.L. Schuiter, "A Continuing Crisis for Incarnational Doctrine”, 

Reformed Review. Vol.32, No.2(Winter 1979)* pp.82-83#
I89* Edited by J. Hick,(S.G.M. Press Ltd., London, 1977)* The reader 

is also referred to M. Green(editor)^ The Truth of God Incarnate, 
(Hodden and Stoughton, London, 1977).

I9Q:. "Eternal Life: Life After Death?”, Heythorp Journal. XIV, 3, Ju&t 
.... 1978, p.281.

191. G.E. Ladd, A Theology of the New Testament, p. 258. This phrase 
occurs in Ladd*s discussion of the use of the concept, 'eternal 
life', in the fourth gospel(especially pp*256-259)• Ladd, who 
views New Testament theology in. terms of "diversity within a basic 
unity”(p.33), writes, "In the sayings about eternal life as am 
eschatological blessing, John, is in agreement with the Synoptic 
Gospels. In. his emphasis upon life as a present spiritual reality, 
John goes beyond the Synoptics with a different emphasis.”(p.258).

192. cf. present study, pp. 149—*̂57*
193* cf. present study, pp.157-163.
194* Faith and Justification, p.145(italics in the original).
195. P.147.196. p . 1 5 0 .

197. p.m  
1 9 8 .  0 . 1 5 9 *

199. p.159.200. p.160.
201. p.161.
202. p.160.
203. p•159(emphases original).
204* The Person of Christ, p.4** This statement should he set along

side J. Rogers' observations concerning Berkouwer*s statements 
concerning Bulimanm(cf. present study, p. 357 11 • 51).

205. Holy Scripture. pp.243—244*
206. pp.247—24 8.
207. , ;p. 257. cf. The Work of Christ, p. 15# A Half Century of Theology; 

Movements and' Motives. pp.7-8.
208. She Person of Christ, p.35*
209. Holy Scripture, pp*251-252(brackets mine, emphasis original)•
210. pp.254, 256
211. Note the titles of the opening chapters of, for example, Faith 

and Justlficatlon("Relevamce”)» Faith and SanctificationTimeli
ness and Relevance") and Faith andPerseverance^Timeliness and 
Relevance")•

212.. The Person of Christ, p.54,
213* The Work of Christ, p.106., For further discussion relating to the 

interpretation of the biblica,! accounts of Jesus' birth, cf. 
present study, pp.232-235*

214, The Work of Christ. p.l8l. Cf. present study, pp.67-70t 73-76.
215* cf. The Truth of God Incarnate, edited by M. Green, (Hodder and 

Stoughton, London, 1977) *
216. Divine Election, pp.218—227? A Half Century of Theology: Movements 

and Motives, pp.98-104; present study, pp.220-223.
217* "Universalism", Christianity Today. I, !6(ApriI 29, 1957)* PP*5“6*
218. The concern here is primarily with transcendent hope. For a disc

ussion of the relationship between transcendent and immanent 
hope, cf. present study, pp.251-255.

219* E. Schlinlc, The Coming Christ and the Coming Church.(Oliver &
Boyd, Edinburgh and London, I9675) underlines the connection 
between future hope and present response - "We have no right to
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speak of Christ as the.- Pope of the world unless we humble 
ourselves before God and recognise H m  as the- Judge of the world 
...Only when we have repented and confessed that vie have wasted 
our life in. God^s sight shall we ever know Christ as the hope 
of the world” (p. 258) • Schlinfc. describes ”the actions horn of 
Hope” thus- t ”The first act of hope is the preaching of the 
gospel to the whole world. .The second action horn of.hope is ;r > 
accepting responsibility for the Just ordering of society’* (pp* 
261-262* italics in the original).

22GD. Two points of departure from: the Hew Testament hope must be care
fully' avoided — (a) an entirely Hother—worldly’1 hope which lias 
no) consequences for action, in this world; ■ (h) an entirely ”this- 
worldlyM hope that has no perspective on the,eternal future 
beyond this present world, cf. present study* pp. 272—273*

. 221. Holy Scripture, p.256; The Returfo of Christ, p. 166 n.60.
222. The Return of Christ ., pp.403-423.
224. G.E. Ladd* A Theology of the Hew Testament, p.329.
225. R.L. Khudsen'* ”Rudolf BultmannJ1,. Creative Hinds in Contemporary 

:. Theology. edited by P.E. Hughes* p. 155*
226. The Work: of Christ. p.lBlf of. G.E. Ladd* A Theology of the Hew

Testament, pp.30—32f W. Pannenberg* The Apostles* Creed in. the 
Light of Todaŷ s; Questions, pp. 10-11 (cf. present study* pp.232- 
235 fbr further discussion of Pannenberg*s view).

227. Ho>ly Scripture. p.256(citing W.G. ICummel■ — source given).
22$. p.296(ci.ting W.G. Kummel — source given).
229. G.C. Berkouwer* ”Current Religious Thought”* Christlanity Today. 

Ill* 13 (March 30:* 1959) t P*39? cf. W®,fannenherg. The Apostles * 
Creed in the Light of Todayys Questions, p.114.

230;. G.C. Berkouwer* "The Church in. the Last Days”, Christianity Today.
 ̂ XX, 14{April 14 1958), pp.3-5.

231. The Return of Christ, pp.246—24$.
232. p.243.
233.. p. 256.
234. p.295.
235. p. 247.
236. P®255(cf. present study* p.34)#
237# p.244*
23$. p.245.
239. pp.14-19.
240V p.16.
241® p.4i44*
242. p.405.
243. p»40 6. '
244® p. 407*
245* P®414.
246. p.4l6(cf . p. 421 — ”not demythoiogizing of hell” but ”an exorcism 

of it — in faith”(’emphasis original)).
247V p.4l6(emphasis original).
248® p®41$*
249* P;®422»
250V p.423 (citing Luke It 79) *
251. p.422(brackets mine).



Footnotes to Chapter Seven (Pages 173-215).
1* I* Pitt-Matsor* A Kind of Folly ; Toward a Practical Theology of 

Preaching. (The Saint AndrewPress*Edinburgh, I976), pp. 11-12 
\eî hasis' original) •2* L.B. Smedes* "G.C. Berkouwer”* Creative Minds in Contemporary 
Theology,(William B* Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan* Second Revised Edition — 1969), p.64.

3. J. Rogers* Confessions of a Conservative Evangelical,(The Westmin
ster Press* PhiladelpMa7'*L974)V Fp*Mi~M2(^acket's original).

4* p.52(italics in the original).
5# Faith and Justification, p.21.
6. 'p.9. Berkouwer’s waitings are full of valuable discussions of a 

wide range of theological opinion. To understand his writings 
properly one- must* however* look beyond the many discussions to,the 
spiritual reality of the salvation of God in Christ to which they 

_ relate.
7® Berkouwer discusses many seemingly ’peripheral* issues with a view 

to? understanding their relation to the salvation of God in Christ.
8. Berkouwer*s concern is to be helpful to the church’s life of faith 

and not to cause confusion with obscure theological complexities.
9. cf. present study* pp.22—29* 34—38.
lOwbf. present study* pp.52—53.
11.cf. present study* pp. 13^34# 153-157*
12.cf. present study* pp.38-42.
13.The Church. Chapter Two, pp.29-5$•
14„p.29(italics in the original).
15.pp. 34—35(brackets original) •
16.pp.35-37*
17.PP.36-37.
18.pp.37-39.
19»p.37»
2Q» pp. 39-43.
21.pp.40—41.
22.pp.43-4$.
23.pp.45-46.
24*0.49*
25;.p.50.26*uTrinitariau Unity and the Church”(pp.48—50).
27. p.48.
28*p.50(italics in the original).
29*P.50.
30. pp. 46-4$.
3I*p*46(citIng Bavinck — source given; emphasis original).
32.p.48.
33.p.50©
34*1.J* Hesseiink* ’’Contemporary Protestant Butch Theology”, Reformed 

Review,Vol.26, Fo.2(¥inter 1973) t P*69.
3 5 © Rogers* Confessions of a Conservative Evangelical, p.143.
36.J>H* ICok* Eampen, 1^9\^vibwed by L. Praasma in Westminster

Theological Journal * 33* pp. 73-80) * cf. G.C. Berkouwer* ’’Conserve 
and Progress”(’’Current Religious Thought”), Christianity Today,
XIV* II* pp.45-46̂  — Concerning the conservative-progressive 
discussion* Berkouwer writes*’’The way in which a person tends to 
think about things is influenced by psychological and character 
traits. It, is influenced by experiences that have profoundly 
affected his response to what is going or ih the world. • .In
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turning' to the Scriptures, we do not get a quick endorsement of 
either mentality*.It is highly important that words like 
conservative and progressive not he used as slogans or derogatory
3Labels“(p.45)*37* For an account of the Synod of A seen? 31926 and the 1967 Report, 
cf * 1. Timraer, “The Pall of Agsen”, Reformed Journal* October 
1969, pp.15-20.

38. For detailed information concerning this committee and its report, 
cf * K.E. Osterhaven, unpublished notes on the Report from the 
Committee for Advice concerning the Doctrinal Statement of the 
Synod of Assen> 1926 to the General Synod of the Reformed Churches

■2 in the Netherlands, meeting in Amsterdam, 1967*
39. H. Bavinck, Gereformeerde Dogma tiefc. (J.H. Kbk, ICampem, 1928(first 

published, 3L8953l899^V YoY.1, p.414*
40* Pol.I, p.414*
41. p. 162 n.73? p.172 n»5*
42. p.357f cf* 1. Rogers, Confessions' of a Conservative Evangelical, 

P*59*43* Osterhaven*s unpublished notes, p.2*
44* p•2*
45* p*2(emphasis original)*
46. p.7*
47* Confessions of a. Conservative Evangelical. p.143*
48* Concerning the use: of the term, "evangelical”, cf. J. Rogers,

Confessions of a Conservative Evangelical — “you can become less 
conservative and more evangelical” (p* 12); “Ne must beware of 
demanding that the Bible conform to abstract idealisations which 
suit our conservative' culture. To have an evangelical view of 
Scripture is to accept the whole Bible as it really is*.The divine 
saving message — the gospel — is recorded again and again in real 
ways that offend our idealized notions of what its form should be. 
I can no longer be conservative and talk about what the Bible must 
be, or ought to he — reasoning logically from some idealized human 
notion of perfection. I want to he evangelical and accept the Word 
that God has given me, with all its magnifierenh surprises in both 
content and farrow"(p*26).

49* Osterhaven*© unpublished notes, p. 2.
5©* cf. present study, pp* 139-3142* The term “biblicism” may not be 

used indiscriminately if important differences in the exegesis of 
the early chapters of Genesis are not tQ' be obscured (e.g. the 
positions- of E.J. Young and B* Milne). In his sections on 
“Revelation” and “Scripture” (Know the Truth : A handbook of 
Christian belief.(inter̂ lTarsity Press, Leicester, 1982) , pp.19- 
5l) , B* Milne refers the reader to a number of books, two of 
which contain article© by Young — (a) Revelation and the Bible ; 
Contemporary Evangelical Thought, edited” by C.F.H. Henry, (Baker 
Book House, Grand' Rapids,' Michigan, 1959) — E.J. Young, “The 
Canon of the Old Testament”, pp. 153—168; (b) The Infallible Word:
A Symposium. (Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Company, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1946) - E.G. Young, “The Authority of 
the Old Testament”(pp.55—91)• It Is perhaps significant that Milne 
does not refer the reader to E.J. Young's Thy Word is Truth, (The 
Banner of Truth Trust, London, 1963) . While there may be broad 
agreement between Milne and Young regarding the doctrine of 
Scripture, there are significant differences in the precise 
manner in which each approaches Scripture.in his Genesis 3s A
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devotional & expository studyf(The Banner of Truth Trust, London, 
1966), Young insists on ”a s tradghtforward realistic interpreta
tion of the text”(p.l5 — commenting on Genesis 3s l) , maintaining 
that Everything in the chapter leads to the conclusion that the 
writer is giving straightforward prose.11 (p. 55 — regarding 
Genesis 3)* Commenting on ’’The Pall of Mankind11 (Know the Truth. 
pp.102-103, Milne shares Young’s dissatisfaction with ■*(57 he 
mythical view (which) rejects any historical element** in Genesis 
3(p.102,’ emphasis original, brackets mine). Milne does, however, 
distinguish between w{t)he literal view(which) sees the Genesis 
record as a, direct historical description”(p.102, emphasis 
original, brackets mine) and ”(t)he historical1 view (which) 
assents that while Genesis 2-3 are not to be interpreted in a 
literal sense at every point, space-time events are certainly 
being recounted”(p.102, emphasis original, brackets mine). Milne 
points out that the literal view ”is less frequently adopted 
even among those who unquestionably acknowledge the full 
inspiration of Scripture”(p.102) and suggests that ” a degree of 
symbolism”(p.103) is used in the biblical account of man’s fall* 
Both Young and Milne relate hiblical inerrancy to the intention 
of the writer(Thy tford is Truth, pp.129-131, 137, 150, 154, 1585 
Know the Truth* p.431* I** the interpretation of the early chapt
ers of Genesis, Milne is less inclined than Young toward dogmat
ising concerning the intention of the writer. Young approaches 
Genesis 1 with the question, ”Are there errors in the first 
chapter of the Bible?”(p.165)* He maintains that no error has 
been proved or demonstrated(pp.103,166 — for Young’s discussion 
of Genesis 1, pp.101-103, I65-I70). Di senssing ”The Question of 
Origins’’(Raow the Truth. pp*77-79)» Milne writes, ”The divine 
origin of the universe is..not in question; the real issue is the 
correct interpretation of the biblical teaching”(p.77)• Seeking 
the intention of the writer, Milne asks, ”Is this a poetic- 
religious passage, or is it a scientific account of the 
cosmological origins of the universe? Or is it something 
combining both: an account of real events, conveying religions 
truth?”(p.77)* Seeking to resolve these questions, Milne writes, 
”1...The Bible is concerned to convey a message of salvation to 
all people of all ages and therefore adopts popular, non-teclinical 
language..2. Biblical language is ’phenomena,!’, i.e.it-*♦des cribe s 
things from the viewpoint of the- observer..the sun ’rises and 
sets’..3•Biblical language is non—theoretical. The Bible...does 
not teach a specific cosmology. 4* Biblical language is cultural, 
communicating4 its divine revelation primarily through the culture 
of its time. All these factors, need to be weighed, carefully 
before dogmatising about the correct interpretation of Genesis 1 
—2.”(p.78). Milne distinguishes between ’’some degree of liberty in 
interpreting the biblical account of cosmological beginnings” and 
any denial' of ”a genuine act at the ’beginning’ of time by which 
God brought the universe into existence out of nothing”(pp.78-79) • 
Emphasizing that ’’there is need for caution i*> asserting what 
Genesis 1-3 must or must not mean”(p.95)9 Milne insists that 
’’Dogmatism is inappropriate here unless we can show that Scripture 
necessarily requires a particular interpretation.”(p.93)•

51. Osterhaven’s unpublished notes, p.7.
52. cf. present study, pp.156-157.
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53. cf. present study, pp.80f..
54* OsterhavenTs unpublished notes, p.3(empha,sis original).
55. Holy Scripture. p.l66(eniphasis mine).
56. Osterhaven’s unpublished notes, p.3(’brackets mine).
57* From front fly-leaf of Holy Scripture. Cf. C.K. Cameron, ”The 

Reformation. Continues: A Study in Twentieth Century Reformed 
Theology” » .Reformed Review* Vol.33, Ho.2(Winter 1980), p.74*

58. J* Richmond, ”ReIigiousgeeohichtliche Schule” in A Dictionary ~of 
Christian Theology* edited by A. Richardson, (S.C.M. Press ltd.,

p•289*
59* From front fly-leaf of Holy Scripture.
60. J. Rogers, Confessions of a Conservative Evangelical, p. 143*
61. p.143 *
62. S. Heideman, 11 The Descendants of Tan Raalte”♦ Reformed Review* 

TTol.12, Ho.3(March 1959) , p.36.
63. p.34.
64. p.34.
65* X. J. Hesselink, Contemporary Protestant Dutch OlieQlogy”, 

Reformed Review. Vol. 26. Ho.2(Winter 1973), p.69.
66. A. Mulder, Americans from Holland. (J.B. Lippincott Company, 

Philadelphia and"Hew Xork, 1947) , PP* 99ff* * .
67* E. Heideman, ”The Descendants of Van Raalte”, p. 36.
68. p.37*
69. p* 37*
7C. p. 37. :
71. X.J. Hesse link, ”Contemporary Protestant Dutch Theology”, p. 69.
72* p.65.
73. Hesselink describes the Hervormde Kerk of that era thus : ”the 

established Hervormde Kerb (but not ”established” in. the manner of 
the Church of England)”(p.7Q) while noting that 11 in 1957• .the H.
E...was re—constituted as ”A Fellowship of Faith Confessing 
Christ”, which meant that-the H.K. was now completely freed from 
the control of the state•M(p.72)• Hesselink describes this 
reorganization of the Hervormde ICerlc as ”a parallel..to the
.development of the Confessing Church in Eazi Germany.u(p.7l) • 
,̂This development is discussed in the present. study, pp. 184-18?.

74. E. Heideman, ”The Descendants of Van Raalte”, p. 37*
75* p. 37*
76. p.38.
77* pp* 37-38.
78. A. Kuyper, The Work of the Holy Spirit. (William B* Eerdmans 

Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1975), p.xiii.
79-* p.xiii.
80. p.xiii.
81. p.xiii._
82. pp.xiii*-' t
83 * pp.xii i-xiv.
84.
85. Death in the City* (inter-Varsity Press, London’, 1969), pp.9-10.
86. Eerdmans, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1971.
87. Chapter HI, pp.72-87*
88. Chapter V, pp.IlQ—143*
89. J. Rogers(editor), Biblical Authority.(Word Books, Waco, Texas, 

1977) contains criticisms of Schaeffer1s bihlicism — (a) Rogers 
(p.I87 n*129) sees in Schaeffer, Escape from Reason, (inter— 
Varsity Fellowship, London, 19,68')"," p.35 '̂ n ”uncritical commit
ment to Aristotelian thought forms”(footnote to Rogers, p.45 -
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“The demand for reasons prior to faith in the authority of the 
Bible seems wedded to a prior commitment to Aristotelian 
philosophy.”)j (h) C. Pinnock criticizes the claim that “belief 
in biblical inerrancy is the only sure bulwark against apostacy”
(p.66) which he observes in Schaeffer* Ho Final Conflict,(inter- 
Varsity Press, Downers Grove, Illinois,1975, p.9(p*f89 n.33)J 
(c) D. Hubbard criticises Schaeffer1 s Genesis in Spa.ce and. Time* 
(inter-Varsity Press, Domers Grove, Illinois, 1972) for paying 
“almost no attention to the literary character of Genesis as an 
ancient oriental book that must he read on its own. terms..In 
other words, the other half of the space—time question, the space 
and;time in which the book was composed, is virtually ignored.” 
j(pp*193—194, n.6 — footnote to p. 161 where Hubbard’s basic point 
is that “The human process by which God chose to make his Word 
known in. earthly languages is as crucial to our [knowledge of 
what he is saying in Scripture as is our recognition of Scripture’s 
full imspiration.n,)

90. Osterhaven’s discussion, “Reformed According tô  the Word of God” 
(The Spirit of the Reformed Tradition* Chapter III, pp.72-87) is 
more similar to BerRouwer’s Holy Scripture than to either E.J. 
Toung’s Thy Word is- Truth or H. Linds ell’s Battle for the Bible* 
(Zondervan, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1976) • Osterhaven makes his 
position more explicit in a review of Lindsell’s The Battle for 
the Bible* (Refarmed Review,f Vol. 30, Ho. I (Autumn 1976) , p. 6l) 
where he notes that Lindsell “claims that his doctrine of 
inerrancy is that which the whole church, until recently, has 
always- held” with the: remark that “The author’s claim- that this 
was the position of Luther and Galvin cannot be stESt®®^©1. 
Osterhaven recalls- “a; conference on biblical authority at Wenham, 
Kassa.chraee.tts> ten years ago” at which “proponents of a tight 
doctrine of inerrancy had to qualify, their position, in seventeen 
different ways”. Osterhaven makes three remarks concerning this 
situation — (a.)“What happens to an idea when so many concessions, 
have to be made?” (b)“Calvin, as can be. noted in his commentaries, 
would never allow himself to be put into such an impossible 
position.” (c)”It is unfortunate that some conservative theologi
ans today feel that the case for Christianity is bound together 
with such a rigid doctrine of Scripture:. The result for them is 
endless attempts- at hannonization. and a battle with other 
conservatives that ought not to be fought”.

91. “The Descendants of Van Raalte”.
92, p.38.
93, p.38.
94# !.!• Hesselink, “Contemporary Protestant Dutch Theology”, p.70 

(italics in the original).
95* P*72(cf. present chapter- note 73).
96, p.70.
97* “G.C* Berkouwer”»'Creative Minds In Contemporary Theology* edited 

by P.S. Hughes, p.63.
98, p.63.
99 *_ From back cover of paperback edition of A Half Century of Theology.
10Q,pp.7~9.
101.L.B. Smedes, “G.C. Berkouwer”, Creative Minds in Contemporary 

[Theology* edited by P.E. Hughes, p.63.
102.A Half Century of Theology* pp.7-8(underlining mine).
103oL.B. Smedes, “G.C. Berkouwer”, Creative Minds in Contemporary

Theology* edited by,rP.E. Hughes, p.63. -
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104. C. Van. Til, The Sovereignty of Grace : An Appraisal of G.C.

Berkouwer’s- View of' Itordt,(Presbyterian end Reformed Publish— 
ing Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1969) gives the 
impression of a radical change in Berkouwerfs theological 
position by contrasting the ’earlier Berkouwer’ with the ’later 
Berkouwer’. For a critique of Van. Til’s position, cf. J.C.
Vander Stelt, Philosophy and Scripture : A Study in Old Princeton 
and Westminster g^eolo"^, (Ifeck Company* Marlton, Hew
Jersey,^ 1978) , pp * 2 2S-S7G (especially pp.258ff) •

105* Ex Audita.' Verbf* edited ly R. Schippers et al., (J.H. kok, Kampen, 
1965), pp.37-551 cf>* present study, pp.130-132.

106. cf. present study, pp. 12-13.
107. “G.C. Berkouwer” in. Creative Hinds in Contemporary Theology, 

edited by P.E. Hughes, p. 65*
108. p.65.
109. pp. 65-66(Hote tha,t Berkouwer writes on faith and justification, 

sanctification and perseverance).
110. p*66(Berkouwer avoids making “an illicit jump from the correct 

understanding of exclusive redemption in Christ to an incorrect 
notion of exclusive revelation in Christ”(p.67); cf. present 
study, pp.97-100)•

111. Faith and Justification* pp.200-201(“Sola gratia;, -sola fide, a 
priori” — italics in the original^ “we..technique”- underlining 
mine).

112. L.B. Smedes, “G.C. Berkouwer11, Creative Minds in Contemporary 
Theology* edited ly P.E. Hughes, pp.67-68.

113* I.J. Hesselink, “Contemporary Protestant Butch Theology”, p.75?
L.B. Smedes, “G.C. Berkouwer”, Creative Minds in Contemporary 
Theology* edited by P.E. Hughes, p.65. An interesting comparison 
may be drawn between the thought of Berkouwer and the work of 
the Hervormde Kerk theologian, Hendrikus Be rich of in his Christian 
Faith t An Introduction to the Study of the Faith* (William. B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1979) —
(a) Berkhof writes, “the title of the book is not “The Christian 
Faith”. Such a claim would be presumptuous” on the part of 
“little people, still on the way “ toward understanding the 
inexhaustible riches of the gospel(p.xii). Berkhof does not 
hesitate to< speak of the faith in M s  sub-title» Emphasizing that 
“(t)here are bound to- be many theological articulations of the 
faith”(p.xii, underlining mine), Berkhof does not refrain from 
using the expression, “the Christian faith”(“Study of the Christian 
Faith”, pp.26-40). Cf. present study, p.iii{n.4 -p.302).
(b) Berkhof begins his book with Alfred Tennyson’s words :
“Our little systems have their dayj They have; their. day and cease 
to ber They are but broken lights of Thee, And Thou, 0 Lord, art 
more than they.”(facing main title page). Cf. present study, p.ii.
(c) In view of the present study’s critical analysis of the 
theological systems of Tillich(pp.60—78) and Barth(pp• 95—d!7)» 
the present writer notes with interest Berkhof’s statement, 
relating to Barth and Tillich, concerning “the danger, which 
they, .did not always avoid, that the step-by-step-discovered 
unity and convergence becomes a principle from which the next 
step- can logically he deduced”(p.39).

114. 1*1. Hesselink, “Contemporary Protestant Butch Theology”, p.75*
In Handbook: Member Churches* World Council of Churches* edited 
by A.J. van der Bent, (W.C.^, Geneva, I982), the possibility



of ”a federal union or even a complete reunion in the future”
(p. 155) is suggested*115* Confessions of a Conservative Evangelical* p.143{underlining 
mine)* Berkouwer*s A Half Cenl̂ ury of "ghiology : Movements and 
Motives Is essentially an. account of Berkouwer*s own life-long 
concern with central theological! problems* The word ’’problems” 
is used here to indicate that Bferkouwer does not write as one 
who knows all the answers but as one who is ”conscious**of the 
unrest and hesitations..the self—corrections*.the limitations 
of all theological thought” which are pa,rt and parcel of ’’the 
quest for a deeper and richer understanding of the unsearchable 
riches of the gospel”(p.263)• Berkouwer*s writings provide ample 
evidence that his work on these central theological problems has 
been immensely fruitful in deepening theological understanding*

lid* X. Rogers, Confessions of a Conservative Evangelical; ptI4I*
117. p.141.
118* pp.143-144.
119# The Hew Delhi Report : The Third Assembly of the Horid Council 

of Churches *(S*C*M* Press, London* 1962), p.4#
120. The Church,' p.391.
121. * .'The Coming Christ and the Coming Church* (Oliver and Boyd* 

Edinburgh and London* 196?) , p.5ii.
122* This is recognised by the Roman Catholic theologian* H* Rung,

The Church(Search Press Ltd.* London* 1968), pp.279? 311* cf. 
Berkouwer *s The Second Vatican Council and the Hew Catholicism*

- pp*21—22*
123* L.B* Smedes* ”G.C. Berkouwer”, Creative Minds in Contemporary 

Theology* edited by P.E. Hughes, p.69*
124* E. Schlink, The Coming Christ and the Coming Church* p. 272 

__ (brackets mine).
125. L.B* Smedes, ”G.C. Berkouwer”, Creative Minds In Contemporary 

Theology, edited by P.E. Hughes, pp.65—66.
126. E. Schlink, The Coming Christ and the Coming Church* p.272 

(brackets mine)• '
127* The Second Vatican Council and the Hew Cathollclsm(from! L.B.

.. Smedes * Translator1 s preface) , p.4.
128. H, Rung, The Church, pp.276—277.
129. The Conflict with Rome* translated ly D.H* Freeman, (Presbyterian 

and Reformed Publishing Company, Philadelphia, 1968) 5 Recent 
Developments in Roman Catholic Thought* translated by J.J. 
Lamberts,(Slliam B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, 1958)•

130* The major importance of this work, has been emphasized by the Roman 
Catholic theologian, H. Rung who writes that Berkouwer, ’’extremely 
well qualified to report on the theological problems” associated 
with Vatican XI , has written ’’both wisely and critically - 
exactly the way we Catholics need it J” (From Outside, Rear Cover 
of Thes Second Vatican Council and the Hew Catholicism).

131* p.5*
132, p. 6.
133* p.30.
134» p.32(emphasis original);(cf. H, Rung, The Church, p.x for a 

similar emphasis on the: gospel.)
135. cited on p.22(emphasis original).
136 cited on p. 24 from A. Bea, The Unity of Christians, (Chapman,

London, 1963), p.97.137* E.8* Ehrlich, in a review of this book, wpites ’’Reformed , Churchmen..believe that sound work for unify must safeguard.
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not ‘the integrity of Roman dogma but unswerving loyalty to,
Christ to whom the teaching of "both Churches must he 
subjected and in accordance with whom all doctrines must he 
reformed and corrected.,” (Scottish Journal of Theology, Vol. 17* 
ITo.4, December 1964* p*482).An examination of Bea*s thought 
.from this perspective sets Berkouwer* s appreciative comments 
relating to the views of Bea(and Pope John XXXII) in their 
proper context. (a)"The words of John XXIII and Cardinal Bea 
do not*.give us justification for supposing that a confessional 
watering-down or relatlvising of dogma is taking place in Rome.” 
(The Second Vatican Council and the hew Catholicism, p • 2 5) •
(ir) John XXXII spoke of ”an ”ecumenical” council” (p. 13) - 
Cardinal Bea said emphatically that the Pope meant "by the term 
"ecumenical” a council of all bishops of the Inhabited earth 
who are bound to the chair of St. Peter.”(p.14 n.6 underlining
mine) • (c)*. Bea writes* ”Uo less" than' the Roman Catholic Church
does the Eastern Church stand on the urchangeability of the 
traditional Inheritance of the faith. "(Stimmen der Zell, I96I- 
1962, p.427? cited in The Second Vatican Council and the Few 
Catholicism1. p*21 n.28}.~~Bea iusis t s -̂ 5haT̂ the' Church" hae^once 
for all declared as a matter of faith was declared under the 
guidance of the Holy Spirit as a divinely revealed truth* over 
which the Church cam. no longer in any way dispose.”(Stlmmen der 
Zelt. p.246; cited in; The Second Vatican Council and the Hew 
Catholicism. p. 23 n.3?}*"(d)"Berkouwer mte^ tixat- Say
I960)* John XXIII mentioned the established of a special secret
ariat ” which will make it possible for separated brefhera to 
follow the work: of the Council and thus to- make easier their 
reunion in the one fold of Christ”* comparing this reference to 
A* Bea, The Unity of Christians, p.50(The Second Vatican Council 
and the Iiew Catholicism̂ , pp. 13—14 n.^underlining mine). It Is 
important to pay close attention to the view of Bea for precisely 
this reason! — he "probably exercised an influence at both sessi
ons of Vatican Council II second only to that of the Supreme 
Pontiff wf*F#A* 0*Brienr Steps to Christian Unity. The crucial 
issues of Ghristian Unity discussed by 24 outstanding ecumenical 
leaders,(Collinsr Fontana Books, London and Glasgow, 196§), p.

... 283).138. The Second Vatican Council and the Iiew Catholicism, p.22.
139• P * 26.
140. p.26.
141. pp.32—33*
142* I.J. Hesselink, ”Contempora.ry Protestant Dutch Theology”, p.81.
143* The Church, p.289(underlining mine). H. Hung’s concern with 

truth has led him; to raise serious questions concerning Roman 
Catholic dogma, notably In his book, Infallible? : An Enquiry, 
translated by E*. Mosbacher, (Fount Paperbacks, Collins, London, 
Glasgow — German edition, 1978* first English edition, 1971f 
Fount Paperback edition, 197?)* 2n "A Candid Foreword"(pp.9-25), 
Hung writes, "The renewal of the Catholic Church willed ly the 
Second Vatican Council has come to a standstill, and with it 
ecumenical understanding with other Christian Churches end a. new 
opening out towards the contemporary world.”(p.9)• Concerning 
the theologian’s concern with truth, Hung writes, "He(i.e. the 
theologian) must bear witness for the sake of the gospel and 
humanity, must state the truth and not shrink from practical
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intervention', in a spirit of modesty and objectivity and fall 
awareness that no one Is infallible but God himself.n(p.197)*
The resultant conflict between Hung and the Church of Rome Is 
recorded and discussed in P. Hebblethwalie, The Hew Inquisition? 
Schlllebeeckx and Hung.(CoI11ns. Fount Paperbacks; Glasgow, London, 
I960)* "Declaration of the Congregation for the Doctrine of Faith, 
15 December 1979*’ is given by Hebblethwa 11e as Appendix 2(pp. 154- 
157) — "this Sacred Congregation..is constrained to declare that 
Professor Hsus Hung, in his writings, has departed from the 
integral truth of Catholic faith, and therefore he can. no longer 
be considered a Catholic theologian nor function as such in a 
teaching role..the Supreme Pontiff John Paul IX approved this 
declaration..and ordered its publication."(p.157) "Declaration 
of the German Bishops’ Conference"(18 December 1979) is given by 
Hebblethwsilte In Appendix 3(pp. 158—162) - "Professor Hung loses 
his licence to teach theology in the name of the Church* He is 
not excluded from the Church and remains a priest."(p.162). In 
the words of Hebhlethwalte, Hung was, by this decision, "relegated 
to a rather curious Ilraho where he could be a priest and a 
Catholic but not actually utter as one.”(p.77? emphasis original) • 
In his Appeal. Statement(Hebhlethwaiie. Appendix 4, pp. 163—165) , 
Hung said, "As a Catholic theologian I. had and have a special 
concern for the ’Catholic Church’, that is the ’general, the 
all-embracing, the universal Church’. For that reason X have tried 
and try to teach Christian Truth in all its Catholic breadth and 
depth."(p. 163). "Declaration of the Holy See. 3C December 1979"
(Hebblethwaite, Appendix 5? pp.166—167) rejected Hung’s appeal, 
stating that "all the participants in the consultation" agreed 
that Hung’s appeal statement "did not provide sufficient grounds 
to alter the decision laid down In the 15 December Declaration." 
(p.166). Hebblethwalte helpfully discusses the important question 
of the relationship of Pope John Paul II to this judgment passed 
on. Hung. Hating that "’liberal’ Catholics sought refuge" by 
trying "to drive a wedge between Pope John Paul II and the 
Congregation of the Doctrine of Faith", Hebhlethwaite contends 
that "(t)here was no evidence that John1 Paul was not fully 
committed to the action# of the CDF, and a certain amount of 
evidence that he actually was."(p.103)* Hebblethwaite ventures 
to hope that "John Paul II will be unhappy in the role of unyie
lding autocrat" and that he will put into practice his philosophy 
of "listening and learning, of being perpetually open to new 
experiences, "(p.125) *

3yf4. The Riddle of Roman1 Catholicism : Its History. Its Beliefs. Its 
Future,. (Ho dder &■ Stoughton,' London* i960) , Chapter IV, pp.44—56*

145. p,200.
146. p.16.
147* The Second Vatican Council and the Hew Catholicism, p.32.
143. pV.40-41.
*495- P.57*
150. p.58.
157* p, 62(source given by Berkouwer in n.9).
152* pi62,
153. p.63.
154* pp.64—65.
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155* p. 65(source given in n.I7). Cf. present study, p. 155*
156* Cf. present study, pp.29-34* 153-157*
157* This article Is concerned with questions regarding the confession 

of faith — Gerefomneerde Theologlsche Tijdschrlft, February 1963, 
pp.1-41.

158* Berkouwer stresses the Importance of the new theology’s being 
able to; dissociate itself from: modernism1 (The Second Vatican 
Council and the Hew Catholicism, p.73), observing ICung’s concern 
to> avoid a modernistic position(p.72, citing Strukturen der 
Kirche. p.349)*

159. The Second Vatican Council and the Hew Catholicism, pp.65-66.
165. p.80.
161. p.82(emphasis original).
162. p.66.
163. p.82.
164. p.85.165. p. 6 — This dual hope is expressed by L.B. Smedes (translator).
166. pp.249-258.
167. p.250.
168. p.250*
169. p.25I*
170'* pp.25I—253(emphasis original).
171. P*253.
172. p.254(empkasis original).
173. pp.254-255.
174* pp.255-256,
175. P* 257.
176. p.258. The words with which the Third Assembly of the World 

Council of Churches, Few Delhi, 18 November — 5 December I96I, 
reached Its culmination, express aptly and succinctly what it 
means to stand under the cross as we pray for and work: towards 
a clearer visible expression of the Christian Church’s unity in 
Christ — "We confess Jesus Christ, Saviour of men and the light 
of the world; Together we accept his command; We commit 
ourselves anew to bear witness to him among men; We offer 
ourselves to serve all men in love, that love which he alone 
Imparts; We accept afresh our calling to make visible our unity 
in him; We pray for the gift of the Holy Spirit for our task." 
(cited in Despatch from Few Delhi.(S.C.M* Press Ltd., London,
1962), p. 108 by K." Slack) .

177. Cf. present study, Chapter Four, pp.60-117, for a detailed 
discussion of these theological tendencies.

178. The use of the term ’deism* in the present study is explained 
in the introductory preface, p.ill. The term1 ’liberalism:’ is 
"somewhat vague" though"lt is possible to attempt a characteri
sation of lt"{J. Richmond, "Liberal Protestantism, Liberal 
Theology, Liberalism", in A. Richardson(edltor), A Dictionary 
of Christian Theology,(S^C.M. Press Ltd., London,1969}, pp•191 
-194)* While the present writer finds Richmond’s account of the 
origins of liberalism: helpful , he is primarily concerned to 
draw attention to: Richmond’s comments relating the thought of 
Barth and Tillich to Iiberallsm(cf. notes 179-180 below). Concern
ing the origins of liberalism, Richmond holds that Hanf’s 
critique of "the validity of traditional natural theology" was 
immensely Important(p.I92). The natural theology of deism should, 
in the author’s view, be regarded as another Important strandin the background of liberalism though it should be noted that
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the kind of liberalism which has a closer affinity to natural 
theology bears a different elm rax ter to the kind which is 
sharply critical of natural theology*

179*. J* Richmond, p.193 -.Barth "has stressed the centrality and the 
kerygmatlc character of the biblical writings, the radical 
discontinuity between God and human’ nature, and has made much 
of the concepts of crisis, judgment and grace*11

180* Concerning Tillick(and Biltmann) , Richmond writes that his . 
position is "partly continuous with the liberal tradition"(p.
193)* Tillich, together with Bultmann , has "tried to avoid the 
excesses into) which the older liberalism: fell; but..their 
critics frequently bring against them: the criticisms which were 
brought against their theological predecessors in the second 
decade of the twentieth century."(p.194)•

181* Cf* present study, pp.67-7®, 106ff..
I8:2* While Barth’s theology stands over against liberalism in a 

way that the theologies of Tillich and Bultmann’ do not(e.g.
Barth’s words concerning: the "bodily resurrection", spoken to 
T.F* Torrance a few weeks before Barth’s death — T.F* Torrance, 
Space. Time and Resurrection. (William-, B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1976), p.xi), the present 
'writer is Inclined to agree with A*P*F* Sell when he says,
"Sadly, such theologians as Barth, Bultmann and Tillich, have 
been in danger of disengaging' the gospel from 'history in all 
its ambiguity and messiness."(God our Father.(The Saint Andrew 
Press, Edinburgh, I980), p.14* The point at which the difficulty 
in relating Barth’s view of the divine transcendence to historical 
reality Is most observable Is the point where he seeks to 
speak adequately of the urgency of the decision between faith and 
unbelief. Cf. present study, pp*114—116*

183* From the perspective of his doctrine of God as Being, Tillich may 
be regarded as heavily accenting the transcendence of God over 
all that is finite and conditioned. Attention is drawn here hot 
to thic aspect of his thought but to the contrast between the 
theological me thodologies used by Barth and Tillich which might 
be broadly described as the ’from above*—’from below* contrast.
Cf. present study, pp.23Qff, for discussion of this type of 
contrast in relation to the interpretaion of christology.

I84* C. Brown, Karl Barth and the Christian Message.(Tvndale Press, 
London, 1967) , p* 12 (underliningmine).

I85* p*137(raiderlinlng' mine) •
186. pp•77—78(Brown refers(p.78 n.3) to P. Tillich, The Shaking of 

the Foundati one (penguin Books' Ltd., Harmonds worth, 1962), pp.
63ff. for an illustration of this tendency).

187. At the outset of his book, Paul Tillich. (The Carey Kings gate 
Press Limited, London, 1965) , J*H* Thomas maintains that "(t)he 
liberal roots of Tillich’s theology are very evident".(p.5). Cf. 
present study, p.62 for further reference to Tillich’s rational
istic tendency to approach Christian truth in a way that is 
highly appealing to rationalistic man who does not take the 
biblical witness to Jesus Christ particularly seriously.

188. B. Cameron, "The Historical Problem in Paul Tillich’s Christology"
Scottish Journal of Theology, Vol.18, Ho.3, September 1965?

pp.257-272.
189* The present emphasis on Barth’s teaching concerning divine

transcendence should not be permitted to obscure the fact that 
Barth has written on The Humanity of God, (John Knox, Atlanta,
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i960) in which he writes, "It Is when we look: at Jesus Christ 
that we know decisively that God’s deity does not exclude, hut 
Includes His humanity. 11 (p.48? emphasis original). J* Macquarrie 
rightly observes that Barth’s use of the expression, "the 
’humanity’ of God" does not • carry with it any suggestion that 
"Barth’s theology is humanistic"("Barth, Karl" in A Dictionary 
of Christian Theology, edited by A. Richardson, (S.,C.M* Press 
Ltd., London, 1969)7* Barth’s concern is to- emphasize that the 
doctrine of God is to: be approached net from: the vantage-point 
of an abstract conception of deity but rather from: the 
standpoint of the incarnation. While this emphasis on the 
incarnation is essential if the God and Father' of our Lord Jesus 
Christ is to: be clearly distinguished from- the God of natural 
theology, the particular way in which Barth relates his whole 
theology to the Incarnation does raise the question of the 
adequacy of his treatment of the human response to- the gospel 
(cf. present study, pp.!06ff.).

190* 0*Spqwu, Karl Barth and the Christian. Message, pp. 12̂  152f
K. Hamilton.', "Paul Tillich" in Creative Blinds In Contemporary 
Theology, edited by P.E* Hughes, p.473.

191. Christian theology must take care to avoid emphasizing a. 
particular biblical truth In such a way that other aspects of 
biblical truth, equally important for a clearer understanding; 
of the gospel,: tend to: be misrepresented.

192. C.K* Cameron, "The Reformation. Continues' : A Study' In Twentieth 
Century Reformed Theology" In Reformed Review, Vol.33, No. 2, 
(Winter 1980), p.74*

193 p. 79*
194* of. present study, pp.134—135*
195. The Return of Christ, p.403*
196. p,4C3*
197* p.403.I98. C.M. Cameron, "Hie Reformation Continues : A Study In Twentieth 

Century Reformed Theology", p.79* Cf. present study, pp.379“38l.
199* The term: ’theocentric’ is used here to describe a notion of 

divine sovereignty which is- determined by a competition- motif 
whichtends to set the divine and the human over against each 
other. The term ’Calvinist’ has been deliberately avoided because 
this term is Interpreted differently by different writers. This 
variety of usage makes it difficult to use this term here without 
an element of confusion.

200. The term; ’anthropocentrlc’ Is preferred to the tern ’Armlnian’
because the author has in mind a more general theological tendency 
than that which Is denoted by the term, ’Armlnian’. The existent
ialism; of R. Bultmann Is In view here. Bultmann emphasizes "The 
Necessity of Decision" (Jesus and the Word .translated by L. P. Smith 
and E. Huntress,(Ivor Nicholson & Watson Ltd., London, 1935)? PP* 
51-57; Cf. "Topical Index", p.224 for other references to 
"Decision"). While the Armlnian "over-estimation of faith as a 
spiritual achievement"(Faith and Justification, p.87) must be 
resisted in a. theology which glories In divine grace, an excessive 
preoccupation with the Calvlnlst-Aimnian question might tend to 
obscure the danger of dissociating the decision of faith from the 
content of the: gospel (Cf. N.H.G* Robinson, "Rudolf Bultmann’s 
ethical, message : the demand of love",' The Groundwork of Christ— 
lan. Ethics»(Collins, London, 197l) f pp. 181—190 }£q x a useful 
discussion of this danger In. relation to* Bultmann*s thought).
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20HI* J» Joes, Hie Covenant : A Theology of Human Destiny, (ifilllam 

B» Eerdmans Publishing Company,. Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1988), 
p. 217 *202*. Theology requires, in its speaking about the relationship
■between divine sovereignty and divine salvation, to carefully 
avoid any suggestion that God either could not. because of 
man’s sin, save all men or that he must, because of the 
universality of the gospel, save all men. Hie present writer, 
(”The Reformation Continues r A Study in Twentieth Century 
Reformed Theology”, p.79)* states the situation thus : ”If God 
chooses to be gracious to all, who are we? to argue? Bit then 
again, who are we to presume on such universal grace?”*

203* Cf* present study, pp*100—109 for a discussion of these issues 
with reference to the thought of Barth and Berkouwer*

204* Hie Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, p*29*
Regarding the description of Barth ’ s thought as t christomonism ,, 
cf. C* Brown, Karl Barth and the Christian. Message, pp*12, 152 
and G.Itfe, Bromiley, ”KarI Barth” in Creative Hinds in Contemporary 
Theology,. edited by P.E. Hughes, p.52* While; the term ’christo— 
monism’ may not be used without ■qualification as a description
of Barth’s thought(cf. Bromiley), its properly qualified use
does help us to see the central, issue in the analysis of Barth’s 
theology — the relationship between the ’Christ’ of Barth’s 
theology and the Christ of the ITew Testament (cf. Brawn).

205* The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, p.30.
206* p*30.
207. p. 30*
208* p.33(emphasis original).
209* Cf * present study, pp. '9fMi0'QV
810. The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Earl Barth, p.S49
211. p* 349(emphasis original) .
212. p.349(eraphasis original).
213. p.364(emphasis original).
214. The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, pp.368—369J 

The Return of Christ, p. 401. . ■
215. The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, pp. 368—
216. pp.369—370(emphasis original).
217. p.296.
218. p.370(emphasis original).
219* C. Brown, Karl Barth and the Christian Message, p. 12.
220;. The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, p. 112

(emphasis ori^ml) Berkouwer asks this question of Barth’s 
theology — ”Xs God’s decision not true and effective before and 
apart from the answer that follows it (belief or unbelief)?” (p.
112(emphasis original)}. Acknowledging ”the indisputable fact 
that Barth has himself , emphatically re jected the doctrine of the 
apokatastasis”(p.112, emphasis original), Berkouwer does raise 
the question of the adequacy of Barth’s theology at this point. 
Cf. present study, pp.111-116.

221. The Triumph of Grace In the Theology of Karl Barth, p. 267 (citing
H. Berkhof, Crisls der lliddenorthodoxie, (1953) . p. 38 - Cf. 
translator’s note : M”Kiddenorthodosie” or middle—orthodoxy 
designates-the predominant theological viewpoint in the Reformed 
Church of the Fatherlands(Hervormde Kerk). It has been strongly
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Influenced "by Barth* s theology and steers a middle course 
■between the liberalism which earlier characterized much of this 
communion#*and the older orthodoxy##In distinction from 
liberalism# .and in common with orthodoxy* it is evangelical in. 
word and spirit# n{Berkmiwer* p.267* brackets mine - note: Be 
Gereformeerde ICerken in ITederland(the denomination to which 
Berkouwer belongsTmeans '“The Reformed Churches in the Nether
lands11 and is to be distinguished from the communion referred 
to) in the above translator's note and with which the Hervormde 

' Herk theologian*, H* Berkhof* .is chiefly concerned in his book.)
222* Cf.Iu Barth* Church Dogmatacs* IVt 3* 1* pp#173—130 for Barth*s 

response to- Berkouwer*s She Triumph of Grace in. the Theology of 
Grace — nwe are not concerned here with the. .triumph, of a 
principle* even, .the principle..of grace. We are concerned with 
the living person of Jesus Christ..11 Jesus is Victor” is better 
than. **The Triumph of Grace1*** (p. 173)» 11 Jesus is Victor* .This 
statement does not contain any paradox* It is incontrovertible. 
It gives 120 ground for suspicion* Where does the Bible teach the 
contrary? With reference to a logical principle of grace and its 
triumph* I concede that it might be doubted or that something 
might be said for the assertion, of paradox* But in relation to 
the name* of Jesus* I see no alternative to- my understanding,” 
(p*'3l7̂ ) •' Fo>r- Berkouwer* s response to> Barth’s statement* cf.
A Half Century of Theology —  {a) l,i: had never thought for a 
moment that Barth’s- doctrine of gmce was an. abstraction from 
which theologians were free to> make their own deductions.” (p.67) ; 
(b) ntke ^triumph of grace” (including the title ofmy book) can 
mean only, thei grace of Jesus Christ the Lord”{p.67* brackets 
original)-* In She Triumph of Grace in. the Theology of Karl Barth* 
p#12* n* 6f Berkouwer* discussing' the use of the expression,
* christomonismi1 * with reference- to Barth’s theology* writes :
**It is* according to Barth* nhardly a beautiful term” when it is 
used polemically* KB IIl/3* p.v# He asksMwhether a Christian 
theologian can with good conscience and a joyful heart do 
anything else than put * Christ only* first and last in. all his 
thinking?” It Is clear that this question does not" answer the 
question put the expression “Christo-monfsm11 because this did 
not rhtend in any way.to detract from the”solo Christo?* but only 
to reflect on the validity of the Christological ; foundation of 
Barth’s dogmatics.#*1# The present- writer holds that precisely 
this point may he made, with reference to Barth’s criticism1 of the 
title of The Triumph of Grace in. the Theology of Karl. Barth (cf. 
present study* pp# 107-109 for related' discussion which* in the 
present writer’s- view* serves- to? higlight the superficiality of 
Barth’s criticism] of Berkouwer’s book#)# - .

223. The Triumph of Grace in_the Theology of Karl Barth* p. 116.
224. p* 121 (emphasis original).
225# p. 121.
226* pp*114-115(©mphasls' original).
227* p*367(emphasis original).
228. p*36l(eraphasis original).
229* For a study of some extreme forms of this kind of church-world 

dualism* cf * B. Wilson* Religious Sects : A Sociological Study, 
(World University library* London* 1970) r Chapter 7(,*Ihtrovers- 
ionists1*)* pp *IT8-140V

230’W This problem- is posed by the theology of Barth* cf. present 
study* pp.95—131 for related discussion.
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2:31. The Idea of an anonymous' or secret Christian may be seen as an. 

abuse of the doctrine of common grace. IT.E.G. Robinson holds 
that- ‘♦the non-Christian is still a moral being* hot. .a secret 
Christian" (The Groundwork of Christian Ethicsr p.268) . "Berkouwer 
draws attention to- V. Ghrdavsky ’s comment concerning K. Rahner’s 
notion of anonymous Christianity — ”a communist would not accept 
"the honorary title ’anonymous Chri stlau’n (A Half Century of

232. Han r The Image of God, pp. 153-154(underlining mine) •
233. p.169.
234* Properly understood* the common grace - special grace distinction 

gives no encouragement to a self-righteous church which 
presumptuously passes judgment on the world by attempting a 
precise delineation of the boundaries between common grace and 
saving grace* When due emphasis is placed on the word ’grace’» 
the church’s stance vis-a-vis the world will be characterized ly 
an openness which recognises the freedom of the operation of div
ine grace. Theology requires to avoid (a) a particularist scheme 
(symmetry between, election and reprobation) 11 in which the gospel 

,fcan no longer be preached”,{DIvlne Election, p.223) (Particularism 
Is not bound up with a rejection of common grace.. One writer who 
does re ject' the notion of common, grace is: H. Hoeksema(cf. Han. :
The Image of God1,, pp. 155-159 where Berkouwer describes 
"Hoeksema’s warning against the relatlvizlng- of evil and total 
corruption?* as ’’necessary and worthwhile” (p. 159) while questioning' 
the validity of Hoeksema’s rejection of common grace (pp. 158-159))f
(b)lC* Barth’s notion of ”mar’s being, .to stand in grace” as ”ar 
essence unchanged and unchangeable by sin”(cf. present study* p. 
106 for fuller details of this position) which could be 
interpreted by an Indifferent world to* support Its evasion of 
the urgent challenge of the gQspel(cf. present study* p. 10 7 for a 
critique of the ontlc structure of Barth’s thought).

235* Divine Election.. pp.i50-I.5i where B'erkouwer views the relation
between, time and: eternity in terms of the depth-aspect of salvat— 
lonf The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, pp.256- 
257 where Berkouwer is concerned not with ’a priori’ universalism 
as such but with Barth’s “revised supmlapsarianism (which) blocks 
the way to ascribing decisive significance to history” (p. 256 — 
brackets mine;; this: statement should be set alongside the 
Immediately following sentences where Berkouwer makes it clear 
that he is not suggesting' that Barth subscribes to ”a consistently 
idealistic conception of history”. Emphasis original - "decisive”).

236. Divine Election, p.249 — wWe may plead for recognition of God’s 
sovereignty* but we must beware that no deterministic interpreta
tion- is attached to It.”;’ In The Triumph of Grace In the Theology 
of Karl Barth, p.362* Berkouwer protests against a speculative 
’a priori’ universal!sm(Karl Barth* though not a universal!st* is 
in Berkouwer’s view* "standing at the threshold of the
ap okata s to si s” (unde rllning" mine)'')1 •  The ' kind of universalism which
Berkouwer tians against here is- the kind espoused by W. Barclay* 
who says* ”1 am a convinced uni'versadist” (Testament of Faith> 
Howbrays, London and Oxford* 1975* p. 53-6l). Berkouwer points out 
that ”(i)t is noteworthy that the debate centering about 
universalism has always- borne a strongly exegetical character.” 
(p.362). It Is clear that Barclay’s dIscussion(pp.58-6l) is not 
unrelated to his exegesis of Scripture. There are* however* in 
Barclay’s position?the speculative elements which Berkouwer
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finds unacceptable#: Barclay writes* "God has eternity to work 
in..God using an eternity of persuasion and appeal until the 
hardest heart breaks down §nd the most stubborn sinner repents.
As I see it* nothing less than a world is enough for the love 
of God.n(p. 6l). This kind of thinking is placed under critical 
scrutiny by S.H#, Travis* I believe in the Second Coming of Jesus* 
(Hodder and Stoughton* London* 1982)* pp.203-205. Concerning the 
’purgatory’ notion* Travis writes it Is "quite different from 
Jesus’ message of present salvation to be received or lost in 
immediate response to his preaching” (p.204). Concerning the 
relationship between the love of God and the notion of universal 
reconciliation* Travis writes*, "love by definition must allow 
its object freedom to: choose whether to respond or not"(p.203). 
Maintaining that "(l)f we are free to reject God, x-je must be free 
to> reject him for ever"(p.203) (citing on p.204* the words of C.S. 
Lewis- to> the effect that If the gates of hell are locked* they 
are- "locked on the inside"(The Problem of Fain. Collins* Fontana 
Books;: London and Glasgow* 1940* p.115* emphasis original))*
Travis Insists that the dogmatic assertion that "God’s love will 
be successful in winning all men " (p. 203) is ruled out(p.205). 
Berkouwer makes a most: important point for theological reflection 
when he draws attention .to? "Paul’s warming..that we ought "not to 
go- beyond the things which are written" (i Cor.4:6(ASF)) . • (as) 
this limit — which structures one’s listening -* the focal point 
of the entire doctrine of Scripture."(Holy Scripture, p. 17; "as” 
added by myself).

237* Divine Election, pp.233-234 - Berkouwer cites favourably Bavinck* s view 
that "the acts of God may not be presented as an objective 
reality "for all" apart from: the kerygma and faith, .that the 
preaching of the gospel does not say: "Christ died in your place, 
all your sins are reconciled and forgiven." Rather* the gospel 
..of salmti on. .contains a call, to faith, which..is implied in 
God’sact In Christ."(p.233; referring to H. Bavinck, Gereform- 
eerde Dogmatiek* IF* 709? underlining mine). Berkouwer’s concern 
is not to> call in question, the "Christus pro omnibus "(Christ for 
all) of the gospel (p .,234) but to- properly unders tand the 
"universal significance" of Christ’s coming as "a. crisis in the 
world"(p.233)* Emphasising that "the salvation of God concerns 
a historical act of God* which Itself gives direction* and 
which has am appealing* Inviting* promising and commanding 
force"(p. 233)* Berkouwer warns against "a peculiar shifting in 
the message of salvation in the direction of this supposedly 
evident conclusion (of uni versa li sm) "(The Triumph of Grace in 
the Theology of Karl Barth, p. 362* emphasis original* brackets 
mine)» The character of the preaching of the gospel is* in 
Berkouwer’s view* severely distorted "when the gospel is 
overshadowed by an objective message about election which bears 
no vital relationships to the proclamation" (The Triumph of Grace 
In the Theology of Karl Barth, pp.369—370* emphasis original.
This critique may be directed against (a) A particularism which 
operates on the basis of a symmetry between election and 
reprobation; (b) Karl Barth’s- doctrine of election; (c)the ’a 
priori* universalism: to which Barth refuses to commit himself.

238. The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, pp. 268—271.
239# Divine. Election, pp. 240* 242.
240. A Half Century of Theology; Movements and Motives, p.81.
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241* Over against: t3. priori1 universalism: which threatens to lessen 

the gravity of sin, Berkouwer sets ”The Biblical A Priori11 
(God is not the Author of Sin — Slnt Chapter 2 , pp.27-66).
The seriousness of sin must newr be minimized, not even by 
the idea that ”the Irresistibe power of grace will force the 
capitulation, of all rebellion against. itn since it is doubtful 
whether such a view maintains a ”blblical seriousness” which 
”never suggests that the ultimate extinction of resistance is 
self-evident”(The Return of Christ, p.40?)*

242* Han g The Image of Gody pp.54-551 59 * 8jf£*
243• This" Inferenee(despite Barth fs refusal to move unambiguously in 

the direction of universal reconciliation) could easily be 
drawn fromi Barth*s view of ”The Triumph of Grace in Creation”
(The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth.Chapter III, 
pp»52—88j in which he teaches that ”sin is onto 1 ogi caIly 
impossible”(p.88, emphasis Berkouwer*sj this particular state
ment is not a direct citation of Barth, On p.226 n.58, Berkouwer 
cites Km Barth, IClrchXlche Dogmatlk. Hi/23, p. 174 regarding the 
ontological impossibility of sin and God*s gracious election : 
”Here, in this understanding of man*s being as resting in God*8 
election, lies the basis and sense of our thesis of the 
ontological impossibility of sin as descriptive of man*”)
In ”The Bature of the Triumph”(Chapter IS, pp.215-261) , Berkouwer 
is centrally concerned with ”that strange expression: the 
ontological Impossibility of sin”(p.226. emphasis original).
While recognizing- that ”(t)he ontological impossibility of sin 
Is not Intended as praise for self-justifying man (and that)(i)t 
signifies, rather, the ”from the beginning” of grace” (p. 249(tpta?- 
lining and brackets mine), Berkouwer is rightly critical of the 
effect this conception can have on the preaching of the gospel 
as an urgent call to faith(pp*267-281) •

244* A.I*. Baker Is Intent on defending the doctrine of reprobation 
when he writes, ”A11 men are sinners by nature and unbelief is 
sin. Hen do: not possess a natural bias1 toward the gospel* It is 
only as God opens hearts that man ever responds in faith” (Berk
ouwer *s Doctrine of Election: Balance or Imbalance?,(Presbyterian 
and Reformed Publishing Co. , Phllllpshurg, Few Jersey, 1981) ,pp. 
135-136)• Berkouwer, who Interprets nElection and Rejection” 
(Divine Election. Chapter 6, pp. 172—217) quite differently from 
Baker, Is no less emphatic about the total depravity of man and 
the absolute necessity of grace : ”(ln) Scripture. * (m)an is. 
viewed In. terms of his: total life-direction: man the sinner., 
there, is no possibility of escape and no way out of manTs guilty 
lostness, .no return to a. restoration or regeneration in man 
himself., this is exclusively the work of God*s grace”(Slh4p.24l) 
”SInful man is seen in the Few Testament as lost, and apart from: 
any recourse or escape. Yet the wonder of the Gospel is that 
even that lostness is. not definitive. It is God who makes the 
dead to be alive”(p.37l)•„Emphasis original in both passages.

245* Man : The Image of God. p.5i-*
246. p.45* 
247* p*• 
248. p. *
249. PP.54-95-.
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252, p*143.(emphasis original).
253* p.146.
254* Chapter 9, pp.310-348*
255. p.312.
256. p.313.
257. p.314*
258. p.315.
259. pp.321-322.
260. of. present study, pp.150-151.
261. Eerdmans, Gr̂ iid Rapids, Michigan, I98O*
262. Punt fs hook'is reviewed -by M.E. Osterhaven in Reformed Heviewy

lTol.34, JTo.3, Spring I98I, pp. 221-222 (emote —  p.22l) .
263. p?223£
264. p.221. _
265. Punt, p.132? cited in. Osterhaven, p.221 (emphasis original).
266. Osterhaven, p.22l{brackeie original —refer to source in Punt).
267. This, does not make election subjective but does recognise that 

the objectivity of grace is not known apart from subjective 
experience.

268. Osterhaven, p.221.
269. Cf. Berkouwer*s; discussion of MThe Great Mlsconeeptl on”{Blvine 

Electiomt,Chapter X, pp.307—330) by which nman takes his election, 
for granted so that it becomes an occasion, for subtle self- 
justlfl cation. I,(p*307)*„

27OV The Return of Christ, p.423(emphasis original)? cf. present 
study, p.380%

271. The Return of Christ, p.419*
272, Divine Election* p.327'.
273* I>ian : The Image of God, p. 27.
274* For Instance, Ephesians 1:9—10 and Colossians 1:19-20 might be 

set against Matthew 7:13—14 end John 3s 36. in the universal!smi — 
dualism: debate while Luke 9*50 and Luke 11:23 mi git be set 
against each other In the debate concerning a mediating position. 
The Incomclnslveness of such a process of Interpretation simply 
highlights the need for caution on the part of systematic 
theology In its Interpretation of Scripture.

275. The Return of Christ, p. 397*
276* p.397*
277* P*413.
278. The Church, p. 161.
279. p. 1.61,
280. p.161.
283U pp.159-41184.
282. pp.161-162.
283. Chapter Six(pp• 131—164 —  especially pp.139-144)*
284. From a review of The Church by E. Hei deman, Reformed Review,

Vol.32, Foil, Fall. 1978, p.65(full review - pp.64-65). O f  inier- 
est are the comments, of S.H. Travis concerning those who have
no real oppo>rtunity to^fhe message of Christ — ”It is possible 
to affirm the possibility of salvation for such people, without 
surrendering the belief that Jesus is Godrs unique means of 
salivation. People who lived before Christ or after him in non- 
Christian' cultures may find salvation through Christ, even 
though they do not know his name, by casting themselves on the 
mercy of God. If a Hindu finds salvation, it is not by virtue
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of “being a good Hindu, any more than a. Christian is saved by 
beimg a good Christian. Whatever a person*s religious 
background, ,saving faith* involves coming to an end of one*s 
own*religion* and abandoning oneself to the grace of God.”; .
(i Believe in the Second Coming of Jesus* p.204, emphasis 
original) . A similar point"is made by M*~ Green (drawing on L. 
Fewbigln*s The Finality of Christ) who writes, "It is one thing 
to claim’ that all salvation is through Christ..It is quite
another to claim that nobody finds life with God unless they pass
through the doorway of explicit Christian faith..The Christian 
Church has never maintained that overt knowledge of the person 
and work of Jesus was essential for salvation. .Go to maintain 
..that "there Is salvation in no one else, for there is no other 
name under heaven given among men by which we must be saved”
(Acts 4:12) does not mean that no man can he. saved unless he has 
heard of Jesus: It does mean that Jesus is the only saviour of 
men.“(The Truth of God Incarnate*(Hodder and Stoughton, London, 
197?), pp.118—119 — emphasis mine)*

285. The Church* pp.73-74(emphas 1 s original). J.T. McNeill' offers a 
helpful warning fromi historical theology against the dangers of 
an exclusive sectarianism : "That churches of the Calvinist stamp 
should recover fellowship with others from which they have been 
severed would have caused the sixteenth—century fathers of 
Reformed Protestantism to rejoice. .Calvin himself taught many 
doctrines that he& did not regard as terms of communion* He adopted 
what he called *the judgment of charity*, which acknowledges *as 
members of the Church all those who by confession of faith, 
exemplary life, and participation in the'sacraments; profess the 
same God and Christ with ourselves*., (institutes 17*1*9). On such 
a basis sectarian limits of fellowship and communion are 
excluded..**(The History and Character of Calvinism* (Oxford

- University Pre s w,r Hew Yorfc,̂  1954) , p. "389.
286. cf. 1 Peter 2:9-10.
287. cf, Amos 3:2.
288* cf. Amos 9:7—12 — God*s people have no right to presume that God 

is exclusively concerned with them(vs.7, 12). God’s people need 
to be purified by the Lord hiraself(v.9) If they are not to become 
"the sinners of my people” who say, "Evil shall not overtake or 
meet us.u(v.lG, RSY) upon whom judgment is pronounced. (This 
challenge initially addressed to Israel is most pertinent as a 
warning against an empty profession of Christ on the part of a 
church which is called "from, a churchliress that has withdrawn 
into itself”(The Church* p.418).to the renewing presence of Christ 
run whose power the church is commissioned to serve the world for 
Christ*s sake.)

289* The Church* p.162(italics In the original)(Source given In n.112).
290. pp.162—163.
291. cf. 1 Corinthians 9:16%
292. The Church* p.l62t



Footnotes to Chapter Eight (Pages 216 — 300).
I* 2:52* The concerns here is not to set one type of anthropological1 

analysis over against another hut to* stress the ideas of the whole 
man and. the: unity: of man’s nature and to use these Ideas as 
criteria by which different types of anthropological analysis are 
assessed.

2* Berkouwer insists that man*® relation to God must not be seen* in 
relation to a •’spiritual* part of man(Han : The Image of God* pp. 
29-33) which is less- than? * the whole man* (pp.l94-19o)i A relation 
to God which is added to a •human nature* which is already complete 
without reference to this relation to God must, in Berkouwer’s 
ulewi, be resisted byr a theological anthropology which maintains that 
man cannot be understood apart from God.

3* An interesting book which emphasizes the importance of recognizing 
the complementarity of different types of anthropological analysis 
I® B*MacEayt Brains. Machines and Persons* (William B» Eerdman© 
Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1980) which has been 
reviewed by the present writer in Reformed Review* VoX*35.t. HO. 2, 
Winter 1982, p.101. Drawing; attention' to>MacKayfs emphasis on 
eomplemeatority, the present writer describes !5acKay*s view thus t 
"Han may be viewed fromi different angles# Christian' faith concern® 
Itself with his personal relation to his: Creator* Brain science 
studies the working of a physical mechanism* Neither approach can 
claitm too present the complete picture. Each need®, the other*"

4!» d* Stott makes; a useful point - "Although we should resist
polarization between evangelismi and social action, we should not 
resist specialization* Everybody cannot do> everything* Some are; 
called to; be evangelist®, others to be social workers, others tô  be 
political activist®. "(J* Stott * s "The Response" in R. J* Sider, 
Evangelism*. Salvation and Social1 Justice* (Grove Books, Bramcote, 
Notts., 1977)» p#22(whole article s pp. 21-24)). In this critique 
of Sider*© viewj; Stott raises; a significant practical issue : "Ron 
I© right that if Jesus combined preaching the gospel with healing; 
the sick and feeding; the hungry, the smme kind of combination 
should be seen in all his disciples. But X still want to> ask what 
this; means in'practice. Are we going to say that no evangelistic 
campaign' should ever be held without an accompanying; programme to 
bring aid to toe poor,- food to toe hungry and justice to the 
oppressed? Or conversely/that no social programme should ev©2> be 
undertaken unless It I© accompanied by evangelism?"(p. 22 - Stott 
answer® this question negatively, drawing attention, to the 
situational factor as well a© the aspect of specialization) •

5* The Apologists and toe Reformers are remembered for characteristi
cally different emphases. It would not, however, be an accurate 
analysis of their historical significance to draw an absolute 

- contrast between these emphases*
6* The word-deed character of communication is; rooted in the word- 

deed character of revelation(cf* G*E* Ladd, A Theology of the New 
Testament.(William B* Eerdmans; Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan* 1974), p.31).

7. Han*® relation to God may/ not he set in antithesis to hi® social, 
relationship© M lpnt doiing; violence to biblical. teaching(cf. 
present study, pp*235ff.).

8* A Half Century of Theology : Movements and Motives* p*19I.
9. Situational witness is as variable as human experience Itself. As a 

situation develop®, it 1© important to re-assess the relative 
importance attached to> any particular form: of Christian witness.



10* Such a •perfect balance* seems rather far removed from the 
complexities of human experience which constantly confront us 
with both the unattalnabillty of •perfection* and the inadequacy 
of eyeiyr claim; to *perfection* on the part of man.

11. Holy Scripture. p»l€6.
12. General Revelations. pp.131, Î IL—153. ' ■
13. The Providence of God.Chapter X — "The Crisis of the Providence 

Doctrine in Gim? Century", pp. 7-30*
14* Divine Election. Chapter %  "Election and the Preaching: of the 

Gospel”, pp%2l8-253.
’ x5| §Mf- V “ ' 'X6P The.- Person, of' Christ. p*9% Th e Work: of Christ, \p.l8*
17* X allude to Romans 10s 17(R*S.V.) and Berkouwer*s Faith and
_ Justification. Faith and Sanctification and Faith and Perseverance.

. Man t The Image of God.
• 19* The Church.
20* She present writer has found Berkouwer*s discussion of "Infant 

Baptism” (The Sacraments.; Chapter Eight, pp.161-187) particularly 
instruetive(especially pp*176ff where Berkouwer emphasizes that 
"The preveninat aspect of the grace of God lies not in the 
temporal priority of the acts of G®d fm baptism in comparison 
with the: conscious acceptance of the divine promise, but in the 
temporal priority of the cross of Christ with respect to the 
baptlzed.persem* whetherchild or adult."(p*176. emphasis mine) 
from  which standpoint he criticizes the notions of "presumptive 
regeneration”(p*l8G) and "an automatic guarantee of regeneration” 
(p*183)i Insisting: that "the conjunction of sign with the reality 
signified may not he used for a purpose other than that for which 
It is presented to us in calling, admonition and comforting. . 
(since) God*® promise Is truly given. * in promise and calling, in 
consolation and admonition in unbreakable connection. ” (pp. 183- 
184, underlining and brackets mine ) ) .

21* The Return’ of Christ, pp. 246—248, 404-406.
22. Attention Is drawn here to the breadth of his thought rather than 
_ to a restrictive definition of * proclamation* •

23* A study of Berkouwer*® theology would be incomplete without any 
_ detailed attention! to this late work(l974, Dutch; 1977, English) • 

24* A Balf Century of Theology t Movements and Motives, p.7* .
25.. p*9(iniderlinlngmine)* ‘...  ■ \\ 1
26. Chapter 2, pp*25-38*
27• p.25.
2®  pi25* ■ ■

29* pp*25-26.
30* Chapter- 3, pp5»39-74*
31* p%54. '"
32* pi*55*
33. p.5%
34* P*55$ C. Brown*s remarks regarding this aspect of Barth*s 

Church Dogmatics - "It is Ironical to note that..it is Barth and 
not Tillich who gets more; closely to grips with modem thought and 
culture. Whereas Tillich talks-- vaguely and generally, Bartl in. the 
small—print passages- - of' the- Church Dogmatics carries on a 
continuous dialogue inmaeh detail with the great thinkers of the 
past and present. ” (Earl Barth and the Christian Message* (Tgndale 

■ Fressj; London, 1967), p.93). .
35* .©^"'present study, Chapter 3(pp.43-59).
36. A Balf Century of Theology. p.79(italics in the original).
37. p.79*



3 m p*7®  . . •
39* p|25(ffcom: account of ¥* ETepp’s position) •
40* p*56(f3rom! account of X* Barth* s position).
41* p*89* -.
42* p.89.
43* p.89.
44.* p*90.
45* p. 91.
46. p.91.
47* p.92(emphasis original).
48. p.91.
49* p*ld*
50;. p.91 (referring to Matthew 20:15). f
51* p*9l(«iBed ;wito,,;r^eapenoe. to Matthew 22:14 and Matthew 20:16)*52. p.9l(emphasis original). ■ : . \  ̂ ; ̂
53* p*92(followed by citation of Romans 11:33). * , .
54* p*90(describing 3C. Barth’s view favourably):cf.Divine Election, 

pp. 209—217. ~ .55. A Half €?entury of toeology. p.93(citing 0. NOordmans, source given).
56. cf. Rivine Election, pp.fe* 147-149*
57. A lalf Century of Theology, o. 103(citing H. Bavinck - the reference 

to "the nonbeliever1* here is not intended, to be taken in the 
direction of the apocatastasis. Concerning Bavinck’s statement, 
Berkouwer writes, wMere.*ls the suggestion of a positive view of 
electiohj a m  that does not reason in terms of two? groups of people 
eternally separated from, each other by the decree, but of a single 
humanity made up of sinners, in the light of M m  who justifies the 
godless without respect to works."(pp.103-104)).

58. p.93.
59* b*95(cf» .Man : The Image of God. Chapter 9(”Ehman> Freedom"), pp. 

310-348).    . •. % ,
60% A. Balf Centarr of Theology." p. 100; cf. Divine Election. p*71*
61* A half Century of Theology, p.101.
62. p.102(citing Ridderbos who "sees election' connected, not with a 

definite number of peopl® but with Christ") and p. 103 (citing
hg!#§ that "it ip better, "not. to speak; of another decree that lies behind the nacrous choree that is in Chrl'gt’" TOst weŜ§sg$r*i8syf ■> > -

p*IQ2 (Berkouwer refers here: to a more “general "reconsideration of 
eleetto®” rather than merely his personal view), cf. present study,

_ pp.!05-iO9{e©ntrast with Barth).
64* p.I02(italics in the original)•
6®  When election I® set in the context of *a priori* universalism 

rather than that of faith* s confession of the divine grace which 
it has come to experience through Christ, it becomes difficult to 
do justice to the gospel*s urgent warning' against unbelief* Rhea, 
however, it is held that one cannot speak of election apart from 
faith, the gospel’s urgent call to faith is maintained. These 
matters are discussed In Chapter 6 of the present study -(a)the 
divine character of election is affirmed (pp. I5O-I51); (b)the faith- 
character of predestinarlan language is emphasized(pp.156-15717
(c)Care is taken to avoid relativizing; the urgency of the gospel
(pp. 146-149) •66% cf. present; study, pp.89-94* ’

67* A Balf Century of Theology. p%H8:(citing Barth’s view favourably).
68, p.IlO.cf. present; study, pp. 130^139%
69* A Sell, in a perceptive parenthetical remark, raises a

significant question for those who”accept much of Christ’s teaching* 
while rejecting* the Bible’s testimony concerning his person end work - "the grounds; on which they think he was correct in his



moral principle© and wrong; in all M e  claims about himself are; 
not usually made very explicit" (God our Father. (The Saint Andrew 
Press, London, 1980), p.23).

70* No direct analogy to christology is intended here.
71. A Half Century of Theology. p.l39| SOly Scripture, p. 351*
72# A Balf Century of Theology* p. 113(describing: X. Barth’s view 

favourably): cf* B&Iy Scripture* pp.166-167 where Bterkouwer 
criticizes "a view of faith wMch would be compelled to accept 
the; revelation of Gcripture on the basis of its God-breathi 
quality before; being gripped by the message to which its words
testify ." . . - _ -  .

70* Rely Scripture, p.166.
74* Fundamentalism^ while not rejecting; a legitimate concern for the 

human aspects of the Scriptures, does tend to minimize this 
comcern(cf* present study^ pi479̂ *88j 8%b$0)*

75* A Half Century of Theology. pW113 (describing favourably K. Barth’s 
view); cf. p. 116 - "holy Scripture Is given in words that cry out 

_ 'tor intensive 'research." ;
7(6* Scripture* p. 32.
77* A Naif Century of Theology. pp»I40-I4l(citing- Bavlnek favourably).
W  Against this position, biblicists may say that their view is :  ̂

the only one which is intellectually respectable since it refuses 
to accept what; is, in the biblicist viewj; ah untenable dualism 
(it is interesting to note that Berkouwer acknowledges that he 
once ac^>t^ this argument though he no longer accepts it(A 
HbSCentur^ of Theoloegr. p. 140). ■ "* '

78* p*120* ef* preset, study^ pp*X34H!P5»
79. A Balf Century of Theology. p. 120’. ' • '
80? pp.120—121.
81* p*123U .
82. "Current Religious Thought". Christianity Today. July 28, 1972,

(XFf, 21.) , p.42 (emphasis original).
83* A Half Century of Theology, p. 121 (citing favourably F.W. Grosheide) 
84. p*121( citing favourably F.¥. Grosheide * s view) .
85* p*121(citihg fhveurablyF.W. Grosheide’s view). ;
86* p*I2l(emphasls original, citing favourably F.W. Grosheide’s view)*
87.p.l21? cf. Holy Scripture* pp. 245-253 for further discussion! 

concerning the interpretation of the gospels.
88.: cfS'ipresent study*, ppi65--7®t 73-77*
89* A Half Century of fheolop-. p. 133 (contrasting the views of 0. 

Cullmann and R* Bultmann), Semkouwer’s concern here is to 
emphasize that there: is,; in the attest to take history seriously,
no denial of the kerygmatlc purpose of the gospels and that the
attempt to taike seriously the gospels’ kerygmatic purpose does

... not entail, aar unhistorical. approach to the gospels. - 
90* The Work; of Christ, p.181; cf . present study, pp.68-69 where 

ISterkouwer’s view Is compared M t h  Tillich’S.
91* C.F.H. Henry, "Basic Issues in Modem Theology", Christianity 

today. IX. 7(dan.l, 1965)1 pp. 14-17(citing Berkouwer here).
92* Holy Scripture, back flap (inside) of dust cover, - "Freedom from 

fear is near the very heart of the doctrine of Scripture worked
,  out in.. this book*" '

93* The term "theological reductionist# is used here with reference 
to a reduction1 of faith’s content in the interests of making 
faith acceptable to> modem man.

94* J.l* Kok, Kampen, 1938.
95*- A Half Century of Theology, pp. 137-138.
96. p. 139*



9$. p*139:(Cpii€ermng Scirilpttire and science, Berkouwer cites Bawia'cfc, 
Gereforanserde Dogmatiek* II, p«459*)

99. p.2l£. . : ‘.
lOOV p. 215. ” '101. pi* 22l8( emphasis originalf citing* Jude 3 and ITimothy 6: 20 here).
102. p.21T. ■ ■
103* p*221(emphasis original) •
104* wVmgen RondpBi! de Beli-3de2̂ sw(QffiestiQne conceri^mg tRe coafessio®. 

of faith) , Gereformeerfle ffheologisch Tjidschrift. 63,(February 
_ 1963), pp.1-41.

105* A Balf Century of Theology. pp.2l8ff..
106. ^^24^'xYojfcfedBaag-Institutes. I,XIII,5 where Augustine is 

cited).
1G7* pp*239^240(emphaMs original).
108. p.243*
109* p.243(emphasis original).
HO. pp*226if. (discussion concerning* Christ* s dx\dinity and humanity) • 
HI. p.233*112* J* TSms&if **G*C. Berkouwer s fheologiair of Confrontation and 

.2 Correlation^. The Reformed Journal. December 1969, pp. 17-22.
113. Han : The Image*of Gcd. n.35(concerBing relation, and reality).
114. A Half Century of fheology. p.235*
115. P*235*116. p*237̂
H7* p* 237.
118* p* 237 (underlining* mine).
119* p*237.
120. p.237.
121. p*238.
122* p • 238( emphasis original) •
123. p*238{empKaMe original)v
124* W. Pamenherg, Jesus ; God and Man. translated “by L.l. Wilkins 

and P.A. Piiehe^(Westminster Press, Philadelphia, 1968(first
 ̂polished in Gemaas, 1964), pp*33-37.

125* Pannenberg* accepts Kirnfs definition of the historical method :
”A historical conclusion can he regarded as certain when... 
despite the fact that it is not removed, from* all possible 
attacks, it is nevertheless in agreement with all the known 

■ fact s.” (Basic Questions in' fheology. ¥oI*Xj translated- by G.H* 
Kehmf(S.C.K. Press, londonj Fortess Press, PMladelpMa$ 1970), 
p.54) • Adopting this approach to Jesus* resurrection^ Pannenberg 
concludes that ”(t)he Raster appearances are not to he explained 
from the Easter faith of the disciples? rather, conversely, the 
EAster faith of the disciples is to he explained from the 

- appearances. ”(Jesus ; god and Man. p*96)» '
126* Insisting that “the idea that Jesus had received divinity only 

as a consequence of M s  resurrection is not tenable11 (Jesus ;
. Cod and Han, p. 135) , Pannenberg* writes, ”That God is revealed 
in Jesus can only he asserted on the basis of M s  resurrection 
from the dead..If Jesus as a person is wthe Son of Gad*1, as 
becomes clear retroactively fromi M s  resurrection, then he has 
always been the Son cf God. ”(Jesus s God and Man. p.141)* For 
further exposition of Pannenberg* s notion of the retroactive 
power of Jesus* resurrection, cf* G.H. Cameron.', HThe Doctrine 
of God in the Theology of Wclfhart Pannenberg” (Dr. Andrew Miller 
Prize Essay, 1975 — available at the University of Glasgow 
Library for reference), pp.7-9*
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I2T* Jesus t God ami Man. pp.327, 332*
12®* pp.330,332*
I29* Pannenberg*’s concern with the modem search for freedom is

reflected in the title of his The Idea of God and Homan Freedom# 
translated by R*A* Wilson, (The Westminster Press, Philadelphia, 
1973) (Published in. Great Britain by S*,C*K* Press(l973) under the 

■•2 title, Basic Questions in Theology#, Tolume Three)*
13Gi C* Pinnock^ “Pannenberg* s Theology t Reasonable l&ppenings in 

Msioxy”, Christianity Today* 31, 3,(5$h Hovember 1976), p*22* 
131* In his discussion of “Holy Scripture as Canon” (Holy Scripture* 

Chapter Three, pp *67—104), Berkouwer cites favourably the view 
of ff. Ridderbos that "in Christ are based both salvation and its 
trustworthy comnmnicatiQn, and* .that “here lies to the present 
day the principles caBonicltatistft,(p*86t citing Ridderbos* The 
Authority of the lew Testament Scriptures(1963). p*47(italics in 
the original)* Berkouwer observes ihatRidderhos does not interd 
to put forward a criterion by which a * canon-in-the-canon* r- might 
be established but rather to 11 set forth relationships which make 

^ impossible any attempt to abstract the canon from Christ“(p*87)* 
132y cf* A Balf Centurvr of Theology* pp.!59f£»* -
133*■ cf* ay 1975 prize essay, “Pie Doctrine of God in the Theology of 

Wolfhart Pannenberg”, p. 22. Pannenberg regards the “so-called 
passion predictions” as “vaticinla ex eventu”(l*e» written by the 
gospel-writers with hindsight rather than spoken by Jesus himself 
prior to the events) (Jesus * God and Man* p*245)« The present 
writer can appreciate A*D* Galloway^s evaluation of Fanae®berg*s 
“account of Jesus* progress toward his fate” as “both humanly 
credible and deeply moving” (Wolfhart Pannenberg* (Contemporary 
Religious Thinkers Series, edited by E*D* lewis), (George Allen & 
Unwin ltd* , London, 1973), p. 68) especially when the emphasis is 
placed on these words of Faimeaherg, cited by Galloway : “Jesus* 
claim to authority hr Itself cannot he made the basis of a 
Christology, everything depends upon the connection between 
Jesus* claim, and its confirmation by God.”(Pannenberg, p.66, 
Galloway, p. 69)* The present writer does not, however, see any 
necessary connection between Pannenbea?g*e insightful emphasis on 
the resurrection as the divine confirmation of Jesus* claim and 
his interpretation of the passion predictions* C* Brown*s words 
are worthy of consideration here t “if the traditional understand
ing of M s  mission in at all valid — and surely this possibility 
ought not to lee ruled out a priori - the very thing we should 
expect to find is that Jesus would have tried to convey to his 
followers something of the meaning of M s  death and resurrection." 
(PMlosophr and the Christian Faith* (Inter-Varsity Press, London, 
19|9), p.282(italics in the original)).

134 # cf. my 1975 prise essay, “The Doctrine of God in the Theology of 
Wolfhart Pannenberg”, p.6(Pannenberg*s emphasis on the unity of 
fact and meaning), pp.21-22(the relationsMp between Jesus* birth 
and M s  resurrection in Pan®enberg*!s thou^tt). This latter aspect 
is developed more fully here*

135* Jesus ; God and Man* p. 143*136. It is, in the present writer* s view, far from self-evident that 
the erroneous notion that Jesus became the Son of God at the 
moment of hie conception in Mary*s womb is, in fact, embodied 
in the biblical narratives concerning Jesus* birth. Concerning 
the way in which the eternal Son of God assumed humanity, M. 
Furness wisely comments s “The Incarnation is a unique event and 
therefore we cannot say how it ought to take place *H (Vital
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Boctrines of the Faith. (Lutterworth Preset Guildford and London',
1.973) y p.33, underlining mime) • Pannenberg accurately expresses 
today*^ questions when lie writes, wToday the: assertion of Jesus* 
virgin birth seems. • to be a diminution1 of Mis true Humanity. Uor 
can we see any longer why Jesus as Son of God should come into 
the world in a different way from anyone else.11 (The Apost les * 
Creed in; the Light of Today*© Questions, p.72). It seems to the 
present writer that Paimenberg*s interpretation of the hirth 
narratives has heen more strongly influenced by today* e questions 
than by the narratives themselves.

138* The present writer finds Pannenberg*© use of the expression - 
intention distinction in relation to both the 
and, the Apostles* Creed rather confusing, (a) The virgin birth 
story i It is not clear how Pannenberg*© use of the words, 
“intention” and “meant” is to he understood when he accepts the 
story*© “theological intention (which) lies in the implication 
that Jesus, .was the Son of God from-, the beginning*1 (The Apostles * 
Creed in the light of Today* s Questions. p#75t underlining: and 
brackets mine) while rejecting "the explanation which (the story) 
..originally meant to,Offer for his divine sonship**(n.76. 
brackets and underlining mine)# (b) The Apostles* Creed 8 (i) 
Pannenberg holds that its expression ,*cannot be our own** yet, 
speaking in this connection of entering into “the confession of 
faith of others*1, he maintains that the Apostles*1 Creed has an 
“irreplaceable: function in the services of the church today” (p. 
77* underlining mine). One wonders if Pannenberg sees the 
confession' of a faith which “cannot be our own?* (though it may 
he the**faith of others”) as an irreplaceable function of the 
church! (ii)Pannenberg holds that agreement with the Greed*© 
intention justifies the adoption of the Creed as “an expression 
of the Haifh of the church# not only today but from its very 
legSaaiaeS^tP-TTi underlining), ffie qwestfon arises bo* we ace 
to> understand Pannenberg*© Justification for the adoption of the 
Creed in view of his statement© that its expression cannot be our 
own<t2da£) and that tie- nSoigr and the orignal meaning(whic& 
Pannenberg sees: in it)are- to be rejected(the church*© very begin
nings - going beyond the Apostle©* Creed to the gospe1-writers) • 
Pannenberg may know exactly what he means. It is not particularly 
dear to this reader*

IS#. The Apostles*' Creed in the Light of Today*s Questions, p.72.
(a) Pannenberg*© “strong historical objections” are rather
ambiguous(e.g# hi© analogy between Christ*© birth and Greek:
mythology) (ppv7/l-12) # A# Richardson criticises this type of
analogy- : (i) “pagan mythology is full of legends of a superhuman
here bom of intercourse? between a god and a human' woman# Bat tins
is scarcely virgin birth, and there is no real parallel to the
story- of the birth of Christ in pagan literature.** (ii) **The
Jewish' mind (and Matt. I and Luke 1 are int ensely Jewish) would
have been revolted by the idea of physical intercourse between
a divine being and a woman. ”(**¥irgin Berth", A Dictionary of
Christian Theology, edited] by A# Riohardson, (S „C.15# Press Ltd. ,
London^ 1969), P»35Tf, emphasis and brackets original), (b) The
interpretation- of Paul and John given by Pannenberg tends, in
the present; writer*© view, to be rather distorted by Paunenberg*s
questionable: interpretation- of Matthew and Luke* Paul and John do move in the opposite direction from: the idea that Jesus
became the Son of God at the moment of his physical conception.
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It- Is- less clear that Paul and John move In the opposite 
direction from Matthew and Lake for the simple reason that It 
Is not at all clear that this notion Is contained In the 
writings oaf Matthew and Luke. Pahnemberg*s Interpretation of 
Patti and John^ihfluenced by M s  prior' Interpretation of Matthew 
and Iittke) Is questionable : (i) Patti — Pannenberg suggests that 
It seems "Improbable that Paulwaseven sc much as familiar with 
the Idea of Jesus* virgin Mrth^fpiT^) * This view Is contested 
by R#A* Cole —  “If Luke* the anthcmr of the gospel, was also the 
author off Acts and travel-companion of* Paul, It Is inconceivable 
that Paul should M m  been ignorant ®f the Mrth-stori.es of* Luke 
1,. 11. "(fhe Epistle of Paul to the Galatians t An Introduction 
and Commenfeai^Yihe l^ndale Press» London. 1965y» T)»115) •
(ll) John - Pannenberg suggests that "there Is a phrase In the 
Gospel of Johni which must perhaps eiei k  construed as a 
polemical allusion to the tradition" (p*7(2;)* A* Mchardsom holds 
tMt John 1*13 is "toe ambiguous" to be used In support of the 
nrgia birtbfA Dictionary of Christian Theology# P.35TJ# Pannen- 
berg might well ham exercised such caution before enlisting 
the support; of John 1*13-14 for M s  mew that "Paul and John 
expressed themselves more or less clearly In the opposite 
direction?1 l̂ rem "(t)he tradition;, about Jesus* virgin Mrth 

 ̂ (which) # • appears Ih##Lufce and Matthew" (p • J2 » brackets mine) #
139* "Slewed fromi the confirmation of Jesus* claim "fey M s  resurrectian, 

the Inner logic of the situation dictates that Jesus was always . 
one with God# • even before M s  earthly Mrth" (Jesus * God and Man#
p.153).

14$# cf. pp#68i 134* 
1431# p# 149#142# She Apostles* Creed In the Light of Todays Questions# p*T3# It 

Is not being suggested that Pannenberg* s arguments - Mstorlcal* 
Mbllcal and logical - bear no weight at all# What Is being ques
tioned Is the degree of confidence Pannenberg places in those 
arguments# In the view of the present writer, none of Pannenbergts 
arguments justify- M s  use: of the words "with complete certainty" 
(p*73f? the emphasis In the main text is mine). Any attempt to 
speak with complete: certainty regarding either the historicity 
or the; n<m-MstorIc!ty of the virgin birth, om the basis of the 
kind of arguments adducel .by either side: of this controversy Is,
In the present writer*® view,, rather misguided. Discussion of the 
kind of issues raised by Pannenberg Is unlikely^ to- settle the 
matter one way or another# Whatever position is taken* it must be 
taken in the? recognition that there are arguments on both sides 
and that neither side may speak with the kind of complete 
certainty which Is likely to silence Its critics# Advocates of 
the: historicity of the virgin birth must frankly acknowledge the 
important difference between the birth narratives which come 
ultimately from. Mary herself and the resurrection narratives 
which are related to the testimony of many witnesses (cf•
1 Corinthians 15*4~&)# Those who accept the kind of arguments pub 
forward by Pannenberg require to recognise that these arguments 
are not nearly so conclusive as Pannenberg might lead us to> thiifc

143# A# Richardson ;̂ An Introduction to the Theology of the Mew Testa
ment. (S.C.M# Press Ltd.. London. 19*58). p. 172# The gospels* lack 
of concern with explanation makes questionable not only Parenen- 
herg*® "complete certainty" concerning; "the the; legend
ary," rise of the; tradition?^The Apostles* Creed in the Light of



Today*® Questions#/ p.73) but also the attempts made by 
advocates of the Mstoricity of the virgin birth to provide 
an explanation tiKLcfe purports to give a reason wby the virgin' 
birth was necessary* Critical of attempts to> explain how Christ *s 
"deity. . incarnation. . (cm) sinlessness required the virgin birth", 
E.J. Carnell begins M s  article on "The Virgin Birth of Christ" 
with these words of warning against this type of speculation * 
"fhe Bible says that Christ was bom of a virgin, but it does 
not say why* His silence has encouraged theologians to compose 
reasons of their ownv These reasons, at times, are more , 
Ingenious than wise."(The Case for Biblical Christianity*edited 
by R»l* Kash(a compilation cf Carnell*s writings — published 
after Carnell*® death) , (MlHami l£ Eerdmans Publishing Company, 
Grand Rapids^ Michigan, 1969$, P» 14l(oa?ticle originally 
published In the December ?, 1959 issue of Christianity Today)). 
Italics —original^ Brackets - mine.
fhe Apostles* Creed in the Light of Today* s Questions. p.74» 
emphaslsi mine* Pannenberg* s negative evaluation of attempts to 
show the motive for the; development of the resurrection 
narratives does not give Mrni the right to assert that "a 
demonstration of the origin of the Christian'Easter1 faith has 
never been attempted" (p. 74 * emphasis mine) I The whole approach 
of, for example, Paul Tillich Is based on the possibility of 
developing an alternative explanation' of the development of the 
resurrection narratives to that proposed by Pannerberg( cf. 
present study, p*6§ for outline of Tillich*s view). If Tillich, 
who specifically refrains fromi using the word "psychological" to 
describe M s  account of Jesus* resurrection(Systematic Theology. 
¥oI. TWo, p*15^(The University of Chicago? Press, Harper & Row 
Publishers^ Bsw fori: and Evanston^ Three volumes In one, 19#?), 
is not regarded by Pannenberg; as one of the "severest critics" 
of "the; Christian- Easter faith" (pannenberg, p*74)t attention 
may be drawn to the cognitive dissonance theory to which 
Tillich*® restitution theory* does, in the present writer*® view, 
bear a distinct similarity. Cognttiiye dissonance Is defined as 
"psychologically uncomfortable tension arising from* contradictory 
conditions?* whlchy according to> the cognitive dissonance theory, 
"(p)eople are motivated to- avoid, .and reduce* .when It occurs" 
(D.L. Wolitsiky, "Co^iitlve Control auA_Co^aItive Dissonance", 
Thought and Personality, edited by P.B; Warr, (penguin Books Ltd., 
ifernrand̂ worSî  197^7, p. 349) • S* BTown^ without referring 
specifically to the resurrection' narratives, suggests that 
"primitive Christianity" can be: viewed, from the standpoint of 
the cognitive dissonance theory(Social Psychology. (Collier- 
Macmillan) International Edition^ Mew York, London;, 1970(fl^st 
published, 1969), p.95&)* If, In Pannenberg*s view,, "a 
demonstration of the origins of the Christian Easter faith has 
never been attempted", one wonders precisely what would, In
Pannenberg*® opinion, constitute such an attempt! (Pannenberg-, p. 
74,; underlining mine) •
It Is difficult to understand Pannenberg* s vigorous protest 
against existentialist interpretations of Jesus* resurrection 
without seeing- it as a reaction against an attempt (ad judged by 
Pannenberg: to be: unacceptable) to direct attention away fromi the 
resurrection as a unique, unrepeatable historical occurrence to 
the idea of the resurrection) as a *myth* or *-symbo-l* wMch  ̂ vesv particularly vivid expression? to a certain type of human self-
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I46* Pannenberg- holds that "even after a careful examination of early 

Christian traditions, the assertion1 that Jesus is risen can be 
justified" while recognizing; that "the; assertion that Jesus is 
risen front the dead remains a matter of dispute in a special 
degree because it cuts s® deeply into fundamental questions of 
the understanding: of reality” and that ‘‘Christianity will have t® 
get used t® the fact that the basic assertion of its faith will 
remain a matter of dispute in this world”(ihe Apostles* Creed in 
Light of Today* s Questions, p. 114). Fannenberg’s concern with 
hi storical research is rooted in his concern with the basis (prior 
to the subjective act)of faith while his recognition of the 
controversial status of the resurrection is rooted in the: 
recognition that our evaluation is based on anticipations: ©f a 
totality which is not yet completed and that this produces 
different anticipations and approaches and, therefore, controversy 
(ideological Conversation with Wolfhart Pannenberg”, Dialog 11, 
Autumn 197/2* pp.286-295)* Bath sides of Pannenberg’ s thought 
require- t® be recognized if a rather ©aae-sided misrepresentation 
of Panueuhergr’s protest against existentialist reinterpretations 
of the resurrection is t® be avoided.

141f# Pannenherg is particularly concerned t® ground the Christian
faith in history in his article "Redemptive Event and History”, 
Basic Questions in Theology, Toll.I« pp.I5*-80(For brief accounts 
of Pannenberg*© position in. relation t® the views of K# Barth,
E. mitmann and 0. Cuilmann, cf. A.D* Calloway, Wolfhart 
Pannenberg, pp.43-44 and D.H. Olive, Wolfhart Pannenberg, (Makers 
of the Modem Theological Mind? edited by- Bob E. Patterson) ,
(Word Boohs Publisher, Waco, Texas, 1973) , pp.616-75) •

I46V Theology and the Kingdom of God, p.57*
149* Jesus t Cod and Man# p. 321.
I50• P* 321.
151* In the Person of Christy p.347iV Berkouwer is not dealing- directly 

with Pannenberg*© conception of Christ *© self-consciousness. His 
comments concerning Brunner*© incognitov-theory are most pertinent: 
to the analysis of Pannenberg*© theology. "The ineognit®>~theoxy is 
something different fromi the idea of the self-concealment of 
Christ in: the progression of M s  Messianio action. .Indeed, tMs 
concealment is part of a holy pedagogy serviceable to the 
revelation of his Messianic mission. Bit the theory of incognito 
implies absolute and, as long* as he is on the earth, luMhtO^rupted 
concealment. Here, in ray opinion, lies the fundamental error of 
the incognito-theory.” (emphasis original). In "Christ Incognito?”5 
(Chapter XHI, pp.329-364), Berkouwer offers a penetrating 
analysis of the incognito-concept , arguing that "the incognito- 
concept is not fruitful as an interpretative principle for the 
gospels. He who wishes tor employ it must proceed to> eliminate, 
with ruthless consistency, all the moments of glory(doxa) from 
the earthly course of Jesus* life.”(p.34®, brackets original). 
Ulus, Berkouwer maintains that Brunner "pictures Christ:, not as 
he: appears in the gospel, but as he must have been in terms of 
the incognito-concept"(p.348> emphasis original). Berkouwer, 
insisting that he does not wish "to detract from the character
ization of the entire: life of Christ as a life of humiliation", 
re ject© na schematization of the life of Christ which, by means 
of an a, priori concept of revelation, eliminates the doxa— 
element from his life in every respect. ”(p•3501 emphasis



original) . Citing CaIMn(lnstituIes II , XIII , 2)| Berkouwer 
stresses that God*s appearance in our humanity - "the comforting 
character of the Incarnation** - is not to be approached via an 
a priori, necessity in the structure of re velation(pp. 354-355) •
In "A Study of the Chrrstologies of H* Emil ^runner and Gerrit C. 
Berkouwer”(Hartford Seminary Foundation, Ph.D., 1967), J.J. 
Arnold points out that Brunner, unlike Berkouwer, regards the 
virgin birth and the empty tomb; traditions as ♦foreign bodies* 
in the Christian faith(ef. E. Brunner, The; Mediator, translated 
by 0. ¥yon, (The Lutterworth Press, London, 1934), pp.322ff., 576 
ff.)* Although Pannenberg shares Brunner* s view of the virgin 
birth, he would not accept Brunner* s separation of the fact of 
the resurrection from the fact of the empty tomb(p.57S) • Pannen- 
berg* s reference to division of opinion regarding the empty tomb 
tradition does not prevent him from emphasizing the fact of the 
empty torahfThe Apostles* Creed in the Light of Today*s Questions, 
p.113). Pannenberg* s theological outlook is quite different from 
Brunner* s, especially with respect to faith*s relationship to 
history(cf. A.D. Galloway, Wolfhart Pannenberg, p.43)• Berkouwer© 
criticism of Brunner* s view may not, therefore, be; irdiscriminat- 
ely^to Pannenberg*s thought. Nonetheless, Berkouwer*© careful 
avoidance of the restrictive influence of an a priori principle 
which determines how the gospels must he interpreted Is most 
Important In the; evaluation of Pannenberg* s application of the 
principle of historical contingency to> the; question of Jesus* 
Messianic self-consciousness.
cf. Jesus : GOdi and Mah» p. 322 where Pannenberg*© manner of 
speaking; of the "hiddenness" of Jesus?* unity with God shows a 
distinct similarity to the kind of Incognitor-concept criticized 
by lfef3&JU3wer(l,e* an a priori concept which determines how the 
gospels are; to be interpreted) • The present writer holds that it 
is- most questionable to apply am a priori concept to? the 
Interpretation of the gospels which suggests a mther artificial 
harmonization of the "sayings of Jesus..in which he disclaims 
knowledge*1©# that day or that hour" (Mark 13:32)" (A Half Century 
of Theology. p.228|* underlining mine) and other passages where 
the; gospel writers present Jesus as claiming knowledge of M s  
death and resurrection(lfetthew 2£t%ltr Mark Sir 31, Luke 9*22) . 
Concerning Mark 13?32, Berkouwer writeŝ , "if Jesu© anywhere 
prohibits docetic view of himself It is here" (A Balf Century- cf 
Theology. p.22$(ef. pp. 226##. for Berkouwer*© discussion, of 
modern christolo^r*© opposition to doeetism). We need not inf er 
from? tM© prohibition: of a docetic view of Jesus that a negative 
evaluation, of the historicity of the passion predictions is 
demanded.
When W* Hamilton, acknowledging Pannenberg*s "attack on Bultmand1 
to> be "one of the most useful and needed attacks in our day", 
writes, "it remains to) be seen how effective and decisive ha© 
been' Pannenberg*© attempt to separate Mmself froim the 
persuasive: Bultmannian position", he suggests that "Pannenberg*, 
with his special understanding of historical method1, Is: doing* 
much the same? thing as Biltraann Is doing with M s  distinction 
between GOschlckte and HIstarle. .Be, is looking for a way to 
translate statements concerning past events into? statements 
about the present; life of faith. Pannenberg*© subjectivism? 1© 
not that of experience but of historical methodology. But M s
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way seem© fully as? escapist as does Bultmann*s."(*,.The Character 
of Pannenberg*© Theology" in Theology as1 History,. edited by J.
M. Robinson? and J.BV CobB) Jr.,(Harper & Row, New York, 1967) , 
ppVXTTV 1192—193) • Hhrnlltom*® concern is; with Pannenberg* s 
application of the historical method to> the interpretation of 
the resurrection narratives. In his "Response to the; Discussion" 
Pannenberg maintains that there is "no essential contradiction 
In? basing a? sure? trust on an. event which we? can know historical^ 
only with probability"(Theology as History, p.273)(cf. A Half 
Century of Theology, pp. 126-128 for’ discussion of this aspect of 
Pannenberg* ©theological method). When attention is directed 
toward© the interpretation of other aspects of the gospels(e.g„ 
the * passion predictions*), the comparison with Bulfmann 
becomes quite different. Pannenberg holds that we; cannot assume 
that Jesus knew himself to be the Servant of Isaiah? 53 (Jesus s 
Cad, and Many p.327)* Bultraann> writes, "I. am personally of the 
opinion  ̂that Jesus did not believe1 himself to he the Messiah" 
(Jesus and the Word, translated ty 1*P. Smith?, E. Huntress,
(Ivor Nicholson <£ Matson Limited, London, 1935) 9 P*9)* The 
present writer :' shares the? view of “ I.H* Marshall who, observing 
that "the resurrection of Jesus..gave the decisive; stimulus to 
Ghri Biological thinking (and that) (t)he firm recognition that 
Jesus was Lord and Messiah stemmed from the resurrection", 
holds that "(t)he roots of Christology lie in the pre-Easter 
period In m stronger' sense " than would be, allpwed̂  for; by either 
Bultmann or Fannenberg(The Origins of Mew Testament Chrlstology, 
(interTarslty Press, Downers Grove, IliSattifiĴ 1976), p. 12% cf. 
pv6lr n;4l where Marshall contrasts his own Luke s Historian and 
Theologian. (The Paternoster Press, London, 1970), pp • 125-128' with.

_ W. Pannenberg. Jesus t God and Man?, p.327* mine.)
I54* C.C. Dickinson, "Pre-existence, resurrection, a3^ recapitulation. 

An Examination of the Pre-existence of Christ In Karl Barth, 
Holfhart ’Pannenberg and the Nfew Testament", (Hhlversity of Pitts
burgh Ph.D.", 1973), p.8l.

155v HI* Ridderbos,, Studies In Scripture and its Authority . (William; B. 
Eerdraane Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1978), p*7P,

- emphasis original).
156* A Half' Century of Theology, p.239(citing H* Ott, Die Antwort des

 ̂^jau^nsy(^eT Response of Faith). (1972), p. 257) * ■.....
157?*; p. 239* .15& The Criisis-cf Piety. (William B. Eerdman© Publishing Company, Grand 

RapidsjT 1968),p.9oi
159* The Persons of Christ , pp.355*~356?.
16C, pp.102-104, brackets mine.
161. A Half Century of Theology-, p. 257*
162. p.257(referriQgr to? M*M» Kuitert. The Necessity- of Eaith(l975))*
163. p.258£
164. pp.254-257>
165. p.254,
163fc p.254.
167. p.25%
168W p.257.
I691, p.257.
170 . p. 257V underlining mine (citing: Ik Geloof (1969). p.124).
171. Chapter %  pp. 232-27%
172. The Providence of God*. p.249r emphasis original.

* IK Geloof listed as(G.F. Gallenbach F.V., Nljkerk, 196J) In 
"Fan Ruler Bibliography" (Reformed Review. Tol.26, ¥0.2, p. 144) *



173* p.250, emphasis; original*
174V p. 250', underlining mine(c£. present stu<%> p.362, n.111-112) •
IT®*' P*254!.
1?6* pp. 254-255.
1717, F©te contrast between ” fuller** aoil •‘restricting”.
178* The-VismsMmoe- of God, p.260, emphasis original.
179V p. 265. 
l8o. p.265.
181* p.178.
182 . p . 179 *
183. p.215.
I84* p.225, underlining mine.
185* p.225.188. A Half Century of Theology. p.263* underlining' mine.
187. p#8.
188. p. 27.
189. p . 27'.
19% pV36.
191* p* 37*
192* p. 37*
193V p*37*3L94. pp.37-38.
195* p.lOO:t wa^erlining* mine.
196;. p.1412, underlining mine.
197* p»143.
198. p.143*
199* pp * 2 62—263 •
200'. p.282.
201. p.8.
202. p.9:.
203. p.9.
204*- p*9*
205. p.9.
206;. C.C. Berkouwer, **(ht!rreni Religions Thought”, Christianity Today. 

Ill, 13»(Haro& 30, 1959)t P-39-
207. A Ihif Century of Theology. Chapter 6, pp. 144-178.
208. p.144*
209* Christianity Today. Hit 13(March 30, 1959)» p.39*
210. Bfcslo Questions In Theology. Vcl.1. p.l*
211. A Efetlf Century of Theology* p.l4^(cf• present study, pp. 64-65) *
212. p.l??.
213. cf. The Person cf Christ. p.4l(criticism cf Bultmann*s mew).
214* Berkouwer * s protest against these tendencies is essentially

concerned with theological method. While not wishing to? deny 
the concern of *M%Ticismi* to Mdo fall justice to? what the Bible 
has to say about its human side”(E.J* Young. Thy Word is Truth. 
(The Banner of teeth Trust, London, 1963) , p. 65), he is critical 
of s. scholastic tendency in the .tMbiicist,r doctrine of Scripture 
(cf. J.I. Packer who suggests that H. Lindsell, in M s  The Bible 
in1 the Bhlance, (Zonderyan. Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1979)* "makes 
himself appear' as an euangelical(or should I say, fundamentalist) 
scholastic**(Under God*s Word. (Lakeland. Marshall, Morgan &  Scott, 
London, I98O), pp.145-146; cf • present study, pp.326—327'(n.l4i) 
for farther detail, concerning Packer* s criticism of Lindsell *s 
hoa-lcV Underlining mine.). While not wishing' to deny Baltraann,s 
concern with the qnestion, **How Does God Speak to? Us through the 
Bible?1* (R. BUlimann, Exi st ence and Faith (shorter writings' of
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Rudolf Buitraannj. selected, translated and introduced by S.M.
Ogden) , (Collins — The Fontana Library Theology and Philosophy, 
London and Glasgow, 1964(first.-published in English, 1960),̂  pp. 
196~20l(This article m s  first published in 1934 in The Student. 
World, xsreii, ppVLG8«-112) ♦ Emphasis in the title mine •), Beiteuwer 
protests against the type of existentialism! which dissociates 
personal experience front the historicity of Christas resurrection 
(cf. present study, $0366, n.164 for further detail). The principle 
on which Berkouwer is critical of both tendencies is expressed in 
Bivins Elect!on# p. 15 — "we may not be silent where God speaks., 
we may not speculate beyond the boundaries which God in Els 
wisdom has set us"(cf. present study, p. 331 n.176 for comment) •

215. A Balf Century of Theology, p.146, underlining mine-.
216. p.148.
2171' 1V149V .

218* p,15t@t underlining' mine......
219. p.l50| cf . J6.W. Hepburn, "Paradox** in A Dictionary of Christian 

Theology, edited by A. Rtchradson — 11 A paradoxical statement is 
one that runs fagainst opinion* (Greek, pam. and doxa). often one 
that is prima facie self-coMradictory or absurd, but which may 
or may not prove to be so on examination."(pi251, italics in the 
original). L. Morris^ commenting on Luke 5:26, writes "strange 
means *beyond expectation*" and makes the remark, "Human 
achievement could not explain what had happened." (The Gospel 
According" to Luke, An Introduction and Commentary . (The Tyndale 
Ibw Testament Commentaries), (luter-Tarsity Press, London, 1974)» 
p.118, "strange" -emphasis original, "Human?* - emphasis mine.).

22Q’* A Half Century of Theology, p.151? cf. A Dictionary of Christian 
The elegy, edited by A. Richardson, p.252 - "The theologiarts task 
will be to- demonstrate! that the paradoxes ("in philosophy of 
religion?*) are not in fact contradictions, that more outrage would 
he done to his total experience by denying any part of the paradox 
than by affirming it." (brackets mine - to indicate the context of 
tils statement(bracketed words'—  original*";earlier in paragraph).

221. A Half Century of Theology, p. 153(citing-Barth on ICorinthians l).
222.; pp. 156-15$."
223. pp. 158-159, emphasis original.
224. Holy Scripture.pp.349^352. brackets mine*
225. "Berkouwer represents the finest flowering of a Calvinist tradit

ion that has developed primarily in terms of its own inner 
dynamics rather than a response to the changing: intellectual 
environment."( J.Bv Cobb Jr., Living Options in Protestant 
Theology. (The Westminster Press, PMladelphia, 1962) , p. 138.

226. Man : The Image of God, p. 230, underlining mine.
227* A Half Century of Theology. p.146, emphasis original.
22$. pilSfi
229V p.!6B.
230. Basic Questions in Theology. 7al.II» p.69(cited in A Half Centuay 

o f Th e ol o gy . p.l69.V - .
231. cf. A Half Century of Theology, p. 176 where Berkouwer questions 

whether Pannenberg* s apologetic "would actually be effective in 
dialogue with modem atheism?*, asking "to what extent; his analysis 
of the human condition is convincing, and. .whether it would in 
fact open the listener to the meaningfulness of the Christian 
religion and the perspectives of the Christian future."

232. p.169.



233. cf. M.B.G. Robinson, "The Ontological Argument" (Section 5 iu 
larger article entitled, "God"), A Dictionary of Christian 
Theology, edited by A* MchaaNEhe»fpp.l39-140 - Mif one were 
confronted by God in his self—revelation as the one who exists 
out of himself*.one might well have a concept of God of which 
the ontological argument is perhaps a clarification..one*s 
belief in the existence of God does not rest ultimately upon a 
demonstration but on the revelation, "(p. 140).

234. A Half Century of Theology, p. 167(discussing Pannenberg*s view).
235. P*177*
236. pp.151-154.
237. p^L?l.238V The Apostles* Creed in the Light of Today* s Questions, p. 133; 

cited in A Half Century of Theology  ̂p. 172.
239* The Apostles* Creed in the Light of TQday*s Questions, p. 130} 

cited in A Half Century of Theology, p.172.
240. A Half Century of Theology, p. 160(emphasis original). Berkouwer 

indirectly refers to W. Pannenberg, "The Crisis of the Scripture 
Principle" in Basic Questions in fheology. Tol.X. pp. 1-14*

241. A Half Century of Theology, pp. 164, 171. of. Pamenhsrg*s What as 
Man?: Contemporary Anthropology in Theological Perspective, 
translated by D.A. Priebef (Po3rtress Press, Philadelphia, 1970 - 
German? edition, I962) (cited on p.164) and; Theology and the 
Philosophy of Science, translated by P. McDonagpi, (Dartom, Longmsi 
and Todd Ltd. London, 1976* The Westminster Press, Philadelphia, 
1976) (German edition cited on p. 163) .

242.- A Half Century of Theology. p*173.
243. cf. p. 71 where Berkouwer conjectures that Barth "would have 

asked Pannenberg. • for more exegesis, more understanding of the 
Word." (emphasis original).

244. pp.l56ff*.
245* Concerning’ **The Ascendancy of History11 in modem theology, G.E. 

Braaten asks^ "what justification is there for reducing all the 
media of revelation to Mstory?..Is the idea of history really 
capable of exhausting what the Scriptures mean by revelation?"
(lew Directions in Theology. Yolume II; History and Hermeneutics, 
(The Westminster Ib?esŝ  PMladelphia, 1965) , p.17.' Citing J.
Barr, "Revelation Through History in the Old Testament and 
Modem Theology", Interpretation. 17(1963), pp. 193—205, Braaten 
contends that "the formula: "revelation through history" cannot 
be our only hermeneutical guideline without doing violence to 
the Biblical texts..(since (a))in the Wisdom Literature God is 
not seen as communicating with men through special historical 
events ••( (b) ) according to? the self-understanding of the Biblical 
narrators of the exodus event, God revealed his will to his 
people not only through the event itself but before, during, and 
after this event., ((c)) God*e way of declaring himself is much 
too complex to allow its reduction to a single, simple formula." 
(p.17). Braaten is not here concerned directly with Pannenberg*s 
thought. Braaten emphasises that Pannenberg seeks "to free the 
category of history from, .naturalistic, positivislic determinant^1 
(p. 19 — this refers to Pannenberg*s emphasis on the unity of fact 
and meaning). Braaten describes Pannenberg’* s view thus : 
"Revelation' comes not merely iii or through history but aŝ  history." 
(p.27, emphasis original). Braaten points out that Pannenberg*s 
emphasis on historical reason is not intended "to depreciate the 
role of the Jberygma and the Spirit in bringing a person to faith" 
(p*57, citing W. Pannenberg, "Einsicht und Glaube: Antwort an
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an Paul Althaus" (Reason and Faith : An Answer to Paul Althaus), 
Theologlsche Llteraturgeitung. 88(1963) ♦ pp.81-9?). After point
ing out the important differences between Pannenberg*s theology 
of revelation as history the views against which Pannenberg
protests (e.g. Barth*s "%rimosndial history1 (Urgeschichte)n which 
"Pannenberg sees..as an-unhlstorlcai, mythological concept", 
Bultmann*s "somewhat artificial distinction, .between..Historie 
• •the bare recounting of the facts1* and "Geschichte. .history 
interpreted in its existential significance for us**, and 
CullmBB’s **HeiIsgeschichte or * salvation history*" whi ch 
"separates off a special strand-of history..from the rest of 
history"), A.D. Galloway suggests that "(t)here is a sense in

Famrenlerg: does tend to turn..theologians into historians" 
(Wolfhart Pannenberg. pp.43-441 emphases and brackets it#i|*inal;.
To the extent that GaIIoway*s observation is accurate, Pannenberg 
will have a rather one-sided influence on modem' theology.
Galloway expresses particular concern regarding the relationship 
between history and metaphysics in FaBnenherg*s thought. He 
describes Pannenberg*s theology as- "a theology in search of a 
metaphysics!̂  adding the explanatory- comment, "This arises partly 
from the fact that he tries to make history do too much for him.
He tries to make history settle metaphysical questions." (p. 136) • 
Galloway writes, "We need a metaphysical system1 which can 
accommodate the novel, the contingent and the creative in lp.story; 
and one which can accommodate the personal, the unpredictable and 
the historically active in God.. History alone, no matter how 
perceptively it is studied, will not provide the answer. It 
requires also systematic, philosophical thinking."(p. 13?) • Insofar 
as GaIloway*s analysis of Pannenberg*s thought is accurate 
(Galloway himself begins his desasption of Pannenberg*s theology 
as "a theology in search of a metaphysie" with the words, "It 
would not, I think,, be unfair to describe. .** (p. 136)) , it 
highlights a One-sidedness in Pannenberg*s thought. In assessing 
Pannenberg*s position, It is significant that both Braaten (p. 51) 
and Galloway(p.I36) draw attention to> the flexibilfey of Fanner- 
berg*s thought. Theology requires, in its reflection concerning 
divine rewlation, to carefully avoid "the tyranny of a single 
principle"(Braaten, p*5l) and to seek to- give more adequate 
expression to the diversity as well as the unity of divine 
revelatfor(ef. present study
A Half Centura of Theology. p.lTS, underlining mine.

247* p.l78f underlining mine. 
p.I?8.
H. Butt with E’.‘ Wright, At the Edge of Hope. Christian Laity in 
Paradox. (A Crossroad Book) , (Seabury Press, Few York, 1978) ,pp.S^» 
pp. 8-9.

251* A Half Centurr of Theology. Chapter ?, pp.179^214*
252> p.1?9*
253, pp.181, 214, emphasis original^
254* At the Edge of Hope. Christian Laity in Paradox, p.?.'
2 5 %  A Half Century. of Theology, p.!

S. p.190.
r. p u m .  
k  p.189.

259. p.19©.
2 60. p .190 .



262. Divine Election,, pp. 46, 49*
263. p.I50.
264* pp.324-325* 327r.
26% A Half Century of Theology, p.190.
266. p.214.
26% p. 191, brackets mine.
268*. p.195.
269. p. 195.
270V cf. p. 209 - comments regarding different forms of social action.
. 271. p.!95»
2?2. p.191.
273. p. 195*
274. p.195*
275* p.193.
276. p.193.
27?. p.193.
278* pp .192-193.
279. P.3I95*
28Qw p.191.
281, p.192.
282, p.191.
283, Holy Scripture. p .306%, Italics in the original.
284* p. 306, Italics in the original.
285. pi 30C
286. p.306* italics in; the original*
287. p.313.
28$. p. 304, emphasis' original.
289V p.304.
290V p.308.
291. pp. 308-309.
292. p.306.
293. p.192 - Fote Berkouwer* s accompanying comments.
294. The Return of Christ, pp.422-423.
295. Faith and Justification, p.87.
296. General Revelation, pp. 104-107,.
297. Holy Scrip tore., p. 95.
298’* p.93. cf. CJ2.B. Cranfield, "The Message of James", Scottish 

Journal of Theology. Fol.l$, Ho>. 2(June 1965), p.l$2.
299'* Calvint?s Commentaries (Vol. 12s Ephesians — Jude) . (Associated 

Publishers and Authors, Wilmington, Delaware, (no date of 
publication given)) , p.2552(from "The Argument on the Epistle 
of James", pp.2|f2^*2552cf. Cranfield, "The Message of James", 
p.183.

30G. Faith and Just ifi cation, pp. 131—139.
301. Holy Scripture,: p.96.
302. p.9bf cf. C.E.B. Cranfield, "The Message of James", p. 182 n.6 

where it is suggested that words written by Luther two days 
before his death (cited from W. Diesel, Reformed Symbolics : A 
Comparison of Catholicisms Orthodoxy and ~ Protestantism, trans
lated by A.D. Lewis,(Edinburgh, 1962) , p. 227) "seem to? indicate

a humbler attitude toward Scripture, and perhaps Diesel is right 
in seeing' In therm something of a recantation of earlier too 
cocksure utterances"(Cranfield, p. 183(continuing n.6 begun on p. 
182), referring to Diesel, p.230). Berkouwer says, "It Is incorr
ect to> say that Luther lat er retracted his criticisms (of the 
epistle of James) "(Holy Scripture, p.95 n.lllf. brackets mine). 
Berkouwer Is quite correct since there was no specific retraction
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of Luther’s criticisms of the epistle of James. Irrespective of 
the particular question of Luther’s view of the epistle of James, 
the words written by Luther two days before his death embody an 
important recognition' of the limitation of theology’s grasp of the 
meaning- of the Scriptures.

303. cf. present study, p*263 — relationship between Christ as Saviour 
and Christ as Example.

3Q4* Holy Scripture., p*97* "and Luther’s" — underlining mine,
"reclpere" — ItaMcs in the original.

3p5ip.89(ftor$ier discussion of perspicuity, Chapter 10, pp.267-398).
■jfes* pp. 90^91*
307. p.9ov
308. p.90*
309* pp*lO2-103i "A true confession of Holy Scripture is possible

only when cure has yielded himself .0® the testimony of Scripture. • 
one can never: legitmately devaluate Scripture while intending to 
pay attention to the content of the message."

3lC pV90i ‘   ^III. p. 102, emphasis original.
312. p.103.
313. p.277.
314* M. Luther, A Commentary on St. Paul’s Epistle to the Galatians, 

translated by P.S. Watson,(James Clarke & Co. Ltd., Cambridge & 
London, 1953), p.9 (cited in the "Editor’s Preface" from the 
Weimar edition of Luther’s Works .(Welmars Bohlau, 1938) , Yol.7^ 

e PP.97ff.).
315. Faith and Justification, p.130) n. 5Q;.
316. p. 130 n.53(citlng J.Haar, Imtiumi creaturae Del. (1939) . pp*2$ff.).
31?. Holy Scripture, p.93.
318. Faith and Justification, p. 130 n. 50.
319* Holy Scripture, p. 94. Berkouwer paints out that Luther "at first, 

in his commentary on Romans,..saw no contradiction between Paul 
and James (and that) he later arrived at Jfcls critical position 
regarding the latter" (brackets mine). Cf.; Luther, Lectures on 
Romans, translated and edited ly W. Pauck, (The Westminster Press, 
Philadelphlaf. S.C.M* Press_Ltd*, London, I96I), pp.100—102.

320. Faith and Justification, p.131.
321. Holy Scripture, p.277*
322. Luther’s Works-(Weimar edition), T0I.7, pp.97ff..
323. Faith and Justification, p*132.
324. p.133*
325. p.134.
326. p.134.
32%: p.135.32% pp.135-^36, emphasis original.
329. p. 137, emphasis original.
330). p. 13 6.
331. p. 137.
332. Faith and Sanctification, Chapter II, pp. 17-44.
333. p.21.
334. p.78.
335* P.7%336. p.78V
337. P.4I.
33% A Half Century of Theology, p.191. -
339. Faith and Sanctification. Chapter ¥H. pp.13160-
340^ pp.142-143.-----------
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L* p. 143*

342. p.144.
343. p. 144 •
344. p. 144.
34%' pp.143-3144. 
34% pp. 3147—148. 
34® p. 148;347* p*I4o.
34$. p* 150(The 1M.TF. avoids the expressions, "expiation" and

2 "propitiation", preferring the expression, "atoning- sacrifice"*) 
349. P. 1-59.
350* Chapter fill, pp.163-193.
353U p.167.
352. p.167.
353* p.167.
354* Pp68...
355* p;i60(oiting John 17s 15) *
35% cf. M.E. Osterhaven, The Spirit of the Reformed Tradition.

(William: B* Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan,
I 197L), pp.32-35*

3-57. A Half Century of Theology, p. 8.
358. p.8*
359. Holy Scripture, p. 105 ** "the church confesses the Bible as its 

canon, .the norm and rule for Its entire existence In this world".'
360* cf* C.M. Cameron, "The Reformation Continues s A Study in

Twentieth Century Reformed Theology", Reformed Review. Fol.33,
Do.2(Winter I98O), p.73.

361. A Half Century of Theology, p. 185*
362* Institutes IT, xx, 2.
363* Exodus 20:1—17.

e.g. general statements such as Matthew 6:19—21, 24 and Luke 65 
24—25a and episodes relating: to> the call to disciple ship im Mark 
10:17—31 and Luke 19:1—10
A Half Century of Theology, p. 189.

366* p*Io7. Marxism: is not the" only humanistic social ethic in the
cont empo rary scene* Its significance is such that special attention 
is drawn- to the Christiajaty-Marxismi dlalogue in both Berkouwei% 
discussion and the present discussion* The problem of precisely 
identifying Marxism las been noted by R.K. Merton who draws 
attention to> "the exegetic problem; of closely identifying Marxismi" 
with the comment, "we have only to recall Marx’s "je ne suis pas 
Marxists"(Social Theory and Social Structure. (The Free Press, Hew 
York;' Coliler-MacmlHan Limited, London, 19^8. Enlarged Edition) , 
p.516, Italics in the original) • Merton concentrates on the 
thought of Marx and Engels "primarily"(p*516) . While the present 
discussion is not concerned exclusively with the thought of Marx 
himself, the author does seek to) indicate how later ’Marxist* 
perspectives are relatedJ by way of contrast as well as affinity;

_ to> the thought of Marx himself*
367* A Balf Century of Theology. p.l87f emphasis original*
368. p. 188, underlining andl brackets mine.
369* p. 201.
370'. p.!99:.
371. p.208*
372. p.190.
373. p.183.
374. p.201.



cf. Man : The Image of God, pp. 122—125, 140 where the ‘biblical 
and Reformed perspectives are contrasted with I* Kant’s view.
The Return of Christ, p. 10.
cf. p. 18 where Berkouwer cites the words of H. Ott — "The message 
of Jesus’ resurrection Is the foundation and source of all 
Christian eschatalogy"(Eschatologie♦ ITersuch eines dogmatlsohen 
GrundrIsses(1958) V p. 15® On p. 19, Berkouwer emphasises that 
"(e)schat©logical expectation Is not just ordinary Ionging..It 
Is rather the response to> a promise..(iPet 1:3)". 
p. 21.
P*I9.p. 20.
A Half Century of Theology , p . 20 7.
D. Bonhoeffer’s opposition to the tendency to think- "in terms of 
two spheres" such as "natural and supernatural" Is instructive 
(Ethics, translated by D.K. Smith and edited by E. Bethge, 
(CollIns(The Fonfeana Library, Theology and Philosophy), Glasgow 
and London, 196|(fia?st German' edition, 1949? first English 
edition, 1959)): p.198)* He writes, "In Christ we are offered 
the possibility ©f partaking in the reality of God and in the 
reality of the world, but not in the one without the other. The 
reality of God discloses Itself only by setting me entirely in 
the reality of the world* *1 never experience the reality of God 
without the reality of the world or the reality of the world 
without the reality of God."(p. 195)• Opposing "shallow tMs-world- 
llness", Bonhoeffer maintains that "it is only, by living completely 
in this world that one learns to.' believe" (Letters and Papers from 
Priion.(The Macmillan Company, Dew York, 1953? S.C*M.';Press Ltd., 
London^ 1967), pp.225-226. He emphasizes that "the relation of the 
Church to the world Is determined entirely by the relation of God 
to the world" and not by "the world as it understands itself" 
(Ethics, pp.204-205) • Bonhoeffer maintains that "(t)he ’heart’ in 
the biblical sense Is not the inward, life, but the whole man in 
relation to God"(Letters and Papers from Prison, p. 214). Bonhoef- 
fer’s theme of "The "Worldly" Christian" is helpfully discussed 
by K* Hamllton(Llfe In One’s Stride, A Short Study in Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer. (William B» Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, 1968), pp. 64-69). Hamilton observes that "Bonhoeffer 
categorically refuses to demythologize the resurrection.. (and 
that he) finally walked to his execution saying that for him it 
was the beginning of life" (pp. 65—67* brackets mine). Bonhoeffer’s 
thought ie not determined by the ultimacv of this world but by 
M s  opposition to "(t)he separation, . (of) the two spheres of the 
sacred and the secular" and M s  insistence that "faith is always 
• •an act involving the whole life" (Hamilton; pp. 65, 6j(first 
passage quoted) , 69 n.49(second passage — quoting Letters and 
Pacers from: Prison, p.224) *
Karl Marx: Selected Writings in Sociology and Social Philosophy, 
edited with an introduction and notes by T.B. Bottomore and 
Maximilien Rubel, (Penguin Books Ltd*, Harmondsworth, 1963) (first 
published by C.A. Watts, 195$))t pp.141-142. 
p.II9.
cf. K.R. Popper, The Open Society and Its Enemies. Volume II :
The High Tide of Prophecy: Hegel. Marx, and the Aftermath.
(Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1945) , pp. 200—201. J. W. 
Beardslee III writes "the Marxist social passion corresponds to
the deep aspirations of suffering people who Intend to suffer no
longer..This signs of the times..has stimulated, what seems to be 
a more sensitized conscience on the part of privileged
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Chri stiane.. The weaker the church’s involvement in social 
struggles|, tine more mem and women of good will will Tie led by 
the effects of the Christian heritage into the Marxist fold.” 
("Theocracy in Todays World : Seme Considerations Regarding 
Marxism* Islam* and 2ionlsm?% Reformed Review* Vol.34* Mo.2 

^(Winter 1981)* p.91.
38$. This statement from Marx’s Theses on Feuerbach(1845) is cited

in Karl Marx? Selected Writings in Sociology and Social Philosophyt 
edited by Bottomore and Bubel, p. 84* Popper'.refers to this 
emphasis as an "important corrective”(The Open Society and Its 
Enemies, p. 201) . . ^

387. The Return of Christ. Chapter Seven* pp.2Il—234.
3882 Chapter Six*^p^l^-21Q§' „
3®9c P.2XI* emphasis original.
390* p.211.
391. P. 228.
392. p. 23C.
393. pp. 233-234*
394+ Marx; and. P. Engels* The Communist Hajjfesto. (introduction by 

A. J.P. Tailor) * (Penguin Books ltd. * Harmondsworih* 196?) (This 
translation* 1^ Samuel Moore* first published 1888)) * pp. 120-121*

' _ emphasis original. ■
395* A Half Century of Theology, p.205. Precise interpretation of 

Marxism’s expectations concerning the future is most difficulty 
B* Blackburn writes that Marxism is "not..some uniform and 
homogeneous alternative to bourgeois ideology”* emphasizing that 
"(w)ithin Marxism there is continual development and discover 
based on both political struggles and on new interpretations of 
what was really important in the writings of Marx himself.” 
("Introduction"* R. Blaekburn(edltor) * Ideology in Social Science. 
Readings'in Critical Social Theory. (Fontana/Collins* Glasgow*
19T2) * ̂ E . J .  Hobsbawm* while describing himself as a 
Marxist* nonetheless speaks of "the break-up of Marxist 
orthodoxies inimical to original scientific work*("Karl Marx’s 
Contribution to Historiography"* Ideology in Social Science, 
p. 283). M. Mcolaus writes* "Marx was not a vendor of ready
made truths but a maker of tools. He himself did not complete 
the execution of the design'..the construction of Marxism as a 
revolutionary science which exposes even the most industrially 
advanced society at its roots has finally become a practical 
possiMlity"("The Unknown Marx"* Ideology in Social Science, p. 
333). It is clear from the above quotations that an oversimplified 
interpretation of Marxism requires to: be carefully avoided since 
there is a variety of Interpretations offered by those who would 

: accept the designation* ’Marxist*.
396'. A Half Century of Theology, p. 205# M. Hill* in his discussion of 

secularization* rejects the ”other-worldly”-”this-worldly" 
contrast* viewing ” * other-worldly1 and ’this-worldly • concerns 
as complementary and equally authentic aspects" of religion^ 
Sociology of Religion* (Heinemann Educational Books* London*
1973)» p. 238.

397* Man : The Image of God, p. 195#
398;. p. 195.
399* Myon* Christians '&■:Sociology.(interVarsity Press* Downers 

Grove* Illinois* 19T6. First published by The ^mdale^ Press* 
Leicester* 1975) * "Farther reading"(at the end of the book).
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400; Man i The Image of God*- p. 183.
401. p. 183, underlining mime;.
402. Karl Marx s Selected Writings in 'Sociology and' Saclal Philosophy, 

edited by' Bottomore and jforbel. p.85(from: Marxes Economic and 
Philosophical Manuscrlpts(1844) )*

403. p»i77, xmderlining minê froim Economic and Philosophical 
Manuscripts.; (1844))*

404*. K.R* Popper./ The Open Society and Its Enemies, p. 121.
405* The Communist Manifesto* p. 121.
406* K.R* Popper* The Open Society and Its Enemies, p. 191* Commenting 

on. the idea that "the economic development of capitalism mast 
involve ’the increasing misery * of the proletariat"* J. Rex says, 
"If this is not actually experienced and is unacceptable then. 
Marxism must be considerably revised" (Key Problems of Scclclogi# 
cal Theory, (Ronxtledge and Kegan Paul, London, I96I) *' p. 344*

_/ emphasis original) * / _
407* K*R* Popper, The Open Society and Its Enemies, pp. 185-189* 

Observing "the persistence cf the structural inequalities of 
capitalism^ and hoping for "a coherent and powerful radical 
impulse”, J*H* Westgaard contends that "the argument that a 
continuous trend towards income; equalisation and a wide diffusion 
cf property are dissolving the class structure of capitalist 
society can hardly be sustalned."(ldeology in Social Science, 
edited by R* Blackburn* p.125) * Arguments against the Marxist 
theory based on current observations may be countered 'Ey the 
"sooner or later" element in Marxist thought(ft*K* Merton, Social 
Theory and Social Structure* (The Free Press* ..lew Tork$ Collier- 
Macmlllan^Llmiied, London* 1968. Enlarged edition) , p.533^ smphads 

■ original)*
4®8* The Providence of God* p*I19*̂  under lining: mine.
409* The Communist Manifesto* p. 79.
410. K*R* Popper, The Open Society and Its Enemies, p.H6.
411* K.R. Popper, The Poverty of Eiistorlol̂  ̂ end Kegan Pauk,

LQndon(paperbackredi^on*^19^i)TfIrs^published — 1957) , P*5i*
R*K* Merton holds that "(t)here is no striet determinism! of Ideas 
by economic conditions* but a definite predisposition." (Social 

.1 Theory and Social Structure* p*532) •
412. K.R. Popper, The Poverty cf Hlstorlcism, p.51. Critical of the 

Marxist theory of history;, S*M* Travis writes that there is "no 
logical reason why his (the Marxist’s) series of epochs should end 
with the communist epoch. He cannot say why history should not be 
an endless succession of epochs"(l believe in the Second Coming 

- Jesus, (Hodder and Stoughton, London* 1982 ), P*23i) • g^pha§|f] 
413* K.R* Popper, The Poverty cf Hlsiorlcism, pp*73—74* Optimism

regarding the outcome cf Marxist political action does not suggest 
either that this outcome can be achieved without a struggle or 
that that there is always a calm assurance concerning the best 
method of producing the desired result*

414* K*R* Popper, The Open Society and Its Enemies, p. 114*
415* cf. M s  Faith and Just ificatxon, Faith and Sanctification and 

Faith and Perseverance.
418* A Half Century of Theology. Chapter 7, PP* 179-214*
417* The term ’Christendom’ is used here: because the present; discuss

ion' is concerned with the attempt to draw metaphysical conclusion 
fromi societal comparisons.

418V M* Hill, A Sociology of Religion* p. 243.



419* p. XT* \ ■420* Does God Exist?. translated By E. Quinn, (Collins, London, 1980) f 
p.2457, emphasis: original*

421* The Open Society and Its Enemies* p.41, emphasis original*
422i pp*270V27!2, emphasis ©rigiiJsrX* - 
423* The Providence of God* pp. I64--165*
424* p*i^4, Brackets mine*
42% p.166*
426* p.170*
42T* p*17X, underlining mine.
428; p. 171.
429* p*17^, emphasis original*
430* P.ITBCciting- Bessie der revisie-legende;. 1879).
431. p.178.
432?*' Karl Marx t Selected Writings on Sociology and Social Philosophy* 

edited By Battomore and RuBel, p*41*
433^ The Providence of god* p. 181* 1. Galkin spoke out forciBIy 

against a comfortable Bourgeois living which is essentially 
godleesr — MThey that are rich el the goods of the world..ought 
to. he: as rivers, and to water the places where; they pass through, 
with the: aBordanee that God has given themw But what? — they 
overflow their Banks > SI3̂  there is: nothing else with therni hut ©f 
overthrowing one and of turning up another. ..such men are enemies 
io> nature, and work: spite unto God.” (The Best of' John.' Calvin, 
compiled By S. Dunni* (Baker Book House, grand fiapids, Hichiguu),

_ p.312). ,  ̂ -
434. The: Providence: of god* p*179* Calvin does encourage: the poor man 

to ntake patiently whatsoever it pleases god to send him**.Taut he 
also insists that the: rich man •♦advance not himself through pride 
and stateliness ,; hut always Behave himself mildly” , maintaining 
that ”he which shuts his ears at the ciying of the poor, shall 
cry himself unto god and not he heard” (The Best of John Calvin* 
pp.319-320)•

43%" The Providence; of God. p.l86*
436. The Bay Comes : A Prophetic View of the Contemporary World* 

(Collins, Fount Faperhackŝ , Londoni(priixted, Glasgow),1982),
p. 233* Hill, distinguishing Between description and. explanation, 
maintains that Marxism; has value as a descriptive account of 
hi story while: Being inadequate as- an explanatory analysis of 
history.

437. p.234*
438. p.234*
439* The present writer found this statement in a sociology textbook 

several years ago. It is important: to; understand that ”to critic
ize Marxism; is not to> endorse capitalism?*(S.H* Travis, I Believe 
in the Second Coming- of Jesus, p.234) •

440 V C. Hi 11.*The Bay Comes, pp. 235-237.
441* H. Hi 11. A Sociology of Religion* (Helnemann Educational Books, 

London, 1973),p.243*
442* On Being a Christian!* (Collins. (Fount Paperbacks) « Glasgow, 1978 

(German;edition,, 197%~translated By E. Quinn) , p*50*
443* p*50* emphasis original* The question here concerns whether or 

not hope and efforts fear a Basic change of society should Be 
descriBed as a ”kind of Marxism?* when they are dissociated from 
the; Marxist world-view*

444* A Half Century; of Theology. p*204.
445* P*204.



446* "P * 211 (ci tin^Gereformeerde Bogmatlek. ITT, p.702)*
447/* P* 212, emphasis mine.
448. p.212. . ■
449* of* W* Panuenberg, theology and the Kingdom of God. p. 10 2 —

"The teaching; of" Jesus, including; his ethical radicalism, was 
dependent on his message of the imminent Kingdom of God.”

45G&- A Half Century of Theology. p. 188' • This statement was made "by
Marxists at a conference at Marienbad, East Germany in 196? i** 
response to a confession by theologians that "Christianity often 
preaches# •.transcendence too much and immanence too little". This 
Marxist statement is a rather apt response to a theology which 
has "become somewhat embarassed by transcendence and tends to 

. restrict its thihfejng to life within the earthly horizon.
451* Boh&ey0rganasing Editor)',”Eerdman’s Handbook to the History 

of Christianity. (William B* Eerdmni, Publishing (J6mpanyt Grand 
Rapids, Michigan^ 1977, lion Publishing* Berkhamsted, Hefts,

1 I97T) , p*64CX{from G.R. Padillai «!Uhe Age of Liberation”).
452. H. Bahrendorf. Homo' Soeioiogictiis%{Rou.tledge and Kegan Paul,

BtMohy 1973(first puBBlished in his'Essays in the Theory of
^ Society. (same publishers, 1968)) , pv8®.

453. Cited by B.1 Kang in On Being;- a Christian. p.558. Cf.: M. Maohovee,
A Marxist Looks at Jesus., introduction hr P. Hebhleihwaiie, ^

J (Barton, Longman and Todd, London, 191^(Cerman edition, 19?2))• 
454* ^he Communist Manifesto, pp. 120V12I, uMerlining mine.
455* R* Bahrendorf, Homo Sociologycus» p.8DV
456* E.M. Eenigenhirg, Review of Karl Marx s She Roots of his Thought, 

by J* ran der Hoe ven, (Hedge Publishing Foundation, Toronto, 19?6) 
in Reformed Review. Vol.32, Ho. 1 (Fall 1978) , p. 59*

457* Marx and the Marxists.(Ernest Bern Limited, London* Barnes and 
Hoble Boohs, Hew Tork, 1973) * p. 324* It is important to observe 
the kind of influence Marcuse himself wishes to have on the Hew 
Left. Xn Connie3>-Revolution and Revolt. (Allen Lane., The Penguin 
Press, London, 1972) , Marcuse' concerns himself with providing 
guidance for the opposition to the “counter-revolution” (i.e. 
capitalism:*s preventive measure! By which it “reorganizes itself 
to meet the threat of a revolution)(pp.1-2) •'..Marcuse protests 
against "the anfi~intellectaalism" of a "misplaced radicalism?* 
(p.129) which advocates ’dropping out*. Marcuse, citing R. 
Butschke, advocates "the lone march through the institutions : 
working against the established institutions while working in 
them. .and at the same time preserving one’s own consciousness”
(p.55, emphasis original). It is in this context that we are to- 
understmd Marcuse’s words : ’’Capitalism' produces its own 
gravediggers — hut their faces may he very different from those 
of the wretched of the earth, from those of misery and want” (p.57)* 

458, B. Childs, Marx and the Marxists, p.324. underlining mine.
459* A. Burton, Revolutionary Violence. The Theories, (Crane, Rossak 
-- _ and Company, Inc.",' Hew XOnkj" 1978), p.14* * •

46Gw B. Childs^ Marx and the Marxists, p.303, underlining mine.
481. p.324*
482, A. Burton, Revolutionary Violence. The Theories, pp. 14-15•
463. B* Childs, Marx and the Marxists. p. 327*
4’64* P,*324.
465* p. 8(preface) , (citing R.T. Bandels. Red October; The Bolshevik 

Revolution of 1917. (London. 1967)1.
466. H. Marcuse.̂  ĵ ^-5imeasional Mans Studies in the Ideology of
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f̂rgapoefl Industrial Safety* (Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd.,
London, 1964), p.23(cited in D. Childs* Marx and the Marxists,

“• • p*325). , ' _ ■ ".. _
4&T* One-Dimensional Han* p.48( cited by D. CMlds, Marx and the
- t e o s f c  p*325V.

488V €r* Lichtheim* A Short ysioaar of Sociali smy (Weldenf eld and
Ficolson* London, 197®)* p*3O0^ uQxierli33dng and brackets mine#

4^9w A*-Maclniyrc*. Marxism and Chrtstlanitv * (Gerald Duckworth* London* 
1969),pp. 139-14®.

47% pp.140-141.4ti* p.142. It in noteworthy that MacIntyre contributed the volume; 
entitled* Herbert Hareuss* Am Exposition and A Polemic*

_ Ftking Press* lew lork* 3L97®) tGr the ModernMasiers Series.
470? cfi' present study* pp. 287-288'*
473. Ki Polanyi* She Great Transformation. (Beacon Press* Boston, 1957) t 

pf*I52(cited in Liehths&tt* A Short History of Socialism* p*3O.0>) • 
474m D. Childs* Marx and the Marxists* p*338*
475. K* Marx and F* Engels* She Communist Manifesto# p.791 underlining 

mine *
476. Shis book is sufe-titled Hegel and the Rise crf Social Theory^ 

References to this book: are to the 2nd edition with supplementary
 ̂chapter, (Routledge and Regan Paul Ltd* * London, 31955) »

477te This hook̂ ,- to which reference has already been made* has been 
described by R.SW Mayers as Karcuse,!s "most definitive book" 
(Religious Ministrr in . a Transcendentles s Culture* (University 
Press of America, Inc* * Washington D.C.,1^ q), p.22).

4?8.! In' this comparison of Marcuse*s concept of the liberation of man 
with the theological concept of liberation, the author emphasizes 
what he regards to be hey aspects in the theological concept of 
liberation while recognizing that there is no general consensus 
concerning pneeisely what is meant by the term* ••liberation 
theology". __ _

479.- Man g The Imam of god* p*313.
48®. p.320.
483U Reason and Revolution* p*435* underlining mine*
482. pp*435-43^* Mere Marcuseuses the tenrn "free", K*E* Popper uses 

the expression "unrestrained" (The Open Society and Its Enemies,
■ _ p*117 û*lG)(naie given on p*327) )V

483. p.435.
4S4|' p.435*
485. p.438* brackets mine*
488. p.436*
487* P.439-.
4'88* p*322* underlining and brackets mine*
489V pp*321s-322* underlining mine;.
49®g p. 317.
491. A Half Century of Theology *, pp. 208̂ -209, emphasis original*
492. p. 209* emphasis original*
493• One-Dimensional Han'*, p.253* underlining mine.
494. Men Marcuse maintains that "Dialectical theory. * cannot offer the 

remedy”(p. 253),, he uses the word "theory” in isolation from- 
"practice"* Men he maintains that dialectical theory defines "the 
historical* .necessities" (p. 253), he immediately clarifies his use 
of the word "necessities"' by relating- it to "the practice which 
responds to> the theory"(p* 253)•
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495. Ct*C» Bterkouwer, "Orthodoxy anti Orthopraxis" inf God, and the Good.* 

edited by C* Oberleke andL L. Srnedes,(William B. Eerdmans 
 ̂ Publishing Company* Grand Rapids* Michigan* 1975)* pp* 13-21*

4 9 6* Faith and! Justification, p*201* emphasis and brackets original* 
497* Faith and Sanet i f 1 cat ion', p*193*
498* Sin* p.548*
499• P • 547 (ref erring to The Heidelberg Catechism, Lord’s Day 12, 

Question 31 and Lord’s Day 44, Question 115) , emphasis 
__ Berkouwer’s.

500* The expression* "the presence of the future"‘is taken from G*E. 
Ladd’s The Presence of the Future, (William. B* Eerdmans Publish
ing Company* Grand Rapids* Michigan* 1974) which is a revised 
and updated version of Jesus and the Kingdom* (Harper and Row*
Few Terk* 1964) * eaepape.ssio®*'' "the deed—word revelation" is 
taken from G*E*. Ladd’s- A Theology of the Few Testament* p*31*

5®1* The Return of Christ* p.150*
5©2f p. 143.
503* "Ideal types" are being used here(cf* D»0* Moberg* The Great 

Reversal : Evangelism versus Social Concern, (Scripture Union* 
London* 1972) * pp. 19-2(1 - ""ideal types". * select certain key 
characteristics for the purpose of making the distinctions 
clear. In actual life* most persons and groups do not fall 
purely and completely into either category")*

5®4. H* Rung ends his On Being a Christian on this note(p. 602)*
505* Reviewing Berkouwer’s The Church from; the standpoint of "the

Forth American church”* E* Heideman maintains that "it cannot be 
the book: on the church for us*.(and that) B'erkouwer’s book leads 
us to place alongside it the writings of others such as Jurgen 
Moltmann* The Church in the Power of the Spirit, and Jose Miguez 
Bonino* Doing Theology in a Revolutionary Situation* in order 
that his, own. vision of the church may be lived out in our land 
as well as in his* "(Reformed Review* ¥ol.32* Fo. l(Fall 197®) * p. 
65* emphasis original*' brackets mine) • It should he noted from 
the way in which Berkouwer begins and ends The Church that he 
does not presume to have written the, book on the church in any 
exclusive sense* At the outset* he notes that theological 
reflection concerning the church brings one face to face with 
"a long series of varied questions* all closely linked to the 
fact that there are so many churches as well as so many differing 
views of the essence of the Church" (p*7) • It is within this 
context that Berkouwer addresses himself to> the "challenging and 
serious" "question of the Churches relevance" (p* 7) V Men Berkou- 
wer concludes his book with the words of John 21:25 — "were 
every one of them to be written* I suppose that the world itself 
could not contain the books that would be written."(p.420) —* he 
leaves the reader with the thought that there is infinitely more 
to> be said about the reality and relevance of Christ’s church 
in the world than Berkouwer himself has been able to say. Thus, 
Heideman’s point is well taken - "Berkouwer rs book leads us" 
beyond itself in order that "his own vision of the church" might 
be "lived out" in situations that are very different from the 
particular context out of which T fe e C D r a r c h  i s  written (Heideman,

• p.65* emphasis mine)*
506* Cf* A Half Century of Theology, Chapter 7("The Earthly Horizon"), 

pp.179-214.
507. One-Dimensional Man*. p.253*
50®. p.253* emphases mine.
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5®9f P.254.
5X0V p. 255* underlining1 mine*
5X1* pp* 254-255r underlining and brackets mine#
512# p.257.
513. pp.255-25?.
514. Sin*, p. 136,; underlining mine.
515* One-Dimensional Han*, pp.7̂ -8* brackets mine.
516. p.9.
51?. The use of the expression* "according to> the Mble" does not 

imply the idea of* an artificial uniformity in the biblical 
writings?* Rather* it emphasizes that there is* within the rich 
diversity of Scripture*, a basic unity in the biblical perspective 
concerning the sinfulness of man who stands before God in his 
undeniable guilt and M s  absolute need of divine grace.

518;* One-Dimensional Han*; p.xiv*
519. p.xiy* underlining mine.
52®. p.xv.
521. The contrast between "Mghly unlikely" and "humanly impossible" 

emphasizes that* from the standpoint of man’s radical alienation 
from God* the Marxist, concept of alienation is not radical 
enough since? man does not have the power within himself to 
overcome this alienation which lies at the centre of his life

J (cf. S.H. Travis* X Believe in the Second Coming- of Jesus, p.232).
522. Bertrand Russell*Mose hostility to. religion was as uncompromising 

as Marx’s and M o  has been "one of the intellectual leaders of the 
left in> politics" in the present century* discounted the predict
ive element in Marx’s thought as "unscientific, in the sense that 
there is no reason whatsoever to suppose (it) true" with this 
soathing comment — "Marx professed Mmself an atheist* but 
retained a cosmic optimism which only theism could Justify." 
(History of Western PMlosophvV (Allen and Unwin, London* 1946) * 
p.8l6f cited in C» Brown* Philosophy and the Christian Faith.

,i; (int er—Tarsity Press'* London* 1969)* p*i37.
523*: A penetrating critique of the anthropocentric attempt to logically 

infer the nature of society’s future from a particular interpreta
tion of its past Mstory is found in R*R. Popper* The: poverty of

I storied smW524. Faith and Sanctification, p.l8l. emphasis original.
525* S.H. Travis* 1 Believe in the Second Coming of Jesus, p.25®. 

Critical of the Marxist future: expectation* Travis writes*"any 
quest for a perfect society which has no> possibility of a life 
beyond death is illusory. It offers nothing to those who are 
sacrificed in. the present time for the sake: cf those: who are 
expected to enjoy the promised utopia.' And even for those who 
experience the future perfect society* their enjoyment of it Mil 
he short—lined" (p. 233) * He contrasts this "illusory and short
lived" hope with "a real hope of eternal life with God (which) 
sets us free from anxiety about death* and frees us to work for 
the transformation-of this world"(p.25®* brackets mine).

526. A Half Century of Theology, p.214*
52?* cf. Divine Election*- pp.47—5®.
528V present study* p*X.
529. pp.37—38.
53®s. p.41.
531* cf. Divine Election*- Chapter 7("EIection and the Preaching of the 

Gospel")* pp.218-253.
532* The title* Faith and Sanctification, emphasizes the inseparable 

connection between faith and sanctification.
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533* Bohhoeffer, whose emphasis on the "deep this—worldliness of 

Christianity" does* In Berkouwer’s vie w, " close the door to 
flight Into the "beyond"" without " de^eschato Ipgi z (ing) the 
gospel"(A Half Century of Theology. p*2I4), writes, "Our relation 
to God is not a "religious" relationship ♦.but ..a new life in 
"existence for others""(Letters and Papers from Prison. (Ŝ C.H. 
Press, London, X96?)(3rd revised and enlarged edition), p.210). 
R*G* Smithy whdj in M s  discussion of "This-Worldly Transcendence", 
cites those words of Bohhoeffer(The Whole Han : Studies in 
Christian Anthropologr.(The Westminster Press, PMladelphia, 19 1̂ , 
p. 102) describes-thecAidstian relation to the world thus :

‘ "The Ghrisiian^c^niaoi be indifferent, to this world which God 
made and loves.Tet how can he be other than against it in its 
evil and sin and hopelessness? Both positions are necessary, and 

 ̂both at the same; time,VandL without reserve." (p. 10?) •
534* Han : The Image of God, pp.177'—ITS, underlining mine*
535* present study,' pp. 57-59*
536V cf. present study* p.ill for explanation of the methodology used 

In this particular analysis*
537*: cf* present study* p.ill.
53®. If theological reflection is to avoid becoming barren intellect

ual! srn, it Is Important to remember that the faith of the church 
"comes out of the experience of God’s people straggling to hear 
M s  Word In the context of life" (H.E. Osterhaven, The Faith of 
the Church' : A Reformed Perspective on Its Historical Developmenb » 
(WiIliam__B. Eerdmans^bMshing C^p^y, Grand Rapids, MIcMgan,

■_ 1982), p.T).
53#* Present study* pp.49% 70V 
540. pp.49^50* 88%
54$v p p i S ^ W  106-10.?..,
542. Holy Scripture »■ pp. 123—124.
543* p*I24f of. p.120) regarding Tillich’s theological method.
544* p* 166.
545. P.54V546, pp. 166—167.
547’* p.328, brackets mine.
548* pp.328-329% imderlining buckets original.
549% Divine Election1.: pp. 235-236*
55®. Biblical faith is neither a retreat Into an ’other-worMIlress’

which has no real significance for: this world nor a retreat into a 
fthls-warldllness’ of the secularist type. R.G. Smith makes some 
useful remarks in: this connection : "In a fundamental sense we 
have already passed in faith even the last trial of faith, which 
is death. It Is all over, and we live in faith as though nothing 
mattered* But we cannot be Indifferent. For faith casts us back 
into the world.. .It is only because man is freed from the world 
that he Is free for the world."(The Whole Man : Studies in 
Christian',Anthropology* pp.20, 42) •

551* cf*' The Work of Christy pp.254-294 for Berkouwer *s discussion of 
reconciliation* If the discussion found in Chapter Six of the 
present study appears to1 the reader to> be rather ’other-worldly’ 
in orientation, It should be set In the context of Chapters 
Seven and Eight where the author is more directly concerned with 
’tMs-worldly’ aspects of reconciliation.

552. Romans 12:4? of. The Church, pp.78-81. The importance of the
discussion in the present study, Chapter Seven Is related to; the
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insight that "the severance of unity is a catastrophe for the 
world” concerning which Berkouwer writes,"John 1? says as much, 
hut we are so accustomed to- disunity that we are in danger of 
■becoming immune to its- warning*"(The: Church. p. 46) •

553* Apologetics and social concern are integrally related to the 
gospel of reconciliation and not artificially attached to it*

554* The Work of Christy p. 294* brackets original.
555*: pp.291-292.
556o pp. 293-294 {citing- H* Berkkof, Crisis der Middenorthodoxie , pp * 37- 

40) t H* Berkhof comments helpfully on the relationship ‘between 
judgment and proclamation in Christian. Faith : An Introduction to 
the Study of the Faith* translated by S. Wcutdstrat{Hilliam B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids , Michigan,1 1979) - 11 The 
Bible speaks much about the terror of the judgment, but almost 
exclusively i t concerns God’s enemies* * all who knowingly and 
willingly oppose the proclamation and realisation of his holy love 
in the world*1 Mho are the ones who do that "knowingly and willing^1? 
We cannot ipoinrt them out* The judgment mil reveal it*.burs is the 
duty to call people to conversion in tkis^liie, and what God does 
with them in eternity is not our business.."(pp*530-931) •

557* A.P.F. Sell, The. Great Debate : Calvinism* Arminfanism and
Salvation^ {Sthdi.es/ in Christian Thoa^t and History) ♦ (H*E* Walter 
Ltd., Worthing* West Sussex^ 1982), p*9$* underlining mine (citing 
the words- of fRabbi* John Buncan from W* Knight (edit or) *
Colloqula Peripatetics.. * being notes of conversations with the 
latejSn^SSny^oi^hanty Edinburgh and Bondon, 6th edition,

_ 1907) * p*3G)*' Bunean*s words aptly express Berkouwerts view*
553* The Work of Christy p.294*
559• Berkouwer*s view of grace and faith has, in the present study,

been carefully distinguished from Reformed schelasticisnr{pp.149-
157) and the theology of Earl’ Barth which comes so close to the
the doctrine of universal reconciliationfpp.lOQ—105j cf* H*
Berkhof who describes Barth1 s- position thus - "Barth, ••is to be
counted among the suppprtersfof the apokatastasis doctrine)
because of his belief in the predominance of grace, which controls
all of his thinking; only he refuses . . to draw the ultimate
consequence, for fear of making grace into a system. " (Christian
Faith ; An Introduction to the Study of the: Faith* p.533* brackets
nine)* Account requires to be taken ofcriticism, of Berkouwer*s
thought from the Arminian standpoint{e.g* J*W*;t Cottrell,
•Conditional Election in C.H* Pinnock(editor), Grace Unlimited*
(Bethany Fellowship Inc. , Minneapolis, Minnesota,"1975) *PP* 51-73) •
It is important to understand that Berkouwer shares Cottrell*s
concern to maintain grace is not "absolute power” but ”a
totally different kind of power, namely*1' the- drawling power of love
and compassion and self-sacrifice” (p. 66); and (b) there is an
important "biblical distinction between faith and works*..namely
faith and. works are qualitatively different” (pp. 65̂ -66) * The
difference between, the positions of Berkouwer and Cottrell
revolves more around the interpretation of temporal language when it is- used in relation to God. Berkouwer critidiaes ^ . -
""the application of a temporal order to etemit^‘̂(tiivine
Election* p. 266; favourably citing L. Van der Zanden, Predestine-
tie in .Christus* p*39) ”a clear form of humanisation of God”
(p.2̂ ) ^ " ^rkcuwer would be in greater agreement .with I.E.
Marshall’s statement s "our language of predestination, .applied
to divine-human relationships..does break down”fGrace tJnlimited*
P*l35t emphasis original) than with Cottrell’s emphasis on the
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literal interpretation of the temporal aspect of the expression 
"foreknowledge” — "real knowledge.# of something before it 
actually happens”(p*59;, underlining mine) * Berkouwer would be 
in greater agreement with G.E. Osborne’s note on "foreknowledgd1 
- "Bote the use of this term in 1 Pet. 1:2, where it is used as 
a anonym for election*1 The word "know” is used often for God’s 
gracious; love in the Old Testament —  of* Gen*l8:19; Ex*33tI2; 
Jer*lt5.t- Amos 3:3; H©svi3*5$„,®nd. in; the Hew Testament, 1 Cor.8:3? 
Gal.4:9*”(Grace Unlimited* ji*lSS,- n.45)-ihan with Cottrell’s 
note — "Host Calvinists- try to avoid the clear implications of 
God’s foreknowledge by chsoiiging the meaning of it from "foreknow" 
to t-*fqrelave";_or, something similar.5. This is-, an. arbitrary 
definition,,(p.71, n*2l)* If is the: present writer’s view that 
Cottrell’s account- of Berkouwer’s position would have been less 
caricatured(especially pp.65-66) if he had paid closer attention 
to Berkouwer’s statements regarding the use of temporal language 
with respect to God. Cottrell might then have recognised that 
Berkouwer ’s; problem! with the- Armenian use of the idea of 
"foreknowledge" lies not in his opposition to the Arminian 
’order’ as such but to the whole notion of a temporal order in 
respect of God’s salvation* If Cottrell had drawn attention to 
this aspect of Berkouwer’e thought(even if he did not agree with 
Berkouwer at this point) , he would have been able to appreciate 
the extent of the agreement between himself and Berkouwer rather 
than implying that their views are more widely divergent than they 
really are. Since Cottrell does not observe the significant 
difference between himself and Berkouwer with respect to the use 
of temporal language in respect of God, he remains content to 
state that in Divine Election Berkouwer’s "main concern is to 
avoid the conclusion of individual reprobation as a symmetrical 
counterpart of individual election"(p.71, n*5)# This summary of 
Beadoonwer’a concern with the; doctrine of grace hardly begins to 
uncover either the depth of Berkouwer’s thought or the extent of 
his sympathy with the basic concerns of an Arminian such as 
Cottrell. While Berkouwer has a large measure of agreement with 
Cottrell regarding the relationships between grace, faith and 
works, he would not accept Cottrell’s attempt to understand these 
relationships by means of a system based on the idea of a temporal 
suceession(i*e'* foreknowledge precedes election). Berkouwer’s 
words of caution are in order here — "We shall never be able to 
analyse exactly the interrelation between faith and re conciliation, 
Outside of faith nothing can be understood here."(The Work of 
Christ* 1**294). Another statement from Grace Unlimited which 
demands comment here is: G*R. Osborne’s statement that Berkouwer, 
in Faith and Perseverance, pp.9-10, "speaks of the timelessness 
of the doctrine of final perseverance, founded on"the richness 
and abidingness of salvation."”(Osborne, p.188, n*50, underlining 
mine). This single—sentence comment on Berkouwer*s view hardly 
gives* a fair indication of the type of thinking found in Chapter 1 
of Faith and Perseverance — "Timeliness and Relevance”, pp.9—14* 
Berkouwer insists that "the living preaching of the Scriptures, 

offer no metaphysical and theoretical views about. • "permanency”” .as an independent theme in itself, does nothing to 
encourage "a continuity which is. , opposed in any way to the living 
nature of faith” (p. 13).' Berkouwer stresses that "The perseverance 
of the saints is not primarily a theoretical problem but a
confession of faith"(p. 14) and that "The perseverance.of the sainis xs unbreakably connected with the: assurance of faith" (p. 11).
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The use of the expression "tlraelessness” in respect of Berkouwer’s 
perspective on faith and perseverance seems particularly 
misleading in view of Berkouwer’s • favourable citation of Barth’s 
words s "It has to be. a relation whose being must be renewed every 
moment to remain true, as much through the speech of the good God 
who is new every moining.'as in the knowledge and act, the faith 
and obedience of raan.n(p*13^ citing K. Barth, Prolegomena(1927) > 
p. 296). A helpful account of Berkouwer’s view of faith and 
perseverance Is given by I».B# Smedes — "The doctrine of persever
ance Is an assurance gained only in faith, in the faith that 
finds Its way to assurance through doubt and temptation, in the 
faith that is directed only to Christ. The faith that looks to 
Christ realises that grace has priority over his doubts and 
weakness. Our duty to persevere Is oriented to God’s preservation. 
And we find confidence in God’s preservation of us when we see 
His powerful grace at the Cross. Assurance Is not the prerogative 
of the person who can reason inferentlally from a doctrine of 
election.' Assurance is the gift that everyone finds who finds God 
at the Cross. The admonitions of Scripture to persevere lest we 
fall, the temptation to disbelieve, and the weakness of the human 
will, are the ways along which faith comes- to rest in the 
reliability of grace. For these, within the Christian life of 
faitht are goads to drive us to the Cross, the only place where 
the faith—certainty of perseverance is found.” ("G . C. Berkouwer” 
in Creative Minds in Contemporary Theology, edited by P.E. Hughes, 
(William B* Eerdmans- Publishing Company, Grand Eaplds;, Michigan, 
Second, revised edition, 1969;(first edition, I966)},p.9I^4mder- 
lining mine) . It has been noted, in the present etudy^ that 
Berkouwer’s view of grace and faith has been. misrepresented(cf. 
pp.101—102, 149*153 and! the present note). The present writer 
holds that Berkouwer’s theology reflects the dual emphasis or 
grace and faith found in such Hew Testament passages as Ephesians 
2:8 and 1 Peter 1:5. Since Berkouwer’s work Is, at present, not 
widely known in. Great Britain said Is-.-.known to some only by means 
of a misrepresentation of his teaching, the present writer hopes 
that this study brings us closer to the point "when history gives 
us a perspective of the total effect of his work”(L.B. Smedes, p. 
91) • If the present study helps to clarify Berkouwer’s teaching 
in the face of both Ignorance and caricature^ it may be that his 
writings will become more widely read and that subsequent history 
will accord him the kind of tributes found on the rear dust-cover 
of his "Studies in Dogmatics” — ”one of the genuinely significant 
leaders of Christian thought in our day”(E*T* Ramsdell, Professor 
of Systematic Theology, Garrett Biblical Institute), "among the 
best theological writers of our day..the theological student who. 
neglects him Is not wise”(Dr Dale Moody, professor of Systematic 
Theology, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary),”Dr. Berkouwer’s 
vigorous volumes on dogmatics not only deserve to be read on both 
sides of the Atlantic, but the present tensions in theology make 
the reading of these works an imperative."(Dr. Carl, F.H. Henry, 
Editor, Christianity Today).

56D. The Church, p.101, underlining mine.
561.: p. 77, brackets mine.
562*; The Second Vatican Council and the Hew Catholicism, p.257*

Concerning "that mistaken kind of ecumenism which glosses over 
genuine differences and seems to suggest that every point of 
view Is equally valid, so long as it is sincerely held”, J.
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Macquarrie writes, "Those who think in this way are really 
saying that there is neither truth nor untruth in theology? and 
this Implies, In turn1, that the whole* theological enterprise is 
a waste of time.” (Principles of Christian Theology, (Thee Library 
of Philosophy and Theology, edited by J» McIntyre and I.T.
Bamsey) ,(S»C«Jf. Press Ltd. , London, I9&6), p.viil).

563, Han * The Image of God, p. 229.
564, A Half Century of Theology. p. 177*
565* p.7 3 ( vourable cltatlon of Orth’s position in his dialogue with. 

Baltmann) . Hhile differing with the Roman Catholic theologian,
It. Rahner with respect to the precise meaning of the tern, 
"Christian dogma" and sharing Berkouwer’s reservation with resp
ect to Rahnerfs notion of ’anonymous Christlanity’ (A Half Centusy 
of Theology, p.l83), the: present writer notes with appreciation 
(a) Rahner1 s- emphasis on giving people "confidence from the: 
content cf- Christian dogma, that they can believe with intellect
ual honesty"? and (b) Rahner’s vivid illustration relating to 
man’s limited understanding —  man’s knowledge islike "a small 
island _in â  vast sea that has not been traveled, .a floating 
island.’, (which) may be more familiar to us than the: sea, but 
ultimately It is borne by the sea and only because it is can we 
be home by it." (Foundations of Christian Faith ; An Introducticn 
to the Idea of (^Shtiarity* translatedby~Ŵ TT».r' ^
Longman, &  Todd Ltd., London, 1978(Gferman edition, 1976)),P*12,

- emphasis original? p.22, brackets mine) •
566. Acts 6:4*- The episode described in Acts; 6:1—6 is most instructive 

for the modem church. "Prayer and the ministry of the word” and 
social concern are not treated as mutually exclusive alternative 
ITeither are expendable since they belong together in the total
context of the church’s witness in the world*

567. In his Principles of Christian Theology. J. Macquarrie seeks to 
avoid the dangers of (a) an intelieciualism in which theology, 
forgetting "its roots in experience, .becomes a mere scholasticism" 
(pp;.:5?6) t (b) an individualism in which theology becomes "subject
ive, introspective:, and individualistic" because of a failure to 
"keep In view the experience of the whole community of faith" 
(p*6)| and (c) an otherworldliness in which theology insulates 
itself against "all contact with the changing forms of secular 
culture" and thus falls to address itself "to its own day and 
generation" (p.13) • The present writer notes with interest 
Macquarrie’s: concern with maintaining "a proper balance . .between 
..experience and revelation”(p.7) without "try(ing) to be modem 
for the sake of modernity, • .(without) accommodat(ing) the 
revelation to the mood of the time"(p. 13, brackets mine). The 
central problem of the present study has, in Macquarrie * s words, 
been "(t)he problem*.of maintaining a -fine balance*. (, of)
find (ing) a way between. • dangerous extremes" (p.13, brackets mine). 
Hhile there may not be precise agreement between the present 
writer and. Macquarrie, there is agreement that the problem of 
theological polarization is one which requires the close and 
careful attention of contemporary theology.
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